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This document contains licenses and notices for open source software used in this product.

With respect to the free/open source software listed in this document, if you have any

questions or wish to receive a copy of any source code to which you may be entitled under

the applicable free/open source license(s) (such as the GNU Lesser/General Public License),

please submit this form.

 

In your requests please include the following reference number 78EE117C99-1850471595
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1.248 jnr-constants 0.8.6 

     1.248.1 Available under license 

1.249 gxt 3.0.1 

     1.249.1 Available under license 

1.250 javax-activation 1.2.0 

     1.250.1 Available under license 

1.251 jetty-util 9.4.22.v20191022 

     1.251.1 Available under license 

1.252 jetty 9.4.22.v20191022 

     1.252.1 Available under license 

1.253 jetty-jmx 9.4.22.v20191022 

     1.253.1 Available under license 
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     1.254.1 Available under license 

1.255 hawtjni-runtime 1.9 
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1.262 hibernate-jbosscache 3.3.1.GA 
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1.263 hibernate-jbosscache2 3.3.1.GA 
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1.264 lettuce-core 6.1.5.RELEASE 
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1.267 tomcat-dbcp 9.0.62 
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     1.267.1 Available under license 

1.268 tomcat-jdbc 9.0.62 

     1.268.1 Available under license 

1.269 tomcat-jni 9.0.62 

     1.269.1 Available under license 

1.270 tomcat-websocket 9.0.62 

     1.270.1 Available under license 

1.271 tomcat-util-scan 9.0.62 

     1.271.1 Available under license 

1.272 ion-java 1.0.2 

     1.272.1 Available under license 

1.273 gson 2.9.0 

     1.273.1 Available under license 

1.274 mina 2.1.5 

     1.274.1 Available under license 

1.275 jaxb-core 2.3.0 

     1.275.1 Available under license 

1.276 istack-commons 3.0.5 

     1.276.1 Available under license 

1.277 metrics-spi 2.17.196 

     1.277.1 Available under license 

1.278 netty-nio-client 2.17.196 

     1.278.1 Available under license 

1.279 third-party-jackson-core 2.17.196 

     1.279.1 Available under license 

1.280 aws-core 2.17.196 

     1.280.1 Available under license 

1.281 auth 2.17.196 

     1.281.1 Available under license 

1.282 json-utils 2.17.196 

     1.282.1 Available under license 

1.283 sdk-core 2.17.196 

     1.283.1 Available under license 

1.284 aws-json-protocol 2.17.196 

     1.284.1 Available under license 

1.285 ec2 2.17.196 

     1.285.1 Available under license 

1.286 kms 2.17.196 

     1.286.1 Available under license 
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1.287 regions 2.17.196 

     1.287.1 Available under license 

1.288 annotations 2.17.196 

     1.288.1 Available under license 

1.289 client-spi 2.17.196 

     1.289.1 Available under license 

1.290 sns 2.17.196 

     1.290.1 Available under license 

1.291 protocol-core 2.17.196 

     1.291.1 Available under license 

1.292 sqs 2.17.196 

     1.292.1 Available under license 

1.293 apache-client 2.17.196 

     1.293.1 Available under license 

1.294 aws-xml-protocol 2.17.196 

     1.294.1 Available under license 

1.295 aws-query-protocol 2.17.196 

     1.295.1 Available under license 

1.296 s3 2.17.196 

     1.296.1 Available under license 

1.297 arns 2.17.196 

     1.297.1 Available under license 

1.298 utils 2.17.196 

     1.298.1 Available under license 

1.299 profiles 2.17.196 

     1.299.1 Available under license 

1.300 jax-rpc 1.1 

     1.300.1 Available under license 

1.301 tomcat-coyote 9.0.62 

     1.301.1 Available under license 

1.302 sts 2.17.196 

     1.302.1 Available under license 

1.303 ecj 3.26.0 

     1.303.1 Available under license 

1.304 jackson 2.14.0 

     1.304.1 Available under license 

1.305 jackson-databind 2.14.0 

     1.305.1 Available under license 

1.306 jackson-annotations 2.14.0 
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     1.306.1 Available under license 

1.307 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.14.0 

     1.307.1 Available under license 

1.308 ssm 2.17.196 

     1.308.1 Available under license 

1.309 jackson-xc 2.14.0 

     1.309.1 Available under license 

1.310 shiro-ehcache 1.10.1 

     1.310.1 Available under license 

1.311 shiro 1.10.1 

     1.311.1 Available under license 

1.312 jackson-module-jsonschema 2.14.0 

     1.312.1 Available under license 

1.313 netty 4.1.86.Final 

     1.313.1 Available under license 

1.314 netty-handler 4.1.86.Final 

     1.314.1 Available under license 

1.315 netty-resolver 4.1.86.Final 

     1.315.1 Available under license 

1.316 netty-codec 4.1.86.Final 

     1.316.1 Available under license 

1.317 netty-transport 4.1.86.Final 

     1.317.1 Available under license 

1.318 netty-transport-native-unix-common 4.1.86.Final 

     1.318.1 Available under license 

1.319 netty-transport-classes-epoll 4.1.86.Final 

     1.319.1 Available under license 

1.320 jettison 1.4.0 

     1.320.1 Available under license 

1.321 protobuf-java 3.21.12 

     1.321.1 Available under license 

1.322 leveldb-api 0.9 

     1.322.1 Available under license 

1.323 leveldb 0.9 

     1.323.1 Available under license 

1.324 hawtbuf-proto 1.11 

     1.324.1 Available under license 

1.325 commons-fileupload 1.5 

     1.325.1 Available under license 
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1.326 antlr 4.11.1 

     1.326.1 Available under license 

1.327 syslog-java-client 1.1.7 

     1.327.1 Available under license 

1.328 jnr-unixsocket 0.4 

     1.328.1 Available under license 

1.329 jnr-enxio 0.5 

1.330 jnr-posix 3.0.8 

     1.330.1 Available under license 

1.331 jnr-ffi 2.0.0 

     1.331.1 Available under license 

1.332 mqtt-client 1.15 

     1.332.1 Available under license 

1.333 aws-java-sdk-sns 1.12.105 

     1.333.1 Available under license 

1.334 aws-java-sdk-sqs 1.12.105 

     1.334.1 Available under license 

1.335 rabbitmq-jms 2.4.0 

     1.335.1 Available under license 

1.336 aws-java-sdk-core 1.12.105 

     1.336.1 Available under license 

1.337 aws-java-sdk-s3 1.12.105 

     1.337.1 Available under license 

1.338 mariadb-java-client 2.7.3 

     1.338.1 Available under license 

1.339 awsjavasdkec 1.12.105 

     1.339.1 Available under license 

1.340 rome-utils 1.12.2 

     1.340.1 Available under license 

1.341 aws-java-sdk-kms 1.12.105 

     1.341.1 Available under license 

1.342 amqp-client 5.14.1 

     1.342.1 Available under license 

1.343 jmespath-java 1.12.105 

     1.343.1 Available under license 

1.344 servlet-api 3.1.0 

     1.344.1 Available under license 

1.345 slf4j-impl 1.7.25 

     1.345.1 Available under license 
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1.346 slf4j-impl 1.7.5 

     1.346.1 Available under license 

1.347 servlet-api 4.0.FR 

     1.347.1 Available under license 

1.348 snappy 0.2 

     1.348.1 Available under license 

1.349 servlet-api 9.0.27 

     1.349.1 Available under license 

1.350 woodstox 4.3.0 

     1.350.1 Available under license 

1.351 java™-native-access 5 

     1.351.1 Available under license 

1.352 rome 1.12.2 

     1.352.1 Available under license 

1.353 libpng 1.6.37 

     1.353.1 Available under license 

1.354 perl 5.32.1 

     1.354.1 Available under license 

1.355 snappy-java 1.1.2 

     1.355.1 Available under license 

1.356 jetty 9.4.22.v20191022 

     1.356.1 Available under license 

1.357 jolokia 1.6.0 

     1.357.1 Available under license 

1.358 castor 0.9.5 

     1.358.1 Available under license 

1.359 jdk-zulu 11.62+17 

     1.359.1 Available under license 

1.360 spring-framework 4.3.24.RELEASE 

     1.360.1 Available under license 

1.361 tomcat 9.0.62 

     1.361.1 Available under license 

1.362 wrapper 3.2.3 

     1.362.1 Available under license 

1.363 openjdk-jre 11.0.18u10 

     1.363.1 Available under license 
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1.1 jdom 1.0 
1.1.1 Notifications : 

This product includes software developed by the JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/).

1.1.2 Available under license : 
/*--

 

$Id: Comment.java,v 1.32 2004/02/11 21:12:43 jhunter Exp $

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.  For

   written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

   may "JDOM" appear in their

 name, without prior written permission

   from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the

     JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ''AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE,

 DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

*/

 

package org.jdom;

 

/**

* An XML comment. Methods allow the user to get and set the text of the

* comment.

*

* @version $Revision: 1.32 $, $Date: 2004/02/11 21:12:43 $

* @author  Brett McLaughlin

* @author  Jason Hunter

*/

public class Comment extends Content {

 

   private static final String CVS_ID =

     "@(#) $RCSfile: Comment.java,v $ $Revision: 1.32 $ $Date: 2004/02/11

 21:12:43 $ $Name: jdom_1_0 $";

 

   /** Text of the <code>Comment</code> */

   protected String text;

 

   /**

    * Default, no-args constructor for implementations to use if needed.

    */

   protected Comment() {}

 

   /**

    * This creates the comment with the supplied text.

    *

    * @param text <code>String</code> content of comment.

    */

   public Comment(String text) {

       setText(text);

   }
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   /**

    * Returns the XPath 1.0 string value of this element, which is the

    * text of this comment.

    *

    * @return the text of this comment

    */

   public String getValue() {

       return text;

   }

 

   /**

    * This returns the textual data within the <code>Comment</code>.

    *

    * @return <code>String</code> - text of comment.

    */

   public String getText() {

       return text;

   }

 

   /**

    * This will set the value of the <code>Comment</code>.

    *

    * @param text <code>String</code>

 text for comment.

    * @return <code>Comment</code> - this Comment modified.

    * @throws IllegalDataException if the given text is illegal for a

    *         Comment.

    */

   public Comment setText(String text) {

       String reason;

       if ((reason = Verifier.checkCommentData(text)) != null) {

           throw new IllegalDataException(text, "comment", reason);

       }

 

       this.text = text;

       return this;

   }

 

   /**

    * This returns a <code>String</code> representation of the

    * <code>Comment</code>, suitable for debugging. If the XML

    * representation of the <code>Comment</code> is desired,

    * {@link org.jdom.output.XMLOutputter#outputString(Comment)}

    * should be used.

    *

    * @return <code>String</code> - information about the
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    *         <code>Attribute</code>

    */

   public String toString() {

       return new StringBuffer()

           .append("[Comment: ")

           .append(new

 org.jdom.output.XMLOutputter().outputString(this))

           .append("]")

           .toString();

   }

 

}

 

1.2 hibernate 3.3.1.GA 
1.2.1 Available under license : 

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use

 it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
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it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute

 copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems

 that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work,
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 a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case

 is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based

 on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
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this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library

 or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).

  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be

 a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function

 or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of

 derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
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License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative

 works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with

 the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
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 If such

 an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering

 for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing

 the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
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   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the

 work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you

 cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

 

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any

 work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free

 redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
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integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

 

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version

 is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE

 THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
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EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS

 OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

		     

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  

 <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer

 (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.3 velocity-dep 1.3.1 
1.3.1 Notifications : 

This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

1.3.2 Available under license : 
/*

 

* ====================================================================

 

*

 

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

 

*

 

* Copyright (c) 2000-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

 

* reserved.

 

*

 

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 

* are met:
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*

 

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

*

 

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

 

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

 

*    distribution.

 

*

 

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

 

*    any, must include the following acknowledgement: 

 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

 

*   

     Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

 

*    Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,

 

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

 

*

 

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Velocity", and "Apache Software

 

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

 

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

 

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

 

*

 

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

 

*    "Velocity" nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior

 

*    written permission of the Apache Group.
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*

 

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

 

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

 

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

 

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

 

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

 

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

 

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

 

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

 

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

 

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 

* SUCH DAMAGE.

 

* ====================================================================

 

*

 

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

 

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

 

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

 

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

 

*

 

*/

 

1.4 avalon-framework 4.1.5 
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1.4.1 Notifications : 
This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

1.4.2 Available under license : 
============================================================================

                  The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

============================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 1997-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modifica-

tion, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of  source code must  retain the above copyright  notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

   include  the following  acknowledgment:  "This product includes  software

   developed

  by the  Apache Software Foundation  (http://www.apache.org/)."

   Alternately, this  acknowledgment may  appear in the software itself,  if

   and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The  names   "Apache",   "Avalon",  "Excalibur",  "Fortress",  "Phoenix",

   "Merlin" and "Apache Software Foundation" must not be used  to endorse or

   promote  products  derived  from  this  software  without  prior  written

   permission.  For written permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

 

5. Products  derived from this software may not  be called "Apache", nor may

   "Apache" appear  in their name,  without prior written permission  of the

   Apache Software Foundation.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ''AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS  FOR A PARTICULAR  PURPOSE ARE  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO  EVENT SHALL  THE

APACHE SOFTWARE  FOUNDATION

  OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS  BE LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES (INCLU-

DING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS  INTERRUPTION)  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY  THEORY OF LIABILITY,  WHETHER  IN CONTRACT,  STRICT LIABILITY,  OR TORT

(INCLUDING  NEGLIGENCE OR  OTHERWISE) ARISING IN  ANY WAY OUT OF THE  USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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This software  consists of voluntary contributions made  by many individuals

on  behalf of the Apache Software  Foundation. For more  information on the

Apache Software Foundation, please see http://www.apache.org/.

 

1.5 antlr 2.7.2 
1.5.1 Available under license : 

SOFTWARE RIGHTS

$Id: //depot/code/org.antlr/release/antlr-2.7.2/RIGHTS#1 $

 

ANTLR 1989-2003 Developed by jGuru.com, 

http://www.ANTLR.org  and http://www.jGuru.com

 

We reserve no legal rights to the ANTLR--it is fully in the

public domain. An individual or company may do whatever

they wish with source code distributed with ANTLR or the

code generated by ANTLR, including the incorporation of

ANTLR, or its output, into commerical software.

 

We encourage users to develop software with ANTLR. However,

we do ask that credit is given to us for developing

ANTLR. By "credit", we mean that if you use ANTLR or

incorporate any source code into one of your programs

(commercial product, research project, or otherwise) that

you acknowledge this fact somewhere in the documentation,

research report, etc... If you like ANTLR and have

developed a nice tool with the output, please mention that

you developed it using ANTLR. In addition, we ask that the

headers remain

 intact in our source code. As long as these

guidelines are kept, we expect to continue enhancing this

system and expect to make other tools available as they are

completed.

 

The primary ANTLR guy:

 

Terence Parr

http://www.jGuru.com

parrt@jguru.com

 

1.6 spring-framework 2.5.5 
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1.6.1 Available under license : 
======================================================================

 

  == NOTICE file corresponding to section 4 d of the Apache License,  ==

 

  == Version 2.0, in this case for the Spring Framework distribution. ==

 

  ======================================================================

 

 

 

  This product includes software developed by

 

  the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org).

 

 

 

  The end-user documentation included with a redistribution, if any,

 

  must include the following acknowledgement:

 

 

 

    "This product includes software developed by the Spring Framework

 

     Project (http://www.springframework.org)."

 

 

 

  Alternatively, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,

 

  if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

 

 

 

  The names "Spring" and "Spring Framework" must not be used to

 

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 

  prior written permission.

 For written permission, please contact

 

  rod.johnson@interface21.com or juergen.hoeller@interface21.com.

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable

 from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor"

 shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by

Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such
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Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are

 necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to

which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-

claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work

constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for

that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

 

  3. You must retain, in the

 Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices

from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works;

and

 

  4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative

 Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such

additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
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reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

 otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor,

 and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or

claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy

 of the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in

writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions and limitations under the License.

 

 

Copyright ? 2009 The Apache Software Foundation, Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0.

Apache and the Apache feather logo are trademarks of The Apache Software Foundation.

 

1.7 geronimoj2eemanagement 1.0 
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1.7.1 Available under license : 
// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

                    

// Version 2.0, in this case for J2EE Management 1.0                                                                                 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

J2EE Management 1.0

Copyright 2003-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such

 entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

    

 editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source

 code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the

 terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the

 attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications

 and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as

 required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License,

 Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.8 axis-saaj 1.4 
1.8.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such

 entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

    

 editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source

 code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the

 terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the

 attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications

 and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as

 required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License,

 Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

=========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Axis distribution.        ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.9 libjpeg 6b 
1.9.1 Notifications : 

This software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG Group.

1.9.2 Available under license : 
The Independent JPEG Group's JPEG software

==========================================

 

README for release 6b of 27-Mar-1998

====================================

 

This distribution contains the sixth public release of the Independent JPEG

Group's free JPEG software.  You are welcome to redistribute this software and

to use it for any purpose, subject to the conditions under LEGAL ISSUES, below.

 

Serious users of this software (particularly those incorporating it into

larger programs) should contact IJG at jpeg-info@uunet.uu.net to be added to

our electronic mailing list.  Mailing list members are notified of updates

and have a chance to participate in technical discussions, etc.

 

This software is the work of Tom Lane, Philip Gladstone, Jim Boucher,

Lee Crocker, Julian Minguillon, Luis Ortiz, George Phillips, Davide Rossi,

Guido Vollbeding, Ge' Weijers, and other members of the Independent JPEG

Group.

 

IJG is not affiliated with the official ISO JPEG standards committee.

 

 

DOCUMENTATION

 ROADMAP

=====================

 

This file contains the following sections:

 

OVERVIEW            General description of JPEG and the IJG software.

LEGAL ISSUES        Copyright, lack of warranty, terms of distribution.
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REFERENCES          Where to learn more about JPEG.

ARCHIVE LOCATIONS   Where to find newer versions of this software.

RELATED SOFTWARE    Other stuff you should get.

FILE FORMAT WARS    Software *not* to get.

TO DO               Plans for future IJG releases.

 

Other documentation files in the distribution are:

 

User documentation:

 install.doc       How to configure and install the IJG software.

 usage.doc         Usage instructions for cjpeg, djpeg, jpegtran,

                   rdjpgcom, and wrjpgcom.

 *.1               Unix-style man pages for programs (same info as usage.doc).

 wizard.doc        Advanced usage instructions for JPEG wizards only.

 change.log        Version-to-version change highlights.

Programmer and internal

 documentation:

 libjpeg.doc       How to use the JPEG library in your own programs.

 example.c         Sample code for calling the JPEG library.

 structure.doc     Overview of the JPEG library's internal structure.

 filelist.doc      Road map of IJG files.

 coderules.doc     Coding style rules --- please read if you contribute code.

 

Please read at least the files install.doc and usage.doc.  Useful information

can also be found in the JPEG FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) article.  See

ARCHIVE LOCATIONS below to find out where to obtain the FAQ article.

 

If you want to understand how the JPEG code works, we suggest reading one or

more of the REFERENCES, then looking at the documentation files (in roughly

the order listed) before diving into the code.

 

 

OVERVIEW

========

 

This package contains C software to implement JPEG image compression and

decompression.  JPEG (pronounced "jay-peg") is a standardized compression

method for full-color and gray-scale images.

  JPEG is intended for compressing

"real-world" scenes; line drawings, cartoons and other non-realistic images

are not its strong suit.  JPEG is lossy, meaning that the output image is not

exactly identical to the input image.  Hence you must not use JPEG if you

have to have identical output bits.  However, on typical photographic images,

very good compression levels can be obtained with no visible change, and

remarkably high compression levels are possible if you can tolerate a

low-quality image.  For more details, see the references, or just experiment

with various compression settings.
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This software implements JPEG baseline, extended-sequential, and progressive

compression processes.  Provision is made for supporting all variants of these

processes, although some uncommon parameter settings aren't implemented yet.

For legal reasons, we are not distributing code for the arithmetic-coding

variants of JPEG; see LEGAL ISSUES.  We have made no provision for supporting

the

 hierarchical or lossless processes defined in the standard.

 

We provide a set of library routines for reading and writing JPEG image files,

plus two sample applications "cjpeg" and "djpeg", which use the library to

perform conversion between JPEG and some other popular image file formats.

The library is intended to be reused in other applications.

 

In order to support file conversion and viewing software, we have included

considerable functionality beyond the bare JPEG coding/decoding capability;

for example, the color quantization modules are not strictly part of JPEG

decoding, but they are essential for output to colormapped file formats or

colormapped displays.  These extra functions can be compiled out of the

library if not required for a particular application.  We have also included

"jpegtran", a utility for lossless transcoding between different JPEG

processes, and "rdjpgcom" and "wrjpgcom", two simple applications for

inserting and extracting textual comments

 in JFIF files.

 

The emphasis in designing this software has been on achieving portability and

flexibility, while also making it fast enough to be useful.  In particular,

the software is not intended to be read as a tutorial on JPEG.  (See the

REFERENCES section for introductory material.)  Rather, it is intended to

be reliable, portable, industrial-strength code.  We do not claim to have

achieved that goal in every aspect of the software, but we strive for it.

 

We welcome the use of this software as a component of commercial products.

No royalty is required, but we do ask for an acknowledgement in product

documentation, as described under LEGAL ISSUES.

 

 

LEGAL ISSUES

============

 

In plain English:

 

1. We don't promise that this software works.  (But if you find any bugs,

  please let us know!)

2. You can use this software for whatever you want.  You don't have to pay us.

3. You may not pretend that you wrote this software.  If you use it in a

  program, you

 must acknowledge somewhere in your documentation that

  you've used the IJG code.
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In legalese:

 

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS", and you,

its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee, subject to these

conditions:

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed, then this

README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty notice

unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original files

must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

(2) If only executable code is distributed,

 then the accompanying

documentation must state that "this software is based in part on the work of

the Independent JPEG Group".

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived from

it.  This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG Group's

software".

 

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis of

commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.

 

 

ansi2knr.c is included in this distribution by permission of

 L. Peter Deutsch,

sole proprietor of its copyright holder, Aladdin Enterprises of Menlo Park, CA.

ansi2knr.c is NOT covered by the above copyright and conditions, but instead

by the usual distribution terms of the Free Software Foundation; principally,

that you must include source code if you redistribute it.  (See the file

ansi2knr.c for full details.)  However, since ansi2knr.c is not needed as part

of any program generated from the IJG code, this does not limit you more than
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the foregoing paragraphs do.

 

The Unix configuration script "configure" was produced with GNU Autoconf.

It is copyright by the Free Software Foundation but is freely distributable.

The same holds for its supporting scripts (config.guess, config.sub,

ltconfig, ltmain.sh).  Another support script, install-sh, is copyright

by M.I.T. but is also freely distributable.

 

It appears that the arithmetic coding option of the JPEG spec is covered by

patents owned by IBM, AT&T, and Mitsubishi.  Hence arithmetic

 coding cannot

legally be used without obtaining one or more licenses.  For this reason,

support for arithmetic coding has been removed from the free JPEG software.

(Since arithmetic coding provides only a marginal gain over the unpatented

Huffman mode, it is unlikely that very many implementations will support it.)

So far as we are aware, there are no patent restrictions on the remaining

code.

 

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files.

To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support has

been removed altogether, and the GIF writer has been simplified to produce

"uncompressed GIFs".  This technique does not use the LZW algorithm; the

resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all standard

GIF decoders.

 

We are required to state that

   "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is the Copyright property of

   CompuServe Incorporated.  GIF(sm) is a Service Mark property of

   CompuServe Incorporated."

 

 

REFERENCES

==========

 

We

 highly recommend reading one or more of these references before trying to

understand the innards of the JPEG software.

 

The best short technical introduction to the JPEG compression algorithm is

	Wallace, Gregory K.  "The JPEG Still Picture Compression Standard",

	Communications of the ACM, April 1991 (vol. 34 no. 4), pp. 30-44.

(Adjacent articles in that issue discuss MPEG motion picture compression,

applications of JPEG, and related topics.)  If you don't have the CACM issue

handy, a PostScript file containing a revised version of Wallace's article is

available at ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/wallace.ps.gz.  The file (actually

a preprint for an article that appeared in IEEE Trans. Consumer Electronics)

omits the sample images that appeared in CACM, but it includes corrections

and some added material.  Note: the Wallace article is copyright ACM and IEEE,
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and it may not be used for commercial purposes.

 

A somewhat less technical, more

 leisurely introduction to JPEG can be found in

"The Data Compression Book" by Mark Nelson and Jean-loup Gailly, published by

M&T Books (New York), 2nd ed. 1996, ISBN 1-55851-434-1.  This book provides

good explanations and example C code for a multitude of compression methods

including JPEG.  It is an excellent source if you are comfortable reading C

code but don't know much about data compression in general.  The book's JPEG

sample code is far from industrial-strength, but when you are ready to look

at a full implementation, you've got one here...

 

The best full description of JPEG is the textbook "JPEG Still Image Data

Compression Standard" by William B. Pennebaker and Joan L. Mitchell, published

by Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1993, ISBN 0-442-01272-1.  Price US$59.95, 638 pp.

The book includes the complete text of the ISO JPEG standards (DIS 10918-1

and draft DIS 10918-2).  This is by far the most complete exposition of JPEG

in existence, and we highly recommend it.

 

The

 JPEG standard itself is not available electronically; you must order a

paper copy through ISO or ITU.  (Unless you feel a need to own a certified

official copy, we recommend buying the Pennebaker and Mitchell book instead;

it's much cheaper and includes a great deal of useful explanatory material.)

In the USA, copies of the standard may be ordered from ANSI Sales at (212)

642-4900, or from Global Engineering Documents at (800) 854-7179.  (ANSI

doesn't take credit card orders, but Global does.)  It's not cheap: as of

1992, ANSI was charging $95 for Part 1 and $47 for Part 2, plus 7%

shipping/handling.  The standard is divided into two parts, Part 1 being the

actual specification, while Part 2 covers compliance testing methods.  Part 1

is titled "Digital Compression and Coding of Continuous-tone Still Images,

Part 1: Requirements and guidelines" and has document numbers ISO/IEC IS

10918-1, ITU-T T.81.  Part 2 is titled "Digital Compression and Coding of

Continuous-tone Still

 Images, Part 2: Compliance testing" and has document

numbers ISO/IEC IS 10918-2, ITU-T T.83.

 

Some extensions to the original JPEG standard are defined in JPEG Part 3,

a newer ISO standard numbered ISO/IEC IS 10918-3 and ITU-T T.84.  IJG

currently does not support any Part 3 extensions.

 

The JPEG standard does not specify all details of an interchangeable file

format.  For the omitted details we follow the "JFIF" conventions, revision

1.02.  A copy of the JFIF spec is available from:

	Literature Department

	C-Cube Microsystems, Inc.

	1778 McCarthy Blvd.

	Milpitas, CA 95035
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	phone (408) 944-6300,  fax (408) 944-6314

A PostScript version of this document is available by FTP at

ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jfif.ps.gz.  There is also a plain text

version at ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jfif.txt.gz, but it is missing

the figures.

 

The TIFF 6.0 file format specification can be obtained by FTP from

ftp://ftp.sgi.com/graphics/tiff/TIFF6.ps.gz.  The JPEG incorporation

 scheme

found in the TIFF 6.0 spec of 3-June-92 has a number of serious problems.

IJG does not recommend use of the TIFF 6.0 design (TIFF Compression tag 6).

Instead, we recommend the JPEG design proposed by TIFF Technical Note #2

(Compression tag 7).  Copies of this Note can be obtained from ftp.sgi.com or

from ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/.  It is expected that the next revision

of the TIFF spec will replace the 6.0 JPEG design with the Note's design.

Although IJG's own code does not support TIFF/JPEG, the free libtiff library

uses our library to implement TIFF/JPEG per the Note.  libtiff is available

from ftp://ftp.sgi.com/graphics/tiff/.

 

 

ARCHIVE LOCATIONS

=================

 

The "official" archive site for this software is ftp.uu.net (Internet

address 192.48.96.9).  The most recent released version can always be found

there in directory graphics/jpeg.  This particular version will be archived

as ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jpegsrc.v6b.tar.gz.  If you don't

 have

direct Internet access, UUNET's archives are also available via UUCP; contact

help@uunet.uu.net for information on retrieving files that way.

 

Numerous Internet sites maintain copies of the UUNET files.  However, only

ftp.uu.net is guaranteed to have the latest official version.

 

You can also obtain this software in DOS-compatible "zip" archive format from

the SimTel archives (ftp://ftp.simtel.net/pub/simtelnet/msdos/graphics/), or

on CompuServe in the Graphics Support forum (GO CIS:GRAPHSUP), library 12

"JPEG Tools".  Again, these versions may sometimes lag behind the ftp.uu.net

release.

 

The JPEG FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) article is a useful source of

general information about JPEG.  It is updated constantly and therefore is

not included in this distribution.  The FAQ is posted every two weeks to

Usenet newsgroups comp.graphics.misc, news.answers, and other groups.

It is available on the World Wide Web at http://www.faqs.org/faqs/jpeg-faq/

and other news.answers

 archive sites, including the official news.answers

archive at rtfm.mit.edu: ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/.
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If you don't have Web or FTP access, send e-mail to mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu

with body

	send usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/part1

	send usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/part2

 

 

RELATED SOFTWARE

================

 

Numerous viewing and image manipulation programs now support JPEG.  (Quite a

few of them use this library to do so.)  The JPEG FAQ described above lists

some of the more popular free and shareware viewers, and tells where to

obtain them on Internet.

 

If you are on a Unix machine, we highly recommend Jef Poskanzer's free

PBMPLUS software, which provides many useful operations on PPM-format image

files.  In particular, it can convert PPM images to and from a wide range of

other formats, thus making cjpeg/djpeg considerably more useful.  The latest

version is distributed by the NetPBM group, and is available from numerous

sites,

 notably ftp://wuarchive.wustl.edu/graphics/graphics/packages/NetPBM/.

Unfortunately PBMPLUS/NETPBM is not nearly as portable as the IJG software is;

you are likely to have difficulty making it work on any non-Unix machine.

 

A different free JPEG implementation, written by the PVRG group at Stanford,

is available from ftp://havefun.stanford.edu/pub/jpeg/.  This program

is designed for research and experimentation rather than production use;

it is slower, harder to use, and less portable than the IJG code, but it

is easier to read and modify.  Also, the PVRG code supports lossless JPEG,

which we do not.  (On the other hand, it doesn't do progressive JPEG.)

 

 

FILE FORMAT WARS

================

 

Some JPEG programs produce files that are not compatible with our library.

The root of the problem is that the ISO JPEG committee failed to specify a

concrete file format.  Some vendors "filled in the blanks" on their own,

creating proprietary formats that no one else could read.

  (For example, none

of the early commercial JPEG implementations for the Macintosh were able to

exchange compressed files.)

 

The file format we have adopted is called JFIF (see REFERENCES).  This format

has been agreed to by a number of major commercial JPEG vendors, and it has

become the de facto standard.  JFIF is a minimal or "low end" representation.

We recommend the use of TIFF/JPEG (TIFF revision 6.0 as modified by TIFF

Technical Note #2) for "high end" applications that need to record a lot of
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additional data about an image.  TIFF/JPEG is fairly new and not yet widely

supported, unfortunately.

 

The upcoming JPEG Part 3 standard defines a file format called SPIFF.

SPIFF is interoperable with JFIF, in the sense that most JFIF decoders should

be able to read the most common variant of SPIFF.  SPIFF has some technical

advantages over JFIF, but its major claim to fame is simply that it is an

official standard rather than an informal one.  At this point it is unclear

whether

 SPIFF will supersede JFIF or whether JFIF will remain the de-facto

standard.  IJG intends to support SPIFF once the standard is frozen, but we

have not decided whether it should become our default output format or not.

(In any case, our decoder will remain capable of reading JFIF indefinitely.)

 

Various proprietary file formats incorporating JPEG compression also exist.

We have little or no sympathy for the existence of these formats.  Indeed,

one of the original reasons for developing this free software was to help

force convergence on common, open format standards for JPEG files.  Don't

use a proprietary file format!

 

 

TO DO

=====

 

The major thrust for v7 will probably be improvement of visual quality.

The current method for scaling the quantization tables is known not to be

very good at low Q values.  We also intend to investigate block boundary

smoothing, "poor man's variable quantization", and other means of improving

quality-vs-file-size performance without

 sacrificing compatibility.

 

In future versions, we are considering supporting some of the upcoming JPEG

Part 3 extensions --- principally, variable quantization and the SPIFF file

format.

 

As always, speeding things up is of great interest.

 

Please send bug reports, offers of help, etc. to jpeg-info@uunet.uu.net.

 

1.10 geronimo-jta 1.0.1 
1.10.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from)

 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

1.11 geronimoj2eeconnector 2.0.0 
1.11.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or
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 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from)

 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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Apache Geronimo

Copyright 2003-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

1.12 xml-beans 2.3.0-r540734 
1.12.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii)

 beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the

 Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

   

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole

 responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed

 under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

W3C" SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

Copyright " 1994-2002 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Institut National de

Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

This W3C work (including software, documents, or other related items) is being provided by the copyright holders

under the following license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree that you have

read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and conditions:

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation, with or without modification,

for any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies

of the software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications, that you make:

 

The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the redistributed or derivative work.

 

Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and conditions. If none exist, a short notice of

the following form (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) should be used within the body of any redistributed or

derivative code: "Copyright " [$date-of-software] World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of
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Technology, Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights

Reserved. http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/"

Notice of any changes or modifications to the W3C files, including the date changes were made. (We recommend

you provide URIs to the location from which the code is derived.)

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS,

 COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to the

software without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this software and any associated

documentation will at all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on August 14 1998 so as to improve compatibility with

GPL. This version ensures that W3C software licensing terms are no more restrictive than GPL and consequently

W3C software may be distributed in GPL packages. See the older formulation for the policy prior to this date. Please

see our Copyright FAQ for common questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and

conditions for packages like

 libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

 

 

 

webmaster

(last updated $Date: 2004-12-08 22:24:26 +0530 (Wed, 08 Dec 2004) $)

Jar w3c_domts contains the test cases from DOMTS 2001, level2,core. Some test cases have been modified, as has

been the test harness.For more information on the Dom Conformance Suite, visit http://www.w3.org/DOM/Test/

 

 

 

 

W3C" SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other related items) is being provided by

the copyright holders under the following license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee)

agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation, with or without modification, for

any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of

the software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:
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The full text of this NOTICE in a location

 viewable to users of the redistributed or derivative work.

Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software

Short Notice should be included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body of any redistributed or

derivative code.

Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date changes were made. (We recommend you

provide URIs to the location from which the code is derived.)

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The

 name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software

without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will

at all times remain with copyright holders.

 

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002. This version removes the

copyright ownership notice such that this license can be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C,

reflects that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of the license, and

removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version is the same as the previous version and is written so

as to preserve the Free Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification under the

Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common questions about using materials from

 our site, including specific terms and conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions

about this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2004-12-08 22:24:26 +0530 (Wed, 08 Dec 2004) $

The following xml files are courtesy of Zvon.org:

 

"Legal notices

Legal notices and terms of use

If not explicitly stated otherwise, the following applies for all material at the ZVON site:

 

You can freely use and distribute anything you need, but you must give credit to ZVON and link to the ZVON site.

It is not a question of copyright; this is simply the right and polite thing to do."

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache XmlBeans distribution.    ==

  =========================================================================
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  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 2000-2003, BEA Systems, <http://www.bea.com/>.

 

  Aside from contributions to the Apache XMLBeans project, this

  software also includes:

 

   - one or more source files from the Apache Xerces-J and Apache Axis

     products, Copyright (c) 1999-2003 Apache Software Foundation

 

   - W3C XML Schema documents Copyright 2001-2003 (c) World Wide Web

     Consortium (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, European Research

     Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics,

 Keio University)

 

   - resolver.jar from Apache Xml Commons project,

     Copyright (c) 2001-2003 Apache Software Foundation

 

   - Piccolo XML Parser for Java from http://piccolo.sourceforge.net/,

     Copyright 2002 Yuval Oren under the terms of the Apache Software License 2.0

 

   - JSR-173 Streaming API for XML from http://sourceforge.net/projects/xmlpullparser/,

     Copyright 2005 BEA under the terms of the Apache Software License 2.0

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

/*   Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

 

Download Schemas

 

TranXML" Open Source License Agreement
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PURPOSE

 

 

The purpose of this TranXML" Open Source License Agreement (the "License") is to set forth the terms and

conditions for the use of the Covered Work, as defined below. This License applies to the Original Work, and to any

Modifications, which is collectively referred to as the "Covered Work" as such terms are defined in this License.

The Covered Work is distributed for free. This License is designed to ensure that you have the right to obtain the

Covered Work, distribute copies of the Covered Work, make Modifications to the Covered Work, or otherwise use

portions of the Covered Work in new free code. Consistent with the foregoing, however, you have specific

responsibilities regarding the Covered Work and any Modifications. These restrictions are designed to ensure that

others cannot deny you the rights granted in this License, or require you to surrender these rights. Activities other

than copying, distribution

 and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Covered Work

is not restricted, and the output from the Covered Work is covered only if its contents constitute a Modification

(independent of having been made by running the Covered Work).

 

PLEASE READ THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS LICENSE CAREFULLY " IF YOU DO NOT

AGREE TO THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS, YOU ARE NOT GIVEN ANY RIGHTS TO THE COVERED

WORK HEREUNDER. WHERE COVERED WORK IS BEING DOWNLOADED, IF AGREE TO BE BOUND

BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE, CLICK ON THE BOX LABELED "I ACCEPT" AND THE COVERED

WORK WILL BE DOWNLOADED TO YOUR COMPUTER. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO BE BOUND BY

THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE, CLICK ON THE BOX LABELED "I DO NOT ACCEPT", AT WHICH POINT

YOU WILL RETURN TO THE APPROPRIATE HOME PAGE WITHOUT THE COVERED WORK BEING

DOWNLOADED.

 

DEFINITIONS

 

"Original Work" means the original TranXML" markup language described in the notice required by Exhibit A and

which,

 at the time of its release under this License, is not already Covered Work governed by this License.

 

"Covered Work" means the Original Work, Modifications, or the combination of the Original Work and

Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

"Modification(s)" means any work that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Covered Work or any part

thereof.

 

"Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Work, or portions thereof, with code not covered by the

terms of this License.

 

"Initial Developer" means Transentric, a division of Union Pacific Corporation.

 

"Contributor" means any individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications. To the

extent you create Modifications, you shall also be considered a "Contributor" for the purpose of this License.

 

"Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Work, prior Modifications used by the Contributor,

and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.
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"You"

 means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License or

a future version of this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of fifty percent

(50%) or more of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Work for making Modifications.

 

"Executable(s)" means Covered Work in any form other than Source Code.

 

GRANT OF LICENSE

 

The Initial Developer Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, the Initial Developer hereby grants

You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property claims:

 

to use, reproduce,

 modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Work (or portions thereof) with or without

Modifications, or as part of a Larger Work; and

under patents now or hereafter owned or controlled by Initial Developer, to make, have made, use and sell

("Utilize") the Original Work (or portions thereof), but solely to the extent that any such patent is reasonably

necessary to enable You to Utilize the Original Work (or portions thereof) and not to any greater extent than may be

necessary to Utilize further Modifications or combinations.

Contributor Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-

wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property claims:

 

to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor

(or portions thereof) either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Work or as part of a

 Larger Work; and

under patents now or hereafter owned or controlled by Contributor, to Utilize the Contributor Version (or portions

thereof), but solely to the extent that any such patent is reasonably necessary to enable You to Utilize the

Contributor Version (or portions thereof), and not to any greater extent than may be necessary to Utilize further

Modifications or combinations.

Trademark Grant. The Initial Developer owns or has the rights to the following trademark: "TranXML"" (the

"Licensed Trademark"). The Initial Developer hereby grants you a nonexclusive, nontransferable license to use its

Licensed Trademark subject to the following restrictions:

 

Use of the Licensed Trademark shall be permitted only for the limited purpose of indicating the Initial Developer as

the copyright holder in and to the Original Work;

The Licensed Trademarks shall be placed prominently in all packaging, advertising and promotional materials used

by you in distributing the Covered Work in a manner

 consistent with the Initial Developer"s use of the Licensed Trademark, or as otherwise reasonably directed by the

Initial Developer;

You acknowledges that all right, title and interest in and to the Licensed Trademark is and shall remain with the

Initial Developer;

You agree that you will do nothing inconsistent with such ownership and that all use of the Licensed Trademark

shall inure to the benefit of and on behalf of the Initial Developer;

Nothing in this License shall give you any right, title or interest in the Licensed Trademark other than the right to
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use the Licensed Trademark in accordance with this License;

You further agree that you shall make no claim to or against the Initial Developer"s title to the Licensed Trademark,

or register the same or any mark confusingly similar to the Licensed Trademarks;

Except as required in any copyright notice set forth in this License, nothing in this License shall give you the right to

use the name or trademarks of any Contributors

 without their specific, written permission;

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF LICENSE

 

Original Work. You may use, copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Original Work as you receive it, in any

medium, provided that you:

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy the appropriate attribution and disclaimer of warranty as set

forth in this License;

keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Original Work a copy of this License along with the Original Work.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy of the Original Work, and you may at your option

offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee, all at your own risk as set forth in this License.

 

Modifications to Covered Work. You may modify your copy or copies of the Covered Work or any portion of it,

thus forming a Modification, and copy and distribute such Modifications under the terms of this License, provided

 that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

You meet the attribution obligations set forth in this License;

You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Covered Work or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License; and

If the Modification normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for

such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate

copyright notice and a notice disclaiming any warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users

may redistribute the Modifications under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

Your Modification is not required to print an announcement if the Modification itself is interactive but does not

normally print such an announcement.

Required Notices. You must cause

 all Covered Work to which you contribute to contain a file documenting the changes you made to create that

Covered Work and the date of any change. You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Covered

Work, and this License in any documentation for the Covered Work, where you describe recipients' rights relating to

Covered Work. This notice includes the name of the Initial Developer and any Contributor, and must be

conspicuously placed in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any Executable or related documentation in which you

describe the origin or ownership of the Covered Work. If You created one or more Modification(s), You may add

your name as a Contributor to the notice described in Exhibit A. If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular

source code file due to its structure, then you must include such notice in a location (such as a relevant directory file)

where a user would be likely to look for such a notice. You may choose to offer, and to charge

 a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Work. However,

you may do so only on your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear than any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by you alone,

and you hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms you offer. You

may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Work with other code not governed by the terms of this License

and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, you must make sure the requirements of this
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License are fulfilled for the Covered Work.

 

Distribution of Covered Work. You may copy and distribute the Covered Work as an Executable under the terms of

this License provided that you also do one of the

 following:

 

Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable Source Code, which must be distributed as set

forth in this License on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than

your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

Source Code, to be distributed as set forth in this License on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or

 

Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding Source Code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program as an Executable

with such an offer, in accord with the above.)

For an Executable work, Source Code must include all the Source Code for all modules the Executable contains,

plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts

 used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the Source Code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the Executable runs, unless that

component itself accompanies the Executable. If distribution of an Executable is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the Source Code from the same place counts as

distribution of the Source Code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the Source Code along with the

Executable.

Other Distribution Obligations. The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are governed by the

terms of this License. The Source Code version of the Covered Work may be distributed only under the terms of this

License or a future version of this License, and you must include a copy of this

 License with every copy of the Covered Work you distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any

Covered Work version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights

hereunder. These requirements apply to the Modification as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not

derived from the Covered Work, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves,

then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. When

you distribute the same sections as part of a Larger Work, the distribution of the Larger Work must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the Larger Work, and thus to each and every part

regardless of who wrote it. It is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written

entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative

 or collective works based on the Covered Work. In addition, mere aggregation of independent and separate work(s)

with the Covered Work on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

scope of this License. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered Work under a license of your choice,

which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this

License and that the license for the executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the

source code version from the rights set forth in this License. If you distribute the executable version under a

different license, you must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You

alone, not by the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor

 as a result of any such terms you offer.

 

RESTRICTIONS
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You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Covered Work except as expressly provided under this

License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Covered Work is void, and will

automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from

you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance. You

are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to

modify or distribute the Covered Work or its Modifications. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept

this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Covered Work (or any work based on the Covered Work),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Covered

 Work or works based on it.

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered

Work due to statute or regulation, then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent

possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be included with all

distributions of the Covered Work. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it. If you cannot distribute so as to

satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations (whether by court

order, agreement or otherwise), then as a consequence you may not distribute the Covered Work at all. For example,

if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Covered Work by all those who receive copies

directly or indirectly through you, then

 the only way you could satisfy both the court order and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of

the Covered Work. The purpose of this restriction is to ensure the integrity of the free distribution of the Covered

Work.

 

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY

 

COVERED WORK IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES

THAT THE COVERED WORK IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

THE COVERED WORK IS WITH YOU, AND NEITHER THE INTIAL DEVELOPER NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTOR IS UNDER ANY MAINTENANCE OR ENFORCEMENT OBLIGATION CONCERNING THE

COVERED WORK AND THIS LICENSE. SHOULD ANY COVERED WORK PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY

RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST

OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY

CONSTITUTES AN

 ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED WORK IS AUTHORIZED

HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

TERMINATION

 

This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if you fail to comply with terms herein

and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses to the Covered Work

which are properly granted shall survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their nature, must

remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. UNDER NO

CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE),

CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR
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ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED WORK, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE

TO YOU OR ANY OTHER PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF

GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,

 COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES AND EVEN IF SUCH COVERED WORK FAILS FOR ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE. THIS

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS

SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THAT EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS

 

The Covered Work is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

"commercial computer software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such terms are used in 48

C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June

1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Work with only those

 rights set forth herein.

 

MISCELLANEOUS

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the laws of the State of Missouri, without regard to its choice of law rules as though all

acts and omissions related to this Agreement occurred in that State. With respect to disputes in which at least one

party is a citizen of, or an entity chartered or registered to do business in, the United States of America: [IF

ARBITRATION SOUGHT: (a) unless otherwise agreed in writing, all disputes relating to this License (excepting

any dispute relating to intellectual property rights) shall be subject to final and binding arbitration, with the losing

party paying all costs of arbitration; (b) any arbitration relating to this Agreement shall be held in St. Louis,

Missouri, under the auspices

 of the American Arbitration Association; and (c)] any litigation relating to this Agreement shall be subject to the

jurisdiction of the state and federal courts of Missouri, with the losing party responsible for costs, including without

limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention

on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that

the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

 

RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS

 

You are responsible for damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of your utilization of rights under this License,

based on the number of copies of Covered Work you made available, the revenues you received from utilizing such

rights, and other relevant factors. You agree to work with affected parties to distribute responsibility on an equitable

basis.

 

VERSIONS OF LICENSE

 

The Initial
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 Developer may publish revised and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number. Once Covered Work has been published under a particular version of the License,

you may always continue to use it under the terms of that version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code

under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the Initial Developer. No one other than the

Initial Developer has the right to modify the terms applicable to Covered Work created under this License.

 

XML STATEMENT

 

It is the Initial Developer"s intent that software which is free of any claims beyond the terms and conditions of this

License be compatible with the GNU General Public License ("GPL") [http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html] and

WorldWide Web Consortium Recommendation Extensible Markup Language Specification

[http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal]

 

EXHIBIT A

 

"The contents of this file are subject to the TranXML" Public

 License Version 1.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may

obtain a copy of the License at http://www.tranxml.org. Software distributed under the License is distributed on an

"AS IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the

specific language governing rights and limitations under the License. The Initial Developer of the Original Code is

Transentric, a division of Union Pacific Corporation. Copyright " 2000-2001. Portions created by Contributor are

Copyright " 2001. All Rights Reserved.

 

Contributor(s):

Kyle Miller, Gregg Dieckhaus, John Lutz, Randy Morin, Fred Domke

 

1.13 apache-log4j 1.2.17 
1.13.1 Available under license : 

Apache log4j

Copyright 2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii)

 beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the

 Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

   

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole

 responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

1.14 bouncy-castle 1.47 
1.14.1 Available under license : 

/**

* The Bouncy Castle License

*

* Copyright (c) 2000-2012 The Legion Of The Bouncy Castle (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

* <p>

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

* and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

* including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* subject to the following conditions:

* <p>

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

* portions of the Software.

* <p>

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED,

* INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS
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 BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, TORT OR

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER

* DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

1.15 jdom 1.1.3 
1.15.1 Notifications : 

This product includes software developed by the JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/).

1.15.2 Available under license : 
/*

$Id: jaxen.license,v 1.2 2009/07/23 06:35:55 jhunter Exp $

 

Copyright 2003-2006 The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/
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/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

 *    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Xalan" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

 OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================
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*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was

* originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, Lotus

* Development Corporation., http://www.lotus.com.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

/*--

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2012 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.  For

   written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

   may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior written permission

   from the JDOM

 Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the

     JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ''AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

 CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

*/

 *

* Copyright (c) 1999 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments

 normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Xerces" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was

* originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, International

* Business Machines, Inc., http://www.ibm.com.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

1.16 antlr 2.7.6 
1.16.1 Available under license : 

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2002-2005 Kunle Odutola

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code MUST RETAIN the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form MUST REPRODUCE the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior WRITTEN permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ''AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
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 INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

SOFTWARE RIGHTS

 

ANTLR 1989-2005 Developed by Terence Parr

Partially supported by University of San Francisco & jGuru.com

 

We reserve no legal rights to the ANTLR--it is fully in the

public domain. An individual or company may do whatever

they wish with source code distributed with ANTLR or the

code generated by ANTLR, including the incorporation of

ANTLR, or its output, into commerical software.

 

We encourage users to develop software with ANTLR. However,

we do ask that credit is given to us for developing

ANTLR. By "credit", we mean that if you use ANTLR or

incorporate any source code into one of your programs

(commercial product, research project, or otherwise) that

you acknowledge this fact somewhere in the documentation,

research report, etc... If you like ANTLR and have

developed a nice tool with the output, please mention that

you developed it using ANTLR. In addition, we ask that the

headers remain intact in our source code. As long as these

guidelines are

 kept, we expect to continue enhancing this

system and expect to make other tools available as they are

completed.

 

The primary ANTLR guy:

 

Terence Parr

parrt@cs.usfca.edu

parrt@antlr.org

 

1.17 slf4j 1.7.5 
1.17.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2004-2008 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining
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a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

1.18 jsoup 1.7.2 
1.18.1 Available under license : 

The jsoup code-base (include source and compiled packages) are distributed under the open source MIT license as

described below.

 

The MIT License

Copyright © 2009 - 2013 Jonathan Hedley (jonathan@hedley.net)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE
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1.19 commons-net 1.2.2 
1.19.1 Available under license : 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from)

 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.20 castor 0.9.5.4 
1.20.1 Available under license : 

JUnit (http://www.junit.org) is Open Source Software, released under

the IBM Public License 1.0

(http://oss.software.ibm.com/developerworks/opensource/license10.html)

/*

* $Header: /cvs/castor/castor/lib/jakarta-regexp-license,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:06:18 kvisco Exp $

* $Revision: 1.1.1.1 $

* $Date: 2003/03/03 07:06:18 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following

 acknowlegement: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Jakarta-Regexp", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*
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*/

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and

 wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Xerces" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

 OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
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* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was

* originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, International

* Business Machines, Inc., http://www.ibm.com.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

Copyright 1999-2003 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright statements

  and notices. Redistributions must also contain a copy of this

  document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "ExoLab" must not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this Software without prior written permission of

  Intalio Inc. For written permission, please contact info@exolab.org.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Castor"

  nor may "Castor" appear in their names without prior written

  permission of Intalio Inc. Exolab, Castor and Intalio are

  trademarks

 of Intalio Inc.

 

5. Due credit should be given to the ExoLab Project

  (http://www.exolab.org/).

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTALIO OR ITS

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY

OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE
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USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

/*

* ============================================================================

*                   The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

* ============================================================================

*

*    Copyright (C) 1999 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modifica-

* tion, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of  source code must  retain the above copyright  notice,

*    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

*    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

*    and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

*    include  the following  acknowledgment:  "This product includes  software

*   

 developed  by the  Apache Software Foundation  (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this  acknowledgment may  appear in the software itself,  if

*    and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Ant" and  "Apache Software Foundation"  must not be used to

*    endorse  or promote  products derived  from this  software without  prior

*    written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products  derived from this software may not  be called "Apache", nor may

*    "Apache" appear  in their name,  without prior written permission  of the

*    Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

* INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS  FOR A PARTICULAR  PURPOSE ARE  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO  EVENT SHALL  THE

* APACHE SOFTWARE  FOUNDATION  OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS  BE LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES (INCLU-

* DING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

* OF USE, DATA, OR  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS  INTERRUPTION)  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

* ANY  THEORY OF LIABILITY,  WHETHER  IN CONTRACT,  STRICT LIABILITY,  OR TORT

* (INCLUDING  NEGLIGENCE OR  OTHERWISE) ARISING IN  ANY WAY OUT OF THE  USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* This software  consists of voluntary contributions made  by many individuals
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* on behalf of the  Apache Software Foundation.  For more  information  on the

* Apache Software Foundation, please see <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

Copyright 1999-2004 (C) Intalio Inc., and others. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright statements

  and notices. Redistributions must also contain a copy of this

  document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "ExoLab" must not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this Software without prior written permission of

  Intalio Inc. For written permission, please contact info@exolab.org.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Castor"

  nor may "Castor" appear in their names without prior written

  permission of Intalio Inc. Exolab, Castor and Intalio

 are

  trademarks of Intalio Inc.

 

5. Due credit should be given to the ExoLab Project

  (http://www.exolab.org/).

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTALIO OR ITS

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY

OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this

 acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see
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* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

* Portions of this software are based upon software originally written

* by Daniel F. Savarese. We appreciate his contributions.

*/

 

1.21 geronimo-annotation-spec 1.1.1 
1.21.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from)

 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=========================================================================

==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Geronimo distribution.    ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

=========================================================================

==  Geronimo Web Console Notice                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

Portions of the Web Console were orginally developed by International

Business Machines Corporation and are licensed to the Apache Software

Foundation under the "Software Grant and Corporate Contribution License
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Agreement", informally known as the "IBM Console CLA".

 

 

=========================================================================

==  ANTLR Notice

                                                       ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by the ANTLR project.

(http://www.antlr.org/)

 

 

=========================================================================

==  Castor Notice                                                      ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by the Exolab project.

((http://www.exolab.org/)

 

 

=========================================================================

==  Derby Notice                                                       ==

=========================================================================

 

Portions of Derby were orginally developed by

International Business Machines Corporation and are

licensed to the Apache Software Foundation under the

"Software Grant and Corporate Contribution License Agreement",

informally

 known as the "Derby CLA".

 

The portion of the functionTests under 'nist' was originally

developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),

an agency of the United States Department of Commerce, and adapted by

International Business Machines Corporation in accordance with the NIST

Software Acknowledgment and Redistribution document at

http://www.itl.nist.gov/div897/ctg/sql_form.htm

 

 

=========================================================================

==  DOM4J Notice                                                       ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by the DOM4J Project

(http://www.dom4j.org).

 

 

=========================================================================
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==  JDBM Notice                                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes

 software developed by the JDBM Project

(http://jdbm.sourceforge.net/).

 

 

=========================================================================

==  JDOM Notice                                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by the JDOM Project

(http://www.jdom.org/).

 

 

=========================================================================

==  MX4J Notice                                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by the MX4J project

(http://sourceforge.net/projects/mx4j).

 

 

=========================================================================

==  WSDL4J Notice                                                      ==

=========================================================================

 

The Program includes all or portions of

 the following software which is

subject to the Common Public License ("CPL Code").  This software

consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals on behalf of

the WSDL4J project.

 

You may download the source version of the WSDL4J component at

http://sourceforge.net/projects/wsdl4j

 

 

=========================================================================

==  Xerces Notice                                                      ==

=========================================================================

 

Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

 - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

 - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

 - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

   Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at

   iClick, Inc., software copyright (c) 1999.
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=========================================================================

==

  XmlBeans Notice                                                    ==

=========================================================================

 

Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

 - software copyright (c) 2000-2003, BEA Systems, <http://www.bea.com/>.

 

Aside from contributions to the Apache XMLBeans project, this

software also includes:

 

- one or more source files from the Apache Xerces-J and Apache Axis

  products, Copyright (c) 1999-2003 Apache Software Foundation

 

- W3C XML Schema documents Copyright 2001-2003 (c) World Wide Web

  Consortium (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, European Research

  Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University)

 

- resolver.jar from Apache Xml Commons project,

  Copyright (c) 2001-2003 Apache Software Foundation

 

- Piccolo XML Parser for Java from http://piccolo.sourceforge.net/,

  Copyright 2002 Yuval Oren under the terms of the Apache Software

  License 2.0

 

 

=========================================================================

==

  XPP3 Notice                                                         ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/).

The following copyright notice(s) were affixed to portions of the code

with which this file is now or was at one time distributed

and are placed here unaltered.

 

(C) Copyright 2004, 2005 International Business Machines Corporation.  All rights reserved.

 

1.22 commons-compress 1.5 
1.22.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Compress

Copyright 2002-2012 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such

 entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

    

 editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source

 code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the

 terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the

 attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications

 and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as

 required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License,

 Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.23 activeio-core 3.1.4 
1.23.1 Available under license : 

ActiveIO :: Core

Copyright 2005-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You"

 (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,

 or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems

 that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants

 to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work

 or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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        pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution

 of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

 

 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental,

 or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.24 activemq 5.2.0 
1.24.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

-- activemq-xmpp

=========================================================================

== For the Jabber Software Foundation XSDs                             ==

=========================================================================

Attribution 2.5

CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE LEGAL

SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS LICENSE DOES NOT CREATE AN ATTORNEY-CLIENT

RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS.

CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES REGARDING THE INFORMATION PROVIDED, AND

DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM ITS USE.

 

License

 

THE WORK (AS DEFINED

 BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL"

OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY

USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS

PROHIBITED.

 

BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE

BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED

HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

 

1. Definitions
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  1. "Collective Work" means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in which the Work in its

entirety in unmodified form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting separate and independent

works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be

considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this License.

  2. "Derivative Work" means a work based upon the Work or upon

 the Work and other pre-existing works, such as a translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization,

motion picture version, sound recording, art reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which the

Work may be recast, transformed, or adapted, except that a work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be

considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this License. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a

musical composition or sound recording, the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image

("synching") will be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this License.

  3. "Licensor" means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of this License.

  4. "Original Author" means the individual or entity who created the Work.

  5. "Work" means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of this License.

  6. "You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License

 who has not previously violated the terms of this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express

permission from the Licensor to exercise rights under this License despite a previous violation.

 

2. Fair Use Rights. Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights arising from fair use,

first sale or other limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright law or other applicable

laws.

 

3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to exercise the rights in

the Work as stated below:

 

  1. to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work

as incorporated in the Collective Works;

  2. to create and reproduce Derivative Works;

  3. to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly,

 and perform publicly by means of a digital audio transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective

Works;

  4. to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission Derivative Works.

  5.

 

     For the avoidance of doubt, where the work is a musical composition:

        1. Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether

individually or via a performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for the public performance or

public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work.

        2. Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether

individually or via a music rights agency or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency), royalties for any

phonorecord You create from the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject to the compulsory license created

by 17 USC Section 115 of

 the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).

  6. Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a sound recording,

Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society (e.g.
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SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject to the compulsory

license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).

 

The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The above

rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other media

and formats. All rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved.

 

4. Restrictions.The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and limited by the following

restrictions:

 

  1. You may distribute, publicly display, publicly

 perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under the terms of this License, and You must include a copy

of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with every copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute,

publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on the

Work that alter or restrict the terms of this License or the recipients' exercise of the rights granted hereunder. You

may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of

warranties. You may not distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work with

any technological measures that control access or use of the Work in a manner inconsistent with the terms of this

License Agreement. The above applies to the Work as incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require

the Collective Work apart from the Work itself to be made subject to the terms

 of this License. If You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent

practicable, remove from the Collective Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested. If You create a

Derivative Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Derivative

Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

  2. If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or any Derivative

Works or Collective Works, You must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the

medium or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied,

and/or (ii) if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g. a sponsor institute,

publishing entity, journal) for attribution in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by other reasonable

means, the name of such party or parties;

 the title of the Work if supplied; to the extent reasonably practicable, the Uniform Resource Identifier, if any, that

Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does not refer to the copyright notice or

licensing information for the Work; and in the case of a Derivative Work, a credit identifying the use of the Work in

the Derivative Work (e.g., "French translation of the Work by Original Author," or "Screenplay based on original

Work by Original Author"). Such credit may be implemented in any reasonable manner; provided, however, that in

the case of a Derivative Work or Collective Work, at a minimum such credit will appear where any other

comparable authorship credit appears and in a manner at least as prominent as such other comparable authorship

credit.

 

5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer

 

UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS

THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND

CONCERNING

 THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE

PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO
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NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY

TO YOU.

 

6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT

WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL,

CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE

USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

7. Termination

 

  1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms

of this License. Individuals or entities who have received Derivative Works or Collective Works from You under

this License,

 however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full compliance

with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.

  2. Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable

copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different

license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to

withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of this

License), and this License will continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above.

 

8. Miscellaneous

 

  1. Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective Work, the Licensor offers to the

recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license

 granted to You under this License.

  2. Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform a Derivative Work, Licensor offers to the recipient a

license to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

  3. If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the parties to this

agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and

enforceable.

  4. No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or

consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.

  5. This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There

are no understandings, agreements or representations

 with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be bound by any additional provisions that may

appear in any communication from You. This License may not be modified without the mutual written agreement of

the Licensor and You.

 

Creative Commons is not a party to this License, and makes no warranty whatsoever in connection with the Work.

Creative Commons will not be liable to You or any party on any legal theory for any damages whatsoever, including

without limitation any general, special, incidental or consequential damages arising in connection to this license.

Notwithstanding the foregoing two (2) sentences, if Creative Commons has expressly identified itself as the

Licensor hereunder, it shall have all rights and obligations of Licensor.

 

Except for the limited purpose of indicating to the public that the Work is licensed under the CCPL, neither party
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will use the trademark "Creative Commons" or any related trademark or logo of Creative Commons without the

prior written

 consent of Creative Commons. Any permitted use will be in compliance with Creative Commons' then-current

trademark usage guidelines, as may be published on its website or otherwise made available upon request from time

to time.

 

Creative Commons may be contacted at http://creativecommons.org/.

 

-- activemq-web

=========================================================================

== For the behaviour.js library                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2005, Ben Nolan

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

      disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the Ben Nolan nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE,

 EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

=========================================================================

== For the prototype.js library                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2005 Sam Stephenson
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

--activemq-web-demo

=========================================================================

== For the scriptaculous.js library                                    ==

=========================================================================

 

// Copyright (c) 2005 Thomas Fuchs (http://script.aculo.us, http://mir.aculo.us)

//

// Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

// a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

// "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

// without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

// distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

// permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

// the following conditions:

//

// The

 above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

// included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

//

// THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

// EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

// MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

// NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

// LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

// OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

// WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

=========================================================================

== For the style.css library                                           ==

== For the common.js library                                           ==
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=========================================================================

 

<p><em>License</em> </p>

 

<p>THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF

 THIS CREATIVE COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED

BY COPYRIGHT AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS

AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED. </p>

 

<p>BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE

BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED

HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS. </p>

 

 

<p><strong>1. Definitions</strong> </p>

 

<ol type="a">

 

<li>

<strong>"Collective Work"</strong> means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in which

the Work in its entirety in unmodified form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting separate and

independent works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collective Work

will not be considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this License.

</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Derivative Work"</strong>

 means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other pre-existing works, such as a translation, musical

arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art reproduction, abridgment,

condensation, or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed, or adapted, except that a work that

constitutes a Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this License. For the

avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition or sound recording, the synchronization of the Work

in timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") will be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this

License.</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Licensor"</strong> means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of this License.

</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Original Author"</strong> means the individual or entity who created the Work.

</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Work"</strong> means the copyrightable work of authorship

 offered under the terms of this License.

</li>
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<li>

<strong>"You"</strong> means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not previously

violated the terms of this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from the

Licensor to exercise rights under this License despite a previous violation.

 

</li>

</ol>

 

<p><strong>2. Fair Use Rights.</strong> Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights

arising from fair use, first sale or other limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright

law or other applicable laws. </p>

 

 

<p><strong>3. License Grant.</strong> Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants

You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to

exercise the rights in the Work as stated below: </p>

 

 

<ol type="a">

<li>

 

to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one

 or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work as incorporated in the Collective Works;

</li>

 

<li>

to create and reproduce Derivative Works;

</li>

 

<li>

to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective Works;

 

</li>

 

<li>

to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission Derivative Works.

</li>

 

<li><p>For the avoidance of doubt, where the work is a musical composition:</p>

 

<ol type="i">

<li><strong>Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses</strong>. Licensor waives the exclusive right to

collect, whether individually or via a performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for the

public performance or public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work.</li>

 

<li><strong>Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties</strong>. Licensor waives
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 the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a music rights agency or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox

Agency), royalties for any phonorecord You create from the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject to the

compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 115 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other

jurisdictions).</li></ol></li>

 

<li><strong>Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties</strong>. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a

sound recording, Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights

society (e.g. SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject to the

compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other

jurisdictions).</li>

 

</ol>

 

 

<p>The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The

above rights include the right to make such modifications

 as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other media and formats. All rights not expressly granted by

Licensor are hereby reserved.</p>

 

<p><strong>4. Restrictions.</strong>The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and

limited by the following restrictions: </p>

 

 

<ol type="a">

<li>

You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under the terms

of this License, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with every

copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform.

You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that alter or restrict the terms of this License or the recipients'

exercise of the rights granted hereunder. You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all notices that

refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may not distribute, publicly display,

 publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work with any technological measures that control access or use

of the Work in a manner inconsistent with the terms of this License Agreement. The above applies to the Work as

incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require the Collective Work apart from the Work itself to be

made subject to the terms of this License. If You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You

must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Collective Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

If You create a Derivative Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from

the Derivative Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

</li>

 

 

<li>

If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or any Derivative Works

or Collective Works, You must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the

 medium or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied,

and/or (ii) if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g. a sponsor institute,

publishing entity, journal) for attribution in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by other reasonable

means, the name of such party or parties; the title of the Work if supplied; to the extent reasonably practicable, the
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Uniform Resource Identifier, if any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does

not refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work; and in the case of a Derivative Work, a credit

identifying the use of the Work in the Derivative Work (e.g., "French translation of the Work by Original Author,"

or "Screenplay based on original Work by Original Author"). Such credit may be implemented in any reasonable

manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Derivative Work or Collective

 Work, at a minimum such credit will appear where any other comparable authorship credit appears and in a manner

at least as prominent as such other comparable authorship credit.

</li>

 

</ol>

 

 

 

 

 

 

<p><strong>5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer</strong></p>

 

<p>UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS

THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND

CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE

PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY

TO YOU.</p>

 

 

<p><strong>6. Limitation on Liability.</strong> EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE

LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR

 ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. </p>

 

<p><strong>7. Termination</strong> </p>

 

<ol type="a">

 

<li>

This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms of

this License. Individuals or entities who have received Derivative Works or Collective Works from You under this

License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full

compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.

</li>

 

<li>

Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable

copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different
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license terms or to stop distributing the Work at

 any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to withdraw this License (or any other license that

has been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of this License), and this License will continue in full force

and effect unless terminated as stated above.

</li>

</ol>

 

<p><strong>8. Miscellaneous</strong> </p>

 

<ol type="a">

 

<li>

Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective Work, the Licensor offers to the

recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

</li>

 

<li>

Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform a Derivative Work, Licensor offers to the recipient a license

to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

</li>

 

<li>

If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of

 this License, and without further action by the parties to this agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the

minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

</li>

 

<li>

No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or

consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.

 

</li>

 

<li>

This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There are

no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be

bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This License may not be

modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.

</li>

</ol>

 

--activemq-web-console

 

 

     =========================================================================

     == For the MochiKit library                       
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                     ==

     =========================================================================

 

     MochiKit is dual-licensed software.  It is available under the terms of the

     MIT License, or the Academic Free License version 2.1.  The full text of

     each license is included below.

 

     MIT License

     ===========

 

     Copyright (c) 2005 Bob Ippolito.  All rights reserved.

 

     Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

     The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

     THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

     Academic Free License v. 2.1

     ============================

 

     Copyright (c) 2005 Bob Ippolito.  All rights reserved.

 

     This Academic Free License (the "License") applies to any original work of authorship (the "Original Work")

whose owner (the "Licensor") has placed the following notice immediately following the copyright notice for the

Original Work:

 

     Licensed under the Academic Free License version 2.1

 

     1) Grant of Copyright License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual,

sublicenseable

 license to do the following:

 

     a) to reproduce the Original Work in copies;

 

     b) to prepare derivative works ("Derivative Works") based upon the Original Work;
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     c) to distribute copies of the Original Work and Derivative Works to the public;

 

     d) to perform the Original Work publicly; and

 

     e) to display the Original Work publicly.

 

     2) Grant of Patent License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual,

sublicenseable license, under patent claims owned or controlled by the Licensor that are embodied in the Original

Work as furnished by the Licensor, to make, use, sell and offer for sale the Original Work and Derivative Works.

 

     3) Grant of Source Code License. The term "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Original Work for

making modifications to it and all available documentation describing how to modify the Original Work. Licensor

hereby agrees to provide a machine-readable copy of the Source

 Code of the Original Work along with each copy of the Original Work that Licensor distributes. Licensor reserves

the right to satisfy this obligation by placing a machine-readable copy of the Source Code in an information

repository reasonably calculated to permit inexpensive and convenient access by You for as long as Licensor

continues to distribute the Original Work, and by publishing the address of that information repository in a notice

immediately following the copyright notice that applies to the Original Work.

 

     4) Exclusions From License Grant. Neither the names of Licensor, nor the names of any contributors to the

Original Work, nor any of their trademarks or service marks, may be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this Original Work without express prior written permission of the Licensor. Nothing in this License shall be

deemed to grant any rights to trademarks, copyrights, patents, trade secrets or any other intellectual property of

Licensor except

 as expressly stated herein. No patent license is granted to make, use, sell or offer to sell embodiments of any patent

claims other than the licensed claims defined in Section 2. No right is granted to the trademarks of Licensor even if

such marks are included in the Original Work. Nothing in this License shall be interpreted to prohibit Licensor from

licensing under different terms from this License any Original Work that Licensor otherwise would have a right to

license.

 

     5) This section intentionally omitted.

 

     6) Attribution Rights. You must retain, in the Source Code of any Derivative Works that You create, all

copyright, patent or trademark notices from the Source Code of the Original Work, as well as any notices of

licensing and any descriptive text identified therein as an "Attribution Notice." You must cause the Source Code for

any Derivative Works that You create to carry a prominent Attribution Notice reasonably calculated to inform

recipients that You have modified

 the Original Work.

 

     7) Warranty of Provenance and Disclaimer of Warranty. Licensor warrants that the copyright in and to the

Original Work and the patent rights granted herein by Licensor are owned by the Licensor or are sublicensed to You

under the terms of this License with the permission of the contributor(s) of those copyrights and patent rights.

Except as expressly stated in the immediately proceeding sentence, the Original Work is provided under this License

on an "AS IS" BASIS and WITHOUT WARRANTY, either express or implied, including, without limitation, the

warranties of NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY OF THE ORIGINAL WORK IS WITH YOU. This DISCLAIMER

OF WARRANTY constitutes an essential part of this License. No license to Original Work is granted hereunder

except under this disclaimer.
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     8) Limitation of Liability. Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall the Licensor be liable to any person for any direct, indirect, special,

incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or the use of the Original

Work including, without limitation, damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction,

or any and all other commercial damages or losses. This limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or

personal injury resulting from Licensor's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some

jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and

limitation may not apply to You.

 

     9) Acceptance and Termination. If You distribute copies of the Original Work or a Derivative Work, You must

make a reasonable effort under the circumstances to obtain the express assent of recipients to the terms of this

License. Nothing else but this License (or

 another written agreement between Licensor and You) grants You permission to create Derivative Works based

upon the Original Work or to exercise any of the rights granted in Section 1 herein, and any attempt to do so except

under the terms of this License (or another written agreement between Licensor and You) is expressly prohibited by

U.S. copyright law, the equivalent laws of other countries, and by international treaty. Therefore, by exercising any

of the rights granted to You in Section 1 herein, You indicate Your acceptance of this License and all of its terms

and conditions.

 

     10) Termination for Patent Action. This License shall terminate automatically and You may no longer exercise

any of the rights granted to You by this License as of the date You commence an action, including a cross-claim or

counterclaim, against Licensor or any licensee alleging that the Original Work infringes a patent. This termination

provision shall not apply for an action alleging patent infringement

 by combinations of the Original Work with other software or hardware.

 

     11) Jurisdiction, Venue and Governing Law. Any action or suit relating to this License may be brought only in

the courts of a jurisdiction wherein the Licensor resides or in which Licensor conducts its primary business, and

under the laws of that jurisdiction excluding its conflict-of-law provisions. The application of the United Nations

Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any use of the Original Work

outside the scope of this License or after its termination shall be subject to the requirements and penalties of the U.S.

Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.  101 et seq., the equivalent laws of other countries, and international treaty. This section

shall survive the termination of this License.

 

     12) Attorneys Fees. In any action to enforce the terms of this License or seeking damages relating thereto, the

prevailing party shall be entitled to recover its costs and

 expenses, including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred in connection with such

action, including any appeal of such action. This section shall survive the termination of this License.

 

     13) Miscellaneous. This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter hereof. If any

provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary

to make it enforceable.

 

     14) Definition of "You" in This License. "You" throughout this License, whether in upper or lower case, means

an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal

entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with you. For purposes

of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii)
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 ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     15) Right to Use. You may use the Original Work in all ways not otherwise restricted or conditioned by this

License or by law, and Licensor promises not to interfere with or be responsible for such uses by You.

 

     This license is Copyright (C) 2003-2004 Lawrence E. Rosen. All rights reserved. Permission is hereby granted to

copy and distribute this license without modification. This license may not be modified without the express written

permission of its copyright owner.

 

     =========================================================================

     == For the Plotkit library                                             ==

     =========================================================================

 

     Copyright (c) 2006, Alastair Tse

     All rights reserved.

 

     Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

     modification,

 are permitted provided that the following conditions are

     met:

 

         * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

           notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

         * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

           copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

           disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

           with the distribution.

         * Neither the name of the Alastair Tse nor the names of its

           contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

           from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

     THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

     "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

     LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

     A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

     OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

     SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

     LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

     DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

     THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

     (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

     OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

     =========================================================================

     == For the iecanvas.htc library                                        ==

     =========================================================================
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     |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|

     |                      Copyright (c) 2005 Emil A Eklund                       |

     |- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

 - - - - - - -|

     | This program is  free software;  you can redistribute  it and/or  modify it |

     | under the terms of the MIT License.                                         |

     |- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -|

     | Permission  is hereby granted,  free of charge, to  any person  obtaining a |

     | copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),  |

     | to deal in the  Software without restriction,  including without limitation |

     | the  rights to use, copy, modify,  merge, publish, distribute,  sublicense, |

     | and/or  sell copies  of the  Software, and to  permit persons to  whom  the |

     | Software is  furnished  to do  so, subject  to  the  following  conditions: |

     | The above copyright notice and this  permission notice shall be included in |

     | all copies or substantial portions of the Software.                         |

     |- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -|

     | THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS",  WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR |

     | IMPLIED,  INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO  THE WARRANTIES  OF MERCHANTABILITY, |

     | FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE |

     | AUTHORS OR  COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS BE  LIABLE FOR  ANY CLAIM,  DAMAGES OR OTHER |

     | LIABILITY, WHETHER  IN AN  ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR  OTHERWISE,  ARISING |

     | FROM,  OUT OF OR  IN  CONNECTION  WITH  THE  SOFTWARE OR THE  USE OR  OTHER |

     | DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.                                                   |

     |- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -|

 

     =========================================================================

     == For the standardista-table-sorting.js library                       ==

     == For the css.js library                                              ==

     =========================================================================

 

      /**

      * Copyright (c) 2006 Neil Crosby

      *

      * Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

      * of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

      * in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

      * to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

      * copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

      * furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

      *

      * The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

      * all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

      *

      * THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

      * IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

      * FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO
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 EVENT SHALL THE

      * AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

      * LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

      * OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

      * SOFTWARE.

      **/

 

     =========================================================================

     == For the style.css library                                           ==

     == For the common.js library                                           ==

     =========================================================================

 

     <p><em>License</em> </p>

 

     <p>THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE

COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT

AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER

THIS LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED. </p>

 

     <p>BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED

 HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. THE LICENSOR

GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF

SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS. </p>

 

 

     <p><strong>1. Definitions</strong> </p>

 

     <ol type="a">

 

     <li>

     <strong>"Collective Work"</strong> means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in

which the Work in its entirety in unmodified form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting separate

and independent works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collective

Work will not be considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this License.

     </li>

 

     <li>

     <strong>"Derivative Work"</strong> means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other pre-

existing works, such as a translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version,

sound recording, art reproduction, abridgment,

 condensation, or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed, or adapted, except that a work that

constitutes a Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this License. For the

avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition or sound recording, the synchronization of the Work

in timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") will be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this

License.</li>

 

     <li>

     <strong>"Licensor"</strong> means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of this License.
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     </li>

 

     <li>

     <strong>"Original Author"</strong> means the individual or entity who created the Work.

     </li>

 

     <li>

     <strong>"Work"</strong> means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of this License.

     </li>

 

     <li>

     <strong>"You"</strong> means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not

previously

 violated the terms of this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from the

Licensor to exercise rights under this License despite a previous violation.

 

     </li>

     </ol>

 

     <p><strong>2. Fair Use Rights.</strong> Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights

arising from fair use, first sale or other limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright

law or other applicable laws. </p>

 

 

     <p><strong>3. License Grant.</strong> Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby

grants You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license

to exercise the rights in the Work as stated below: </p>

 

 

     <ol type="a">

     <li>

 

     to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work

as incorporated in the Collective Works;

     </li>

 

     <li>

  

   to create and reproduce Derivative Works;

     </li>

 

     <li>

     to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective Works;

 

     </li>

 

     <li>
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     to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission Derivative Works.

     </li>

 

     <li><p>For the avoidance of doubt, where the work is a musical composition:</p>

 

     <ol type="i">

     <li><strong>Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses</strong>. Licensor waives the exclusive right to

collect, whether individually or via a performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for the

public performance or public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work.</li>

 

     <li><strong>Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties</strong>. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect,

 whether individually or via a music rights agency or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency), royalties for any

phonorecord You create from the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject to the compulsory license created

by 17 USC Section 115 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).</li></ol></li>

 

     <li><strong>Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties</strong>. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work

is a sound recording, Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights

society (e.g. SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject to the

compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other

jurisdictions).</li>

 

     </ol>

 

 

     <p>The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The

above rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically

 necessary to exercise the rights in other media and formats. All rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby

reserved.</p>

 

     <p><strong>4. Restrictions.</strong>The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and

limited by the following restrictions: </p>

 

 

     <ol type="a">

     <li>

     You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under the

terms of this License, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with

every copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally

perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that alter or restrict the terms of this License or the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted hereunder. You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all

notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may not distribute, publicly

 display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work with any technological measures that control

access or use of the Work in a manner inconsistent with the terms of this License Agreement. The above applies to

the Work as incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require the Collective Work apart from the Work

itself to be made subject to the terms of this License. If You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any

Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Collective Work any credit as required by clause

4(b), as requested. If You create a Derivative Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent
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practicable, remove from the Derivative Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

     </li>

 

 

     <li>

     If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or any Derivative

Works or Collective Works, You must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide,

 reasonable to the medium or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if

applicable) if supplied, and/or (ii) if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g. a

sponsor institute, publishing entity, journal) for attribution in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by

other reasonable means, the name of such party or parties; the title of the Work if supplied; to the extent reasonably

practicable, the Uniform Resource Identifier, if any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless

such URI does not refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work; and in the case of a

Derivative Work, a credit identifying the use of the Work in the Derivative Work (e.g., "French translation of the

Work by Original Author," or "Screenplay based on original Work by Original Author"). Such credit may be

implemented in any reasonable manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Derivative

 Work or Collective Work, at a minimum such credit will appear where any other comparable authorship credit

appears and in a manner at least as prominent as such other comparable authorship credit.

     </li>

 

     </ol>

 

 

 

 

 

 

     <p><strong>5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer</strong></p>

 

     <p>UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR

OFFERS THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND

CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE

PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY

TO YOU.</p>

 

 

     <p><strong>6. Limitation on Liability.</strong> EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE

LAW, IN NO EVENT

 WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL,

CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE

USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES. </p>

 

     <p><strong>7. Termination</strong> </p>
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     <ol type="a">

 

     <li>

     This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms

of this License. Individuals or entities who have received Derivative Works or Collective Works from You under

this License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full

compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.

     </li>

 

     <li>

     Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable

copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves

 the right to release the Work under different license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided,

however that any such election will not serve to withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is

required to be, granted under the terms of this License), and this License will continue in full force and effect unless

terminated as stated above.

     </li>

     </ol>

 

     <p><strong>8. Miscellaneous</strong> </p>

 

     <ol type="a">

 

     <li>

     Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective Work, the Licensor offers to the

recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

     </li>

 

     <li>

     Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform a Derivative Work, Licensor offers to the recipient a

license to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

     </li>

 

     <li>

   

  If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the parties to this

agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and

enforceable.

     </li>

 

     <li>

     No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or

consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.

 

     </li>

 

     <li>
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     This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There

are no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not

be bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This License may not be

modified without the mutual written agreement

 of the Licensor and You.

     </li>

     </ol>

/**

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

Apache ActiveMQ

Copyright 2005-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

=========================================================================

==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

==  in this case for the Apache ActiveMQ distribution.                 ==

=========================================================================

 

Apache ActiveMQ

Copyright 2005-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=========================================================================

== For the MochiKit library                                            ==

=========================================================================

 

MochiKit is dual-licensed software.  It is available under the terms of the

MIT License, or the Academic Free License version 2.1.  The full text of

each license is included below.

 

MIT License

===========

 

Copyright (c) 2005 Bob Ippolito.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

 the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Academic Free License v. 2.1

============================

 

Copyright (c) 2005 Bob Ippolito.  All rights reserved.

 

This Academic Free

 License (the "License") applies to any original work of authorship (the "Original Work") whose owner (the

"Licensor") has placed the following notice immediately following the copyright notice for the Original Work:
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Licensed under the Academic Free License version 2.1

 

1) Grant of Copyright License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual,

sublicenseable license to do the following:

 

a) to reproduce the Original Work in copies;

 

b) to prepare derivative works ("Derivative Works") based upon the Original Work;

 

c) to distribute copies of the Original Work and Derivative Works to the public;

 

d) to perform the Original Work publicly; and

 

e) to display the Original Work publicly.

 

2) Grant of Patent License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual,

sublicenseable license, under patent claims owned or controlled by the Licensor that are embodied in the Original

Work as furnished by the Licensor, to make, use,

 sell and offer for sale the Original Work and Derivative Works.

 

3) Grant of Source Code License. The term "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Original Work for

making modifications to it and all available documentation describing how to modify the Original Work. Licensor

hereby agrees to provide a machine-readable copy of the Source Code of the Original Work along with each copy of

the Original Work that Licensor distributes. Licensor reserves the right to satisfy this obligation by placing a

machine-readable copy of the Source Code in an information repository reasonably calculated to permit inexpensive

and convenient access by You for as long as Licensor continues to distribute the Original Work, and by publishing

the address of that information repository in a notice immediately following the copyright notice that applies to the

Original Work.

 

4) Exclusions From License Grant. Neither the names of Licensor, nor the names of any contributors to the Original

Work, nor

 any of their trademarks or service marks, may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this Original

Work without express prior written permission of the Licensor. Nothing in this License shall be deemed to grant any

rights to trademarks, copyrights, patents, trade secrets or any other intellectual property of Licensor except as

expressly stated herein. No patent license is granted to make, use, sell or offer to sell embodiments of any patent

claims other than the licensed claims defined in Section 2. No right is granted to the trademarks of Licensor even if

such marks are included in the Original Work. Nothing in this License shall be interpreted to prohibit Licensor from

licensing under different terms from this License any Original Work that Licensor otherwise would have a right to

license.

 

5) This section intentionally omitted.

 

6) Attribution Rights. You must retain, in the Source Code of any Derivative Works that You create, all copyright,

patent or trademark notices

 from the Source Code of the Original Work, as well as any notices of licensing and any descriptive text identified

therein as an "Attribution Notice." You must cause the Source Code for any Derivative Works that You create to

carry a prominent Attribution Notice reasonably calculated to inform recipients that You have modified the Original
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Work.

 

7) Warranty of Provenance and Disclaimer of Warranty. Licensor warrants that the copyright in and to the Original

Work and the patent rights granted herein by Licensor are owned by the Licensor or are sublicensed to You under

the terms of this License with the permission of the contributor(s) of those copyrights and patent rights. Except as

expressly stated in the immediately proceeding sentence, the Original Work is provided under this License on an

"AS IS" BASIS and WITHOUT WARRANTY, either express or implied, including, without limitation, the

warranties of NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

THE ENTIRE RISK

 AS TO THE QUALITY OF THE ORIGINAL WORK IS WITH YOU. This DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY

constitutes an essential part of this License. No license to Original Work is granted hereunder except under this

disclaimer.

 

8) Limitation of Liability. Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, shall the Licensor be liable to any person for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or the use of the Original Work including,

without limitation, damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

other commercial damages or losses. This limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or personal

injury resulting from Licensor's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some jurisdictions

do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so this

 exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

 

9) Acceptance and Termination. If You distribute copies of the Original Work or a Derivative Work, You must

make a reasonable effort under the circumstances to obtain the express assent of recipients to the terms of this

License. Nothing else but this License (or another written agreement between Licensor and You) grants You

permission to create Derivative Works based upon the Original Work or to exercise any of the rights granted in

Section 1 herein, and any attempt to do so except under the terms of this License (or another written agreement

between Licensor and You) is expressly prohibited by U.S. copyright law, the equivalent laws of other countries,

and by international treaty. Therefore, by exercising any of the rights granted to You in Section 1 herein, You

indicate Your acceptance of this License and all of its terms and conditions.

 

10) Termination for Patent Action. This License shall terminate automatically and You may no longer

 exercise any of the rights granted to You by this License as of the date You commence an action, including a cross-

claim or counterclaim, against Licensor or any licensee alleging that the Original Work infringes a patent. This

termination provision shall not apply for an action alleging patent infringement by combinations of the Original

Work with other software or hardware.

 

11) Jurisdiction, Venue and Governing Law. Any action or suit relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction wherein the Licensor resides or in which Licensor conducts its primary business, and under

the laws of that jurisdiction excluding its conflict-of-law provisions. The application of the United Nations

Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any use of the Original Work

outside the scope of this License or after its termination shall be subject to the requirements and penalties of the U.S.

Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.  101 et seq., the equivalent

 laws of other countries, and international treaty. This section shall survive the termination of this License.

 

12) Attorneys Fees. In any action to enforce the terms of this License or seeking damages relating thereto, the

prevailing party shall be entitled to recover its costs and expenses, including, without limitation, reasonable

attorneys' fees and costs incurred in connection with such action, including any appeal of such action. This section
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shall survive the termination of this License.

 

13) Miscellaneous. This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter hereof. If any

provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary

to make it enforceable.

 

14) Definition of "You" in This License. "You" throughout this License, whether in upper or lower case, means an

individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal

entities,

 "You" includes any entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with you. For purposes of this

definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii)

beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

15) Right to Use. You may use the Original Work in all ways not otherwise restricted or conditioned by this License

or by law, and Licensor promises not to interfere with or be responsible for such uses by You.

 

This license is Copyright (C) 2003-2004 Lawrence E. Rosen. All rights reserved. Permission is hereby granted to

copy and distribute this license without modification. This license may not be modified without the express written

permission of its copyright owner.

 

=========================================================================

== For the Plotkit library                            

                 ==

=========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2006, Alastair Tse

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the Alastair Tse nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

 TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
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OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

=========================================================================

== For the behaviour.js library                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2005, Ben Nolan

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that

 the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the Ben Nolan nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

 NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

=========================================================================

== For the iecanvas.htc library                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
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|                      Copyright (c) 2005 Emil A Eklund                       |

|- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -|

| This program is  free software;  you can redistribute  it and/or  modify it |

| under the terms of the MIT License.                                         |

|- - - - - - - - - -

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -|

| Permission  is hereby granted,  free of charge, to  any person  obtaining a |

| copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),  |

| to deal in the  Software without restriction,  including without limitation |

| the  rights to use, copy, modify,  merge, publish, distribute,  sublicense, |

| and/or  sell copies  of the  Software, and to  permit persons to  whom  the |

| Software is  furnished  to do  so, subject  to  the  following  conditions: |

| The above copyright notice and this  permission notice shall be included in |

| all copies or substantial portions of the Software.                         |

|- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -|

| THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS",  WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR |

| IMPLIED,  INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO  THE WARRANTIES  OF MERCHANTABILITY, |

| FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

 EVENT SHALL THE |

| AUTHORS OR  COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS BE  LIABLE FOR  ANY CLAIM,  DAMAGES OR OTHER |

| LIABILITY, WHETHER  IN AN  ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR  OTHERWISE,  ARISING |

| FROM,  OUT OF OR  IN  CONNECTION  WITH  THE  SOFTWARE OR THE  USE OR  OTHER |

| DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.                                                   |

|- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -|

 

=========================================================================

== For the scriptaculous.js library                                    ==

=========================================================================

 

// Copyright (c) 2005 Thomas Fuchs (http://script.aculo.us, http://mir.aculo.us)

//

// Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

// a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

// "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

// without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

 publish,

// distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

// permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

// the following conditions:

//

// The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

// included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

//

// THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

// EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

// MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

// NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

// LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
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// OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

// WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

=========================================================================

== For the standardista-table-sorting.js library                       ==

== For the css.js library                    

                          ==

=========================================================================

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2006 Neil Crosby

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

* copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

**/

 

=========================================================================

== For the prototype.js library                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2005 Sam Stephenson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED,
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 INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

=========================================================================

== For the style.css library                                           ==

== For the common.js library                                           ==

=========================================================================

 

<p><em>License</em> </p>

 

<p>THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE

COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT

AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER

THIS LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED. </p>

 

<p>BY

 EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE

BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED

HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS. </p>

 

 

<p><strong>1. Definitions</strong> </p>

 

<ol type="a">

 

<li>

<strong>"Collective Work"</strong> means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in which

the Work in its entirety in unmodified form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting separate and

independent works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collective Work

will not be considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this License.

</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Derivative Work"</strong> means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other pre-existing

works, such as a translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound

recording, art reproduction, abridgment,

 condensation, or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed, or adapted, except that a work that

constitutes a Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this License. For the

avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition or sound recording, the synchronization of the Work

in timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") will be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this

License.</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Licensor"</strong> means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of this License.
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</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Original Author"</strong> means the individual or entity who created the Work.

</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Work"</strong> means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of this License.

</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"You"</strong> means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not previously

violated the terms of this License with respect to the Work,

 or who has received express permission from the Licensor to exercise rights under this License despite a previous

violation.

 

</li>

</ol>

 

<p><strong>2. Fair Use Rights.</strong> Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights

arising from fair use, first sale or other limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright

law or other applicable laws. </p>

 

 

<p><strong>3. License Grant.</strong> Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants

You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to

exercise the rights in the Work as stated below: </p>

 

 

<ol type="a">

<li>

 

to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work as

incorporated in the Collective Works;

</li>

 

<li>

to create and reproduce Derivative Works;

</li>

 

<li>

to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly,

 and perform publicly by means of a digital audio transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective

Works;

 

</li>

 

<li>
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to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission Derivative Works.

</li>

 

<li><p>For the avoidance of doubt, where the work is a musical composition:</p>

 

<ol type="i">

<li><strong>Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses</strong>. Licensor waives the exclusive right to

collect, whether individually or via a performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for the

public performance or public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work.</li>

 

<li><strong>Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties</strong>. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect,

whether individually or via a music rights agency or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency), royalties for any

phonorecord You create from the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject

 to the compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 115 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other

jurisdictions).</li></ol></li>

 

<li><strong>Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties</strong>. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a

sound recording, Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights

society (e.g. SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject to the

compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other

jurisdictions).</li>

 

</ol>

 

 

<p>The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The

above rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other

media and formats. All rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved.</p>

 

<p><strong>4. Restrictions.</strong>The license granted in Section 3 above

 is expressly made subject to and limited by the following restrictions: </p>

 

 

<ol type="a">

<li>

You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under the terms

of this License, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with every

copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform.

You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that alter or restrict the terms of this License or the recipients'

exercise of the rights granted hereunder. You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all notices that

refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may not distribute, publicly display, publicly perform,

or publicly digitally perform the Work with any technological measures that control access or use of the Work in a

manner inconsistent with the terms of this License Agreement. The above applies to the Work

 as incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require the Collective Work apart from the Work itself to be

made subject to the terms of this License. If You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You

must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Collective Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

If You create a Derivative Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from
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the Derivative Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

</li>

 

 

<li>

If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or any Derivative Works

or Collective Works, You must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the medium

or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied, and/or (ii)

if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g. a sponsor institute,

 publishing entity, journal) for attribution in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by other reasonable

means, the name of such party or parties; the title of the Work if supplied; to the extent reasonably practicable, the

Uniform Resource Identifier, if any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does

not refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work; and in the case of a Derivative Work, a credit

identifying the use of the Work in the Derivative Work (e.g., "French translation of the Work by Original Author,"

or "Screenplay based on original Work by Original Author"). Such credit may be implemented in any reasonable

manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Derivative Work or Collective Work, at a minimum such credit will

appear where any other comparable authorship credit appears and in a manner at least as prominent as such other

comparable authorship credit.

</li>

 

</ol>

 

 

 

 

 

 

<p><strong>5. Representations,

 Warranties and Disclaimer</strong></p>

 

<p>UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS

THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND

CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE

PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY

TO YOU.</p>

 

 

<p><strong>6. Limitation on Liability.</strong> EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE

LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF

THIS LICENSE OR THE USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. </p>

 

<p><strong>7. Termination</strong>
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 </p>

 

<ol type="a">

 

<li>

This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms of

this License. Individuals or entities who have received Derivative Works or Collective Works from You under this

License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full

compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.

</li>

 

<li>

Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable

copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different

license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to

withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of this

License), and this License will continue in full

 force and effect unless terminated as stated above.

</li>

</ol>

 

<p><strong>8. Miscellaneous</strong> </p>

 

<ol type="a">

 

<li>

Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective Work, the Licensor offers to the

recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

</li>

 

<li>

Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform a Derivative Work, Licensor offers to the recipient a license

to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

</li>

 

<li>

If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the parties to this

agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and

enforceable.

</li>

 

<li>

No term or provision of this License

 shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or consent shall be in writing and signed by

the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.

 

</li>
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<li>

This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There are

no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be

bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This License may not be

modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.

</li>

</ol>

 

=========================================================================

== Jetty is under the Apache License v 2.0                             ==

=========================================================================

 

-- Licenses for included libraries

 

=========================================================================

== For jaxb-api and jaxb-impl (CDDL)                     

              ==

== Source code is at java.net                                          ==

=========================================================================

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

Version 1.0

 

   *

 

     1. Definitions.

         o

 

           1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

         o

 

           1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

         o

 

           1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

         o

 

           1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

         o

 

           1.5. Initial Developer means

 the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

         o

 

           1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not
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governed by the terms of this License.

         o

 

           1.7. License means this document.

         o

 

           1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

         o

 

           1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

               +

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

               +

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

               +

 

                

 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

         o

 

           1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.

         o

 

           1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

         o

 

           1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made

and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

         o

 

           1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

the terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power,

 direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b)

ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

   *

 

     2. License Grants.

         o

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
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           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

               +

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

               +

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made,

 use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

               +

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

               +

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

         o

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

               +

 

                 (a)

 under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

               +

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).

               +

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first

 distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

               +

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor
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has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

   *

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.

         o

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every

 copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must

inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered

Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

exchange.

         o

 

           3.2. Modifications.

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

         o

 

           3.3. Required Notices.

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution

 to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

         o

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

         o

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.
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   You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

         o

 

           3.6. Larger Works.

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed

 by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure

the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

   *

 

     4. Versions of the License.

         o

 

           4.1. New Versions.

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

         o

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available under any

 subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

         o

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

   *
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     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

 EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE

COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN

ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE

COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED

SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

   *

 

     6. TERMINATION.

         o

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

         o

 

           6.2.

 If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

 Participant.

         o

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

   *

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR
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MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO

 LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO

THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT

ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

   *

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

     The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software

 under this License.

   *

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation

 which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration regulations

(and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make

available any Covered Software.

   *

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

=========================================================================

== jstl and taglibs standard are under either the Apache License v 2.0 or CDDL ==

=========================================================================

=========================================================================
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==

 For JDom                                                            ==

=========================================================================

Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.

  For

   written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

   may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior written permission

   from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the

     JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.
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This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

=========================================================================

== For the mx4j, mx4j-remote, and mx4j-tools library                   ==

=========================================================================

 

        The MX4J License,

 Version 1.0

 

        Copyright (c) 2001-2004 by the MX4J contributors.  All rights reserved.

 

        Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

        modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

        are met:

 

        1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

           notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

        2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

           notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

           the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

           distribution.

 

        3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

           if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

              "This product includes software developed by the

               MX4J project (http://mx4j.sourceforge.net)."

           Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software

 itself,

           if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

        4. The name "MX4J" must not be used to endorse or promote

           products derived from this software without prior written

           permission.

           For written permission, please contact

           biorn_steedom [at] users [dot] sourceforge [dot] net

 

        5. Products derived from this software may not be called "MX4J",

           nor may "MX4J" appear in their name, without prior written

           permission of Simone Bordet.

 

        THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

        WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
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        OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

        DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE MX4J CONTRIBUTORS

        BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

        SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

        LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

        USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

        ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

        OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

        OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

        SUCH DAMAGE.

        ====================================================================

 

        This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

        individuals on behalf of the MX4J project.  For more information on

        MX4J, please see

        <a href="http://mx4j.sourceforge.net" target="_top">the MX4J website</a>.

 

 

=========================================================================

== Rome is under the Apache License v 2.0                              ==

=========================================================================

=========================================================================

==

 For Sitemesh                                                        ==

=========================================================================

/* ====================================================================

* The OpenSymphony Software License, Version 1.1

*

* (this license is derived and fully compatible with the Apache Software

* License - see http://www.apache.org/LICENSE.txt)

*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2004 The OpenSymphony Group. All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

 *

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:
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*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        OpenSymphony Group (http://www.opensymphony.com/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "OpenSymphony" and "The OpenSymphony Group"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact license@opensymphony.com .

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSymphony"

*    or "SiteMesh", nor may "OpenSymphony" or "SiteMesh" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the OpenSymphony Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*/

=========================================================================

== For slf4j                                                           ==

=========================================================================

Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch All rights reserved. Permission

 is hereby

granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the

Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions: The above

copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
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SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

 THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================================================

== Smackx is under the Apache License v 2.0                            ==

=========================================================================

=========================================================================

== Spring is under the Apache License v 2.0                            ==

=========================================================================

=========================================================================

== Woodstox is under the Apache License v 2.0                          ==

=========================================================================

=========================================================================

== For the xmlpull library                                             ==

=========================================================================

 

XMLPULL API IS FREE

-------------------

 

All of the XMLPULL API source code, compiled code, and

 documentation

contained in this distribution *except* for tests (see separate LICENSE_TESTS.txt)

are in the Public Domain.

 

XMLPULL API comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any purpose.

 

Initial authors:

 

 Stefan Haustein

 Aleksander Slominski

 

2001-12-12

 

=========================================================================

== For the xstream library                                             ==

=========================================================================

 

(BSD Style License)

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2004, Joe Walnes

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or
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 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of XStream nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Apache ActiveMQ

Copyright 2005-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

=========================================================================

==  Derby Notice                                                       ==

=========================================================================

 

Portions of Derby were orginally developed by

International Business Machines Corporation and are

licensed to the Apache Software Foundation under the

"Software Grant and Corporate Contribution License Agreement",

informally known as the "Derby CLA".

 

The portion of the functionTests under 'nist' was originally

developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),

an agency of the United States Department of Commerce, and adapted by

International Business Machines Corporation in accordance with the NIST

Software Acknowledgment and Redistribution document at

http://www.itl.nist.gov/div897/ctg/sql_form.htm

 

=========================================================================

==

  Spring Notice                                                      ==

=========================================================================
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This product includes software developed by

the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org).

 

This product also includes software developed by

Clinton Begin (http://www.ibatis.com).

 

The end-user documentation included with a redistribution, if any,

must include the following acknowledgement:

 

"This product includes software developed by the Spring Framework

 Project (http://www.springframework.org)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

 

The names "Spring" and "Spring Framework" must not be used to

endorse or promote products derived from this software without

prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

rod.johnson@interface21.com

 or juergen.hoeller@interface21.com.

=========================================================================

== Jetty is distributed under the Apache 2 license                     ==

=========================================================================

=========================================================================

== For the behaviour.js library                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2005, Ben Nolan

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

    * Neither the name of the Ben Nolan nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
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A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

=========================================================================

==

 For the prototype.js library                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2005 Sam Stephenson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Apache ActiveMQ

Copyright 2005-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

=========================================================================

==  Derby Notice                                                       ==

=========================================================================

 

Portions of Derby were orginally developed by

International Business Machines Corporation and are

licensed to the Apache Software Foundation under the

"Software Grant and Corporate Contribution License Agreement",

informally known as the "Derby CLA".
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The portion of the functionTests under 'nist' was originally

developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),

an agency of the United States Department of Commerce, and adapted by

International Business Machines Corporation in accordance with the NIST

Software Acknowledgment and Redistribution document at

http://www.itl.nist.gov/div897/ctg/sql_form.htm

 

=========================================================================

==

  Spring Notice                                                      ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by

the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org).

 

This product also includes software developed by

Clinton Begin (http://www.ibatis.com).

 

The end-user documentation included with a redistribution, if any,

must include the following acknowledgement:

 

"This product includes software developed by the Spring Framework

 Project (http://www.springframework.org)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

 

The names "Spring" and "Spring Framework" must not be used to

endorse or promote products derived from this software without

prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

rod.johnson@interface21.com

 or juergen.hoeller@interface21.com.

 

=========================================================================

==  Rome Notice (not from Rome site)                                   ==

=========================================================================

Rome 0.8 Copyright 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc.

This product includes software developed by the Sun Microsystems, Inc.

(http://wiki.java.net/bin/view/Javawsxml/Rome).

 

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2006 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

==============================================================

 

This product includes some software developed at The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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The javax.servlet package used by Jetty is copyright

Sun Microsystems, Inc and Apache Software Foundation. It is

distributed under the Common Development and Distribution License.

You can obtain a copy of the license at

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

 

The

 UnixCrypt.java code ~Implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

 

The default JSP implementation is provided by the Glassfish JSP engine

from project Glassfish http://glassfish.dev.java.net.  Copyright 2005

Sun Microsystems, Inc. and portions Copyright Apache Software Foundation.

 

Some portions of the code are Copyright:

 2006 Tim Vernum

 1999 Jason Gilbert.

 

The jboss integration module contains some LGPL code.

Attribution 2.5

CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE LEGAL

SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS LICENSE DOES NOT CREATE AN ATTORNEY-CLIENT

RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS.

CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES REGARDING THE INFORMATION PROVIDED, AND

DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM ITS USE.

 

License

 

THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE COMMONS

PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND/OR

OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS

LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED.

 

BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE

BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED

HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

 

1. Definitions

 

  1. "Collective Work" means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia,

 in which the Work in its entirety in unmodified form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting

separate and independent works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a

Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this License.

  2. "Derivative Work" means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other pre-existing works, such as

a translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art

reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed, or

adapted, except that a work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work for the
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purpose of this License. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition or sound recording,

the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") will be considered a Derivative

 Work for the purpose of this License.

  3. "Licensor" means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of this License.

  4. "Original Author" means the individual or entity who created the Work.

  5. "Work" means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of this License.

  6. "You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not previously violated the

terms of this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from the Licensor to

exercise rights under this License despite a previous violation.

 

2. Fair Use Rights. Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights arising from fair use,

first sale or other limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright law or other applicable

laws.

 

3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual

 (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to exercise the rights in the Work as stated below:

 

  1. to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work

as incorporated in the Collective Works;

  2. to create and reproduce Derivative Works;

  3. to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective Works;

  4. to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission Derivative Works.

  5.

 

     For the avoidance of doubt, where the work is a musical composition:

        1. Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether

individually or via a performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for the public performance or

public

 digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work.

        2. Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether

individually or via a music rights agency or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency), royalties for any

phonorecord You create from the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject to the compulsory license created

by 17 USC Section 115 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).

  6. Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a sound recording,

Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society (e.g.

SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject to the compulsory

license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).

 

The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter

 devised. The above rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the

rights in other media and formats. All rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved.

 

4. Restrictions.The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and limited by the following

restrictions:
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  1. You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under the

terms of this License, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with

every copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally

perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that alter or restrict the terms of this License or the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted hereunder. You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all

notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may

 not distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work with any technological

measures that control access or use of the Work in a manner inconsistent with the terms of this License Agreement.

The above applies to the Work as incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require the Collective Work

apart from the Work itself to be made subject to the terms of this License. If You create a Collective Work, upon

notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Collective Work any credit as

required by clause 4(b), as requested. If You create a Derivative Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to

the extent practicable, remove from the Derivative Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

  2. If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or any Derivative

Works or Collective Works, You must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide,

 reasonable to the medium or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if

applicable) if supplied, and/or (ii) if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g. a

sponsor institute, publishing entity, journal) for attribution in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by

other reasonable means, the name of such party or parties; the title of the Work if supplied; to the extent reasonably

practicable, the Uniform Resource Identifier, if any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless

such URI does not refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work; and in the case of a

Derivative Work, a credit identifying the use of the Work in the Derivative Work (e.g., "French translation of the

Work by Original Author," or "Screenplay based on original Work by Original Author"). Such credit may be

implemented in any reasonable manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Derivative

 Work or Collective Work, at a minimum such credit will appear where any other comparable authorship credit

appears and in a manner at least as prominent as such other comparable authorship credit.

 

5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer

 

UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS

THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND

CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE

PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY

TO YOU.

 

6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT

WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL,

CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE

 OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF

LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. Termination

 

  1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms

of this License. Individuals or entities who have received Derivative Works or Collective Works from You under
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this License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full

compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.

  2. Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable

copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different

license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to

withdraw this License (or any

 other license that has been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of this License), and this License will

continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above.

 

8. Miscellaneous

 

  1. Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective Work, the Licensor offers to the

recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

  2. Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform a Derivative Work, Licensor offers to the recipient a

license to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

  3. If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the parties to this

agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision

 valid and enforceable.

  4. No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or

consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.

  5. This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There

are no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not

be bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This License may not be

modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.

 

Creative Commons is not a party to this License, and makes no warranty whatsoever in connection with the Work.

Creative Commons will not be liable to You or any party on any legal theory for any damages whatsoever, including

without limitation any general, special, incidental or consequential damages arising in connection to this license.

Notwithstanding

 the foregoing two (2) sentences, if Creative Commons has expressly identified itself as the Licensor hereunder, it

shall have all rights and obligations of Licensor.

 

Except for the limited purpose of indicating to the public that the Work is licensed under the CCPL, neither party

will use the trademark "Creative Commons" or any related trademark or logo of Creative Commons without the

prior written consent of Creative Commons. Any permitted use will be in compliance with Creative Commons' then-

current trademark usage guidelines, as may be published on its website or otherwise made available upon request

from time to time.

 

Creative Commons may be contacted at http://creativecommons.org/.

Apache ActiveMQ Copyright 2006-2008 Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

-------------

Jabber xsds in activemq-xmpp

 This software was generated using XSDs from the Jabber Software Foundation
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 http://www.xmpp.org/schemas/

 

 Copyright (c) 1999-2006 The Jabber Software Foundation

 http://www.xmpp.org/about/copyright.shtml

 

 These XSD files are licensed under the Creative Commons License 2.5

 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/

 

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2006 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

==============================================================

 

This product includes some software developed at The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The javax.servlet package used by Jetty is copyright

Sun Microsystems, Inc and Apache Software Foundation. It is

distributed under the Common Development and Distribution

 License.

You can obtain a copy of the license at

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

 

The UnixCrypt.java code ~Implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

 

The default JSP implementation is provided by the Glassfish JSP engine

from project Glassfish http://glassfish.dev.java.net.  Copyright 2005

Sun Microsystems, Inc. and portions Copyright Apache Software Foundation.

 

Some portions of the code are Copyright:

 2006 Tim Vernum

 1999 Jason Gilbert.

 

The jboss integration module contains some LGPL code.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=========================================================================

== jetty-util is under the Apache License v 2.0                        ==

=========================================================================

=========================================================================

== For the xmlpull library                                             ==

=========================================================================

 

XMLPULL API IS FREE

-------------------

 

All of the XMLPULL API source code, compiled code, and documentation

contained in this distribution *except* for tests (see separate LICENSE_TESTS.txt)

are

 in the Public Domain.

 

XMLPULL API comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any purpose.

 

Initial authors:

 

 Stefan Haustein

 Aleksander Slominski

 

2001-12-12

 

=========================================================================

== Spring is under the Apache License v 2.0                            ==

=========================================================================

 

=========================================================================

== Rome 0.8 is under the Apache License v 2.0                          ==

=========================================================================

 

=========================================================================

== For the xstream library                                             ==

=========================================================================

 

(BSD Style License)

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2004, Joe Walnes

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification,

 are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of XStream nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

=========================================================================

== For the JDom library                                                ==

=========================================================================

/*--

 

$Id: LICENSE 646333 2008-04-09 13:27:37Z chirino $

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary

 form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.  For

   written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

   may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior written permission

   from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the

     JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available

 at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

*/

=========================================================================

== For the scriptaculous.js library                                    ==

=========================================================================
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// Copyright (c) 2005 Thomas Fuchs (http://script.aculo.us, http://mir.aculo.us)

//

// Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

// a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

// "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

// without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

// distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

// permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

// the following conditions:

//

// The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

// included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

//

// THE SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

// EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

// MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

// NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

// LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

// OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

// WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

=========================================================================

== For the style.css library                                           ==

== For the common.js library                                           ==

=========================================================================

 

<p><em>License</em> </p>

 

<p>THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE

COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT

AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK

 OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED. </p>

 

<p>BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE

BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED

HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS. </p>

 

 

<p><strong>1. Definitions</strong> </p>

 

<ol type="a">

 

<li>

<strong>"Collective Work"</strong> means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in which

the Work in its entirety in unmodified form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting separate and

independent works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collective Work

will not be considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this License.
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</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Derivative Work"</strong> means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other pre-existing

works, such as a translation, musical arrangement, dramatization,

 fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other

form in which the Work may be recast, transformed, or adapted, except that a work that constitutes a Collective

Work will not be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this License. For the avoidance of doubt, where

the Work is a musical composition or sound recording, the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a

moving image ("synching") will be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this License.</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Licensor"</strong> means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of this License.

</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Original Author"</strong> means the individual or entity who created the Work.

</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Work"</strong> means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of this License.

</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"You"</strong> means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License

 who has not previously violated the terms of this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express

permission from the Licensor to exercise rights under this License despite a previous violation.

 

</li>

</ol>

 

<p><strong>2. Fair Use Rights.</strong> Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights

arising from fair use, first sale or other limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright

law or other applicable laws. </p>

 

 

<p><strong>3. License Grant.</strong> Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants

You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to

exercise the rights in the Work as stated below: </p>

 

 

<ol type="a">

<li>

 

to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work as

incorporated in the Collective Works;

</li>
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<li>

to create and reproduce Derivative Works;

</li>

 

<li>

to

 distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital

audio transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective Works;

 

</li>

 

<li>

to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission Derivative Works.

</li>

 

<li><p>For the avoidance of doubt, where the work is a musical composition:</p>

 

<ol type="i">

<li><strong>Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses</strong>. Licensor waives the exclusive right to

collect, whether individually or via a performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for the

public performance or public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work.</li>

 

<li><strong>Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties</strong>. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect,

whether individually or via a music rights agency or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency), royalties for

 any phonorecord You create from the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject to the compulsory license

created by 17 USC Section 115 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).</li></ol></li>

 

<li><strong>Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties</strong>. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a

sound recording, Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights

society (e.g. SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject to the

compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other

jurisdictions).</li>

 

</ol>

 

 

<p>The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The

above rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other

media and formats. All rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby

 reserved.</p>

 

<p><strong>4. Restrictions.</strong>The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and

limited by the following restrictions: </p>

 

 

<ol type="a">

<li>
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You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under the terms

of this License, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with every

copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform.

You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that alter or restrict the terms of this License or the recipients'

exercise of the rights granted hereunder. You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all notices that

refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may not distribute, publicly display, publicly perform,

or publicly digitally perform the Work with any technological measures that control access or use of the Work in a

manner

 inconsistent with the terms of this License Agreement. The above applies to the Work as incorporated in a

Collective Work, but this does not require the Collective Work apart from the Work itself to be made subject to the

terms of this License. If You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent

practicable, remove from the Collective Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested. If You create a

Derivative Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Derivative

Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

</li>

 

 

<li>

If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or any Derivative Works

or Collective Works, You must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the medium

or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied, and/or (ii)

if the Original

 Author and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g. a sponsor institute, publishing entity, journal) for

attribution in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by other reasonable means, the name of such party or

parties; the title of the Work if supplied; to the extent reasonably practicable, the Uniform Resource Identifier, if

any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does not refer to the copyright notice or

licensing information for the Work; and in the case of a Derivative Work, a credit identifying the use of the Work in

the Derivative Work (e.g., "French translation of the Work by Original Author," or "Screenplay based on original

Work by Original Author"). Such credit may be implemented in any reasonable manner; provided, however, that in

the case of a Derivative Work or Collective Work, at a minimum such credit will appear where any other

comparable authorship credit appears and in a manner at least as prominent as such

 other comparable authorship credit.

</li>

 

</ol>

 

 

 

 

 

 

<p><strong>5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer</strong></p>

 

<p>UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS

THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND

CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE
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PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY

TO YOU.</p>

 

 

<p><strong>6. Limitation on Liability.</strong> EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE

LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF

THIS LICENSE OR THE USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS

 BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. </p>

 

<p><strong>7. Termination</strong> </p>

 

<ol type="a">

 

<li>

This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms of

this License. Individuals or entities who have received Derivative Works or Collective Works from You under this

License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full

compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.

</li>

 

<li>

Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable

copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different

license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to

withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is required

 to be, granted under the terms of this License), and this License will continue in full force and effect unless

terminated as stated above.

</li>

</ol>

 

<p><strong>8. Miscellaneous</strong> </p>

 

<ol type="a">

 

<li>

Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective Work, the Licensor offers to the

recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

</li>

 

<li>

Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform a Derivative Work, Licensor offers to the recipient a license

to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

</li>

 

<li>

If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or
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enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the parties to this

agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to

 make such provision valid and enforceable.

</li>

 

<li>

No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or

consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.

 

</li>

 

<li>

This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There are

no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be

bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This License may not be

modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.

</li>

</ol>

Apache ActiveMQ

Copyright 2005-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

=========================================================================

==  Derby Notice                                                       ==

=========================================================================

 

Portions of Derby were orginally developed by

International Business Machines Corporation and are

licensed to the Apache Software Foundation under the

"Software Grant and Corporate Contribution License Agreement",

informally known as the "Derby CLA".

 

The portion of the functionTests under 'nist' was originally

developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),

an agency of the United States Department of Commerce, and adapted by

International Business Machines Corporation in accordance with the NIST

Software Acknowledgment and Redistribution document at

http://www.itl.nist.gov/div897/ctg/sql_form.htm

 

==============================================================

 Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2006 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

==============================================================

 

This product includes some software developed at The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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The javax.servlet package used by Jetty is copyright

Sun Microsystems, Inc and Apache Software Foundation. It is

distributed under the Common Development and Distribution License.

You can obtain a copy of the license at

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

 

The UnixCrypt.java code ~Implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

 

The default JSP implementation is provided by the Glassfish JSP engine

from project Glassfish http://glassfish.dev.java.net.  Copyright 2005

Sun Microsystems, Inc. and portions Copyright Apache

 Software Foundation.

 

Some portions of the code are Copyright:

 2006 Tim Vernum

 1999 Jason Gilbert.

 

The jboss integration module contains some LGPL code.

 

=========================================================================

==  Spring Notice                                                      ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by

the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org).

 

This product also includes software developed by

Clinton Begin (http://www.ibatis.com).

 

The end-user documentation included with a redistribution, if any,

must include the following acknowledgement:

 

"This product includes software developed by the Spring Framework

 Project (http://www.springframework.org)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

 

The names "Spring" and "Spring Framework" must not be used to

endorse

 or promote products derived from this software without

prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

rod.johnson@interface21.com or juergen.hoeller@interface21.com.
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=========================================================================

==  MX4J Notice                                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by the MX4J project

(http://sourceforge.net/projects/mx4j).

=========================================================================

==  Sitemesh Notice                                                    ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by the

OpenSymphony Group (http://www.opensymphony.com/).

 

=========================================================================

==  Smackx Notice (not from Jive Software)                             ==

=========================================================================

 

This

 product includes software developed by JiveSoftware

(http://www.igniterealtime.org/).

 

=========================================================================

==  Woodstox Notice (http://woodstox.codehaus.org)                     ==

=========================================================================

This product currently only contains code developed by authors

of specific components, as identified by the source code files.

 

Since product implements StAX API, it has dependencies to StAX API

classes.

 

For additional credits (generally to people who reported problems)

see CREDITS file.

=========================================================================

==  Jabber Notice                                                      ==

=========================================================================

 

 This software was generated using XSDs from the Jabber Software Foundation

 

 http://www.xmpp.org/schemas/

 Copyright (c) 1999-2006 The Jabber Software Foundation

 http://www.xmpp.org/about/copyright.shtml

 

 These XSD files are licensed under the Creative Commons License 2.5

 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
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     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the
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 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

-- activemq-web

=========================================================================

== For the behaviour.js library                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2005, Ben Nolan

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the Ben Nolan nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

=========================================================================

== For the prototype.js library                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2005 Sam Stephenson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

====================================================================

== Licenses for non-apache libraries included in this assembly    ==

====================================================================

 

jetty

jmdns

mx4j

spring

tanuki wrapper

xmlpull

xstream

 

=========================================================================

== Jetty is licensed under the Apache License Version 2.0              ==

=========================================================================

=========================================================================

== jmdns is licensed under the Apache License Version 2.0              ==

=========================================================================

=========================================================================

==

 For the mx4j, mx4j-remote, and mx4j-tools library                   ==

=========================================================================
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        The MX4J License, Version 1.0

 

        Copyright (c) 2001-2004 by the MX4J contributors.  All rights reserved.

 

        Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

        modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

        are met:

 

        1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

           notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

        2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

           notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

           the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

           distribution.

 

        3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

           if any, must include

 the following acknowledgment:

              "This product includes software developed by the

               MX4J project (http://mx4j.sourceforge.net)."

           Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

           if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

        4. The name "MX4J" must not be used to endorse or promote

           products derived from this software without prior written

           permission.

           For written permission, please contact

           biorn_steedom [at] users [dot] sourceforge [dot] net

 

        5. Products derived from this software may not be called "MX4J",

           nor may "MX4J" appear in their name, without prior written

           permission of Simone Bordet.

 

        THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

        WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

        OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

 

       DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE MX4J CONTRIBUTORS

        BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

        SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

        LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

        USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

        ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

        OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

        OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

        SUCH DAMAGE.
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        ====================================================================

 

        This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

        individuals on behalf of the MX4J project.  For more information on

        MX4J, please see

        <a href="http://mx4j.sourceforge.net" target="_top">the MX4J website</a>.

 

 

=========================================================================

==

 Spring is licensed under the Apache License Version 2.0             ==

=========================================================================

 

=========================================================================

== For the Tanuki Software libraries                                   ==

=========================================================================

Copyright (c) 1999, 2004 Tanuki Software

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of the Java Service Wrapper and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software

without  restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub-license,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to

whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Portions of the Software have been derived from source code

developed by Silver Egg Technology under the following license:

 

Copyright (c) 2001 Silver Egg Technology

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation
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files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub-license, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is

 furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 

=========================================================================

== For the xmlpull library                                             ==

=========================================================================

 

XMLPULL API IS FREE

-------------------

 

All of the XMLPULL API source code, compiled code, and documentation

contained in this distribution *except* for tests (see separate LICENSE_TESTS.txt)

are in the Public Domain.

 

XMLPULL API comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any purpose.

 

Initial authors:

 

 Stefan Haustein

 Aleksander Slominski

 

2001-12-12

 

=========================================================================

== For the xstream library                                             ==

=========================================================================

 

(BSD

 Style License)

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2004, Joe Walnes

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
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the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of XStream nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

=========================================================================

== For jaxb-api and jaxb-impl (CDDL)                                   ==

== Source code is at java.net                                          ==

=========================================================================

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

Version 1.0

 

   *

 

     1. Definitions.

         o

 

           1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

          o

 

           1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

         o

 

           1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

         o

 

           1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.
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         o

 

           1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

         o

 

           1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.

         o

 

           1.7. License means this document.

         o

 

           1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant,

 to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the

rights conveyed herein.

         o

 

           1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

               +

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

               +

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

               +

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

         o

 

           1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.

         o

 

           1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

 limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

         o

 

           1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made

and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

         o

 

           1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

the terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.
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   *

 

     2. License Grants.

         o

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below

 and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

               +

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

               +

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

               +

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

         

      +

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

         o

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

               +

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

               +

 

          

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or
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portions of such combination).

               +

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

               +

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications

 made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

   *

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.

         o

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

         o

 

           3.2. Modifications.

 

       

    The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

         o

 

           3.3. Required Notices.

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

         o

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity
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 or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own

behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to

indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such

Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

         o

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code

 form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by

You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms

You offer.

         o

 

           3.6. Larger Works.

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

   *

 

     4. Versions of the License.

         o

 

           4.1. New Versions.

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions

 of this License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided

in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

         o

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

          o
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           4.3. Modified Versions.

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

   *

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR)

 ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED

SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

   *

 

     6. TERMINATION.

         o

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

         o

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as Participant) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant

 is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all

Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate

prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period

You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or

pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

         o

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

   *

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
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     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO

 LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL

YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED

SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY

INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK

STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL

DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH

OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

   *

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

     The Covered Software is a commercial item,

 as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of commercial computer software (as that term is

defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer software documentation as such terms are used

in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

(June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This

U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision

that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

   *

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained

 within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

jurisdictions conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of

the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the

losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and

expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is

expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when

You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

   *

 

      10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be
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deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

Apache ActiveMQ

Copyright 2005-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

=========================================================================

==  Derby Notice                                                       ==

=========================================================================

 

Portions of Derby were orginally developed by

International Business Machines Corporation and are

licensed to the Apache Software Foundation under the

"Software Grant and Corporate Contribution License Agreement",

informally known as the "Derby CLA".

 

The portion of the functionTests under 'nist' was originally

developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),

an agency of the United States Department of Commerce, and adapted by

International Business Machines Corporation in accordance with the NIST

Software Acknowledgment and Redistribution document at

http://www.itl.nist.gov/div897/ctg/sql_form.htm

 

=========================================================================

==

  Spring Notice                                                      ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by

the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org).

 

This product also includes software developed by

Clinton Begin (http://www.ibatis.com).

 

The end-user documentation included with a redistribution, if any,

must include the following acknowledgement:

 

"This product includes software developed by the Spring Framework

 Project (http://www.springframework.org)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

 

The names "Spring" and "Spring Framework" must not be used to

endorse or promote products derived from this software without

prior written permission. For written permission, please contact
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rod.johnson@interface21.com

 or juergen.hoeller@interface21.com.

 

 

=========================================================================

==  MX4J Notice                                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by the MX4J project

(http://sourceforge.net/projects/mx4j).

 

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2006 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

==============================================================

 

This product includes some software developed at The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The javax.servlet package used by Jetty is copyright

Sun Microsystems, Inc and Apache Software Foundation. It is

distributed under the Common Development and Distribution License.

You can obtain a copy of the license at

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

 

The UnixCrypt.java code ~Implements the one

 way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

 

The default JSP implementation is provided by the Glassfish JSP engine

from project Glassfish http://glassfish.dev.java.net.  Copyright 2005

Sun Microsystems, Inc. and portions Copyright Apache Software Foundation.

 

Some portions of the code are Copyright:

 2006 Tim Vernum

 1999 Jason Gilbert.

 

The jboss integration module contains some LGPL code.

 

===============================================================

==     NOTICE File for JmDNS                                 ==

===============================================================

 

Java Multicast Domain Name Server (JmDNS)

 

This project was originally developed by Arthur van Hoff under the GNU

Lesser General Public License as jRendevous.  It was moved to Sourceforge
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by Rick Blair and renamed to JmDNS with the Arthur's kind permission.

 

Currently it has  been re-released

 under the Apache License, Version 2.0.

 

Details of the Apache License, Version 2.0 can be found at:

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

 

For other details please see the README.txt file.

===============================================================

==     NOTICE File for JmDNS                                 ==

===============================================================

 

Java Multicast Domain Name Server (JmDNS)

 

This project was originally developed by Arthur van Hoff under the GNU

Lesser General Public License as jRendevous.  It was moved to Sourceforge

by Rick Blair and renamed to JmDNS with the Arthur's kind permission.

 

Currently it has  been re-released under the Apache License, Version 2.0.

 

Details of the Apache License, Version 2.0 can be found at:

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

 

For other details please see the README.txt file.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,
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 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2006 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd
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==============================================================

 

This product includes some software developed at The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The javax.servlet package used by Jetty is copyright

Sun Microsystems, Inc and Apache Software Foundation. It is

distributed under the Common Development and Distribution License.

You can obtain a copy of the license at

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

 

The UnixCrypt.java code ~Implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

 

The default JSP implementation is provided by the Glassfish JSP engine

from project Glassfish http://glassfish.dev.java.net.  Copyright 2005

Sun Microsystems, Inc. and portions Copyright Apache Software Foundation.

 

Some

 portions of the code are Copyright:

 2006 Tim Vernum

 1999 Jason Gilbert.

 

The jboss integration module contains some LGPL code.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership
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 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,
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 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=========================================================================

== For the backport-util-concurrent library                            ==
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=========================================================================

 

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" "DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">

<html><head><title>Creative Commons Public Domain</title>

 

<body>

 

<p align="center"><em>Copyright-Only Dedication (based on United States law) or Public Domain

Certification</em></p>

 

       <p>The

person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that,

 to the

best of his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the

public domain of the country from which the work is published, or (b)

hereby dedicates whatever copyright the dedicators holds in the work of

authorship identified below (the "Work") to the public domain. A

certifier, morever, dedicates any copyright interest he may have in the

associated work, and for these purposes, is described as a "dedicator"

below.</p>

 

       <p>A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify

the copyright status of this work. Certifier recognizes that his good

faith efforts may not shield him from liability if in fact the work

certified is not in the public domain.</p>

 

       <p>Dedicator makes

this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to the

detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends

this dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of

all present and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or

contingent, in the

 Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment

of all rights includes the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by

lawsuit or otherwise) those copyrights in the Work.</p>

 

       <p>Dedicator

recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built

upon, or otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or

non-commercial, and in any way, including by methods that have not yet

been invented or conceived.</p>

   </div>

</div>

</body></html>

 

=========================================================================
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== Spring is licensed under the Apache License Version 2.0             ==

=========================================================================

 

1.25 jul-to-slf4j 1.7.5 

 

1.26 junit 3.8.1 
1.26.1 Available under license : 

from https://github.com/junit-team/junit/wiki/FAQ the Supplier's website FAQ:

 

How is JUnit licensed?

 

JUnit is Open Source Software, released under the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 and hosted on GitHub.

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

 

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

i) changes to the Program, and

 

ii) additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are

separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and

(ii) are not derivative works

 of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale

of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.
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"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and

object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free patent license under Licensed

 Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in

source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no

assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

 rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other

intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient

to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to

grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided

that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability

 and fitness for a particular purpose;

 

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any

other party; and
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iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it

in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows

subsequent Recipients

 to identify the originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners

and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor

("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims,

lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by

the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a

commercial product

 offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the

Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and

cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified

Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's

responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance

 claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS

IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-

INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks

associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs of
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program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and

unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS

 SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR

DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program

 with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under

Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this

Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the

right to publish new versions (including

 revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify

this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement

will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed

subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new

version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the

intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or

otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This

 Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United States

of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the

cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.
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1.27 geronimo-jta 1.1.1 
1.27.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from)
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 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Geronimo

Copyright 2003-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.28 sqlite-jdbc 3.7.2 
1.28.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2006, David Crawshaw.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS

 OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.29 asm-commons 4.0 
1.29.1 Available under license : 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

 INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

1.30 asm-tree 4.0 
1.30.1 Available under license : 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

 INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
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* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

1.31 protobuf-java 2.5.0 
1.31.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2008 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

//     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

//     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/Utf8.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/BlockingService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageLiteOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtocolMessageEnum.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyStringArrayList.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/BlockingRpcChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/WireFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessageLite.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LiteralByteString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/InvalidProtocolBufferException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/SmallSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractMessageLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/DynamicMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/ByteString.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/RopeByteString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionRegistryLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/RepeatedFieldBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/FieldSet.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/SingleFieldBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/Descriptors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/UnmodifiableLazyStringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-
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sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/Internal.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UninitializedMessageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/BoundedByteString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormat.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyStringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/95975238_1695283221.8167648/0/protobuf-java-2-5-0-sources-zip/protobuf-java-2-5-0-

sources-jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcController.java

 

1.32 activemq-protobuf 1.1 
1.32.1 Available under license : 

=========================================================================

==  Apache Notice                                                      ==

=========================================================================

 

Apache ActiveMQ

Copyright 2005-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

=========================================================================

==  Protocol Buffers Notice                                            ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by the Protocol Buffers

project (http://code.google.com/apis/protocolbuffers).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
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     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the
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 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.33 commons-collections 3.2.2 
1.33.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Collections

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.34 taglibs-standard-spec 1.2.5 
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1.34.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Apache Standard Taglib Specification API

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.35 jasypt 1.9.2 
1.35.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding
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 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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  Copyright (c) 2007-2010, The JASYPT team (http://www.jasypt.org)

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

---------------------------------

 

 

 

This distribution includes cryptographic software.  The country in

which you currently reside may have restrictions on the import,

possession, use, and/or re-export to another country, of

encryption software.  BEFORE using any encryption software, please

check your country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the

import, possession,

 or use, and re-export of encryption software, to

see if this is permitted.  See http://www.wassenaar.org/ for more

information.

 

The U.S. Government Department of Commerce, Bureau of Industry and

Security (BIS), has classified this software as Export Commodity

Control Number (ECCN) 5D002.C.1, which includes information security

software using or performing cryptographic functions with asymmetric

algorithms.  The form and manner of this distribution makes it

eligible for export under the License Exception ENC Technology

Software Unrestricted (TSU) exception (see the BIS Export

Administration Regulations, Section 740.13) for both object code and

source code.

 

The following provides more details on the cryptographic software

used (note that this software is not included in the distribution):

 

 * The PBE Encryption facilities require the Java Cryptography

   extensions: http://java.sun.com/javase/technologies/security/.

 

---------------------------------
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Distributions of

 this software may include software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

---------------------------------

 

 

ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 and later

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2006 International Business Machines

Corporation and others

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any

person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the

Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in all copies of the Software and

that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL

INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright

holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to

promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software

without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.
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1.36 metrics 2.2.0 
1.36.1 Available under license : 

Many Many Thanks To

===================

 

* Alex Lambert (@bifflabs)

* Brian Roberts (@flicken)

* Bruce Mitchener (@waywardmonkeys)

* C. Scott Andreas (@cscotta)

* Charles Care (@ccare)

* Chris Burroughs (@cburroughs)

* Ciamac Moallemi (@ciamac)

* Cliff Moon (@cliffmoon)

* Collin VanDyck (@collinvandyck)

* Dag Liodden (@daggerrz)

* Drew Stephens (@dinomite)

* Eric Daigneault (@Newtopian)

* Franois Beausoleil (@francois)

* Gerolf Seitz (@seitz)

* Jackson Davis (@jcdavis)

* James Casey (@jamesc)

* JD Maturen (@sku)

* Jeff Hodges (@jmhodges)

* Jesper Blomquist (jebl01)

* John Ewart (@johnewart)

* John Wang (@javasoze)

* Kevin Clark (@kevinclark)

* Mahesh Tiyyagura (@tmahesh)

* Martin Traverso (@martint)

* Matt Abrams (@abramsm)

* Matt Ryall (@mattryall)

* Matthew Gilliard (@mjg123)

* Matthew O'Connor (@oconnor0)

* Mrten Gustafson (@chids)

* Neil Prosser (@neilprosser)

* Robby Walker (@robbywalker)

* Ryan Kennedy (@ryankennedy)

* Ryan W Tenney (@ryantenney)

* Shaneal Manek (@smanek)

* Thomas

 Dudziak (@tomdz)

* Tobias Lidskog (@tobli)

Metrics

Copyright 2010-2012 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed by Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.
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This product includes code derived from the JSR-166 project (ThreadLocalRandom), which was released

with the following comments:

 

   Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

   Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

   http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2010-2012 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.37 taglibs-standard 1.2.5 
1.37.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding
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 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Standard Taglib

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.38 commons-io 2.4 
1.38.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons IO

Copyright 2002-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.39 jdom 2.0.6 
1.39.1 Available under license : 

/*--

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2012 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.  For

   written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

   may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior written permission

   from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the

     JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
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ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

*/

 

 

1.40 json-simple 1.1.1 
1.40.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You"

 (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,

 or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems

 that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants
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 to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work

 or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

 

        pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution

 of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

 

 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental,

 or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.41 geronimojmsspec 1.1.1 
1.41.1 Available under license : 

Apache Geronimo

Copyright 2003-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.42 activemq-console 5.2.0 
1.42.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Apache ActiveMQ

Copyright 2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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1.43 activemq-optional 5.2.0 
1.43.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Apache ActiveMQ

Copyright 2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.44 activemq-jpa-store 5.2.0 
1.44.1 Available under license : 

=========================================================================

==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

==  in this case for the Apache ActiveMQ distribution.                 ==

=========================================================================

 

Apache ActiveMQ

Copyright 2005-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.45 activemq-camel 5.2.0 
1.45.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Apache ActiveMQ

Copyright 2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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1.46 commons-net 3.6 
1.46.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Net

Copyright 2001-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.47 failureaccess 1.0.1 

 

1.48 axis 1.4 
1.48.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2003-2007, Dennis M. Sosnoski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of JiBX nor the names of its contributors may be used
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  to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2006 Envoi Solutions LLC

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Common Public License - v 1.0

 

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

 

1. DEFINITIONS
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"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are

separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and

(ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or

sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

 

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

 

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and

object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use,

 sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the

time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be

covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the

Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no

assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights

and licenses granted

 hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed,

if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is

Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to
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grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided

that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

 

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any

other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it

in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

 

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows

subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

 

 

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners

and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor

("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims,

lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by

the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a

commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

 apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify,

an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b)

allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own

expense.
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For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's

responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires

 any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS

IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-

INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks

associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and

unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

 SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent applicable to software

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such

Recipient

 under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In addition, if Recipient institutes patent

litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then

such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
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All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this

Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

 and survive.

 

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the

right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign

the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the

Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of

the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the

new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives

 no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by

implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are

reserved.

 

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United

States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

 

Acknowledgements:

backport-util-concurrent is based in large part on the public

domain sources from:

   1) JSR166,

   2) package dl.util.concurrent,

   3) Doug Lea's "collections" package.

 

This software is released to the public domain

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain )

in the spirit of the original code written by Doug Lea.

The code can be used for any purpose, modified, and redistributed

without acknowledgment. No warranty is provided, either express or implied.

 

Following is a copy of http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

 

Creative Commons Public Domain

Copyright-Only Dedication (based on United States law) or Public Domain

Certification

 

The person or persons who have associated work with this document

(the "Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the

best of his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the
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public domain of the country from which the work is published, or (b)

hereby dedicates whatever copyright the

 dedicators holds in the work of

authorship identified below (the "Work") to the public domain. A

certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright interest he may have in the

associated work, and for these purposes, is described as a "dedicator"

below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify

the copyright status of this work. Certifier recognizes that his good

faith efforts may not shield him from liability if in fact the work

certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and

to the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends

this dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of

all present and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or

contingent, in the Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment

of all rights includes the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by

lawsuit or otherwise) those copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed

 in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built

upon, or otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or

non-commercial, and in any way, including by methods that have not yet

been invented or conceived.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership
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 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,
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 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

=========================================================================

==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==
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==  in this case for the Apache Axis2 distribution.                    ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Portions Copyright 2006 International Business Machines Corp.

Portions Copyright 2005-2007 WSO2, Inc.

 

This product also includes schemas and specification developed by:

- the W3C consortium (http://www.w3c.org)

 

This product also includes WS-* schemas developed by International

Business Machines Corporation, Microsoft Corporation, BEA Systems,

TIBCO Software, SAP AG, Sonic Software, and VeriSign

 

This product also includes a WSDL developed by salesforce.com

- Copyright 1999-2006 salesforce.com, inc.

 

Portions of the included

 xmlbeans library were originally based on the following:

- software copyright (c) 2000-2003, BEA Systems, <http://www.bea.com/>.

 

Please read the different LICENSE files present in the lib directory of

this distribution.

<?xml version="1.0"

     encoding="iso-8859-1" ?>

 

<!-- $Id$ -->

 

<title>The Jalopy BSD License</title>

 

<indexterm><primary>Software License</primary></indexterm>

<indexterm><primary>Licenses</primary><secondary>BSD</secondary></indexterm>

 

<para>

Copyright (c) 2001-2004, Marco Hunsicker. All rights reserved.

</para>

 

<para>

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

</para>

 

<itemizedlist>

<listitem>

<para>

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
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disclaimer.

</para>

</listitem>

 

<listitem>

<para>

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

</para>

</listitem>

 

<listitem>

<para>

Neither the name of the Jalopy Group nor the names of its contributors may be used

 to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

</para>

</listitem>

</itemizedlist>

 

<para>

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

</para> 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by
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the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right

 to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and

all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which

 modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a)the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b)ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce,

 modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without

Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1)for code that You delete from the Original

Software, or (2)for infringements caused by: (i)the modification of the Original Software, or (ii)the combination of

the Original Software with other software or devices.
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2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party

 intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1)Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2)the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections2.2(a) and 2.2(b)

 are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1)for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2)for infringements caused by: (i)third party modifications of Contributor Version, or

(ii)the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor

Version) or other devices; or (3)under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications

made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software

 You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in

Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on

or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose

 any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on
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Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear

that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to

indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such

Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

 provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does

not attempt to limit or alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If

You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear

that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor.

You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New

 Versions.

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

 any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a)rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b)otherwise make it clear

that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,
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WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR)

 ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED

SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial

Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections2.1 and/or 2.2 of this

License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of

such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

 DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR

ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING,

WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,

COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR

PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE

LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND

LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48C.F.R.2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of
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commercial computer software (as that term

 is defined at 48 C.F.R. 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer software documentation as such terms are

used in 48C.F.R.12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through

227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth

herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or

provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

 provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

 directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

The GlassFish code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding

conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal

Courts of the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa

Clara County, California.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

 

     1. Definitions.

 

           1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that

           creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

           1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the

           Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

           Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that

           particular Contributor.
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           1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or

           (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

           containing Original Software with files containing

           Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

           1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form

           other than Source Code.

 

           1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity

           that first makes Original Software available under this

           License.

      

    

           1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered

           Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the

           terms of this License.

 

           1.7. "License" means this document.

 

           1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the

           maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

           grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights

           conveyed herein.

          

           1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable

           form of any of the following:

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to,

                 deletion from or modification of the contents of a

                 file containing Original Software or previous

                 Modifications;

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the

                 Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

                 C. Any new file that is

 contributed or otherwise made

                 available under the terms of this License.

 

           1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and

           Executable form of computer software code that is

           originally released under this License.

 

           1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned

           or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

           method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent

           Licensable by grantor.
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           1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer

           software code in which modifications are made and (b)

           associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

           1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal

           entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

           the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You"

           includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

       

    under common control with You. For purposes of this

           definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or

           indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

           entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership

           of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares

           or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     2. License Grants.

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

           subject to third party intellectual property claims, the

           Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide,

           royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than

                 patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer,

                 to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,

                 sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

              

   portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

                 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

                 using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

                 made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or

                 otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or

                 portions thereof).

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b)

                 are effective on the date Initial Developer first

                 distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software

                 available to a third party under the terms of this

                 License.

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent

                 license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

                 the Original Software, or (2) for infringements
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                 caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

                  Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original

                 Software with other software or devices.

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

           subject to third party intellectual property claims, each

           Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

           non-exclusive license:

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than

                 patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to

                 use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense

                 and distribute the Modifications created by such

                 Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

                 unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as

                 Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

                

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making,

               

  using, or selling of Modifications made by that

                 Contributor either alone and/or in combination with

                 its Contributor Version (or portions of such

                 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale,

                 have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1)

                 Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

                 thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications

                 made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version

                 (or portions of such combination).

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and

                 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first

                 distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications

                 available to a third party.

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent

                 license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

                 has deleted

 from the Contributor Version; (2) for

                 infringements caused by: (i) third party

                 modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the

                 combination of Modifications made by that Contributor

                 with other software (except as part of the

                 Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

                 Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

                 absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.
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     3. Distribution Obligations.

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make

           available in Executable form must also be made available in

           Source Code form and that Source Code form must be

           distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

           include a copy of this License with every copy of the

           Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute

 or

           otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any

           such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can

           obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

           reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used

           for software exchange.

 

           3.2. Modifications.

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You

           contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

           represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your

           original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

           grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

           3.3. Required Notices.

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications

           that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

           You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or

           trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

      

     any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

           attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered

           Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

           applicable version of this License or the recipients

           rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

           fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

           obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

           However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

           behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You

           must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

           support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by
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           You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

           Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

            by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of

           warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

        

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered

           Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

           of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms

           different from this License, provided that You are in

           compliance with the terms of this License and that the

           license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit

           or alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form

           from the rights set forth in this License. If You

           distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

           different license, You must make it absolutely clear that

           any terms which differ from this License are offered by You

           alone, not by the Initial Developer

 or Contributor. You

           hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

           Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

           Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms

           You offer.

 

           3.6. Larger Works.

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software

           with other code not governed by the terms of this License

           and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such

           a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License

           are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

          

     4. Versions of the License.

 

           4.1. New Versions.

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and

           may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

           from time to time. Each version will be given a

           distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

           Section 4.3, no

 one other than the license steward has the

           right to modify this License.

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.
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           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise

           make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

           version of the License under which You originally received

           the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

           notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

           distributed or otherwise made available under any

           subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

           make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

           version of the License under which You originally received

           the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to

           use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

           available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

           License published by the license

 steward.

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a

           new license for Your Original Software, You may create and

           use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename

           the license and remove any references to the name of the

           license steward (except to note that the license differs

           from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that

           the license contains terms which differ from this License.

          

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS"

     BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

     INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED

     SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

     PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

     PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY

      COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE

     INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF

     ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

     WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

     ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

     DISCLAIMER.

 

     6. TERMINATION.

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will

           terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

           herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of

           becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

           nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of
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           this License shall survive.

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

           declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

           a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against

       

    whom You assert such claim is referred to as "Participant")

           alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the

           Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor

           or the Original Software where the Participant is the

           Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any

           patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

           indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial

           Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant)

           and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this

           License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant

           terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration

           of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day

           period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

           Participant Software against such Participant either

           unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

            Participant.

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2

           above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

           by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination

           (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor)

           shall survive termination.

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

     (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

     INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

     COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE

     LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

     CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

     LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK

     STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

     COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

 

     INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

     LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL

     INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

     APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

     NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

     CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

     APPLY TO YOU.
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     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

     The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is

     defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial

     computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.

     252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software

     documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.

     1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

     through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users

     acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein.

      This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

     any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses

     Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

     matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

     unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the

     extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be

     governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice

     contained within the Original Software (except to the extent

     applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

     jurisdictions conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation

     relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of

     the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a

     notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

     party responsible

 for costs, including, without limitation, court

     costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The

     application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

     International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

     regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall

     be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

     You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the

     United States export administration regulations (and the export

     control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

     distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

     responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or

     indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License

     and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to
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 distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing

     herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission

     of liability.

/*

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.5 2006/02/05 21:49:04 elharo Exp $

 

Copyright 2003-2006 The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

 

1.49 jcl-over-slf4j 1.7.25 
1.49.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/197233950_1651094479.22/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/SLF4JLogFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/197233950_1651094479.22/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/Log.java

* /opt/cola/permits/197233950_1651094479.22/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/197233950_1651094479.22/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/197233950_1651094479.22/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/SimpleLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/197233950_1651094479.22/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/SLF4JLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/197233950_1651094479.22/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/SLF4JLocationAwareLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/197233950_1651094479.22/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/NoOpLog.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/197233950_1651094479.22/0/jcl-over-slf4j-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/package.html

 

1.50 geronimoj2eemanagement 1.0.1 
1.50.1 Available under license : 

Apache Geronimo

Copyright 2003-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.51 commons-io 2.6 
1.51.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons IO

Copyright 2002-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.52 commons-beanutils 1.9.4 
1.52.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons BeanUtils

Copyright 2000-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.53 httpcomponents-client 4.5.9 
1.53.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
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     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the
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 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Apache HttpClient

Copyright 1999-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.54 hawtdispatch 1.22 

 

1.55 hawtdispatch-scala 1.22 

 

1.56 hawtdispatch-transport 1.22 

 

1.57 insight-log-core 1.2.0.Beta4 

 

1.58 insight-log4j 1.2.0.Beta4 
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1.59 leveldbjni 1.8 
1.59.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2011 FuseSource Corp. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of FuseSource Corp. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.60 stax-api 1.0-2 

 

1.61 wsdl4j 1.5.1 
1.61.1 Available under license : 

/*

* (c) Copyright IBM Corp 2001, 2005

*/

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.
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1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

 

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

i) changes to the Program, and

 

ii) additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are

separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and

(ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person

 or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or

sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and

object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

 transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall

apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the

Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The

patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no

assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights

and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes
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 sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent

license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to

grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided

that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

 

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of

 all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages,

such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any

other party; and

 

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it

in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows

subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors

 of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program in a

commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for other

Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor
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("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified

Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other

legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or

omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any

 actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a)

promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's

responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay

any damages as a result,

 the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS

IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-

INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks

associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and

unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent applicable to software

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such
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Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation

 is filed. In addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or

counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other

software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b)

shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this

Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute

 copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions (including

revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify

this Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version

number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement

under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect

to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections

2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor

 under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United

States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

Common Public License 1.0

 

1.62 jffi 1.2.7 
1.62.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are
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under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form

 shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely

 link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean

 Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

 Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent
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infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

 all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum

 to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use

 the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and

customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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 negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct,

indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of

the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage,

computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor

 harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any

such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.63 jmdns 3.4.1 
1.63.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Licensed under Apache License version 2.0

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-

jar/javax/jmdns/impl/tasks/resolver/TypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-

jar/javax/jmdns/impl/constants/DNSConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-jar/javax/jmdns/impl/DNSCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-jar/javax/jmdns/impl/DNSListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-

jar/javax/jmdns/impl/constants/DNSState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-jar/javax/jmdns/impl/DNSOutgoing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-

jar/javax/jmdns/impl/tasks/resolver/ServiceInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-

jar/javax/jmdns/impl/tasks/resolver/DNSResolverTask.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-jar/javax/jmdns/impl/JmDNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-

jar/javax/jmdns/impl/DNSStatefulObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-jar/javax/jmdns/ServiceListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-jar/javax/jmdns/ServiceInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-

jar/javax/jmdns/impl/tasks/state/Canceler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-jar/javax/jmdns/impl/DNSRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-jar/javax/jmdns/impl/ServiceInfoImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-jar/javax/jmdns/impl/tasks/Responder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-

jar/javax/jmdns/impl/tasks/resolver/ServiceResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-jar/javax/jmdns/impl/tasks/DNSTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-

jar/javax/jmdns/impl/ServiceEventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-

jar/javax/jmdns/impl/tasks/state/Prober.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-jar/javax/jmdns/ServiceTypeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-

jar/javax/jmdns/impl/tasks/state/DNSStateTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-

jar/javax/jmdns/impl/tasks/RecordReaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-jar/javax/jmdns/impl/DNSEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-jar/javax/jmdns/JmDNS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-

jar/javax/jmdns/impl/tasks/state/Renewer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-jar/javax/jmdns/impl/SocketListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-

jar/javax/jmdns/impl/tasks/state/Announcer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-jar/javax/jmdns/impl/HostInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-jar/javax/jmdns/ServiceEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-jar/javax/jmdns/impl/DNSQuestion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000290989_1651084653.64/0/jmdns-3-4-1-sources-jar/javax/jmdns/impl/DNSIncoming.java

 

1.64 zookeeperimpl 1.4.0 
1.64.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2010 LinkedIn, Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/client/ChrootedZKClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/client/IZKClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/client/AbstractZooKeeper.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/client/ZooKeeperURLHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/client/ZKData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/tracker/ZKStringDataReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/client/ZooKeeperImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/tracker/NodeEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/client/ZKChildren.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/tracker/NodeEventsListener.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/tracker/ZKByteArrayDataReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/tracker/TrackedNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/client/IZooKeeperFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/client/ZKClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/client/LifecycleListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/tracker/ZooKeeperTreeTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/client/WatcherChain.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/client/AbstractZKClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/server/StandaloneZooKeeperServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/client/IZooKeeper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/tracker/ZKDataReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/tracker/ErrorListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/client/ZooKeeperFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000291338_1651084660.34/0/org-linkedin-zookeeper-impl-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/zookeeper/tracker/NodeEventType.java
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1.65 odmg 3.0 
1.65.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1999 E. Wray Johnson. All rights reserved.Developed for

use and distribution by the Object Data Management Group

(ODMG). Please contact the author at ejohnson@carolina.rr.com for

issues pertaining to the use of this software. Do not contact the ODMG

about any questions or issues that may arise regarding the use of this

software.

 

LICENSE AGREEMENT

 

Redistribution of this software is permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1.Redistributions of source or binary code formats must retain the

 above copyright notice.

 

2.Redistribution in any product and all advertising materials

mentioning features or use of this software must display the following

acknowledgment:"This product includes copyrighted software developed

by E. Wray Johnson for use and distribution by the Object Data

Management Group (http://www.odmg.org/)."

 

NO-NONSENSE DISCLAIMER

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS FREE AND PROVIDED “AS-IS” BY THE AUTHOR E. WRAY

JOHNSON WHO ASSUMES LIABILITY TO THE EXTENT OF THE

 AMOUNT THAT IS

HEREBY BEING CHARGED FOR THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.66 jnr-x86asm 1.0.2 

 

1.67 slf4j 1.7.25 
1.67.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the
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* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-jar/org/slf4j/MDC.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/MarkerIgnoringBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-jar/org/slf4j/LoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/NOPLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/spi/LocationAwareLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/MessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/NamedLoggerBase.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-jar/org/slf4j/spi/MarkerFactoryBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-jar/org/slf4j/impl/StaticMDCBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/SubstituteLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-jar/org/slf4j/helpers/NOPLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/impl/StaticLoggerBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-jar/org/slf4j/helpers/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/FormattingTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-jar/org/slf4j/MarkerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/spi/LoggerFactoryBinder.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/SubstituteLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-jar/org/slf4j/Marker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-jar/org/slf4j/spi/MDCAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-jar/org/slf4j/helpers/BasicMarker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/NOPMDCAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/BasicMDCAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/impl/StaticMarkerBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/BasicMarkerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-jar/org/slf4j/Logger.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-jar/org/slf4j/IMarkerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740126_1646171518.5/0/slf4j-api-1-7-25-sources-jar/org/slf4j/ILoggerFactory.java

 

1.68 oro 2.0.8 
1.68.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Perl5Debug.java,v 1.11 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This
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 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Perl5Debug.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Perl5Substitution.java,v 1.13 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*
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* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*   

    "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE

 SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Perl5Substitution.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: groups.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product

 includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION

 OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/examples/groups.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: addCommas.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."
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*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/examples/addCommas.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: GenericCache.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/util/GenericCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Util.java,v 1.15 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
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* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Util.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: PatternCacheLRU.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*      

 "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*
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* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/PatternCacheLRU.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: PatternMatcherInput.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*  

     "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE

 SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/PatternMatcherInput.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: CacheLRU.java,v 1.10 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
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* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/util/CacheLRU.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: PatternMatcher.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
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*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/PatternMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: QuestionNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/QuestionNode.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: OrNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product

 includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION

 OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
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* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/OrNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: AwkMatchResult.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
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*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/AwkMatchResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: AwkMatcher.java,v 1.11 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

/**

  * Determines if the contents of a PatternMatcherInput, starting from the

  * current offset of the input contains a pattern.

  * If a pattern match is found, a MatchResult
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   * instance representing the <b>first</b> such match is made acessible via

  * {@link #getMatch()}.  The current offset of the

  * PatternMatcherInput is set to the offset corresponding to the end

  * of the match, so that a subsequent call to this method will continue

  * searching where the last call left off.  You should remember that the

  * region between the begin and end offsets of the PatternMatcherInput are

  * considered the input to be searched, and that the current offset

  * of the PatternMatcherInput reflects where a search will start from.

  * Matches extending beyond the end offset of the PatternMatcherInput

  * will not be matched.  In other words, a match must occur entirely

  * between the begin and end offsets of the input.  See

  * {@link org.apache.oro.text.regex.PatternMatcherInput PatternMatcherInput}

  * for more details.

  * <p>

  * As a side effect, if a match is found, the PatternMatcherInput match

  * offset information is updated.  See

 the PatternMatcherInput

  * {@link org.apache.oro.text.regex.PatternMatcherInput#setMatchOffsets

  * setMatchOffsets(int, int)} method for more details.                 

  * <p>

  * The pattern must be an AwkPattern instance, otherwise a

  * ClassCastException will be thrown.  You are not required to, and

  * indeed should NOT try to (for performance reasons), catch a

  * ClassCastException because it will never be thrown as long as you use

  * an AwkPattern as the pattern parameter.

  * <p>

  * This method is usually used in a loop as follows:

  * <blockquote><pre>

  * PatternMatcher matcher;

  * PatternCompiler compiler;

  * Pattern pattern;

  * PatternMatcherInput input;

  * MatchResult result;

  *

  * compiler = new AwkCompiler();

  * matcher  = new AwkMatcher();

  *

  * try {

  *   pattern = compiler.compile(somePatternString);

  * } catch(MalformedPatternException e) {

  *   System.err.println("Bad pattern.");

  *   System.err.println(e.getMessage());

   *   return;

  * }

  *

  * input   = new PatternMatcherInput(someStringInput);

  *

  * while(matcher.contains(input, pattern)) {
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  *   result = matcher.getMatch(); 

  *   // Perform whatever processing on the result you want.

  * }

  *

  * </pre></blockquote>

  * <p>

  * @param input  The PatternMatcherInput to test for a match.

  * @param pattern  The Pattern to be matched.

  * @return True if the input contains a pattern match, false otherwise.

  * @exception ClassCastException If a Pattern instance other than an

  *         AwkPattern is passed as the pattern parameter.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/AwkMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: GenericCacheEntry.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*    

   "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
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*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/util/GenericCacheEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Perl5Compiler.java,v 1.21 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Perl5Compiler.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: PatternCacheFIFO.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*     

  "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
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* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/PatternCacheFIFO.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: DefaultMatchAction.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*   

    "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"
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*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE

 SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/DefaultMatchAction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Perl5MatchResult.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*     

  "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Perl5MatchResult.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: GenericPatternCache.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*  

     "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE

 SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
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* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/GenericPatternCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: streamInputExample.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*   

    "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"
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*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE

 SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/examples/awk/streamInputExample.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: NegativeCharacterClassNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

 *       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/NegativeCharacterClassNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* $Id: CharStringPointer.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*    

   "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
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* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/CharStringPointer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: grep.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product

 includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written
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*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION

 OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/examples/grep.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: substituteExample.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*    

   "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/examples/awk/substituteExample.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Perl5Pattern.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $
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*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
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* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Perl5Pattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: matchesContainsExample.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*

       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*
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* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE

 SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/examples/awk/matchesContainsExample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/examples/matchesContainsExample.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: SyntaxNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/SyntaxNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: splitExample.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $
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*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
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* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/examples/splitExample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/examples/awk/splitExample.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: CacheFIFO2.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*
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* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/util/CacheFIFO2.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: CacheRandom.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/util/CacheRandom.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: AwkPattern.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================
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* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================
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*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/AwkPattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: substituteExample.java,v 1.9 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*    

   "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/examples/substituteExample.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: PatternCompiler.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,
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*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*      

 "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/PatternCompiler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: CharacterClassNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*
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* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*   

    "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE

 SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
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* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/CharacterClassNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: MalformedPerl5PatternException.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

 *       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
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* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

 THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/perl/MalformedPerl5PatternException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: MalformedPatternException.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:
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 *       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/MalformedPatternException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: LeafNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product

 includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION

 OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see
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* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/LeafNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: semicolon.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/examples/semicolon.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: MatchResult.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."
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*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/MatchResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: MatchAction.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/MatchAction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: prefixExample.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE
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 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/examples/prefixExample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/examples/awk/prefixExample.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: matchResultExample.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*   

    "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."
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*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE

 SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/examples/matchResultExample.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: didNotMatch.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/examples/didNotMatch.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: strings.java,v 1.3 2003/08/12 18:11:30 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product

 includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION

 OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
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* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/examples/awk/strings.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Perl5Matcher.java,v 1.27 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*
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* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Perl5Matcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: EpsilonNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/EpsilonNode.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: GlobCompiler.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
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* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/GlobCompiler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: MatchActionProcessor.java,v 1.10 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*

       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
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*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE

 SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/MatchActionProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: PatternCacheFIFO2.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*    

   "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/PatternCacheFIFO2.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: StringSubstitution.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*   

    "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE

 SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
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* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/StringSubstitution.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: AwkStreamInput.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"
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*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/AwkStreamInput.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: jdfix.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product

 includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION

 OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/examples/jdfix.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: PatternCacheRandom.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*   

    "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE

 SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
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* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/PatternCacheRandom.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: PlusNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product

 includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"
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*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION

 OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/PlusNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Cache.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product

 includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION

 OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/util/Cache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* $Id: AwkCompiler.java,v 1.10 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
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* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/AwkCompiler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Perl5Util.java,v 1.19 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written
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*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/perl/Perl5Util.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: printPasswd.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/examples/printPasswd.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: MalformedCachePatternException.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $
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*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

 *       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

 THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.
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* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/MalformedCachePatternException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: oroToApache.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:26 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"
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*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/tools/oroToApache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Substitution.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.
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*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Substitution.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: filter.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1
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*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product

 includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION

 OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*
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* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/examples/filter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Perl5Repetition.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*      

 "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Perl5Repetition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: OpCode.java,v 1.11 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,
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*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product

 includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION

 OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/OpCode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: RegexFilenameFilter.java,v 1.9 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights
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* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*  

     "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE

 SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more
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* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/io/RegexFilenameFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: StarNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product

 includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
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* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION

 OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/StarNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: MatchActionInfo.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*      
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 "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/MatchActionInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: SyntaxTree.java,v 1.8 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*
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* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/SyntaxTree.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: ParsedSubstitutionEntry.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

 *       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE
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 SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/perl/ParsedSubstitutionEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Perl5FilenameFilter.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*  

     "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."
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*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE

 SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/io/Perl5FilenameFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: CatNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product

 includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION

 OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/CatNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: PatternCache.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
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* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/PatternCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: GlobFilenameFilter.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*   

    "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*
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* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE

 SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/io/GlobFilenameFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: MatcherDemoApplet.java,v 1.5 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*    

   "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/examples/MatcherDemoApplet.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: Pattern.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product

 includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION

 OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
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* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Pattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: TokenNode.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:24 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
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*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/TokenNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Id: AwkFilenameFilter.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:23 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*    

   "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/io/AwkFilenameFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* $Id: CacheFIFO.java,v 1.7 2003/11/07 20:16:25 dfs Exp $

*

* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This

 product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
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* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000740375_1646171523.75/0/oro-2-0-8-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/util/CacheFIFO.java

 

1.69 jaxb-api 2.3.1 
1.69.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

    1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

    1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed

by the terms of this License.

 

    1.7. "License" means this

 document.

 

    1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

    A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;
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    B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

    C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

    1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.

 

    1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable

 by grantor.

 

    1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

    1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

    Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

     (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

    (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

    (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

    (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the

 Original Software with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

    Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

    (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,
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modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

    (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof);

 and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

    (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

    (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

    Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available

 in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how

they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

customarily used for software exchange.

 

    3.2. Modifications.

 

    The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

    3.3. Required Notices.

 

    You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices

 contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any

Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

    3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

    You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the
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applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You

 offer.

 

    3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

    You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Larger Works.

 

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software

 with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In

such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

    4.1. New Versions.

 

    Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to

time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other

than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

    4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

    You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute

 and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally

received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered

Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

 

    4.3. Modified Versions.

 

    When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it
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clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED

 SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-

INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED

SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY

RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST

OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY

CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS

AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

    6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

    6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the

 Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that

the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original

Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all

rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not

the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from

Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within

such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either

unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

    6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly

 or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the

initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant

under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

 

    6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER
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 INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,

COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR

PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE

LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND

LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of "commercial computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial

computer software documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This

U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision

that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with

 the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and

expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is

expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when

You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein

 is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

----------

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.
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The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended

 to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities

 for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish

 to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use

or not licensed at all.
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The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee

 is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify

 your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these

conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these

 conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive

but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an

announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,
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and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to

 exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source

 code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable

 runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative
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 works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or

distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so,

and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of

 this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of

the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy

both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free

 software distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software

 Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision
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 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting

the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING

 ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE

OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name

 and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.
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  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision

 comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are

welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library,

 you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If this is what you want

to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle are subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL

Version 2, but only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words "Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless

 of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms

of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module, the terms and conditions of the

license of that module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to do

so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.
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1.70 xml-apis 1.3.02 
1.70.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from)
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 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

xml-commons/java/external/README.sax.txt $Id: README.sax.txt,v 1.1 2002/01/31 23:26:48 curcuru Exp $

 

 

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

 

 

All of the .java software and associated documentation about

SAX in this repository are distributed freely in the

public domain.

 

 

LICENSE.sax.txt covers all software and documentation from the

megginson.com including the following in the xml-commons project:

 

   xml-commons/java/external/src/org/xml/sax

     and all subdirectories

   xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/sax

     and all subdirectories

 

 

The actual SAX classes in xml-commons came from:

   http://www.megginson.com/Software/index.html
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	The original versions are tagged 'SAX-2_0-r2-prerelease'

xml-commons/java/external/README.dom.txt $Id: README.dom.txt,v 1.1 2002/01/31 23:13:42 curcuru Exp $

 

 

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

 

 

All of the .java software and associated documentation about

the DOM in this repository are distributed under the license

from the W3C, which is provided herein.

 

 

LICENSE.dom-software.txt covers all software from the W3C

including the following items in the xml-commons project:

 

   xml-commons/java/external/src/org/w3c

     and all subdirectories

 

LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt covers all documentation from the W3C

including the following items in the xml-commons project:

 

   xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/dom

     and all subdirectories

 

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes in xml-commons came from:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Core-20001113/java-binding.html

	The original versions are tagged 'DOM_LEVEL_2'

 

The specification of DOM Level 2's various parts is at:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Core-20001113/

    http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Views-20001113/

	http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Events-20001113/

	http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Style-20001113/

	http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Traversal-Range-20001113/

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt,v 1.2

2005/06/03 22:49:13 mrglavas Exp $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-documents-20021231

 

 

W3C DOCUMENT LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231

 

Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright holders under

the following license. By using and/or copying this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree that

you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and
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conditions:

 

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, in any medium for any purpose

and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the

following on ALL copies of the document, or portions thereof, that you use:

 

 1. A link or URL to the original W3C document.

  2. The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if it

    doesn't exist, a notice (hypertext is preferred, but a textual

    representation is permitted) of the form: "Copyright  [$date-of-document]

    World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

    European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio

    University). All Rights Reserved.

    http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231"

 3. If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.

 

When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE should be

provided. We request that authorship attribution be provided in any software,

documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the

implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion thereof.

 

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents is granted

pursuant to this license. However, if additional requirements (documented in

the Copyright

 FAQ) are satisfied, the right to create modifications or

derivatives is sometimes granted by the W3C to individuals complying with

those requirements.

 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO

REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE

FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE

PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising

or publicity pertaining to this document or its contents without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright

 in this document will at all

times remain with copyright holders.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, moves information on

style sheets, DTDs, and schemas to the Copyright FAQ, reflects that ERCIM is

now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". See the older

formulation for the policy prior to this date. Please see our Copyright FAQ for

common questions about using materials from our site, such as the translating

or annotating specifications. Other questions about this notice can be directed

to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005/06/03 22:49:13 $

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-software.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-software.txt,v 1.2 2005/06/03

22:49:13 mrglavas Exp $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-software-20021231

 

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a

 location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)

   

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
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TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM

is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version

is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free

Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification

under the Open Source Definition. Please

 see our Copyright FAQ for common

questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and

conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about

this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005/06/03 22:49:13 $

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache xml-commons xml-apis      ==

  ==  distribution.                                                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.sax.txt $Id: LICENSE.sax.txt,v 1.1 2002/01/31 23:26:48 curcuru Exp $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html
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 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

 

This page is now out of date -- see the new SAX site at

http://www.saxproject.org/ for more up-to-date

releases and other information. Please change your bookmarks.

 

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

 

1.71 transaction-api 1.1 
1.71.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)  

Version 1.0  

 

   *  

 

     1. Definitions.  

         o  

 

           1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

         o  

 

           1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

         o  

 

           1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

         o  

 

           1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

         o  

 

           1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this
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License.  

          o  

 

           1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.7. ?License? means this document.  

         o  

 

           1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  

         o  

 

           1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

               +  

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;  

               +  

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

               +  

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed

 or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  

         o  

 

           1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  

         o  

 

           1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are

made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

         o  

 

           1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control?

 means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of

such entity.  

   *  
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     2. License Grants.  

         o  

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by

 the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or

otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

         o  

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby

 grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).  
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      +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.  

   *  

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.  

         o  

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.  

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available

 in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how

they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

customarily used for software exchange.  

         o  

 

           3.2. Modifications.  

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

         o  

 

           3.3. Required Notices.  

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

 Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  

         o  

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.
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You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability

 incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms

You offer.  

         o  

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient?s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

 Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

         o  

 

           3.6. Larger Works.  

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     4. Versions of the License.  

         o  

 

           4.1. New Versions.  

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.  

         o  

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.  

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

 Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the

Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make

the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received

the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.  

         o  

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.  
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           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to

 note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which

differ from this License.  

   *  

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN ?AS IS? BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  

   *  

 

     6. TERMINATION.  

         o  

 

           6.1. This

 License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and

fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must

remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

         o  

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or

 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect

to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

Participant.  

         o  

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.  

   *  

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  
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     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

 INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN

IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS

SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.  

   *  

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  

 

     The Covered Software is a ?commercial item,? as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of ?commercial computer software? (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and ?commercial

computer software documentation? as such terms are used in 48

 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June

1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S.

Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that

addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.  

   *  

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction

 of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with

the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and

expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is

expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when

You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of

 rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of
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liability.

 

 

1.72 sqlite 3.7.2 
1.72.1 Available under license : 

The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

a legal notice, here is a blessing:

 

   May you do good and not evil.

   May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

   May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

 

1.73 xalan 2.4.1 
1.73.1 Available under license : 

IBM Public License Version 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS IBM PUBLIC LICENSE

("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES

RECIPIENT'S

ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of International Business Machines Corporation ("IBM"), the Original Program, and

 

     b) in the case of each Contributor,

 

     i) changes to the Program, and

 

     ii) additions to the Program;

 

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular

     Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor

     itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program

     which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license

     agreement,

 and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means IBM and any other entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or

sale
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of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

 

"Original Program" means the original version of the software accompanying this Agreement as released by IBM,

including source code, object code and documentation, if any.

 

"Program" means the Original Program and Contributions.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

     royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

     distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if

 any, and such derivative works, in source code

     and object code form.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

     royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer

     the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply

     to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the

     Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents.

     The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se

     is licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein,

     no assurances are provided by any Contributor that

 the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

     property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by

any

     other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other

     intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow

     Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the

     Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any,

to

     grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement,

 provided that:

 

     a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

     b) its license agreement:
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     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

     warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability

     and fitness for a particular purpose;

 

     ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

     incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

     iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by

     any other party; and

 

     iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

 When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Each Contributor must include the following in a conspicuous location in the Program:

 

     Copyright  {date here}, International Business Machines Corporation and others. All Rights Reserved.

 

In addition, each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that

reasonably

allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners

and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes

the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

 liability for

other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor

("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified

Contributor")

against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions

brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The

obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor

in

writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial

Contributor in, the defense and any related
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 settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any

such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is

then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

alone.

Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related

to

those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a

result,

the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS

IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING,

WITHOUT

LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES

 OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of

using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or

loss

of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS

SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE

 OF

ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or
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enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent applicable to software

(including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient

under

this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In addition, If Recipient institutes patent

litigation

against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding

combinations of the Program with other

 software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such

Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this

Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

IBM may publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. Each new version of the

Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

distributed subject to the version

 of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new

version. No one other than IBM has the right to modify this Agreement. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a)

and

2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this

Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this

Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United

States

of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the

cause

of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation. 

/*

* ============================================================================

*                   The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

* ============================================================================

*

*    Copyright (C) 2000-2002 The Apache Software Foundation. All

*    rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modifica-

* tion, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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*

* 1. Redistributions of  source code must  retain the above copyright  notice,

*    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

*    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

*    and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

*    include  the following  acknowledgment:  "This product

 includes  software

*    developed  by the  Apache Software Foundation  (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this  acknowledgment may  appear in the software itself,  if

*    and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Ant" and  "Apache Software Foundation"  must not be used to

*    endorse  or promote  products derived  from this  software without  prior

*    written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products  derived from this software may not  be called "Apache", nor may

*    "Apache" appear  in their name,  without prior written permission  of the

*    Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

* INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS  FOR A PARTICULAR  PURPOSE ARE  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO  EVENT SHALL  THE

* APACHE SOFTWARE  FOUNDATION  OR ITS

 CONTRIBUTORS  BE LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES (INCLU-

* DING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

* OF USE, DATA, OR  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS  INTERRUPTION)  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

* ANY  THEORY OF LIABILITY,  WHETHER  IN CONTRACT,  STRICT LIABILITY,  OR TORT

* (INCLUDING  NEGLIGENCE OR  OTHERWISE) ARISING IN  ANY WAY OUT OF THE  USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* This software  consists of voluntary contributions made  by many individuals

* on behalf of the  Apache Software Foundation.  For more  information  on the

* Apache Software Foundation, please see <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

*

* Copyright (c) 1999 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*
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* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

 *    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Xalan", "Xerces", and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was

* originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, International

* Business Machines, Inc., http://www.apache.org.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see
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* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

CUP Parser Generator Copyright Notice, License, and Disclaimer

 

Copyright 1996-1999 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both

the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer

appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of the authors

or their employers not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining

to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

 

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability

and fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable

for any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether

 in an action

of contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or

in connection with the use or performance of this software.

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

 *    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Xalan" and "Apache Software Foundation" must
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*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

 OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was

* originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, Lotus

* Development Corporation., http://www.lotus.com.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

JLEX COPYRIGHT NOTICE, LICENSE AND DISCLAIMER.

 

Copyright 1996-2000 by Elliot Joel Berk and C. Scott Ananian

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both the copyright notice and this permission notice and

warranty disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the

name of the authors or their employers not be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission.

 

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard

to this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for any

special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever resulting
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from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of contract,

 

negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in connection

with the use or performance of this software.

 

Java is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. References to the Java

programming language in relation to JLex are not meant to imply that

Sun endorses this product.

Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party

 acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" and

*    "Apache BCEL" must not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without prior written permission. For

*    written permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    "Apache BCEL", nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without

*    prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA,

 OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*

    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

 NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

/*

* ============================================================================

*                   The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

* ============================================================================

*

*    Copyright (C) 1999 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modifica-

* tion, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of  source code must  retain the above copyright  notice,

*    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

*    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

*    and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

*    include  the following  acknowledgment:  "This product includes

  software

*    developed  by the  Apache Software Foundation  (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this  acknowledgment may  appear in the software itself,  if

*    and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Ant" and  "Apache Software Foundation"  must not be used to

*    endorse  or promote  products derived  from this  software without  prior

*    written permission. For written permission, please contact
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*    apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products  derived from this software may not  be called "Apache", nor may

*    "Apache" appear  in their name,  without prior written permission  of the

*    Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

* INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS  FOR A PARTICULAR  PURPOSE ARE  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO  EVENT SHALL  THE

* APACHE SOFTWARE  FOUNDATION  OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

  BE LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES (INCLU-

* DING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

* OF USE, DATA, OR  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS  INTERRUPTION)  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

* ANY  THEORY OF LIABILITY,  WHETHER  IN CONTRACT,  STRICT LIABILITY,  OR TORT

* (INCLUDING  NEGLIGENCE OR  OTHERWISE) ARISING IN  ANY WAY OUT OF THE  USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* This software  consists of voluntary contributions made  by many individuals

* on behalf of the  Apache Software Foundation.  For more  information  on the

* Apache Software Foundation, please see <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software
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 itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Xerces" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

 LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was

* originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, International

* Business Machines, Inc., http://www.ibm.com.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

CUP Parser Generator Copyright Notice, License, and Disclaimer

(runtime.jar component)

 

Copyright 1996-1999 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both

the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer

appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of the authors

or their employers not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining

to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

 

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to
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this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability

and fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable

for any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use,

 data or profits, whether in an action

of contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or

in connection with the use or performance of this software.

  Java HTML Tidy - JTidy

 HTML parser and pretty printer

 

 Copyright (c) 1998-2000 World Wide Web Consortium (Massachusetts

 Institute of Technology, Institut National de Recherche en

 Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights

 Reserved.

 

 Contributing Author(s):

 

    Dave Raggett <dsr@w3.org>

    Andy Quick <ac.quick@sympatico.ca> (translation to Java)

    Gary L Peskin <garyp@firstech.com> (Java development)

    Sami Lempinen <sami@lempinen.net>  (release management)

 

 The contributing author(s) would like to thank all those who

 helped with testing, bug fixes, and patience.  This wouldn't

 have been possible without all of you.

 

 COPYRIGHT NOTICE:

 

 This software and documentation is provided "as is," and

 the copyright holders and contributing author(s) make no

 representations or warranties, express or implied, including

 but not limited to, warranties of merchantability or fitness

 for any particular purpose or that the

 use of the software or

 documentation will not infringe any third party patents,

 copyrights, trademarks or other rights.

 

 The copyright holders and contributing author(s) will not be

 liable for any direct, indirect, special or consequential damages

 arising out of any use of the software or documentation, even if

 advised of the possibility of such damage.

 

 Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

 this source code, or portions hereof, documentation and executables,

 for any purpose, without fee, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must
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    not be misrepresented as being the original source.

 3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

    source or altered source distribution.

 

 The copyright holders and contributing author(s) specifically

 permit, without fee, and encourage

 the use of this source code

 as a component for supporting the Hypertext Markup Language in

 commercial products. If you use this source code in a product,

 acknowledgment is not required but would be appreciated.

 

1.74 cglib 2.0 
1.74.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

   General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

   and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

   may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

   obtain a copy of the License at

   https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

   or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

   language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

 

   When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

   file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

 

   GPL Classpath Exception:

   Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

   exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

   file that

 accompanied this code.

 

   Modifications:

   If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

   enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

   "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

 

   Contributor(s):

   If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

   only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

   elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

   Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

   recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under
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   either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

   its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

   and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

   only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

   holder.

 

Found in path(s):

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1000863349_1610650093.69/0/cglib-2-0-0-sources-jar/pom.xml

 

1.75 oro 2.0.6 
1.75.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache

 Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"
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*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

* Portions of this software are based upon software originally written

* by Daniel F. Savarese. We appreciate his contributions.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Util.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.
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*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software

 Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

* Portions of this software are based upon software originally written

* by Daniel F. Savarese. We appreciate his contributions.

*/

/**

  * Determines if the contents of a PatternMatcherInput, starting from the

  * current offset of the input

 contains a pattern.

  * If a pattern match is found, a MatchResult

  * instance representing the <b>first</b> such match is made acessible via

  * {@link #getMatch()}.  The current offset of the
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  * PatternMatcherInput is set to the offset corresponding to the end

  * of the match, so that a subsequent call to this method will continue

  * searching where the last call left off.  You should remember that the

  * region between the begin and end offsets of the PatternMatcherInput are

  * considered the input to be searched, and that the current offset

  * of the PatternMatcherInput reflects where a search will start from.

  * Matches extending beyond the end offset of the PatternMatcherInput

  * will not be matched.  In other words, a match must occur entirely

  * between the begin and end offsets of the input.  See

  * {@link org.apache.oro.text.regex.PatternMatcherInput PatternMatcherInput}

  * for more details.

  * <p>

  * As a side effect, if a match is found, the

 PatternMatcherInput match

  * offset information is updated.  See the PatternMatcherInput

  * {@link org.apache.oro.text.regex.PatternMatcherInput#setMatchOffsets

  * setMatchOffsets(int, int)} method for more details.                 

  * <p>

  * The pattern must be an AwkPattern instance, otherwise a

  * ClassCastException will be thrown.  You are not required to, and

  * indeed should NOT try to (for performance reasons), catch a

  * ClassCastException because it will never be thrown as long as you use

  * an AwkPattern as the pattern parameter.

  * <p>

  * This method is usually used in a loop as follows:

  * <blockquote><pre>

  * PatternMatcher matcher;

  * PatternCompiler compiler;

  * Pattern pattern;

  * PatternMatcherInput input;

  * MatchResult result;

  *

  * compiler = new AwkCompiler();

  * matcher  = new AwkMatcher();

  *

  * try {

  *   pattern = compiler.compile(somePatternString);

  * } catch(MalformedPatternException e) {

  *   System.err.println("Bad

 pattern.");

  *   System.err.println(e.getMessage());

  *   return;

  * }

  *

  * input   = new PatternMatcherInput(someStringInput);

  *

  * while(matcher.contains(input, pattern)) {

  *   result = matcher.getMatch(); 
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  *   // Perform whatever processing on the result you want.

  * }

  *

  * </pre></blockquote>

  * <p>

  * @param input  The PatternMatcherInput to test for a match.

  * @param pattern  The Pattern to be matched.

  * @return True if the input contains a pattern match, false otherwise.

  * @exception ClassCastException If a Pattern instance other than an

  *         AwkPattern is passed as the pattern parameter.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/AwkMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software

 Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"
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*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

* Portions of this software are based upon software originally written

* by Daniel F. Savarese. We appreciate his contributions.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/CatNode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/PatternCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/MalformedCachePatternException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/MalformedPatternException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/GlobCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/io/GlobFilenameFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/util/GenericCacheEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/io/RegexFilenameFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/EpsilonNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/OrNode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/MatchActionProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-
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jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/AwkStreamInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/SyntaxNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/util/GenericCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/CharacterClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/util/CacheRandom.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/OpCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/PatternMatcherInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/PatternCache.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/PlusNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Perl5Repetition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/QuestionNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/perl/MalformedPerl5PatternException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/NegativeCharacterClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/MatchActionInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/PatternCacheRandom.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/StarNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Perl5Compiler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/AwkMatchResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/AwkCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/MatchAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Pattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/perl/Perl5Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Perl5Debug.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/PatternMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/io/AwkFilenameFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/PatternCacheLRU.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Substitution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/StringSubstitution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/util/CacheFIFO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/PatternCacheFIFO2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/util/CacheFIFO2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-
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jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Perl5Pattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/GenericPatternCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/PatternCacheFIFO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/SyntaxTree.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Perl5Matcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/io/Perl5FilenameFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/perl/ParsedSubstitutionEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/util/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/util/CacheLRU.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/DefaultMatchAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Perl5MatchResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/AwkPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/CharStringPointer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/MatchResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/LeafNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-jar/org/apache/oro/text/awk/TokenNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000945435_1651084693.96/0/oro-2-0-6-sources-

jar/org/apache/oro/text/regex/Perl5Substitution.java

 

1.76 xerces-c 2.8.0 
1.76.1 Available under license : 

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces distribution.      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

1.77 sigar 1.6.4 
1.77.1 Available under license : 

This product includes software developed by

  The Ant-Contrib project (http://ant-contrib.sourceforge.net)

This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Hyperic SIGAR includes some third-party open source components

in its distribution. The list below identifies the community or

organization and links to their appropriate license terms.

 

The Hyperic team would like to thank all the communities

of the projects listed below for their contributions.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The following components are included without modification:

 

- log4j -
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Information: http://logging.apache.org/

License: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

The following components are included with modification:

 

- cpptasks -

Information: http://ant-contrib.sourceforge.net/

License: http://ant-contrib.sourceforge.net/LICENSE.txt

 

- (portions of) APR -

Information: http://apr.apache.org/

License: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

- solaris get_mib2 -

Information: ftp://vic.cc.purdue.edu/pub/tools/unix/solaris/get_mib2/

License: within src/os/solaris/get_mib2.[ch]

 

- getline by Chris Thewalt -

Information:

 http://tinyurl.com/r438r

License: within src/sigar_getline.c

 

- PrintfFormat.java -

Information: http://java.sun.com/developer/technicalArticles/Programming/sprintf/PrintfFormat.java

License: within bindings/java/src/org/hyperic/sigar/util/PrintfFormat.java

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership
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 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,
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 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

                              Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall

 mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original

 work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
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  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the

 Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to

 make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients
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 of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along

 with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

   any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

   of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility

 of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The

 text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.78 regexp 1.2 
1.78.1 Available under license : 

 

ISE uses the Oracle Database server under commercial license.

 

Cisco does not have a source code license thus it is impossible to upload any source code.

 

Mon Aug 17 10:11:49 PDT 2020 Martin Fujitani <martinf@cisco.com>

 

1.79 jaxrpc-api 1.1 
1.79.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

   1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

   contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

   1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

   Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and

   the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

   1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

   Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

   Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

   portions thereof.

 

   1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than
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   Source Code.

 

   1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

   makes Original Software available under this License.

 

   1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

   portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

    1.7. "License" means this document.

 

   1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

   extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

   subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

   1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

   any of the following:

 

   A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

   modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

   or previous Modifications;

 

   B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

   previous Modification; or

 

   C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available

   under the terms of this License.

 

   1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form

   of computer software code that is originally released under this

   License.

 

   1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

   hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

 method, process,

   and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

   1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

   code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

   documentation included in or with such code.

 

   1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

   exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

   this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial
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   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

   2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

   to third party intellectual

 property claims, the Initial Developer

   hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

   trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

   modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

   Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

   and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

   Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

   offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

   (or portions thereof).

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on

   the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

   Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

   License.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

   granted: (1) for code that You

 delete from the Original Software, or

   (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the

   Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software

   with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

   to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby

   grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

   trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,

   display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

   created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

   unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software

   and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling
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   of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

   combination with its Contributor

 Version (or portions of such

   combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

   otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

   portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

   that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

   combination).

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

   on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

   Modifications available to a third party.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

   granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

   Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third

   party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination

   of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

   (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

   under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software

 in the absence of

   Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

   3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

   Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

   in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form

   and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms

   of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every

   copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute

   or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such

   Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

   Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

   through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

   3.2. Modifications.

 

   The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

   governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

   believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You

    have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

   3.3. Required Notices.

 

   You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

   identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not
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   remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained

   within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any

   descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the

   Initial Developer.

 

   3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

   You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

   Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of

   this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to

   offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

   However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of

   the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make

 it

   absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree

   to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

   liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a

   result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

   3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

   You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

   the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

   choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

   provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

   and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

   limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

   the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

   Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make

   it absolutely clear that any

 terms which differ from this License

   are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

   Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

   every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

   Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

   3.6. Larger Works.

 

   You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

   other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute

   the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

   sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

   Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.
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   4.1. New Versions.

 

   Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or

   new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be

   given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section

   4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify

   this License.

 

 

  4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

   You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

   Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

   License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If

   the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

   prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available

   under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

   make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version

   of the License under which You originally received the Covered

   Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or

   otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any

   subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

 

   4.3. Modified Versions.

 

   When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

   license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

   modified version of this License

 if You: (a) rename the license and

   remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to

   note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise

   make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this

   License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

   COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

   INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE

   IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

   NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

   THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE

   DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

   OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

   REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

   ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS

   AUTHORIZED
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 HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

   6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

   automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

   cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

   Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

   termination of this License shall survive.

 

   6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

   declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

   Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

   assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the

   Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

   Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the

   Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

   indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer

 (if the

   Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

   Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

   from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

   expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60

   day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant

   Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to

   a written agreement with Participant.

 

   6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

   alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

   license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

   infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

   granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

   into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

   license.

 

   6.4. In the event of termination

 under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

   all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

   distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

   granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

   INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF
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   COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE

   TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

   CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

   LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

   FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

   LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

   APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

 RESULTING FROM SUCH

   PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

   LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

   LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION

   AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

   The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

   in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

   software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. §

   252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation"

   as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent

   with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

   (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

   with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

   clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other

   clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

    software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

   matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

   unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

   necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

   the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within

   the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

   provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

   provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject

   to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and

   venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,

   with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

   limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

   The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

   the International Sale of

 Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

   regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be

   construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You

   agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United
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   States export administration regulations (and the export control

   laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute

   or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

   responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

   out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

   work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

   responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

   shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION

 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

LICENSE (CDDL)

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the

State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any

litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction

of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the

state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

1.80 linkedin-util-core 1.4.0 
1.80.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2010 LinkedIn, Inc

* Portions Copyright (c) 2011 Yan Pujante

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/GCFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/IOUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2010 LinkedIn, Inc

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/lifecycle/Startable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/clock/Timespan.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/FileResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/internal/InternalResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/concurrent/ThreadControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/xml/XMLBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/url/URLCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/lifecycle/ShutdownRequestedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/reflect/ClassLoaderChain.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/concurrent/ExternalCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/codec/Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/FilenameEndsWithResourceFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/internal/FileResourceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/codec/Base64Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/reflect/ObjectProxyBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/reflect/NullClassLoader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/collections/CompoundEnumeration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/codec/HexaCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/internal/LeafResourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/clock/ClockUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/clock/Chronos.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/FilteredResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/JarResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/concurrent/ConcurrentUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/reflect/ReflectUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/internal/LocalCacheLeafResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/internal/URLResourceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/ram/RAMDirectory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/annotations/Initializable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/reflect/ObjectProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/internal/ResourceProviderChain.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/SubDirResourceFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/clock/BaseClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/url/QueryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/AcceptAllResourceFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/internal/InternalResourceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/lang/LangUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/xml/XMLIndent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/lifecycle/Destroyable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/internal/SchemeURIResourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/exceptions/InternalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/url/Query.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/internal/JarResourceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/UnsupportedURIException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/codec/CodecUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/clock/SystemClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/internal/JarURIResourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/text/TextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/url/URLBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/internal/NullResourceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/internal/ResourceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/clock/SettableClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/ResourceInfo.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/lifecycle/Shutdown.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/PathUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/url/FilteredURL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/ResourceChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/NullResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/lang/MemorySize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/text/IdentityString.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/internal/SchemeURLResourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/ObjectInputStreamWithClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/lifecycle/ShutdownProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/URIResourceFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/xml/XML.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/url/URL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/ram/RAMFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/concurrent/ThreadPerTaskExecutor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/codec/OneWayMessageDigestCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/internal/PathBasedResourceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/internal/FilteredResourceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/URIResourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/ResourceFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/lifecycle/Shutdownable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/text/Indent.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/StaticInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/annotations/Initializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/internal/AbstractResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/concurrent/WaitableCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/ResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/reflect/ObjectProxyInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/codec/OneWayCodec.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/RAMResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/xml/AbstractXMLBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/internal/RAMResourceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/internal/LeafResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/text/StringSplitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/lifecycle/Terminable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/internal/AbstractResourceProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/URLResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/clock/Clock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/collections/CollectionsUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/resource/internal/FileURIResourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/io/ram/RAMEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/xml/XMLUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/lifecycle/Configurable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001075313_1651084501.13/0/org-linkedin-util-core-1-4-0-sources-

jar/org/linkedin/util/lifecycle/CannotConfigureException.java
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1.81 asm 1.5.3 
1.81.1 Available under license : 

ASM is released under the following 3-Clause BSD License:

 

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

 NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.82 commons-validator 1.5.0 
1.82.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Validator

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.83 cglib 2.1_3 
1.83.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/InterfaceMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractClassFilterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/CallbackInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/RejectModifierPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AbstractInterceptFieldCallback.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/CallbackHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AddInitTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MixinEverythingEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/MethodInfoTransformer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/MethodWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/InvocationHandlerGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/CollectionUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BeanMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassTransformerChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/NoOpGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/MulticastDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Mixin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BeanCopier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/EmitUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MethodInterceptorGenerator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassFilterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/TypeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/CodeEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/CallbackFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BulkBeanEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/MethodDelegate.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastClassEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/FixedValueGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AddStaticInitTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/LazyLoaderGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/CallbackGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/ImmutableBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/AbstractClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/DefaultNamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MixinEmitter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ReflectUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/DebuggingClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BeanMapEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/VisibilityPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MethodProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/KeyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/DispatcherGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002,2003 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/UndeclaredThrowableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Factory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MethodInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002,2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Enhancer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003,2004 The Apache Software Foundation

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractTransformTask.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2003 The Apache Software Foundation

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/RemappingCodeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/CodeGenerationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/TransformingClassLoader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/ProxyRefDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassesKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Local.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Block.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/GeneratorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Customizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/TinyBitSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassTransformer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/UndeclaredThrowableStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractClassTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/ConstructorDelegate.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/hook/AsmClassLoaderPreProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassTransformerTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/DefaultGeneratorStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/NullClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ProcessSwitchCallback.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/NamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AddDelegateTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/NoOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/util/SorterTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/TransformingClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BeanGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/FieldProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassReaderGenerator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Signature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/DuplicatesPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/LazyLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/util/ParallelSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/util/ParallelSorterEmitter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/FixedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/MixinBeanEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassVisitorTee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/AbstractProcessTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/proxy/InvocationHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldEnabled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/CodeVisitorTee.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassEmitterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/hook/AbstractPreProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AddPropertyTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ProcessArrayCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/UndeclaredThrowableTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/FixedKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ObjectSwitchCallback.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/AccessFieldTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/FieldProviderTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BulkBeanException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassTransformerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/ClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/reflect/FastMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/util/StringSwitcher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/MethodFilterTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-

jar/net/sf/cglib/transform/impl/InterceptFieldTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/ClassNameReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/core/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1001069019_1651084472.75/0/cglib-2-1-3-sources-jar/net/sf/cglib/beans/BulkBean.java

 

1.84 persistence-api 1.0 
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1.84.1 Available under license : 
COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)  

Version 1.0  

 

   *  

 

     1. Definitions.  

         o  

 

           1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

         o  

 

           1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

         o  

 

           1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

         o  

 

           1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

         o  

 

           1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.  

          o  

 

           1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.7. ?License? means this document.  

         o  

 

           1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  

         o  

 

           1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

               +  

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;  

               +  

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

               +  
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                 C. Any new file that is contributed

 or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  

         o  

 

           1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  

         o  

 

           1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are

made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

         o  

 

           1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control?

 means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of

such entity.  

   *  

 

     2. License Grants.  

         o  

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by

 the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or

otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

               +  
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                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

         o  

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby

 grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).  

         

      +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.  

   *  

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.  

         o  

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.  

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available

 in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how

they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium
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customarily used for software exchange.  

         o  

 

           3.2. Modifications.  

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

         o  

 

           3.3. Required Notices.  

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

 Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  

         o  

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability

 incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms

You offer.  

         o  

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient?s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

 Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

         o  

 

           3.6. Larger Works.  

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

   *  
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     4. Versions of the License.  

         o  

 

           4.1. New Versions.  

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.  

         o  

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.  

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

 Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the

Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make

the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received

the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.  

         o  

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.  

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to

 note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which

differ from this License.  

   *  

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN ?AS IS? BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  

   *  

 

     6. TERMINATION.  

         o  

 

           6.1. This
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 License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and

fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must

remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

         o  

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or

 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect

to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

Participant.  

         o  

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.  

   *  

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

 INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN

IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS

SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.  

   *  

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  

 

     The Covered Software is a ?commercial item,? as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of ?commercial computer software? (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and ?commercial

computer software documentation? as such terms are used in 48

 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June

1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S.

Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that

addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.  
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   *  

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction

 of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with

the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and

expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is

expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when

You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of

 rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of

liability.

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the License).  You may not use this file except in

* compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html or

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* Header Notice in each file and include the License file

* at glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt. 

* If applicable, add the following below the CDDL Header,

* with the fields enclosed by brackets [] replaced by

* you own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyrighted [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Copyright 2006 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

*/
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1.85 logkit 1.2 
1.85.1 Notifications : 

This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

1.85.2 Available under license : 
/*

 

============================================================================

                  The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

============================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 1997-2003 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modifica-

tion, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of  source code must  retain the above copyright  notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

   include  the following  acknowledgment:  "This product includes  software

   developed  by the  Apache Software

 Foundation  (http://www.apache.org/)."

   Alternately, this  acknowledgment may  appear in the software itself,  if

   and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "LogKit", "Jakarta" and "Apache Software Foundation"  must not

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

   prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

   apache@apache.org.

 

5. Products  derived from this software may not  be called "Apache", nor may

   "Apache" appear  in their name,  without prior written permission  of the

   Apache Software Foundation.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS  FOR A PARTICULAR  PURPOSE ARE  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO  EVENT SHALL  THE

APACHE SOFTWARE  FOUNDATION  OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS  BE LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

  DAMAGES (INCLU-

DING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS
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OF USE, DATA, OR  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS  INTERRUPTION)  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY  THEORY OF LIABILITY,  WHETHER  IN CONTRACT,  STRICT LIABILITY,  OR TORT

(INCLUDING  NEGLIGENCE OR  OTHERWISE) ARISING IN  ANY WAY OUT OF THE  USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software  consists of voluntary contributions made  by many individuals

on  behalf of the Apache Software  Foundation. For more  information on the

Apache Software Foundation, please see <http://www.apache.org/>.

 

*/

 

1.86 avalon-logkit 1.2 
1.86.1 Notifications : 

This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

1.86.2 Available under license : 
/*

 

============================================================================

                  The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

============================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 1997-2003 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modifica-

tion, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of  source code must  retain the above copyright  notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

   include  the following  acknowledgment:  "This product includes  software

   developed  by the  Apache Software

 Foundation  (http://www.apache.org/)."

   Alternately, this  acknowledgment may  appear in the software itself,  if

   and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "LogKit", "Jakarta" and "Apache Software Foundation"  must not

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

   prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

   apache@apache.org.

 

5. Products  derived from this software may not  be called "Apache", nor may
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   "Apache" appear  in their name,  without prior written permission  of the

   Apache Software Foundation.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS  FOR A PARTICULAR  PURPOSE ARE  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO  EVENT SHALL  THE

APACHE SOFTWARE  FOUNDATION  OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS  BE LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

  DAMAGES (INCLU-

DING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS  INTERRUPTION)  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY  THEORY OF LIABILITY,  WHETHER  IN CONTRACT,  STRICT LIABILITY,  OR TORT

(INCLUDING  NEGLIGENCE OR  OTHERWISE) ARISING IN  ANY WAY OUT OF THE  USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software  consists of voluntary contributions made  by many individuals

on  behalf of the Apache Software  Foundation. For more  information on the

Apache Software Foundation, please see <http://www.apache.org/>.

 

*/

 

1.87 cglib-full 2.0 
1.87.1 Available under license : 

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000,2002,2003 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
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SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* $Header: /home/sameb/migrate/cglib/cglib/cglib/LICENSE,v 1.1 2002/07/03 19:03:19 baliuka Exp $

* $Revision: 1.1 $

* $Date: 2002/07/03 19:03:19 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following

 acknowlegement: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
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* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION

 OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

/*

* $Header: /home/sameb/migrate/cglib/cglib/cglib/Attic/LICENSE.txt,v 1.1 2003/09/22 23:48:48 herbyderby Exp $

* $Revision: 1.1 $

* $Date: 2003/09/22 23:48:48 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the

 following acknowlegement: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."
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*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE

 FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

1.88 javax-annotation-api 1.3 
1.88.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files
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containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8.

 Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant

or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12.

 Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:
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        (a) under

 intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without

Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software

 with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the

 combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available
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 in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how

they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices

 contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any

Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You

 offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered

 Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single

product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.
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     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the

 License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use,

distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES

 THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE

IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME

THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED

SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

 or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses
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 that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted

to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS

 DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

 License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for

 compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of

any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer
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and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California

 and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software,

 we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code

or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you

know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer

 you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to
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know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any

 program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work

based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work

containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all

the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program

a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that

 in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no

charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and
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that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works

 in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the

distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or

 executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code

 for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete

source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus

the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source

code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute

 the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or

distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties
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who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as

such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

 a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

 way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear

 what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
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 either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not

specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE

RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR

OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These

 Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)
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  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

 or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits

 your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular

 source file's header the words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.
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Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but

 you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

 

1.89 core 3.2.0.658 
1.89.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2004, Sun Microsystems, Inc.All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

  * Neither the name of the Sun Microsystems, Inc. nor the names of

    its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

    derived from this software without specific prior written

    permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.90 jackson-annotations 2.9.10 
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1.90.1 Available under license : 
This copy of Jackson JSON processor annotations is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.91 gxt 3.1.0 
1.91.1 Available under license : 

/**

* Sencha GXT 3.1.0 - Sencha for GWT

* Copyright(c) 2007-2014, Sencha, Inc.

* licensing@sencha.com

*

* http://www.sencha.com/products/gxt/license/

*/

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software,

 we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
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free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL

 protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If

 such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work

 licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive

 copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official
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standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified

 for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including

 scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions

 are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.
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 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted

 material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological

 measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.
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 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving

 a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation

 of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable
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 physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially,

 and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission,

 provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation
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into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use,

 the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction

 is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation

 available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.
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 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions

 on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights

 under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is
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governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing

 or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and

 (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.
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 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation

 of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an

 entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program

 is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a
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consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement

 or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying

 the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the
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 business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you

 from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning

 interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
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Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License

 can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT

 UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
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Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy

 of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

    (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of

 the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".
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 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.92 xbean-spring 4.14 
1.92.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache XBean :: Spring

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding
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 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.93 mail 1.5.2 
1.93.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8.

 Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant

or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12.
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 Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under

 intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without

Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software

 with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the

 combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).
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       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available

 in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how

they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices

 contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any

Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You

 offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms
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which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered

 Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single

product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the

 License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use,

distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES

 THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE

IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME

THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED

SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms
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herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

 or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses

 that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted

to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS

 DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

 License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the
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Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for

 compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of

any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California

 and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software,

 we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code

or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you

know you can do these things.
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To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer

 you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any

 program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work

based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work

containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all

the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program

a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.
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2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

 whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge

to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

 themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the

distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or

 executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code
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 for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete

source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus

the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source

code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute

 the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or

distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as

such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

 a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

 way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear
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 what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

 either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not

specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

 ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE

RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR

OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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How to Apply These

 Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

 or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits

 your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program
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is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular

 source file's header the words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but

 you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

 

1.94 dom4j 1.6.1 
1.94.1 Available under license : 

/*

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

* following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright statements and

* notices. Redistributions must also contain a copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

* this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

* and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "DOM4J" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

* from this Software without prior written permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. For

* written permission, please contact dom4j-info@metastuff.com.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "DOM4J" nor may

* "DOM4J" appear in their names without prior written permission of MetaStuff,

* Ltd. DOM4J is a registered trademark of MetaStuff, Ltd.

*
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* 5. Due credit should be given to the DOM4J Project - http://www.dom4j.org

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY METASTUFF, LTD. AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL METASTUFF, LTD. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2005 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

1.95 jsp 2.3.FR 
1.95.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)  

Version 1.0  

 

   *  

 

     1. Definitions.  

         o  

 

           1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

         o  

 

           1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

         o  

 

           1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

         o  

 

           1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

         o  

 

           1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.  
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          o  

 

           1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.7. ?License? means this document.  

         o  

 

           1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  

         o  

 

           1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

               +  

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;  

               +  

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

               +  

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed

 or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  

         o  

 

           1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  

         o  

 

           1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are

made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

         o  

 

           1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control?

 means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of

such entity.  

   *  

 

     2. License Grants.  
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         o  

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by

 the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or

otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

         o  

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby

 grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).  

         

      +  
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                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.  

   *  

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.  

         o  

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.  

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available

 in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how

they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

customarily used for software exchange.  

         o  

 

           3.2. Modifications.  

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

         o  

 

           3.3. Required Notices.  

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

 Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  

         o  

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability
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 incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms

You offer.  

         o  

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient?s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

 Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

         o  

 

           3.6. Larger Works.  

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     4. Versions of the License.  

         o  

 

           4.1. New Versions.  

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.  

         o  

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.  

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

 Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the

Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being

distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make

the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received

the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software

available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.  

         o  

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.  

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to
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the name of the license steward (except to

 note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which

differ from this License.  

   *  

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN ?AS IS? BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  

   *  

 

     6. TERMINATION.  

         o  

 

           6.1. This

 License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and

fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must

remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

         o  

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or

 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect

to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

Participant.  

         o  

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.  

   *  

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER
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CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

 INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN

IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS

SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.  

   *  

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  

 

     The Covered Software is a ?commercial item,? as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of ?commercial computer software? (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and ?commercial

computer software documentation? as such terms are used in 48

 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June

1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S.

Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that

addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.  

   *  

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction

 of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with

the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and

expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is

expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when

You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of

 rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of

liability.
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1.96 websocket-servlet 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.96.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.
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2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for
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        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If
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that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
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All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api
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 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli
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 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.97 jetty-client 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.97.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.
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1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.
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    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,
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if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its
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exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement
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Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both
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 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.
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http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.
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https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.98 websocket-api 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.98.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not
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  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright
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    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and
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other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in
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any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core
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The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.
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org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.
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1.99 jetty-servlets 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.99.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.
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2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and
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        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers
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warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to
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comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api
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 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli
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 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.100 websocket-server 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.100.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.
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1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.
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    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,
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if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its
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exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement
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Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both
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 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.
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http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.
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https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.101 jetty-xml 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.101.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not
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  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright
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    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and
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other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in
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any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core
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The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.
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org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.
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1.102 websocket-client 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.102.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.
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2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and
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        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers
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warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to
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comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api
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 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli
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 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.103 websocket-common 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.103.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.
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1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.
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    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,
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if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its
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exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement
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Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both
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 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.
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http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.
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https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.104 jetty-annotations 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.104.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not
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  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright
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    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and
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other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in
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any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core
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The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.
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org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.
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1.105 javax-websocket-server-impl

9.4.22.v20191022 
1.105.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,
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including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;
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    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,
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 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted
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under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html
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* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp
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 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.106 jetty-webapp 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.106.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC
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LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such
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    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.
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Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining
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 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this
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Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.
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Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with
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classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay
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The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.107 javax-websocket-client-impl

9.4.22.v20191022 
1.107.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'
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  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license
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    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial
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 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.
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This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse
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The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm
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------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is
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granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.108 jetty-plus 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.108.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.
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"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or
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        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,
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 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted
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under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html
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* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp
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 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.109 xstream 1.4.11.1 
1.109.1 Available under license : 

<OWNER> = Regents of the University of California  

<ORGANIZATION> = University of California, Berkeley  

<YEAR> = 1998  

 

In the original BSD license, both occurrences of the phrase "COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS" in

the disclaimer read "REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS".  

 

Here is the license template:  

 

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>  
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All rights reserved.  

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:  

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.  

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.  

Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this

 software without specific prior written permission.  

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS  

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT  

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR  

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR  

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,  

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR  

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF  

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING  

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS  

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.110 event-stream 1.0.1 
1.110.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1015861006_1591858433.32/0/event-stream-1-0-1-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.github.malkomich/event-stream/pom.xml
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1.111 xerces-j 2.9.1 
1.111.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form

 shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely

 link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously
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marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean

 Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

 Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

 all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum

 to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for
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inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use

 the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and

customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

 negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct,

indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of

the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage,

computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor

 harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any

such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form

 shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

documentation source, and configuration files.
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"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely

 link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean

 Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

 Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 
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You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

 all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum

 to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use

 the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and

customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

 negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct,

indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of

the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage,

computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,
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and hold each Contributor

 harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any

such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.112 itext-pdf 1.3.1 
1.112.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
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freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring

 to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making

 changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

.

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must
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 be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

  Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference

 between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

.

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which
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contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has

 been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent

 of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

.

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified

 work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used

 by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In

 addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

.

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the

 code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a

 derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
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linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then

 the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

.

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must

 supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany

 the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
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   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the

 executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

.

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work

 based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
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terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions

 for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

.

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may

 not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of

 that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
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impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems

 or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

.

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE

 THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE

 OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

                          MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE

                               Version 1.1

 

                             ---------------

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the

    Covered Code available to a third party.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to

    the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

    Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications

    made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the

    combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case

    including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally

    accepted in the software development community for the electronic

    transfer of data.

 

    1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source

    Code.

 

     1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified

    as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit

    A.

 

    1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or

    portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.
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    1.8. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

    extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

    subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the

    substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous

    Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a

    Modification is:

         A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file

         containing Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

         B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or

          previous Modifications.

 

    1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code

    which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as

    Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this

    License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

 

    1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

    hereafter acquired, including without limitation,  method, process,

    and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for

    making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus

    any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control

    compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code

    differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another

    well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The

    Source Code can be in a compressed or

 archival form, provided the

    appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available

    for no charge.

 

    1.12. "You" (or "Your")  means an individual or a legal entity

    exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this

    License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.

    For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is

    controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of

    this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect,

    to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

    contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent

    (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such

    entity.
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2. Source Code License.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

    The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property

   

 claims:

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,

         modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

         Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or

         as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or

         selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,

         sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the

         Original Code (or portions thereof).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are

         effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

         Original Code under the terms of this License.

 

         (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2)

         separate from the Original Code;  or 3) for infringements

 caused

         by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the

         combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

    Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor

    hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

 

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify,

         display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

         created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an

         unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code

         and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

         selling of  Modifications made by that Contributor either alone

         and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions

         of such combination), to make,

 use, sell, offer for sale, have

         made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that

         Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of

         Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor
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         Version (or portions of such combination).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

         effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of

         the Covered Code.

 

         (d)    Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

         Contributor Version; 2)  separate from the Contributor Version;

         3)  for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of

         Contributor Version or ii)  the combination of Modifications made

         by that Contributor with other software  (except as part of the

         Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims

          infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by

         that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Application of License.

    The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are

    governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation

    Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be

    distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version

    of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a

    copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You

    distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code

    version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

    License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include

    an additional document offering the additional rights described in

    Section 3.5.

 

    3.2. Availability of Source Code.

    Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute

 must be

    made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License

    either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an

    Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic

    Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)

    months after the date it initially became available, or at least six

    (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification

    has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for

    ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

 

    3.3. Description of Modifications.

    You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a

    file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and
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    the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement

 that

    the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original

    Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the

    Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an

    Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the

    origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

 

    3.4. Intellectual Property Matters

         (a) Third Party Claims.

         If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's

         intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights

         granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2,

         Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code

         distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the

         party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will

         know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after

         the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2,

          Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies

         Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps

         (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups)

         reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered

         Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

 

         (b) Contributor APIs.

         If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming

         interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which

         are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must

         also include this information in the LEGAL file.

 

              (c)    Representations.

         Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to

         Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's

         Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or

         Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by

   

      this License.

 

    3.5. Required Notices.

    You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source

    Code.  If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source

    Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a

    location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely

    to look for such a notice.  If You created one or more Modification(s)

    You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in

    Exhibit A.  You must also duplicate this License in any documentation

    for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership

    rights relating to Covered Code.  You may choose to offer, and to
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    charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

    obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You

    may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than

     any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is

    offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

    Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

    Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

    support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

    You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the

    requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code,

    and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of

    the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,

    including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the

    obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included

    in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or

    collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the

    Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable

 version of Covered

    Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may

    contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

    compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

    Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's

    rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this

    License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different

    license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

    from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the

    Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by

    the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such

    terms You offer.

 

    3.7. Larger Works.

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code

    not governed by the terms of this License and

 distribute the Larger

    Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

    requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

 

    If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

    License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to

    statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

    the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

    describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description
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    must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must

    be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the

    extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

    sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

    understand it.

 

5. Application of this License.

 

    This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has

     attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

 

6. Versions of the License.

 

    6.1. New Versions.

    Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised

    and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version

    will be given a distinguishing version number.

 

    6.2. Effect of New Versions.

    Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the

    License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that

    version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms

    of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one

    other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to

    Covered Code created under this License.

 

    6.3. Derivative Works.

    If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may

    only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code

    governed by this License), You must (a) rename

 Your license so that

    the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape",

    "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your

    license (except to note that your license differs from this License)

    and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license

    contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and

    Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial

    Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in

    Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of

    this License.)

 

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

    WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF

    DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE
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     IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,

    YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE

    COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

    OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

    ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

8. TERMINATION.

 

    8.1.  This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

    automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

    such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All

    sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall

    survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their

    nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License

    shall survive.

 

    8.2.  If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement

    claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

    or

 a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

    You file such action is referred to as "Participant")  alleging that:

 

    (a)  such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly

    infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such

    Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License

    shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively,

    unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i)

    agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable

    royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such

    Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to

    the Contributor Version against such Participant.  If within 60 days

    of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not

    mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim

    is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under

     Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of

    the 60 day notice period specified above.

 

    (b)  any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's

    Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

    any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b)

    and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used,

    sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that

    Participant.

 

    8.3.  If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

    alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as

    by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent
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    infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

    granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

    into account in determining the amount or value of any payment

 or

    license.

 

    8.4.  In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,

    all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers)

    which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder

    prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

    (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

    DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE,

    OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR

    ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY

    CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,

    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

    COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

    INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

    LIABILITY SHALL

 NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

    RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

    PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

    EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

    THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in

    48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

    software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such

    terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

    C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995),

    all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those

    rights set forth herein.

 

11. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

    matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

    unenforceable,

 such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

    necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

    California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if

    any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions.
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    With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of,

    or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United

    States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be

    subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern

    District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County,

    California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including

    without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and

    expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on

    Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

    Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract

    shall be

 construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

    License.

 

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

    responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

    out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

    work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

    responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

    shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

 

    Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as

    "Multiple-Licensed".  "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial

    Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under

    Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified

    by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

 

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

 

    ``The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla

 Public License

    Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

    compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

    Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"

    basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

    License for the specific language governing rights and limitations

    under the License.

 

    The Original Code is ______________________________________.

 

    The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________________.

    Portions created by ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______
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    _______________________. All Rights Reserved.

 

    Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

    Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms

    of the _____ license (the  "[___] License"), in which case the

    provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those

    above.  If

 you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

    under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use

    your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by

    deleting  the provisions above and replace  them with the notice and

    other provisions required by the [___] License.  If you do not delete

    the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file

    under either the MPL or the [___] License."

 

    [NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of

    the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should

    use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the

    Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

 

1.113 activemq 5.15.11 
1.113.1 Available under license : 

 

ActiveMQ :: Client

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

 

  Copyright (c) 2007-2010, The JASYPT team (http://www.jasypt.org)

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

---------------------------------

 

 

 

This distribution includes cryptographic software.  The country in

which you currently reside may have restrictions on the import,

possession, use, and/or re-export to another country, of

encryption software.  BEFORE using any encryption software, please

check your country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the

import, possession,

 or use, and re-export of encryption software, to

see if this is permitted.  See http://www.wassenaar.org/ for more

information.

 

The U.S. Government Department of Commerce, Bureau of Industry and

Security (BIS), has classified this software as Export Commodity

Control Number (ECCN) 5D002.C.1, which includes information security

software using or performing cryptographic functions with asymmetric

algorithms.  The form and manner of this distribution makes it

eligible for export under the License Exception ENC Technology

Software Unrestricted (TSU) exception (see the BIS Export

Administration Regulations, Section 740.13) for both object code and

source code.

 

The following provides more details on the cryptographic software

used (note that this software is not included in the distribution):

 

 * The PBE Encryption facilities require the Java Cryptography

   extensions: http://java.sun.com/javase/technologies/security/.

 

---------------------------------
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Distributions of

 this software may include software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

---------------------------------

 

 

ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 and later

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2006 International Business Machines

Corporation and others

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any

person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the

Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in all copies of the Software and

that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL

INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright

holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to

promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software

without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.
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1.114 jackson-databind 2.9.10.1 
1.114.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form

 shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely

 link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously
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marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean

 Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

 Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

 all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum

 to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for
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inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use

 the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and

customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

 negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct,

indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of

the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage,

computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor

 harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any

such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).
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## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.115 jetty-jndi 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.115.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.
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"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:
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     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at
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its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a
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cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND
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 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------
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Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from
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following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.116 http2-hpack 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.116.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.
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Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise
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    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:
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 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN
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"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in
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order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited
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 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================
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The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.
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* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api
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------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.117 http2-server 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.117.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;
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  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a
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    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,
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if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
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CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.
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This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------
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Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm
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------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt
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for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.118 http2-client 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.118.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.
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"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or
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        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.
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For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)
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infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.
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https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.
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org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.119 jetty-deploy 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.119.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0
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THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is
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    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained
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    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each
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Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to
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time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.
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Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications
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are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay
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The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.120 http2-common 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.120.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such
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 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.
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 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify
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every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
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OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this
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Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache
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 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse
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The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------
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Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all
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 copies.

 

1.121 jetty-quickstart 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.121.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,
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including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;
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    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,
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 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted
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under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html
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* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp
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 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.122 jetty-alpn-client 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.122.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC
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LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such
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    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.
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Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining
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 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this
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Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.
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Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with
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classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay
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The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.123 apache-jsp 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.123.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such
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 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.
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 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify
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every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
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OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this
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Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache
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 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse
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The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------
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Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all
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 copies.

 

1.124 jetty-rewrite 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.124.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,
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including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;
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    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,
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 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted
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under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html
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* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp
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 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.125 jetty-jaspi 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.125.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC
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LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such
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    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.
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Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining
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 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this
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Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.
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Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with
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classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay
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The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.126 commons-lang3 2.1 
1.126.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form

 shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
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"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely

 link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean

 Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

 Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,
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 all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum

 to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use

 the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and

customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

 negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct,

indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of

the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage,

computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor

 harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any

such warranty or additional liability.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.127 quartz 2.3.2 
1.127.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form

 shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely

 link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean

 Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

 Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.
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4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

 all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum

 to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use

 the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and

customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

 negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct,

indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of

the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage,

computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has
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been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor

 harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any

such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.128 axis-jaxrpc 1.4 
1.128.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.129 zookeeper 3.4.14-

4c25d480e66aadd371de8bd2fd8da255ac140b

c 
1.129.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.130 guava 28.0-jre 
1.130.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form

 shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely

 link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean

 Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

 Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

 all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum

 to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use

 the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and

customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR
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CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

 negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct,

indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of

the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage,

computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor

 harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any

such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.131 flexnet-publisher 10.8.0.1 
1.131.1 Available under license : 

[core]

	repositoryformatversion = 0

	filemode = true

	bare = false

	logallrefupdates = true

[remote "origin"]

	url = https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913.git

	fetch = +refs/heads/*:refs/remotes/origin/*

[branch "skywalker_com"]

	remote = origin

	merge = refs/heads/skywalker_com

333f8b22c5dad178e0e0fc0db61cc88b252a5a4c

[core]

	repositoryformatversion = 0

	filemode = true

	bare = false

	logallrefupdates = true

[remote "origin"]

	url = https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477.git

	fetch = +refs/heads/*:refs/remotes/origin/*

[branch "h_cn12k"]

	remote = origin

	merge = refs/heads/h_cn12k

ref: refs/remotes/origin/skywalker_com

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000 18b34bd8ae4af33255a6f417361e11786b620994 nxbld

<nxbld@cisco.com> 1571052915 -0700	fetch origin +refs/notes/*:refs/notes/* +refs/heads/*:refs/remotes/origin/*:

storing ref

6317bf6b870ced4150254b3da3f7958fa95f2ae2

DIRC~]]g+T]]g+T:6uAkx&g~.gitattributes]]g,I]]g,I:6JDHF7=7eV

.lfsconfig]]g-[ ]]g-[ :6g=D:aRh

cli/lic_cli.c]]g.P(]]g.P(:6c-N;~S

 

cli/lic_cli.h]]g.]]g.:67I{0BMcli/lic_cli_isan.c]]g/]]g/:0}n"-glzHC

cli/lic_cmi.h]]g0u]]g0u:0S3aXG,*Zkcli/licmgr.cmd]]g0W]]g0W:0JqX*zj=\p{5cli/licmgr.xml]]g1]]g1:0`>N_Ocli/li

cmgr.xml.h]]g2]]g2:0".T7rlj=Rcli/licmgr_cmd.h]]g2P]]g2P:0I})Bz3='_*Tk'{cli/licmgr_isan.xml]]g3BX]]g3BX:0X

EX8cli/licmgr_isan.xml.h]]g3]]g3:09V_{N|0

cli/module.mk]]g4X]]g4X:0

>hdUKZx"cli/traditionalcli.cmd]]g5]]g5:3{j'^Y=examples/lic_example.c]]g6Lw]]g6Lw:3

SwIY5zexamples/lic_example_isan.c]]g7p]]g7p:3qa!v3>a~(Lexamples/module.mk]]g8u]]g8u:3xX!CUlicmgr/eth_p

lugin.licspec]]]g8=3%'O^$licmgr/feat.txt]]g9]]g9:3Dx3hc=Y~90licmgr/lic_bmp.c]]g:,]]g:,:3'u./licmgr/lic_bmp.h]]g:

0]]g:0:33ELvV=Obc%licmgr/lic_debug.h]]g;l ]]g;l :3g.`b&#licmgr/lic_event.h]]hy8]]hy8:3Q~	LpO

licmgr/lic_feat_map.c]]hh]]hh:3jS"x<XW,licmgr/lic_feat_map.h]]h70]]h70:31JNQhP9licmgr/lic_flexlm.c]]h4@]]h

4@:5TV87|g{n0  licmgr/lic_flexlm.h]]h]]h:5TV9(ww10NPyp$f{;Olicmgr/lic_main.c]]hP]]hP:3<7

=7]F[.>licmgr/lic_mts.c]]hYH]]hYH:3<89Dh"d<ilicmgr/lic_mts.h]]h
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]]h

:3<9p:W.ZNIW!licmgr/lic_plugin.c]]hO]]hO:3<:+

(2c=qalicmgr/lic_plugin.h]]hoH]]hoH:3<;d!skzVlicmgr/lic_pss.c]]hC0]]hC0:3<<=3Klicmgr/lic_pss.h]]h]]h:3<=

 6[,W/#licmgr/lic_smart_feature.c]]hc]]hc:3<> @R)67>?S!Hlicmgr/lic_smart_mts.c]]h	[KP]]h

[KP:3<?vFrlicmgr/lic_smart_mts.h]]h

0]]h

0:3<@<.cPRE;U<Dlicmgr/lic_spec.h]]h

]]h

:3<An;bK[r<=ixlicmgr/lic_sprom.c]]h7(]]h7(:3<BNJ+eB[4}#O..Ulicmgr/lic_sprom.h]]h

i]]h

i:3<Ck*(o\licmgr/lic_syslog.c]]h/`]]h/`:52wn6Va&rNlicmgr/lic_sysmgr.c]]hhH]]hhH:52{AAhR

k8 ,licmgr/lic_sysmgr.h]]h&]]h&:0h#{TW8licmgr/lic_test.c]]hT]]hT:0]

/7gj_=licmgr/lic_test_isan.c]]hve]]hve:0bmnGBlicmgr/lic_utils.c]]h]]h:0

%xPu<Zs_licmgr/lic_utils.h]]h`]]h`:0

CK@]\R%r3licmgr/liccheck.c]]h}i]]h}i:0!N!!swLlicmgr/liccheck_isan.c]]hR]]hR:0"+A;tOn\rAMlicmgr/licmgr.con

f]]h(]]h(:0#o9>^<ufzG|licmgr/licmgr_breakpoints.brk]]h

]]h

:0$jbusT9Qlicmgr/module.mk]]h0]]h0:3"cnSNFrZ

mib/lic_mib.c]]hp]]hp:3##j|G*t	bt2|H

mib/lic_mib.h]]h(]]h(:3$YJCq,jp;mib/lic_mib_inspur.c]]hW]]hW:3%|0{

mib/module.mk]]h]]h:4n%v@s(`Y.usmart_shim/admin_api.c]]hX]]hX:4n&G@}p@IWhLsmart_shim/admin_api.h]

]hG	]]hG	:4n'7WQ.W#DRZ{t	smart_shim/agenttest_api.c]]h8]]h8:4n($EHCE\=`b:smart_shim/agenttest_api.h]]h

 ]x]]h ]x:4n).HqSDkksmart_shim/entitlement_api.c]]h!$]]h!$:4n*2/c<j[!smart_shim/entitlement_api.h]]h"]]h":4n+b

%rP{^Znc*smart_shim/getinfo_api.c]]h#P]]h#P:4n,%0l]bnsmart_shim/getinfo_api.h]]h$3(]]h$3(:4n-	kl,II

5Uy5Nsmart_shim/module.mk]]h%`]]h%`:4n.88s$*smart_shim/shim_utils.c]]h&]]h&:4n/u"VL({C'BczC4smart_shi

m/shim_utils.h]]h']]h':4n1

)%UM<b-<EvNosmartcli/module.mk]]h(;T]]h(;T:4DP$mDsO"=Y5=smartcli/smart_cmi.h]]h) ']]h)

':4DQ0b|\x{smartcli/smart_exec_cli.c]]h)i@]]h)i@:4DRjHF

2h6smartcli/smart_feature_cli.c]]h*A]]h*A:4DS7

v1$:4w+L#smartcli/smart_show_cli.c]]h+]]h+:2gA6nubpsmartcli/smart_test_cli.c]]h,H]]h,H:2xh%26

N/Rj0smartcli/smart_util.c]]h-kI]]h-kI:2`i0Lz

smartcli/smart_util.h]]h.0]]h.0:2.0("\ijHS7smartcli/smart_xml_map.c]]h/E2@]]h/E2@:2;f^(DlT7`tsmartcli/smart_x

ml_map.h]]h2NK]]h2NK:2

eX9FwUZMeCUsmartcli/smartcli.cmd]]h33]]h33:2&$6smartcli/smartcli.h]]h5#]]h5#:2zK6427

INsmartcli/smartcli_cmd.h]]h6@]]h6@:0?&5#BRBspecfiles/README.txt]]h8bS]]h8bS:0?GT_:'=#eB4|;specfiles/e

th_plugin.licspec]]h9]]h9:0?Y^0L*B+W

U=j specfiles/eth_plugin_n5k.licspec],]]h:x =0?w6w

U/% specfiles/eth_plugin_n7k.licspec]]iy]]iy:0?

&9f+!"3specfiles/lic_feat_pkg_map.txt];/Y]]ix=0??kb&vh78&specfiles/lic_feat_pkg_map_for_mds.txt],]]ih0=0?]Ui

tkj

wv%specfiles/lic_feat_pkg_map_inspur.txt]]i\@]]i\@:0? 0ovulP

%"specfiles/lic_feat_pkg_map_n5k.txt]$]]i#8=0?!_TFdiz"specfiles/lic_feat_pkg_map_n7k.txt]]i&]]i&:0?"C$`[.MA

specfiles/mds_alishan.licspec]

X]]iP=0?#vWXW'nb%specfiles/mds_alishan_gateway.licspec]d]]i

a=0?$]z{/"|%specfiles/mds_alishan_service.licspec]3]]i(=0?%{P95>w#)specfiles/mds_alishan_service_gdb.licspec]

]i	]]i	:2=2ab2D? specfiles/mds_casablanca.licspec]]i]]i:2uiS,y^`QAcO*specfiles/mds_chester.licspec]]i

]]i

:2;(n(UL
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specfiles/mds_cocogrande.licspec]]ip]]ip:28(y'f$specfiles/mds_cocogrande_gdb.licspec]]i.]]i.:2KN4*jspecfiles/mds

_cybloc.licspec]]i]]i:2~

2FDul8(specfiles/mds_excal.licspec]]]ig=2i\8sNb

1t|specfiles/mds_huashan.licspec]]i<]]i<:2D#22Eyspecfiles/mds_inagua.licspec]18]]i^`=2

p_*B=7sRespecfiles/mds_ishan.licspec]]i]]i:2MQt#specfiles/mds_ishan_service.licspec]+]]iP=2's#,Tte+specfiles/m

ds_minishan.licspec]]iwH]]iwH:2	i\8sNb 1t|&specfiles/mds_minishan_service.licspec]]i>h]]i>h:2

J\:J3UBbaspecfiles/mds_niihau.licspec]]i]]i:2|-YWsqD'specfiles/mds_paradise.licspec]8\]]io=5H

[w\b(0X:specfiles/mds_tianshan.licspec]]i6

`]]i6

`:5I9C

|y/lS{PMhyspecfiles/mds_uros.licspec]]iH]]iH:5J>z{f+

specfiles/mds_vegas.licspec]]ib]]ib:5KS-

'0zfxspecfiles/mds_vegas_gdb.licspec];1V]]i=5Lkw=tkI2specfiles/mds_xbow_10.licspec];&]]ip=5McJ*(h

Y0specfiles/mds_xbow_18.licspec];(]]iCX=5N69qLl/specfiles/mds_xbow_6.licspec]

e8]]ib =5O

(gMm

t?\:specfiles/mds_yushan.licspec]H]]iJ=5P

2Nqv'Fa	m!specfiles/mds_yushan_mini.licspec];3]]ix=5Qzeq>{>specfiles/nexus_18.licspec]P]]i

 >.P=5R!kx	,=}specfiles/nexus_9.licspec]]i |@]]i

|@:5Sq7+oEBWspecfiles/nexus_oregon.licspec]]i!'P]]i!'P:5T!(MuF9oWspecfiles/nexus_oregon2.licspec]]i"2]]i"2:5

Uj:mCR}+	;,specfiles/nexus_oregon2_lic_feat_pkg_map.txt].	]]i#g3=22b|(A7$'gspecfiles/nexus_xbow.licspec],

N]]i#=22EjPFnGtDm)tspecfiles/nexus_xbow_18.licspec],`]]i%@H=22AA#e%X&}sMSf#specfiles/nexus_xbow_in

spur.licspec]%U]]i&h=22!kx	,=}specfiles/titanium.licspec]]i'

]]i'

:22G)G,Fc\=1specfiles/virt_plugin.licspecTREE126 7

rGr8

iv26cli12 0

LsJxmib4 0

2S6eVW/Rlicmgr35 0

j

GN;hsexamples3 0

2zcR

|Wsmartcli13 0

RXS2_8AcHspecfiles46 0

CCj@wI1slsmart_shim11 0

_\m=C~&@0f`Y`5o[[DW2

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000 caaa75e0b83f705095b8e9759a6c2468a1e07e98 nxbld

<nxbld@cisco.com> 1571052911 -0700	clone: from https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913.git

6ab876a0dbcfa2c947e799e27a35dca800739608		'refs/notes/acme' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

8896cdb01181e19772ad14a9d0de2b3f28f2682b		branch 'a1_5_id_integration' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

8f10896fc0334880b5087cc6088e9c4f8a6a73d3		branch 'a521_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

d487f33eb2102acbc640c9ea6ec7a40882e1f8b6		branch 'ace_simplified_cli_dev' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

b093e65c87a2abc5bfe2ee4ad9e229908e0e55f8		branch 'acme_empty' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477
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b07c47ccaea686961b4ee57677c4bebbbd811f2c		branch 'adelaide_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

e954cf302359cd4acefbce3b84b9990158199dfd		branch 'airstrike_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

f326f813574c3da49ae8a3f89a8446eb4b3d2486		branch 'airstrike_platform_dev' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

2195b323eecc3f196ada64c240ef84684b32fea7		branch 'albacore'

 of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

0050870dbdd949304bcfe0268531912513734997		branch 'amazon' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

9c65861c4ab7e1efcb416bb9c8f7406959477dd4		branch 'andaman' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

bb5afdef70040834fc178bf3fcb593c69515f8f1		branch 'ankaa1_4' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

0f602bdead9c2259d52eeffc2593b15450b61792		branch 'ankara' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

0f1547327e104204615fe43d0348ab8148479e2d		branch 'antares' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

7877f233e67d7e24a8cb53a828e333d07570dbc2		branch 'aons_foundation_fea' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

6ebd7214969808a700706329cf738f0646b9ee58		branch 'aons_foundation_phase2' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

08219554cd97039da69a55d32bd809892637f7fb		branch 'aptos' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

b7097d6d2a3815697fc137cf7ca60684da30fd6f		branch

 'aptos_plus' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

1bfa22e6dea60ae800d649fdc4b2ff15c7f77bff		branch 'ashfield' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

e5260a21f872278adc1dbed901a8d6a49ae1486f		branch 'ashfield_1121' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

34433fb6e371ec70daf3d1a481e341ce8e9e97d0		branch 'atherton_com' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

e4c7a6b949ac6407a189139a6d41245476210ce3		branch 'au' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

9f4a38d53f8d849e5b85b0f01523f2ad6c4a2aa0		branch 'auriga' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

6c46be377d07dd19571eeaef6c3b1e83aca81e57		branch 'auriga_413_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

f333b2d14aa47ab8834341ae0dfba672b36265cd		branch 'av1_upgrade' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

dd27fd0974585a29e690a2ba3b5bd57a3f4944d8		branch 'avalon' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

319ea1611c7565dedb2677935258612b7aaca0a2		branch

 'avalon_nx_com' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

9e4b5bff58108a87942972d265dfaf9e33525ebb		branch 'avalon_nx_rel_8_1_0_107_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

931c705241e06332558d9afdb68be442e791030c		branch 'avalon_nx_rel_8_1_1_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

c1245ed313765b02b842e7592109c9cd7cfcac28		branch 'avalon_nx_rel_8_1_1a_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

b6bef7cfac35eb904ef271b68c5e5fa8e84a1c7c		branch 'avalon_nx_rel_8_1_1b_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477
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4f516679c885b043936c61c4eff68859e073a79e		branch 'avalon_throttle' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

4783ccc0899913b8e22785e1d1f1b0e57ef0aa00		branch 'avatar_2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

f96018f84915cb2bc69599ea67b9bf57ddd0f797		branch 'baberuth_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

bd6204ed2530355dee80e2258e8daeb3f2b474c6		branch

 'bahamas' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

44908fc63ad2ffbd72de27340b787e22577dabb0		branch 'baikal-rib' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

6c2eb57e1c19ea166a9b6ccec70086db61958a95		branch 'baikal_22_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

cf9d15d56719f3e6f6a704ef023066bdb8abec01		branch 'baikal_23_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

0652ee0b92aac9b3c61402df925a2d98e67a8f99		branch 'balboa_dy' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

44e9f04f55572c9925ba78e36ba600d4f59b3c9d		branch 'baselard' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

ee937fa47c1c92ac40c1d3a490745970cebd3d99		branch 'baselard_integ' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

4da4163e95ce3bcc0614abc50b8609b38bafec97		branch 'bender' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

bedf8d1ed45b1debfe88c6627e8b39d72533d95a		branch 'bender_bf' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

b48812dfe7c85a00b87b4b0e87d99dea6592e913		branch

 'bender_throttle' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

f0241151508dcebfde7d326f2cb859bf1dfb71db		branch 'beverlyhills_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

a3b55b73c1fc7ac3d93a365892ef7d118a7c7e62		branch 'beverlyhills_rel_8_2_1_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

7e99a907e75868497e15e1b06cf31c5954b0fcb8		branch 'beverlyhills_rel_8_2_3_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

682ff19533052c65140d29101270b9372bdb5069		branch 'beverlyhills_rel_8_2_4_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

8b424126d907c6ba095399c48ac88245225626d2		branch 'bili_box' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

2513bcf73a00f514997a9ae834494420c792f6f4		branch 'bl' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

9486ac87454e736a90e8c2b14cbea3b6b0648dc8		branch 'bl_maint' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

d947fe20f95cb1ab4f9205b96f7cebe0c292846e		branch

 'blackbird' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

92ef0497085830ac40914ac1829a9a3848c3d7ef		branch 'bogota' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

7dbdc630ef5412eda3f1beff5d039f6915b56061		branch 'bondi_throttle' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

1673d738ad7c8762bd07a84ba88375d82696fb66		branch 'bouncer_main_31' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

5d19c1d3d016f6ec9185dddcf6454c028b74bc2d		branch 'bouncer_main_new_3_3' of
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https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

936af1595c05c3c75ae9afe763278fa4afa8dc88		branch 'brixton' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

0b01af2f5f480e66672ec37ad6a7614273f6eec0		branch 'bronte' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

52791a4cf4c8cd78154c86aafef596b5fbd757f4		branch 'bronte_andromeda' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

2ce23806ad6d7cf9e0fba73fbdbda8993c23da67		branch 'bronte_ddev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

0d826fdb123d99d5441f1f639945edd56c477719		branch

 'bronte_fretta_sw' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

2b6ad039ea2c3c632da94b362e7fbedeb44a21ff		branch 'bronte_lacdev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

e64cf6b58d38e99fc4dc37515e5d104183782347		branch 'bronteplus' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

f334748e52041b5604429bd6102d8e2acb7e9868		branch 'bronteplus_rs' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

7d78dc572033fb20396048dfe87586938f9b0fb0		branch 'bronteplus_sh' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

30014ead2cd993df578ce9600066ff5a6b226d0f		branch 'c4710ace-a1_7-throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

4cd9d780d09769d465df3d24352078f5ce38442c		branch 'ca_feature' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

8149d77ad5179c3426089b84bb5f8400664310d1		branch 'cairo' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

48b9c5f31e56d268430576a782704ec74987c15f		branch 'calculon' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

083cdacde685c9a9af51d28f38bb8127a5236f90		branch

 'calculon2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

dc42fafb07c54e8789df772dd209e2a6638850ea		branch 'calculon_tsh' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

6a30fe73262ed457580436125128add5d4843a8d		branch 'camden' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

5e03fa4391b544cdcdedf44c3e89e186a06fd23d		branch 'camden_3k' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

7c4d41b229731b516a83be9eb71f35229df750f5		branch 'camden_475_eft' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

b594946182ff7c88b152ea6066bf242634b051b2		branch 'camden_nxosv' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

b2d9093265e263f42ca478d455c345abf9c10714		branch 'camden_nxosv_proto' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

1e81abd60f2e223153faba2c5e8a71bd8b40b1a7		branch 'capitola_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

eb57dfe995f0b0b5e8721b79c7d20bb3cb530f2f		branch

 'cat6k-fex' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

9f46f59e50d734dfd7a2b8043a2689a062303ff8		branch 'cayman' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

d341d6a53e7a65eb50a708e77f3dc0d2e24b1da0		branch 'cayman_plus' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

aa8669c3ca046840bab34a1f9bf3a9135b961145		branch 'cinquedia' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-
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15301477

def92020681f75a04a6235187fb04a3dcd66f976		branch 'cinquedia_next' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

6ebba57495e9f6f3b5aa424540aa81e8f7ff1679		branch 'clapton' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

65b5c74215155dce815fb034afe7f2df8c3e00cd		branch 'clapton_kernel' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

3fb6a307d774d578a71cf955eaeeb2df37288243		branch 'collapse_proj_628_s19' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

dcd5023ad53ab416bb20316229c859624a7c8cb0		branch 'conv_com' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

1512d9c01d974e8ccd2a7883228bb10eb6bb0d38		branch

 'converge_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

492e7bd792b9881d77a7e0f3423f81d34e8cf7f7		branch 'cozumel1_0' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

1a01a34ce6254a8e8d4b0d5b2aadca0968241b6b		branch 'cppa_proj' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

e87131b03077dffb4d122583b4d71565388e60d6		branch 'cristal' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

b29ca5d24378bb817330a87856c5aacc0c21a7a7		branch 'croxley_a' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

d4a60e403fbb837dc08f5a286ad263603c7d6d66		branch 'csg2_main' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

96e95d78c660aa8433cb6efa0816d509e4cfd7b4		branch 'cupertino_com' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

244769f484b6188f90bb55859aea9c5e7bef8e43		branch 'cupertino_rel_8_3_0_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

455c6d386ec98c1f6171e644ff9268baaffb1ce5		branch 'cupertino_rel_8_3_1_com' of

 https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

802c6b2b6057ed647bf60a3121dba66c93bbd8db		branch 'cupertino_rel_8_3_2_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

888e36ae99ab4e2c879a82093e0c0a02381e3b58		branch 'd_plus' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

9e273530b0c54f1ff4abda456fc110e18c017325		branch 'd_plus-cpa-dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

2fbf2741f6c66d25eee87631f9a41d6b6a512799		branch 'd_plus_pb' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

91f2f0d91880b752feb22d0d3dc377ea6dfbf2e9		branch 'daox' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

250b0e199422b281c7b36b2adc4c3145554ba3e5		branch 'daox_1' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

cc37f4b399649a13d544235a53caf541275eb88c		branch 'dartford' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

6317bf6b870ced4150254b3da3f7958fa95f2ae2		branch 'davis_com' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

31900f47b53bc6e3a199614cc4e24acb4752be11		branch

 'davis_rel_8_4_1_com' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

091a35db5acc19da5eb9ff5082e454f6cc1ef377		branch 'davis_rel_8_4_2_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

f64736504086ca3f80cdf9785f62cd58bba6e89a		branch 'db' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477
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ca12745ccc11d097c48896cdbcff24a425570a40		branch 'dbq' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

37c57fb69a20cfad8fa56bb0b47227df88ce4d03		branch 'dce_mcast' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

0be8146a0780dc9a77609613bcfd6a7ea6fbad64		branch 'debden' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

08cfb9cb2f32b9b1efea5be38b6532db4f024d0e		branch 'deewhy' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

1b27bb1772d4ade46ade55f43701d1ad06983b46		branch 'delhi' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

321a8bc5c100bab224bd4c44e8d3860dee542051		branch 'dominica' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

83cdbb4459116440a7629636186a0ec13dd20ddf		branch

 'dp_n3500' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

2f454a923bc2afcb6688310f67b46999f33d1572		branch 'dp_plus_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

a7f36d2e86389ace6c072da6fd81d5d5fd5808b6		branch 'dry_dummy_run_s14' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

ee11811c000ddaa9c32c57c908ee3239cc74e79c		branch 'dry_dummy_run_s19' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

dba2bfba506bf23371793d8abd871586156b3583		branch 'dry_dummy_run_s19_test2' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

1847ca163549779a1046faccc8fa7ceaadd472b1		branch 'dry_run101' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

197e77e09c17a96a23bebbdec42bb0e652b77ebe		branch 'dry_run101_test2' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

ad7a1c1840c57106c1999433f6fac473e95c630c		branch 'dry_run101_test3' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

5c1eb42ef539578e70ad9465882e68d755e2f187		branch 'dublin' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

39d3b28d37d62984f2139dbd49fce293a03ab2eb		branch

 'dublin_bel' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

2493d29ff1c6da0016354916651e3d56eb55b54c		branch 'dublin_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

8d2f0aa0e8b436bb4d7f2b9099e6a0f3e17cb78c		branch 'dublin_eft_two' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

13024b700d4b9de3c67c0f7c566e834d0cf9c458		branch 'dublin_fcoe_npv' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

d33a8a678e8f8aa3c346a11b9444c10ff2b7dc0c		branch 'dublin_moddev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

6a88f40d187d52aeb3352391303a990c91091b27		branch 'dublin_tahmod' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

812c26935deb291bc1fc49252ca95c899d60184f		branch 'dummy_debug_run' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

ceb5a6aa07584ca7346ce4f9a1de98b4d50d904e		branch 'dummy_debug_sample_run2' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

20d1b7ec46874c7a8679077c6eb134af350a7383		branch

 'e_bigsky' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

373397e3e3a3492185c02c530d365dc04064922d		branch 'e_campus' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477
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5cf97df7d04f00733ad525dbd7b34e56216cbebb		branch 'e_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

359aafb59d62d204d169743211c3a241c9bf3439		branch 'e_dev_neokrnl' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

c79d7cd3ec309d99febaa8e60af2f839a81a59ed		branch 'e_homewood' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

bc3c49a4ec5539b86d021e28107556238fa6ea57		branch 'e_wbox' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

9cc45d101d9191f83950f3dde641185410170a83		branch 'eagle' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

cdb4eb978124e9804b2003f63f1afbc515d45a91		branch 'eagle_h_patch' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

6fd58b451c5921c8ee09d3bd689fcb3d08dbd290		branch 'eagle_h_patchb' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

f0a5daa4b0c9a8f0e1d22c056322e5aa58848dcb		branch

 'eagle_integ' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

ee7019e331097c65b95e1b88694047fae7e606d6		branch 'earth_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

0830228fcab27fc7ddf94b5d51732de6d68f6c6a		branch 'eden' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

c7f45e656cee5cf37aea8eefba84b1b38264428b		branch 'eden_fcs_mtc' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

50a63baedc898c0c0470d61771dbef8ad4a9369b		branch 'eden_fcs_trident' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

88c65e74039c589fb417f4bd4dd5eb351614b4b9		branch 'eden_plus' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

2819d2059e4d07a01cd2a267c9ee30bf0c7738e8		branch 'edinburgh' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

dce63c3055122ec4e9ebfcb796738c8790a7ccaf		branch 'eldorado' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

e84ebc53d1129ec7e946069c314bd23e1311ea77		branch 'eplus_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

83b3420946e69958b2698311395f3890b062f9c8		branch

 'erocks' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

6e1798e341be275d6f26a29d051cfb8df7ebf3ed		branch 'erocks_plus' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

f829061038195609e339b510535a0d1aab766a25		branch 'espada' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

582e7f59d7607c8202a54cbb21a4e4547bb867c9		branch 'espada_avs9' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

8c5551f312a635d0b7f0c00f2300f2700feabb86		branch 'espada_dot1x' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

15c731852c6effcd445c666f3db0da2446073242		branch 'evergreen' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

7da351f0db7c7be5a116c1e201cf10d68c9f2864		branch 'f3' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

cc6d5750afd33c9303bbb61c48497d529e5cca3c		branch 'f3_mpls_dev_3' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

0b24cafef668d82a070738ca0e91926ea90c2a04		branch 'f3_vinci' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

b3aad77e7234721bc26d78029db97c93b41fe02b		branch
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 'f4_bsf' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

96b7ea5ea92cc4620770390322426edaae141dcb		branch 'f4_bsf2_com' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

9769232bf42a5ac45afdac661931ac8fe7758e0f		branch 'f64_com' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

5eeeb452d0e4ff0329a914be100f4804434a566b		branch 'f_3500' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

5acc9f8c5bfcd8902f87745205be2ea2358e89be		branch 'f_bugfix_0812' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

4ff90340e1ad3b9c116532b98584d255ede54bf0		branch 'fc_npv_g' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

f163facee3d219e4afbc9cef79d7bc247f650f89		branch 'fchw' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

e50c01dd591ae14085066ea2320a159d1cbf3d5d		branch 'fcoe_cu' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

0ad1471e110acdf74d92496f94b32773f504f257		branch 'fcoe_f3' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

592be4d71c85298fa2fd73b02fd6ae2a75aaf0ac		branch

 'fcoe_f3_ft' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

6ecfe8900dd0453c7118b2c62b558d0d576ba406		branch 'fcoe_f3_g220' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

eacca487ff75a64bf0dc3c29333858a93daff3d2		branch 'fcoe_f3_g259' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

3a901d4e5ee5f261cc769f6db777d21aaa140aff		branch 'fcoe_f3_g308' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

31f5e604f3baf66441996e42a0a4b258475f9739		branch 'fcoe_f3_gbr' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

6a60692606704584cb3e213d61e4d62a1bb993c5		branch 'fcoe_f3_proj' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

58d55681a8fd13c610bae2fef7ea42ca67d78fbc		branch 'ffex_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

448516b2323dbe5212516a3f6f5ada03678f0a01		branch 'fh' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

a64eb188ecb3eb4474839fe065effccf924d9832		branch 'fiji_ecats'

 of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

c05035668f0bf204bd208dc8ef58b927e68134ef		branch 'fijiplus_cco' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

ca4af809986f4d522ce730b6efc43f1221f67382		branch 'firststrike_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

c2cd15e284ad27c94430efbcdecd64830ed5a712		branch 'freeport' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

0b60ffd1ade0c40ac6c6ae11f7c045e1c82dc2c2		branch 'freetown' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

3b4293dcfdf2bd6fefee8794cf5544e7097d93ea		branch 'freetownone' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

9ebda189f929af09f720a0e13d4f2b84e6365a48		branch 'fretta' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

1df9b2ac71c21a734bd61b1470326c3314176ee3		branch 'fretta4' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

c5e438f4787a1c4124b24c40bbd2d5be607d6170		branch 'fretta4_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477
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6965b16a3ea5a4470685d8147cc4e03a9088c5c3		branch

 'fretta_camden' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

926730a0dd7d73d2507d6a47c976d07c5aaaca03		branch 'fretta_phase2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

85f6688bf135a8e6b87ad999d1e629913a26a493		branch 'fretta_sdk_656' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

444b9d5d838dca1c0320e2c71a4949422605f595		branch 'ft-mr2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

77aecd7a0251f9219210aa5a2db2d0e4683cfab7		branch 'ft-mr4' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

14d5740aca21d8b90b038fda7d8dafd5ead68c45		branch 'ft-mr6' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

379bc0c0f01484ed5cf8a36e12c2ce882bd7aeaf		branch 'ft-ts96' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

a70ed528aab0644718a37322566e812ced4b1d6c		branch 'ft1-mr2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

460d7af1f6eef185717d63cabd105556079de6cb		branch 'g75_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

c8edac59828f6058e2745fcc009e2b407761d919		branch

 'g_bluesky' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

b6eed61907c7415645a3b090de2fad1bde87863c		branch 'g_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

8e99c10957c0a9b8f629911e9347df32d2f76af0		branch 'g_heavenly' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

1b21dbbab48dba86b427c7c3634205507f63e0eb		branch 'g_tetley' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

85c060ca61a8673c2ebcc478d7d27c5af4694656		branch 'gbr' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

dfa42c26f708fe4e1d77aa9cfa47e58f71d8a2f3		branch 'gbr_b' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

b869e978c53e899442ca3de35e6b5ca572327284		branch 'gbr_bf' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

b88a78f40a0045b681077c5bf4bc9bbfbb964483		branch 'gc_maint' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

00a48b849cd91c9e363423ae610ffdde10061f75		branch 'gibraltar' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

1992bf53e31f38a5944fa85914c86657dbad5ed7		branch

 'gibraltartwo' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

d72d0ed54a6a4159644b50f88c936a58a49ff37e		branch 'gmr1' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

63776d8d6e4a8433e6cbf077000fbbd04960e5bf		branch 'goa_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

486bc0e73fc021f322c6863bfee58478dbfbd69b		branch 'goldcoast' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

85e25db857d1a3de46cbb6b6a2ce5bd006c8efbc		branch 'goldcoast_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

2b911ffbb5b3f2de27200bd4e42403b2310e60f4		branch 'golf_nxos' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

056576d3069e27aef14f808c2cc67413c78b93d6		branch 'gplus_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

fd76607a1d1c34c26bdd97c0577ec721c653514e		branch 'gplus_dev_bf' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

a459c93d19fbe842e7bc26cb7fb05a126741e077		branch 'greensboro' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-
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15301477

27f598552c7d3645575cd9303b3c71fd477ef9c2		branch

 'greensboro_cn6k' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

ccd4e4f8dfe64241aee3222dd3a273abfc79b6d4		branch 'h_ali51a' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

89ae28b2a2ec7f2c2d38c39428e9ea7f66ff0a5c		branch 'h_brewdog' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

c3da9d643002251226ecb9ff51aec487cca6a3e6		branch 'h_cn12k' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

e5b1b9766cf1a16723e59406eda743ffaf6188dd		branch 'h_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

d25e87a82ee005ea231b4594ff0b43c954913903		branch 'h_dev_64bit' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

4fb7b34e809d44f08be8132bf925e35c214b94b2		branch 'h_dev_sa_ft' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

667689585b26cae42c6488b414173a11bf12f334		branch 'h_dev_wrl8' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

6624578ec620e1074ae3e6aab4727f961eb43411		branch 'h_fretta_jr2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

5ff23492dcf63abe251b6cb40d1611fdc244ea6a		branch

 'h_sundown2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

2952c50121274f7ef94abc7dcb52ad4c4bf483d7		branch 'h_utopias' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

ad3e206e3e12ebf3d574d546b7f17b279c306be5		branch 'h_wrl8_toolchain' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

42eb5ab355b8f0e9ba780cd2c41c37d4ef45c5c3		branch 'hamilton' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

02881582bd48054a4a14ba5af179b8401dbb84df		branch 'harboard' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

4a82c94fb259d95dec40870571c821e3e94854d3		branch 'harbord' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

2afe719277571e3542aa210705b84a88f15a5408		branch 'helsinki_mds' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

c1b744ca1e6d4e7047378edcd66c96d4342d0e12		branch 'hf_271' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

6539033ae19c6f1fd1fb7e94119e69ac6479cb7d		branch 'hmr1'

 of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

955365c1167c2e2aa14f3333881f6191d8987068		branch 'hmr2_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

ce04ca1c10dc44e3fe7a56c64f8de16b2d606d64		branch 'hplus_patch' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

46d23d0a44ecfd99ea2765829bf77a38f11e9ec9		branch 'hsk_mds' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

8ccb53a1b2c9e60abe21f95fe5f522aa9f7f814e		branch 'hudson_centos' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

685f4003cb78bc4dea35f2c31fc4e0eb41de6cab		branch 'hyams' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

650087b9ceb7258de218455e937c34fde0cf6cb6		branch 'hyperv' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

ecb77e4154f235c43384da0f3bd534ee4af907ab		branch 'hyperv_throttle' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-
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15301477

b61969646a1b5a50c3189b49242254d1973624a8		branch 'hyperv_v2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

0fe6311b01d5c8a58af19b39f5c956d0d70a0196		branch

 'i_wrl8_toolchain' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

34edd2f47840964fe37d7f06cc818467c3744175		branch 'icaria2_cco' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

b9f3b5ce1047ba6b5f4f350a1f2bb64a602609e4		branch 'id2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

283f58b2f2b725a0dac13cf5203b81c4eff405b7		branch 'iluka' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

b9f69b42d2d64f380524e3548145063b6ae45f80		branch 'iluka_ci' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

c83d24083b98934424707bc883f411663e2c22ec		branch 'iluka_titanium' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

83c0459bd88e2738fee81205d93c6d0bcbb218c7		branch 'india-bnb' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

f2fc8cc3c3181b5e3d64c5b675b44395a401b29b		branch 'infinity_25k' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

25e76710a3a9cb7a2ff0b608eb2bebe21885028c		branch 'insieme_xml_dev' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

a2e1baaa641643d85d452c68ca737cd9a3665b71		branch

 'iplus_b' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

6497c9c09614ab7a036f201910c884cb5470dd82		branch 'iplus_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

8d980a68e928a588593eea7fa61dea86fed59928		branch 'iplus_dev_utopias' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

d9d2e5c64c21baf61f4c4375087ca3c946cad40d		branch 'iplus_gnmi' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

8f07d0e24b982383ee1360bba47495a7dda3539f		branch 'ironcity' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

61790a1ef93bb2127ec921069fcb7513c124107b		branch 'irvine' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

79d12264e2966704b0c607aac94ab2bd32a014b0		branch 'itasca_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

fba907651797392f78cb65561d039cf3dbbae779		branch 'itasca_main' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

db58bfddbda8f724b1f408759abae98008aed270		branch 'janjuc' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

6d5aaef8504df316ba8d328dd4f98a4953509976		branch

 'kempton_park' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

fb95bffa9c2886f9efa0c9fea007809089c1232c		branch 'kilkenny_cco' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

d3d78c2cf21c245c0752efe3a5ddc8b1e020006a		branch 'kilkenny_cco_qip' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

455ed4aa29373e9d41ce9ce87a40084acb554941		branch 'kkm_krnl' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

6efb68899304a4bdcdafe5399fbb69b903c2eb66		branch 'km-hsk' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

b29f4ba5272c99933beebced07a6e236721bde40		branch 'km-sky2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477
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081793a46ac214e1fe7988f33ce95761c96b1334		branch 'km-sky2_com' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

2b52d63a98833db4f3e412a7ccf7fc1c564d97ef		branch 'kokomo2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

f3124cb8ad5c37156928fcb5e745cf0d7eeb8aed		branch 'kokomo2_mr5' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

2bf830221352afff861443add0107762c812e82d		branch

 'kokomo_47_krnl' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

0111672beb550ac65cf01d451b2b8bd964f2dd0b		branch 'kumo' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

418ba0d80f04c1aab14304368e43444f4d78748b		branch 'kumo10_fcs_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

959dfeac705b9f831bf98c0432ece52a90465555		branch 'kumo_112' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

ce826e32277d74185e2cebdeec5f2e0fab8e7e55		branch 'kumo_classic' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

89e27c89df5b13a2e2927059c1cd3654a5cd684e		branch 'lac_ddev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

a27a401800232d9d173f8679d33ceafd4055d76a		branch 'main' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

d8db8ac50ace0aa1f976d66dd94fff45d64c9717		branch 'malibu' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

5e93223df645e7bca172ccf88c0daf3c2bfb8d61		branch 'mercury_snmp_dev'

 of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

f54c42eb4eec97ff51552b4a599a9c2617121baa		branch 'milan' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

79f4929978a9308d7164ce0389ff2932b94a2051		branch 'mini_ucs_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

c81bdf8034d137e4520cba1202e5a3ae6d92bd34		branch 'minishan' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

eff64a416ce997f4a7447ce5aeb299fe85ed4cc8		branch 'morningstar_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

0e72adf18f6f18396fa12033d9d2713c8d1e7589		branch 'msgformat' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

45518da1bcab77681fab915974ee19b0ea381bf9		branch 'msgformat_n6k2' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

c5e345068e261d4cd9a98635b3b73aed854ba3ea		branch 'mve1' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

16421d9cfdb5f711e9d4ff0218721a348e7834b2		branch 'n1kv_l3' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

cef149d7a300440dca0bb266ec6be6baa7967635		branch

 'n3k_camden' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

fa133651025a3f5e1e1dbc51715c63f2819c6ecc		branch 'n3kturing' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

82d51f60e9edf6cb75b6739be5d6a8cfcefada7c		branch 'n7k_aa_new' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

87969c6c7c9cd51a0ac9a25272d967096897285a		branch 'n7k_aa_new_ffex' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

d008589ef6c1f11997436f4a27498565aa5495b9		branch 'n7k_dme_stuff' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

6d772b428e496300b2539061c0f7cc929611c14f		branch 'n7k_spine' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477
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31226d2ee54802be57f8aed69c1e52e3c5490e5a		branch 'n9k_redmond_dev' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

42f13b8672d5925cc80131d0c4d8efa9395bf684		branch 'n9kv_eor' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

0bac5487b98151822592bf0dab9e9e58c19ff652		branch 'nep_cr' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

cc30a20103e68b3873431b3496573d9b9559bede		branch

 'nexus1010' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

dfd9b63bf4b10dcbcc3b579e8728bc38b81af278		branch 'ns' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

2d4c097446e7629e214e7f37ae33c11fb71f7864		branch 'nxos_4k' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

96d94f688ebc3e5c109705b733d84ab0d4d11e20		branch 'nxos_cflow' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

0734152ccdb73ace98eecc7fcf3833f495717b19		branch 'nxos_fb' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

6fdff4116ed523a921d2162462c09b7a5dfb03f8		branch 'nxos_music' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

00baaf5a77d660e2b6f83783b0b4b76394fb873a		branch 'nxos_pi_patching_infra' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

79b43d42a5a26a242d0841ece62237183c9dbcf4		branch 'nxos_wb' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

1d96236a4824a9ae35683d85f7d76a08888a86e2		branch 'oilstrike_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

28e0caf31ee4470d4f7e6e068b314eedca7cc691		branch

 'openflow_poc' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

fca798ce50ddee8e42058465cbdfb5a9293ade14		branch 'oregon_1_1' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

b535febff1dfd693d4cbcfca2c1071210bac521f		branch 'ph3_4' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

539a2d77d9fcd711b09881c1649f5b5b6a1c2896		branch 'ph3_5' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

ea75a742405d744340d1eb984fff4a144262a339		branch 'ph3_dtho1' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

72e4dda183523dadd982438668d2ac32d800d2a0		branch 'pi70_rtg_bnb' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

7ce8e7bff7ec288313b5cae0782c396ffc11148f		branch 'pi71-india-bnb' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

c8e060186c69405052b854c4af0f4480a92c6f50		branch 'pi_kernel34' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

655576290d3388f82779e5663ef9b2ef3ecaf36c		branch 'pokemon' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

3b2261af5674f94695c6f225adc1b32c10db3128		branch

 'r33' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

8cd2f20aeb11eb0bdfa35664e7b6763204ac963e		branch 'r41' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

a2de67ba6ed9f924a937ac83b26ff7d144fb7a5e		branch 'r42' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

4d6ce365c6100550d03e09179119aedf6004ea7d		branch 'rackspace_issu' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

effbcdb8ca3b813ffaa04b2d6daec0bf11358c3d		branch 'rel_3_0_0_a1_1_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477
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8f5d0ae7493394a92e8ebaed631175dc85137a67		branch 'rel_3_0_0_a1_4_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

f380c22ae0e741d9c21c73e1ee355e1c4c55e6d5		branch 'rel_3_0_0_a1_5a-development' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

e371c70ba25811a2483688e6ddf0064dc8111ea0		branch 'rel_3_0_0_a1_6.2-throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

8bb725bedaa9b06d907536ea97f483358f594e88		branch

 'rel_3_0_0_a1_6.3-throttle' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

3d33ffeff83a6a3646b36eaf3682e30cf5ef3d95		branch 'rel_3_1_1_1165966469' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

6c2214584f02bc6adcf61fe923066b1af486138b		branch 'rel_3_2_1_1188831908' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

8992f2a342721e0c63b43881f4fce73a38705b51		branch 'rel_3_2_1_1188832883' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

152019b974e091c0c3556c468c3886180703cd25		branch 'rel_3_2_1_1188878926' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

aba6979a1d5c6068fe17676e4c81d886c0905060		branch 'rel_3_4_1_1213862709' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

2aad266b5fa84801bf5f1447e7c24343ded231b1		branch 'rel_4_0_0_520_1170208990' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

601958bcf5b3d7ec9d76daebaef49ad58b2b9c16		branch 'rel_4_0_0_669_1185503667' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

baad050e503716b4d21f7f0ca43bc00a7353d964		branch

 'rel_4_0_0_669_1185508973' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

bd4d20094f42db8fc55da2f5adff2cbfa1dae33d		branch 'rel_4_0_0_669_1185509620' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

ca8d40815198aa0f41bb0e73e3ce8938259bbe2d		branch 'rel_4_0_0_749_1192416586' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

46a9d1999d0e49c0ac50460967422f67cd260a8f		branch 'rel_4_0_0_754_1192508418' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

3dfb055f55c2bb6be962beb6d59cf614cb396a50		branch 'rel_4_0_0_828_1199764468' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

d6c5cd64e80972c92d1f9b50005563151fc94f09		branch 'rel_4_0_0_879_1204023719' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

de1341c2027a03aa5f2138eabfe3ca002a3a8d32		branch 'rel_4_0_0_885_1204026761' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

6f310e40db4ac61c5260dc9f6ccd5744dc46d184		branch 'rel_4_0_0_885_1204028067' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

5230a241b7852eb42ed1860dbc0eff35b27dc555		branch

 'rel_4_0_1_1205146992' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

1c38aff3367e27025d23476af1a9922fd91e642c		branch 'rel_4_0_3_1216832024' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

9d3a7ab148e511acec11f7e10eda4b74523e951a		branch 'rel_4_1_0_90_1209800952' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

283350b2926ebd5778b92111f85d19aa122cb257		branch 'rel_4_1_1_1220338475' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

5868f2437924f396d6af9acae10f2efc96e890ff		branch 'rel_4_1_2_1228304625' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477
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4deac4caab3f0e067586b41f56a30bff08b80fc2		branch 'rel_4_1_3a_1235365905' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

3c4d5021706d3ee9d451b56c979bed7b5b592a16		branch 'rel_4_2_0_239_1244796494' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

c09a0ac81a2235458e76f08cab1060bded441a8b		branch 'rel_4_2_0_239v_1244798615' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

91bc2251de995d4553b329e27cefaec9b87c68c8		branch

 'rel_4_2_0_246_1244873958' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

b93441bed14e7373abe0bd9189f53bc3441c60de		branch 'rel_4_2_0_246_1244875310' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

61f581d2f29e7620e5d38f554f7b4c705c54734e		branch 'rel_4_2_1_1246501284' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

d1e8b779bc3558abaf8c9a3c85fef407d782362b		branch 'rel_5_0_0_107a_1241521493' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

6e80956fc025f37faea2439efcfecd2b0d06a63d		branch 'rel_5_0_0_224_1254804350' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

62f317e0e12ed497f46ff0943467f70d3341c594		branch 'rel_5_0_1_1264407142' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

20c8d0e73f53b05c8c20d7476ee99eb5acb79bc8		branch 'rel_5_0_1b_1268628903' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

66e8ad9c81be9fd8b16caa2bd0ebc276f412412c		branch 'rel_5_0_2_1268889241' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

b2dc7fabebcd9001afeb61abd9d0d9fbb55639e8		branch

 'rel_5_0_2_1268900747' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

a5820d07ee2cf3cead30fbe6d372c29ddda47ad8		branch 'rel_5_1_0_78_1273728062' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

911ee18c13f1a0fa376a7389047745b37f3fbb2f		branch 'rel_5_2_0_250_1301681919' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

682877a8be0edad6b2f1bbfde929570bec050f10		branch 'rel_5_2_0_251_1301295965' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

f7b14dcc52f63c427ba8b554a1a0b34e945f29e7		branch 'rel_5_2_0_257_1301300390' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

347c7ac95da8eb139e9f9b2d9831f7b5f8fa95d2		branch 'rel_5_2_0_270_1303378525' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

4c08add6e69d1b8e71a85c3f36cdfc1df6dc2c9f		branch 'rel_5_2_0_904_1304321221' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

d1c0cf7d205cc93639c31c76413689c214df4eb7		branch 'rel_5_2_0_907_1304482212'

 of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

951729152a6265f3911a43870652a857346117c4		branch 'rel_5_2_8a_1365686638' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

262b82bdf979931deab96127a5e940b41d3edcf6		branch 'rel_6_0_0_11_1313537935' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

5c2b616ccc6eddd6cf6452d25c070617e47f9d9d		branch 'rel_6_0_0_30_1313796682' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

d98f10bc7822512441bff2ed846f98ca3eac0ba2		branch 'rel_6_1_0_220zonda_1330655142' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

21664a6105748cd9e0e320037292c082f53a52b3		branch 'rel_6_1_0_233_1332934317' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477
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23a40875ee75dd0d1fdb92dc9e241df654304261		branch 'rel_6_1_0_293rouen_1338272421' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

8034e23eb9e2030ba58e9eda8a04ceee235ccf86		branch 'rel_6_1_0_4_1314178785' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

61838156c498fa72fb5350e8f981c4ccd4355425		branch

 'rel_6_2_0_166_1341715081' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

faca3a19825b1e094212c35f72f96b11de7c1656		branch 'rel_6_2_0_22_1323474416' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

86f5848d0044071d9724e66d88e4e92d7883086b		branch 'rel_6_2_0_233_1350283358' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

00c44e69b30908a73cacc22f6b277939ed5cf2d4		branch 'rel_6_2_0_284_1355750076' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

37e3c349032e723d930f00a9c40562cf2227e1ab		branch 'rel_6_2_0_294_1355752126' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

1668d137bbe412aa0fedc5bd9546e08cf86303f6		branch 'rel_6_2_0_302_1355755477' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

2d624f4fd2df8f5a532758bd6593ae4e96bcc8b1		branch 'rel_6_2_0_42_1323892974' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

625ec745f5b13dfef80907b9a1e99c3a4f5d609b		branch 'rel_6_2_0_47_1324073744' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

66a0d879c71de1848118de9e341d5deb83818adb		branch

 'rel_6_2_0_5x_1319447985' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

079fed2a107c0e58789f36e18f86637a1168c33d		branch 'rel_6_2_10_1411029857' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

e2d6fbfcffe9d62c7697e2a0f8af68792cbad105		branch 'rel_6_2_13_1432205888' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

b75e0e977504401cae027d22bfdfb9c29a6670d1		branch 'rel_6_2_1_1358454650' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

d6ffd096b6e045a75d8226fbecb61f202bafebc6		branch 'rel_6_2_1_33_1361809351' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

ad6ebdbdd32757553bb398717ecdd93b72702108		branch 'rel_6_2_1_33_1361810972' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

bd97ebd363c48f64c6c36ec73e07712a8bd5a57a		branch 'rel_6_2_1_33_1361813473' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

c792866394749a86a26ee9e4f5bb00173728b517		branch 'rel_6_2_1x_1360614323' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

0f1652e4b7833067cd60bac40605d3dda2644a72		branch

 'rel_6_2_20_1508342187' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

876eda71d428411b0b9b94b12e6c8eea44570a79		branch 'rel_6_2_20_1508343613' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

e5c5394472e8b8dd27799065f2f3ce2f4e19d928		branch 'rel_6_2_22_1549471583' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

8897493500215dd7e4b872936b99bf712439cf64		branch 'rel_6_2_22_1549474307' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

6af42341f1d1291ad6614ce8bc8bd63f14379da5		branch 'rel_6_2_25_1537789720' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

cbbe757e8340d3ff727fbe6c21f8a09c60430111		branch 'rel_6_2_25_1537804439' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477
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df22adc52aabb8f0341080d2b299673e05120f30		branch 'rel_6_2_25_1537806235' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

6a8549154254bc3d4321852ebf241fe665e903d8		branch 'rel_6_2_25_1537853393' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

f9babd65905f91aa2eff13630bf9bfaf6a29dfcc		branch

 'rel_6_2_25_1537857082' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

e07cb5e80aedc545bdb1f3e09186803a2fb590c2		branch 'rel_6_2_25_1537863229' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

0341694426c29e05eee41e423142068b2226d76f		branch 'rel_6_2_25_1537947258' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

1dca72e3c96c8bf2a1ae81ef502273d6fdf3ada9		branch 'rel_6_2_25_1537959757' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

7eaa26a82647978ad6e3d1b052a9b9444f3c64d5		branch 'rel_6_2_27_1550363800' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

28ed57249eda2d2b2fa19a0e925fd5578b42c837		branch 'rel_6_2_2_1374645089' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

3ba9f7cc27ae5dcfb02265cc2e3ddfc687b4c789		branch 'rel_6_2_5_1377756497' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

2536effaa449a880e07af486aca768bbb8cc7785		branch 'rel_6_2_5_1377760250' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

73316f4e9d25406945145377a0b68f5a88094698		branch

 'rel_6_2_6a_1393392717' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

956abd8da1dda44fd9043c15a4c20ca9b67c4c07		branch 'rel_6_2_7_1391725316' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

a917a53f795f22a03ca0756b86a64ce91f63dd51		branch 'rel_6_2_8_1395337211' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

c97f2b258a55a0a1bfa74c0752a82eefbec170fd		branch 'rel_7_3_0_d1_0_125_1444754460' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

202e6ef655760308ff758edb56db3b1bcafd27cc		branch 'rel_7_3_0_d1_0_127_1444932948' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

55c370f2cc3610eb743bf566ce6e4eadd65e8d63		branch 'rel_7_3_0_d1_0_24_1435346435' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

07932093f7382b205d7ace06e05aef2c64fde157		branch 'rel_7_3_0_d1_1_1453376495' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

53d8243f0ce4cc194eda767c06b0b5b3c1543da5		branch 'rel_7_3_0_d1_1_1453378954' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

b51650561a6bb094ddcbcc0ef675bff2aa4858de		branch

 'rel_7_3_0_d1_1c_1468606237' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

661352e7716c78df7b218823506d3f48fdd7f02f		branch 'rel_7_3_0_dx_0_54_1452151147' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

f552d92b9c329165cfe09f6d1d34d48ef1f4575c		branch 'rel_7_3_0_dx_0_54_1452155690' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

d701575c5fd3bdbc7f21b3242d3b59ef41f87a77		branch 'rel_7_3_0_dx_0_54_1452156693' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

fa536aafbd7288145e2c2590d7248ceccb2b332f		branch 'rel_7_3_2_d1_1a_1506012041' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

21e8f6997268df5c6882ae0e822238aaba31c4ce		branch 'rel_7_3_3_d1_1_1533706967' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477
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5663261614a22055cbb715bb95073d89840106a7		branch 'rel_7_3_3_d1_1_1533714860' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

fd1d1309e87165fa417aba408c1fadf4567d3b81		branch 'rel_a2_1_1_throttle' of

 https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

b8cfc8f36965a42667b9d0eaa1ed089c85acd6a0		branch 'rel_a2_1_2_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

8d8702357179898f0d6e94a548315df6cfff1679		branch 'rel_a2_1_5_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

073d16c4fa776bcc259e62c85ef841930ce25ee3		branch 'rel_a2_1_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

f6907715da46688acf5de4232a27f66dec28b95e		branch 'rel_a3_1_0_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

d887b84949d40aa15022ce22238f81fe3b5b8488		branch 'rel_a3_2_0_dev' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

ad3e6ec15527a1ad8b4941cb78aceafd7ed22f03		branch 'rel_a42_sustaining' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

c37ab6aaa136e569ee56be557b75c92aeb16013f		branch 'rel_a5_1_0_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

b156bcd2241d70ec81052b5663d8c6b069017f65		branch 'rel_a5_2_1_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

2bb36077e10042dc9dbe340fe9901a6d8933482e		branch

 'rome' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

dc978dc9d08c7c0d5571ce68846e6d09b93d5abd		branch 'sami_csg_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

d4ed23568deaaf816fc0dcf198a32bc6c283b885		branch 'sample_run_test_debug' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

a150019c95484639ef216a3bb3ee21b66d61d018		branch 'sbc_argos-trevally' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

19c8721d9eb761db3d5c5b6d2defb986f8e05cef		branch 'scimitar-a18-rib' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

0849d53fc969fd39e3853cb77e6b9661b33295a5		branch 'scimitar_eap2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

4da55daab3e93b051197c62a70e58be426d0de41		branch 'scsi_3_0_0_335' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

ba2bfe62c1c564e851614c5e90ad899c2dcb2b13		branch 'seg_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

ea35cfe64bc318790a1578c7393a585d2269e8cb		branch

 'sf' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

882b3ddf80e6cc20223975d540a5f3ce06d5211f		branch 'sf_main_park' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

2d78051e11087fa9df130ed16695d58533f5db9d		branch 'sfish' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

c58eacd7b4be9c0bd271f4e61a7f6e078c052d3d		branch 'sfish_beta1' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

910e03e448e14c1c927de86ad2ead0e0f4449aaf		branch 'sfish_port_proj' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

6ecfb089988d1baf1f6fea0e009aa2473cee205b		branch 'shadow_2_rel_625' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

8e7ecd7d4c9d49ce6c0ca9f186210ad49be0cc57		branch 'shadow_collapse_6210' of
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https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

758bbe91190f6af9037adc384bae985b4d0c6c8e		branch 'shadow_collapse_6213_s33' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

4bbd7acd3b807a857879f47947f8fea382638451		branch 'shadow_collapse_628' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

c2a27ab33b615ed7c683909bfe1714710ba822be		branch

 'shadow_collapse_628a' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

dc09ae29c6280bd58447a6c8975b24daf46e9744		branch 'shadow_project_627_s40' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

4979fdf20120358dd8215ffec66208f738b621f3		branch 'shadow_rel_622' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

56360246c5e54920bd942f3d734e8487dbb0c5c7		branch 'sj' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

5102e54c360518e6424eaabaa83de9f4cc83a742		branch 'sky_fretta_ppb' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

cd6f19071b5c6284b8e5c18fae559a23db2c1b8e		branch 'sky_fretta_ppb_8k' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

03f1327eb449ac3067f904a33359c9821f988a05		branch 'skywalker' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

2ed9d27c056533ea75c0159e94e71c41232d6c2d		branch 'skywalker_8k' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

77ee697ca7602fbf6d6606595ef5f11b850322b7		branch

 'skywalker_com' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

8f15c2fd12e6e400435d10ecb76d70be3428b18e		branch 'skywalker_rel_8_2_0_sk_0_148_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

a62b8e3e13b7662737fae6408c7450342c3b743b		branch 'skywalker_rel_8_3_0_cv_0_4pe_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

53f276932c3cc60321a3ce96a8c6c5f19089a99f		branch 'skywalker_rel_8_3_0_cv_0_5sa_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

b0b35d80ac5678321816490e1985fc4c08e07651		branch 'skywalker_rel_8_3_0_cv_0_787_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

10a5bca0adaad8e190165f0f4226782809271a5d		branch 'skywalker_rel_8_4_0_sk_0_1n_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

e1576d658f29c5357d3d8b5879a41973f8fadc31		branch 'sl_sch' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

1e7f589498d137e2e17b4919259e2765704013ae		branch 'sl_sch_zn73' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

7cb89e672ad2f3d78eec01581ab26d6c1bc30212		branch

 'sla_cadmen' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

4ed10213582e68a81e74422ac716d0b1c851abac		branch 'smos_main' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

2b8ef31e0fd8ae86010c6fe5158a3767f45b282b		branch 'smu_n7k_r710' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

2dc2bb79092248708c75d611893e3925a2407aed		branch 'smu_n7k_r710_sajjad_test' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

fd2029a4fb9f4485a7c3986ff5bbb950cb586140		branch 'smu_n7k_r710_temp' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

839e43b16e95c906f6da38914b9272c00ac7860b		branch 'smu_rel_9_2_3' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477
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cd39088d730d51369ac0a70b0194bf2fbbab8a38		branch 'ssp_r1_0_fcs1_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

ddd7156df813bdb2837dbf587d7effb1ec0b5ab8		branch 'ssp_r1_1_4_fcs_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

ab4e601d384919d7878d0fa2686be599ea44d086		branch 'ssp_r2_0_1_fcs_throttle'

 of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

1553d089938c98946348528a6b81da0bfb8ee69f		branch 'ssp_r2_1_1_fcs_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

a0117c699069f03226cac9ed055db50a8460d2f6		branch 'ssp_r2_2_1_fcs_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

64ff1922ae968b757b98c4d9c076191a166111ec		branch 'ssp_r2_2_2_fcs_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

578261edb91fe301440663dbffc2230af80ac5c4		branch 'ssp_r2_3_1_fcs_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

8a9b5b8474dab5e88581caf9d8f61bbf35bf2c28		branch 'ssp_r2_4_1_fcs_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

be857f161c8777baf48b87424ce69e7b59c71732		branch 'ssp_r2_6_1_fcs_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

7528615dc6932f1d5c283b1f4027af5a68819f22		branch 'ssp_r2_7_1_fcs_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

ea3ed08167d81238a0c9405d78774bc640af1d79		branch

 'st_demo_lu_pair_p1' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

726d24daa62d7774714d1aef9317db1066df5b5b		branch 'st_freetown_clone' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

090a4612529941b24438fd20f189e71ae89c2761		branch 'stargate' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

74916e62c8dfe3a04365d1335e9859b29cb18d35		branch 'sync_march_7' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

8173d60869a9403a7b291182cb9719dbcdadde95		branch 'sync_skywalker_73_160407_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

2db19a8fa64a28dd2c4e7c8adac1761e5e3d05db		branch 'sync_test_c1' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

1104a5deaf73a8da88387ab7392467ef5cd770f9		branch 'sync_test_p1' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

f0b0356cf1f2ba483ba7889c9530f1a6a6066534		branch 't2p' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

ae89bb5cc7e756fa4cbb351d2eefc5daf5886e5d		branch 'talwar' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

dc0dac350b3bd3605a97dd49974afca3c0f22c3a		branch

 'test_aron' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

981af11f8f78b07b58ce611901ec56796e0b1f39		branch 'test_branching_time2' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

862f4ce70faf1e478a7012807be599b59203ded5		branch 'th_ddev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

81d6b67965bb0f734e2368909769e38d01240427		branch 'tomahawk_dev' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

c44b87ee1e869411cd9f928e4a3a4bd705467969		branch 'trial_proj_1_627_s38' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

b0a5ba554223b87697ef42a6812a0eb8e1dc835c		branch 'trial_proj_627' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477
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bc1f7760edd79758a6cc2323dd183445ad0f315f		branch 'trial_run_to_check' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

2667ce5f3339bf242a99ee18a370614b7ebd0db2		branch 'turing' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

adaafe39dd152b5e19e8e7758a84e4735d9abf5c		branch

 'turing_andromeda' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

100bbe87ebd97c27d48197f7219a2009e523b627		branch 'turing_os' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

aeedbe7c04b4633f8aa6c5fb71dd2cb1704a4068		branch 'turing_th' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

4dd2b220cbc42a49806f291b9bc324788b0240c4		branch 'ucs_1_0' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

16022046ce3330fc661e049d6742a6d5c472c961		branch 'ucs_e_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

843f805e79bda9f390c34e8ada3608d6b0df39a6		branch 'ucs_fi' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

3cf60853cba87ba3072f9e32c9296a0652a877b7		branch 'ucs_g_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

016e9f5a8283a3968258de5e41344ccb8ef6fb2c		branch 'ucs_g_dev_mr4' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

fa233196dd58e6813d877a4de17153c26a12c63b		branch 'ucs_h_fex_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

f65d0e2d2ba8322d1cbd5af1b3c75ecd66862ec7		branch

 'ucs_integ' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

f2bf4fdb86de69ce4fa7e83ac2644c86935fa4b0		branch 'udb' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

88f373147006214de893045b2e12822ccaa45efb		branch 'udb_ucs' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

65cdad9f98332181db59a774793137f553445e87		branch 'udb_wolf' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

64366d2d5020526c309cd9bdab60dd47cab6e44b		branch 'uluru4' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

5d16d3285f43c440fd077ceafd9b656620a6f6ac		branch 'vam_itasca_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

21f6ee2d781ccef354b0a3fdf68bce3e193b6324		branch 'vdc_scale' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

d928ed741b4a87dd2aec77baeddaa64e718a0cd1		branch 'vdc_scale2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

868aa47e2fb4009b1fa2ca159855de52d4c0cd01		branch 'venus_rib' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

f0f09b243ac49f4d8c261fdf6ed86c2f51b6655f		branch

 'vinci_cx_next_proj' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

adfdb4cd0a6a548dfa3603c7977c9463d592931b		branch 'violet-rib' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

1436c704fd59684f4bb2da660fa95b8f774c29a5		branch 'xb_15' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

2a900e88127f420b2093a7c199bfa61ceaa6c447		branch 'xb_dev2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

7f21b9032ed635b4eaefb0cbbaf0d379f622dfac		branch 'xblade_main' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

40a2023aec76310ce1a48acd2eaa91a97100b950		branch 'yushan_com' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-
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15301477

43a2146b0f5dd4f1b7c701919a25e796980f89cd		branch 'zn7_1_513_gch' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

06f346d27c355525edff52d0a94ca7aafaf82be9		branch 'zulu' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

a9cfcbb97835115f9560e72726897613214a24cc		branch 'zulu_41' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

f648ae732b8be367022a6a06a41fe638e8c8c4c9		branch

 'zulu_ca' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477

c44c2f3ab7fb9b6787c337ddfc67c3e56f23b4ed		branch 'zulu_ca_integ' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

c8a730633a2145cbd341b6e3bc5c4371ffc133bd		branch 'zulu_electra' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

4daf8db37f5b5598290ce9c1ba501b3e5bd8b679		branch 'zulu_eth_integ' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

0a0e7efad16cc26543e931849454e6f894cc5820		branch 'zulu_integ' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

fa261b720e7df3d175fc8eac2da3a969b0f65eb9		branch 'zulu_trash1' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301477

c3da9d643002251226ecb9ff51aec487cca6a3e6

[core]

	repositoryformatversion = 0

	filemode = true

	bare = false

	logallrefupdates = true

[remote "origin"]

	url = https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478.git

	fetch = +refs/heads/*:refs/remotes/origin/*

[branch "skywalker_com"]

	remote = origin

	merge = refs/heads/skywalker_com

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000 06bd77b5d7b50a7afdce738674ec142c655701bf nxbld

<nxbld@cisco.com> 1571052911 -0700	clone: from https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478.git

72f82a676e4e8a7e8afdf779f565129030a3b2d3

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000 06bd77b5d7b50a7afdce738674ec142c655701bf nxbld

<nxbld@cisco.com> 1571052911 -0700	clone: from https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478.git

06bd77b5d7b50a7afdce738674ec142c655701bf 8c2f854e2708bbf9c727a1c92ef848dec8793c10 nxbld

<nxbld@cisco.com> 1571052911 -0700	checkout: moving from skywalker_com to skywalker_com/37

caaa75e0b83f705095b8e9759a6c2468a1e07e98

72f82a676e4e8a7e8afdf779f565129030a3b2d3		'refs/notes/acme' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

bb5dd4e3d533c9da4a0346dec4e99db159444284		branch 'atherton_com' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

b8aff37d77e764c796d1d0c28f2762c01ac53d7b		branch 'avalon_nx_com' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

a99b88badbd4272519eee57ccc729e054c977969		branch 'beverlyhills_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

6adacf0ec9833cb347105b9e47b64b225e8ad77f		branch 'beverlyhills_rel_8_2_1_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913
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93d12f881c6fe530912b4b211a67c226f5a0a6f6		branch 'calculon' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

2c44772f070b427bbe767384281cdc2b17c45dd2		branch 'calculon2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

f2dad64daa260f5464c4192f0d687234345cf571		branch 'calculon_tsh' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

1a3e4b284cd4bbbf1236f01feb943b593385afbc		branch 'cupertino_com'

 of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

333f8b22c5dad178e0e0fc0db61cc88b252a5a4c		branch 'davis_com' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

532ad52e38441b5c968d70e7ee1842532cf38ef4		branch 'davis_rel_8_4_2_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

81558d725c512dea80115034bd969ae7ab82971d		branch 'h_brewdog' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

cb5e960353d156b29d0f7887df66ab8a1b76f8f7		branch 'h_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

d87970b05607ec1feb037391dbd6269e79de749b		branch 'h_dev_sa_ft' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

71caa948731b1c288916c62c49dd08c79bf86be4		branch 'h_dev_wrl8' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

532a8e0d81ea4c06fc05ec1ff0b2446b7075609e		branch 'h_fretta_jr2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

2a7b35189a3c505ab0f6b8981175dd36bbadea93		branch 'h_wrl8_toolchain' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

3081e36dc98bdbad6668df02fc53b3fbe91c2043		branch

 'hamilton' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

e580fe800a23ae12cab1b4c3948bfcf3dc7e6943		branch 'hmr1' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

f853df991f4ddabf796e4905b1ea8f80aa68430d		branch 'hyams' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

c82de33facbe8dcaa7471d6448cbc2692c23133f		branch 'i_wrl8_toolchain' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

c567f993b995c707682ad3e4024dcada9170a44a		branch 'iluka' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

35703830b1028279212d18127310b1f537de2600		branch 'india-bnb' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

8497e8737769f1623677fb90c1ac1177217fafd9		branch 'infinity_25k' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

4d55199f60767c881ef6b39416561dd1ce82634f		branch 'iplus' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

1d26670bb31832b0da818b9f633b6bf0be96a60e		branch 'iplus_b' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

dd52ff0c8ac184ae065ca78274831af0ebfa5da4		branch

 'iplus_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

1a92f4a9cb1a28a9aaadccc739948747912580f7		branch 'iplus_dev_fact' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

85d1811cced66133ecd9d8b47f8f2f6c0bdf59a7		branch 'irvine' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

142205fcefcbc46a032199f2c0a3f1cc299d2fe0		branch 'janjuc_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

3a4b31955ff71aaadba641deec29bc2c71281a5b		branch 'kokomo' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

efe9493ec6a6085f630d8838eb84c6d475db6a84		branch 'main' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

96c72647f529934f90fcf96b7198e97334a1dec0		branch 'rel_7_3_0_d1_1_1453097459' of
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https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

fbfc3d1578037627321f90c6010d7bfae20124ec		branch 'rel_7_3_0_d1_1c_1481384364' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

d5e42294f3511cdacc487532c4018d64b015d874		branch 'rel_7_3_0_d1_1c_1481435930' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

b93817d61457625d280905071d174036cf301ed5		branch

 'rel_7_3_0_d1_1c_1481436596' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

caaa75e0b83f705095b8e9759a6c2468a1e07e98		branch 'skywalker_com' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

2222107d6de87a1b37f03c99b2022e8b275e30f0		branch 'skywalker_rel_8_2_0_sk_0_148_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

1c96cf1f4347ad31fca1d1219e080c318d89e4e3		branch 'skywalker_rel_8_3_0_cv_0_5sa_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

57b2eb170c4b4a74ec56c9865f04d4820cb6f65a		branch 'sl_sch' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

f416ba248c03ff4cbe2fa9c5c65f8eb4103c2141		branch 'sl_sch_zn73' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

ac04e81e2b15b0347e9b7608f46e9153a825a1df		branch 'sync_skywalker_73_160407_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

99bc53ed7fce2afa73dceadb26697946d127596b		branch 'ucs_h_fex_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

5acaa4186df793d120ec5fd8521a890e82d011e3		branch

 'udb' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

6e219379ef625b23c0ee622dcd98e8566dcbf4ac		branch 'yushan_com' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15304913

ca62ee705ae8500d6b466de450d2ac1930c9cce8		branch 'zulu' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000 72f82a676e4e8a7e8afdf779f565129030a3b2d3 nxbld

<nxbld@cisco.com> 1571052914 -0700	fetch origin +refs/notes/*:refs/notes/* +refs/heads/*:refs/remotes/origin/*:

storing ref

8c2f854e2708bbf9c727a1c92ef848dec8793c10

6ab876a0dbcfa2c947e799e27a35dca800739608

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000 6ab876a0dbcfa2c947e799e27a35dca800739608 nxbld

<nxbld@cisco.com> 1571052908 -0700	fetch origin +refs/notes/*:refs/notes/* +refs/heads/*:refs/remotes/origin/*:

storing ref

DIRC

]]o$x&]]o$x&:3*$yx$5M[22export/isan/lic_common.h]]o%M]]o%M:3*(

Cemw7export/isan/lic_defs.h]]o&b]]o&b:3*U[C99$p~export/isan/lic_features.h]]o&SP]]o&SP:3*F91!export/isan/l

ic_features_itasca.h]]o'3]]o'3:3*yXv5xDGqUexport/isan/lic_intf.h]]o(I]]o(I:3*%Ff]23>:69#export/isan/lic_smart_c

ommon_defs.h]]o((]]o((:3*^*$>f

bexport/isan/lic_smart_defs.h]]o)Lc@]]o)Lc@:3*)J:%Oqy#export/isan/lic_smart_intf.h]]o)

]]o)

:3*0l0{;r

dXexport/isan/licmgr_syserr_def.h]]o*}]]o*}:3*0\azq[d`|!export/isan/licmgr_syslog_def.msg]]o+%]]o+%:3*j	_

#w4IKLP	lic_api.c]]o+x ]]o+x :3*l*NM~vs;lic_api_isan.c]]o,0]]o,0:7U,	/MTm_wO	module.mkTREEX13 1

		_@*^Lh?P}export10 1

Kwo*$GVisan10 0

,|_*)DDWPRNuDf>
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18b34bd8ae4af33255a6f417361e11786b620994

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000 c3da9d643002251226ecb9ff51aec487cca6a3e6 nxbld

<nxbld@cisco.com> 1571052903 -0700	clone: from https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477.git

c3da9d643002251226ecb9ff51aec487cca6a3e6 6317bf6b870ced4150254b3da3f7958fa95f2ae2 nxbld

<nxbld@cisco.com> 1571052905 -0700	checkout: moving from h_cn12k to davis_com/4

18b34bd8ae4af33255a6f417361e11786b620994		'refs/notes/acme' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

a9e968e0393d063a27fb613ebd8013c3cfd23235		branch 'a1_5_id_integration' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

afe8550a2a99bd55b610046fdca6d0e8e16e47eb		branch 'acme_empty' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

308364ff4b363199edaa4c72c54be421e6eafab9		branch 'airstrike_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

d951635e6599d6d825f6f7d76e00b0d980ffd9fd		branch 'airstrike_platform_dev' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

81f8d38112706cfe228a221cdd72a9588062b139		branch 'albacore' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

bd8ee01e51eba6d8807f386f7d3a10bc5cc9f65b		branch 'amazon' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

cb09ca28abb6bb79ae7fa12660ddfdb4e22f673d		branch 'andaman' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

0d9988b3de90d054e1666f39f9e474563369c7c7		branch 'ankaa1_4' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

8e974fd806e21178acbf71b1a40a25e835f3aa6a		branch

 'ankara' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

c8bf2a2ce2ecd0a25787ac002768f580bca55a3a		branch 'aons_foundation_fea' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

f0153cc8691a03ddfeb9fe09487a2ab24a92bb24		branch 'aons_foundation_phase2' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

209f245ff9d10439d57457153c1c53eca6b14a0e		branch 'ashfield' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

cc56533d43f9e39a60f2a7bfb62d8b1938bfd530		branch 'au' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

42f3803c386f1eb208fb1675c2fc0f6c91cc28c4		branch 'auriga' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

0e2abdde0112e8faf7fe7376575ae41c0d7fac3c		branch 'auriga_413_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

4e57527e61c55498dde96981a2763819df7559b8		branch 'avalon' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

5eba6175fe77386b88338a17e2d00642c831d8b2		branch

 'avalon_nx_com' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

a5cd77b65d4b8b7ddede9b201d7fc9b7b3bc3c5d		branch 'avalon_nx_rel_8_1_1a_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

98155803684c6c32501bc515cc81136a43a74f5c		branch 'avatar_2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

da0988fffdd53577b908ea3ec8af40f78068b5ec		branch 'baikal-rib' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

9434333d1a53a7e400b722d14c941908313d3ee7		branch 'baikal_22_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

0ba8b4111856085b1761b4fc1efb7ec3e2d3015c		branch 'baikal_23_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-
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15301478

9f8cec8effef5fa0652a44107950cf9433f40f3b		branch 'baselard' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

d2b8f4e3fe94a3c793f867a399bbb46e0d287527		branch 'baselard_integ' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

02c73c9c0f8ea32a343152ab5c2ea053b0c412ba		branch 'bender' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

a3d0176a1cee663ff1ae51273b36819b8f916157		branch

 'bender_bf' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

69265b091ea751da11ba4ca4e41cdf7e6a4d789a		branch 'bender_throttle' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

c6a472ed4cbdfe3e7a64978035aeaa248895f965		branch 'beverlyhills' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

4d00b9d06b0ea7ee6fda3dd73c6b869d67a5dded		branch 'beverlyhills_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

faa7f394239f28a25f6e5d8196b3ee28413b9d67		branch 'beverlyhills_rel_8_2_3_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

497711a3e17bf818e6903106fe026715895514dc		branch 'beverlyhills_rel_8_2_4' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

9cb4a4d0c61746e528a5e20645a7512c7e9ea776		branch 'beverlyhills_rel_8_2_4_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

c9e422c3edab989cd757e6eb76c57fdad99a61b6		branch 'bl' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

8eccefee47743483aa4ff7e0a5907eb3ce03875d		branch

 'bogota' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

a5b7f1d055b928bdfaf21ae63d201ad6a7d87067		branch 'bouncer_main_31' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

581840ee91bca23db25ff210ee8f48f088c924fd		branch 'bouncer_main_new_3_3' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

cd09c803cf7b3cb2d7802156ff44377aa66aa93d		branch 'brixton' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

bf01624ddb7848c137cc3fb9cb41340e950c1507		branch 'bronte' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

f9059ec29402fd4ee5be7a3d2c1220b237dfab40		branch 'c4710ace-a1_7-throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

7ef062aca523fab7b179dbfc2b28531990e1f04d		branch 'cairo' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

ce9962af46904057f11fb9708dedb4d54e0bb5c1		branch 'calculon' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

81afd4e3c64fe90013115c0bc393e26a6aeb19c6		branch 'calculon2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

947493009e8b5bc81c4196a0de081e1560a7abfe		branch

 'calculon_tsh' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

749a41a6d3b20ba21a43d21c873d1b3af59eab05		branch 'camden' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

c89e8dbd92b78b6bc948f1cdec994cfa683bb779		branch 'cat6k-fex' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

23dd6099d12bfe2707a0be1814fc5a9702ff62d7		branch 'cinquedia' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

903505c805418ae362f73860747d1b78b1eba6d1		branch 'cinquedia_bld2_proj' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478
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fb27e70ceb2a644c4f99786faf1ece9737ef4f6a		branch 'cinquedia_next' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

145bc311522c112f9571db2cd33c5324ff767666		branch 'converge_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

14918d493e18d785fae043824958b0fa32926d97		branch 'csg2_main' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

4b765db93d2df109734312bdff039521f8112a46		branch 'cupertino_com' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

b44b68849c01d3c522a065ce7559510609068115		branch

 'd_plus' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

bdff5834f036b12d1bf2ac1e5171097914419757		branch 'daox' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

fb3e10d6fd32e9be210d75893c68e00e1b2f8a92		branch 'daox_vem_ss-project' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

37c7bc3e9015888ae49d995ab027c2d2d96ea8c0		branch 'db' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

372426417e0574776faba0a48bd084b7dde3ce9c		branch 'dbq' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

5d05d98bcf4e20379ec9012578a26b1a642cc86b		branch 'deewhy' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

2c341ff12fd1d96eb8046af4783ccafaa6919a4a		branch 'delhi' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

6759232f6dc5b608dab6f45ee64e3c003e7c942e		branch 'dominica' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

dd11747c110645522f329da909751dd75b5a7252		branch 'dp_n3500' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

542df882658f55c50fe5c5c3ebec2cdbfc1dc0ab		branch

 'dublin' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

03badb12a0b66b1421147d9b4a8121e6a7b7bb3b		branch 'eagle' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

693b8b755085214667f3fa7ef1879c99f7034b99		branch 'eagle_integ' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

3a98b8c78bff8bf035238d9ceca7b72413cbfbbb		branch 'earth_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

4a1074031c1dd029a747ee84fee81fda704a3548		branch 'eden_fcs_mtc' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

b02be2a6ea95efaf17e2e7efb17d08371a000472		branch 'eden_fcs_trident' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

e87da2deb0008f582ab8d3cceb74d48cc6213a88		branch 'eden_feat' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

62b18d674216af92cb8ee958fe094a9e2121a7a9		branch 'edinburgh' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

cb9d1e296c178aa2ce9a0227cdbec9b194ea6283		branch 'eldorado'

 of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

576a1d4500233107515f5e524832451c056c33bf		branch 'erocks' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

f936b8772ce3c0969d1530fc0a912c0e06b1cb96		branch 'erocks_plus' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

6fa109d86c4d75e1c2d01318402cf2b257e1535d		branch 'f3_vinci' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

cca1814aba67221e0a2a423c6d49717f6999ec64		branch 'f_3500' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478
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f725771fc2469584a5b3a3780e7673d112aabdd8		branch 'ffex_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

ea6288281cdf21c428b592521cafcee2150b7628		branch 'fh' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

e8beebbb8f177e4ab4a15b90b260302ebbb97caa		branch 'firststrike_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

d784f97ff5701c9fab71069a51ee90a9600e9a12		branch 'freetown' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

fa9088f3e60e64a872d019a2d4b3fbbf6d1b81ca		branch 'freetownone'

 of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

39eb5b40f093bed1eef7cbdca0b1f88cc4248add		branch 'fretta' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

2bbb4c5769f5525d9ac49549968715e6d287df81		branch 'ft-mr2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

2b49105ff402ffb3ca2355ea3fe4a800ae44e11b		branch 'ft-mr4' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

1dedcfa86cd9a1f4d4601d9b0a754bfcda18d342		branch 'ft1-mr2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

1bbcd7694d98406fb20cdec3e10c6a48119ff908		branch 'g_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

f323d0d3c2f6bf3cc908c2d15274033aea55cf14		branch 'garibaldi_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

af87e7869259ea7cc89d933b98d646dc6a8a6566		branch 'gbr' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

a2f61f718b1c6a70da15e490d51c7cc047164bb8		branch 'gbr_bf' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

39f6a6b0231ee05d699903e1d6886849f967a70f		branch 'gbr_bundle_test'

 of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

79063adcab4db50596b782ae5b508492c7a52228		branch 'gc_maint' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

fa9d1b0a03db151b8b3a1b8eb026e6362c042995		branch 'gibraltar' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

3fd0e000351d1c7ec818a79a9ee8abec254da5ea		branch 'gibraltartwo' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

96d2457c996fd955e9a4c7c0e7ef52da142cd672		branch 'gmr1' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

c1ab9aefc6b1347982a0b6ff2925c54d33a85392		branch 'goldcoast' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

0dad6c5fe8bdaa73caae3402883ff324d2378508		branch 'golf_nxos' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

ad7a0e02db66b29c9dae415301f096eaf6ecff60		branch 'gplus_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

11fe16388c801c29bdb744ae63bef535e3a18753		branch 'greensboro' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

7e22a7dba2ee8ca8ffa2b3571596e2d8d18bb6cb		branch

 'greensboro_cn6k' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

d097c8e9cb853f785b88701bb552dfbbc9894135		branch 'h_cn12k' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

c7d0229dcc541520afc7b4d1c6e7ab010095f77d		branch 'h_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

e1bd69b934c4073d8cefb6e7996ead22e511d71f		branch 'h_dev_64bit' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

d4f59c0474caaa0e41fd7ad6f929eb743dd5f324		branch 'h_dev_sa_ft' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

c6705e834ba11db6846c855c443b55ac2e5830df		branch 'hamilton' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-
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15301478

b6e7312ad4223318e9549e8200b58cbbb9c69e03		branch 'helsinki_mds' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

ef661f472337a84c6f96e3ee4e7d608ee02bf91b		branch 'hmr2_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

36b7d19577707d8e73cd9c87fa49e21f2f54be4a		branch 'hyperv' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

f507d20dbc7a4927d91862c6c6ef222b324ce456		branch

 'hyperv_throttle' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

d11df479f60faa7782bae049c1d8f6d0c5b97bf8		branch 'hyperv_v2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

c3a0d8739d0aee04c9c26283d2a5d5bfbab112fc		branch 'i_wrl8_toolchain' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

f3dd46f7e5233681d53d946704f3b8484ba79edb		branch 'ias' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

140eb4191a66314e9841045d35d51516e1fa9413		branch 'icaria2_cco' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

f8312481aa1fdf22a586c7445cd40ef0eb622f6a		branch 'id2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

4fefc143cb49a0ffeadae3801a9496a7c1b5eeee		branch 'infinity_25k' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

415b381b092ad1ecb639827edd6574779f38e8c6		branch 'ioa' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

69b89a6b04f7bf692aaa07258ede18e84a91701b		branch 'iplus_b' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

d337838222cbb6b6380522946690749e8f339e17		branch

 'iplus_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

1fdcabb6ae1e50c233361876735356c91496da37		branch 'irvine' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

059f8da47808923f2683f14086a54c76640d1534		branch 'iscm_ss_atherton' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

fc51afb403f07b3c70daaf1ac5bf80c3c1774b42		branch 'itasca_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

3dfd9ac75e0d6e2e1e03907cd1010c2846ab6e33		branch 'itasca_main' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

ba2fd9569703df93afb794d1e02f29050a9ac138		branch 'itasca_vo_181b' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

f6b6ef8e01e35d97da1e8ca34264a05cb2dbd4d7		branch 'itasca_vo_191' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

b901961fb218f1e4f787994711fea2365dc01dd8		branch 'itasca_vo_21033' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

fbcf64c850e1f61582489993ce99012d4c246437		branch 'itasca_vo_2106' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

23032b1bdcb3039cab2c9bebc452584104d00850		branch

 'kilkenny_cco' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

276c2c17817d79a12a21f98ab8efc7e6ace890f7		branch 'kilkenny_cco_qip' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

eef6ca0c2e377e90a281ca79909357e61e7162d2		branch 'kokomo2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

f0183e78dcf974af418008c22ee73c524f8065fa		branch 'kokomo2_mr5' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478
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db2a7d37016efef4a0d076cc33de929f5bd81f12		branch 'kumo' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

af8b7325142cd9d4f6194cbdb6d8478d34a136da		branch 'kumo_classic' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

b545c1bb678c670a1e0542335e5f937bc62d9607		branch 'main' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

b63bd4541f35d414c9c8522643cc89a6b04ea973		branch 'malibu' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

6cf77b3e21752b254295c80abf27f1d4ccfbdabb		branch 'milan'

 of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

fd76e8f6248812daa20ea5ccbfe0944034aedacb		branch 'mini_ucs_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

8be7d6032a008a2eaf4ea90146bb31f71a0821ef		branch 'minishan' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

2e9f71651efea96ce7ee64a94cc027681e4c9383		branch 'morningstar_dev' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

c4f96f211387be7f74487ef50aace6d9bb2f2286		branch 'msgformat' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

b6d6fa4ddaa707b89d308923496d7742524fa691		branch 'msgformat_n6k2' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

982b1b6f225f4ccb7e1827a24630f27f500b738c		branch 'n7k_aa_new' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

663d9fb2685a9fc05729f83f9b1bd22c7b7ed788		branch 'n7k_aa_new_ffex' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

f3e1206a99d0876716096a242405306e237684f6		branch 'n9k_redmond_dev' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

989ed9ca2ca04fb1c103ca40ca5ef8ea8be36cb8		branch

 'nxos_music' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

0c0aa09eafeeba2d8002c8b49af22e16ee5c1f03		branch 'nxos_pi_patching_infra' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

46d91c04fe17073fc7dded151478b6fb1288b993		branch 'openflow_poc' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

af942f9d5bbd9f218dbb9f21b5f328fddeab29e3		branch 'pf_dev1' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

6fd848d04fcb1f5e33d4444fc677f8eea6beb686		branch 'ph3_5' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

f2bc608817a1b04e2ce81901c12d34069d54d817		branch 'pi70_rtg_bnb' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

209779d347aaa695a32863d27f969242a5b9d23f		branch 'pi_kernel34' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

c0d1ed5843a711a9b43143bd16990542f5c9c113		branch 'r33' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

aeec478944bec360f74ce37afae785d380f77fb9		branch 'r41' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

9431c359fbc453db8726c3f1081af2eed181654e		branch

 'r42' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

f809ccbf2af5aef25ffb8de4f562c0bfc6791688		branch 'rel_3_0_0_a1_1_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

87d93bc1be10f610ce2eb468cda112f2ea54292f		branch 'rel_3_3_2_1224937999' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

05c5023d78da3ea7f714b23cd65122180fdba92a		branch 'rel_3_4_1_1213608616' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

c5f3d774503d3016a38c82dfd55c9c59d928c6b1		branch 'rel_4_2_0_181_1238668610' of
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https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

ac514a85ac99106c66769ccd4e4e86ee314fced7		branch 'rel_4_2_0_232_1245089908' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

4b4b4dec07d40bbf32c9879ab90af1cf3e791950		branch 'rel_5_0_0_107a_1240538733' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

5f5579b0d72a3f9473728ceaaac6c1466e39bd1c		branch 'rel_5_0_0_224_1254804350' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

ff1a854d0ff7e5c0931f314b12082860feb640e1		branch

 'rel_5_2_0_270_1303376229' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

01afa718a42114dd05b0f0a446686c3e89b4f0e6		branch 'rel_6_2_0_136_1340789244' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

689377c1cf4f911431016c5fe6e226845b650492		branch 'rel_6_2_0_166_1340955287' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

646a4b83eea9f721abaa5cd580d116969f64b46d		branch 'rel_6_2_0_257_1352462481' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

20acb97f034c3a8334c38b22606396e76a63a339		branch 'rel_6_2_1_1358881414' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

5fc08ef49bd79a75f25ed383199bec797979c1f0		branch 'rel_6_2_1_33_1361809351' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

751414a01ab1b7a88e07b326f208b9f0c7f6975f		branch 'rel_6_2_1_33_1361810972' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

7c615c6307d1368a3fe35fd0c5bc543e810302cc		branch 'rel_6_2_1_33_1361813473' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

951b02670b44338cb9dc08907f9dab8f82d97eaf		branch

 'rel_6_2_20_1508342187' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

8e06fe9b97684f2bdcde119b23a03dc34d491584		branch 'rel_6_2_20_1508343613' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

f99b05b7b6f6c8a4be4a48ac41a8a571a8aa24dc		branch 'rel_6_2_22_1549471583' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

22f08f6fb3a9342449b5d500089beaf540cf9d1b		branch 'rel_6_2_22_1549474307' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

05fe7b9455364a33abf847c3ec05d731867f1045		branch 'rel_6_2_25_1539182315' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

6050a58b40da4df4befdcf88556c6861cd67fe35		branch 'rel_6_2_25_1539191823' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

2a048c6f1c03349355e52c52935c2aeaa53efe11		branch 'rel_6_2_25_1539238092' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

37372dd95365436d3d3f3b101354d4a92ca3910f		branch 'rel_6_2_25_1539239655' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

71c8ea4d50a392fb3dabab1da6f0ea4ab07d908f		branch

 'rel_6_2_25_1539248473' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

df97caa3defec8513e1a2204344e6390877deb89		branch 'rel_6_2_25_1539249764' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

079bdbabd79f7fa548ed9ee1dc1d3b04d21d3ff2		branch 'rel_6_2_27_1550363800' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

9523106cb6551f85591b17c54311433ff8087dfc		branch 'rel_6_2_5_1377760250' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

5d3123e6c405ae90a2341ab990127f31dbbba3ea		branch 'rel_7_3_0_d1_1c_1470763162' of
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https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

3fd68c8fd1dadc4ffd1acd68989e5a25e1217fcf		branch 'rel_7_3_2_d1_1a_1506152203' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

ce8c8e553b059b7b99eb3bb4097613c2c5c768df		branch 'rel_7_3_2_d1_1a_1506154528' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

4813f1d402bb0b717762abd7c7bf4eca73766ed8		branch 'rel_a2_1_2_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

5fb9c13257ffdfab5962c1ba62a724a5fb7e6ae5		branch

 'rel_a2_1_5_throttle' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

637a0b9c22dce42c9f17a88d104dbb5772e89ad1		branch 'rel_a2_1_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

6082bed932f2aed4226b321e0d0ef659acd39fc6		branch 'rel_a3_1_0_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

72fddd58f69efdf8cf9cfcf168963bfe28a089bf		branch 'rel_a3_2_0_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

37b7ca7e8f6a3324b7084ebc1a0d1812bd93efad		branch 'rel_a41_sustaining' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

f3ea3bc2282a05d52e707453d38821cb91a1533c		branch 'rel_a42_sustaining' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

72470eab26284961e1c89db71301559e12bef166		branch 'rel_a5_2_1_throttle' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

66356d491a36335a136a8f0815f4067ddec9d4bc		branch 'rome' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

b53c16eead58d6956c4b0764defa4423aec50033		branch

 'sami_csg_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

753b4aa31444c4bcaf19de0ca2a9f4715df44e00		branch 'sbc_argos-cd8' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

e155771334f2f31cafdb7008a3b2966b0f1d0e4d		branch 'scimitar-a18-rib' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

098a0a196c019d4ee4a4bc15c348fca81235b069		branch 'scimitar_eap2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

48446a4b5fe9108d3d29d43acbe572535c5f97c0		branch 'scsi_3_0_0_335' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

105aa02289eea3020bae4a9aa87ed60fe3e2fa1f		branch 'sf' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

21b124375bab313594e33834cd72d557abd80db8		branch 'sf_main_park' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

3202a93cf5ed097f2e727003fdecb30998977aa3		branch 'sfish' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

07ad4755c9cc043b50c7f46bb69ed0190a170582		branch 'sfish_beta1' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

f30c7f51d5516bd9edccd197209cbe0a879ae4ad		branch

 'sfish_port_proj' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

91d074c2a66b413ca62a9afbe04802ef0bc12947		branch 'shadow_2_rel_625' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

b84db97b172c99605dec6dc11752c5b129861e1b		branch 'sj' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

7a0106b95924f463eecd51e8fbc0f97f01be48df		branch 'skywalker' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

06bd77b5d7b50a7afdce738674ec142c655701bf		branch 'skywalker_com' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

3fa196950d2e766be74d183453588a4fcc92601a		branch 'skywalker_rel_8_2_0_sk_0_148_com' of
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https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

f06e1ed0483da8b4374451d688f81a77b4de5d9e		branch 'sl_sch' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

353bdbdf012daf882a63fb13c14639aa58b85d41		branch 'sl_sch_zn73' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

55c1b9cd1e7cfb5fd1bdddafe80c78047d5db7be		branch

 'sla_cadmen' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

5653a55eaa0b143ab0478f5a26049dcc829c1830		branch 'smos_main' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

aaac4ed52c966ea355f983b1097a7461de97a192		branch 'smu_n7k_r710' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

8fc0e776de65ec8a55a4468d62183d1ea5f8e2b8		branch 'smu_n7k_r710_sajjad_test' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

71dada888ce90cd69c3970561940ce98b9977941		branch 'smu_n7k_r710_temp' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

f8f993be6024be49e485ec745d37db9c97c18259		branch 'sp_skywalker_73_161130_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

f3ae6f149c770ad44aedcc35432f514947e4e887		branch 'st_demo_lu_pair_p1' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

cd7423520b4ae3f92fa04577f2342744feb3294e		branch 'st_freetown_clone' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

2bc93c134779efbe23e065084b6d8d1dade45f65		branch 'stargate' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

50f390f9ed8b9286c7b311111d3532ff7021a506		branch

 'sync_march_7' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

65e581399de4e9d700c36e5c28948457a2fd599c		branch 'sync_skywalker_73_160407_com' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

52a5af46815ea0d9d842ba020e104f7cccce88dc		branch 'sync_test_c1' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

1efa7a9070b4abf9f30bbb526c9d9ef301ed42d2		branch 'sync_test_p1' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

891a5faaf8543fa6cc07cc80cdde010722906e83		branch 'talwar' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

315803f020b43a75703e1bcd28ef412f53c0aeed		branch 'test_aron' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

0556f775d55169ee22de821b23d64b4f39e4c413		branch 'test_branching_time2' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

8713f07d6198f5072dd23927e4760828def510ee		branch 'throttle_sbc_argos-cd8' of

https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

38dbf00b4621334c955d3289fd92fd51d5f0f305		branch

 'tomahawk_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

0e9da8a85ef3efa5f3aa180dc2fc24ba5d8b4f77		branch 'turing' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

865d29dbafb9353d3be76c1bd63b70cf08606b7f		branch 'ucs_1_0' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

525dd7727316385b75a7a224cd1431e4dd4e4451		branch 'ucs_integ' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

904185ec6f5103b66d17d6b8da11a692191b96b0		branch 'udb' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

849ec2d80fdae023651c4f52d2fbe13dcf760a04		branch 'vam_itasca_dev' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478
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4490d20595812a0f4916ac9d7e53482428865ae3		branch 'venus_rib' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

82815a4d2ad9eddf3c51a22298ea2059018cc6c1		branch 'violet-rib' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

80f161749264fc319e7f68bfa4884414b88670c1		branch 'xb_15' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

76cf7da6ea2506d4a341ef921e7b7217779fd4f3		branch

 'xb_dev2' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

21ba2465d0cbedf990f933a3c03b97197d6149ce		branch 'xblade_main' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

5d2e118677aae02b25ce1c0460708b36e17d2ead		branch 'yushan_com' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

0eea74a6c3bb3141bd056b6c291cadce2085df7f		branch 'zn7_1_513_gch' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

a6317fa6bea14fb21bae125f5bea5daa328cac16		branch 'zulu' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

042a2f1ab8db9e1db17ccdb72e8c00c5274b3d12		branch 'zulu_41' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

6d8037027b72e1f1ea13c9b60ee0365276bf6ab5		branch 'zulu_ca' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

4d7eb3558c14a0ad99eb671c72244533b0a96a65		branch 'zulu_ca_integ' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

7ac1838dd71f9a0ca114d5a54261dbac4265e558		branch 'zulu_electra' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

d7d0184d733403ce16715e0a01278781fcf2acab		branch

 'zulu_eth_integ' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301478

dc13f3ad869914012eced3645efed76807b27be9		branch 'zulu_integ' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

f6b6b8d82b5685771f81fdfd56bf8a0e4be59565		branch 'zulu_trash1' of https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-

15301478

DIRC)]]o1H]]o1H:2e	osi\s5X@

module.mk]]o1X]]o1X:2f"RJitVEDkUmp?1ysmartpd_agent.c]]o2F]]o2F:2g;Gwz^vO.#smartpd_pfm_info.c]]o3n#

@]]o3n#@:2huH[6G18

smartpd_pfm_info.h]]o4]]o4:2i1T(BFf?smartpd_spec_db.c]]o41(]]o41(:0JewSgbsmartpd_spec_db.h];7e]]o5=0Jj|Y'

>mW2jsmartpd_spec_defn.rng.xml]"*)]]o5=0J

Yd<T|[,!specfiles/smartpd_spec_dc3_10.xml]"2'j]]o6x0=0JNBB!dAZ)!specfiles/smartpd_spec_dc3_18.xml]"]]o7/m

=0J

5b6h<

bb specfiles/smartpd_spec_dc3_4.xml]""ZH]]o7@=0JKg5JPF(eZ

specfiles/smartpd_spec_dc3_9.xml]"]]o8=0Jd0}wpspecfiles/smartpd_spec_eth.xml]]o9E]]o9E:0J

OEH,,"specfiles/smartpd_spec_eth_n5k.xml]H]]o9P=0JE[BMR?.<5]!specfiles/smartpd_spec_m9116s.xml]]o:X]]o:

X:0J[!ih#fC specfiles/smartpd_spec_m9148.xml]-

DP]]o:"=0J,\}=V,x!specfiles/smartpd_spec_m9148T.xml];]]o;jP=0J"r*_&

UmIyrD!specfiles/smartpd_spec_m9148s.xml]]p:]]p::0Jg~A+*.&!specfiles/smartpd_spec_m9222i.xml],@]]pF@=0

"

fKUw[P!specfiles/smartpd_spec_m9250i.xml]&X]]p=0"P^W#e&!specfiles/smartpd_spec_m9396T.xml]B]]pP=0"y

${Iv	S(!specfiles/smartpd_spec_m9396s.xml]]p`]]p`:0"bD+|R$r

 specfiles/smartpd_spec_m9500.xml]<0]]p=0"	K0m L|{ specfiles/smartpd_spec_m9700.xml]<]]pv0=0"

1n'&gF`o*9 specfiles/smartpd_spec_m9706.xml]<^`]]p4=0"

2`b~9s
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D3pt specfiles/smartpd_spec_m9710.xml]<0]]pj`=0"

2B6* ]28+) specfiles/smartpd_spec_m9718.xml]]phX]]phX:0"p(;pr`]*-

J+specfiles/smartpd_spec_nexus_norcal_128.xml]]p^]]p^:0"n!,mjz7(5K]&W*specfiles/smartpd_spec_nexus_norcal

_24.xml]]p3@]]p3@:0"JtK.Ft{MC+specfiles/smartpd_spec_nexus_norcal_384.xml]]p]]p:0"sG**N1u*specfiles/sm

artpd_spec_nexus_norcal_48.xml]]pe#]]pe#:0"j'ApXM|#*specfiles/smartpd_spec_nexus_norcal_64.xml]]p]]p:0"f

e$t)3*specfiles/smartpd_spec_nexus_norcal_72.xml]]p	H]]p

H:31hLMF7'specfiles/smartpd_spec_nexus_or2_48.xml]]p

l]]p

l:31d'd`XG=N

'specfiles/smartpd_spec_nexus_or2_96.xml]]pX]]pX:31hLMF7'specfiles/smartpd_spec_nexus_oregon.xml]]p]]p:31

hLMF7(specfiles/smartpd_spec_nexus_oregon2.xml]220(]]p5=31%3AiTj[@Lf`specfiles/smartpd_spec_xbow.xml]

3]]p8=31El'>p4"specfiles/smartpd_spec_xbow_10.xml]3`]]p

u(=31X).STO./:T"specfiles/smartpd_spec_xbow_18.xml]2;V7P]]p=31XP^ZRnW!specfiles/smartpd_spec_xbow_2.

xml]3#%(]]p$=318..Iwyo!specfiles/smartpd_spec_xbow_6.xmlTREE=41

 1

7'R\0`hxOspecfiles34 0

0

0Qu`!?B>e=>RyD

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000 c3da9d643002251226ecb9ff51aec487cca6a3e6 nxbld

<nxbld@cisco.com> 1571052903 -0700	clone: from https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15301477.git

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000 caaa75e0b83f705095b8e9759a6c2468a1e07e98 nxbld

<nxbld@cisco.com> 1571052911 -0700	clone: from https://dscm.esl.cisco.com/git/153/comp-15304913.git

caaa75e0b83f705095b8e9759a6c2468a1e07e98 333f8b22c5dad178e0e0fc0db61cc88b252a5a4c nxbld

<nxbld@cisco.com> 1571052912 -0700	checkout: moving from skywalker_com to davis_com/2

ref: refs/remotes/origin/h_cn12k

06bd77b5d7b50a7afdce738674ec142c655701bf

 

1.132 jackson 2.9.10 
1.132.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits
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A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor streaming parser/generator is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.133 qpid-proton 0.33.2 
1.133.1 Available under license : 

Apache Qpid Proton-J

Copyright 2012-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.134 jctools-core 3.1.0 
1.134.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 http://maven.apache.org/maven-v4_0_0.xsd">
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	<modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>

 

	<artifactId>jctools-core</artifactId>

	<groupId>org.jctools</groupId>

	<version>3.1.0</version>

	<name>Java Concurrency Tools Core Library</name>

	<description>Java Concurrency Tools Core Library</description>

	<packaging>bundle</packaging>

 

	<dependencies>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.hamcrest</groupId>

			<artifactId>hamcrest-all</artifactId>

			<version>${hamcrest.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>junit</groupId>

			<artifactId>junit</artifactId>

			<version>${junit.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>com.google.guava</groupId>

			<artifactId>guava-testlib</artifactId>

			<version>${guava-testlib.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

	</dependencies>

	<build>

		<plugins>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-surefire-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.0.0-M3</version>

				<configuration>

					<includes>

						<include>*</include>

					</includes>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.felix</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-bundle-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>4.2.1</version>

				<extensions>true</extensions>
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				<configuration>

					<instructions>

						<Import-Package>sun.misc;resolution:=optional</Import-Package>

					</instructions>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-source-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.2.0</version>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>attach-sources</id>

						<phase>verify</phase>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar-no-fork</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-javadoc-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.1.1</version>

				<configuration>

					<additionalOptions>

						<additionalOption>-Xdoclint:none</additionalOption>

					</additionalOptions>

					<source>8</source>

				</configuration>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>attach-javadocs</id>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

		</plugins>

	</build>

 

	<distributionManagement>

		<repository>

			<id>bintray-jctools-jctools</id>

			<name>jctools-jctools</name>

			<url>https://api.bintray.com/maven/jctools/jctools/jctools-core/;publish=1</url>

		</repository>
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	</distributionManagement>

 

	<url>https://github.com/JCTools</url>

	<inceptionYear>2013</inceptionYear>

 

	<licenses>

		<license>

			<name>Apache

 License, Version 2.0</name>

			<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

			<distribution>repo</distribution>

		</license>

	</licenses>

 

	<scm>

		<url>https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools</url>

		<connection>scm:git:https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools</connection>

		<tag>HEAD</tag>

	</scm>

 

	<developers>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/nitsanw</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/mjpt777</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/RichardWarburton</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/kay</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/franz1981</url>

		</developer>

	</developers>

 

	<prerequisites>

		<maven>3.5.0</maven>

	</prerequisites>

 

	<properties>

		<project.build.sourceEncoding>UTF-8</project.build.sourceEncoding>

		<java.version>1.6</java.version>

		<java.test.version>1.8</java.test.version>

 

		<maven.compiler.source>${java.version}</maven.compiler.source>
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		<maven.compiler.target>${java.version}</maven.compiler.target>

		<maven.compiler.testSource>${java.test.version}</maven.compiler.testSource>

		<maven.compiler.testTarget>${java.test.version}</maven.compiler.testTarget>

 

		<hamcrest.version>1.3</hamcrest.version>

		<junit.version>4.12</junit.version>

		<guava-testlib.version>21.0</guava-testlib.version>

	</properties>

</project>

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jctools/jctools-core/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/spec/Ordering.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscUnboundedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpmcAtomicArrayQueue.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MessagePassingQueueUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpmcAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeJvmInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/LinkedQueueAtomicNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscLinkedQueue.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedXaddArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/spec/Preference.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscAtomicArrayQueue.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MessagePassingQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SupportsIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpmcUnboundedXaddArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscGrowableArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseSpscLinkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/AtomicQueueFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpmcArrayQueue.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpmcArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/AbstractEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpmcUnboundedXaddChunk.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscChunkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashMapLong.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscChunkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/ConcurrentSequencedCircularArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeLongArrayAccess.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscBlockingConsumerArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseMpscLinkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-
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jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/BaseMpscLinkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscGrowableAtomicArrayQueue.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingIdentityHashMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/BaseLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/InternalAPI.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingHashSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/Pow2.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/spec/ConcurrentQueueSpec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscChunkedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/ConcurrentAutoTable.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedXaddChunk.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscUnboundedAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/LinkedQueueNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscUnboundedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/PortableJvmInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/ConcurrentCircularArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/maps/NonBlockingSetInt.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/BaseLinkedAtomicQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SequencedAtomicReferenceArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscLinkedQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeRefArrayAccess.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscCompoundQueue.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscChunkedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/AtomicReferenceArrayQueue.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/QueueFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/UnsafeAccess.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/MpscUnboundedArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/SpscGrowableAtomicArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/IndexedQueueSizeUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/atomic/MpscLinkedAtomicQueue.java

*

 /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/SpscGrowableArrayQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/util/RangeUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1093815924_1601014602.33/0/jctools-core-3-1-0-sources-

jar/org/jctools/queues/BaseSpscLinkedArrayQueue.java

 

1.135 openorb-notification-service 2.3 
1.135.1 Available under license : 

/*

* $Header: /home/cvs/jakarta-commons/LICENSE,v 1.1.1.1 2001/03/20 00:23:43 craigmcc Exp $

* $Revision: 1.1.1.1 $

* $Date: 2001/03/20 00:23:43 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION

 OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*
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*/

/*

 

============================================================================

                  The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

============================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 1997-2003 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modifica-

tion, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of  source code must  retain the above copyright  notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

   include  the following  acknowledgment:  "This product includes  software

   developed  by the  Apache Software

 Foundation  (http://www.apache.org/)."

   Alternately, this  acknowledgment may  appear in the software itself,  if

   and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "LogKit", "Jakarta" and "Apache Software Foundation"  must not

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

   prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

   apache@apache.org.

 

5. Products  derived from this software may not  be called "Apache", nor may

   "Apache" appear  in their name,  without prior written permission  of the

   Apache Software Foundation.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS  FOR A PARTICULAR  PURPOSE ARE  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO  EVENT SHALL  THE

APACHE SOFTWARE  FOUNDATION  OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS  BE LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

  DAMAGES (INCLU-

DING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS  INTERRUPTION)  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY  THEORY OF LIABILITY,  WHETHER  IN CONTRACT,  STRICT LIABILITY,  OR TORT

(INCLUDING  NEGLIGENCE OR  OTHERWISE) ARISING IN  ANY WAY OUT OF THE  USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software  consists of voluntary contributions made  by many individuals
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on  behalf of the Apache Software  Foundation. For more  information on the

Apache Software Foundation, please see <http://www.apache.org/>.

 

*/

 

                       JacORB Licensing

                       ----------------

 

                  JacORB 2.2.3, January 2006

 

(C) The JacORB project, 1997-2006

 

JacORB is free software may be used in accordance with the terms of

the GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE as reproduced below.  JacORB is

nonetheless copyrighted.  This copyright applies to all documents,

code, binaries etc.  in this distribution.  This license file must be

retained in all redistributions of JacORB or parts thereof.

 

-- Licenses of included libraries ---

 

This product includes parts of the CUP Parser Generator libarary, v 0.9e,

Copyright 1996-1999 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian.

 

This product includes software developed by the Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/). Please see the Apache 1.1

Software License, which is reproduced below.

 

This product includes version 2.7.2 of the ANTLR parser and compiler

framework (http://www.antlr.org), which is in

 the public domain and

may be freely redistribued.

 

This product includes the "backport-util-concurrent" class library maintained by

Dawid Kurzyniec (http://www.mathcs.emory.edu/dcl/util/backport-util-concurrent/), according to the license

reproduced below.

 

This product includes software copyrighted by TanukiSoftware

(http://wrapper.tanukisoftware.org), according to the Tanuki license

reproduced below.

 

This product includes software copyrighted by the PicoContainer Organization

(http://www.picocontainer.org), according to the license reproduced below.

 

=====================================================================

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991
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Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                   675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the

 library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you

 know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also,
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 for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.

  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted

 linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
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modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General

 Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

 translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the

 Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that
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you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the

 whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified

 work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
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entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution

 medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under

 Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
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therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the

 Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables

 containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you

 must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
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   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give

 the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement

 contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the
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   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

 

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may

 not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
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particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application

 of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ

 in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software
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 generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

    <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer)

 or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

 

============================================================================

                  The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

============================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 1997-2003 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modifica-

tion, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of  source code must  retain the above copyright  notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions

 in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

   include  the following  acknowledgment:  "This product includes  software

   developed  by the  Apache Software Foundation  (http://www.apache.org/)."

   Alternately, this  acknowledgment may  appear in the software itself,  if

   and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.
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4. The names "LogKit", "Jakarta" and "Apache Software Foundation"  must not

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

   prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

   apache@apache.org.

 

5. Products  derived from this software may not  be called "Apache", nor may

   "Apache" appear  in their name,  without prior written permission 

 of the

   Apache Software Foundation.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS  FOR A PARTICULAR  PURPOSE ARE  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO  EVENT SHALL  THE

APACHE SOFTWARE  FOUNDATION  OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS  BE LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES (INCLU-

DING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS  INTERRUPTION)  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY  THEORY OF LIABILITY,  WHETHER  IN CONTRACT,  STRICT LIABILITY,  OR TORT

(INCLUDING  NEGLIGENCE OR  OTHERWISE) ARISING IN  ANY WAY OUT OF THE  USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software  consists of voluntary contributions made  by many individuals

on  behalf of the Apache Software  Foundation. For more  information on the

Apache Software

 Foundation, please see <http://www.apache.org/>.

 

=================================================================

 

The software comprising backport-util-concurrent is based in large

part on the code from JSR166, and the package dl.util.concurrent.

The software has been released to the public domain, as explained at:

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain, excepting portions

of the class

edu.emory.mathcs.backport.java.util.concurrent.CopyOnWriteArrayList,

which were adapted from class java.util.ArrayList, written by Sun

Microsystems, Inc, which are used with kind permission, and subject

to the following:

 

Copyright 2002-2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved. Use is

subject to the following license terms.

 

 "Sun hereby grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, non-transferrable

 license to use and distribute the Java Software technologies as part

 of a larger work in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, provided that the

 following conditions are met:
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  -Neither the name of or trademarks of Sun may be used to endorse or

   promote products derived from the Java Software technology without

   specific prior written permission.

 

  -Redistributions of source or binary code must be accompanied by the

   following notice and disclaimers:

 

   Portions copyright Sun Microsystems, Inc. Used with kind permission.

 

   This software is provided AS IS, without a warranty of any kind.  ALL

   EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS AND

   WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PUPOSE OR

   NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED. SUN

   MICROSYSTEMS, INC. AND ITS LICENSORS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE

   FOR ANY DAMAGES SUFFERED BY LICENSEE AS A RESULT OF

   USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE OR ITS

   DERIVATIVES. IN NO EVENT WILL SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC. OR

   ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST REVENUE, PROFIT OR

  

 DATA, OR FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT,CONSQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL

   OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND REGARDLESS OF

   THE THEORY OR LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR

   INABILITY TO USE SOFTWARE, EVEN IF SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC.

   HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   You acknowledge that Software is not designed, licensed or intended for

   use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear

   facility."

 

=================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2004 Tanuki Software

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of the Java Service Wrapper and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software

without  restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub-license,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to

whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject

 to the

following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
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EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Portions of the Software have been derived from source code

developed by Silver Egg Technology under the following license:

 

Copyright (c) 2001 Silver Egg Technology

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

 

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub-license, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

=================================================================

 

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2004, PicoContainer Organization

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

 Neither the name of the PicoContainer Organization nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

 THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2000-2003, XDoclet Team

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list

of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of the XDoclet team nor the names of its contributors may be

used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS''

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.136 openorb 2.3 
1.136.1 Available under license : 

/*

* $Header: /home/cvs/jakarta-commons/LICENSE,v 1.1.1.1 2001/03/20 00:23:43 craigmcc Exp $

* $Revision: 1.1.1.1 $
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* $Date: 2001/03/20 00:23:43 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION

 OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
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* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

/*

 

============================================================================

                  The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

============================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 1997-2003 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modifica-

tion, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of  source code must  retain the above copyright  notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

   include  the following  acknowledgment:  "This product includes  software

   developed  by the  Apache Software

 Foundation  (http://www.apache.org/)."

   Alternately, this  acknowledgment may  appear in the software itself,  if

   and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "LogKit", "Jakarta" and "Apache Software Foundation"  must not

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

   prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

   apache@apache.org.

 

5. Products  derived from this software may not  be called "Apache", nor may

   "Apache" appear  in their name,  without prior written permission  of the

   Apache Software Foundation.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS  FOR A PARTICULAR  PURPOSE ARE  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO  EVENT SHALL  THE
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APACHE SOFTWARE  FOUNDATION  OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS  BE LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

  DAMAGES (INCLU-

DING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS  INTERRUPTION)  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY  THEORY OF LIABILITY,  WHETHER  IN CONTRACT,  STRICT LIABILITY,  OR TORT

(INCLUDING  NEGLIGENCE OR  OTHERWISE) ARISING IN  ANY WAY OUT OF THE  USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software  consists of voluntary contributions made  by many individuals

on  behalf of the Apache Software  Foundation. For more  information on the

Apache Software Foundation, please see <http://www.apache.org/>.

 

*/

 

                       JacORB Licensing

                       ----------------

 

                  JacORB 2.2.3, January 2006

 

(C) The JacORB project, 1997-2006

 

JacORB is free software may be used in accordance with the terms of

the GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE as reproduced below.  JacORB is

nonetheless copyrighted.  This copyright applies to all documents,

code, binaries etc.  in this distribution.  This license file must be

retained in all redistributions of JacORB or parts thereof.

 

-- Licenses of included libraries ---

 

This product includes parts of the CUP Parser Generator libarary, v 0.9e,

Copyright 1996-1999 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian.

 

This product includes software developed by the Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/). Please see the Apache 1.1

Software License, which is reproduced below.

 

This product includes version 2.7.2 of the ANTLR parser and compiler

framework (http://www.antlr.org), which is in

 the public domain and

may be freely redistribued.

 

This product includes the "backport-util-concurrent" class library maintained by

Dawid Kurzyniec (http://www.mathcs.emory.edu/dcl/util/backport-util-concurrent/), according to the license

reproduced below.

 

This product includes software copyrighted by TanukiSoftware

(http://wrapper.tanukisoftware.org), according to the Tanuki license
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reproduced below.

 

This product includes software copyrighted by the PicoContainer Organization

(http://www.picocontainer.org), according to the license reproduced below.

 

=====================================================================

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                   675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the

 library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you

 know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide
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complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also,

 for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.

  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted

 linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the
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libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General

 Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

 translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the

 Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the

 whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)
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These requirements apply to the modified

 work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution

 medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under

 Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
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from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the

 Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables

 containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work
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during execution displays copyright notices, you

 must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give

 the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement

 contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
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Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

 

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may

 not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application

 of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ

 in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.
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 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software

 generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
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"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

    <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer)

 or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

 

============================================================================

                  The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

============================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 1997-2003 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modifica-

tion, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of  source code must  retain the above copyright  notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions
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 in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

   include  the following  acknowledgment:  "This product includes  software

   developed  by the  Apache Software Foundation  (http://www.apache.org/)."

   Alternately, this  acknowledgment may  appear in the software itself,  if

   and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "LogKit", "Jakarta" and "Apache Software Foundation"  must not

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

   prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

   apache@apache.org.

 

5. Products  derived from this software may not  be called "Apache", nor may

   "Apache" appear  in their name,  without prior written permission 

 of the

   Apache Software Foundation.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS  FOR A PARTICULAR  PURPOSE ARE  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO  EVENT SHALL  THE

APACHE SOFTWARE  FOUNDATION  OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS  BE LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES (INCLU-

DING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS  INTERRUPTION)  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY  THEORY OF LIABILITY,  WHETHER  IN CONTRACT,  STRICT LIABILITY,  OR TORT

(INCLUDING  NEGLIGENCE OR  OTHERWISE) ARISING IN  ANY WAY OUT OF THE  USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software  consists of voluntary contributions made  by many individuals

on  behalf of the Apache Software  Foundation. For more  information on the

Apache Software

 Foundation, please see <http://www.apache.org/>.

 

=================================================================

 

The software comprising backport-util-concurrent is based in large

part on the code from JSR166, and the package dl.util.concurrent.

The software has been released to the public domain, as explained at:

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain, excepting portions

of the class

edu.emory.mathcs.backport.java.util.concurrent.CopyOnWriteArrayList,

which were adapted from class java.util.ArrayList, written by Sun

Microsystems, Inc, which are used with kind permission, and subject

to the following:
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Copyright 2002-2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved. Use is

subject to the following license terms.

 

 "Sun hereby grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, non-transferrable

 license to use and distribute the Java Software technologies as part

 of a larger work in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, provided that the

 following conditions are met:

 

  -Neither the name of or trademarks of Sun may be used to endorse or

   promote products derived from the Java Software technology without

   specific prior written permission.

 

  -Redistributions of source or binary code must be accompanied by the

   following notice and disclaimers:

 

   Portions copyright Sun Microsystems, Inc. Used with kind permission.

 

   This software is provided AS IS, without a warranty of any kind.  ALL

   EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS AND

   WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PUPOSE OR

   NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED. SUN

   MICROSYSTEMS, INC. AND ITS LICENSORS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE

   FOR ANY DAMAGES SUFFERED BY LICENSEE AS A RESULT OF

   USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE OR ITS

   DERIVATIVES. IN NO EVENT WILL SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC. OR

   ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST REVENUE, PROFIT OR

  

 DATA, OR FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT,CONSQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL

   OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND REGARDLESS OF

   THE THEORY OR LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR

   INABILITY TO USE SOFTWARE, EVEN IF SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC.

   HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   You acknowledge that Software is not designed, licensed or intended for

   use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear

   facility."

 

=================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2004 Tanuki Software

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of the Java Service Wrapper and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software

without  restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub-license,
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and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to

whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject

 to the

following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Portions of the Software have been derived from source code

developed by Silver Egg Technology under the following license:

 

Copyright (c) 2001 Silver Egg Technology

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

 

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub-license, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

=================================================================

 

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2004, PicoContainer Organization

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

 Neither the name of the PicoContainer Organization nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

 THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2000-2003, XDoclet Team

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list

of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of the XDoclet team nor the names of its contributors may be

used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS''

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.137 commons-dbcp 2.7.0 
1.137.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from)

 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons DBCP

Copyright 2001-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.138 httpcomponents-client 4.5.13 
1.138.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

=========================================================================

 

This project includes Public Suffix List copied from

<https://publicsuffix.org/list/effective_tld_names.dat>

licensed under the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0

 

Full license text: <http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/>

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.
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1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code

 Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently,

 any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or
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   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

  

 licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise

 exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its
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   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications

 of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have
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 under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source

 Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute
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 the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability

 terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However,

 if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an
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ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the

 rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is

 free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*
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                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation

 of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation

 which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or
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publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license

 steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary

 Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Apache HttpComponents Client

Copyright 1999-2020 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.139 scala 2.11.0 
1.139.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2012 FuseSource, Inc.

* http://fusesource.com

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1104749649_1611239463.38/0/hawtdispatch-scala-1-21-sources-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtdispatch.scala

* /opt/cola/permits/1104749649_1611239463.38/0/hawtdispatch-scala-1-21-sources-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtdispatch/ScalaDispatchHelpers.scala

* /opt/cola/permits/1104749649_1611239463.38/0/hawtdispatch-scala-1-21-sources-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtdispatch/ListEventAggregator.scala

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1104749649_1611239463.38/0/hawtdispatch-scala-1-21-sources-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtdispatch/TaskTracker.scala

* /opt/cola/permits/1104749649_1611239463.38/0/hawtdispatch-scala-1-21-sources-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtdispatch/Future.scala

 

1.140 c3p0 0.9.0 
1.140.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 Zakhar Prykhoda
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*

*    Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*    you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*    You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*        http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*    Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*    distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*    WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*    See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*    limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1112101654_1610650048.84/0/midao-c3p0-0-9-0-sources-

jar/org/midao/core/pool/MidaoFrameworkPoolBinder.java

 

1.141 swarmcache 1.0RC2 
1.141.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

 

1.142 jasper-reports 1.2.6 
1.142.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* GNU Lesser General Public License * This library is free

software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

published by the * Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your * option) any later

version. * This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT * ANY WARRANTY; without

even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or * FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the

GNU Lesser General Public License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser

General Public License'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* GNU Lesser General Public License * This library is free

software; you can redistribute it and/or * modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public * License as

published by the Free Software Foundation; either * version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

* This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU *

Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General
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Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* GNU Lesser General Public License * This library is free

software; you can redistribute it and/or * modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public * License as

published by the Free Software Foundation; either * version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

* This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU *

Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General

Public * for more details. * for more details.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* GNU Lesser General Public License * This library is free

software; you can redistribute it and/or * modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public * License as

published by the Free Software Foundation; either * version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

* This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU *

Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General

Public * GNU Lesser General Public License * This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or * modify

it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public * License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

* version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This library is distributed in the hope that

 it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '*                   GNU Lesser General Public License * This

library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or * modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

* License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either * version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any

later version. * This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY;

without even the implied warranty of * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

See the GNU * Lesser General Public License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU

Lesser General Public'

 

1.143 jibx 1.2.6 
1.143.1 Available under license : 

This product currently only contains code developed by authors

of specific components, as identified by the source code files.

 

Since product implements StAX API, it has dependencies to StAX API

classes.

 

For additional credits (generally to people who reported problems)

see CREDITS file.

This copy of Woodstox XML processor is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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A copy is also included in the downloadable source code package

containing Woodstox, in file "ASL2.0", under the same directory

as this file.

   Apache Ant

  Copyright 1999-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  The <sync> task is based on code Copyright (c) 2002, Landmark

  Graphics Corp that has been kindly donated to the Apache Software

  Foundation.

/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*

*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*     

 outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

*

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*  

    form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives,

 including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*

      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

 *      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

*      as of the date such litigation is filed.

*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE"

 text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that

 such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 *

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability.

 In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other

 liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose

 be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under

 the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.
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 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide

 URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)

   

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version

 removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM

is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version

is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free

Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification

under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common

questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and

conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about

this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights
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 to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache log4j

Copyright 2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

1.144 guava 30.1-jre 
1.144.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/MoreObjects.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenerCallQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/Quantiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TrustedListenableFutureTask.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManagerBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Java8Usage.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/AppendableWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FluentFuture.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCatchingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractTransformFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FakeTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FuturesGetChecked.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFluentFutureCatchingSpecialization.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Futures.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CollectionFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/CaseFormat.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/PatternFilenameFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFuturesCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaperBuilder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeoutFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ImmediateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SimpleTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/VisibleForTesting.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingInputStream.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/VerifyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractTable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Runnables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Verify.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSequenceReader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/base/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingScheduledExecutorService.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BaseImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableBiMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/IndexedImmutableSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
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* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This following method is a modified version of one found in

  * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/src/test/tck/AbstractExecutorServiceTest.java?revision=1.30

  * which contained the following notice:

  *

  * Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to

  *

 the public domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

  *

  * Other contributors include Andrew Wright, Jeffrey Hayes, Pat Fisher, Mike Judd.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/MoreExecutors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AllEqualOrdering.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntrySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisetBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedKeySortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingDeque.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntryMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableSet.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EvictingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractNavigableMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for extra methods of {@code Objects} only in web. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/ExtraObjectsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MultimapBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/MoreFiles.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Tables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixPatterns.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Serialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/PeekingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableBiMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Collections2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntrySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableCollection.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Table.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableListMultimap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardRowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Range.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapKeySet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Shorts}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ShortsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims

 copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/SmallCharMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/LinearTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSink.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SmoothRateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/io/Closer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/Stats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/html/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStatsAccumulator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Element.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ImmutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/StatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/MutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/SipHashFunction.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeCapture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ChecksumHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Invokable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/RateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/StandardSystemProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractByteHasher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/AbstractInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/BaseEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableScheduledFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CartesianList.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileWriteMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/xml/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractBaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/BaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Traverser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ClosingFuture.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby

 disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/Hashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Outer class that exists solely to let us write {@code Partially.GwtIncompatible} instead of plain

* {@code GwtIncompatible}. This is more accurate for {@link Futures#catching}, which is available

* under GWT but with a slightly different signature.

*

* <p>We can't use {@code PartiallyGwtIncompatible} because then the GWT compiler

 wouldn't recognize

* it as a {@code GwtIncompatible} annotation. And for {@code Futures.catching}, we need the GWT

* compiler to autostrip the normal server method in order to expose the special, inherited GWT

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Partially.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TopKSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/SuccessorsFunction.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graphs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/InsecureRecursiveDeleteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/RecursiveDeleteOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/PredecessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableGraph.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Network.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/reflect/Reflection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicDoubleArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Striped64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileBackedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Shorts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Doubles.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SequentialExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/base/CharMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FluentIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Booleans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Chars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/PercentEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Joiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Floats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/UnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Bytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Stopwatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Longs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Ints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/internal/Finalizer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/InetAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/TrieParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MinMaxPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSequentialIterator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMapDifference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisets.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DenseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedBytes.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostSpecifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractExecutionThreadService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/JdkFutureAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/SignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtIncompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SparseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/UrlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ReferenceEntry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMakerInternalMap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedUnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Cut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataInput.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SettableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Callables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractIdleService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/html/HtmlEscapers.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedEscaperMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/xml/XmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtCompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedCharEscaper.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/InternetDomainName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Splitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LocalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escapers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Not supported. <b>You are attempting to create a map that may contain a non-{@code Comparable}

  * key.</b> Proper calls will resolve to the version in {@code ImmutableSortedMap}, not this dummy

  * version.

  *

  * @throws UnsupportedOperationException always

  * @deprecated <b>Pass a key of type {@code Comparable}

 to use {@link

  *     ImmutableSortedMap#of(Comparable, Object)}.</b>

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMapFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except
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* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Floats}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/FloatsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComputationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DiscreteDomain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableClassToInstanceMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableTable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TableCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedSet.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparisonChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIndexedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSetMultimap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/ContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Monitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/net/package-

info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedLists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ascii.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Atomics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Equivalence.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ThreadFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncaughtExceptionHandlers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GwtTransient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicLongMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/PatternCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonPattern.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/JdkPattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractUndirectedNetworkConnections.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MoreCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ElementOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Comparators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConstants.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPairIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractValueGraph.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultisetGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedGraphConnections.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MultiEdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedGraphConnections.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapRetrievalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapIteratorCache.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractDirectedNetworkConnections.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/StandardMutableGraph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Doubles}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/DoublesMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for web specializations of methods of {@code Ints}. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/IntsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedAsList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectSpliterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMapFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/package-info.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/Resources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Function.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Throwables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AsyncEventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableWeakReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/DeadEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/io/Files.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/base/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableSoftReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReferenceQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Objects.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Charsets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscribe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/Flushables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Supplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/Closeables.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/EventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizablePhantomReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Suppliers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/io/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/DirectExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AllowConcurrentEvents.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Defaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Functions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataOutputStream.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteStreams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LittleEndianByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/FarmHashFingerprint64.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/ReaderInputStream.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MacHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConsumingQueueIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CombinedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/InterruptibleTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFutureState.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/graph/IncidentEdgeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMapEntry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Sets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimaps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multisets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingConcurrentMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseNaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsFirstOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumHashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Ordering.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConcurrentHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsLastOrdering.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Synchronized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparatorOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompoundOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSet.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MutableClassToInstanceMap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultiset.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UsingToStringOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Lists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ExplicitOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ByFunctionOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LexicographicalOrdering.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/Maps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapDifference.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumBiMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableDoubleArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableIntArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingLock.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableLongArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingCondition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Internal.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You may

* obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied.  See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Streams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
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express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/io/Java8Compatibility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/OverflowAvoidingLockSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/ToDoubleRounder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigDecimalMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Java8Compatibility.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/IgnoreJRERequirement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License
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* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ImmutableSupplier.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionSequencer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group

  * and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

  *

  * As of 2010/06/11, this method is identical to the (package private) hash method in OpenJDK 7's

  * java.util.HashMap

 class.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Striped.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultisetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GeneralRange.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Count.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultiset.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
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express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractScheduledService.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedExecutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Weigher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractCompositeHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hashing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingLoadingCache.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilderSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Optional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ticker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Present.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_32HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/PrimitiveSink.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BoundType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingExecutorService.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/PairwiseEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CycleDetectingLockFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Absent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hasher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractStreamingHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Crc32cHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Uninterruptibles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostAndPort.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_128HashFunction.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/Enums.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/MathPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MessageDigestHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLongs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/net/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalCause.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-jar/com/google/common/math/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/base/FunctionalEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilterStrategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigIntegerMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionError.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/IntMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnels.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractNonStreamingHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingCache.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Queues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/LongMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ParseRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FutureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Returns an array containing all of the elements in the specified collection. This method

  * returns the elements in the order they are returned by the collection's iterator. The returned

  * array is "safe" in that no references to it are maintained by the collection. The caller is
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  * thus free to modify the returned

 array.

  *

  * <p>This method assumes that the collection size doesn't change while the method is running.

  *

  * <p>TODO(kevinb): support concurrently modified collections?

  *

  * @param c the collection for which to return an array of elements

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119092615_1608716259.54/0/guava-30-1-jre-sources-1-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ObjectArrays.java

 

1.145 restlet 2.4.3 
1.145.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2005-2020 Talend

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of one of the following

* open source licenses: Apache 2.0 or or EPL 1.0 (the "Licenses"). You can

* select the license that you prefer but you may not use this file except in

* compliance with one of these Licenses.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the Apache 2.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/apache-2.0

*

* You can obtain a copy of the EPL 1.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/eclipse-1.0

*

* See the Licenses for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the Licenses.

*

* Alternatively, you can obtain a royalty free commercial license with less

* limitations, transferable or non-transferable, directly at

* https://restlet.talend.com/

*

* Restlet is a registered trademark of Talend S.A.

*/

/**

* Authorizer allowing only confidential calls. Confidential

 calls typically

* come through HTTPS server connectors.

*
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* @author Jerome Louvel

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/security/ConfidentialAuthorizer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2020 Talend

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of one of the following

* open source licenses: Apache 2.0 or or EPL 1.0 (the "Licenses"). You can

* select the license that you prefer but you may not use this file except in

* compliance with one of these Licenses.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the Apache 2.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/apache

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/Component.xsd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2005-2020 Talend

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of one of the following

* open source licenses: Apache 2.0 or or EPL 1.0 (the "Licenses"). You can

* select the license that you prefer but you may not use this file except in

* compliance with one of these Licenses.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the Apache 2.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/apache-2.0

*

* You can obtain a copy of the EPL 1.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/eclipse-1.0

*

* See the Licenses for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the Licenses.

*

* Alternatively, you can obtain a royalty free commercial license with less

* limitations, transferable or non-transferable, directly at

* https://restlet.talend.com/

*

* Restlet is a registered trademark of Talend S.A.

*/

/**

    * Constructor.

    *
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    * @param server

    * @param

 exchange

    * @param confidential

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/connector/HttpExchangeCall.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2005-2020 Talend

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of one of the following

* open source licenses: Apache 2.0 or or EPL 1.0 (the "Licenses"). You can

* select the license that you prefer but you may not use this file except in

* compliance with one of these Licenses.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the Apache 2.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/apache-2.0

*

* You can obtain a copy of the EPL 1.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/eclipse-1.0

*

* See the Licenses for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the Licenses.

*

* Alternatively, you can obtain a royalty free commercial license with less

* limitations, transferable or non-transferable, directly at

* https://restlet.talend.com/

*

* Restlet is a registered trademark of Talend S.A.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/resource/MethodAnnotationInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/util/StringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/representation/DigesterRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/representation/AppendableRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/local/ZipClientHelper.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2005-2020 Talend

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of one of the following

* open source licenses: Apache 2.0 or or EPL 1.0 (the "Licenses"). You can

* select the license that you prefer but you may not use this file except in

* compliance with one of these Licenses.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the Apache 2.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/apache-2.0

*

* You can obtain a copy of the EPL 1.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/eclipse-1.0

*

* See the Licenses for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the Licenses.

*

* Alternatively, you can obtain a royalty free commercial license with less

* limitations, transferable or non-transferable, directly at

* https://restlet.talend.com/

*

* Restlet is a registered trademark of Talend S.A.

*/

/** The confidentiality. */

/**

    * Constructor.

    *

     * @param schemeName

    *            The scheme name.

    * @param name

    *            The unique name.

    * @param description

    *            The description.

    * @param defaultPort

    *            The default port.

    * @param confidential

    *            The confidentiality.

    */

/**

    * Indicates if the protocol guarantees the confidentially of the messages

    * exchanged, for example via a SSL-secured connection.

    *

    * @return True if the protocol is confidential.

    */

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/Protocol.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2005-2020 Talend

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of one of the following

* open source licenses: Apache 2.0 or or EPL 1.0 (the "Licenses"). You can

* select the license that you prefer but you may not use this file except in

* compliance with one of these Licenses.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the Apache 2.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/apache-2.0

*

* You can obtain a copy of the EPL 1.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/eclipse-1.0

*

* See the Licenses for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the Licenses.

*

* Alternatively, you can obtain a royalty free commercial license with less

* limitations, transferable or non-transferable, directly at

* https://restlet.talend.com/

*

* Restlet is a registered trademark of Talend S.A.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/DispositionReader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/ExpectationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/util/DateUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/util/SystemUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/resource/Put.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/engine/local/Entity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/DateWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/service/DecoderService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/routing/Validator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/representation/ReaderRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/routing/Template.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/application/Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/application/CorsFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/PreferenceWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/engine/ssl/SslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/representation/CharacterRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/StringWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/CompositeHelper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/security/Authenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/ChallengeRequestReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/service/ConverterService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/Client.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/io/ReadableSelectionChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/util/EngineClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/util/ChildContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/application/Conneg.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/TagWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/resource/VariantInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/resource/Result.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/application/StatusInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/routing/Router.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/io/WriterOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/util/ImmutableDate.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/Range.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/Dimension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-
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jar/org/restlet/representation/StreamRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/routing/VirtualHost.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/util/WrapperScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/component/ComponentClientDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/local/LocalClientHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/Expectation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/io/ReaderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/HeaderConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/local/ClapClientHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/representation/ReadableRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/representation/ByteArrayRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/representation/RepresentationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/PreferenceReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/security/ChallengeAuthenticator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/routing/Route.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/adapter/HttpClientHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/util/ServiceList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/EncodingReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/component/ComponentContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/Application.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/service/ConnectorService.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/application/CorsResponseHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/representation/OutputRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/local/FileEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/converter/ConverterHelper.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/io/InputStreamChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/security/SmtpPlainHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/service/LogService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/resource/ThrowableAnnotationInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/component/ClientRouter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/connector/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/connector/HttpServerHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/Response.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/io/UnclosableOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/security/AuthenticatorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/util/CallResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/CookieWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/CacheDirective.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/representation/EmptyRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/CookieSettingWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/local/EntityClientHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/util/ClientList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/local/ZipEntryRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/security/User.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/security/Role.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/converter/StatusInfoHtmlConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/log/IdentClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/resource/Status.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/ExpectationReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/local/DirectoryServerResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/LocalReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/service/CorsService.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/converter/ConverterUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/MediaType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/util/ReferenceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/util/SelectionRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/RecipientInfoReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/security/Enroler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/ContentTypeReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/RangeWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/security/AuthenticatorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/component/ServerRouter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/TagReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/component/ComponentXmlParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/io/WakeupListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/connector/ConnectorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/CookieReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/ssl/DefaultSslContextFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/adapter/ServerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/ClientInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/routing/Variable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/representation/InputRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/security/MemoryRealm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/representation/ChannelRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/data/ChallengeScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/ProductReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-
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jar/org/restlet/engine/ssl/WrapperSslContextSpi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/adapter/HttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/util/WrapperList.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/CharacterSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/HeaderReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/util/DefaultSaxHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/RecipientInfoWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/engine/Edition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/Reference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/util/ServerList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/util/RouteList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/engine/Engine.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/application/RangeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/RecipientInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/ReferenceList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/adapter/Adapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/Server.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/DimensionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/LanguageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/resource/ResourceException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/util/ContextualRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/util/CharacterReadingListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/local/ZipEntryEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/connector/HttpClientHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/security/CertificateAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/Status.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/representation/ObjectRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/log/AccessLogFormatter.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/engine/io/PipeStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/local/RiapServerHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/resource/Post.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/resource/AnnotationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/resource/Patch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/service/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/io/UnclosableInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/Digest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/security/RoleMapping.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/util/WrapperRestlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/io/SelectionChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/ChallengeWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/security/Verifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/resource/ServerResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/util/Series.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/Metadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/util/BeanInfoUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/io/RangeInputStream.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/data/ChallengeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/service/StatusService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/connector/HttpsServerHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/data/AuthenticationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/Conditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/security/SecretVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/representation/Variant.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/CookieSetting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/io/SelectorFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/StringReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/io/BlockableChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/Warning.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/Restlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/util/WrapperRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/Uniform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/util/ByteReadingListener.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/util/NamedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/util/FormReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/log/AccessLogFileHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/security/Group.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/CacheDirectiveReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/connector/FtpClientHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/log/SimplestFormatter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/engine/RestletHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/ContentType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/RangeReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/connector/ServerHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/component/InternalRouter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/connector/ClientHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/representation/WritableRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/application/TunnelFilter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/data/ChallengeMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/Disposition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/routing/Extractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/component/ComponentServerDispatcher.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/util/SelectionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/security/MapVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/local/FileClientHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/Encoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/util/StringReadingListener.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/ssl/SslContextFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/WarningWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/component/ClientRoute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/engine/log/LogUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/engine/util/Pool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/ProductWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/application/DecodeRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/local/RiapClientHelper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/resource/Delete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/application/RangeRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/application/FlexibleConneg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/DispositionWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/Preference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/util/ChildClientDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/util/TemplateDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/adapter/HttpRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/security/RoleAuthorizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/TokenReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/service/RangeService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/LanguageReader.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/representation/BufferingRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/connector/ProtocolHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/resource/ClientResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/representation/WriterRepresentation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/MetadataWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/representation/Representation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/adapter/ClientCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/io/NbChannelInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/WarningReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/application/Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/Form.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/Product.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/HeaderWriter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/util/InternetDateFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/resource/ClientProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/routing/Filter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/engine/io/IoUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/application/MetadataExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/util/CaseInsensitiveHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/Component.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/application/EncodeRepresentation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/service/TunnelService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/security/MethodAuthorizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/data/ChallengeResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/security/LocalVerifier.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/Header.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/resource/Finder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/MethodReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/util/AlphabeticalComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/engine/Helper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/security/Realm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/adapter/HttpServerHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/representation/FileRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/application/StatusFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/connector/WebDavProtocolHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/util/WrapperMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/application/ApplicationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/routing/TemplateRoute.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/application/StrictConneg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/log/SimplerFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/Connector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/component/HostRoute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/log/LoggerFacade.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/DimensionWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/connector/HttpProtocolHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/CookieSettingReader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/security/Authorizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/representation/StringRepresentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/Language.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/ssl/WrapperSslServerSocketFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/routing/Redirector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/security/HttpBasicHelper.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/engine/util/ListUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/util/FormUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/connector/ConnectionClosingRepresentation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/io/NbChannelOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/ssl/WrapperSslSocketFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/service/MetadataService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/Cookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/util/ReadingListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/HeaderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/resource/Options.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/resource/Get.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/resource/ClientInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/CacheDirectiveWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/connector/HttpUrlConnectionCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/ssl/DefaultSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/engine/log/LogFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/header/EncodingWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/component/ComponentHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/util/MapResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/data/ServerInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/converter/DefaultConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/service/EncoderService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/adapter/ClientAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/log/LoggingThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/log/DefaultAccessLogFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/service/ConnegService.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/engine/util/SetUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2005-2020 Talend

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of one of the following

* open source licenses: Apache 2.0 or or EPL 1.0 (the "Licenses"). You can

* select the license that you prefer but you may not use this file except in

* compliance with one of these Licenses.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the Apache 2.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/apache-2.0

*

* You can obtain a copy of the EPL 1.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/eclipse-1.0

*

* See the Licenses for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the Licenses.

*

* Alternatively, you can obtain a royalty free commercial license with less

* limitations, transferable or non-transferable, directly at

* https://restlet.talend.com/

*

* Restlet is a registered trademark of Talend S.A.

*/

/**

    * Indicates if the call came over a confidential channel

 such as an

    * SSL-secured connection.

    *

    * @return True if the call came over a confidential channel.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/util/WrapperRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/util/WrapperResponse.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2005-2020 Talend

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of one of the following

* open source licenses: Apache 2.0 or or EPL 1.0 (the "Licenses"). You can

* select the license that you prefer but you may not use this file except in

* compliance with one of these Licenses.

*
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* You can obtain a copy of the Apache 2.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/apache-2.0

*

* You can obtain a copy of the EPL 1.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/eclipse-1.0

*

* See the Licenses for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the Licenses.

*

* Alternatively, you can obtain a royalty free commercial license with less

* limitations, transferable or non-transferable, directly at

* https://restlet.talend.com/

*

* Restlet is a registered trademark of Talend S.A.

*/

/** Indicates if the call is confidential. */

/**

    * Indicates

 if the confidentiality of the call is ensured (ex: via SSL).

    *

    * @return True if the confidentiality of the call is ensured (ex: via SSL).

    */

/**

    * Indicates if the confidentiality of the call is ensured (ex: via SSL).

    *

    * @param confidential

    *            True if the confidentiality of the call is ensured (ex: via

    *            SSL).

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/engine/adapter/Call.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2005-2020 Talend

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of one of the following

* open source licenses: Apache 2.0 or or EPL 1.0 (the "Licenses"). You can

* select the license that you prefer but you may not use this file except in

* compliance with one of these Licenses.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the Apache 2.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/apache-2.0

*

* You can obtain a copy of the EPL 1.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/eclipse-1.0

*
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* See the Licenses for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the Licenses.

*

* Alternatively, you can obtain a royalty free commercial license with less

* limitations, transferable or non-transferable, directly at

* https://restlet.talend.com/

*

* Restlet is a registered trademark of Talend S.A.

*/

/**

* Optimized public-domain implementation of a Java alphanumeric

 sort.

* <p>

*

* This implementation uses a single comparison pass over the characters in a

* CharSequence, and returns as soon as a differing character is found, unless

* the difference occurs in a series of numeric characters, in which case that

* series is followed to its end. Numeric series of equal length are compared

* numerically, that is, according to the most significant (leftmost) differing

* digit. Series of unequal length are compared by their length.

* <p>

*

* This implementation appears to be 2-5 times faster than alphanumeric

* comparators based based on substring analysis, with a lighter memory

* footprint.

* <p>

*

* This alphanumeric comparator has approximately 20%-50% the performance of the

* lexical String.compareTo() operation. Character sequences without numeric

* data are compared more quickly.

* <p>

*

* Dedicated to the public domain by the original author:

* http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain/

*

* @author Rob Heittman,

 <a href="http://www.solertium.com">Solertium

*         Corporation</a>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/util/AlphaNumericComparator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2005-2020 Talend

*
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* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of one of the following

* open source licenses: Apache 2.0 or or EPL 1.0 (the "Licenses"). You can

* select the license that you prefer but you may not use this file except in

* compliance with one of these Licenses.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the Apache 2.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/apache-2.0

*

* You can obtain a copy of the EPL 1.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/eclipse-1.0

*

* See the Licenses for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the Licenses.

*

* Alternatively, you can obtain a royalty free commercial license with less

* limitations, transferable or non-transferable, directly at

* https://restlet.talend.com/

*

* Restlet is a registered trademark of Talend S.A.

*/

/**

* Application service capable of running and scheduling

 tasks asynchronously.

* The service instance returned will not invoke the runnable task in the

* current thread.<br>

* <br>

* In addition to allowing pooling, this method will ensure that the threads

* executing the tasks will have the thread local variables copied from the

* calling thread. This will ensure that call to static methods like

* {@link Application#getCurrent()} still work.<br>

* <br>

* Also, note that this executor service will be shared among all Restlets and

* Resources that are part of your context. In general this context corresponds

* to a parent Application's context. If you want to have your own service

* instance, you can use the {@link TaskService#wrap(ScheduledExecutorService)}

* method to ensure that thread local variables are correctly set.

*

* @author Jerome Louvel

* @author Doug Lea (docs of ExecutorService in public domain)

* @author Tim Peierls

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/service/TaskService.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2005-2020 Talend
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*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of one of the following

* open source licenses: Apache 2.0 or or EPL 1.0 (the "Licenses"). You can

* select the license that you prefer but you may not use this file except in

* compliance with one of these Licenses.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the Apache 2.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/apache-2.0

*

* You can obtain a copy of the EPL 1.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/eclipse-1.0

*

* See the Licenses for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the Licenses.

*

* Alternatively, you can obtain a royalty free commercial license with less

* limitations, transferable or non-transferable, directly at

* https://restlet.talend.com/

*

* Restlet is a registered trademark of Talend S.A.

*/

/**

    * Sets the reference comparator based on the more friendly

 "Alphanum

    * Algorithm" created by David Koelle. The internal implementation used is

    * based on an optimized public domain implementation provided by Rob

    * Heittman from the Solertium Corporation.

    *

    * @see <a href="http://www.davekoelle.com/alphanum.html">The original

    *      Alphanum Algorithm from David Koelle</a>

    * @see #setComparator(Comparator)

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/resource/Directory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2005-2020 Talend

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of one of the following

* open source licenses: Apache 2.0 or or EPL 1.0 (the "Licenses"). You can

* select the license that you prefer but you may not use this file except in

* compliance with one of these Licenses.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the Apache 2.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/apache-2.0

*
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* You can obtain a copy of the EPL 1.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/eclipse-1.0

*

* See the Licenses for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the Licenses.

*

* Alternatively, you can obtain a royalty free commercial license with less

* limitations, transferable or non-transferable, directly at

* https://restlet.talend.com/

*

* Restlet is a registered trademark of Talend S.A.

*/

/**

    * Implemented based on the {@link Protocol#isConfidential()}

 method for the

    * request's protocol returned by {@link #getProtocol()};

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/Request.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2005-2020 Talend

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of one of the following

* open source licenses: Apache 2.0 or or EPL 1.0 (the "Licenses"). You can

* select the license that you prefer but you may not use this file except in

* compliance with one of these Licenses.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the Apache 2.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/apache-2.0

*

* You can obtain a copy of the EPL 1.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/eclipse-1.0

*

* See the Licenses for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the Licenses.

*

* Alternatively, you can obtain a royalty free commercial license with less

* limitations, transferable or non-transferable, directly at

* https://restlet.talend.com/

*

* Restlet is a registered trademark of Talend S.A.

*/

/**

    * Indicates if this service is acting in HTTP or HTTPS
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 mode.

    *

    * @param confidential

    *            True if this service is acting in HTTP or HTTPS mode.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/connector/NetServerHelper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2005-2020 Talend

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of one of the following

* open source licenses: Apache 2.0 or or EPL 1.0 (the "Licenses"). You can

* select the license that you prefer but you may not use this file except in

* compliance with one of these Licenses.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the Apache 2.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/apache-2.0

*

* You can obtain a copy of the EPL 1.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/eclipse-1.0

*

* See the Licenses for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the Licenses.

*

* Alternatively, you can obtain a royalty free commercial license with less

* limitations, transferable or non-transferable, directly at

* https://restlet.talend.com/

*

* Restlet is a registered trademark of Talend S.A.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/adapter/ServerCall.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/restlet/engine/resource/AnnotationUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2005-2020 Talend

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of one of the following

* open source licenses: Apache 2.0 or or EPL 1.0 (the "Licenses"). You can
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* select the license that you prefer but you may not use this file except in

* compliance with one of these Licenses.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the Apache 2.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/apache-2.0

*

* You can obtain a copy of the EPL 1.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/eclipse-1.0

*

* See the Licenses for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the Licenses.

*

* Alternatively, you can obtain a royalty free commercial license with less

* limitations, transferable or non-transferable, directly at

* https://restlet.talend.com/

*

* Restlet is a registered trademark of Talend S.A.

*/

/**

    * Indicates if the message was or will be exchanged

 confidentially, for

    * example via a SSL-secured connection.

    *

    * @return True if the message is confidential.

    * @see Request#isConfidential()

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/resource/Resource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2005-2020 Talend

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of one of the following

* open source licenses: Apache 2.0 or or EPL 1.0 (the "Licenses"). You can

* select the license that you prefer but you may not use this file except in

* compliance with one of these Licenses.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the Apache 2.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/apache-2.0

*

* You can obtain a copy of the EPL 1.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/eclipse-1.0

*

* See the Licenses for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the Licenses.

*
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* Alternatively, you can obtain a royalty free commercial license with less

* limitations, transferable or non-transferable, directly at

* https://restlet.talend.com/

*

* Restlet is a registered trademark of Talend S.A.

*/

/**

    * Indicates if the message was or will be exchanged

 confidentially, for

    * example via a SSL-secured connection.

    *

    * @return True if the message is confidential.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/Message.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2005-2020 Talend

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of one of the following

* open source licenses: Apache 2.0 or or EPL 1.0 (the "Licenses"). You can

* select the license that you prefer but you may not use this file except in

* compliance with one of these Licenses.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the Apache 2.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/apache-2.0

*

* You can obtain a copy of the EPL 1.0 license at

* http://www.opensource.org/licenses/eclipse-1.0

*

* See the Licenses for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the Licenses.

*

* Alternatively, you can obtain a royalty free commercial license with less

* limitations, transferable or non-transferable, directly at

* https://restlet.talend.com/

*

* Restlet is a registered trademark of Talend S.A.

*/

/**

* Resolves a name into a value. By default, the {@link #createResolver(Map)}

 * static method can adapt a Java map into a resolver. Another useful method is

* {@link #createResolver(Request, Response)}, which can expose a Restlet call

* into a compact data model, with the following variables:

*

* <table>
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* <tr>

* <th>Model property</th>

* <th>Variable name</th>

* <th>Content type</th>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>request.confidential</td>

* <td>c</td>

* <td>boolean (true|false)</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>request.clientInfo.address</td>

* <td>cia</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>request.clientInfo.upstreamAddress</td>

* <td>ciua</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>request.clientInfo.agent</td>

* <td>cig</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>request.challengeResponse.identifier</td>

* <td>cri</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>request.challengeResponse.scheme</td>

* <td>crs</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>request.date</td>

* <td>d</td>

* <td>Date (HTTP format)</td>

 * </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>request.entity.characterSet</td>

* <td>ecs</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>response.entity.characterSet</td>

* <td>ECS</td>
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* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>request.entity.encoding</td>

* <td>ee</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>response.entity.encoding</td>

* <td>EE</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>request.entity.expirationDate</td>

* <td>eed</td>

* <td>Date (HTTP format)</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>response.entity.expirationDate</td>

* <td>EED</td>

* <td>Date (HTTP format)</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>request.entity.language</td>

* <td>el</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>response.entity.language</td>

* <td>EL</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>request.entity.modificationDate</td>

* <td>emd</td>

* <td>Date (HTTP format)</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>response.entity.modificationDate</td>

* <td>EMD</td>

* <td>Date (HTTP format)</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>request.entity.mediaType</td>

 * <td>emt</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>
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* <td>response.entity.mediaType</td>

* <td>EMT</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>request.entity.size</td>

* <td>es</td>

* <td>Integer</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>response.entity.size</td>

* <td>ES</td>

* <td>Integer</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>request.entity.tag</td>

* <td>et</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>response.entity.tag</td>

* <td>ET</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>request.referrerRef</td>

* <td>f*</td>

* <td>Reference (see table below variable name sub-parts)</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>request.hostRef</td>

* <td>h*</td>

* <td>Reference (see table below variable name sub-parts)</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>request.method</td>

* <td>m</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>request.rootRef</td>

* <td>o*</td>

* <td>Reference (see table below variable name sub-parts)</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>request.protocol</td>

* <td>p</td>

* <td>String</td>
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 * </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>request.resourceRef</td>

* <td>r*</td>

* <td>Reference (see table below variable name sub-parts)</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>response.redirectRef</td>

* <td>R*</td>

* <td>Reference (see table below variable name sub-parts)</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>response.status</td>

* <td>S</td>

* <td>Integer</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>response.serverInfo.address</td>

* <td>SIA</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>response.serverInfo.agent</td>

* <td>SIG</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>response.serverInfo.port</td>

* <td>SIP</td>

* <td>Integer</td>

* </tr>

* </table>

* <br>

*

* Below is the list of name sub-parts, for Reference variables, that can

* replace the asterix in the variable names above:<br>

* <br>

*

* <table>

* <tr>

* <th>Reference property</th>

* <th>Sub-part name</th>

* <th>Content type</th>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>authority</td>

* <td>a</td>

* <td>String</td>
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* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>baseRef</td>

 * <td>b*</td>

* <td>Reference</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>targetRef</td>

* <td>t*</td>

* <td>Reference</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>relativePart</td>

* <td>e</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>fragment</td>

* <td>f</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>hostIdentifier</td>

* <td>h</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>identifier</td>

* <td>i</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>path</td>

* <td>p</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>query</td>

* <td>q</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td>remainingPart</td>

* <td>r</td>

* <td>String</td>

* </tr>

* </table>

*
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* @author Jerome Louvel

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1122075426_1629910343.42/0/org-restlet-2-4-3-sources-jar/org/restlet/util/Resolver.java

 

1.146 apache-el 8.5.40 
1.146.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from)

 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.147 openssl 1.1.1e 
1.147.1 Available under license : 

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a double license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts.
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 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2019 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use

 of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

 TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

 * All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

 *

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"
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*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include

 an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this

 code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA

                         02111-1307, USA.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.
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  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This

 License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
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either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

  1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that

 you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If
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identifiable sections of that work are not derived

 from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may

 copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if

 you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a
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special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even

 though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the

 Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if
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 a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he

 or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.

  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.
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 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM,

 TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE

 PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free

 Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c'

 for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public

 License instead of this License.
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			 The "Artistic License"

 

				Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a

Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some

semblance of artistic control over the development of the package,

while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute

the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make

reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

	"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the

	Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files

	created through textual modification.

 

	"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been

	modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes

	of the Copyright Holder as specified below.

 

	"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or

	copyrights for the package.

 

	"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing

	this Package.

 

	"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the

	basis

 of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved,

	and so on.  (You will not be required to justify it to the

	Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large

	as a market that must bear the fee.)

 

	"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item

	itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item.

	It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it

	under the same conditions they received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications
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derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided

that you insert a prominent

 notice in each changed file stating how and

when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the

following:

 

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

   Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or

   an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive

   site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

   your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict

   with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide

   a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly

   documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable

 form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

   together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

   to get the Standard Version.

 

   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

   the Package with your modifications.

 

   c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly

   document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together

   with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this

Package.  You may not charge a fee for this Package itself.  However,

you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly

commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software

distribution provided
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 that you do not advertise this Package as a

product of your own.  You may embed this Package's interpreter within

an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere

form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the

interpreter is so embedded.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall

under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated

them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

Package.  If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this

Package via the so-called "undump" or "unexec" methods of producing a

binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall

neither be construed as a distribution of this Package nor shall it

fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do

not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this

Package.

 

7. C subroutines

 (or comparably compiled subroutines in other

languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to

emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this

Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the

equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do

not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the

regression tests for the language.

 

8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always

permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is,

when no overt attempt is made to make this Package's interfaces visible

to the end user of the commercial distribution.  Such use shall not be

construed as a distribution of this Package.

 

9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

 LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

				The End

 

1.148 commons-lang3 2.6 
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1.148.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from)

 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.149 commons-codec 1.10 
1.149.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java

contains test data from http://aspell.net/test/orig/batch0.tab.

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org)

 

===============================================================================

 

The content of package org.apache.commons.codec.language.bm has been translated

from the original php source code available at http://stevemorse.org/phoneticinfo.htm

with permission from the original authors.

Original source copyright:
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Copyright (c) 2008 Alexander Beider & Stephen P. Morse.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

1.150 reactive-streams 1.0.3 
1.150.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/************************************************************************

* Licensed under Public Domain (CC0)                                    *

*                                                                       *

* To the extent possible under law, the person who associated CC0 with  *

* this code has waived all copyright and related or neighboring         *

* rights to this code.                                                  *
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*                                                                       *

* You should have received a copy of the CC0 legalcode along with this  *

* work. If not, see <http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/>.*

************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840663_1613613063.73/0/reactive-streams-1-0-3-sources-3-

jar/org/reactivestreams/Publisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840663_1613613063.73/0/reactive-streams-1-0-3-sources-3-

jar/org/reactivestreams/FlowAdapters.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135840663_1613613063.73/0/reactive-streams-1-0-3-sources-3-

jar/org/reactivestreams/Processor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840663_1613613063.73/0/reactive-streams-1-0-3-sources-3-

jar/org/reactivestreams/Subscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840663_1613613063.73/0/reactive-streams-1-0-3-sources-3-

jar/org/reactivestreams/Subscriber.java

 

1.151 commons-logging 1.2 
1.151.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/AvalonLogger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/WeakHashtable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/Log4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/LogFactoryImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/Jdk13LumberjackLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/SimpleLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/Jdk14Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/NoOpLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-
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jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/LogKitLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/Log.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/ServletContextCleaner.java

 

1.152 commons-codec 1.11 
1.152.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from)

 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java

contains test data from http://aspell.net/test/orig/batch0.tab.

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org)

 

===============================================================================

 

The content of package org.apache.commons.codec.language.bm has been translated

from the original php source code available at http://stevemorse.org/phoneticinfo.htm

with permission from the original authors.

Original source copyright:

Copyright (c) 2008 Alexander Beider & Stephen P. Morse.

 

1.153 javax-websocket-api 1.0 
1.153.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'Copyright (c) 2012-2013 Oracle

and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General

Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL")

(collectively, the "License").  You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2

section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2012-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 only

("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle designates this particular file as subject to

the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'
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1.154 asm 5.0.4 
1.154.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM XML Adapter
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* Copyright (c) 2004-2011, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

 INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAnnotationAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/Processor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/ASMContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXCodeAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov

 All rights reserved.
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 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

 THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/asm-xml.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
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 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link GeneratorAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #GeneratorAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param mv

    *            the

 method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls.

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/GeneratorAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new JSRInliner. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #JSRInlinerAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String, String, String[])}

    * version.

    *

    * @param mv

    *         

   the <code>MethodVisitor</code> to send the resulting inlined

    *            method code to (use <code>null</code> for none).

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}). This

    *            parameter also indicates if the method is synthetic and/or

    *            deprecated.

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type}).

    * @param signature

    *            the method's signature. May be <tt>null</tt>.

    * @param exceptions

    *            the internal names of the method's exception classes (see

    *            {@link Type#getInternalName() getInternalName}). May be

    *            <tt>null</tt>.

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/JSRInlinerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link ClassNode}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #ClassNode(int)}

    * version.

    *

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

     */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ClassNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework
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* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link Textifier}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #Textifier(int)}

    * version.

    *

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

     */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link LocalVariableAnnotationNode}. <i>Subclasses must

    * not use this constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #LocalVariableAnnotationNode(int, TypePath, LabelNode[], LabelNode[], int[], String)}

    * version.

    *

 

    * @param typeRef

    *            a reference to the annotated type. See {@link TypeReference}.

    * @param typePath

    *            the path to the annotated type argument, wildcard bound, array

    *            element type, or static inner type within 'typeRef'. May be

    *            <tt>null</tt> if the annotation targets 'typeRef' as a whole.

    * @param start

    *            the fist instructions corresponding to the continuous ranges

    *            that make the scope of this local variable (inclusive).

    * @param end

    *            the last instructions corresponding to the continuous ranges

    *            that make the scope of this local variable (exclusive). This

    *            array must have the same size as the 'start' array.

    * @param index

    *            the local variable's index in each range. This array must have

    *            the same size as the 'start' array.

    * @param desc

    *            the class descriptor of
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 the annotation class.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableAnnotationNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SimpleVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/NameMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Shrinker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingFieldAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceFieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Remapper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AbstractInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Interpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/JumpInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TableSwitchGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldInsnNode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LabelNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassConstantsCollector.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/CodeSizeEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/InstructionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IntInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingClassAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MultiANewArrayInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/VarInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/StaticInitMerger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/AnnotationConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnNode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LdcInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LookupSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LineNumberNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/JarOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/LocalVariablesSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Constant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeAnnotationNode.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TryCatchBlockNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TableSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InvokeDynamicInsnNode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/AnalyzerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SerialVersionUIDAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InnerClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ParameterNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SmallSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingAnnotationAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceSignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IincInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckMethodAdapter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SimpleRemapper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/FieldConstantsCollector.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TryCatchBlockSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Item.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FrameNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ConstantPool.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link AnalyzerAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #AnalyzerAdapter(int, String, int, String, String, MethodVisitor)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param owner

    *     

       the owner's class name.

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).

    * @param mv

    *            the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls. May

    *            be <tt>null</tt>.

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AnalyzerAdapter.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#All rights reserved.

#Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#are met:

#1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

#   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

#3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

#   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-
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annotations.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

frames.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

resize.properties

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

signatures.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

writer.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2013 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypePath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypeReference.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifiable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135863767_1613617914.89/0/asm-5-0-4-sources-6-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifiable.java

 

1.155 httpcomponents-core 4.4.14 
1.155.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Apache HttpComponents Core

Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache HttpComponents Core

Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.156 shiro 1.4.1 
1.156.1 Available under license : 

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

distributed with this work for additional information

regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

"License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software distributed under the License is distributed on an

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License.

Apache Shiro

Copyright 2008-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The implementation for org.apache.shiro.util.SoftHashMap is based

on initial ideas from Dr. Heinz Kabutz's publicly posted version

available at http://www.javaspecialists.eu/archive/Issue015.html,

with continued modifications. 

 

Certain parts (StringUtils etc.) of the source code for this
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product was copied for simplicity and to reduce dependencies

from the source code developed by the Spring Framework Project

(http://www.springframework.org).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii)

 beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the

 Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

   

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole

 responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed

 under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.157 spring-tx 4.3.24.RELEASE 
1.157.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/PlatformTransactionManager.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/AbstractPlatformTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/CompositeTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Propagation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAspectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronizationManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSourcePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/EisOperation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/event/ApplicationListenerMethodTransactionalAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/WebSphereUowTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceHolderSupport.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/event/TransactionalEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/CciLocalTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/support/ResourceAdapterFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionDefinition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/support/CommAreaRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/event/TransactionPhase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/ConnectionSpecConnectionFactoryAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionCallbackWithoutResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/EnableTransactionManagement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/DataAccessUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/annotation/PersistenceExceptionTranslationPostProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/RollbackRuleAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/TransactionManagementConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/ProxyTransactionManagementConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionalProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/AnnotationDrivenBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/AbstractTransactionManagementConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/TypeMismatchDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/CallbackPreferringPlatformTransactionManager.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionSystemException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronizationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/PessimisticLockingFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/TxNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/JtaAfterCompletionSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/annotation/PersistenceExceptionTranslationAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/TransientDataAccessResourceException.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/SimpleTransactionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceHolderSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSourceEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DeadlockLoserDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/support/CciDaoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/PersistenceExceptionTranslator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/SingleConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/ChainedPersistenceExceptionTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/support/SimpleBootstrapContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/support/LocalConnectionFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/NoRollbackRuleAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/InvalidDataAccessApiUsageException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/EmptyResultDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataRetrievalFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/ConnectionHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/DelegatingConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/CannotCreateTransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronizationAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/CleanupFailureDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/InvalidTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/TransactionAwareConnectionFactoryProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/transaction/InvalidIsolationLevelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/NonTransientDataAccessResourceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/DelegatingTransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/IncorrectResultSizeDataAccessException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/TransientDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/ManagedTransactionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionTimedOutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/MappingRecordOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/PermissionDeniedDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/CannotSerializeTransactionException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/RecoverableDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/InvalidResultSetAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/HeuristicCompletionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/RuleBasedTransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/RecordTypeNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/IllegalTransactionStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/MethodMapTransactionAttributeSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/RecordExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DuplicateKeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSourceAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/RecordCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/SimpleTaskWorkManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/CannotGetCciConnectionException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/OptimisticLockingFailureException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/UnexpectedRollbackException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/DelegatingTransactionDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/UserTransactionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/QueryTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/MappingCommAreaOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/IncorrectUpdateSemanticsDataAccessException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/CannotAcquireLockException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/ConcurrencyFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/BootstrapContextAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataIntegrityViolationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/CciOperationNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/SpringJtaSynchronizationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/BootstrapContextAware.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/NestedTransactionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/SimpleRecordOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/DelegatingWork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/TransactionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/InvalidDataAccessResourceUsageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/CannotCreateRecordException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/ResourceAdapterApplicationContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/NonTransientDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionUsageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/UncategorizedDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/CciTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataAccessResourceFailureException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/BeanFactoryTransactionAttributeSourceAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/NotSupportedRecordFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/NoTransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/DaoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionSuspensionNotSupportedException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/DefaultTransactionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/GenericMessageEndpointManager.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/TransactionManagementConfigurationSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Isolation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/GenericMessageEndpointFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/DefaultTransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/AnnotationTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/TransactionAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/event/TransactionalEventListenerFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/SpringTransactionAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/AbstractFallbackTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/AbstractMessageEndpointFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/SimpleTransactionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionStatus.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/ConnectionFactoryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/AbstractTransactionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Ejb3TransactionAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/DefaultTransactionDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/JtaTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Transactional.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/JtaTransactionAnnotationParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/JtaTransactionManagerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/JtaTransactionManagerBeanDefinitionParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/SavepointManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/CciOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceHolder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/glassfish/GlassFishWorkManagerTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/MatchAlwaysTransactionAttributeSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/SpringContextResourceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/TxAdviceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/PersistenceExceptionTranslationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/SmartTransactionObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/NameMatchTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/jboss/JBossWorkManagerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/jboss/JBossWorkManagerTaskExecutor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/WebLogicJtaTransactionManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/JtaTransactionObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionCallback.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/ConnectionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/WorkManagerTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/InteractionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/TransactionManagementConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935877_1613638676.5/0/spring-tx-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/SimpleTransactionScope.java

 

1.158 xpp 1.1.4c 
1.158.1 Notifications : 

This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

1.158.2 Available under license : 
/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever

 such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Axis" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

1.159 javax-websocket-client-api 1.0 
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1.159.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012-2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

 

1.160 spring-jms 4.3.24.RELEASE 
1.160.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/converter/SmartMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/converter/MessagingMessageConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/destination/JmsDestinationAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/JcaListenerContainerParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/adapter/MessageListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/core/JmsTemplate.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/adapter/MessagingMessageListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/converter/MappingJackson2MessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/UncategorizedJmsException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/annotation/JmsListeners.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/AbstractMessageListenerContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/core/BrowserCallback.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/core/ProducerCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/adapter/AbstractAdaptableMessageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/JmsTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/JmsListenerEndpointRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/endpoint/StandardJmsActivationSpecFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/AbstractPollingMessageListenerContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/AbstractJmsListenerEndpoint.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/destination/BeanFactoryDestinationResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/JmsHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/ConnectionFactoryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/core/SessionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/JmsResourceHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/core/JmsMessagingTemplate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/converter/MessageType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/DefaultMessageListenerContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/JmsMessageHeaderAccessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/annotation/JmsListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/endpoint/JmsMessageEndpointFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/SingleConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/JmsHeaderMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/JmsListenerEndpointRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/CachingConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/SimpleJmsHeaderMapper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/AbstractListenerContainerParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/JmsListenerContainerParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/TransactionAwareConnectionFactoryProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/annotation/JmsListenerAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/MethodJmsListenerEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/AbstractJmsListenerContainerFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/annotation/EnableJms.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/AbstractJmsListeningContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/converter/SimpleMessageConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/destination/CachingDestinationResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/core/MessagePostProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/LocallyExposedJmsResourceHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/SubscriptionNameProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/CachedMessageProducer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/endpoint/JmsActivationSpecConfig.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/JmsAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/MessageListenerContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/remoting/JmsInvokerClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/annotation/JmsBootstrapConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/endpoint/JmsMessageEndpointManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/adapter/JmsResponse.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/SimpleMessageListenerContainer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/endpoint/DefaultJmsActivationSpecFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/JmsListenerConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/DefaultJcaListenerContainerFactory.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/annotation/JmsListenerConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/DelegatingConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/destination/DynamicDestinationResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/core/JmsMessageOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/adapter/ReplyFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/DefaultJmsListenerContainerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/core/JmsOperations.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/JmsNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/converter/MarshallingMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/SimpleJmsListenerContainerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/AnnotationDrivenJmsBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/JmsListenerEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/JmsListenerContainerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/config/SimpleJmsListenerEndpoint.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/JmsSecurityException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/UserCredentialsConnectionFactoryAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/JmsUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/destination/DestinationResolutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/SynchedLocalTransactionFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/IllegalStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/converter/MessageConversionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/core/support/JmsGatewaySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/adapter/ListenerExecutionFailedException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/CachedMessageConsumer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/MessageFormatException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/SessionAwareMessageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/MessageNotReadableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/TransactionInProgressException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/InvalidSelectorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/InvalidDestinationException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/MessageEOFException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/remoting/JmsInvokerServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/InvalidClientIDException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/destination/JndiDestinationResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/ResourceAllocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/JmsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/jms/TransactionRolledBackException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/destination/DestinationResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/remoting/JmsInvokerProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/core/MessageCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/ChainedExceptionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/MessageNotWriteableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/SmartConnectionFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/connection/SessionProxy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/listener/endpoint/JmsActivationSpecFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935763_1613639054.53/0/spring-jms-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/jms/support/converter/MessageConverter.java

 

1.161 spi-annotations 2.24.1 
1.161.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Camel :: SPI Annotations

Copyright 2007-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.162 camel-spring 2.24.1 
1.162.1 Available under license : 

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Camel distribution.                    ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the licenses directory of

  this distribution.

 

Camel :: Spring

Copyright 2007-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the
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 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.163 camel-jms 2.24.1 
1.163.1 Available under license : 

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Camel distribution.                    ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the licenses directory of

  this distribution.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding
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 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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Camel :: JMS

Copyright 2007-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.164 shiro-spring 1.4.1 
1.164.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Shiro :: Support :: Spring

Copyright 2004-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.165 spring-expression 5.1.6.RELEASE 
1.165.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/MethodReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/InlineMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/CompoundExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/ValueRef.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CompilablePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorPower.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorBetween.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelExpressionParser.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelCompilerMode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Assign.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/ConstructorReference.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/TypeCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/PropertyOrFieldReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpLT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpDivide.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/StringLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpMultiply.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpLE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/AstUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpEQ.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorNot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/InlineList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/DataBindingMethodResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/Operation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/LongLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/InternalSpelExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/TemplateAwareExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/BeanResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Elvis.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorInstanceof.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Identifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpGT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpOr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorMatches.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/BeanReference.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FunctionReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FloatLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpAnd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/CompositeStringExpression.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpModulus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardOperatorOverloader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Indexer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Operator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FormatHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/EvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpPlus.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelEvaluationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/TypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/VariableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Ternary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/DataBindingPropertyAccessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/BooleanLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveMethodExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/RealLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/SpelNodeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpGE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/Tokenizer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ExpressionState.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Selection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CodeFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/NullLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectivePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardEvaluationContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/BooleanTypedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/LiteralExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/SimpleEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/IntLiteral.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ConstructorExecutor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/TemplateParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionInvocationTargetException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Literal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeComparator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpNE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/OperatorOverloader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/Token.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/PropertyAccessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/ExpressionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/Expression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeComparator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/QualifiedIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpDec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ParserContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Projection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/AccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpInc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CompiledExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveConstructorExecutor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpMinus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelParseException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionParser.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/TokenKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodFilter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/EvaluationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeLocator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936070_1613638981.32/0/spring-expression-5-1-6-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/InternalParseException.java

 

1.166 spring-web 4.3.24.RELEASE 
1.166.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextResourceLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/Mapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RequestCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequestFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ResponseExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/support/RestGatewaySupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UrlPathHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/AsyncHandlerMethodReturnValueHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/AbstractWebArgumentResolverAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/Jackson2ObjectMapperBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/Jaxb2RootElementHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/FormHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/http/HttpHeaders.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HtmlCharacterEntityDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/SourceHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/CorsConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/ServletContextRequestLoggingFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/InterceptingHttpAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartHttpServletRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ActivationMediaTypeFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/ByteArrayMultipartFileEditor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/AbstractRequestAttributes.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ContextExposingHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/Log4jNestedDiagnosticContextFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/AsyncRequestCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/ServletContextPropertyUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/InvalidMediaTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/StandardServletEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/XmlAwareFormHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/HessianClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestAttributes.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/BurlapProxyFactoryBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/JaxWsPortClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/BurlapClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpMediaTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/el/SpringBeanFacesELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpMediaTypeNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/HessianProxyFactoryBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/BurlapServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/AbstractRefreshableWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/BurlapExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/HessianServiceExporter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebBindingInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SessionStatus.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/GenericHttpMessageConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServletServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/SpringServletContainerInitializer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/DeleteMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsAsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/MediaTypeFileExtensionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttpClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/MissingServletRequestPartException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/ContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpSessionRequiredException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AsyncClientHttpRequestExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleStreamingClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ModelAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/Netty4ClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/ServletRequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/InterceptingAsyncHttpAccessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractBufferingClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/AsyncRequestTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttpAsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractBufferingAsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/protobuf/ProtobufHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PostMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/annotation/RequestScope.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PatchMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttp3ClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleStreamingAsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequestExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttp3AsyncClientHttpRequest.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/annotation/SessionScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/RequestHeaderMapMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PutMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/FacesRequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/AsyncRestOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/WebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsClientHttpRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/GetMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebRequestDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/HttpAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/ControllerAdviceBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/HandlerMethodArgumentResolverComposite.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/MultipartFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HtmlUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/HeaderContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/DeferredResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpStatusCodeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ByteArrayHttpMessageConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriTemplateHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/HessianExporter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpClientErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RestControllerAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsAsyncClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestClientResponseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpServerErrorException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/Jackson2ObjectMapperFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractAsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/Netty4ClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/MarshallingHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/AbstractCookieValueMethodArgumentResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/AbstractUriTemplateHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AsyncClientHttpRequestInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/CorsConfigurationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/annotation/ApplicationScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/DefaultUriTemplateHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/CorsFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/SessionAttribute.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/RequestEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/SimpleJaxWsServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/ParameterContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/WebApplicationContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttpClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/TimeoutCallableProcessingInterceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/BasicAuthorizationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/RequestPartServletServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttpClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/HandlerMethodReturnValueHandlerComposite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ObjectToStringHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/TimeoutDeferredResultProcessingInterceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/InterceptingAsyncClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/DefaultCorsProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/SpringHandlerInstantiator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpMediaTypeNotAcceptableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/Log4jConfigListener.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/ConfigurableWebBindingInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/SessionScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ConfigurableWebEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/HttpRequestHandlerServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextAttributeFactoryBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/WebApplicationInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/DefaultSessionAttributeStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/WebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/WebRequestInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/JaxWsSoapFaultException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DelegatingPhaseListenerMulticaster.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebDataBinderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MethodArgumentNotValidException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MissingServletRequestParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/Log4jNestedDiagnosticContextInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ResourceAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SessionAttributeStore.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/StringMultipartFileEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextLiveBeansView.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ServletContextAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/MediaTypeEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SimpleSessionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/TagUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/AsyncWebRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/InitBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/LocalJaxWsServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/RequestHandledEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestParameterPropertyValues.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/JaxWsPortProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/IntrospectorCleanupListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerClientConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/WebAppRootListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/AsyncWebRequestInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/support/HandlerMethodInvocationException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ValueConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ServletConfigAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DecoratingNavigationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/NestedServletException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextParameterFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/SpringBeanAutowiringSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ContextCleanupListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DelegatingNavigationHandlerProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestBindingException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriTemplate.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/CookieGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ResourceRegionHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsStreamingClientHttpRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/NativeWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/ContentNegotiationManager.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/CharacterEncodingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RestController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/SimpleHttpInvokerServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/MappingJackson2XmlHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/InterceptingClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/AbstractGenericHttpMessageConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ResponseStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/feed/AbstractWireFeedHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ModelAttributeMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriComponents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/InterceptingAsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ControllerAdvice.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ResourceHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpRequestMethodNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/AbstractMappingContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/WebAsyncUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/LiveBeansViewServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/web/util/ContentCachingRequestWrapper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextAttributeExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/UnsatisfiedServletRequestParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/commons/CommonsFileUploadSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/GsonFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/AsyncRestTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsAsyncClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpComponentsHttpInvokerRequestExecutor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ExceptionHandlerMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/ServletPathExtensionContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/UnknownHttpStatusCodeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/GenericFilterBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ContextLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/HandlerMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServletServerHttpAsyncRequestControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/CallableProcessingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/AbstractRequestLoggingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpMessageConverterExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttp3ClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/WebDataBinder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/AbstractRequestAttributesScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/web/bind/EscapedErrors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/AbstractNamedValueMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/commons/CommonsMultipartFile.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/JavaScriptUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/StringHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/AsyncHttpAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/support/AllEncompassingFormHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/AbstractHttpInvokerRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/DelegatingFilterProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/PathExtensionContentNegotiationStrategy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/UriComponentsContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/MultipartResolutionDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/feed/RssChannelHttpMessageConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/feed/AtomFeedHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServerHttpAsyncRequestControl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/LocalJaxWsServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/HandlerMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/AbstractJaxWsServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/SimpleBurlapServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ResponseBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/GenericWebApplicationContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/WebAsyncTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ConfigurableWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AsyncClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/DefaultMultipartHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/SessionStatusMethodArgumentResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/CompositeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/SimpleHessianServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletRequestHandledEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/Log4jWebConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ModelMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ErrorsMethodArgumentResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ExpressionValueMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletConfigPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/XmlWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/FacesContextUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/StaticWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/HandlerMethodArgumentResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/AbstractContextLoaderInitializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/StandardServletAsyncWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/GsonBuilderUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageNotReadableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/RequestContextFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/FacesWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SpringWebConstraintValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/OncePerRequestFilter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/CompositeUriComponentsContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestContextListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/BufferingClientHttpResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/ContentCachingResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/BufferingClientHttpRequestWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/DeferredResultInterceptorChain.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/NoSupportAsyncWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/CommonsRequestLoggingFilter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/MethodArgumentConversionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/DefaultDataBinderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/FixedContentNegotiationStrategy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextResourcePatternResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/SessionAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MaxUploadSizeExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/HandlerMethodSelector.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/CorsUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageConversionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/ProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/MappingJacksonInputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/CookieValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/MatrixVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/RequestHeaderMethodArgumentResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/MethodArgumentTypeMismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractClientHttpRequestFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/OpaqueUriComponents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageNotWritableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/CallableInterceptorChain.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/UrlBasedCorsConfigurationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/CallableProcessingInterceptorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/DeferredResultProcessingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/support/HandlerMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HttpSessionMutexListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/WebApplicationObjectSupport.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/DeferredResultProcessingInterceptorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ContextLoaderListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/HttpRequestWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/DestructionCallbackBindingListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/InitBinderDataBinderFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/BufferedImageHttpMessageConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/SessionAttributesHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/AbstractMultipartHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/MapMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HierarchicalUriComponents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MissingPathVariableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/RequestParamMethodArgumentResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/ShallowEtagHeaderFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/el/WebApplicationContextFacesELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/protobuf/ExtensionRegistryInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/ResponseEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/Netty4ClientHttpRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/CacheControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/SimpleHttpInvokerRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/support/HandlerMethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/StandardMultipartHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/MessageBodyClientHttpResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/RelativeRedirectResponseWrapper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/GsonHttpMessageConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/MappingMediaTypeFileExtensionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/MappingJackson2HttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/AbstractHttpMessageConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/InterceptingClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequestInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServletServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/commons/CommonsMultipartResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PathVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/Jaxb2CollectionHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/RequestParamMapMethodArgumentResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/ServletWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriComponentsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttp3ClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/CorsProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/MappingJacksonValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HtmlCharacterEntityReferences.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/WebAsyncManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/ModelAndViewContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ModelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ResponseErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleBufferingClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/InvocableHandlerMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/SimpleHttpServerJaxWsServiceExporter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/ContentNegotiationManagerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/AbstractJackson2HttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/BufferingClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/AnnotationConfigWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/WebUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/MediaType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/RelativeRedirectFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/CrossOrigin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpInputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/AbstractXmlHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/HiddenHttpMethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/StreamingHttpOutputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpMethod.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleBufferingAsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/DefaultResponseErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpOutputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/AbstractJaxb2HttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/ForwardedHeaderFilter.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/HttpPutFormContentFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/StandardServletMultipartResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935658_1613639013.28/0/spring-web-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/GroovyWebApplicationContext.java

 

1.167 httpcomponents-core 4.4.11 
1.167.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpCore

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.168 org.apache.servicemix.bundles.josql

1.5_5 
1.168.1 Available under license : 

Apache ActiveMQ Copyright 2005-2013 Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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-------------

Jabber xsds in activemq-xmpp

 This software was generated using XSDs from the Jabber Software Foundation

 

 http://www.xmpp.org/schemas/

 

 Copyright (c) 1999-2006 The Jabber Software Foundation

 http://www.xmpp.org/about/copyright.shtml

 

 These XSD files are licensed under the Creative Commons License 2.5

 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/

 

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2006 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

==============================================================

 

This product includes some software developed at The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The javax.servlet package used by Jetty is copyright

Sun Microsystems, Inc and Apache Software Foundation. It is

distributed under the Common Development and Distribution

 License.

You can obtain a copy of the license at

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

 

The UnixCrypt.java code ~Implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

 

The default JSP implementation is provided by the Glassfish JSP engine

from project Glassfish http://glassfish.dev.java.net.  Copyright 2005

Sun Microsystems, Inc. and portions Copyright Apache Software Foundation.

 

Some portions of the code are Copyright:

 2006 Tim Vernum

 1999 Jason Gilbert.

 

This product includes software developed by

  Yahoo! Inc. (www.yahoo.com)

  Copyright (c) 2010 Yahoo! Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

Apache ActiveMQ

Copyright 2005-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by
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The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

=========================================================================

==  Spring Notice                                                      ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by

the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org).

 

This product also includes software developed by

Clinton Begin (http://www.ibatis.com).

 

The end-user documentation included with a redistribution, if any,

must include the following acknowledgement:

 

"This product includes software developed by the Spring Framework

 Project (http://www.springframework.org)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

 

The names "Spring" and "Spring Framework" must not be

 used to

endorse or promote products derived from this software without

prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

rod.johnson@interface21.com or juergen.hoeller@interface21.com.

 

 

=========================================================================

==  MX4J Notice                                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by the MX4J project

(http://sourceforge.net/projects/mx4j).

 

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2006 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

==============================================================

 

This product includes some software developed at The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The javax.servlet package used by Jetty is copyright

Sun Microsystems, Inc and Apache Software Foundation. It is

distributed under the Common Development and Distribution
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 License.

You can obtain a copy of the license at

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

 

The UnixCrypt.java code ~Implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

 

The default JSP implementation is provided by the Glassfish JSP engine

from project Glassfish http://glassfish.dev.java.net.  Copyright 2005

Sun Microsystems, Inc. and portions Copyright Apache Software Foundation.

 

Some portions of the code are Copyright:

 2006 Tim Vernum

 1999 Jason Gilbert.

 

The jboss integration module contains some LGPL code.

 

===============================================================

==     NOTICE File for JmDNS                                 ==

===============================================================

 

Java Multicast Domain Name Server (JmDNS)

 

This project was originally developed by Arthur van Hoff under the GNU

Lesser General Public License

 as jRendevous.  It was moved to Sourceforge

by Rick Blair and renamed to JmDNS with the Arthur's kind permission.

 

Currently it has  been re-released under the Apache License, Version 2.0.

 

Details of the Apache License, Version 2.0 can be found at:

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

 

For other details please see the README.txt file.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

-- activemq-xmpp

=========================================================================

== For the Jabber Software Foundation XSDs                             ==

=========================================================================

Attribution 2.5

CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE LEGAL

SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS LICENSE DOES NOT CREATE AN ATTORNEY-CLIENT

RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS.

CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES REGARDING THE INFORMATION PROVIDED, AND

DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM ITS USE.

 

License

 

THE WORK (AS DEFINED

 BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL"

OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY

USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS

PROHIBITED.

 

BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE

BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED

HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

 

1. Definitions

 

  1. "Collective Work" means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in which the Work in its

entirety in unmodified form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting separate and independent

works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be

considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this License.

  2. "Derivative Work" means a work based upon the Work or upon

 the Work and other pre-existing works, such as a translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization,

motion picture version, sound recording, art reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which the

Work may be recast, transformed, or adapted, except that a work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be

considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this License. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a

musical composition or sound recording, the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image

("synching") will be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this License.

  3. "Licensor" means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of this License.

  4. "Original Author" means the individual or entity who created the Work.

  5. "Work" means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of this License.

  6. "You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License
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 who has not previously violated the terms of this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express

permission from the Licensor to exercise rights under this License despite a previous violation.

 

2. Fair Use Rights. Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights arising from fair use,

first sale or other limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright law or other applicable

laws.

 

3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to exercise the rights in

the Work as stated below:

 

  1. to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work

as incorporated in the Collective Works;

  2. to create and reproduce Derivative Works;

  3. to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly,

 and perform publicly by means of a digital audio transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective

Works;

  4. to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission Derivative Works.

  5.

 

     For the avoidance of doubt, where the work is a musical composition:

        1. Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether

individually or via a performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for the public performance or

public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work.

        2. Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether

individually or via a music rights agency or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency), royalties for any

phonorecord You create from the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject to the compulsory license created

by 17 USC Section 115 of

 the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).

  6. Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a sound recording,

Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society (e.g.

SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject to the compulsory

license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).

 

The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The above

rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other media

and formats. All rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved.

 

4. Restrictions.The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and limited by the following

restrictions:

 

  1. You may distribute, publicly display, publicly

 perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under the terms of this License, and You must include a copy

of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with every copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute,

publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on the

Work that alter or restrict the terms of this License or the recipients' exercise of the rights granted hereunder. You

may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of
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warranties. You may not distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work with

any technological measures that control access or use of the Work in a manner inconsistent with the terms of this

License Agreement. The above applies to the Work as incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require

the Collective Work apart from the Work itself to be made subject to the terms

 of this License. If You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent

practicable, remove from the Collective Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested. If You create a

Derivative Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Derivative

Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

  2. If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or any Derivative

Works or Collective Works, You must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the

medium or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied,

and/or (ii) if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g. a sponsor institute,

publishing entity, journal) for attribution in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by other reasonable

means, the name of such party or parties;

 the title of the Work if supplied; to the extent reasonably practicable, the Uniform Resource Identifier, if any, that

Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does not refer to the copyright notice or

licensing information for the Work; and in the case of a Derivative Work, a credit identifying the use of the Work in

the Derivative Work (e.g., "French translation of the Work by Original Author," or "Screenplay based on original

Work by Original Author"). Such credit may be implemented in any reasonable manner; provided, however, that in

the case of a Derivative Work or Collective Work, at a minimum such credit will appear where any other

comparable authorship credit appears and in a manner at least as prominent as such other comparable authorship

credit.

 

5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer

 

UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS

THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND

CONCERNING

 THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE

PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY

TO YOU.

 

6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT

WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL,

CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE

USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

7. Termination

 

  1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms

of this License. Individuals or entities who have received Derivative Works or Collective Works from You under

this License,

 however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full compliance

with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.
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  2. Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable

copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different

license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to

withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of this

License), and this License will continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above.

 

8. Miscellaneous

 

  1. Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective Work, the Licensor offers to the

recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license

 granted to You under this License.

  2. Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform a Derivative Work, Licensor offers to the recipient a

license to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

  3. If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the parties to this

agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and

enforceable.

  4. No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or

consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.

  5. This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There

are no understandings, agreements or representations

 with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be bound by any additional provisions that may

appear in any communication from You. This License may not be modified without the mutual written agreement of

the Licensor and You.

 

Creative Commons is not a party to this License, and makes no warranty whatsoever in connection with the Work.

Creative Commons will not be liable to You or any party on any legal theory for any damages whatsoever, including

without limitation any general, special, incidental or consequential damages arising in connection to this license.

Notwithstanding the foregoing two (2) sentences, if Creative Commons has expressly identified itself as the

Licensor hereunder, it shall have all rights and obligations of Licensor.

 

Except for the limited purpose of indicating to the public that the Work is licensed under the CCPL, neither party

will use the trademark "Creative Commons" or any related trademark or logo of Creative Commons without the

prior written

 consent of Creative Commons. Any permitted use will be in compliance with Creative Commons' then-current

trademark usage guidelines, as may be published on its website or otherwise made available upon request from time

to time.

 

Creative Commons may be contacted at http://creativecommons.org/.

 

-- activemq-web

=========================================================================

== For the behaviour.js library                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2005, Ben Nolan

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

      disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the Ben Nolan nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE,

 EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

=========================================================================

== For the prototype.js library                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2005 Sam Stephenson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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--activemq-web-demo

=========================================================================

== For the scriptaculous.js library                                    ==

=========================================================================

 

// Copyright (c) 2005 Thomas Fuchs (http://script.aculo.us, http://mir.aculo.us)

//

// Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

// a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

// "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

// without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

// distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

// permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

// the following conditions:

//

// The

 above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

// included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

//

// THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

// EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

// MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

// NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

// LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

// OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

// WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

=========================================================================

== For the style.css library                                           ==

== For the common.js library                                           ==

=========================================================================

 

<p><em>License</em> </p>

 

<p>THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF

 THIS CREATIVE COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED

BY COPYRIGHT AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS

AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED. </p>

 

<p>BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE

BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED

HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS. </p>

 

 

<p><strong>1. Definitions</strong> </p>
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<ol type="a">

 

<li>

<strong>"Collective Work"</strong> means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in which

the Work in its entirety in unmodified form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting separate and

independent works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collective Work

will not be considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this License.

</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Derivative Work"</strong>

 means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other pre-existing works, such as a translation, musical

arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art reproduction, abridgment,

condensation, or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed, or adapted, except that a work that

constitutes a Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this License. For the

avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition or sound recording, the synchronization of the Work

in timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") will be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this

License.</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Licensor"</strong> means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of this License.

</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Original Author"</strong> means the individual or entity who created the Work.

</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Work"</strong> means the copyrightable work of authorship

 offered under the terms of this License.

</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"You"</strong> means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not previously

violated the terms of this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from the

Licensor to exercise rights under this License despite a previous violation.

 

</li>

</ol>

 

<p><strong>2. Fair Use Rights.</strong> Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights

arising from fair use, first sale or other limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright

law or other applicable laws. </p>

 

 

<p><strong>3. License Grant.</strong> Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants

You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to

exercise the rights in the Work as stated below: </p>
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<ol type="a">

<li>

 

to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one

 or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work as incorporated in the Collective Works;

</li>

 

<li>

to create and reproduce Derivative Works;

</li>

 

<li>

to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective Works;

 

</li>

 

<li>

to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission Derivative Works.

</li>

 

<li><p>For the avoidance of doubt, where the work is a musical composition:</p>

 

<ol type="i">

<li><strong>Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses</strong>. Licensor waives the exclusive right to

collect, whether individually or via a performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for the

public performance or public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work.</li>

 

<li><strong>Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties</strong>. Licensor waives

 the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a music rights agency or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox

Agency), royalties for any phonorecord You create from the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject to the

compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 115 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other

jurisdictions).</li></ol></li>

 

<li><strong>Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties</strong>. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a

sound recording, Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights

society (e.g. SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject to the

compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other

jurisdictions).</li>

 

</ol>

 

 

<p>The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The

above rights include the right to make such modifications
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 as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other media and formats. All rights not expressly granted by

Licensor are hereby reserved.</p>

 

<p><strong>4. Restrictions.</strong>The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and

limited by the following restrictions: </p>

 

 

<ol type="a">

<li>

You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under the terms

of this License, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with every

copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform.

You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that alter or restrict the terms of this License or the recipients'

exercise of the rights granted hereunder. You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all notices that

refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may not distribute, publicly display,

 publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work with any technological measures that control access or use

of the Work in a manner inconsistent with the terms of this License Agreement. The above applies to the Work as

incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require the Collective Work apart from the Work itself to be

made subject to the terms of this License. If You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You

must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Collective Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

If You create a Derivative Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from

the Derivative Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

</li>

 

 

<li>

If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or any Derivative Works

or Collective Works, You must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the

 medium or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied,

and/or (ii) if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g. a sponsor institute,

publishing entity, journal) for attribution in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by other reasonable

means, the name of such party or parties; the title of the Work if supplied; to the extent reasonably practicable, the

Uniform Resource Identifier, if any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does

not refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work; and in the case of a Derivative Work, a credit

identifying the use of the Work in the Derivative Work (e.g., "French translation of the Work by Original Author,"

or "Screenplay based on original Work by Original Author"). Such credit may be implemented in any reasonable

manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Derivative Work or Collective

 Work, at a minimum such credit will appear where any other comparable authorship credit appears and in a manner

at least as prominent as such other comparable authorship credit.

</li>

 

</ol>
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<p><strong>5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer</strong></p>

 

<p>UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS

THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND

CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE

PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY

TO YOU.</p>

 

 

<p><strong>6. Limitation on Liability.</strong> EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE

LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR

 ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. </p>

 

<p><strong>7. Termination</strong> </p>

 

<ol type="a">

 

<li>

This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms of

this License. Individuals or entities who have received Derivative Works or Collective Works from You under this

License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full

compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.

</li>

 

<li>

Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable

copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different

license terms or to stop distributing the Work at

 any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to withdraw this License (or any other license that

has been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of this License), and this License will continue in full force

and effect unless terminated as stated above.

</li>

</ol>

 

<p><strong>8. Miscellaneous</strong> </p>

 

<ol type="a">

 

<li>

Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective Work, the Licensor offers to the

recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

</li>
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<li>

Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform a Derivative Work, Licensor offers to the recipient a license

to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

</li>

 

<li>

If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of

 this License, and without further action by the parties to this agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the

minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

</li>

 

<li>

No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or

consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.

 

</li>

 

<li>

This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There are

no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be

bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This License may not be

modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.

</li>

</ol>

 

--activemq-web-console

 

 

     =========================================================================

     == For the MochiKit library                       

                     ==

     =========================================================================

 

     MochiKit is dual-licensed software.  It is available under the terms of the

     MIT License, or the Academic Free License version 2.1.  The full text of

     each license is included below.

 

     MIT License

     ===========

 

     Copyright (c) 2005 Bob Ippolito.  All rights reserved.

 

     Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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     The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

     THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED

 "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

     Academic Free License v. 2.1

     ============================

 

     Copyright (c) 2005 Bob Ippolito.  All rights reserved.

 

     This Academic Free License (the "License") applies to any original work of authorship (the "Original Work")

whose owner (the "Licensor") has placed the following notice immediately following the copyright notice for the

Original Work:

 

     Licensed under the Academic Free License version 2.1

 

     1) Grant of Copyright License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual,

sublicenseable

 license to do the following:

 

     a) to reproduce the Original Work in copies;

 

     b) to prepare derivative works ("Derivative Works") based upon the Original Work;

 

     c) to distribute copies of the Original Work and Derivative Works to the public;

 

     d) to perform the Original Work publicly; and

 

     e) to display the Original Work publicly.

 

     2) Grant of Patent License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual,

sublicenseable license, under patent claims owned or controlled by the Licensor that are embodied in the Original

Work as furnished by the Licensor, to make, use, sell and offer for sale the Original Work and Derivative Works.

 

     3) Grant of Source Code License. The term "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Original Work for

making modifications to it and all available documentation describing how to modify the Original Work. Licensor

hereby agrees to provide a machine-readable copy of the Source

 Code of the Original Work along with each copy of the Original Work that Licensor distributes. Licensor reserves

the right to satisfy this obligation by placing a machine-readable copy of the Source Code in an information

repository reasonably calculated to permit inexpensive and convenient access by You for as long as Licensor

continues to distribute the Original Work, and by publishing the address of that information repository in a notice
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immediately following the copyright notice that applies to the Original Work.

 

     4) Exclusions From License Grant. Neither the names of Licensor, nor the names of any contributors to the

Original Work, nor any of their trademarks or service marks, may be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this Original Work without express prior written permission of the Licensor. Nothing in this License shall be

deemed to grant any rights to trademarks, copyrights, patents, trade secrets or any other intellectual property of

Licensor except

 as expressly stated herein. No patent license is granted to make, use, sell or offer to sell embodiments of any patent

claims other than the licensed claims defined in Section 2. No right is granted to the trademarks of Licensor even if

such marks are included in the Original Work. Nothing in this License shall be interpreted to prohibit Licensor from

licensing under different terms from this License any Original Work that Licensor otherwise would have a right to

license.

 

     5) This section intentionally omitted.

 

     6) Attribution Rights. You must retain, in the Source Code of any Derivative Works that You create, all

copyright, patent or trademark notices from the Source Code of the Original Work, as well as any notices of

licensing and any descriptive text identified therein as an "Attribution Notice." You must cause the Source Code for

any Derivative Works that You create to carry a prominent Attribution Notice reasonably calculated to inform

recipients that You have modified

 the Original Work.

 

     7) Warranty of Provenance and Disclaimer of Warranty. Licensor warrants that the copyright in and to the

Original Work and the patent rights granted herein by Licensor are owned by the Licensor or are sublicensed to You

under the terms of this License with the permission of the contributor(s) of those copyrights and patent rights.

Except as expressly stated in the immediately proceeding sentence, the Original Work is provided under this License

on an "AS IS" BASIS and WITHOUT WARRANTY, either express or implied, including, without limitation, the

warranties of NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY OF THE ORIGINAL WORK IS WITH YOU. This DISCLAIMER

OF WARRANTY constitutes an essential part of this License. No license to Original Work is granted hereunder

except under this disclaimer.

 

     8) Limitation of Liability. Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including

 negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall the Licensor be liable to any person for any direct, indirect, special,

incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or the use of the Original

Work including, without limitation, damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction,

or any and all other commercial damages or losses. This limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or

personal injury resulting from Licensor's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some

jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and

limitation may not apply to You.

 

     9) Acceptance and Termination. If You distribute copies of the Original Work or a Derivative Work, You must

make a reasonable effort under the circumstances to obtain the express assent of recipients to the terms of this

License. Nothing else but this License (or

 another written agreement between Licensor and You) grants You permission to create Derivative Works based

upon the Original Work or to exercise any of the rights granted in Section 1 herein, and any attempt to do so except

under the terms of this License (or another written agreement between Licensor and You) is expressly prohibited by

U.S. copyright law, the equivalent laws of other countries, and by international treaty. Therefore, by exercising any
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of the rights granted to You in Section 1 herein, You indicate Your acceptance of this License and all of its terms

and conditions.

 

     10) Termination for Patent Action. This License shall terminate automatically and You may no longer exercise

any of the rights granted to You by this License as of the date You commence an action, including a cross-claim or

counterclaim, against Licensor or any licensee alleging that the Original Work infringes a patent. This termination

provision shall not apply for an action alleging patent infringement

 by combinations of the Original Work with other software or hardware.

 

     11) Jurisdiction, Venue and Governing Law. Any action or suit relating to this License may be brought only in

the courts of a jurisdiction wherein the Licensor resides or in which Licensor conducts its primary business, and

under the laws of that jurisdiction excluding its conflict-of-law provisions. The application of the United Nations

Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any use of the Original Work

outside the scope of this License or after its termination shall be subject to the requirements and penalties of the U.S.

Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.  101 et seq., the equivalent laws of other countries, and international treaty. This section

shall survive the termination of this License.

 

     12) Attorneys Fees. In any action to enforce the terms of this License or seeking damages relating thereto, the

prevailing party shall be entitled to recover its costs and

 expenses, including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred in connection with such

action, including any appeal of such action. This section shall survive the termination of this License.

 

     13) Miscellaneous. This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter hereof. If any

provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary

to make it enforceable.

 

     14) Definition of "You" in This License. "You" throughout this License, whether in upper or lower case, means

an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal

entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with you. For purposes

of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii)

 ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     15) Right to Use. You may use the Original Work in all ways not otherwise restricted or conditioned by this

License or by law, and Licensor promises not to interfere with or be responsible for such uses by You.

 

     This license is Copyright (C) 2003-2004 Lawrence E. Rosen. All rights reserved. Permission is hereby granted to

copy and distribute this license without modification. This license may not be modified without the express written

permission of its copyright owner.

 

     =========================================================================

     == For the Plotkit library                                             ==

     =========================================================================

 

     Copyright (c) 2006, Alastair Tse

     All rights reserved.

 

     Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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     modification,

 are permitted provided that the following conditions are

     met:

 

         * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

           notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

         * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

           copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

           disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

           with the distribution.

         * Neither the name of the Alastair Tse nor the names of its

           contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

           from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

     THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

     "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

     LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

     A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

     OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

     SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

     LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

     DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

     THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

     (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

     OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

     =========================================================================

     == For the iecanvas.htc library                                        ==

     =========================================================================

 

     |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|

     |                      Copyright (c) 2005 Emil A Eklund                       |

     |- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

 - - - - - - -|

     | This program is  free software;  you can redistribute  it and/or  modify it |

     | under the terms of the MIT License.                                         |

     |- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -|

     | Permission  is hereby granted,  free of charge, to  any person  obtaining a |

     | copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),  |

     | to deal in the  Software without restriction,  including without limitation |

     | the  rights to use, copy, modify,  merge, publish, distribute,  sublicense, |

     | and/or  sell copies  of the  Software, and to  permit persons to  whom  the |

     | Software is  furnished  to do  so, subject  to  the  following  conditions: |

     | The above copyright notice and this  permission notice shall be included in |

     | all copies or substantial portions of the Software.                         |

     |- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -|

     | THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS",  WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR |

     | IMPLIED,  INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO  THE WARRANTIES  OF MERCHANTABILITY, |

     | FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE |

     | AUTHORS OR  COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS BE  LIABLE FOR  ANY CLAIM,  DAMAGES OR OTHER |

     | LIABILITY, WHETHER  IN AN  ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR  OTHERWISE,  ARISING |

     | FROM,  OUT OF OR  IN  CONNECTION  WITH  THE  SOFTWARE OR THE  USE OR  OTHER |

     | DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.                                                   |

     |- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -|

 

     =========================================================================

     == For the standardista-table-sorting.js library                       ==

     == For the css.js library                                              ==

     =========================================================================

 

      /**

      * Copyright (c) 2006 Neil Crosby

      *

      * Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

      * of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

      * in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

      * to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

      * copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

      * furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

      *

      * The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

      * all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

      *

      * THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

      * IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

      * FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

 EVENT SHALL THE

      * AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

      * LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

      * OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

      * SOFTWARE.

      **/

 

     =========================================================================

     == For the style.css library                                           ==

     == For the common.js library                                           ==

     =========================================================================

 

     <p><em>License</em> </p>

 

     <p>THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE

COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT

AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER
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THIS LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED. </p>

 

     <p>BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED

 HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. THE LICENSOR

GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF

SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS. </p>

 

 

     <p><strong>1. Definitions</strong> </p>

 

     <ol type="a">

 

     <li>

     <strong>"Collective Work"</strong> means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in

which the Work in its entirety in unmodified form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting separate

and independent works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collective

Work will not be considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this License.

     </li>

 

     <li>

     <strong>"Derivative Work"</strong> means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other pre-

existing works, such as a translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version,

sound recording, art reproduction, abridgment,

 condensation, or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed, or adapted, except that a work that

constitutes a Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this License. For the

avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition or sound recording, the synchronization of the Work

in timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") will be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this

License.</li>

 

     <li>

     <strong>"Licensor"</strong> means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of this License.

     </li>

 

     <li>

     <strong>"Original Author"</strong> means the individual or entity who created the Work.

     </li>

 

     <li>

     <strong>"Work"</strong> means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of this License.

     </li>

 

     <li>

     <strong>"You"</strong> means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not

previously

 violated the terms of this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from the

Licensor to exercise rights under this License despite a previous violation.

 

     </li>
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     </ol>

 

     <p><strong>2. Fair Use Rights.</strong> Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights

arising from fair use, first sale or other limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright

law or other applicable laws. </p>

 

 

     <p><strong>3. License Grant.</strong> Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby

grants You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license

to exercise the rights in the Work as stated below: </p>

 

 

     <ol type="a">

     <li>

 

     to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work

as incorporated in the Collective Works;

     </li>

 

     <li>

  

   to create and reproduce Derivative Works;

     </li>

 

     <li>

     to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective Works;

 

     </li>

 

     <li>

     to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission Derivative Works.

     </li>

 

     <li><p>For the avoidance of doubt, where the work is a musical composition:</p>

 

     <ol type="i">

     <li><strong>Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses</strong>. Licensor waives the exclusive right to

collect, whether individually or via a performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for the

public performance or public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work.</li>

 

     <li><strong>Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties</strong>. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect,

 whether individually or via a music rights agency or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency), royalties for any

phonorecord You create from the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject to the compulsory license created

by 17 USC Section 115 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).</li></ol></li>

 

     <li><strong>Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties</strong>. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work
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is a sound recording, Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights

society (e.g. SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject to the

compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other

jurisdictions).</li>

 

     </ol>

 

 

     <p>The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The

above rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically

 necessary to exercise the rights in other media and formats. All rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby

reserved.</p>

 

     <p><strong>4. Restrictions.</strong>The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and

limited by the following restrictions: </p>

 

 

     <ol type="a">

     <li>

     You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under the

terms of this License, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with

every copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally

perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that alter or restrict the terms of this License or the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted hereunder. You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all

notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may not distribute, publicly

 display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work with any technological measures that control

access or use of the Work in a manner inconsistent with the terms of this License Agreement. The above applies to

the Work as incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require the Collective Work apart from the Work

itself to be made subject to the terms of this License. If You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any

Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Collective Work any credit as required by clause

4(b), as requested. If You create a Derivative Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent

practicable, remove from the Derivative Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

     </li>

 

 

     <li>

     If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or any Derivative

Works or Collective Works, You must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide,

 reasonable to the medium or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if

applicable) if supplied, and/or (ii) if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g. a

sponsor institute, publishing entity, journal) for attribution in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by

other reasonable means, the name of such party or parties; the title of the Work if supplied; to the extent reasonably

practicable, the Uniform Resource Identifier, if any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless

such URI does not refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work; and in the case of a

Derivative Work, a credit identifying the use of the Work in the Derivative Work (e.g., "French translation of the

Work by Original Author," or "Screenplay based on original Work by Original Author"). Such credit may be

implemented in any reasonable manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Derivative
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 Work or Collective Work, at a minimum such credit will appear where any other comparable authorship credit

appears and in a manner at least as prominent as such other comparable authorship credit.

     </li>

 

     </ol>

 

 

 

 

 

 

     <p><strong>5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer</strong></p>

 

     <p>UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR

OFFERS THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND

CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE

PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY

TO YOU.</p>

 

 

     <p><strong>6. Limitation on Liability.</strong> EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE

LAW, IN NO EVENT

 WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL,

CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE

USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES. </p>

 

     <p><strong>7. Termination</strong> </p>

 

     <ol type="a">

 

     <li>

     This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms

of this License. Individuals or entities who have received Derivative Works or Collective Works from You under

this License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full

compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.

     </li>

 

     <li>

     Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable

copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves

 the right to release the Work under different license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided,

however that any such election will not serve to withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is

required to be, granted under the terms of this License), and this License will continue in full force and effect unless

terminated as stated above.
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     </li>

     </ol>

 

     <p><strong>8. Miscellaneous</strong> </p>

 

     <ol type="a">

 

     <li>

     Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective Work, the Licensor offers to the

recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

     </li>

 

     <li>

     Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform a Derivative Work, Licensor offers to the recipient a

license to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

     </li>

 

     <li>

   

  If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the parties to this

agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and

enforceable.

     </li>

 

     <li>

     No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or

consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.

 

     </li>

 

     <li>

     This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There

are no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not

be bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This License may not be

modified without the mutual written agreement

 of the Licensor and You.

     </li>

     </ol>

Apache ActiveMQ

Copyright 2005-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

=========================================================================

==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

==  in this case for the Apache ActiveMQ distribution.                 ==
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=========================================================================

 

Apache ActiveMQ

Copyright 2005-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=========================================================================

== For the MochiKit library                                            ==

=========================================================================

 

MochiKit is dual-licensed software.  It is available under the terms of the

MIT License, or the Academic Free License version 2.1.  The full text of

each license is included below.

 

MIT License

===========

 

Copyright (c) 2005 Bob Ippolito.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

 the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Academic Free License v. 2.1

============================

 

Copyright (c) 2005 Bob Ippolito.  All rights reserved.

 

This Academic Free

 License (the "License") applies to any original work of authorship (the "Original Work") whose owner (the

"Licensor") has placed the following notice immediately following the copyright notice for the Original Work:

 

Licensed under the Academic Free License version 2.1

 

1) Grant of Copyright License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual,

sublicenseable license to do the following:

 

a) to reproduce the Original Work in copies;

 

b) to prepare derivative works ("Derivative Works") based upon the Original Work;

 

c) to distribute copies of the Original Work and Derivative Works to the public;

 

d) to perform the Original Work publicly; and

 

e) to display the Original Work publicly.

 

2) Grant of Patent License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual,

sublicenseable license, under patent claims owned or controlled by the Licensor that are embodied in the Original

Work as furnished by the Licensor, to make, use,

 sell and offer for sale the Original Work and Derivative Works.

 

3) Grant of Source Code License. The term "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Original Work for

making modifications to it and all available documentation describing how to modify the Original Work. Licensor

hereby agrees to provide a machine-readable copy of the Source Code of the Original Work along with each copy of

the Original Work that Licensor distributes. Licensor reserves the right to satisfy this obligation by placing a

machine-readable copy of the Source Code in an information repository reasonably calculated to permit inexpensive

and convenient access by You for as long as Licensor continues to distribute the Original Work, and by publishing

the address of that information repository in a notice immediately following the copyright notice that applies to the

Original Work.

 

4) Exclusions From License Grant. Neither the names of Licensor, nor the names of any contributors to the Original

Work, nor
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 any of their trademarks or service marks, may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this Original

Work without express prior written permission of the Licensor. Nothing in this License shall be deemed to grant any

rights to trademarks, copyrights, patents, trade secrets or any other intellectual property of Licensor except as

expressly stated herein. No patent license is granted to make, use, sell or offer to sell embodiments of any patent

claims other than the licensed claims defined in Section 2. No right is granted to the trademarks of Licensor even if

such marks are included in the Original Work. Nothing in this License shall be interpreted to prohibit Licensor from

licensing under different terms from this License any Original Work that Licensor otherwise would have a right to

license.

 

5) This section intentionally omitted.

 

6) Attribution Rights. You must retain, in the Source Code of any Derivative Works that You create, all copyright,

patent or trademark notices

 from the Source Code of the Original Work, as well as any notices of licensing and any descriptive text identified

therein as an "Attribution Notice." You must cause the Source Code for any Derivative Works that You create to

carry a prominent Attribution Notice reasonably calculated to inform recipients that You have modified the Original

Work.

 

7) Warranty of Provenance and Disclaimer of Warranty. Licensor warrants that the copyright in and to the Original

Work and the patent rights granted herein by Licensor are owned by the Licensor or are sublicensed to You under

the terms of this License with the permission of the contributor(s) of those copyrights and patent rights. Except as

expressly stated in the immediately proceeding sentence, the Original Work is provided under this License on an

"AS IS" BASIS and WITHOUT WARRANTY, either express or implied, including, without limitation, the

warranties of NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

THE ENTIRE RISK

 AS TO THE QUALITY OF THE ORIGINAL WORK IS WITH YOU. This DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY

constitutes an essential part of this License. No license to Original Work is granted hereunder except under this

disclaimer.

 

8) Limitation of Liability. Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, shall the Licensor be liable to any person for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or the use of the Original Work including,

without limitation, damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

other commercial damages or losses. This limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or personal

injury resulting from Licensor's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some jurisdictions

do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so this

 exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

 

9) Acceptance and Termination. If You distribute copies of the Original Work or a Derivative Work, You must

make a reasonable effort under the circumstances to obtain the express assent of recipients to the terms of this

License. Nothing else but this License (or another written agreement between Licensor and You) grants You

permission to create Derivative Works based upon the Original Work or to exercise any of the rights granted in

Section 1 herein, and any attempt to do so except under the terms of this License (or another written agreement

between Licensor and You) is expressly prohibited by U.S. copyright law, the equivalent laws of other countries,

and by international treaty. Therefore, by exercising any of the rights granted to You in Section 1 herein, You

indicate Your acceptance of this License and all of its terms and conditions.

 

10) Termination for Patent Action. This License shall terminate automatically and You may no longer
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 exercise any of the rights granted to You by this License as of the date You commence an action, including a cross-

claim or counterclaim, against Licensor or any licensee alleging that the Original Work infringes a patent. This

termination provision shall not apply for an action alleging patent infringement by combinations of the Original

Work with other software or hardware.

 

11) Jurisdiction, Venue and Governing Law. Any action or suit relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction wherein the Licensor resides or in which Licensor conducts its primary business, and under

the laws of that jurisdiction excluding its conflict-of-law provisions. The application of the United Nations

Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any use of the Original Work

outside the scope of this License or after its termination shall be subject to the requirements and penalties of the U.S.

Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.  101 et seq., the equivalent

 laws of other countries, and international treaty. This section shall survive the termination of this License.

 

12) Attorneys Fees. In any action to enforce the terms of this License or seeking damages relating thereto, the

prevailing party shall be entitled to recover its costs and expenses, including, without limitation, reasonable

attorneys' fees and costs incurred in connection with such action, including any appeal of such action. This section

shall survive the termination of this License.

 

13) Miscellaneous. This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter hereof. If any

provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary

to make it enforceable.

 

14) Definition of "You" in This License. "You" throughout this License, whether in upper or lower case, means an

individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal

entities,

 "You" includes any entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with you. For purposes of this

definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii)

beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

15) Right to Use. You may use the Original Work in all ways not otherwise restricted or conditioned by this License

or by law, and Licensor promises not to interfere with or be responsible for such uses by You.

 

This license is Copyright (C) 2003-2004 Lawrence E. Rosen. All rights reserved. Permission is hereby granted to

copy and distribute this license without modification. This license may not be modified without the express written

permission of its copyright owner.

 

=========================================================================

== For the Plotkit library                            

                 ==

=========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2006, Alastair Tse

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:
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   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the Alastair Tse nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

 TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

=========================================================================

== For the behaviour.js library                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2005, Ben Nolan

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that

 the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the Ben Nolan nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

 NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

=========================================================================

== For the iecanvas.htc library                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|

|                      Copyright (c) 2005 Emil A Eklund                       |

|- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -|

| This program is  free software;  you can redistribute  it and/or  modify it |

| under the terms of the MIT License.                                         |

|- - - - - - - - - -

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -|

| Permission  is hereby granted,  free of charge, to  any person  obtaining a |

| copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),  |

| to deal in the  Software without restriction,  including without limitation |

| the  rights to use, copy, modify,  merge, publish, distribute,  sublicense, |

| and/or  sell copies  of the  Software, and to  permit persons to  whom  the |

| Software is  furnished  to do  so, subject  to  the  following  conditions: |

| The above copyright notice and this  permission notice shall be included in |

| all copies or substantial portions of the Software.                         |

|- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -|

| THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS",  WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR |

| IMPLIED,  INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO  THE WARRANTIES  OF MERCHANTABILITY, |

| FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

 EVENT SHALL THE |

| AUTHORS OR  COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS BE  LIABLE FOR  ANY CLAIM,  DAMAGES OR OTHER |

| LIABILITY, WHETHER  IN AN  ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR  OTHERWISE,  ARISING |

| FROM,  OUT OF OR  IN  CONNECTION  WITH  THE  SOFTWARE OR THE  USE OR  OTHER |

| DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.                                                   |

|- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -|

 

=========================================================================

== For the scriptaculous.js library                                    ==

=========================================================================

 

// Copyright (c) 2005 Thomas Fuchs (http://script.aculo.us, http://mir.aculo.us)

//

// Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
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// a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

// "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

// without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

 publish,

// distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

// permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

// the following conditions:

//

// The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

// included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

//

// THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

// EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

// MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

// NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

// LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

// OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

// WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

=========================================================================

== For the standardista-table-sorting.js library                       ==

== For the css.js library                    

                          ==

=========================================================================

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2006 Neil Crosby

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

* copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

**/
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=========================================================================

== For the prototype.js library                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2005 Sam Stephenson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

=========================================================================

== For the style.css library                                           ==

== For the common.js library                                           ==

=========================================================================

 

<p><em>License</em> </p>

 

<p>THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE

COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT

AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER

THIS LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED. </p>

 

<p>BY

 EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE

BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED

HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS. </p>

 

 

<p><strong>1. Definitions</strong> </p>

 

<ol type="a">

 

<li>

<strong>"Collective Work"</strong> means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in which

the Work in its entirety in unmodified form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting separate and

independent works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collective Work
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will not be considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this License.

</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Derivative Work"</strong> means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other pre-existing

works, such as a translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound

recording, art reproduction, abridgment,

 condensation, or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed, or adapted, except that a work that

constitutes a Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this License. For the

avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition or sound recording, the synchronization of the Work

in timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") will be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this

License.</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Licensor"</strong> means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of this License.

</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Original Author"</strong> means the individual or entity who created the Work.

</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Work"</strong> means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of this License.

</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"You"</strong> means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not previously

violated the terms of this License with respect to the Work,

 or who has received express permission from the Licensor to exercise rights under this License despite a previous

violation.

 

</li>

</ol>

 

<p><strong>2. Fair Use Rights.</strong> Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights

arising from fair use, first sale or other limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright

law or other applicable laws. </p>

 

 

<p><strong>3. License Grant.</strong> Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants

You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to

exercise the rights in the Work as stated below: </p>

 

 

<ol type="a">

<li>

 

to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work as
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incorporated in the Collective Works;

</li>

 

<li>

to create and reproduce Derivative Works;

</li>

 

<li>

to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly,

 and perform publicly by means of a digital audio transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective

Works;

 

</li>

 

<li>

to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission Derivative Works.

</li>

 

<li><p>For the avoidance of doubt, where the work is a musical composition:</p>

 

<ol type="i">

<li><strong>Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses</strong>. Licensor waives the exclusive right to

collect, whether individually or via a performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for the

public performance or public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work.</li>

 

<li><strong>Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties</strong>. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect,

whether individually or via a music rights agency or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency), royalties for any

phonorecord You create from the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject

 to the compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 115 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other

jurisdictions).</li></ol></li>

 

<li><strong>Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties</strong>. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a

sound recording, Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights

society (e.g. SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject to the

compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other

jurisdictions).</li>

 

</ol>

 

 

<p>The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The

above rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other

media and formats. All rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved.</p>

 

<p><strong>4. Restrictions.</strong>The license granted in Section 3 above

 is expressly made subject to and limited by the following restrictions: </p>
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<ol type="a">

<li>

You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under the terms

of this License, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with every

copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform.

You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that alter or restrict the terms of this License or the recipients'

exercise of the rights granted hereunder. You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all notices that

refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may not distribute, publicly display, publicly perform,

or publicly digitally perform the Work with any technological measures that control access or use of the Work in a

manner inconsistent with the terms of this License Agreement. The above applies to the Work

 as incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require the Collective Work apart from the Work itself to be

made subject to the terms of this License. If You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You

must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Collective Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

If You create a Derivative Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from

the Derivative Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.

</li>

 

 

<li>

If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or any Derivative Works

or Collective Works, You must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the medium

or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied, and/or (ii)

if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g. a sponsor institute,

 publishing entity, journal) for attribution in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by other reasonable

means, the name of such party or parties; the title of the Work if supplied; to the extent reasonably practicable, the

Uniform Resource Identifier, if any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does

not refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work; and in the case of a Derivative Work, a credit

identifying the use of the Work in the Derivative Work (e.g., "French translation of the Work by Original Author,"

or "Screenplay based on original Work by Original Author"). Such credit may be implemented in any reasonable

manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Derivative Work or Collective Work, at a minimum such credit will

appear where any other comparable authorship credit appears and in a manner at least as prominent as such other

comparable authorship credit.

</li>

 

</ol>

 

 

 

 

 

 

<p><strong>5. Representations,

 Warranties and Disclaimer</strong></p>

 

<p>UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS

THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND

CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT
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LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE

PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY

TO YOU.</p>

 

 

<p><strong>6. Limitation on Liability.</strong> EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE

LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF

THIS LICENSE OR THE USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. </p>

 

<p><strong>7. Termination</strong>

 </p>

 

<ol type="a">

 

<li>

This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms of

this License. Individuals or entities who have received Derivative Works or Collective Works from You under this

License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full

compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.

</li>

 

<li>

Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable

copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different

license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to

withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of this

License), and this License will continue in full

 force and effect unless terminated as stated above.

</li>

</ol>

 

<p><strong>8. Miscellaneous</strong> </p>

 

<ol type="a">

 

<li>

Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective Work, the Licensor offers to the

recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

</li>

 

<li>

Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform a Derivative Work, Licensor offers to the recipient a license

to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

</li>
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<li>

If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the parties to this

agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and

enforceable.

</li>

 

<li>

No term or provision of this License

 shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or consent shall be in writing and signed by

the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.

 

</li>

 

<li>

This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There are

no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be

bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This License may not be

modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.

</li>

</ol>

 

=========================================================================

== Jetty is under the Apache License v 2.0                             ==

=========================================================================

 

-- Licenses for included libraries

 

=========================================================================

== For jaxb-api and jaxb-impl (CDDL)                     

              ==

== Source code is at java.net                                          ==

=========================================================================

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

Version 1.0

 

   *

 

     1. Definitions.

         o

 

           1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

         o

 

           1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.
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         o

 

           1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

         o

 

           1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

         o

 

           1.5. Initial Developer means

 the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

         o

 

           1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.

         o

 

           1.7. License means this document.

         o

 

           1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

         o

 

           1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

               +

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

               +

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

               +

 

                

 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

         o

 

           1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.

         o

 

           1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

         o

 

           1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made

and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.
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         o

 

           1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

the terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power,

 direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b)

ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

   *

 

     2. License Grants.

         o

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

               +

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

               +

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made,

 use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

               +

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

               +

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

         o

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

               +

 

                 (a)

 under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and
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               +

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).

               +

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first

 distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

               +

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the

absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

   *

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.

         o

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every

 copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must

inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered

Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

exchange.

         o

 

           3.2. Modifications.

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

         o

 

           3.3. Required Notices.

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution

 to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

         o
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           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

         o

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

        

   You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

         o

 

           3.6. Larger Works.

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed

 by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure

the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

   *

 

     4. Versions of the License.

         o

 

           4.1. New Versions.

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

         o

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available under any
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 subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

         o

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

   *

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

 EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE

COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN

ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE

COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED

SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

   *

 

     6. TERMINATION.

         o

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

         o

 

           6.2.

 If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with

 Participant.

         o
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           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

   *

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO

 LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO

THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT

ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

   *

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

     The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software

 under this License.

   *

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation

 which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration regulations

(and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make
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available any Covered Software.

   *

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

=========================================================================

== jstl and taglibs standard are under either the Apache License v 2.0 or CDDL ==

=========================================================================

=========================================================================

==

 For JDom                                                            ==

=========================================================================

Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.

  For

   written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

   may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior written permission

   from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the

     JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

=========================================================================

== For the mx4j, mx4j-remote, and mx4j-tools library                   ==

=========================================================================

 

        The MX4J License,

 Version 1.0

 

        Copyright (c) 2001-2004 by the MX4J contributors.  All rights reserved.

 

        Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

        modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

        are met:

 

        1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

           notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

        2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

           notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

           the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

           distribution.

 

        3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

           if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

              "This product includes software developed by the

               MX4J project (http://mx4j.sourceforge.net)."

           Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software
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 itself,

           if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

        4. The name "MX4J" must not be used to endorse or promote

           products derived from this software without prior written

           permission.

           For written permission, please contact

           biorn_steedom [at] users [dot] sourceforge [dot] net

 

        5. Products derived from this software may not be called "MX4J",

           nor may "MX4J" appear in their name, without prior written

           permission of Simone Bordet.

 

        THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

        WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

        OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

        DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE MX4J CONTRIBUTORS

        BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

        SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

        LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

        USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

        ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

        OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

        OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

        SUCH DAMAGE.

        ====================================================================

 

        This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

        individuals on behalf of the MX4J project.  For more information on

        MX4J, please see

        <a href="http://mx4j.sourceforge.net" target="_top">the MX4J website</a>.

 

 

=========================================================================

== Rome is under the Apache License v 2.0                              ==

=========================================================================

=========================================================================

==

 For Sitemesh                                                        ==

=========================================================================

/* ====================================================================

* The OpenSymphony Software License, Version 1.1

*

* (this license is derived and fully compatible with the Apache Software

* License - see http://www.apache.org/LICENSE.txt)

*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2004 The OpenSymphony Group. All rights reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

 *

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        OpenSymphony Group (http://www.opensymphony.com/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "OpenSymphony" and "The OpenSymphony Group"

*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact license@opensymphony.com .

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSymphony"

*    or "SiteMesh", nor may "OpenSymphony" or "SiteMesh" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the OpenSymphony Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*/

=========================================================================

== For slf4j                                                           ==

=========================================================================

Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch All rights reserved. Permission
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 is hereby

granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the

Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions: The above

copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

 THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================================================

== Smackx is under the Apache License v 2.0                            ==

=========================================================================

=========================================================================

== Spring is under the Apache License v 2.0                            ==

=========================================================================

=========================================================================

== Woodstox is under the Apache License v 2.0                          ==

=========================================================================

=========================================================================

== For the xmlpull library                                             ==

=========================================================================

 

XMLPULL API IS FREE

-------------------

 

All of the XMLPULL API source code, compiled code, and

 documentation

contained in this distribution *except* for tests (see separate LICENSE_TESTS.txt)

are in the Public Domain.

 

XMLPULL API comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any purpose.

 

Initial authors:

 

 Stefan Haustein

 Aleksander Slominski

 

2001-12-12

 

=========================================================================
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== For the xstream library                                             ==

=========================================================================

 

(BSD Style License)

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2004, Joe Walnes

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of XStream nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

=========================================================================

== Jetty is distributed under the Apache 2 license                     ==

=========================================================================

=========================================================================

== For the behaviour.js library                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2005, Ben Nolan

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

    * Neither the name of the Ben Nolan nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

=========================================================================

==

 For the prototype.js library                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2005 Sam Stephenson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Apache ActiveMQ
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Copyright 2005-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

=========================================================================

==  Derby Notice                                                       ==

=========================================================================

 

Portions of Derby were orginally developed by

International Business Machines Corporation and are

licensed to the Apache Software Foundation under the

"Software Grant and Corporate Contribution License Agreement",

informally known as the "Derby CLA".

 

The portion of the functionTests under 'nist' was originally

developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),

an agency of the United States Department of Commerce, and adapted by

International Business Machines Corporation in accordance with the NIST

Software Acknowledgment and Redistribution document at

http://www.itl.nist.gov/div897/ctg/sql_form.htm

 

=========================================================================

==

  Spring Notice                                                      ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by

the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org).

 

This product also includes software developed by

Clinton Begin (http://www.ibatis.com).

 

The end-user documentation included with a redistribution, if any,

must include the following acknowledgement:

 

"This product includes software developed by the Spring Framework

 Project (http://www.springframework.org)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

 

The names "Spring" and "Spring Framework" must not be used to

endorse or promote products derived from this software without

prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

rod.johnson@interface21.com

 or juergen.hoeller@interface21.com.
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=========================================================================

==  Rome Notice (not from Rome site)                                   ==

=========================================================================

Rome 0.8 Copyright 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc.

This product includes software developed by the Sun Microsystems, Inc.

(http://wiki.java.net/bin/view/Javawsxml/Rome).

 

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2006 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

==============================================================

 

This product includes some software developed at The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The javax.servlet package used by Jetty is copyright

Sun Microsystems, Inc and Apache Software Foundation. It is

distributed under the Common Development and Distribution License.

You can obtain a copy of the license at

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

 

The

 UnixCrypt.java code ~Implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

 

The default JSP implementation is provided by the Glassfish JSP engine

from project Glassfish http://glassfish.dev.java.net.  Copyright 2005

Sun Microsystems, Inc. and portions Copyright Apache Software Foundation.

 

Some portions of the code are Copyright:

 2006 Tim Vernum

 1999 Jason Gilbert.

 

The jboss integration module contains some LGPL code.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=========================================================================

== jetty-util is under the Apache License v 2.0                        ==

=========================================================================

=========================================================================

== For the xmlpull library                                             ==

=========================================================================

 

XMLPULL API IS FREE

-------------------

 

All of the XMLPULL API source code, compiled code, and documentation

contained in this distribution *except* for tests (see separate LICENSE_TESTS.txt)

are

 in the Public Domain.

 

XMLPULL API comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any purpose.

 

Initial authors:

 

 Stefan Haustein

 Aleksander Slominski

 

2001-12-12

 

=========================================================================

== Spring is under the Apache License v 2.0                            ==

=========================================================================

 

=========================================================================

== Rome 0.8 is under the Apache License v 2.0                          ==

=========================================================================

 

=========================================================================

== For the xstream library                                             ==

=========================================================================

 

(BSD Style License)

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2004, Joe Walnes

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification,

 are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of XStream nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT

 OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

=========================================================================

== For the JDom library                                                ==

=========================================================================

/*--

 

$Id$

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice,
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 this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.  For

   written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

   may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior written permission

   from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the

     JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS

 SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project,

 please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

*/

=========================================================================

== For the scriptaculous.js library                                    ==

=========================================================================

 

// Copyright (c) 2005 Thomas Fuchs (http://script.aculo.us, http://mir.aculo.us)

//
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// Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

// a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

// "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

// without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

// distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

// permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

// the following conditions:

//

// The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

// included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

//

// THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

 ANY KIND,

// EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

// MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

// NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

// LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

// OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

// WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

=========================================================================

== For the style.css library                                           ==

== For the common.js library                                           ==

=========================================================================

 

<p><em>License</em> </p>

 

<p>THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE

COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT

AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER

THIS LICENSE

 OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED. </p>

 

<p>BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE

BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED

HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS. </p>

 

 

<p><strong>1. Definitions</strong> </p>

 

<ol type="a">

 

<li>

<strong>"Collective Work"</strong> means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in which

the Work in its entirety in unmodified form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting separate and

independent works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collective Work

will not be considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this License.

</li>
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<li>

<strong>"Derivative Work"</strong> means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other pre-existing

works, such as a translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version,

 sound recording, art reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which the Work may be recast,

transformed, or adapted, except that a work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative

Work for the purpose of this License. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition or

sound recording, the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") will be

considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this License.</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Licensor"</strong> means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of this License.

</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Original Author"</strong> means the individual or entity who created the Work.

</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"Work"</strong> means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of this License.

</li>

 

<li>

<strong>"You"</strong> means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not previously

violated the terms of

 this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from the Licensor to exercise rights

under this License despite a previous violation.

 

</li>

</ol>

 

<p><strong>2. Fair Use Rights.</strong> Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights

arising from fair use, first sale or other limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright

law or other applicable laws. </p>

 

 

<p><strong>3. License Grant.</strong> Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants

You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to

exercise the rights in the Work as stated below: </p>

 

 

<ol type="a">

<li>

 

to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work as

incorporated in the Collective Works;

</li>
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<li>

to create and reproduce Derivative Works;

</li>

 

<li>

to distribute copies or phonorecords

 of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital audio transmission the Work

including as incorporated in Collective Works;

 

</li>

 

<li>

to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission Derivative Works.

</li>

 

<li><p>For the avoidance of doubt, where the work is a musical composition:</p>

 

<ol type="i">

<li><strong>Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses</strong>. Licensor waives the exclusive right to

collect, whether individually or via a performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for the

public performance or public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work.</li>

 

<li><strong>Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties</strong>. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect,

whether individually or via a music rights agency or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency), royalties for any

phonorecord You create from the Work ("cover

 version") and distribute, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 115 of the US Copyright Act

(or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).</li></ol></li>

 

<li><strong>Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties</strong>. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a

sound recording, Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights

society (e.g. SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject to the

compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other

jurisdictions).</li>

 

</ol>

 

 

<p>The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The

above rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other

media and formats. All rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved.</p>

 

<p><strong>4. Restrictions.</strong>The

 license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and limited by the following restrictions: </p>

 

 

<ol type="a">

<li>
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You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under the terms

of this License, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with every

copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform.

You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that alter or restrict the terms of this License or the recipients'

exercise of the rights granted hereunder. You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all notices that

refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may not distribute, publicly display, publicly perform,

or publicly digitally perform the Work with any technological measures that control access or use of the Work in a

manner inconsistent with the terms of this License

 Agreement. The above applies to the Work as incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require the

Collective Work apart from the Work itself to be made subject to the terms of this License. If You create a

Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Collective

Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested. If You create a Derivative Work, upon notice from any

Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Derivative Work any credit as required by clause

4(b), as requested.

</li>

 

 

<li>

If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or any Derivative Works

or Collective Works, You must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the medium

or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied, and/or (ii)

if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party

 or parties (e.g. a sponsor institute, publishing entity, journal) for attribution in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of

service or by other reasonable means, the name of such party or parties; the title of the Work if supplied; to the

extent reasonably practicable, the Uniform Resource Identifier, if any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with

the Work, unless such URI does not refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work; and in the

case of a Derivative Work, a credit identifying the use of the Work in the Derivative Work (e.g., "French translation

of the Work by Original Author," or "Screenplay based on original Work by Original Author"). Such credit may be

implemented in any reasonable manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Derivative Work or Collective

Work, at a minimum such credit will appear where any other comparable authorship credit appears and in a manner

at least as prominent as such other comparable authorship credit.

</li>

 

</ol>

 

 

 

 

 

 

<p><strong>5.

 Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer</strong></p>

 

<p>UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS

THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND

CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE
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PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY

TO YOU.</p>

 

 

<p><strong>6. Limitation on Liability.</strong> EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE

LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF

THIS LICENSE OR THE USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 </p>

 

<p><strong>7. Termination</strong> </p>

 

<ol type="a">

 

<li>

This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms of

this License. Individuals or entities who have received Derivative Works or Collective Works from You under this

License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full

compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.

</li>

 

<li>

Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable

copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different

license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to

withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of this

License),

 and this License will continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above.

</li>

</ol>

 

<p><strong>8. Miscellaneous</strong> </p>

 

<ol type="a">

 

<li>

Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective Work, the Licensor offers to the

recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

</li>

 

<li>

Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform a Derivative Work, Licensor offers to the recipient a license

to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

</li>

 

<li>
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If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the parties to this

agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and

enforceable.

</li>

 

<li>

No

 term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or consent

shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.

 

</li>

 

<li>

This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There are

no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be

bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This License may not be

modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.

</li>

</ol>

Apache ActiveMQ

Copyright 2005-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

=========================================================================

==  Derby Notice                                                       ==

=========================================================================

 

Portions of Derby were orginally developed by

International Business Machines Corporation and are

licensed to the Apache Software Foundation under the

"Software Grant and Corporate Contribution License Agreement",

informally known as the "Derby CLA".

 

The portion of the functionTests under 'nist' was originally

developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),

an agency of the United States Department of Commerce, and adapted by

International Business Machines Corporation in accordance with the NIST

Software Acknowledgment and Redistribution document at

http://www.itl.nist.gov/div897/ctg/sql_form.htm

 

==============================================================

 Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2006 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

==============================================================
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This product includes some software developed at The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The javax.servlet package used by Jetty is copyright

Sun Microsystems, Inc and Apache Software Foundation. It is

distributed under the Common Development and Distribution License.

You can obtain a copy of the license at

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

 

The UnixCrypt.java code ~Implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

 

The default JSP implementation is provided by the Glassfish JSP engine

from project Glassfish http://glassfish.dev.java.net.  Copyright 2005

Sun Microsystems, Inc. and portions Copyright Apache

 Software Foundation.

 

Some portions of the code are Copyright:

 2006 Tim Vernum

 1999 Jason Gilbert.

 

The jboss integration module contains some LGPL code.

 

=========================================================================

==  Spring Notice                                                      ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by

the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org).

 

This product also includes software developed by

Clinton Begin (http://www.ibatis.com).

 

The end-user documentation included with a redistribution, if any,

must include the following acknowledgement:

 

"This product includes software developed by the Spring Framework

 Project (http://www.springframework.org)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

 

The names "Spring" and "Spring Framework" must not be used to

endorse

 or promote products derived from this software without

prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

rod.johnson@interface21.com or juergen.hoeller@interface21.com.
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=========================================================================

==  MX4J Notice                                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by the MX4J project

(http://sourceforge.net/projects/mx4j).

=========================================================================

==  Sitemesh Notice                                                    ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by the

OpenSymphony Group (http://www.opensymphony.com/).

 

=========================================================================

==  Smackx Notice (not from Jive Software)                             ==

=========================================================================

 

This

 product includes software developed by JiveSoftware

(http://www.igniterealtime.org/).

 

=========================================================================

==  Woodstox Notice (http://woodstox.codehaus.org)                     ==

=========================================================================

This product currently only contains code developed by authors

of specific components, as identified by the source code files.

 

Since product implements StAX API, it has dependencies to StAX API

classes.

 

For additional credits (generally to people who reported problems)

see CREDITS file.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

-- activemq-web

=========================================================================

== For the behaviour.js library                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2005, Ben Nolan

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the Ben Nolan nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

=========================================================================

== For the prototype.js library                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2005 Sam Stephenson
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

====================================================================

== Licenses for non-apache libraries included in this assembly    ==

====================================================================

 

jetty

jmdns

mx4j

spring

tanuki wrapper

xmlpull

xstream

 

=========================================================================

== Jetty is licensed under the Apache License Version 2.0              ==

=========================================================================

=========================================================================

== jmdns is licensed under the Apache License Version 2.0              ==

=========================================================================

=========================================================================

==

 For the mx4j, mx4j-remote, and mx4j-tools library                   ==

=========================================================================

 

        The MX4J License, Version 1.0

 

        Copyright (c) 2001-2004 by the MX4J contributors.  All rights reserved.

 

        Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

        modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

        are met:
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        1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

           notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

        2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

           notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

           the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

           distribution.

 

        3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

           if any, must include

 the following acknowledgment:

              "This product includes software developed by the

               MX4J project (http://mx4j.sourceforge.net)."

           Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

           if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

        4. The name "MX4J" must not be used to endorse or promote

           products derived from this software without prior written

           permission.

           For written permission, please contact

           biorn_steedom [at] users [dot] sourceforge [dot] net

 

        5. Products derived from this software may not be called "MX4J",

           nor may "MX4J" appear in their name, without prior written

           permission of Simone Bordet.

 

        THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

        WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

        OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

 

       DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE MX4J CONTRIBUTORS

        BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

        SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

        LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

        USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

        ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

        OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

        OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

        SUCH DAMAGE.

        ====================================================================

 

        This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

        individuals on behalf of the MX4J project.  For more information on

        MX4J, please see

        <a href="http://mx4j.sourceforge.net" target="_top">the MX4J website</a>.

 

 

=========================================================================
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==

 Spring is licensed under the Apache License Version 2.0             ==

=========================================================================

 

=========================================================================

== For the Tanuki Software libraries                                   ==

=========================================================================

Copyright (c) 1999, 2004 Tanuki Software

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of the Java Service Wrapper and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software

without  restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub-license,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to

whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE

 IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Portions of the Software have been derived from source code

developed by Silver Egg Technology under the following license:

 

Copyright (c) 2001 Silver Egg Technology

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub-license, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is

 furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
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included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 

=========================================================================

== For the xmlpull library                                             ==

=========================================================================

 

XMLPULL API IS FREE

-------------------

 

All of the XMLPULL API source code, compiled code, and documentation

contained in this distribution *except* for tests (see separate LICENSE_TESTS.txt)

are in the Public Domain.

 

XMLPULL API comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any purpose.

 

Initial authors:

 

 Stefan Haustein

 Aleksander Slominski

 

2001-12-12

 

=========================================================================

== For the xstream library                                             ==

=========================================================================

 

(BSD

 Style License)

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2004, Joe Walnes

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of XStream nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

=========================================================================

== For jaxb-api and jaxb-impl (CDDL)                                   ==

== Source code is at java.net                                          ==

=========================================================================

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

Version 1.0

 

   *

 

     1. Definitions.

         o

 

           1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

          o

 

           1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

         o

 

           1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

         o

 

           1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

         o

 

           1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

         o

 

           1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.

         o
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           1.7. License means this document.

         o

 

           1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant,

 to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the

rights conveyed herein.

         o

 

           1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

               +

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

               +

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

               +

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

         o

 

           1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.

         o

 

           1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

 limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

         o

 

           1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made

and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

         o

 

           1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

the terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

   *

 

     2. License Grants.

         o

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below
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 and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

               +

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

               +

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

               +

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

         

      +

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

         o

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

               +

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

               +

 

          

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

               +

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

               +

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor
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has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications

 made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

   *

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.

         o

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

         o

 

           3.2. Modifications.

 

       

    The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

         o

 

           3.3. Required Notices.

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

         o

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity

 or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own

behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to

indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such

Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

         o

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.
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           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code

 form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a

different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by

You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms

You offer.

         o

 

           3.6. Larger Works.

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

   *

 

     4. Versions of the License.

         o

 

           4.1. New Versions.

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions

 of this License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided

in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

         o

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

          o

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

   *
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     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR)

 ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED

SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

   *

 

     6. TERMINATION.

         o

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

         o

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as Participant) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant

 is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all

Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate

prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period

You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or

pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

         o

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

   *

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO

 LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL

YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED

SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY

INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK

STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL
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DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH

OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

   *

 

     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

     The Covered Software is a commercial item,

 as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of commercial computer software (as that term is

defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer software documentation as such terms are used

in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

(June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This

U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision

that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

   *

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained

 within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

jurisdictions conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of

the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the

losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and

expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is

expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when

You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

   *

 

      10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2006 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

==============================================================

 

This product includes some software developed at The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The javax.servlet package used by Jetty is copyright

Sun Microsystems, Inc and Apache Software Foundation. It is

distributed under the Common Development and Distribution License.

You can obtain a copy of the license at

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

 

The UnixCrypt.java code ~Implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

 

The default JSP implementation is provided by the Glassfish JSP engine

from project Glassfish http://glassfish.dev.java.net.  Copyright 2005

Sun Microsystems, Inc. and portions Copyright Apache Software Foundation.

 

Some

 portions of the code are Copyright:

 2006 Tim Vernum

 1999 Jason Gilbert.

 

The jboss integration module contains some LGPL code.

Apache ActiveMQ

Copyright 2005-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

=========================================================================

==  Spring Notice                                                      ==

=========================================================================
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This product includes software developed by

the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org).

 

This product also includes software developed by

Clinton Begin (http://www.ibatis.com).

 

The end-user documentation included with a redistribution, if any,

must include the following acknowledgement:

 

"This product includes software developed by the Spring Framework

 Project (http://www.springframework.org)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

 

The names "Spring" and "Spring Framework" must not be used

 to

endorse or promote products derived from this software without

prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

rod.johnson@interface21.com or juergen.hoeller@interface21.com.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=========================================================================

== For the backport-util-concurrent library                            ==

=========================================================================

 

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" "DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">

<html><head><title>Creative Commons Public Domain</title>

 

<body>
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<p align="center"><em>Copyright-Only Dedication (based on United States law) or Public Domain

Certification</em></p>

 

       <p>The

person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that,

 to the

best of his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the

public domain of the country from which the work is published, or (b)

hereby dedicates whatever copyright the dedicators holds in the work of

authorship identified below (the "Work") to the public domain. A

certifier, morever, dedicates any copyright interest he may have in the

associated work, and for these purposes, is described as a "dedicator"

below.</p>

 

       <p>A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify

the copyright status of this work. Certifier recognizes that his good

faith efforts may not shield him from liability if in fact the work

certified is not in the public domain.</p>

 

       <p>Dedicator makes

this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to the

detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends

this dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of

all present and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or

contingent, in the

 Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment

of all rights includes the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by

lawsuit or otherwise) those copyrights in the Work.</p>

 

       <p>Dedicator

recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built

upon, or otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or

non-commercial, and in any way, including by methods that have not yet

been invented or conceived.</p>

   </div>

</div>

</body></html>

 

=========================================================================

== Spring is licensed under the Apache License Version 2.0             ==

=========================================================================
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1.169 commons-pool 2.7.0 
1.169.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Pool

Copyright 2001-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from)

 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

APACHE COMMONS POOL DERIVATIVE WORKS:

 

  The LinkedBlockingDeque implementation is based on an implementation written by

  Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released

  to the public domain, as explained at

  http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

 

1.170 spring-beans 4.3.24.RELEASE 
1.170.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanExpressionResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceListFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/el/SimpleSpringBeanELResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Qualifier.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionVisitor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanNameAware.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyDynamicElementReader.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionReader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/CustomEditorConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/TimeZoneEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/SimpleTypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanInfoFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/BeanFactoryReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/TypedStringValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/ExtendedBeanInfoFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NoUniqueBeanDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MergedBeanDefinitionPostProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanInitializationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomCollectionEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/FieldRetrievingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/EmbeddedValueResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleInstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomMapEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConstructorArgumentValues.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanInstantiationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionReaderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ReaderEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ConstructorResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/URLEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/UnsatisfiedDependencyException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PathEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodOverrides.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PlaceholderConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/InstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/NamedBeanHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/FileEditor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverterSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultBeanDefinitionDocumentReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/RootBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanNotOfRequiredTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/GenericBeanDefinition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/ResourceEditorRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCreationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NoSuchBeanDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/UtilNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NullValueInNestedPathException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConfigurableBeanFactory.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/BeanFactoryAnnotationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ObjectProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertiesFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DisposableBeanAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NamedBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/FactoryBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ChildBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlMapFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/CglibSubclassingInstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlPropertiesFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/InputStreamEditor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NotReadablePropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyDescriptorUtils.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/LookupOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionValueResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/SmartInitializingSingleton.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ConfigurablePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/el/SpringBeanELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharacterEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodOverride.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/InstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MethodInvokingBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlReaderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ZoneIdEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractSimpleBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotatedBeanDefinition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/AbstractPropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotatedGenericBeanDefinition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PropertiesEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireCandidateQualifier.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/BeanFactoryLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractSingleBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanIsNotAFactoryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DocumentDefaultsDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SecurityContextProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/ArgumentConvertingMethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/AbstractComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/ClassNameBeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/RuntimeBeanReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandlerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/CompositeComponentDefinition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/MethodInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanClassLoaderAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyPathFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/StringTrimmerEditor.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataAttributeAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DocumentLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanExpressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharsetEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanWiringInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultBeanNameGenerator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/InputSourceEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanIsAbstractException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanDefinitionParsingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ProblemReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomNumberEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyBatchUpdateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/SimplePropertyNamespaceHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ConversionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleSecurityContextProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomDateEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/FatalBeanException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ClassEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/FactoryBeanNotInitializedException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ProviderCreatingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/SmartFactoryBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ImportDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/FailFastProblemReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/HierarchicalBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ObjectFactoryCreatingFactoryBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleBeanDefinitionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Configurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/SourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ClassArrayEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/BootstrapException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedArray.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/SortDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/LocaleEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/EmptyReaderEventListener.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/QualifierEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/PropertyComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SmartInstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ParseState.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/NullSourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NotWritablePropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Required.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/AliasDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/PassThroughSourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultDocumentLoader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/access/SingletonBeanFactoryLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCreationNotAllowedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/MutableSortDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/UUIDEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CurrencyEditor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/CustomAutowireConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodReplacer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanFactoryPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/PropertyEntry.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/RuntimeBeanNameReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCurrentlyInCreationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PatternEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DeprecatedBeanWarner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyResourceConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactoryAware.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/InvalidPropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/Location.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/StringArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandlerResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanDefinitionStoreException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ConstructorArgumentEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeansException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ByteArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanEntry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharArrayPropertyEditor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/Aware.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/Mergeable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotationBeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverterDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/RequiredAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/PagedListHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultSingletonBeanRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/DirectFieldAccessor.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/PropertiesBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/URIEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyOverrideConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyBeanDefinitionWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanWrapperImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/InitializingBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ExtendedBeanInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanDefinitionStoreException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/QualifierAnnotationAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/AbstractFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultNamespaceHandlerResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyMatches.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/MutablePropertyValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PreferencesPlaceholderConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactoryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/SimpleConstructorNamespaceHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/InjectionMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/StaticListableBeanFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanExpressionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/DisposableBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DependencyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeMismatchException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AutowiredAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Autowired.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/FactoryBeanRegistrySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/ParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DestructionAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanDefinitionReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionRegistryPostProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/InstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/ResourceEntityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DelegatingEntityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ReplaceOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/PluggableSchemaResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/InjectionPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanDefinition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeansDtdResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionDefaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionParserDelegate.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractAutowireCapableBeanFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/annotation/AnnotationBeanUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/AutowireCapableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyPlaceholderConfigurer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/CannotLoadBeanClassException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ResourceBundleEditor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MapFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ReaderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ListFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MethodInvokingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ServiceLocatorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/Problem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/CustomScopeConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/GenericTypeAwareAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionBuilder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/AbstractNestablePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SetFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/CachedIntrospectionResults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Autowire.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/AbstractServiceLoaderBasedFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanNameGenerator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValuesEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceLoaderFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/DefaultsDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ReaderEventListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/InitDestroyAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SingletonBeanRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConfigurableListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistrySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/GenericTypeAwarePropertyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Lookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomBooleanEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135936244_1613638695.01/0/spring-beans-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionDocumentReader.java

 

1.171 spring-aop 4.3.24.RELEASE 
1.171.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionAwareMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/autoproxy/AspectJAwareAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ClassFilters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/annotation/AnnotationClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/annotation/AnnotationMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/RuntimeTestWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJWeaverMessageHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AbstractAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AbstractAutoProxyCreator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ObjenesisCglibAopProxy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/BeanFactoryAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/Invocation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/JdkDynamicAopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/SingletonMetadataAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/MetadataAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AsyncExecutionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/aopalliance/aop/AspectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AopUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractBeanFactoryPointcutAdvisor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/DefaultAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/ConstructorInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/LazySingletonAspectInstanceFactoryDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/Joinpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/SimpleMetadataAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/ConstructorInvocation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJExpressionPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAfterReturningAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJExpressionPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/Interceptor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/dynamic/AbstractRefreshableTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/MethodInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectMetadata.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AbstractInterceptorDrivenBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AnnotationAwareAspectJAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/aopalliance/aop/Advice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/MethodInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/BeanFactoryAspectJAdvisorsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/ThrowsAdvice.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractBeanFactoryBasedTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AdvisedSupport.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/MethodInvocationProceedingJoinPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/ReflectiveAspectJAdvisorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyCreatorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AbstractAdvisingBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AopConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AbstractAspectJAdvisorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AfterReturningAdviceInterceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/MethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/target/AbstractBeanFactoryBasedTargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/DeclareParentsAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/BeanFactoryAdvisorRetrievalHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/SimpleAsyncUncaughtExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/RootClassFilter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/CglibAopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/IntroductionInfoSupport.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/MethodBeforeAdviceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AbstractAspectJAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractPrototypeBasedTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DefaultIntroductionAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/InstantiationModelAwarePointcutAdvisorImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DynamicMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectJProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/ThrowsAdviceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/StaticMethodMatcherPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/SimpleAspectInstanceFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AdvisorAdapterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AopNamespaceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/DefaultAdvisorChainFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyProcessorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractRegexpMethodPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/StaticMethodMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/AfterAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/InterceptorAndDynamicMethodMatcher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AdvisedSupportListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/BeforeAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/ClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AspectEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/RawTargetAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AspectComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopInfrastructureBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/SpringProxy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AdvisorChainFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/BeanNameAutoProxyCreator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/RegexpMethodPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/PrototypeTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AsyncUncaughtExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/ThreadLocalTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/NameMatchMethodPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/ExposeInvocationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/target/LazyInitTargetSourceCreator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/annotation/AnnotationMatchingPointcut.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/NameMatchMethodPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/TypePatternClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AbstractMonitoringInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AbstractTraceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/SimpleTraceInterceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAdviceParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AsyncExecutionAspectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ControlFlowPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ComposablePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/SimpleBeanFactoryAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/JamonPerformanceMonitorInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/PerformanceMonitorInterceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/CustomizableTraceInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*<

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TargetSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/PointcutComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyConfig.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/ThreadLocalTargetSourceStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AdvisorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/SpringConfiguredBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/GlobalAdvisorAdapterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/TargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/StaticMethodMatcherPointcut.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/SimpleBeanTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAopUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DefaultBeanFactoryPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TruePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AfterReturningAdviceAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/DynamicIntroductionAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/Advisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/ConfigBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractGenericPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/ExposeBeanNameAdvisors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/EmptyTargetSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/DebugInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/ScopedProxyBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DynamicMethodMatcherPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DefaultPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/HotSwappableTargetSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/ProxyCreationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/MethodBeforeAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/SingletonTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractLazyCreationTargetSource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AspectJAutoProxyBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AdviceEntry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/AopInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AopNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/DefaultAdvisorAdapterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/LazyInitTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DelegatingIntroductionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/PointcutEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AdvisorComponentDefinition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/JdkRegexpMethodPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/UnknownAdviceTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/PointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopConfigException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/AfterReturningAdvice.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/Pointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractExpressionPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AdvisorEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/MethodLocatingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/InfrastructureAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/MethodBeforeAdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/ThrowsAdviceAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/NotAnAtAspectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TrueClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/PoolingConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DelegatePerTargetObjectIntroductionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/ConcurrencyThrottleInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/dynamic/BeanFactoryRefreshableTargetSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AdvisorAdapterRegistrationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/dynamic/Refreshable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/DefaultScopedObject.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ReflectiveMethodInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/CommonsPool2TargetSource.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TrueMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/ProxyMethodInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAfterThrowingAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AbstractBeanFactoryAwareAdvisingPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/MethodMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/DefaultAopProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AutoProxyUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectJAdvisorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/CommonsPoolTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TargetClassAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/PrototypeAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractPoolingTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/autoproxy/AspectJPrecedenceComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/Pointcuts.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AbstractSingletonProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/SingletonAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAroundAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAfterAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/target/QuickTargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/Advised.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJMethodBeforeAdvice.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJPrecedenceInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/InstantiationModelAwarePointcutAdvisor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935927_1613638668.79/0/spring-aop-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ExpressionPointcut.java

 

1.172 json-simple-ordered 2.24.1 
1.172.1 Available under license : 

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Camel distribution.                    ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  This product includes software developed by

  Clifton Labs (https://github.com/cliftonlabs/json-simple).

 

  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the licenses directory of

  this distribution.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Camel :: JSon Simple Ordered

Copyright 2007-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.173 spring-oxm 4.3.24.RELEASE 
1.173.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/config/XmlBeansMarshallerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/config/JibxMarshallerBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

 *

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/config/Jaxb2MarshallerBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/jaxb/ClassPathJaxb2TypeScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/jibx/JibxMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/xstream/XStreamMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/config/OxmNamespaceHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/jaxb/Jaxb2Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/support/AbstractMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/mime/MimeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/mime/MimeUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/GenericMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/MarshallingFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/XmlMappingException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/MarshallingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/support/SaxResourceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/ValidationFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/oxm/UnmarshallingFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/support/MarshallingSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/mime/MimeContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/GenericUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/UncategorizedMappingException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/config/CastorMarshallerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/castor/CastorMappingException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/castor/CastorMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/xmlbeans/XmlOptionsFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/xmlbeans/XmlBeansMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/Unmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135935248_1613638628.33/0/spring-oxm-4-3-24-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/oxm/xstream/CatchAllConverter.java

 

1.174 spring-context 4.3.24.RELEASE 
1.174.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* {@link FactoryBean} that obtains a WebSphere {@link javax.management.MBeanServer}

* reference through WebSphere's proprietary {@code AdminServiceFactory} API,

* available on WebSphere 5.1 and higher.

*

* <p>Exposes the {@code MBeanServer} for bean references.

* This FactoryBean is a direct alternative

 to {@link MBeanServerFactoryBean},

* which uses standard JMX 1.2 API to access the platform's MBeanServer.

*

* <p>See the javadocs for WebSphere's

* <a href="https://bit.ly/UzccDt">{@code AdminServiceFactory}</a>

* and <a href="https://bit.ly/TRlX2r">{@code MBeanFactory}</a>.

*

* @author Juergen Hoeller

* @author Rob Harrop

* @since 2.0.3

* @see javax.management.MBeanServer

* @see MBeanServerFactoryBean

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/WebSphereMBeanServerFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Abstract the invocation of a cache operation.

*

* <p>Does not provide a way to transmit checked exceptions but

* provide a special exception that should be used to wrap any

* exception that was thrown by the underlying invocation.

* Callers are expected to handle this issue type specifically.

*

 * @author Stephane Nicoll

* @since 4.1

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationInvoker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/glassfish/GlassFishLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventPublicationInterceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/PeriodicTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/CronSequenceGenerator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ApplicationListenerDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/annotation/DateTimeFormat.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScanAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/AbstractCacheInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ApplicationEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/jruby/JRubyScriptUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ShadowingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/PostProcessorRegistrationDelegate.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Repository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/NullValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ConcurrentTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/NoOpCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/EnvironmentAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/InterfaceBasedMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncAnnotationAdvisor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/websphere/WebSphereClassLoaderAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Bean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Profile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ClassPathScanningCandidateComponentProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/MBeanExportConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Controller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/NumberStyleFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeFormatterRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/MethodValidationPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/tomcat/TomcatLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/MapAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MetricType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/weblogic/WebLogicClassLoaderAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/EnableCaching.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RemoteInvocationSerializingExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/weblogic/WebLogicClassPreProcessorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/TypeMismatchNamingException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/NamedCacheResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/MessageSourceAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/SimpleCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ContextAnnotationAutowireCandidateResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/KeyNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossModulesAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/context/support/MessageSourceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/jruby/JRubyScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/JmxMetadataUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossMCTranslatorAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DefaultMessageCodesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/AnnotatedElementKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/websphere/WebSphereClassPreDefinePlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/CacheNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Component.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/DateFormatter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConditionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/CacheAdviceParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/CurrencyStyleFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/NumberFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/annotation/NumberFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/NotificationListenerHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MetadataMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/websphere/WebSphereLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ScheduledExecutorTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/GenericApplicationListenerAdapter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolTaskScheduler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Indicates that a component is only eligible for registration when all

* {@linkplain #value specified conditions} match.

*

* <p>A <em>condition</em> is any state that can be determined programmatically

* before the bean definition is due to be registered (see {@link Condition} for details).

*

*

 <p>The {@code @Conditional} annotation may be used in any of the following ways:

* <ul>

* <li>as a type-level annotation on any class directly or indirectly annotated with

* {@code @Component}, including {@link Configuration @Configuration} classes</li>

* <li>as a meta-annotation, for the purpose of composing custom stereotype

* annotations</li>

* <li>as a method-level annotation on any {@link Bean @Bean} method</li>

* </ul>

*

* <p>If a {@code @Configuration} class is marked with {@code @Conditional},

* all of the {@code @Bean} methods, {@link Import @Import} annotations, and

* {@link ComponentScan @ComponentScan} annotations associated with that

* class will be subject to the conditions.

*

* <p><strong>NOTE</strong>: Inheritance of {@code @Conditional} annotations

* is not supported; any conditions from superclasses or from overridden

* methods will not be considered. In order to enforce these semantics,

* {@code @Conditional} itself is not declared as

* {@link java.lang.annotation.Inherited

 @Inherited}; furthermore, any

* custom <em>composed annotation</em> that is meta-annotated with
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* {@code @Conditional} must not be declared as {@code @Inherited}.

*

* @author Phillip Webb

* @author Sam Brannen

* @since 4.0

* @see Condition

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Conditional.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/LoadTimeWeavingConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/EjbAccessException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextStartedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLookupFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StaticScriptSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/Trigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/validation/Validator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/SimpleValueWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ReschedulingRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/SpringConfiguredBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteLookupFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/SimpleRemoteStatelessSessionProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingErrorProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/ThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/JmxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/EnableMBeanExport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemotingSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/TriggerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/ModelMBeanNotificationPublisher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/JndiRmiServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopeMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/JndiRmiProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/MBeanExportBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/DelegatingMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/ObjectNameManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ui/Model.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/SchedulingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/context/access/ContextSingletonBeanFactoryLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/SimpleReflectiveMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiInvocationWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/Task.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/AbstractRemoteSlsbInvokerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/RemoteStatelessSessionBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationBasedAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextAware.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/BeanValidationPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteConnectFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanInfoRetrievalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/HierarchicalThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/BeanExpressionContextAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ApplicationObjectSupport.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/SimpleTheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/UnableToSendNotificationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/LocalSlsbInvokerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/LoadTimeWeaver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AutodetectCapableMBeanInfoAssembler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/MetadataNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationTraceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Jsr330ScopeMetadataResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/InvalidInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/DelegatingErrorHandlingRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/SelfNaming.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/BeanFactoryCacheOperationSourceAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/MBeanServerNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/concurrent/ConcurrentMapCacheFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/SmartValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/AnnotationMBeanExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/soap/SoapFaultException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/LoadTimeWeaverAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/DefaultRemoteInvocationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/SimpleRemoteSlsbInvokerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/DefaultRemoteInvocationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/UrlBasedRemoteAccessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/Phased.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExportException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/access/ContextJndiBeanFactoryLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/NameMatchCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ApplicationContextEvent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/JeeNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/InvocationFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/SchedulerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanConnectFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/AbstractNumberFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/access/DefaultLocatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/SchedulingConfigurer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/Theme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/RegistrationPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/access/ContextBeanFactoryReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MBeanServerConnectionFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/HierarchicalMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationSourcePointcut.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/UiApplicationContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/Errors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextStoppedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/RefreshableScriptTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/NotificationListenerRegistrar.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/ObjectNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/LiveBeansViewMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteInvocationFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/InstrumentationLoadTimeWeaver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/UnableToRegisterMBeanException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/groovy/GroovyObjectCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/IdentityNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/JndiLookupBeanDefinitionParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/LocalStatelessSessionProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/DelegatingThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MBeanServerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/ScheduledMethodRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/ContextNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/MessageCodesResolver.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/SchedulingAwareRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/CustomValidatorBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExporterListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopeMetadataResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/Parser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteProxyFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/NotificationListenerBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiBasedExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/FormatterRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextRefreshedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/LoadTimeWeaverAware.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/JmxAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/Formatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/NoSuchMessageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/LocaleContextMessageInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/LocalStatelessSessionBeanDefinitionParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/NotificationPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingResultUtils.java
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jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ResourceOverridingShadowingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiTemplateEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/TaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSourceResolvable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MBeanInfoAssembler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/CodebaseAwareObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/InvalidMetadataException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/LangNamespaceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/WeavingTransformer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedOperationParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/AbstractJmxAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/SpringModelMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiAccessor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationExecutor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/AbstractJndiLocatingBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/PropertyPlaceholderBeanDefinitionParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/groovy/GroovyScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/ConnectorServerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/AnnotationJmxAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/Cacheable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/SchedulingConfiguration.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ParserStrategyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotatedBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/LocaleContextHolder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AspectJAutoProxyRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ClassPathBeanDefinitionScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormattingConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/ScriptBeanDefinitionParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/CommonAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/AspectJWeavingEnabler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/MethodBasedEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/EnableLoadTimeWeaving.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationScopeMetadataResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ConversionServiceFactoryBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Import.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ConcurrentTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLocatorDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ApplicationContextAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/Jsr310DateTimeFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AnnotationAsyncExecutionInterceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/Schedules.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTaskRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/DateFormatterRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedNotifications.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheableOperation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/PropertyOverrideBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ReflectiveLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractPropertyBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachePut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TriggerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/LiveBeansView.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractResourceBasedMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/CachedExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/concurrent/ConcurrentMapCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/groovy/GroovyScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ExecutorBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/LoadTimeWeavingConfiguration.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CacheEvict.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheEvictOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/Caching.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Primary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormatterPropertyEditorAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CachePutOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/EnableScheduling.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/AbstractPropertyLoadingBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/InstantFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScan.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/weblogic/WebLogicLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/ScriptingDefaultsParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskExecutorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MethodNameBasedMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/EmbeddedValueResolverAware.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/Async.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/LoadTimeWeaverBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSourceAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEventPublisherAware.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/BeanMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConflictingBeanDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossClassLoaderAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/NotificationPublisherAware.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/SpringValidatorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DataBinder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/SmartApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/MessageCodeFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/DefaultEventListenerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/JmxUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/VariableNotAvailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/GenericApplicationListener.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/AbstractValueAdaptingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/BeanFactoryResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/ProxyCachingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/ObjectError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationBasedExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/SimpleApplicationEventMulticaster.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/FieldError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractErrors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/StandardBeanExpressionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/LocalValidatorFactoryBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AdviceMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolExecutorFactoryBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/AnnotationCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassEnhancer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/PropertySourcesPlaceholderConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/AbstractCacheResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AdviceModeImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/PropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ReloadableResourceBundleMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DirectFieldBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractReflectiveMBeanInfoAssembler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventListenerMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/EnableAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/AnnotationDrivenCacheBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachingConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassBeanDefinitionReader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/SmartLifecycle.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/DefaultContextLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DefaultBindingErrorProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BeanPropertyBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/ConfigurableApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/ScheduledAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/BeanAnnotationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CacheAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MBeanRegistrationSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/Lifecycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/SpringCacheAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ExecutorConfigurationSupport.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/EnableAspectJAutoProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/AbstractSlsbInvokerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/AbstractFallbackCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/concurrent/ConcurrentMapCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/Scheduled.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/MethodValidationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncConfigurationSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/ScriptFactoryPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScanBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachingConfigurationSelector.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/DependsOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/DefaultLifecycleProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachingConfigurer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopedProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/LifecycleProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExportOperations.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/AbstractApplicationEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/DefaultMessageSourceResolvable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/SimpleThreadScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportBeanDefinitionRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/ResourceLoaderAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheAspectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassPostProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ApplicationListenerMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CompositeCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AutoProxyRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ResourceBundleMessageSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Configuration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedOperation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ClassPathXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLocatorSupport.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/FileSystemXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/StaticMessageSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/AnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncConfigurer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/EmbeddedValueResolutionSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaDateTimeFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskManagementConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ContextLifecycleScheduledTaskRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractRefreshableConfigApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/CompositeCacheManager.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/ValidationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScannedGenericBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeConverters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/PropertySources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/MessageSourceResourceBundleLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleCacheResolver.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MethodExclusionMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleCacheErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/CacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/DateTimeFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericGroovyApplicationContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/TemporalAccessorPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/SimpleHttpServerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleThrowawayClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/BasicOperation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationInvocationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/DefaultKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ForkJoinPoolFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleInstrumentableClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationBeanNameGenerator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConditionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/annotation/Validated.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormattingConversionServiceFactoryBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ContextTypeMatchClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/FormatterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheErrorHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/BeanFactoryAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/TemporalAccessorParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/CacheManagementConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncConfigurerSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/MapBindingResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/MBeanServerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteAccessException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractConfigurableMBeanInfoAssembler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/OptionalValidatorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/KeyGenerator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/MessageSourceResourceBundle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/MillisecondInstantPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/StaticApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/FilterType.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/DateTimeFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheExpressionRootObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTasksBeanDefinitionParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/DateTimeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/DeferredImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/ResourceScriptSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Condition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/TaskUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportSelector.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossMCAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ModelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/TimeZoneAwareLocaleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/EnvironmentAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/JndiRmiClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/DefaultManagedTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/DefaultManagedTaskExecutor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/MethodInvokingRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/LocalDateTimeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractRefreshableApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/SimpleTimeZoneAwareLocaleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/LocalTimeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/SimpleTriggerContext.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/SchedulingTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/DateTimeFormatterFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Lazy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Description.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiClientInterceptorUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiRegistryFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/ReadableInstantPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/LocaleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/CronTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/interceptor/SpringBeanAutowiringInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/SimpleLocaleContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopedProxyMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/IntervalTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/LocalDateParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/ReadablePartialPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/CustomizableThreadFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ProfileCondition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventExpressionRootObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DurationFormatter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptEvalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/YearMonthFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/NumberFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventListenerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationListener.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/CurrencyFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/NoOpCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Role.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/SpringConstraintValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeConverters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/YearMonthFormatter.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/AnnotationDrivenBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/DurationFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/MonthDayFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEventPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/money/MonetaryAmountFormatter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/MonthDayFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/ProxyAsyncConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/ConnectorDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/AbstractCachingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/PercentFormatter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ExtendedModelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/PeriodFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/PeriodFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ScheduledExecutorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/DefaultFormattingConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperationParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScans.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperationParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/DefaultManagedAwareThreadFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/CronTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/ResourceBundleThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AbstractAsyncConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/PayloadApplicationEvent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/LangNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptCompilationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CacheConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/money/Jsr354NumberFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptEvaluator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/support/SimpleJndiBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/PercentStyleFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/AbstractCacheManager.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/validation/support/BindingAwareModelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/money/CurrencyUnitFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937100_1613638556.19/0/spring-context-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/context/event/SourceFilteringListener.java

 

1.175 spring-web-mvc 4.3.24.RELEASE 
1.175.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*  https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ContentVersionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/FixedVersionStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/theme/ThemeChangeInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/theme/SessionThemeResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/BindTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/AbstractLocaleContextResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/HiddenInputTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/ThemeTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/document/AbstractJExcelView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/JstlUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/theme/CookieThemeResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/FixedLocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/AbstractLocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/velocity/VelocityView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractHtmlInputElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/BindErrorsTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/AbstractCachingViewResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/ThemeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/HtmlEscapeTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/LocaleContextResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractFormTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/theme/FixedThemeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/InterceptorsBeanDefinitionParser.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/script/ScriptTemplateViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/TransformTag.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/InternalResourceViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/TransformedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/FlashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/ViewControllerRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/annotation/ModelAndViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/annotation/AnnotationMethodHandlerExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/AbstractTemplateView.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/jasperreports/JasperReportsXlsxView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/EncodedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/DefaultServletHttpRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/groovy/GroovyMarkupViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/MvcNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/CallableMethodReturnValueHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/AbstractResourceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/annotation/DefaultAnnotationHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/AbstractDispatcherServletInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceUrlProviderExposingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/VersionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceTransformerChain.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/NoHandlerFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/document/AbstractXlsxStreamingView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestBodyAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/jasperreports/JasperReportsMultiFormatView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/JsonViewRequestBodyAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/multiaction/MultiActionController.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/DefaultResourceTransformerChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/CachingResourceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/VersionPathStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceResolverChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/ArgumentAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/ParamTag.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/document/AbstractExcelView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/document/AbstractXlsxView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/AsyncTaskMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestBodyAdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/HtmlEscapingAwareTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/script/ScriptTemplateConfigurer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/ServletForwardingController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/ViewRendererServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/script/ScriptTemplateConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/ArgumentTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/StreamingResponseBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/SimpleUrlHandlerMapping.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/annotation/AnnotationMethodHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/CorsBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/groovy/GroovyMarkupConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/CorsRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/AbstractView.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/FormTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/TagWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractDataBoundFormElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/ButtonTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/PathResourceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/UrlTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/AcceptHeaderLocaleResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/GzipResourceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/document/AbstractPdfView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/WebMvcConfigurationSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/RequestMappingInfoHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/TextareaTag.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/json/AbstractJackson2View.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/BeanNameViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/FreeMarkerConfigurerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/json/MappingJackson2JsonView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/CompositeRequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/ResourceBundleViewResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/WebContentGenerator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/LabelTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractHtmlElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/UrlBasedViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceHttpRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/MvcUriComponentsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/ConsumesRequestCondition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/HandlerMappingIntrospector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/RequestContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/BindStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/ResourcesBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/CheckboxTag.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HandlerExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/ProducesRequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/ScriptTemplateConfigurerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/CheckboxesTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/support/DefaultHandlerExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/annotation/ResponseStatusExceptionResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestPartMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/XmlViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/View.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/HttpEntityMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/ServletUriComponentsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/AbstractJsonpResponseBodyAdvice.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/xml/MappingJackson2XmlView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/OptionsTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/AbstractHandlerMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/InputTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/TilesConfigurerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/FrameworkServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/VersionResourceResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestMappingHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/MappedInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/ResourceHandlerRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/SelectTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ResponseBodyEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/OptionTag.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/SimpleMappingExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/document/AbstractPdfStamperView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/MatrixVariableMapMethodArgumentResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/AbstractTemplateViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/theme/AbstractThemeResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/support/ControllerTypePredicate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/CookieLocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/InterceptorRegistration.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/InterceptorRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/RequestMappingInfoHandlerMethodMappingNamingStrategy.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/PatternsRequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestMappingHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/RedirectView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ViewNameMethodReturnValueHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ResponseEntityExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/AnnotationDrivenBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/MvcNamespaceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractUrlHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceUrlEncodingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/SessionAttributeMethodArgumentResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ViewMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestResponseBodyAdviceChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/LocaleChangeInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/DispatcherServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/AbstractRequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/HandlerExceptionResolverComposite.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractHandlerExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ExceptionHandlerExceptionResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* A contract for inspecting and potentially modifying request data values such

* as URL query parameters or form field values before they are rendered by a

* view or before a redirect.

*

* <p>Implementations may use this contract for example as part of a solution

* to provide data integrity, confidentiality,

 protection against cross-site

* request forgery (CSRF), and others or for other tasks such as automatically

* adding a hidden field to all forms and URLs.

*

* <p>View technologies that support this contract can obtain an instance to

* delegate to via {@link RequestContext#getRequestDataValueProcessor()}.

*

* @author Rossen Stoyanchev

* @since 3.1

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/RequestDataValueProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/freemarker/FreeMarkerViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles2/SpringLocaleResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles2/SpringBeanPreparerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ServletRequestDataBinderFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* XSLT-driven View that allows for response context to be rendered as the

* result of an XSLT transformation.

*

* <p>The XSLT Source object is supplied as a parameter in the model and then

* {@link #locateSource detected} during response rendering. Users can either specify

* a specific entry in the

 model via the {@link #setSourceKey sourceKey} property or

* have Spring locate the Source object. This class also provides basic conversion

* of objects into Source implementations. See {@link #getSourceTypes() here}

* for more details.

*

* <p>All model parameters are passed to the XSLT Transformer as parameters.

* In addition the user can configure {@link #setOutputProperties output properties}

* to be passed to the Transformer.

*

* @author Rob Harrop

* @author Juergen Hoeller

* @since 2.0

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/xslt/XsltView.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/velocity/VelocityToolboxView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/DispatcherServletWebRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/AbstractAnnotationConfigDispatcherServletInitializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/MediaTypeExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/RadioButtonTag.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/ParamAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ServletWebArgumentResolverAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/OptionWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/TagIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/EditorAwareTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles3/SpringBeanPreparerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/SmartView.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/support/ControllerClassNameHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/WebRequestHandlerInterceptorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractCheckedElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/velocity/VelocityLayoutView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/ViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/ModelAndViewDefiningException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/support/RedirectAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles3/AbstractSpringPreparerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/multiaction/MethodNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/LastModified.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/multiaction/PropertiesMethodNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/JstlView.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/multiaction/NoSuchRequestHandlingMethodException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/ValueFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/DefaultServletHandlerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractSingleCheckedElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/ConversionServiceExposingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractMultiCheckedElementTag.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles3/SimpleSpringPreparerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles2/AbstractSpringPreparerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/RequestToViewNameTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/multiaction/AbstractUrlMethodNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles2/SimpleSpringPreparerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/velocity/VelocityLayoutViewResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/SimpleServletHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/freemarker/FreeMarkerConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/multiaction/InternalPathMethodNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/NestedPathTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/support/ControllerBeanNameHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/velocity/VelocityConfig.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractDetectingUrlHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/RadioButtonsTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/RequestContextAwareTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/support/AnnotationControllerTypePredicate.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/ErrorsTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/SimpleControllerHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/HttpRequestHandlerAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/velocity/VelocityConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/AbstractUrlViewController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/velocity/VelocityViewResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RedirectAttributesMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/EvalTag.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/UrlBasedViewResolverRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/UserRoleAuthorizationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/ViewResolverComposite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles2/TilesViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/UrlFilenameViewController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/PathVariableMapMethodArgumentResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles2/SpringWildcardServletTilesApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/jasperreports/AbstractJasperReportsSingleFormatView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/feed/AbstractFeedView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles3/SpringWildcardServletTilesApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles3/TilesViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/xml/MarshallingView.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/GroovyMarkupConfigurerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/InternalResourceView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles2/TilesView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/multiaction/ParameterMethodNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/HandlerMethodMappingNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/AbstractMappingJacksonResponseBodyAdvice.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/ParameterizableViewController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/Controller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ServletResponseMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/jasperreports/JasperReportsXlsView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/SessionFlashMapManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/VelocityConfigurerBeanDefinitionParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/jasperreports/JasperReportsCsvView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/CachingResourceTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/PasswordInputTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles2/TilesConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/xslt/XsltViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/RequestConditionHolder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/support/AbstractControllerUrlHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ModelAndViewResolverMethodReturnValueHandler.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/feed/AbstractAtomFeedView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/jasperreports/JasperReportsPdfView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/jasperreports/JasperReportsViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/FlashMapManager.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/jasperreports/JasperReportsHtmlView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles3/TilesView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/jasperreports/ConfigurableJasperReportsView.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/DefaultRequestToViewNameTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestAttributeMethodArgumentResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles3/TilesConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/DefaultResourceResolverChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/RequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractHandlerMethodExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/EnableWebMvc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/annotation/ServletAnnotationMappingUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/AbstractVersionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/ServletWrappingController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/WebMvcConfigurerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/ResourceServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ResponseBodyEmitterAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/groovy/GroovyMarkupView.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HandlerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ServletCookieValueMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestResponseBodyMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/MatrixVariableMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/VersionedResource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/AbstractController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/CompletionStageReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/DeferredResultAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/jasperreports/AbstractJasperReportsView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/HandlerInterceptorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/JsonViewResponseBodyAdvice.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/RequestMethodsRequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/BeanNameUrlHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/SimpleServletPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles3/SpringLocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/WebMvcConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/LocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/CssLinkResourceTransformer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/WebMvcConfigurerComposite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractHtmlElementBodyTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/MatchableHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/RequestMatchResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/DelegatingWebMvcConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/AbstractMediaTypeExpression.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/ResourceChainRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/PathVariableMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/AsyncHandlerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ListenableFutureReturnValueHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/JspAwareRequestContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/DefaultServletHandlerConfigurer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/WebJarsResourceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/NameValueExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/AbstractNameValueExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/groovy/GroovyMarkupConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/HeadersRequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/ParamsRequestCondition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/AbstractFlashMapManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/ContentNegotiationConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ResponseBodyAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/SessionLocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/HttpHeadersReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/MessageTag.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/ViewControllerRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/AppCacheManifestTransformer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ServletInvocableHandlerMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/ViewControllerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/StreamingResponseBodyReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/RequestContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/feed/AbstractRssFeedView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ExtendedServletRequestDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/ResourceHandlerRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HttpServletBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/ViewResolverRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceUrlProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/ViewResolversBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/DeferredResultMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/AbstractMessageConverterMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/AsyncSupportConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/SseEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractHandlerMethodMapping.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/RedirectViewControllerRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/PathMatchConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/AbstractUrlBasedView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ServletRequestMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/UriComponentsBuilderMethodArgumentResolver.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/ModelAndView.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceTransformerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/Param.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/AbstractMessageConverterMethodArgumentResolver.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/WebContentInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/SelectedValueComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/freemarker/FreeMarkerConfig.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/ContentNegotiatingViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/support/RedirectAttributesModelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ResponseBodyEmitterReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/document/AbstractXlsView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/EscapeBodyTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HandlerExecutionChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/freemarker/FreeMarkerView.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/RequestMappingInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ServletModelAttributeMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ModelAndViewMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/CorsRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135937037_1613638965.79/0/spring-webmvc-4-3-24-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/script/ScriptTemplateView.java

 

1.176 asm 4.0 
1.176.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov
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* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/attrs/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
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* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link ClassNode}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #ClassNode(int)}

    * version.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ClassNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#All rights reserved.

#Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#are met:

#1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

#   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

#3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

#   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

frames.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

writer.properties

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

signatures.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

resize.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

annotations.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link Textifier}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #Textifier(int)}

    * version.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its
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    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

 THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/asm-xml.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM XML Adapter

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

 INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF
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* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/ASMContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXFieldAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXCodeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/Processor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* Copyright (c) 2011 Google

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF
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* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link GeneratorAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #GeneratorAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param

 mv the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls.

    * @param access the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name the method's name.

    * @param desc the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/GeneratorAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF
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* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new JSRInliner. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #JSRInlinerAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String, String, String[])}

    * version.

    *

    * @param mv the <code>MethodVisitor</code>

 to send the resulting inlined

    *        method code to (use <code>null</code> for none).

    * @param access the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}). This

    *        parameter also indicates if the method is synthetic and/or

    *        deprecated.

    * @param name the method's name.

    * @param desc the method's descriptor (see {@link Type}).

    * @param signature the method's signature. May be <tt>null</tt>.

    * @param exceptions the internal names of the method's exception classes

    *        (see {@link Type#getInternalName() getInternalName}). May be

    *        <tt>null</tt>.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/JSRInlinerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/CodeSizeEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TryCatchBlockSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Remapper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/AnnotationConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/StaticInitMerger.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LdcInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Constant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Item.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/LocalVariablesSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TryCatchBlockNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/InstructionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/VarInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodConstantsCollector.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ConstantPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/AnalyzerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Shrinker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LookupSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AbstractInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/NameMapping.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SimpleRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SmallSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceSignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InvokeDynamicInsnNode.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SerialVersionUIDAdder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IincInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SimpleVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FrameNode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InnerClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TableSwitchGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodInsnNode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Interpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/FieldConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LineNumberNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IntInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TableSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LabelNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MultiANewArrayInsnNode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/JarOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/JumpInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckAnnotationAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifiable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifiable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* Copyright (c) 2011 Google

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF
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* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceMethodVisitor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceFieldVisitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link AnalyzerAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #AnalyzerAdapter(int, String, int, String, String, MethodVisitor)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param owner the owner's class

 name.

    * @param access the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name the method's name.

    * @param desc the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).

    * @param mv the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls. May

    *        be <tt>null</tt>.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953346_1613641379.03/0/asm-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AnalyzerAdapter.java

 

1.177 stax 3.1.4 
1.177.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Stax2 API extension for Streaming API for XML processing (StAX).

*

* Copyright (c) 2006- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/dom/DOMWrappingReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* Stax2 API extension for Streaming Api for Xml processing (StAX).

*

* Copyright (c) 2006- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/dom/DOMWrappingWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Stax2 API extension for Streaming Api for Xml processing (StAX).

*

* Copyright (c) 2006- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2WriterAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2WriterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2ReaderImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Reference Implementation of

* Stax2 extension API (for basic Stax API, JSR-173)

*
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* Copyright (c) 2005- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/ValueEncoderFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* StAX2 extension for StAX API (JSR-173).

*

* Copyright (c) 2005- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/Base64DecoderBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/CharArrayBase64Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/StringBase64Decoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/util/StreamWriterDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/NumberUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Stax2 extension for basic Stax API (JSR-173).
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*

* Copyright (c) 2005- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/typed/Base64Variant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/typed/Base64Variants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/XMLStreamReader2.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/typed/TypedXMLStreamReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Reference Implementation of

* Stax2 extension API (for basic Stax API, JSR-173)

*

* Copyright (c) 2008- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/ValueDecoderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/typed/AsciiValueEncoder.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129090477_1612176217.67/0/stax2-api-3-1-4-sources-

jar/org/codehaus/stax2/ri/Stax2EventReaderImpl.java

 

1.178 commons-digester 1.7 
1.178.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: VariableExpander.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/substitution/VariableExpander.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderFromClass.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderFromClass.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RuleFinder.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/RuleFinder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: ObjectParamRule.java 178355 2005-05-25 03:58:11Z skitching $

*
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* Copyright 2002-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/ObjectParamRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: BeanPropertySetterRule.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/BeanPropertySetterRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: DigesterLoader.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/DigesterLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: VariableSubstitutor.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/substitution/VariableSubstitutor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RegexMatcher.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/RegexMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: AbstractRulesImpl.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/AbstractRulesImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RuleSet.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/RuleSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RuleSetBase.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/RuleSetBase.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: XercesParser.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/parser/XercesParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: DigesterRuleParser.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/DigesterRuleParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginRules.java 179714 2005-06-03 03:53:39Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginRules.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* $Id: PluginDeclarationRule.java 179714 2005-06-03 03:53:39Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginDeclarationRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderSetProperties.java 179714 2005-06-03 03:53:39Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderSetProperties.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: SetNestedPropertiesRule.java 179714 2005-06-03 03:53:39Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/SetNestedPropertiesRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RulesBase.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/RulesBase.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: CircularIncludeException.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/CircularIncludeException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RulesFactory.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/RulesFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/substitution/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/package.html

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-jar/overview.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/parser/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderFromResource.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderFromResource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: SetRootRule.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2002-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/SetRootRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: DigesterRulesSource.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/DigesterRulesSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: MultiVariableExpander.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/substitution/MultiVariableExpander.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: Digester.java 178371 2005-05-25 05:13:27Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/Digester.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginException.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginConfigurationException.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginConfigurationException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: LoaderFromClass.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/LoaderFromClass.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: GenericParser.java 179714 2005-06-03 03:53:39Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/parser/GenericParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderFromDfltMethod.java 179714 2005-06-03 03:53:39Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderFromDfltMethod.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/digester-rules.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: SetTopRule.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/SetTopRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginCreateRule.java 179714 2005-06-03 03:53:39Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginCreateRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderFromDfltResource.java 179714 2005-06-03 03:53:39Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderFromDfltResource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: Declaration.java 179714 2005-06-03 03:53:39Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/Declaration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: ExtendedBaseRules.java 179716 2005-06-03 04:06:00Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/ExtendedBaseRules.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: Rule.java 179716 2005-06-03 04:06:00Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/Rule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: SetPropertiesRule.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/SetPropertiesRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: VariableAttributes.java 179714 2005-06-03 03:53:39Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/substitution/VariableAttributes.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginInvalidInputException.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginInvalidInputException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: Substitutor.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/Substitutor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* $Id: Rules.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/Rules.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderFromDfltClass.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderFromDfltClass.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginContext.java 179714 2005-06-03 03:53:39Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderFromFile.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderFromFile.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: ObjectCreationFactory.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/ObjectCreationFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RegexRules.java 179716 2005-06-03 04:06:00Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/RegexRules.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: XmlLoadException.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/XmlLoadException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: NodeCreateRule.java 179714 2005-06-03 03:53:39Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2002-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/NodeCreateRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: SimpleRegexMatcher.java 179716 2005-06-03 04:06:00Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/SimpleRegexMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: DigesterLoadingException.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/DigesterLoadingException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: WithDefaultsRulesWrapper.java 179716 2005-06-03 04:06:00Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/WithDefaultsRulesWrapper.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: AbstractObjectCreationFactory.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/AbstractObjectCreationFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: ObjectCreateRule.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/ObjectCreateRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: LogUtils.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*
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* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/LogUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: CallMethodRule.java 179710 2005-06-03 03:19:51Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/CallMethodRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PathCallParamRule.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/PathCallParamRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: InitializableRule.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/InitializableRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FinderFromMethod.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/FinderFromMethod.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginManager.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: CallParamRule.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/CallParamRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FromXmlRuleSet.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/xmlrules/FromXmlRuleSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: LoaderSetProperties.java 179714 2005-06-03 03:53:39Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/LoaderSetProperties.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: RuleLoader.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/RuleLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: PluginAssertionFailure.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2003-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/PluginAssertionFailure.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* $Id: ParserFeatureSetterFactory.java 179714 2005-06-03 03:53:39Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/ParserFeatureSetterFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: FactoryCreateRule.java 179716 2005-06-03 04:06:00Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/FactoryCreateRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: LoaderFromStream.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/plugins/strategies/LoaderFromStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: SetNextRule.java 157820 2005-03-16 22:46:19Z skitching $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/SetNextRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* $Id: SetPropertyRule.java 155412 2005-02-26 12:58:36Z dirkv $

*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953136_1613641205.61/0/commons-digester-1-7-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/digester/SetPropertyRule.java

 

1.179 commons-discovery 0.2 
1.179.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

*

* Copyright (c) 2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*    Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment

 may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Axis" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
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*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/tools/ManagedProperties.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header: /home/cvs/jakarta-commons/logging/src/java/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/SimpleLog.java,v 1.4

2002/06/15 20:54:48 craigmcc Exp $

* $Revision: 1.4 $

* $Date: 2002/06/15 20:54:48 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

 *

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/log/SimpleLog.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/log/DiscoveryLogFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header$

* $Revision$

* $Date$

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes

 software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/jdk/JDK12Hooks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/tools/PropertiesHolder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/tools/DiscoverClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/tools/ClassUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/tools/SPInterface.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/jdk/JDK11Hooks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/tools/EnvironmentCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/tools/DefaultClassHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/jdk/PsuedoSystemClassLoader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/DiscoveryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/tools/ResourceUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/tools/DiscoverSingleton.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/jdk/JDKHooks.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache

 Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
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* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

 OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/resource/ResourceDiscoverImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/ResourceClassIterator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/resource/names/DiscoverNamesInDictionary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/resource/names/DiscoverNamesInAlternateManagedProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/resource/names/ResourceNameDiscoverImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/ant/ServiceDiscoveryTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/resource/DiscoverResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/resource/names/DiscoverNamesInManagedProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/resource/names/DiscoverNamesInFile.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/resource/classes/DiscoverClasses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/resource/names/DiscoverServiceNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/ResourceClassDiscover.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/resource/names/DiscoverMappedNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/ResourceClass.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/ResourceIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/resource/names/DiscoverNamesInSystemProperties.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/resource/names/NameDiscoverers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/ResourceNameIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/resource/ClassLoaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/tools/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/resource/classes/ResourceClassDiscoverImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/ResourceDiscover.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/ResourceNameDiscover.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136044975_1613664860.94/0/commons-discovery-0-2-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/discovery/Resource.java

 

1.180 txw2 2.3.0 
1.180.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle

and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General

Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL")

(collectively, the "License").  You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2

section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 only

("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle designates this particular file as subject to

the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License // This
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class is in the Public Domain.  NO WARRANTY! * Public Domain, and comes with <strong>NO

WARRANTY</strong>.</em>'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License // NO

WARRANTY!  This class is in the public domain.'

 

1.181 activemq-spring 5.15.11 
1.181.1 Available under license : 

 

ActiveMQ :: Spring

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.182 activemq-openwire-legacy 5.15.11 
1.182.1 Available under license : 

 

ActiveMQ :: Openwire Legacy Support

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.183 activemq-client 5.15.11 
1.183.1 Available under license : 

 

ActiveMQ :: Client

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding
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 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.184 activemq-stomp 5.15.11 
1.184.1 Available under license : 

 

ActiveMQ :: STOMP Protocol

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.185 activemq-jaas 5.15.11 
1.185.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

ActiveMQ :: JAAS

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.186 activemq-jms-pool 5.15.11 
1.186.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

ActiveMQ :: Generic JMS Pool

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.187 activemq-jdbc-store 5.15.11 
1.187.1 Available under license : 

 

ActiveMQ :: JDBC Store

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial
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 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.188 activemq-leveldb-store 5.15.11 
1.188.1 Available under license : 

 

ActiveMQ :: LevelDB Store

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.189 activemq-console 5.15.11 
1.189.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

ActiveMQ :: Console

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.190 activemq-pool 5.15.11 
1.190.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

ActiveMQ :: Pool

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.191 activemq-mqtt 5.15.11 
1.191.1 Available under license : 

 

ActiveMQ :: MQTT Protocol

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.192 activemq-http 5.15.11 
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1.192.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

ActiveMQ :: HTTP Protocol Support

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.193 activemq-broker 5.15.11 
1.193.1 Available under license : 

 

ActiveMQ :: Broker

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.194 activemq-shiro 5.15.11 
1.194.1 Available under license : 

 

ActiveMQ :: Shiro

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.195 activemq-camel 5.15.11 
1.195.1 Available under license : 

 

ActiveMQ :: Camel

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.196 activemq-amqp 5.15.11 
1.196.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

ActiveMQ :: AMQP

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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1.197 activemq-kahadb-store 5.15.11 
1.197.1 Available under license : 

 

ActiveMQ :: KahaDB Store

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.198 commons-cli 1.0 
1.198.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header: /home/cvs/jakarta-commons-sandbox/cli/src/java/org/apache/commons/cli/PatternOptionBuilder.java,v

1.2 2002/06/06 22:49:36 bayard Exp $

* $Revision: 1.2 $

* $Date: 2002/06/06 22:49:36 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

 *

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.
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*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136279811_1613727097.48/0/commons-cli-1-0-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/cli/PatternOptionBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header: /home/cvs/jakarta-commons-

sandbox/cli/src/java/org/apache/commons/cli/AlreadySelectedException.java,v 1.4 2002/06/06 09:37:26 jstrachan

Exp $

* $Revision: 1.4 $

* $Date: 2002/06/06 09:37:26 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

 *

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written
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*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF

 MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136279811_1613727097.48/0/commons-cli-1-0-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/cli/AlreadySelectedException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header: /home/cvs/jakarta-commons-sandbox/cli/src/java/org/apache/commons/cli/ParseException.java,v 1.2

2002/06/06 09:37:26 jstrachan Exp $

* $Revision: 1.2 $

* $Date: 2002/06/06 09:37:26 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

 *

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136279811_1613727097.48/0/commons-cli-1-0-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/cli/ParseException.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header: /home/cvs/jakarta-commons/cli/src/java/org/apache/commons/cli/GnuParser.java,v 1.10 2002/09/19

22:59:43 jkeyes Exp $

* $Revision: 1.10 $

* $Date: 2002/09/19 22:59:43 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The

 end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
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 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136279811_1613727097.48/0/commons-cli-1-0-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/cli/GnuParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header: /home/cvs/jakarta-commons-sandbox/cli/src/java/org/apache/commons/cli/CommandLine.java,v 1.4

2002/06/06 22:32:37 bayard Exp $

* $Revision: 1.4 $

* $Date: 2002/06/06 22:32:37 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.
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*

 * 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136279811_1613727097.48/0/commons-cli-1-0-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/cli/CommandLine.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136279811_1613727097.48/0/commons-cli-1-0-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/cli/HelpFormatter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* $Header: /home/cvs/jakarta-commons/cli/src/java/org/apache/commons/cli/Parser.java,v 1.7 2002/10/24 23:17:49

jkeyes Exp $

* $Revision: 1.7 $

* $Date: 2002/10/24 23:17:49 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user

 documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136279811_1613727097.48/0/commons-cli-1-0-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/cli/Parser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header: /home/cvs/jakarta-commons-

sandbox/cli/src/java/org/apache/commons/cli/MissingArgumentException.java,v 1.2 2002/06/06 09:37:26 jstrachan

Exp $

* $Revision: 1.2 $

* $Date: 2002/06/06 09:37:26 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

 *

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:
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*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF

 MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136279811_1613727097.48/0/commons-cli-1-0-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/cli/MissingArgumentException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header: /home/cvs/jakarta-commons/cli/src/java/org/apache/commons/cli/PosixParser.java,v 1.11 2002/09/19

22:59:43 jkeyes Exp $

* $Revision: 1.11 $

* $Date: 2002/09/19 22:59:43 $

*

* ====================================================================
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*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3.

 The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.
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* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136279811_1613727097.48/0/commons-cli-1-0-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/cli/PosixParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header: /home/cvs/jakarta-commons/cli/src/java/org/apache/commons/cli/CommandLineParser.java,v 1.4

2002/09/19 22:59:43 jkeyes Exp $

* $Revision: 1.4 $

* $Date: 2002/09/19 22:59:43 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

*

 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software
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*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136279811_1613727097.48/0/commons-cli-1-0-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/cli/CommandLineParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header: /home/cvs/jakarta-commons-

sandbox/cli/src/java/org/apache/commons/cli/UnrecognizedOptionException.java,v 1.2 2002/06/06 09:37:26

jstrachan Exp $

* $Revision: 1.2 $

* $Date: 2002/06/06 09:37:26 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

* 

   distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

 * OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.
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*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136279811_1613727097.48/0/commons-cli-1-0-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/cli/UnrecognizedOptionException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header: /home/cvs/jakarta-commons-sandbox/cli/src/java/org/apache/commons/cli/Option.java,v 1.6 2002/06/06

22:50:14 bayard Exp $

* $Revision: 1.6 $

* $Date: 2002/06/06 22:50:14 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3.

 The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written
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*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

/*

* Copyright (C) The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.

*

* This software

 is published under the terms of the Apache Software License

* version 1.1, a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE file.

*

* $Id: Option.java,v 1.6 2002/06/06 22:50:14 bayard Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136279811_1613727097.48/0/commons-cli-1-0-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/cli/Option.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header: /home/cvs/jakarta-commons-sandbox/cli/src/java/org/apache/commons/cli/OptionGroup.java,v 1.2

2002/06/06 09:37:26 jstrachan Exp $

* $Revision: 1.2 $

* $Date: 2002/06/06 09:37:26 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1
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*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

 *

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
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* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136279811_1613727097.48/0/commons-cli-1-0-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/cli/OptionGroup.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header: /home/cvs/jakarta-commons-sandbox/cli/src/java/org/apache/commons/cli/Options.java,v 1.5

2002/06/06 22:32:37 bayard Exp $

* $Revision: 1.5 $

* $Date: 2002/06/06 22:32:37 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3.

 The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.
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*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136279811_1613727097.48/0/commons-cli-1-0-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/cli/Options.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header: /home/cvs/jakarta-commons/cli/src/java/org/apache/commons/cli/BasicParser.java,v 1.3 2002/09/19

22:59:43 jkeyes Exp $

* $Revision: 1.3 $

* $Date: 2002/09/19 22:59:43 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:
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*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The

 end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136279811_1613727097.48/0/commons-cli-1-0-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/cli/BasicParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header: /home/cvs/jakarta-commons/cli/src/java/org/apache/commons/cli/OptionBuilder.java,v 1.12 2002/10/15

22:50:45 jkeyes Exp $

* $Revision: 1.12 $

* $Date: 2002/10/15 22:50:45 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3.

 The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
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* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136279811_1613727097.48/0/commons-cli-1-0-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/cli/OptionBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* $Header: /home/cvs/jakarta-commons-

sandbox/cli/src/java/org/apache/commons/cli/MissingOptionException.java,v 1.2 2002/06/06 09:37:26 jstrachan

Exp $

* $Revision: 1.2 $

* $Date: 2002/06/06 09:37:26 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

 *

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF

 MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136279811_1613727097.48/0/commons-cli-1-0-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/cli/MissingOptionException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* $Header: /home/cvs/jakarta-commons-sandbox/cli/src/java/org/apache/commons/cli/TypeHandler.java,v 1.2

2002/06/06 22:49:36 bayard Exp $

* $Revision: 1.2 $

* $Date: 2002/06/06 22:49:36 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

 * 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
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* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136279811_1613727097.48/0/commons-cli-1-0-sources-1-

jar/org/apache/commons/cli/TypeHandler.java

 

1.199 velocity-engine-core 2.1 
1.199.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Velocity - Engine

Copyright 2000-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.200 velocity 2.1 
1.200.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Velocity - Engine

Copyright 2000-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.201 snmp-4j 2.2.5 
1.201.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii)

 beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the

 Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

   

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole

 responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed

 under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software

 itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Xerces" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

 LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation and was

* originally based on software copyright (c) 1999, International

* Business Machines, Inc., http://www.ibm.com.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the SNMP4J distribution.                          ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  SNMP4J.org (http://www.snmp4j.org/).

 

  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the root directory of

  this distribution.

 

  The names "SNMP4J" and  "Apache Software Foundation"  must not be used to

  endorse  or promote  products derived  from this  software without prior

  written permission. For written permission, please contact

  info@snmp4j.org (SNMP4J) or apache@apache.org.

 

1.202 asm-util 4.0 
1.202.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* Copyright (c) 2011 Google

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodNode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceFieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Analyzer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link AnalyzerAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #AnalyzerAdapter(int, String, int, String, String, MethodVisitor)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param owner the owner's class

 name.

    * @param access the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name the method's name.

    * @param desc the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).

    * @param mv the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls. May

    *        be <tt>null</tt>.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AnalyzerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* Copyright (c) 2011 Google
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* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link GeneratorAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #GeneratorAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param

 mv the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls.

    * @param access the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name the method's name.

    * @param desc the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/GeneratorAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom
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* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link Textifier}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #Textifier(int)}

    * version.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/package.html

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/attrs/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED
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 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

 THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/asm-xml.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework
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* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/StaticInitMerger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingClassAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Interpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TableSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SmallSet.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/JarOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Item.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/VarInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TryCatchBlockSorter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IincInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/AnnotationConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/FieldConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Shrinker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LabelNode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceSignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InvokeDynamicInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AbstractInsnNode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SimpleVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SimpleRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeInsnNode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LineNumberNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LdcInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Constant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/AnalyzerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FrameNode.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MultiANewArrayInsnNode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SerialVersionUIDAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TryCatchBlockNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InnerClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Remapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IntInsnNode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LookupSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/LocalVariablesSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/CodeSizeEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TableSwitchGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/NameMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckSignatureAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Frame.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/JumpInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/InstructionAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ConstantPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#All rights reserved.

#Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#are met:

#1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

#   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

#3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

#   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

annotations.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

resize.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink.properties

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

frames.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

signatures.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

writer.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new JSRInliner. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #JSRInlinerAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String, String, String[])}

    * version.

    *

    * @param mv the <code>MethodVisitor</code>

 to send the resulting inlined

    *        method code to (use <code>null</code> for none).

    * @param access the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}). This

    *        parameter also indicates if the method is synthetic and/or

    *        deprecated.

    * @param name the method's name.

    * @param desc the method's descriptor (see {@link Type}).

    * @param signature the method's signature. May be <tt>null</tt>.

    * @param exceptions the internal names of the method's exception classes

    *        (see {@link Type#getInternalName() getInternalName}). May be

    *        <tt>null</tt>.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/JSRInlinerAdapter.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM XML Adapter

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

 INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXClassAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/ASMContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXCodeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/Processor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifiable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifiable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link ClassNode}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #ClassNode(int)}

    * version.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136701684_1613864275.93/0/asm-util-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ClassNode.java

 

1.203 txw2 2.3.0.1 
1.203.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle

and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General

Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL")

(collectively, the "License").  You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2

section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'
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Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 only

("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle designates this particular file as subject to

the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License // This

class is in the Public Domain.  NO WARRANTY! * Public Domain, and comes with <strong>NO

WARRANTY</strong>.</em>'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License // NO

WARRANTY!  This class is in the public domain.'

 

1.204 jaxb-core 2.3.0.1 
1.204.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1997-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2011-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'Copyright (c) 1997-2017 Oracle

and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General

Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL")

(collectively, the "License").  You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2

section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 only

("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle designates this particular file as subject to
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the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2013-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 only

("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle designates this particular file as subject to

the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'Copyright (c) 1997-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 only

("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle designates this particular file as subject to

the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '# Copyright (c) 2014-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. # The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU # General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development # and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

# may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can # Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" # exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1997-2015 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1997-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1997-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License // NO

WARRANTY!  This class is in the public domain.'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle

and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General

Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL")

(collectively, the "License").  You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2

section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License // This
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class is in the Public Domain.  NO WARRANTY! * Public Domain, and comes with <strong>NO

WARRANTY</strong>.</em>'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'Copyright (c) 2013-2017 Oracle

and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General

Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL")

(collectively, the "License").  You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2

section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1997-2016 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '# Copyright (c) 1997-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. # The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU # General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development # and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

# may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can # Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" # exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1997-2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License // NO

WARRANTY!  This class is in the public domain.'

 

1.205 commons-csv 1.8 
1.205.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from)

 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons CSV

Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.206 asm-analysis 4.0 
1.206.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
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 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

 THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/asm-

xml.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link Textifier}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #Textifier(int)}

    * version.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifier.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* Copyright (c) 2011 Google

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link GeneratorAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #GeneratorAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param

 mv the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls.

    * @param access the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name the method's name.

    * @param desc the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/GeneratorAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/attrs/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov
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* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LabelNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceInterpreter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Item.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/NameMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceSignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TableSwitchGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LineNumberNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckFieldAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IincInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Shrinker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InnerClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/AnalyzerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceAnnotationVisitor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SimpleRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TryCatchBlockNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SerialVersionUIDAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Remapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/LocalVariablesSorter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/CodeSizeEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SimpleVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MultiANewArrayInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/JumpInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LdcInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ConstantPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InvokeDynamicInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/FieldConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/JarOptimizer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/InstructionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldNode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TryCatchBlockSorter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FrameNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IntInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnNode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TableSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/VarInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AbstractInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LookupSwitchInsnNode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SmallSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Interpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingAnnotationAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/StaticInitMerger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Constant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/AnnotationConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM XML Adapter

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

 INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXCodeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/ASMContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAnnotationAdapter.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/Processor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* Copyright (c) 2011 Google

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodNode.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceFieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AdviceAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link ClassNode}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #ClassNode(int)}

    * version.
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    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ClassNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new JSRInliner. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #JSRInlinerAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String, String, String[])}

    * version.

    *

    * @param mv the <code>MethodVisitor</code>

 to send the resulting inlined

    *        method code to (use <code>null</code> for none).

    * @param access the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}). This

    *        parameter also indicates if the method is synthetic and/or
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    *        deprecated.

    * @param name the method's name.

    * @param desc the method's descriptor (see {@link Type}).

    * @param signature the method's signature. May be <tt>null</tt>.

    * @param exceptions the internal names of the method's exception classes

    *        (see {@link Type#getInternalName() getInternalName}). May be

    *        <tt>null</tt>.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/JSRInlinerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link AnalyzerAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #AnalyzerAdapter(int, String, int, String, String, MethodVisitor)}
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    * version.

    *

    * @param owner the owner's class

 name.

    * @param access the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name the method's name.

    * @param desc the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).

    * @param mv the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls. May

    *        be <tt>null</tt>.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AnalyzerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifiable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifiable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#All rights reserved.

#Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#are met:

#1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

#   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

#3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

#   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-signatures.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-annotations.properties

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-frames.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-writer.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1138131088_1614265290.81/0/asm-analysis-4-0-sources-1-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-resize.properties

 

1.207 jaxb-runtime 2.1 
1.207.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in '* The contents of this file are

subject to the terms * of the Common Development and Distribution License * (the "License").  You may not use

this file except // NO WARRANTY!  This class is in the public domain. * Public Domain, and comes with

<strong>NO WARRANTY</strong>.</em>'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in '* The contents of this file are

subject to the terms * of the Common Development and Distribution License * (the "License").  You may not use

this file except // This class is in the Public Domain.  NO WARRANTY! * Public Domain, and comes with

<strong>NO WARRANTY</strong>.</em>'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in '* The contents of this file are

subject to the terms * of the Common Development and Distribution License * (the "License").  You may not use

this file except'
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Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in '* The contents of this file are

subject to the terms * of the Common Development and Distribution License * (the "License").  You may not use

this file except * The contents of this file are subject to the terms * of the Common Development and Distribution

License * (the "License").  You may not use this file except'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in '* The contents of this file are

subject to the terms * of the Common Development and Distribution License * (the "License").  You may not use

this file except // NO WARRANTY!  This class is in the public domain.'

 

1.208 woodstox-core-asl 4.3.0 
1.208.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE,

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, softwar

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/RepairingNsStreamWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/BasicStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/TypedStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/BaseStreamWriter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/NsDefaultProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/XmlWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDValidatorBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/WstxInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/ISOLatinReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/AttributeCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/XmlWriterWrapper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/MinimalDTDReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/InputElementStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/Element.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDTypingNonValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/BufferingXmlWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/TypedStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/EncodingXmlWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/FullDTDReader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/StreamScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/AsciiXmlWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDSubsetImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/ReaderBootstrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/ISOLatin1XmlWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/SAXFeature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/WstxSAXParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/WstxSAXParserFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/SAXProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/WrappedSaxException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE,

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/BaseNsStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/SimpleNsStreamWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004 Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/WstxInputLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/evt/DefaultEventAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/UTF8Reader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/util/BaseNsContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/EBCDICCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/stax/WstxEventFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/WstxInputData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/evt/BaseStartElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/exc/WstxLazyException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/AsciiReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/PrefixedNameSet.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/util/PrefixedName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/UTF32Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/exc/WstxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/ent/EntityDecl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/RelaxNGSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/GenericMsvValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDSubset.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/ValidatingStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DefaultAttrValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/RelaxNGSchemaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/NonNsStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/util/SymbolTable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/W3CSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/AttributeProxy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/stax/WstxInputFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/stax/WstxOutputFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/evt/WstxEventReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/util/ElementIdMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDSchemaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/BaseSchemaFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/W3CSchemaFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2005 Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/OutputElementBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/SimpleOutputElement.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/util/BijectiveNsMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004 Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DFAState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DFAValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/StructValidator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139557573_1614663878.48/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/ContentSpec.java

 

1.209 lucene-misc 6.5.1 
1.209.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim

 will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/
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Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/.

 Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

 DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including

 without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following
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# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available

 here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/
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The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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3. The names "Center for Intelligent

 Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The

 following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

 NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
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(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI

 PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE
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OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre.

 This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.
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The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package

 is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, and Hindi analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created

 by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed

 software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was
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provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic

 includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara

 Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out
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of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution,

 if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected

 with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the
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production of secondary

 products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

1.210 velocity 1.3.1 
1.210.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Julian Shapiro

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.211 ehcache 1.7.1 
1.211.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

*  Copyright 2003-2009 Terracotta, Inc.

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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*  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-jar/net/sf/ehcache/Ehcache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/statistics/CacheUsageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/Store.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/DefaultElementEvictionData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/statistics/NullLiveCacheStatisticsData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/ConfigurationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/RMICacheManagerPeerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/CacheManagerPeerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/RMICacheManagerPeerListenerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/FactoryConfiguration.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/loader/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/loader/CacheLoaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/sampled/SampledMBeanRegistrationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/blocking/CacheEntryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/RMISynchronousCacheReplicator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/ManagementService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/sampled/SampledCacheManagerMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-
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jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/ProductInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/provider/MBeanRegistrationProviderFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/sampled/TimeStampedCounterValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/CircularLossyQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/RMICachePeer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/CacheManagerPeerProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/FailSafeTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/DiskStoreConfiguration.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/exceptionhandler/CacheExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/CacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/concurrent/Sync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/sampled/SampledCounterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/ElementEvictionData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/sampled/SampledCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/MulticastKeepaliveHeartbeatSender.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/statistics/sampled/SampledCacheStatisticsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/RMICacheManagerPeerProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/ManualRMICacheManagerPeerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/event/CacheManagerEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/CacheException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/MimeTypeByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/RMICacheReplicatorFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/Configuration.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/event/RegisteredEventListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/statistics/LiveCacheStatisticsData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/ConfigurableRMIClientSocketFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/CachePeer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/LfuPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/concurrent/ConcurrencyUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/StoreFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/RMIBootstrapCacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/provider/MBeanRegistrationProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/CacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/MemoryStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/UpdateChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/event/CacheEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/PropertyUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/statistics/LiveCacheStatistics.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/bootstrap/BootstrapCacheLoaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/exceptionhandler/ExceptionHandlingDynamicCacheProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-jar/net/sf/ehcache/Statistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/CacheManagerMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/statistics/LiveCacheStatisticsWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-jar/net/sf/ehcache/Element.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/event/CacheEventListenerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-jar/net/sf/ehcache/Cache.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/sampled/SampledRateCounterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/RemoteCacheException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/blocking/LockTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/exceptionhandler/CacheExceptionHandlerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/provider/MBeanRegistrationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/extension/CacheExtensionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/CacheConfigurationMBean.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/sampled/SampledCacheMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/BeanHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/statistics/sampled/NullSampledCacheStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/CounterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/CacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/blocking/BlockingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/RMICacheManagerPeerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/blocking/UpdatingCacheEntryFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/statistics/LiveCacheStatisticsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/blocking/SelfPopulatingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/concurrent/LockType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/provider/MBeanRegistrationProviderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/extension/CacheExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/sampled/SampledEhcacheMBeans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/blocking/UpdatingSelfPopulatingCache.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/FifoPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/CounterManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/InvalidConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/LruMemoryStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/concurrent/StripedReadWriteLockSync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/constructs/web/ShutdownListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/PayloadUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/Policy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/LruPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/RMIAsynchronousCacheReplicator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/CacheManagerPeerListenerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/EhCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/CacheStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/CacheManagerPeerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/statistics/sampled/SampledCacheStatisticsWrapper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/bootstrap/BootstrapCacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/concurrent/CacheLockProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/EventMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/sampled/SampledRateCounterConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/DiskStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/event/CacheManagerEventListenerRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/TerracottaStoreHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/provider/NullMBeanRegistrationProvider.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/sampled/SampledRateCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/CacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/sampled/SampledCounterConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/sampled/SampledCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/RMIBootstrapCacheLoaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/CacheReplicator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/ClassLoaderUtil.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/AbstractPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-jar/net/sf/ehcache/Status.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/store/MemoryStoreEvictionPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/ConfigurationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/Counter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/TimeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/MemoryEfficientByteArrayOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/event/CacheManagerEventListenerFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/CounterManagerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/CounterConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/statistics/sampled/SampledCacheStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/TerracottaConfigConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/concurrent/ReadWriteLockSync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/EhCacheProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/hibernate/SingletonEhCacheProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/MulticastRMICacheManagerPeerProvider.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/CacheMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/config/TerracottaConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/ObjectExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/CacheStatisticsMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/util/counter/sampled/SampledCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/distribution/MulticastKeepaliveHeartbeatReceiver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1008299392_1602169057.97/0/ehcache-core-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/net/sf/ehcache/management/provider/MBeanRegistrationProviderException.java

 

1.212 activemq-run 5.15.11 
1.212.1 Available under license : 

 

ActiveMQ :: Run Jar

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership
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 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,
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 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.213 activemq-log4j-appender 5.15.11 
1.213.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial
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 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

ActiveMQ :: Log4j Appender

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.214 jaxb-core 2.3.2 
1.214.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.215 slf4j-jcl 1.7.5 
1.215.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593325_1614664767.01/0/slf4j-jcl-1-7-5-sources-1-

jar/org/slf4j/impl/StaticLoggerBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593325_1614664767.01/0/slf4j-jcl-1-7-5-sources-1-

jar/org/slf4j/impl/StaticMarkerBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593325_1614664767.01/0/slf4j-jcl-1-7-5-sources-1-
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jar/org/slf4j/impl/StaticMDCBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593325_1614664767.01/0/slf4j-jcl-1-7-5-sources-1-

jar/org/slf4j/impl/JCLLoggerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593325_1614664767.01/0/slf4j-jcl-1-7-5-sources-1-

jar/org/slf4j/impl/JCLLoggerFactory.java

 

1.216 apache-jstl 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.216.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.
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"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:
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     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at
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its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a
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cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND
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 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------
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Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from
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following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.217 lucene 6.5.1 
1.217.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim

 will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:
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 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/.

 Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

 DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person
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# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including

 without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available

 here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT
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* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent

 Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The

 following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
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 NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI

 PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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 ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre.

 This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html
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This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package

 is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, and Hindi analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created

 by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed

 software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.
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The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic

 includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara
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 Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution,

 if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected

 with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material
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or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary

 products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

1.218 activemq-partition 5.15.11 
1.218.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

ActiveMQ :: Partition Management

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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1.219 jetty-continuation 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.219.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.
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2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and
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        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers
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warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to
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comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api
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 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli
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 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.220 lucene-queryparser 6.5.1 
1.220.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim

 will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:
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 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/.

 Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

 DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including

 without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available

 here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the
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* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
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and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent

 Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The

 following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

 NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
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LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI

 PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR
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BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre.

 This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in
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 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package

 is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, and Hindi analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created

 by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed

 software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.
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The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic

 includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara

 Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages
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whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution,

 if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected

 with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term
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"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary

 products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

1.221 javassist 3.18.0-GA 
1.221.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 1999- Shigeru Chiba. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/RuntimeSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtMethod.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/BasicBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNew.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/BinExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepositoryImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Symbol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CastExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ArrayInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/SoftValueHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AccessFlag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metalevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAfter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotCreateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/tools/framedump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/runtime/Inner.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/NoFieldException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/compiler/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/NotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFileWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/NoSuchClassError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/MultiArrayType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ParameterAnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/ClassPoolTail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-
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jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/expr/MethodCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotInvokeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/ControlFlow.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/expr/Cast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtNewMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstTypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LongVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/CannotReflectException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/MethodDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SyntheticAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/ClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/ClassMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CondExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/expr/FieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/IntQueue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/convert/Transformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Pair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Member.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/InstanceOfExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CodeConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/TypeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtMember.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/expr/ConstructorCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AttributeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/CompileError.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ClassFilePrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/AccessorMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypedBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/RemoteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformWriteField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/expr/Expr.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationsWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Metaobject.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/LoaderClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/SubroutineScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/ByteArrayClassPath.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/compiler/Javac.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/tools/Dump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/ASTList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/web/BadHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InnerClassesAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/web/Viewer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Bytecode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/NewExpr.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/CallExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableTypeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Declarator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DeprecatedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/MemberResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/CtNewConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtBehavior.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/StackMapTable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/ClassMetaobject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Stmnt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SerializedProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtPrimitiveType.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/runtime/Desc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/DoubleConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/KeywordTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationDefaultAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/BadBytecode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/AnnotationsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/EnclosingMethodAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/util/proxy/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/Modifier.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/web/Webserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/InstructionPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/ProxyObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformFieldAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/URLClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstantAttribute.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Reflection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/CannotCompileException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-
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jar/javassist/CtNewNestedClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/IntConst.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/expr/Instanceof.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Visitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Descriptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/ObjectImporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SignatureAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ProceedHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Proxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/expr/ExprEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Loader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/CtNewWrappedMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ByteStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformAccessArrayField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/SerialVersionUID.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LineNumberAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/AssignExpr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/Tracer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/AppletServer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/SecurityActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ExceptionsAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-
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jar/javassist/compiler/CodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/tools/rmi/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtClassType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/TokenId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/util/HotSwapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/runtime/DotClass.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/ClassClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformReadField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/convert/TransformBefore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/CodeAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/bytecode/Opcode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/JvstCodeGen.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/runtime/Cflow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/expr/NewExpr.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/compiler/Lex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/reflect/Compiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/Executor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/LocalVariableAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/tools/rmi/StubGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/DuplicateMemberException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/analysis/FramePrinter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/scopedpool/ScopedClassPoolRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/SourceFileAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/expr/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/FieldDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/stackmap/TypeData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-
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jar/javassist/compiler/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/CtNewClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/expr/NewArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Expr.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/Keyword.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/Mnemonic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-jar/javassist/Translator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/SyntaxError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/util/proxy/FactoryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/ConstPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/compiler/ast/StringL.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Javassist, a Java-bytecode translator toolkit.

* Copyright (C) 2004 Bill Burke. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

* 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under

* the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later,

* or the Apache License Version 2.0.

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

* License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/BooleanMemberValue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ArrayMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/FloatMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-
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jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/DoubleMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ClassMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/Annotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/IntegerMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/LongMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/EnumMemberValue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ShortMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/ByteMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/CharMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/StringMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/AnnotationMemberValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139593694_1614664740.97/0/javassist-3-18-0-ga-sources-2-

jar/javassist/bytecode/annotation/MemberValueVisitor.java

 

1.222 bcel 2.4.1 
1.222.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons BCEL

Copyright 2004-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.223 lucene-analyzers-common 6.5.1 
1.223.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim
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 will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/.

 Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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 DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including

 without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available

 here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*
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* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
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DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent

 Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The

 following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

 NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI

 PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz
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All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/
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The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre.

 This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package

 is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, and Hindi analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created
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 by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed

 software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic

 includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================
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This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara

 Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution,

 if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein
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includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected

 with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary

 products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

1.224 tomcat-websocket-api 9.0.27 
1.224.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from)

 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.225 activemq-web 5.15.11 
1.225.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

=========================================================================

== Jetty is distributed under the Apache 2 license                     ==

=========================================================================

=========================================================================

== For the behaviour.js library                                        ==

=========================================================================
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Copyright (c) 2005, Ben Nolan

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the Ben Nolan nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

=========================================================================

== For the prototype.js library                                        ==

=========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2005 Sam Stephenson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

THE

 SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

ActiveMQ :: Web

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2006 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

==============================================================

 

This product includes some software developed at The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The javax.servlet package used by Jetty is copyright

Sun Microsystems, Inc and Apache Software Foundation. It is

distributed under the Common Development and Distribution License.

You can obtain a copy of the license at

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

 

The UnixCrypt.java code ~Implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

 

The default JSP implementation is provided by

 the Glassfish JSP engine

from project Glassfish http://glassfish.dev.java.net.  Copyright 2005

Sun Microsystems, Inc. and portions Copyright Apache Software Foundation.

 

Some portions of the code are Copyright:

 2006 Tim Vernum

 1999 Jason Gilbert.

 

The jboss integration module contains some LGPL code.

 

1.226 activemq-runtime-config 5.15.11 
1.226.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

ActiveMQ :: Runtime Configuration

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.227 commons-dbutils 1.0 
1.227.1 Available under license : 

/*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowledgement:
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*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately,

 this acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 * LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

1.228 apache-jsp 8.5.40 
1.228.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from)

 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.229 hawtbuf 1.11 
1.229.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/codec/AbstractBufferCodec.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/codec/FixedBufferCodec.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/DataByteArrayInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/AsciiBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/codec/StringCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/codec/Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/codec/BufferCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/ByteArrayInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/codec/VariableCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/codec/IntegerCodec.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/codec/AsciiBufferCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/codec/VarLongCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/BufferInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/codec/VarIntegerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/ByteArrayOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/codec/VarSignedLongCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/UTF8Buffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/HexSupport.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/codec/VarSignedIntegerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/codec/UTF8BufferCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/BufferEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/Buffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/codec/ObjectCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/DataByteArrayOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/codec/BytesCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-
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jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/BufferOutputStream.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/codec/LongCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2010, FuseSource Corp.  All rights reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1145056900_1618227567.25/0/hawtbuf-1-11-sources-6-

jar/org/fusesource/hawtbuf/AbstractVarIntSupport.java

 

1.230 ecj 3.17.0 
1.230.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* This program and the accompanying materials * are made available

under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* This program and the accompanying materials * are made available

under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 in all these cases the incoming type binding is for Z, but

annotations are for different levels. We need to align their layout for proper attribution.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '# This program and the accompanying materials # are made available

under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* This program and the accompanying materials * are made available

under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 Binary vs source, substitutions, annotation re-attribution from SE7

locations etc trigger these'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'This program and the accompanying materials are made available

under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '# This program and the accompanying materials # are made available

under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 compiler.copyright = Copyright IBM Corp 2000, 2015. All rights

reserved.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials *

are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v2.0'

 

1.231 camel-core 2.24.1 
1.231.1 Available under license : 

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Camel distribution.                    ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the licenses directory of

  this distribution.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial
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 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Camel :: Core

Copyright 2007-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.232 xml-commons-resolver 1.1 
1.232.1 Notifications : 

This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

1.232.2 Available under license : 
/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*

    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" must

*    not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

 NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

1.233 xstream 1.4.16 
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1.233.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 04. October 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/MapBackedDataHolder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 08. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XppReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. September 2004 by James Strachan

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/StaxWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016, 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 7. February 2016 by Aaron Johnson

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/PathConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2010, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. September 2007 by Joerg Schaible.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/XmlHeaderAwareReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 20. November 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/FilePersistenceStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 09. October 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/SystemAttributeAliasingMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/AbstractAttributeAliasingMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. May 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/AbstractXmlFriendlyMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.
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*

* Created on 20.09.2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/PropertyEditorCapableConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

* Created on 10. October 2018 by Joerg Schaible.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/FieldUtil15.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/FieldUtil14.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. July 2006 by Guilherme Silveira

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/XmlArrayList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
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* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/TreeUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/HierarchicalStreamDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/ConversionException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2007, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.
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*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 11. October 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Primitives.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. June 2006 by Guilherme Silveira

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/StreamStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/FileStreamStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 11. August 2005 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamAlias.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. June 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/json/JsonHierarchicalStreamDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/InstantConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. April 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ReferenceByXPathUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 05. May 2017 by Joerg Schaible, copied from ISO8601GregorianCalendarConverter

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/ISO8601JodaTimeConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 19.09.2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/XStream12FieldKeySorter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2016, 2017, 2019 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/DefaultConverterLookup.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. November 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamInclude.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2011, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 21.09.2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/DurationConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2014, 2015, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/DomDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 08. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/ErrorWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 02. September 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/DomWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XomReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
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* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 14. October 2011 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/binary/BinaryStreamDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. February 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/ConverterMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/ClassLoaderReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.
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*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 02. March 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/AbstractReflectionConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2021 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 2. January 2021 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/MXParserDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/MarshallingContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.
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* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/AbstractDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013, 2016, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 20. September 2013 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/NamedMapConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 01. October 2011 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/MissingFieldException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.
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* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/ShortConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/CharConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/DoubleConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/FloatConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. April 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/AbstractXppDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 08. July 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/FontConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15.02.2011 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/ErrorReporter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 09. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/ClassAliasingMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*
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* Created on 04. April 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/JavaClassConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/DynamicProxyMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 11. October 2011 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/SingletonMapConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/SingletonCollectionConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
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* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 01. March 2013 by Joerg Schaible, moved from package

* com.thoughtworks.xstream.converters.reflection.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/SelfStreamingInstanceChecker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013, 2014 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. February 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/OrderRetainingMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. April 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/CGLIBEnhancedConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.
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* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 01. October 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/CollectionConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. October 2005 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ISO8601GregorianCalendarConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. May 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/Xpp3DomDriver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/AbstractXppDomDriver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-
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jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/KXml2DomDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 09. October 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/HierarchicalStreams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2013, 2018, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 25. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/DynamicProxyConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2016, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. July 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ToStringConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 18. October 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/DocumentWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/DocumentReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 XStream Committer.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 17. January 2015 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/LambdaConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 20. November 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/PersistenceStrategy.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. April 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ReferenceByXPathMarshallingStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. April 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/ReflectionProviderWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 04. June 2006 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/binary/ReaderDepthState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/binary/BinaryStreamWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 24. Julyl 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/LocaleConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 20. March 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/EnumMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011, 2013, 2014 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*
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* Created on 12. July 2011 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/WeakCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/DateConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 09. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/JVM.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013, 2016, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
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* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 14. March 2013 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/enums/EnumToStringConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011, 2014, 2015, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. April 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/BEAStaxDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. September 2004 by James Strachan

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/StaxDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
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* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XmlFriendlyWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XmlFriendlyReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2016, 2018, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 08. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/TreeMapConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 24. December 2006 by Guilherme Silveira

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamAsAttribute.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013, 2014, 2015 XStream Committers.
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* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 27. July 2013 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/StandardStaxDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. May 2005 by Guilherme Silveira

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamOmitField.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/AbstractChronoLocalDateConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/WeekFieldsConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/JapaneseDateConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/MinguoDateConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/ThaiBuddhistDateConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/ValueRangeConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 11. August 2005 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamContainedType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/Annotations.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 18. November 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/AbstractFilePersistenceStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. April 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/CharsetConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008, 2010 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. October 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/FastField.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 17. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/AbstractWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2014, 2015, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.
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*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/Dom4JDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. July 2011 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/JavaBeanProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 14. August 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

/**

* A SAX {@link org.xml.sax.XMLReader parser} that acts as an XStream

* {@link com.thoughtworks.xstream.io.HierarchicalStreamWriter} to enable direct generation of a

* SAX event flow from the XStream serialization of a list of list of Java objects.

* <p>

* As a

* custom SAX parser, this class ignores the arguments of the two standard parse methods ({@link

#parse(java.lang.String)}
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* and {@link #parse(org.xml.sax.InputSource)}) but relies on a proprietary SAX property

* {@link #SOURCE_OBJECT_LIST_PROPERTY} to define the list of objects to serialize.

 * </p>

* <p>

* Configuration of this SAX parser is achieved through the standard

* {@link #setProperty SAX property mechanism}. While specific setter methods require direct

* access to the parser instance, SAX properties support configuration settings to be propagated

* through a chain of {@link org.xml.sax.XMLFilter filters} down to the underlying parser

* object.

* </p>

* <p>

* This mechanism shall be used to configure the

* {@link #SOURCE_OBJECT_LIST_PROPERTY objects to be serialized} as well as the

* {@link #CONFIGURED_XSTREAM_PROPERTY XStream facade}.

* </p>

*

* @author Laurent Bihanic

*/

/**

    * Sets the value of a property.

    * <p>

    * The property name is any fully-qualified URI.  It is

    * possible for an XMLReader to recognize a property name but

    * to be unable to set its value.</p>

    * <p>

    * XMLReaders are not required to recognize setting any

    * specific property names, though a core set is provided with

    * SAX2.</p>

 

   * <p>

    * Some property values may be immutable or mutable only

    * in specific contexts, such as before, during, or after

    * a parse.</p>

    * <p>

    * This method is also the standard mechanism for setting

    * extended handlers.</p>

    * <p>

    * <strong>Note</strong>: This implementation only supports two

    * (proprietary) properties: {@link #CONFIGURED_XSTREAM_PROPERTY}

    * and {@link #SOURCE_OBJECT_LIST_PROPERTY}.</p>

    *

    * @param name  the property name, which is a fully-qualified URI.

    * @param value the requested value for the property.

    * @throws SAXNotRecognizedException when the XMLReader does not

    *                                   recognize the property name.

    * @throws SAXNotSupportedException  when the XMLReader recognizes

    *                                   the property name but cannot set

    *                                   the requested value.
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    * @see #getProperty

    */

/**

    * Parses an XML document

 from a system identifier (URI).

    * <p>

    * This method is a shortcut for the common case of reading a

    * document from a system identifier.  It is the exact

    * equivalent of the following:</p>

    * <blockquote>

    * <pre>

    *    parse(new InputSource(systemId));

    *  </pre>

    * </blockquote>

    * <p>

    * If the system identifier is a URL, it must be fully resolved

    * by the application before it is passed to the parser.</p>

    * <p>

    * <strong>Note</strong>: As a custom SAX parser, this class

    * ignores the <code>systemId</code> argument of this method

    * and relies on the proprietary SAX property

    * {@link #SOURCE_OBJECT_LIST_PROPERTY}) to define the list of

    * objects to serialize.</p>

    *

    * @param systemId the system identifier (URI).

    * @throws SAXException Any SAX exception, possibly wrapping

    *                      another exception.

    * @see #parse(org.xml.sax.InputSource)

    */

 

Found in path(s):

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/SaxWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011, 2014, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. April 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/WstxDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/ConverterLookup.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 24. February 2016 by Joerg Schaible, factored out of ConversionException.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/ErrorWritingException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/xppdom/Xpp3Dom.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. November 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/AnnotationMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2013, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/enums/EnumMapConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*
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* Created on 17.04.2008 by Joerg Schaible.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/json/JettisonStaxWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2014, 2016, 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. April 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/XStreamer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008, 2009, 2010, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 12. February 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/enums/EnumSingleValueConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2015, 2021 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.
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*

* Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/ImmutableTypesMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 10. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/ReaderWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XppDomDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 04. April 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/JavaMethodConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. October 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/InitializationException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 01. October 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ColorConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.
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*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. March 2017 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/SystemClockConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 14. August 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/TraxSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 14. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/naming/NameCoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.
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* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. November 2004 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ISO8601DateConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 16. February 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/ImplicitCollectionMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 01. January 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/ConverterRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 25. March 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/TextAttributeConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/ArrayMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/naming/StaticNameCoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-
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jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/naming/NoNameCoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/naming/NameCoderWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XStream11NameCoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 15. January 2015 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/LambdaMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 02. September 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/path/Path.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2019 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. March 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/AbstractReferenceMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. April 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Fields.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2016, 2018, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/PureJavaReflectionProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 16. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/AbstractReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2015, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/Mapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/ObjectAccessException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2018, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.
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*

* Created on 06. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/enums/EnumSetConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 04. June 2006 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/copy/HierarchicalStreamCopier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 28. June 2006 by Guilherme Silveira

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/XmlSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
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* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 11. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/YearConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/OffsetTimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/YearMonthConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. April 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/KXml2Driver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/Xpp3Driver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2021 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 02. January 2021 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/MXParserDomDriver.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 30. March 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/DependencyInjectionFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 25. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/URLConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/CompactWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 01. October 2004 by James Strachan

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/QNameMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2012, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 08. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XppDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. November 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/AnnotationConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2019, 2020, 2021 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible, copied from XmlFriendlyReplacer.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XmlFriendlyNameCoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/StringConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*
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* Created on 24. June 2012 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/JDom2Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/JDom2Writer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2013, 2016, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/AbstractCollectionConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/path/PathTrackingWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 10. May 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Pool.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 10. April 2004 by Joe Walnes

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/path/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 17. April 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/JavaFieldConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
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* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 18. October 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/AbstractDocumentWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/StreamException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/Converter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2016, 2017, 2020 XStream Committers.
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* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 08. January 2014 by Joerg Schaible, factored out from SunUnsafeReflectionProvider

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/SunLimitedUnsafeReflectionProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. September 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/JDomDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 30. March 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/TypedNull.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 23. August 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/CustomObjectOutputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 24. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/AbstractDocumentReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 3. August 2010 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/URIConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.
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*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 19. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/ChronologyConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 12. January 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/SubjectConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/JapaneseEraConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.
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*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 19. July 2011 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/Caching.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. October 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/XStreamException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 12. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/BeanProperty.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
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* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013, 2014, 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/ReflectionConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 10. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/WriterWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 24. August 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/ExternalizableConverter.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 10. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. April 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ReferenceByXPathMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/StackTraceElementConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 04. January 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/StringBuilderConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/UUIDConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29.07.2011 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/ArrayIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2020, 2021

XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.
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*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/XStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/CharArrayConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. January 2017 by Matej Cimbora

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/LocalDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/OffsetDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/LocalDateConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/ZonedDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/LocalTimeConverter.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 04. June 2006 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/binary/Token.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. April 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/path/PathTrackingReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 28. November 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/json/JsonWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 21. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/HijrahDateConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. October 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/ArrayConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2011, 2015, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. March 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/AbstractReferenceUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 17. January 2015 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Types.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. April 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/SelfStreamingInstanceChecker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 12. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-
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jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/JavaBeanConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/TreeMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 09. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/ObjectIdDictionary.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 08.12.2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/LookAndFeelConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. August 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Base64Encoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2009, 2011, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 10. April 2007 by Guilherme Silveira

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/SortableFieldKeySorter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2013, 2014, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 09. April 2005 by Joe Walnes
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/FieldAliasingMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/ByteConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 16. September 2005 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.
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*

* Created on 10. April 2007 by Guilherme Silveira

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/ImmutableFieldKeySorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/FieldKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/FieldKeySorter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/UnmarshallingContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 12. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.
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*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/PrettyPrintWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 04. June 2006 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/binary/BinaryStreamReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 17. April 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XmlFriendlyReplacer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 16. July 2011 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/NativePropertySorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/PropertySorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/ComparingPropertySorter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 02. September 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/FastStack.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 11. August 2011 by Joerg Schaible, code from XppDom.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/xppdom/XppFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/Dom4JWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/xppdom/Xpp3DomBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/path/PathTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XppDomReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/DomReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XppDomWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 XStream Committers.
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* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. June 2013 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ClassLoaderReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2010, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Cloneables.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2014, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 30. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/StackTraceElementFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 12. August 2017 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Base64JavaUtilCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/Base64JAXBCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/StringCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. February 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/AbstractSingleValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/SingleValueConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2015, 2016, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/DefaultMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. April 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/SjsxpDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 04. June 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/AbstractXmlReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*
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* Created on 04. June 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/AbstractXmlWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Archiver-Version: Plexus Archiver

Created-By: Apache Maven

Built-By: joehni

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_265

Specification-Title: XStream Core

Specification-Vendor: XStream

Implementation-Title: XStream Core

Implementation-Version: 1.4.16

Implementation-Vendor-Id: com.thoughtworks.xstream

Implementation-Vendor: XStream

Bundle-License: BSD-3-Clause

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-Name: XStream Core Sources

Bundle-SymbolicName: xstream.sources

Bundle-Vendor: XStream Sources

Bundle-Version: 1.4.16 Sources

Eclipse-SourceBundle: xstream;version=1.4.16

Specification-Version: 1.4

X-Build-Os: Linux

X-Build-Time: 2021-03-12T23:23:07Z

X-Builder: Maven 3.6.3

X-Compile-Source: 1.4

X-Compile-Target: 1.4

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. May 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/XStream11XmlFriendlyMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014, 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 09. January 2014 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/PrimitiveTypePermission.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2008, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 20. September 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/ThreadSafePropertyEditor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2015, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-
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jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/MapperWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2010, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 24. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/AbstractPullReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/CannotResolveClassException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2013, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 23. February 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/PropertiesConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 23. January 2014 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/TypeHierarchyPermission.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2016, 2018, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 08. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/TreeSetConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ReferenceByIdUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ReferenceByIdMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 17.05.2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/NativeFieldKeySorter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 14. September 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/BaseException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2012, 2014, 2016, 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*
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* Created on 01. October 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/SqlTimestampConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 16. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/MarshallingStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2016, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 12. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/BeanProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2010, 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD
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* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/EncodedByteArrayConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 16. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/SequenceGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 16. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ReferenceByIdMarshallingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/TreeMarshallingStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. December 2013 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/NamedArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/StackTraceElementFactory15.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2016, 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 12. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/javabean/PropertyDictionary.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 12.07.2013 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamAliasType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 XStream Committers.
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* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 25. September 2013 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/UseAttributeForEnumMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 16. September 2005 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamImplicitCollection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 30. March 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/json/JettisonMappedXmlDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 28. May 2005 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/AbstractXmlDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/StringBufferConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2012 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. October 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/NullConverter.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/MapConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 11. August 2011 by Joerg Schaible.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/xppdom/XppDomComparator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. September 2004 by James Strachan

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/StaxReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. June 2006 by Guilherme Silveira

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/persistence/XmlMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 31. January 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/OuterClassMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2011, 2013, 2014 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/Sun14ReflectionProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 12. April 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XomDriver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/DefaultImplementationsMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
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* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/Dom4JXmlWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2014 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 24. April 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/AttributeNameIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. October 2011 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/ExtendedHierarchicalStreamReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2012 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/ThreadSafeSimpleDateFormat.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 16. September 2005 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamConverters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 29. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ThrowableConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.
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* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. September 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/JDomWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/JDomReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XomWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 24. July 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/CurrencyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/SqlDateConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/SqlTimeConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.
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*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/HierarchicalStreamReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 08. January 2014 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/TypePermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/AnyTypePermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/ForbiddenClassException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/NoTypePermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/SecurityMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 20. February 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/AttributeMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 XStream Committers.
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* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 09. January 2014 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/ExplicitTypePermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/NoPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/WildcardTypePermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/NullPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/RegExpTypePermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/ArrayTypePermission.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. February 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/PrioritizedList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 15. March 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/StatefulWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 02. May 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/xppdom/XppDom.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2016, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 23. August 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/CustomObjectInputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*
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* Created on 16. November 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/CompositeClassLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2014, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 23. August 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/SerializationMethodInvoker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 19. September 2013 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/NamedCollectionConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 19. January 2014 by Joerg Schaible

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/CGLIBProxyTypePermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/ProxyTypePermission.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 08. January 2014 by Joerg Schaible, renamed from Sun14ReflectionProvider

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/SunUnsafeReflectionProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/Dom4JReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2013, 2016, 2020 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.
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*

* Created on 01. February 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/AbstractAttributedCharacterIteratorAttributeConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/ReflectionProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011, 2014 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 20. February 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/SingleValueConverterWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
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* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 21.06.2015 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ActivationDataFlavorConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 05. May 2017 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/ISO8601JavaTimeConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 27. January 2014 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/security/InterfaceTypePermission.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. November 2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/LocalConversionMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 06. May 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/ReferencingMarshallingContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. January 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/FileConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 13. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/MonthDayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/DurationConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/PeriodConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 16. August 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/DataHolder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 27. March 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/AttributeAliasingMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2014 XStream Committers.
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* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/CachingMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. June 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/json/JsonHierarchicalStreamWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 08. April 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/CGLIBMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

* Created on 14. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/FieldDictionary.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. June 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/ExtendedHierarchicalStreamWriterHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/ExtendedHierarchicalStreamWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 20. August 2009 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/json/AbstractJsonWriter.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013, 2015 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 24. June 2012 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/JDom2Driver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2010 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 12.10.2010 by Joerg Schaible, extracted from TreeMapConverter.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/PresortedMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 03. October 2005 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ISO8601SqlTimestampConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.
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Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream committers.

All rights reserved.

 

The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

the LICENSE.txt file.

 

Created on 10. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011, 2013, 2016, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 30. July 2011 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/ToAttributedValueConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. April 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/xml/XStream11XmlFriendlyReplacer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 21. December 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/reflection/SerializableConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 22. January 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/XmlFriendlyMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 10. November 2008 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/PackageAliasingMapper.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/collections/BitSetConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 02. March 2006 by Mauro Talevi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/AnnotationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/AnnotationReflectionConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/io/HierarchicalStreamWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2014, 2015, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 12. February 2015 by Joerg Schaible, copied from

c.t.x.converters.reflection.SerializationMemberInvoker.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/SerializationMembers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26.09.2007 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/AbstractTreeMarshallingStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.
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*

* Created on 07. May 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/BigDecimalConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/BigIntegerConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 18. March 2005 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/enums/EnumConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2010 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Created on 12.10.2010 by Joerg Schaible, extracted from TreeSetConverter.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/PresortedSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.
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*

* Created on 31. July 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/RegexPatternConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2011 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 01. December 2006 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/annotations/XStreamImplicit.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 8. February 2017 by Joerg Schaible

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/time/ZoneIdConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2013, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in
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* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/LongConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2008 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 24. July 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/extended/GregorianCalendarConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2006 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2009 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 07. March 2004 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/core/util/QuickWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013, 2016 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*
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* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 08. January 2016 by Joerg Schaible, factored out from FieldAliasingMapper.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/mapper/ElementIgnoringMapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2004 Joe Walnes.

* Copyright (C) 2006, 2007, 2014, 2018 XStream Committers.

* All rights reserved.

*

* The software in this package is published under the terms of the BSD

* style license a copy of which has been included with this distribution in

* the LICENSE.txt file.

*

* Created on 26. September 2003 by Joe Walnes

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/BooleanConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149054639_1617080616.86/0/xstream-1-4-16-sources-1-

jar/com/thoughtworks/xstream/converters/basic/IntConverter.java

 

1.234 backport-util-concurrent 2.3.0 
1.234.1 Available under license : 

/*

* $Header: /home/cvs/jakarta-commons/LICENSE,v 1.1.1.1 2001/03/20 00:23:43 craigmcc Exp $

* $Revision: 1.1.1.1 $

* $Date: 2001/03/20 00:23:43 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2001 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION

 OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/
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/*

 

============================================================================

                  The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

============================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 1997-2003 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modifica-

tion, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of  source code must  retain the above copyright  notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

   include  the following  acknowledgment:  "This product includes  software

   developed  by the  Apache Software

 Foundation  (http://www.apache.org/)."

   Alternately, this  acknowledgment may  appear in the software itself,  if

   and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "LogKit", "Jakarta" and "Apache Software Foundation"  must not

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

   prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

   apache@apache.org.

 

5. Products  derived from this software may not  be called "Apache", nor may

   "Apache" appear  in their name,  without prior written permission  of the

   Apache Software Foundation.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS  FOR A PARTICULAR  PURPOSE ARE  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO  EVENT SHALL  THE

APACHE SOFTWARE  FOUNDATION  OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS  BE LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

  DAMAGES (INCLU-

DING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS  INTERRUPTION)  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY  THEORY OF LIABILITY,  WHETHER  IN CONTRACT,  STRICT LIABILITY,  OR TORT

(INCLUDING  NEGLIGENCE OR  OTHERWISE) ARISING IN  ANY WAY OUT OF THE  USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software  consists of voluntary contributions made  by many individuals

on  behalf of the Apache Software  Foundation. For more  information on the
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Apache Software Foundation, please see <http://www.apache.org/>.

 

*/

 

                       JacORB Licensing

                       ----------------

 

                  JacORB 2.2.3, January 2006

 

(C) The JacORB project, 1997-2006

 

JacORB is free software may be used in accordance with the terms of

the GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE as reproduced below.  JacORB is

nonetheless copyrighted.  This copyright applies to all documents,

code, binaries etc.  in this distribution.  This license file must be

retained in all redistributions of JacORB or parts thereof.

 

-- Licenses of included libraries ---

 

This product includes parts of the CUP Parser Generator libarary, v 0.9e,

Copyright 1996-1999 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian.

 

This product includes software developed by the Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/). Please see the Apache 1.1

Software License, which is reproduced below.

 

This product includes version 2.7.2 of the ANTLR parser and compiler

framework (http://www.antlr.org), which is in

 the public domain and

may be freely redistribued.

 

This product includes the "backport-util-concurrent" class library maintained by

Dawid Kurzyniec (http://www.mathcs.emory.edu/dcl/util/backport-util-concurrent/), according to the license

reproduced below.

 

This product includes software copyrighted by TanukiSoftware

(http://wrapper.tanukisoftware.org), according to the Tanuki license

reproduced below.

 

This product includes software copyrighted by the PicoContainer Organization

(http://www.picocontainer.org), according to the license reproduced below.

 

=====================================================================

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
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                   675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the

 library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you

 know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also,

 for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
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library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.

  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted

 linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The
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former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General

 Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

 translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the

 Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
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all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the

 whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified

 work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution

 medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under

 Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
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 However, linking a "work that uses the

 Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables

 containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you

 must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
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   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give

 the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement

 contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.
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   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

 

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may

 not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application

 of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ

 in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software

 generally.
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			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

    <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
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   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer)

 or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

 

============================================================================

                  The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

============================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 1997-2003 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modifica-

tion, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of  source code must  retain the above copyright  notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions

 in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

   include  the following  acknowledgment:  "This product includes  software

   developed  by the  Apache Software Foundation  (http://www.apache.org/)."

   Alternately, this  acknowledgment may  appear in the software itself,  if

   and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "LogKit", "Jakarta" and "Apache Software Foundation"  must not
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   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

   prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

   apache@apache.org.

 

5. Products  derived from this software may not  be called "Apache", nor may

   "Apache" appear  in their name,  without prior written permission 

 of the

   Apache Software Foundation.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS  FOR A PARTICULAR  PURPOSE ARE  DISCLAIMED.  IN NO  EVENT SHALL  THE

APACHE SOFTWARE  FOUNDATION  OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS  BE LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES (INCLU-

DING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS  INTERRUPTION)  HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY  THEORY OF LIABILITY,  WHETHER  IN CONTRACT,  STRICT LIABILITY,  OR TORT

(INCLUDING  NEGLIGENCE OR  OTHERWISE) ARISING IN  ANY WAY OUT OF THE  USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software  consists of voluntary contributions made  by many individuals

on  behalf of the Apache Software  Foundation. For more  information on the

Apache Software

 Foundation, please see <http://www.apache.org/>.

 

=================================================================

 

The software comprising backport-util-concurrent is based in large

part on the code from JSR166, and the package dl.util.concurrent.

The software has been released to the public domain, as explained at:

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain, excepting portions

of the class

edu.emory.mathcs.backport.java.util.concurrent.CopyOnWriteArrayList,

which were adapted from class java.util.ArrayList, written by Sun

Microsystems, Inc, which are used with kind permission, and subject

to the following:

 

Copyright 2002-2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved. Use is

subject to the following license terms.

 

 "Sun hereby grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, non-transferrable

 license to use and distribute the Java Software technologies as part

 of a larger work in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, provided that the

 following conditions are met:

 

  -Neither the name of or trademarks of Sun may be used to endorse or

   promote products derived from the Java Software technology without
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   specific prior written permission.

 

  -Redistributions of source or binary code must be accompanied by the

   following notice and disclaimers:

 

   Portions copyright Sun Microsystems, Inc. Used with kind permission.

 

   This software is provided AS IS, without a warranty of any kind.  ALL

   EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS AND

   WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PUPOSE OR

   NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED. SUN

   MICROSYSTEMS, INC. AND ITS LICENSORS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE

   FOR ANY DAMAGES SUFFERED BY LICENSEE AS A RESULT OF

   USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE OR ITS

   DERIVATIVES. IN NO EVENT WILL SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC. OR

   ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST REVENUE, PROFIT OR

  

 DATA, OR FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT,CONSQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL

   OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND REGARDLESS OF

   THE THEORY OR LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR

   INABILITY TO USE SOFTWARE, EVEN IF SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC.

   HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   You acknowledge that Software is not designed, licensed or intended for

   use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear

   facility."

 

=================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2004 Tanuki Software

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of the Java Service Wrapper and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software

without  restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub-license,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to

whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject

 to the

following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
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NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Portions of the Software have been derived from source code

developed by Silver Egg Technology under the following license:

 

Copyright (c) 2001 Silver Egg Technology

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

 

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub-license, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

=================================================================

 

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2004, PicoContainer Organization

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

 Neither the name of the PicoContainer Organization nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

 THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2000-2003, XDoclet Team

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list

of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of the XDoclet team nor the names of its contributors may be

used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS''

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.235 boxable 1.6 
1.235.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the
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 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to

 freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1)

 assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand

 ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.
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 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees"

 and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is

 not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The

 "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of
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packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally

 available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered

 by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works
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for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed;

 section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately

 publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.
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   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section

 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution

 medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years

 and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a
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   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in

 the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source

 as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
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the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization

 keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the

 entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.
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 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or

 limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

  

 those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you
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must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above

 requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright

 holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.
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 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights

 granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor

 version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and
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propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this

 License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered

 work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or
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 that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you

 have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's
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public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17.

 Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
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free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where

 the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to
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 do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.236 jna 5.8.0 
1.236.1 Available under license : 

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the
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Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts

 and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:
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  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library
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facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from the 'org.apache.commons' to the 'clover.org.apache.commons'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License
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                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections

 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object"

 form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative
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 Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

   

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such

 license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative

 Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation,

 if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this

 License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages

 for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to

 apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the License.

*

* The Original Code is 'iText, a free JAVA-PDF library'.

*

* The Initial Developer of the Original Code is Bruno Lowagie. Portions created by

* the Initial Developer are Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002 by Bruno Lowagie.

* All Rights Reserved.

* Co-Developer of the code is Paulo Soares. Portions created by the Co-Developer

* are Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2002 by Paulo Soares. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Contributor(s): all the names of the contributors are added in the source code

* where

 applicable.

*

* Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of the

* LGPL license (the "GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE"), in which case the

* provisions of LGPL are applicable instead of those above.  If you wish to

* allow use of your version of this file only under the terms of the LGPL

* License and not to allow others to use your version of this file under

* the MPL, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and

* replace them with the notice and other provisions required by the LGPL.

* If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version
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* of this file under either the MPL or the GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE.

*

* This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the MPL as stated above or under the terms of the GNU

* Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation;

* either version 2 of the License, or any

 later version.

*

* This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

* ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS

* FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library general Public License for more

* details.

*

* If you didn't download this code from the following link, you should check if

* you aren't using an obsolete version:

* http://www.lowagie.com/iText/

*

* This class is generated based on a grammar file privided by SUN, and updated

* by Carsten Hammer.  SUN's license agreement can be found at this URL:

* http://java.sun.com/products/java-media/2D/samples/samples-license.html

* See also the file sun.txt in directory com.lowagie.text.pdf

*/

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from 'org.jfree' to 'clover.org.jfree'. This was necessary to avoid potential name

conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover. No source code of

the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of

 the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this

 service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights

 with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot
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effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary

 GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are

 the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General

 Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
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linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection

 of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and

 modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that
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you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or

 copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

    (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
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it.

 

Thus,

 it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once

 this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the

 object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
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therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.

  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work

 for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
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   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable

 containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering

 access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable

 that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
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facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy,

 modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with

 or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
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may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would

 be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest

 of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any

 later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.
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 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER

 EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These

 Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your

 option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there

 is to it!

The libffi source distribution contains certain code that is not part

of libffi, and is only used as tooling to assist with the building and

testing of libffi.  This includes the msvcc.sh script used to wrap the

Microsoft compiler with GNU compatible command-line options,

make_sunver.pl, and the libffi test code distributed in the

testsuite/libffi.bhaible directory.  This code is distributed with

libffi for the purpose of convenience only, and libffi is in no way

derived from this code.

 

msvcc.sh an testsuite/libffi.bhaible are both distributed under the

terms of the GNU GPL version 2, as below.

 

 

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software

 are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions

 that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by
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 others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program

 or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program

 a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the

 most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose

 permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
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   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily

 used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the

 scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have

 received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by
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modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You

 are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance

 of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright

 holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free

 Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY

 AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
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TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve

 this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more

 details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
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parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work

 as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL

 THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
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BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*

*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*     

 outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

*

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*  
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    form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives,

 including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*

      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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 *      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

*      as of the date such litigation is filed.

*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE"

 text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that

 such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 *

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability.

 In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other

 liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*
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*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose

 be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under

 the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.
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 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide

 URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)

   

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version

 removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM

is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version

is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free

Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification

under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common

questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and

conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about

this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights

 to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.
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David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

/*

	Copyright (c) 2000, Derek Petillo

	All rights reserved.

 

	Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

	modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

	met:

 

	Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

	this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

	Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

	notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

	documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

	Neither the name of Praxis Software nor the names of its contributors

	may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

	without specific prior written permission.

 

	THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

	IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

	TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

	PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

 EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

	OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

	SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

	LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

	DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

	THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

	(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

	OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Ant

Copyright 1999-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The <sync> task is based on code Copyright (c) 2002, Landmark

Graphics Corp that has been kindly donated to the Apache Software

Foundation.

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                          MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE

                               Version 1.1

 

                             ---------------

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the

    Covered Code available to a third party.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to

    the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

    Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications

    made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the

    combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case

    including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally

    accepted in the software development community for the electronic

    transfer of data.

 

    1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form

 other than Source

    Code.
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    1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified

    as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit

    A.

 

    1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or

    portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

    1.8. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

    extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

    subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the

    substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous

    Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a

    Modification is:

         A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file

         containing Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

         B. Any new file

 that contains any part of the Original Code or

         previous Modifications.

 

    1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code

    which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as

    Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this

    License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

 

    1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

    hereafter acquired, including without limitation,  method, process,

    and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for

    making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus

    any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control

    compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code

    differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another

    well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's

 choice. The

    Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the

    appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available

    for no charge.

 

    1.12. "You" (or "Your")  means an individual or a legal entity

    exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this

    License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.

    For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is
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    controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of

    this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect,

    to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

    contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent

    (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such

    entity.

 

2. Source Code License.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

    The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

     non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property

    claims:

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,

         modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

         Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or

         as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or

         selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,

         sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the

         Original Code (or portions thereof).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are

         effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

         Original Code under the terms of this License.

 

         (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for code

 that You delete from the Original Code; 2)

         separate from the Original Code;  or 3) for infringements caused

         by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the

         combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

    Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor

    hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

 

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify,

         display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

         created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an

         unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code

         and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

         selling of  Modifications made by that Contributor either
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         and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions

         of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have

         made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that

         Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of

         Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

         Version (or portions of such combination).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

         effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of

         the Covered Code.

 

         (d)    Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

         Contributor Version; 2)  separate from the Contributor Version;

         3)  for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of

         Contributor Version or ii)  the combination of Modifications made

        

 by that Contributor with other software  (except as part of the

         Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims

         infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by

         that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Application of License.

    The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are

    governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation

    Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be

    distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version

    of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a

    copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You

    distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code

    version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

    License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include

    an additional document offering

 the additional rights described in

    Section 3.5.

 

    3.2. Availability of Source Code.

    Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be

    made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License

    either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an

    Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic

    Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)

    months after the date it initially became available, or at least six

    (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification
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    has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for

    ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

 

    3.3. Description of Modifications.

    You must cause all Covered Code to which

 You contribute to contain a

    file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and

    the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that

    the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original

    Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the

    Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an

    Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the

    origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

 

    3.4. Intellectual Property Matters

         (a) Third Party Claims.

         If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's

         intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights

         granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2,

         Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code

         distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the

         party making the claim in

 sufficient detail that a recipient will

         know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after

         the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2,

         Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies

         Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps

         (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups)

         reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered

         Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

 

         (b) Contributor APIs.

         If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming

         interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which

         are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must

         also include this information in the LEGAL file.

 

              (c)    Representations.

         Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to

         Section 3.4(a)

 above, Contributor believes that Contributor's

         Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or

         Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by

         this License.

 

    3.5. Required Notices.

    You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source
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    Code.  If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source

    Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a

    location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely

    to look for such a notice.  If You created one or more Modification(s)

    You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in

    Exhibit A.  You must also duplicate this License in any documentation

    for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership

    rights relating to Covered Code.  You may choose to offer, and to

    charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

     obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You

    may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than

    any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is

    offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

    Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

    Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

    support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

    You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the

    requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code,

    and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of

    the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,

    including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the

    obligations of Section

 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included

    in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or

    collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the

    Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered

    Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may

    contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

    compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

    Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's

    rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this

    License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different

    license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

    from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the

    Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

 by

    the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such

    terms You offer.

 

    3.7. Larger Works.

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code

    not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger

    Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

    requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.
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4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

 

    If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

    License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to

    statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

    the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

    describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description

    must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must

    be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the

   

 extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

    sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

    understand it.

 

5. Application of this License.

 

    This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has

    attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

 

6. Versions of the License.

 

    6.1. New Versions.

    Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised

    and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version

    will be given a distinguishing version number.

 

    6.2. Effect of New Versions.

    Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the

    License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that

    version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms

    of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one

    other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms

 applicable to

    Covered Code created under this License.

 

    6.3. Derivative Works.

    If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may

    only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code

    governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that

    the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape",

    "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your

    license (except to note that your license differs from this License)

    and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license

    contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and

    Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial

    Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in

    Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of
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    this License.)

 

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS

 IS" BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

    WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF

    DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE

    IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,

    YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE

    COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

    OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

    ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

8. TERMINATION.

 

    8.1.  This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

    automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

    such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All

    sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall

     survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their

    nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License

    shall survive.

 

    8.2.  If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement

    claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

    or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

    You file such action is referred to as "Participant")  alleging that:

 

    (a)  such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly

    infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such

    Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License

    shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively,

    unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i)

    agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable

    royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such

    Participant, or

 (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to

    the Contributor Version against such Participant.  If within 60 days

    of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not

    mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim

    is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under

    Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of

    the 60 day notice period specified above.

 

    (b)  any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's
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    Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

    any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b)

    and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used,

    sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that

    Participant.

 

    8.3.  If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

    alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly

 or

    indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as

    by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

    infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

    granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

    into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

    license.

 

    8.4.  In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,

    all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers)

    which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder

    prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

    (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

    DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE,

    OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR

    ANY

 INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY

    CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,

    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

    COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

    INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

    LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

    RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

    PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

    EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

    THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in

    48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

    software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such

    terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

    C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995),

    all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those
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    rights set forth herein.

 

11. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

    matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

    unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

    necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

    California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if

    any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions.

    With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of,

    or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United

    States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be

    subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern

    District of California, with

 venue lying in Santa Clara County,

    California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including

    without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and

    expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on

    Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

    Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract

    shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

    License.

 

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

    responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

    out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

    work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

    responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

    shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

 

    Initial Developer

 may designate portions of the Covered Code as

    "Multiple-Licensed".  "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial

    Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under

    Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified

    by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

 

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

 

    ``The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License

    Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

    compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/
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    Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"

    basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

    License for the specific language governing rights and limitations

    under the License.

 

    The Original Code is ______________________________________.

 

    The Initial Developer of the Original

 Code is ________________________.

    Portions created by ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______

    _______________________. All Rights Reserved.

 

    Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

    Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms

    of the _____ license (the  "[___] License"), in which case the

    provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those

    above.  If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

    under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use

    your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by

    deleting  the provisions above and replace  them with the notice and

    other provisions required by the [___] License.  If you do not delete

    the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file

    under either the MPL or the [___] License."

 

    [NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly

 from the text of

    the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should

    use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the

    Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.
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*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever

 such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Ant" and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Public Domain Dedication

This license is acceptable for Free Cultural Works.

 

Copyright-Only Dedication (based on United States law) or Public Domain Certification

 

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the "Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either

(a) certifies that, to the best of his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of the

country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever copyright the dedicators holds in the

work of authorship identified below (the "Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any
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copyright interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this work. Certifier recognizes that his good

faith efforts may not shield him from liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit

 of the public at large and to the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this dedication

to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present and future rights under copyright law, whether vested

or contingent, in the Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes the relinquishment

of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be freely reproduced, distributed,

transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-

commercial, and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or conceived.

Open Source License for the overlibmws Package

 

1. License coverage

 

Note that this license only covers the script library (javascript core and plugin modules) and not any supporting

material such as the overlibmws website or its online documentation and support files. You may not reproduce the

website or its online material without explicit written permission from the author, but can freely incorporate scripts

and procedures which are demonstrated in that material into your own HTML or XML documents.

 

2. License (Artistic)

 

   Preamble

   The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package may be copied, such that the

Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the development of the package, while giving

the users of the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the

right to make reasonable modifications.

 

   Definitions:

   "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by

 the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through textual modification.

 

   "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified in accordance with

the wishes of the Copyright Holder.

 

   "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package.

 

   "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

 

   "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of

people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the computing

community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

 

   "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling

the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it.
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   You may make and give away verbatim

 copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you duplicate

all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

   You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the

Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

   You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in

each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the

following:

       place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting

said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as

ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the

Package.

       use the modified Package

 only within your corporation or organization.

       rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with standard executables, which must also

be provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it

differs from the Standard Version.

       make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

   You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable form, provided that you do at least

ONE of the following:

       distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files, together with instructions (in the manual page

or equivalent) on where to get the Standard Version.

       accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications.

       accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard Version executables, giving the

non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly documenting the differences

 in manual pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

       make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

   You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you

choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute

this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial)

software distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a product of your own.

   The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output from the programs of this Package do not

automatically fall under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold

commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

   C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package shall not be considered part of this Package.

    The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.

   THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from 'it.unimi.dsi.fastutil' to 'clover.it.unimi.dsi.fastutil'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999
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Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

 as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software

 (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

  We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.
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 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries,

 is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.

  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
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 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

  Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A

 "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than
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 copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You

 may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

 

  its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
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   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part

 regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change

 in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.
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 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the

 work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification

 of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
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Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce

 a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of

 the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies
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the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library

 together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt

 otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy,

 distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further
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restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both

 it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be

 a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
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but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either

 of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries
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 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of

 the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President

 of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Javolution - Java(TM) Solution for Real-Time and Embedded Systems

Copyright (c) 2006, Javolution (http://javolution.org)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
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are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from 'com.keypoint/org.jfree' to 'clover.com.keypoint/clover.org.jfree'. This was

necessary to avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when

using Clover. No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the

 Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
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free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have

 the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And

 you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be
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consistent with the full freedom

 of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.

  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables

 many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed

 under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains,

 plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any
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warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along

 with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked,

 then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of

 a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public

 License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object

 code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
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 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses

 material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly

 with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the

 work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
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   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible

 with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so

 on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
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the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

 

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If

 you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent
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license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public

 license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or

 new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
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write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision

 will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE,

 BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

 effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite

 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2020  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
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IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

/*

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.1.1.1 2004/07/01 13:59:13 jvanzyl Exp $

 

Copyright 2002 (C) The Codehaus. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

   statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

   copy of this document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

   above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

   following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

   materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "classworlds" must not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this Software without prior written

   permission of The Codehaus.  For written permission, please

   contact bob@codehaus.org.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "classworlds"

   nor may "classworlds" appear

 in their names without prior written

   permission of The Codehaus. "classworlds" is a registered

   trademark of The Codehaus.

 

5. Due credit should be given to The Codehaus.

   (http://classworlds.codehaus.org/).

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CODEHAUS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE CODEHAUS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
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STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from 'org.apache.velocity' to 'clover.org.apache.velocity'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from

 mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of

 authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

    

 on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are

 necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

          stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion

 in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE,

 NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has

 been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced

 with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Velocity

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from the 'antlr.*' to the 'clover.antlr.*'. This was necessary to avoid potential name

conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================
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==========================

 

SOFTWARE RIGHTS

 

ANTLR 1989-2006 Developed by Terence Parr

Partially supported by University of San Francisco & jGuru.com

 

We reserve no legal rights to the ANTLR--it is fully in the

public domain. An individual or company may do whatever

they wish with source code distributed with ANTLR or the

code generated by ANTLR, including the incorporation of

ANTLR, or its output, into commerical software.

 

We

 encourage users to develop software with ANTLR. However,

we do ask that credit is given to us for developing

ANTLR. By "credit", we mean that if you use ANTLR or

incorporate any source code into one of your programs

(commercial product, research project, or otherwise) that

you acknowledge this fact somewhere in the documentation,

research report, etc... If you like ANTLR and have

developed a nice tool with the output, please mention that

you developed it using ANTLR. In addition, we ask that the

headers remain intact in our source code. As long as these

guidelines are kept, we expect to continue enhancing this

system and expect to make other tools available as they are

completed.

 

The primary ANTLR guy:

 

Terence Parr

parrt@cs.usfca.edu

parrt@antlr.org 

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package name from 'com.google.json' to 'clover.com.google.json'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9

 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall

 mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor"

 shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies

 only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy
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 of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided

 along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

 

 5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT

 WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss

 of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT

 WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

onoMnApeShTpQtDJbcUgJTIFONPQeUndIgfQWWNNddIwBl

mi2Kp5RjfhIJdGCSo<bOTNof2KNxm9KCi5lxEyKI9BJW3p

qOPQUXpopOopMMPqnPnXXQPNOPNRnqQNQqStwVxuQSTtVW

UrwSUSSSTVwxWSXNmrrpnmqmUUnpsvpntsmmmmmUUnpsvp

ntsmmmmmUUFmbkWJlroZbW4bsbilmjbkqUUnmmmm

/*--

 

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.11 2004/02/06 09:32:57 jhunter Exp $

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.  For

   written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

   may "JDOM" appear in
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 their name, without prior written permission

   from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the

     JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

 OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

*/

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package name from 'com.google.common' to 'clover.com.google.common'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship,

 including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf

 of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily

 infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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        stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

 

        wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in

 the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE,

 NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been

 advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with

 your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

From: http://www.json.org/license.html

==================================================================================

======================================

 

Copyright (c) 2002 JSON.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

 NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2001-2005 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

  statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

  copy of this document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
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  above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

  following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

  materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "DOM4J" must not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this Software without prior written

  permission of MetaStuff, Ltd.  For written permission,

  please contact dom4j-info@metastuff.com.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "DOM4J"

  nor may "DOM4J" appear in their names without prior written

  permission of MetaStuff,

 Ltd. DOM4J is a registered

  trademark of MetaStuff, Ltd.

 

5. Due credit should be given to the DOM4J Project -

  http://www.dom4j.org

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY METASTUFF, LTD. AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

METASTUFF, LTD. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

SPDX-License-Identifier: Apache-2.0 OR LGPL-2.1

 

Java Native Access (JNA) is licensed under the LGPL, version 2.1

or later, or (from version 4.0 onward) the Apache License,

version 2.0.

 

You can freely decide which license you want to apply to the project.

 

You may obtain a copy of the LGPL License at:

 

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/licenses.html

 

A copy is also included in the downloadable source code package

containing JNA, in file "LGPL2.1", under the same directory

as this file.

 

You may obtain a copy of the Apache License at:
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included in the downloadable source code package

containing JNA, in file "AL2.0", under the same directory

as this file.

 

Commercial support may be available, please e-mail

twall[at]users[dot]sf[dot]net.

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package name from 'com.lowagie' to 'clover.com.lowagie'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                         MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE

                               Version 1.1

 

                             ---------------

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the

    Covered Code available to a third party.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to

    the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor

 Version" means the combination of the Original

    Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications

    made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the

    combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case

    including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally

    accepted in the software development community for the electronic

    transfer of data.

 

    1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source

    Code.
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    1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified

    as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit

    A.

 

    1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or

    portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

    1.8. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant,

 to the maximum

    extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

    subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the

    substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous

    Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a

    Modification is:

         A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file

         containing Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

         B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or

         previous Modifications.

 

    1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code

    which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as

    Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this

    License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

 

    1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

    hereafter

 acquired, including without limitation,  method, process,

    and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for

    making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus

    any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control

    compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code

    differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another

    well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The

    Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the

    appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available

    for no charge.

 

    1.12. "You" (or "Your")  means an individual or a legal entity

    exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this

    License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.

    For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which
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 controls, is

    controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of

    this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect,

    to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

    contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent

    (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such

    entity.

 

2. Source Code License.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

    The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property

    claims:

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,

         modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

         Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or

         as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making,

 using or

         selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,

         sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the

         Original Code (or portions thereof).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are

         effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

         Original Code under the terms of this License.

 

         (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2)

         separate from the Original Code;  or 3) for infringements caused

         by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the

         combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

    Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor

    hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

 

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent

 or

         trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify,

         display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

         created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an

         unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code

         and/or as part of a Larger Work; and
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         (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

         selling of  Modifications made by that Contributor either alone

         and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions

         of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have

         made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that

         Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of

         Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

         Version (or portions of such combination).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

         effective on the

 date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of

         the Covered Code.

 

         (d)    Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

         Contributor Version; 2)  separate from the Contributor Version;

         3)  for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of

         Contributor Version or ii)  the combination of Modifications made

         by that Contributor with other software  (except as part of the

         Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims

         infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by

         that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Application of License.

    The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are

    governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation

    Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be

    distributed only

 under the terms of this License or a future version

    of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a

    copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You

    distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code

    version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

    License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include

    an additional document offering the additional rights described in

    Section 3.5.

 

    3.2. Availability of Source Code.

    Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be

    made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License

    either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an

    Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic

    Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)

    months after the date
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 it initially became available, or at least six

    (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification

    has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for

    ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

 

    3.3. Description of Modifications.

    You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a

    file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and

    the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that

    the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original

    Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the

    Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an

    Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the

    origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

 

    3.4. Intellectual Property Matters

         (a)

 Third Party Claims.

         If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's

         intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights

         granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2,

         Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code

         distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the

         party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will

         know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after

         the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2,

         Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies

         Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps

         (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups)

         reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered

         Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

 

         (b) Contributor APIs.

         If Contributor's

 Modifications include an application programming

         interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which

         are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must

         also include this information in the LEGAL file.

 

              (c)    Representations.

         Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to

         Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's

         Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or

         Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by

         this License.

 

    3.5. Required Notices.
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    You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source

    Code.  If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source

    Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a

    location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely

    to look for such a notice.  If You created one

 or more Modification(s)

    You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in

    Exhibit A.  You must also duplicate this License in any documentation

    for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership

    rights relating to Covered Code.  You may choose to offer, and to

    charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

    obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You

    may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than

    any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is

    offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

    Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

    Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

    support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

    You may distribute

 Covered Code in Executable form only if the

    requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code,

    and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of

    the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,

    including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the

    obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included

    in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or

    collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the

    Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered

    Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may

    contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

    compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

    Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's

    rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this

 

   License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different

    license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

    from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the

    Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by

    the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such

    terms You offer.

 

    3.7. Larger Works.

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code

    not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger
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    Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

    requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

 

    If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

    License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to

    statute, judicial order, or regulation

 then You must: (a) comply with

    the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

    describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description

    must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must

    be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the

    extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

    sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

    understand it.

 

5. Application of this License.

 

    This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has

    attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

 

6. Versions of the License.

 

    6.1. New Versions.

    Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised

    and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version

    will be given a distinguishing version number.

 

    6.2. Effect of New Versions.

    Once Covered Code has been published under

 a particular version of the

    License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that

    version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms

    of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one

    other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to

    Covered Code created under this License.

 

    6.3. Derivative Works.

    If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may

    only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code

    governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that

    the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape",

    "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your

    license (except to note that your license differs from this License)

    and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license

    contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and

    Netscape Public License.
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 (Filling in the name of the Initial

    Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in

    Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of

    this License.)

 

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

    WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF

    DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE

    IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,

    YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE

    COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

    OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

    ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

8. TERMINATION.

 

    8.1. 

 This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

    automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

    such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All

    sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall

    survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their

    nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License

    shall survive.

 

    8.2.  If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement

    claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

    or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

    You file such action is referred to as "Participant")  alleging that:

 

    (a)  such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly

    infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such

    Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License

    shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant

 terminate prospectively,

    unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i)

    agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable

    royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such

    Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to

    the Contributor Version against such Participant.  If within 60 days

    of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not

    mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim

    is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under

    Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of
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    the 60 day notice period specified above.

 

    (b)  any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's

    Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

    any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b)

    and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date

 You first made, used,

    sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that

    Participant.

 

    8.3.  If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

    alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as

    by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

    infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

    granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

    into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

    license.

 

    8.4.  In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,

    all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers)

    which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder

    prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

    (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

    DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE,

    OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR

    ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY

    CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,

    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

    COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

    INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

    LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

    RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

    PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

    EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

    THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Code is a "commercial item,"

 as that term is defined in

    48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

    software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such
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    terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

    C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995),

    all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those

    rights set forth herein.

 

11. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

    matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

    unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

    necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

    California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if

    any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions.

    With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of,

    or an entity chartered or registered to do business

 in the United

    States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be

    subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern

    District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County,

    California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including

    without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and

    expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on

    Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

    Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract

    shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

    License.

 

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

    responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

    out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

    work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

    responsibility

 on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

    shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

 

    Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as

    "Multiple-Licensed".  "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial

    Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under

    Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified

    by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

 

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

 

    ``The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License
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    Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

    compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

    Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"

    basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

    License for the specific language governing rights

 and limitations

    under the License.

 

    The Original Code is ______________________________________.

 

    The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________________.

    Portions created by ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______

    _______________________. All Rights Reserved.

 

    Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

    Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms

    of the _____ license (the  "[___] License"), in which case the

    provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those

    above.  If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

    under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use

    your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by

    deleting  the provisions above and replace  them with the notice and

    other provisions required by the [___] License.  If you do not delete

    the provisions above, a recipient may use your

 version of this file

    under either the MPL or the [___] License."

 

    [NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of

    the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should

    use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the

    Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

Apache Commons BeanUtils

Copyright 2000-2016 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 Copyright (c) 2005 - 2009 Taras Puchko

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package name from 'org.apache.commons' to 'clover.org.apache.commons'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through

 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form

 shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor"

 shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license

 applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works

 a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation,

 if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for

 loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the

 Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT

 WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or

 (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from)

 the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant

 of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as

 of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

 

        include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own

 copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names

 of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law

 (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your

 sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

/********************************************************************************

* CruiseControl, a Continuous Integration Toolkit

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003, ThoughtWorks, Inc.

* 651 W Washington Ave. Suite 500

* Chicago, IL 60661 USA

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

*     + Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*     + Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

*       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

*       disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

*       with the distribution.

*

*     + Neither the name of ThoughtWorks, Inc., CruiseControl, nor the

*       names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

*       products derived from this software without

 specific prior

*       written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
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* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

********************************************************************************/

http://www.atlassian.com/dms/wac/Atlassian_EULA_4-2.pdf

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software,

 we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can

 relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

.

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To

 prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary
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GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original

 library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and

 conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

.

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is
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addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions

 and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library

 is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

.

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute

 such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

    a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights

 or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
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that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

.

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it

 is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5.

 A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold

 for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
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 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

.

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification

 of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to

 produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
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   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it. 

 However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

.

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

    a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However,
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 nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

.

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent

 issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other

 property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only

 in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

.

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write

 to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR

 CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
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AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Maven Ant Tasks

Copyright 2002-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

/*--

 

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.11 2004/02/06 09:32:57 jhunter Exp $

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.  For

   written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

   may "JDOM" appear in their name,

 without prior written permission

   from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the
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     JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE,

 DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

*/

Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License

 

Version 1.1.1

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any,

  must include the following acknowledgment:

 

 "This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."
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Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally

 appear.

 

4. The names "Indiana Univeristy" and "Indiana Univeristy Extreme! Lab"

must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without prior written permission. For written permission,

please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana Univeristy"

name nor may "Indiana Univeristy" appear in their name, without prior

written permission of the Indiana University.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS, COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER

 IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

 File: Core.js

 

 Description:

 

 Provides common utility functions and the Class object used internally by the library.

 

 Also provides the <TreeUtil> object for manipulating JSON tree structures

 

 Some of the Basic utility functions and the Class system are based in the MooTools Framework

<http://mootools.net>. Copyright (c) 2006-2009 Valerio Proietti, <http://mad4milk.net/>. MIT license

<http://mootools.net/license.txt>.

 

 Author:

 

 Nicolas Garcia Belmonte

 

 Copyright:

 

 Copyright 2008-2009 by Nicolas Garcia Belmonte.

 

 Homepage:
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 <http://thejit.org>

 

 Version:

 

 1.1.2

 

 License:

 

 BSD License

 

> Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

> modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

>      * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

>        notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

>      * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

 the above copyright

>        notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

>        documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

>      * Neither the name of the organization nor the

>        names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

>        derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

>

>  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY Nicolas Garcia Belmonte ``AS IS'' AND ANY

>  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

>  WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

>  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL Nicolas Garcia Belmonte BE LIABLE FOR ANY

>  DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

>  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

>  LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

>  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

 OR TORT

>  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

>  SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

1.237 openapi-schema-validator 1.0.6 
1.237.1 Available under license : 

---

layout: default

title: License

nav_order: 8

---

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived

 from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License.

 Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices

 contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional

 or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing

 the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor

 be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and

 hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

openapi: 3.0.0

info:

 description: A description

 version: 1.0.0

 title: My API

 license:

   url: foo.url

paths:

 /:

   get:

     responses:
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       '200':

         description: The description

openapi: 3.0.0

info:

 description: A description

 version: 1.0.0

 title: My API

 contact:

   name: Me

   email: apiteam@swagger.io

   url: http://swagger.io

 license:

   name: Apache 2.0

   url: https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

paths:

 /:

   get:

     responses:

       '200':

         description: The description

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,
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 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.238 openapi-core 1.0.6 
1.238.1 Available under license : 

---

layout: default

title: License

nav_order: 8

---

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived

 from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication

 on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License.

 Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices

 contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional

 or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing

 the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor

 be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and

 hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

openapi: 3.0.0

info:

 description: A description

 version: 1.0.0

 title: My API

 license:

   url: foo.url

paths:

 /:

   get:

     responses:

       '200':

         description: The description

openapi: 3.0.0

info:

 description: A description

 version: 1.0.0

 title: My API

 contact:

   name: Me

   email: apiteam@swagger.io

   url: http://swagger.io

 license:

   name: Apache 2.0

   url: https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

paths:

 /:

   get:

     responses:

       '200':

         description: The description

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.239 openapi-parser 1.0.6 
1.239.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

public License setName(String name) {

public License setUrl(String url) {

public License copy() {
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1175732602_1624472336.8/0/openapi-parser-1-0-6-sources-

jar/org/openapi4j/parser/model/v3/License.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

public License getLicense() {

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1175732602_1624472336.8/0/openapi-parser-1-0-6-sources-

jar/org/openapi4j/parser/model/v3/Info.java

 

1.240 ecj 4.20 
1.240.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* This program and the accompanying materials * are made available

under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* This program and the accompanying materials * are made available

under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 in all these cases the incoming type binding is for Z, but

annotations are for different levels. We need to align their layout for proper attribution.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '# This program and the accompanying materials # are made available

under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* This program and the accompanying materials * are made available

under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 Binary vs source, substitutions, annotation re-attribution from SE7

locations etc trigger these'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'This program and the accompanying materials are made available

under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '# This program and the accompanying materials # are made available

under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 compiler.copyright = Copyright IBM Corp 2000, 2020. All rights

reserved.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials *

are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials *

are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v2.0'

 

1.241 activation 1.2.0 
1.241.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

   1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

   contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

   1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original
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   Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and

   the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

   1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

   Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

   Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

   portions thereof.

 

   1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than

   Source Code.

 

   1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

   makes Original Software available under this License.

 

   1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

   portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

    1.7. "License" means this document.

 

   1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

   extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

   subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

   1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

   any of the following:

 

   A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

   modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

   or previous Modifications;

 

   B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

   previous Modification; or

 

   C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available

   under the terms of this License.

 

   1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form

   of computer software code that is originally released under this

   License.

 

   1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

   hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

 method, process,

   and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

   1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

   code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

   documentation included in or with such code.
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   1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

   exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

   this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

   2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

   to third party intellectual

 property claims, the Initial Developer

   hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

   trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

   modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

   Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

   and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

   Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

   offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

   (or portions thereof).

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on

   the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

   Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

   License.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

   granted: (1) for code that You

 delete from the Original Software, or

   (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the

   Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software

   with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

   to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby

   grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:
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   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

   trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,

   display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

   created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

   unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software

   and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling

   of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

   combination with its Contributor

 Version (or portions of such

   combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

   otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

   portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

   that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

   combination).

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

   on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

   Modifications available to a third party.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

   granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

   Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third

   party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination

   of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

   (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

   under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software

 in the absence of

   Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

   3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

   Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

   in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form

   and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms

   of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every

   copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute

   or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such

   Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

   Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

   through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

   3.2. Modifications.
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   The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

   governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

   believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You

    have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

   3.3. Required Notices.

 

   You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

   identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not

   remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained

   within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any

   descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the

   Initial Developer.

 

   3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

   You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

   Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of

   this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to

   offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

   However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of

   the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make

 it

   absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree

   to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

   liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a

   result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

   3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

   You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

   the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

   choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

   provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

   and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

   limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

   the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

   Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make

   it absolutely clear that any

 terms which differ from this License

   are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

   Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

   every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

   Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

   3.6. Larger Works.
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   You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

   other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute

   the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

   sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

   Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

   4.1. New Versions.

 

   Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or

   new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be

   given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section

   4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify

   this License.

 

 

  4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

   You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

   Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

   License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If

   the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

   prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available

   under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

   make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version

   of the License under which You originally received the Covered

   Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or

   otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any

   subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

 

   4.3. Modified Versions.

 

   When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

   license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

   modified version of this License

 if You: (a) rename the license and

   remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to

   note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise

   make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this

   License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

   COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

   INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE
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   IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

   NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

   THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE

   DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

   OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

   REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

   ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS

   AUTHORIZED

 HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

   6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

   automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

   cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

   Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

   termination of this License shall survive.

 

   6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

   declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

   Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

   assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the

   Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

   Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the

   Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

   indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer

 (if the

   Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

   Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

   from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

   expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60

   day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant

   Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to

   a written agreement with Participant.

 

   6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

   alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

   license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

   infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

   granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

   into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

   license.

 

   6.4. In the event of termination

 under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

   all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any
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   distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

   granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

   INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

   COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE

   TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

   CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

   LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

   FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

   LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

   APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

 RESULTING FROM SUCH

   PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

   LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

   LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION

   AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

   The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

   in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

   software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.

   252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation"

   as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent

   with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

   (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

   with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

   clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other

   clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

 

   software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

   matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

   unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

   necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

   the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within

   the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

   provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

   provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject

   to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and
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   venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,

   with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

   limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

   The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

   the International Sale of

 Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

   regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be

   construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You

   agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

   States export administration regulations (and the export control

   laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute

   or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

   responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

   out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

   work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

   responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

   shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION

 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

LICENSE (CDDL)

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the

State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any

litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction

of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the

state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

 

 The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

Boston, MA 02110-1335

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble
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The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

make sure the software is free for all its users.

 This General Public

License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute

 copies of such a program, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making

 the program

proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
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modification follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

(Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this

 License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

(independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy

 and distribute

such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

   thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

   under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
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   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

    (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

   normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

   is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative

 or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

scope of this License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

   of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under

 the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed
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   only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

   program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

   accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs,

 unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.

 These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
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infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,

 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software

 distribution system, which is implemented

by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
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later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

 guided by the

two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

 GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey
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the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief

 idea of what it does.

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

   WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

   General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version

 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

   `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

   it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

   program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

   James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

   Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your

 program

into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

General Public License instead of this License.

 

#

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America, Inc. and/or its

affiliates are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPLv2, based on the GNU Project exception for its

Classpath libraries, known as the GNU Classpath Exception, but only

where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's

header the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to

the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file

that accompanied this code."

 

You should also note that Oracle includes multiple, independent

programs in this software package. Some of those programs are provided

under licenses deemed incompatible with the GPLv2 by the Free Software

Foundation and

 others.  For example, the package includes programs

licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0.  Such programs are

licensed to you under their original licenses.

 

Oracle facilitates your further distribution of this package by adding

the Classpath Exception to the necessary parts of its GPLv2 code, which

permits you to use that code in combination with other independent

modules not licensed under the GPLv2.  However, note that this would

not permit you to commingle code under an incompatible license with

Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code by, for example, cutting and pasting such

code into a file also containing Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code and then

distributing the result.  Additionally, if you were to remove the

Classpath Exception from any of the files to which it applies and

distribute the result, you would likely be required to license some or

all of the other code in that distribution under the GPLv2 as well, and

since the GPLv2 is incompatible with the license terms of some items

included

 in the distribution by Oracle, removing the Classpath

Exception could therefore effectively compromise your ability to

further distribute the package.

 

Proceed with caution and we recommend that you obtain the advice of a

lawyer skilled in open source matters before removing the Classpath

Exception or making modifications to this package which may

subsequently be redistributed and/or involve the use of third party

software.
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CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

terms of your choice, provided that you also meet,

 for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

from your version.

 

1.242 jackson 2.13.2 
1.242.1 Available under license : 

 

Camel :: Jackson

Copyright 2007-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Camel distribution.                    ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the licenses directory of

  this distribution.

/**

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.243 pdfbox-tools 2.0.25 
1.243.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache PDFBox tools

Copyright 2002-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.244 fontbox 2.0.25 
1.244.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache FontBox

Copyright 2008-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

Based on source code contributed to the original FontBox project.

Copyright (c) 2006-2007, www.fontbox.org

 

Includes the Script Property (Scripts-10.0.0.txt)

Copyright 2017 Unicode, Inc.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership
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 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,
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 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE ORIGINAL CODEBASE

 

Apache FontBox is based on contributions made to the original FontBox project:
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   Copyright (c) 2006-2007, www.fontbox.org

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   3. Neither the name of fontbox; nor the names of its contributors may be

      used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

      specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

   AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

   ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

   FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

   SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

   CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

   LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

   OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

 EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Lohit-Bengali font (https://pagure.io/lohit):

 

   Copyright 2011-13 Lohit Fonts Project contributors

     <http://fedorahosted.org/lohit>

 

   This Font Software is licensed under the SIL Open Font License, Version 1.1.

   This license is copied below, and is also available with a FAQ at:

   http://scripts.sil.org/OFL

 

 

   -----------------------------------------------------------

   SIL OPEN FONT LICENSE Version 1.1 - 26 February 2007

   -----------------------------------------------------------

 

   PREAMBLE

   The goals of the Open Font License (OFL) are to stimulate worldwide
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   development of collaborative font projects, to support the font creation

   efforts of academic and linguistic communities, and to provide a free and

   open framework in which fonts may be shared and improved in partnership

   with others.

 

   The OFL allows the licensed fonts to be used, studied, modified and

   redistributed freely as

 long as they are not sold by themselves. The

   fonts, including any derivative works, can be bundled, embedded,

   redistributed and/or sold with any software provided that any reserved

   names are not used by derivative works. The fonts and derivatives,

   however, cannot be released under any other type of license. The

   requirement for fonts to remain under this license does not apply

   to any document created using the fonts or their derivatives.

 

   DEFINITIONS

   "Font Software" refers to the set of files released by the Copyright

   Holder(s) under this license and clearly marked as such. This may

   include source files, build scripts and documentation.

 

   "Reserved Font Name" refers to any names specified as such after the

   copyright statement(s).

 

   "Original Version" refers to the collection of Font Software components as

   distributed by the Copyright Holder(s).

 

   "Modified Version" refers to any derivative made by adding to, deleting,

   or substituting

 -- in part or in whole -- any of the components of the

   Original Version, by changing formats or by porting the Font Software to a

   new environment.

 

   "Author" refers to any designer, engineer, programmer, technical

   writer or other person who contributed to the Font Software.

 

   PERMISSION & CONDITIONS

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

   a copy of the Font Software, to use, study, copy, merge, embed, modify,

   redistribute, and sell modified and unmodified copies of the Font

   Software, subject to the following conditions:

 

   1) Neither the Font Software nor any of its individual components,

   in Original or Modified Versions, may be sold by itself.

 

   2) Original or Modified Versions of the Font Software may be bundled,

   redistributed and/or sold with any software, provided that each copy

   contains the above copyright notice and this license. These can be

   included either as stand-alone text files,
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 human-readable headers or

   in the appropriate machine-readable metadata fields within text or

   binary files as long as those fields can be easily viewed by the user.

 

   3) No Modified Version of the Font Software may use the Reserved Font

   Name(s) unless explicit written permission is granted by the corresponding

   Copyright Holder. This restriction only applies to the primary font name as

   presented to the users.

 

   4) The name(s) of the Copyright Holder(s) or the Author(s) of the Font

   Software shall not be used to promote, endorse or advertise any

   Modified Version, except to acknowledge the contribution(s) of the

   Copyright Holder(s) and the Author(s) or with their explicit written

   permission.

 

   5) The Font Software, modified or unmodified, in part or in whole,

   must be distributed entirely under this license, and must not be

   distributed under any other license. The requirement for fonts to

   remain under this license does not apply to any

 document created

   using the Font Software.

 

   TERMINATION

   This license becomes null and void if any of the above conditions are

   not met.

 

   DISCLAIMER

   THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

   OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

   INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

   FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM

   OTHER DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

 

1.245 pdfbox 2.0.25 
1.245.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

EXTERNAL COMPONENTS

 

Apache PDFBox includes a number of components with separate copyright notices

and license terms. Your use of these components is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

Contributions made to the original PDFBox project:

 

  Copyright (c) 2002-2007, www.pdfbox.org

  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions

 in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

  3. Neither the name of pdfbox; nor the names of its contributors may be

     used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

     specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

  AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

  IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

  ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

  FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

  DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

  CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 STRICT

  LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
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  OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Adobe Font Metrics (AFM) for PDF Core 14 Fonts

 

  This file and the 14 PostScript(R) AFM files it accompanies may be used,

  copied, and distributed for any purpose and without charge, with or without

  modification, provided that all copyright notices are retained; that the

  AFM files are not distributed without this file; that all modifications

  to this file or any of the AFM files are prominently noted in the modified

  file(s); and that this paragraph is not modified. Adobe Systems has no

  responsibility or obligation to support the use of the AFM files.

 

CMaps for PDF Fonts (http://opensource.adobe.com/wiki/display/cmap/Downloads)

 

  Copyright 1990-2009 Adobe Systems Incorporated.

  All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are

 permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

 

  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

  Neither the name of Adobe Systems Incorporated nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

  software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

  AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

  IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

  ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

  LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

  SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

  INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

  ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

  THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Glyphlist (http://www.adobe.com/devnet/opentype/archives/glyph.html)
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  Copyright (c) 1997,1998,2002,2007 Adobe Systems Incorporated

 

  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

  copy of this documentation file to use, copy, publish, distribute,

  sublicense, and/or sell copies of the documentation, and to permit

  others to do the same, provided that:

  - No modification, editing or other alteration of this document is

  allowed; and

  - The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

  included in all copies of the documentation.

 

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

  copy of this documentation file, to create their own derivative works

  from the content of this document to use, copy, publish, distribute,

  sublicense, and/or sell the derivative works, and to permit others to do

  the same, provided that the derived work is not represented as being a

  copy or version of this document.

 

  Adobe shall not be liable to any party for any loss of revenue or profit

  or for indirect, incidental, special, consequential, or other similar

  damages, whether based on tort (including without limitation negligence

  or strict liability), contract or other legal or equitable grounds even

  if Adobe has been advised or had reason to know of the possibility of

  such damages. The Adobe materials are provided on an "AS IS" basis.

  Adobe specifically disclaims all express, statutory, or implied

  warranties relating to the Adobe materials, including but not limited to

  those

 concerning merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or

  non-infringement of any third party rights regarding the Adobe

  materials.

 

Liberation Fonts (https://fedorahosted.org/liberation-fonts)

 

  Digitized data copyright (c) 2010 Google Corporation

	   with Reserved Font Arimo, Tinos and Cousine.

  Copyright (c) 2012 Red Hat, Inc.

     	with Reserved Font Name Liberation.

 

  This Font Software is licensed under the SIL Open Font License,

  Version 1.1.

 

  This license is copied below, and is also available with a FAQ at:

  http://scripts.sil.org/OFL

 

  SIL OPEN FONT LICENSE Version 1.1 - 26 February 2007
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  PREAMBLE The goals of the Open Font License (OFL) are to stimulate

  worldwide development of collaborative font projects, to support the font

  creation efforts of academic and linguistic communities, and to provide

  a free and open framework in which fonts may be shared and improved in

  partnership with others.

 

  The OFL allows the licensed fonts to

 be used, studied, modified and

  redistributed freely as long as they are not sold by themselves.

  The fonts, including any derivative works, can be bundled, embedded,

  redistributed and/or sold with any software provided that any reserved

  names are not used by derivative works.  The fonts and derivatives,

  however, cannot be released under any other type of license.  The

  requirement for fonts to remain under this license does not apply to

  any document created using the fonts or their derivatives.

 

  DEFINITIONS

  "Font Software" refers to the set of files released by the Copyright

  Holder(s) under this license and clearly marked as such.

  This may include source files, build scripts and documentation.

 

  "Reserved Font Name" refers to any names specified as such after the

  copyright statement(s).

 

  "Original Version" refers to the collection of Font Software components

  as distributed by the Copyright Holder(s).

 

  "Modified Version" refers to any derivative

 made by adding to, deleting,

  or substituting ? in part or in whole ?

  any of the components of the Original Version, by changing formats or

  by porting the Font Software to a new environment.

 

  "Author" refers to any designer, engineer, programmer, technical writer

  or other person who contributed to the Font Software.

 

  PERMISSION & CONDITIONS

 

  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

  copy of the Font Software, to use, study, copy, merge, embed, modify,

  redistribute, and sell modified and unmodified copies of the Font

  Software, subject to the following conditions:

 

  1) Neither the Font Software nor any of its individual components,in

     Original or Modified Versions, may be sold by itself.

 

  2) Original or Modified Versions of the Font Software may be bundled,

     redistributed and/or sold with any software, provided that each copy
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     contains the above copyright notice and this license. These can be

     included

 either as stand-alone text files, human-readable headers or

     in the appropriate machine-readable metadata fields within text or

     binary files as long as those fields can be easily viewed by the user.

 

  3) No Modified Version of the Font Software may use the Reserved Font

     Name(s) unless explicit written permission is granted by the

     corresponding Copyright Holder. This restriction only applies to the

     primary font name as presented to the users.

 

  4) The name(s) of the Copyright Holder(s) or the Author(s) of the Font

     Software shall not be used to promote, endorse or advertise any

     Modified Version, except to acknowledge the contribution(s) of the

     Copyright Holder(s) and the Author(s) or with their explicit written

     permission.

 

  5) The Font Software, modified or unmodified, in part or in whole, must

     be distributed entirely under this license, and must not be distributed

     under any other license. The requirement for fonts

 to remain under

     this license does not apply to any document created using the Font

     Software.

 

  TERMINATION

  This license becomes null and void if any of the above conditions are not met.

 

  DISCLAIMER

  THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

  OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

  COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

  INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

  DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

  FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM OTHER

  DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

 

Twelvemonkeys (https://github.com/haraldk/TwelveMonkeys/)

 

   Copyright (c) 2008-2016, Harald Kuhr

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source

 and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   o Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   o Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   o Neither the name "TwelveMonkeys" nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

   "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

   LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

   A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

 FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Apache PDFBox

Copyright 2002-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

Based on source code contributed to the original PDFBox project.

Copyright (c) 2002-2007, www.pdfbox.org

 

Includes the Adobe Glyph List

Copyright 1997, 1998, 2002, 2007, 2010 Adobe Systems Incorporated.

 

Includes the Zapf Dingbats Glyph List

Copyright 2002, 2010 Adobe Systems Incorporated.

 

Includes the Bidi Mirroring Glyph Property (BidiMirroring-8.0.0.txt)

Copyright 1991-2015 Unicode, Inc.

 

Includes parts of TwelveMonkeys ImageIO

Copyright 2008-2016 Harald Kuhr
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1.246 dom 1.0 
1.246.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium,

* (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Institut National de

* Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All

* Rights Reserved. This program is distributed under the W3C's Software

* Intellectual Property License. This program is distributed in the

* hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

* the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE. See W3C License http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/ for more

* details.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/w3c/dom/html/HTMLDOMImplementation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001 World Wide Web Consortium,

* (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Institut National de

* Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All

* Rights Reserved. This program is distributed under the W3C's Software

* Intellectual Property License. This program is distributed in the

* hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

* the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE.

* See W3C License http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/ for more details.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ElementEditAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASNotationDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASObject.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/CharacterDataEditAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DOMImplementationAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DocumentAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASAttributeDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASElementDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASEntityDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASNamedObjectMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASContentModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DOMASWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DocumentEditAS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/ASObjectList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DOMASBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/DOMASException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom3/as/NodeEditAS.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * Checks if this content model has had its min/maxOccurs values reduced for
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    * purposes of speeding up UPA.  If

 so, this content model should not be used

    * for any purpose other than checking unique particle attribution

    *

    * @return a boolean that says whether this content has been compacted for UPA

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * DOM Level 3 LS CR - Experimental.

    * Create a new <code>LSParser</code>. The newly constructed parser may

    *

 then be configured by means of its <code>DOMConfiguration</code>

    * object, and used to parse documents by means of its <code>parse</code>

    *  method.

    * @param mode  The <code>mode</code> argument is either

    *   <code>MODE_SYNCHRONOUS</code> or <code>MODE_ASYNCHRONOUS</code>, if

    *   <code>mode</code> is <code>MODE_SYNCHRONOUS</code> then the

    *   <code>LSParser</code> that is created will operate in synchronous

    *   mode, if it's <code>MODE_ASYNCHRONOUS</code> then the

    *   <code>LSParser</code> that is created will operate in asynchronous

    *   mode.

    * @param schemaType  An absolute URI representing the type of the schema

    *   language used during the load of a <code>Document</code> using the

    *   newly created <code>LSParser</code>. Note that no lexical checking

    *   is done on the absolute URI. In order to create a

    *   <code>LSParser</code> for any kind of schema types (i.e. the

    *   LSParser will be free to use any schema
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 found), use the value

    *   <code>null</code>.

    * <p ><b>Note:</b>    For W3C XML Schema [<a href='http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/REC-xmlschema-1-

20010502/'>XML Schema Part 1</a>]

    *   , applications must use the value

    *   <code>"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"</code>. For XML DTD [<a

href='http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-xml-20001006'>XML 1.0</a>],

    *   applications must use the value

    *   <code>"http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml"</code>. Other Schema languages

    *   are outside the scope of the W3C and therefore should recommend an

    *   absolute URI in order to use this method.

    * @return  The newly created <code>LSParser</code> object. This

    *   <code>LSParser</code> is either synchronous or asynchronous

    *   depending on the value of the <code>mode</code> argument.

    * <p ><b>Note:</b>    By default, the newly created <code>LSParser</code>

    *    does not contain a <code>DOMErrorHandler</code>, i.e. the value of

    *   the "<a href='http://www.w3.org/TR/2003/WD-DOM-Level-3-Core-20030609/core.html#parameter-error-

handler'>

     *   error-handler</a>" configuration parameter is <code>null</code>. However, implementations

    *   may provide a default error handler at creation time. In that case,

    *   the initial value of the <code>"error-handler"</code> configuration

    *   parameter on the new created <code>LSParser</code> contains a

    *   reference to the default error handler.

    * @exception DOMException

    *    NOT_SUPPORTED_ERR: Raised if the requested mode or schema type is

    *   not supported.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CoreDOMImplementationImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDocumentInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDElementTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFrameElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLEntityDescriptionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/ShadowedSymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/ObjectListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLImgElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLOptgroupElement.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLImgElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredCDATASectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAbstractIDConstraintTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTimerElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSParticle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLWmlElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/AnySimpleDV.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/StringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTimerElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/CaseInsensitiveMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/SchemaDOMImplementation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultXMLDocumentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLAnchorElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/HTMLSerializer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLHtmlElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/DefaultNamespaceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/MultipleScopeNamespaceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/SchemaParsingConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XML11NSDTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLMetaElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLQuoteElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/EncodingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeTextReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMInputImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLCatalogResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/TeeXMLDocumentFilterImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableSectionElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMStateSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/Base64BinaryDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DraconianErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/JAXPValidatorComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTitleElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XML11NonValidatingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ElementDefinitionImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLElementDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAttributeGroupDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/AbstractDOMParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLSelectElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLLabelElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFieldSetElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLCardElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/ShortListImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/util/Base64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CDATASectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XSGrammarPoolContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/CMBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLMetaElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/XSSimpleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/XSSimpleTypeDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/SchemaDOMParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/RegularExpression.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/ElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/events/UIEventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/EntityReferenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/ByteList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBodyElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLNSDTDValidator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMBinOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredAttrImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLIElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/SAXParserFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/ElementSchemePointer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XMLMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultElement.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/SoftReferenceGrammarPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/AbstractXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/AttrNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/DurationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTdElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SecurityManager.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLErrorCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMResultAugmentor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/FieldActivator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ParentNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XIntPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableCellElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SchemaSymbols.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/UTF16Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/TextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMStringListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/NonValidatingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLImageElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DecimalDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSModelImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/ShortList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/ListDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/StAXEventResultBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredAttrNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/DTDGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredEntityReferenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/ObjectList.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/XPathMatcher.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLHeadElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/PSVIErrorList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XML11NMTOKENDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/StartDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/XMLSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/KeyRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSDDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLAttributes.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLHeadElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredEntityImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/StAXDocumentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/Latin1Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/LCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/BooleanDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLEntityResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SchemaGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLGrammarDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ValidatedInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ChildNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSNamedMapImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/events/MouseEventImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDValidatorFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLDocumentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XInclude11TextReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/DefaultValidationErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLOptgroupElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/SchemaValidatorConfiguration.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLPostfieldElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/StAXSchemaParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredNotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CoreDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLNSDocumentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ReadOnlyGrammarPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMErrorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLAttributesImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAttributeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLDocumentParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDComplexTypeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DatatypeMessageFormatter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLIElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLNoopElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/DatatypeException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/ENTITYDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLInputElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTableElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/ElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/SchemaContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SoftReferenceSymbolTableConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/BalancedDTDGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/ShortHandPointer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/BasicParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLPreElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/AbstractXMLDocumentParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/validation/ValidationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/HTMLdtd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLDOMImplementation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/AugmentationsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSImplementation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDocumentScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SAXLocatorWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SynchronizedSymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSGrammarBucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLNoopElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerErrorHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/ProcessingInstructionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/NamespaceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XMLSchemaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTdElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDListElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DayTimeDurationDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLUElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSNamedMap4Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSDateTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultText.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMLeaf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSTerm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLSmallElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/DocumentBuilderImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/DatatypeValidator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTextAreaElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/AttributePSVI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/Token.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/XML11Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAttributeGroupTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/HexBinaryDV.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLGoElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/SimpleLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/MessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLErrorReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSLoaderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11NamespaceBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFormElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLResourceIdentifierImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/XPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLMenuElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLCollectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDocumentFragmentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSComplexTypeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SAXInputSource.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XPointerParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/SerializedDuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/UTF8Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/InvalidDatatypeValueException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSNotationDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLAreaElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLBigElement.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLChar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLPostfieldElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeepNodeListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/EntityReferenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ProcessingInstructionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLPrevElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMXSImplementationSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/MixedContentModel.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/Augmentations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/BaseDVFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLVersionDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLDTDDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/IDDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/StAXValidatorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSComplexTypeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NotationImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLBElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/UniqueOrKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/DatatypeFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLAnchorElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/DOMSerializerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLIFrameElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/LineSeparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLLocatorWrapper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSWildcard.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/StreamValidatorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/StAXLocationWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLDoElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/IntegratedParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLNotationDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ValidatorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/BaseSchemaDVFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/IdentityConstraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CommentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredProcessingInstructionImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/CommentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLSetvarElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ASDOMImplementationImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/NotationDeclarationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SoftReferenceSymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/validation/EntityState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/XHTMLSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLWmlElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ASModelImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredDocumentTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMValidatorHelper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSAnnotationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11DTDScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/NodeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLGrammarCachingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBaseElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/QName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLEmElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLGrammarPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFormControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredTextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/FloatDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11DocumentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/ErrorHandlerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAttributeGroupDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMAny.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/StartElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/DOMSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSModelGroupDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/EndElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/QNameDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLBrElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLScriptElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLStringBuffer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/events/MutationEventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDGroupTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/FullDVFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/DTDImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DOMParserImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTrElement.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMUniOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DocumentFragmentImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLSelectElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDSimpleTypeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11EntityScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/StringDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/IDREFDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLButtonElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/Field.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/TextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLOneventElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/util/ByteListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XIncludeParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLStrongElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/CachingParserPool.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/ParserConfigurationSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/EmptyXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSObjectList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLMapElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XML11NSDocumentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLSmallElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDTDContentModelHandler.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLEmElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/PSVIDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/DTDGrammarBucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/ElementPSVImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/REUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/Op.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDContentModelSource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XML11DTDConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTemplateElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLInputElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/NMTOKENDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLParagraphElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/OutputFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/NOTATIONDatatypeValidator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DTDParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SymbolHash.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/ListDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLUListElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMImplementationSourceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLBrElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/CharacterDataImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/RangeImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/SerializerFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XMLSchemaLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLGrammarPoolImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLStrongElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNotationDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/EncodingInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLMetaElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/CMNodeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFontElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTableElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLAppletElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/IDDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSObject.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/SchemaDVFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLEntityDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/ErrorHandlerProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/DTDDVFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMNode.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/StringListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLTemplateElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XML11Configurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/InvalidDatatypeFacetException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAbstractParticleTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/StAXStreamResultBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/XMLGregorianCalendarImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XInt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SubstitutionGroupHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/TypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/SAXParserImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSGroupDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DoubleDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/IntStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/ASCIIReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSIDCDefinition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLCardElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLFieldsetElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/AttrImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLAElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/DefaultDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/FilePathToURI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLPrevElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/util/HexBin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/datatype/SerializedXMLGregorianCalendar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDContentModelFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSModelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBaseFontElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredElementDefinitionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSElementDeclHelper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLComponentManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/PrimeNumberSequenceGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLOneventElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/SchemaDVFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/ImmutableLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/UnionDV.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XNIException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDocumentSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XSGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLBElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SAXParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSDecimal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSWildcardDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMConfigurationImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableColElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLTrElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMUniOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLGrammarLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/validation/ConfigurableValidationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/IndentPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/ElementState.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/PSVIDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/DFAContentModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/AttributeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/EndDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLPElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSFloat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/StringDatatypeValidator.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMRepeatingLeaf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/PSVIAttrNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLDocumentFragmentScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/ValidationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/Grammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLAccessElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/Match.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSMessageFormatter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/TextSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/NamespaceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAttributeDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/JAXPConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLAElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/EntityResolverWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMOutputImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMImplementationImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SecuritySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/ExternalSubsetResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NodeListCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/PSVIElementNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SAXMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredCommentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLHRElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNamespaceItemList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMEntityResolverWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/RegexParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/ElementNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/AttributeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/IDREFDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLUElement.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLHeadElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSCMLeaf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/LocatorProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/Selector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XML11IDDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSElementDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAnnotationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/LSInputList.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/XPathException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/EntityDeclarationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/AbstractSAXParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLBigElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLLocator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSTypeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/ItemPSVI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/util/URI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLObjectElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/AnyAtomicDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/NamedNodeMapImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/WeakReferenceXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/XSQName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NodeIteratorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DefaultErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/BMPattern.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DTDConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/SimpleXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLLegendElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/YearMonthDurationDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDWildcardTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLHeadingElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/XSFacets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/ElementPSVI.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLRefreshElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSGrammarPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLResourceIdentifier.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDirectoryElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XML11Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/EntityImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/MalformedByteSequenceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/UnparsedEntityHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLAccessElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XMLSymbols.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xpointer/XPointerProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLSetvarElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDTDHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSMultiValueFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLLinkElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/events/EventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/DTDDVFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/identity/ValueStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ValidatorHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/DOMErrorHandlerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/XMLEventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XS10TypeHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDivElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNamespaceItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/util/XML11Char.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLFrameSetElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLNamespaceBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLGrammarPreparser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLBRElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/RangeExceptionImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/PSVIProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XMLSchemaException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSNamedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLStyleElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAttributeUseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/validation/ValidationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/EntityResolver2Wrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSElementDecl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DOMParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLAttributeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLLIElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSParticleDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/ContentModelValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/StAXInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLContentSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DocumentTypeImpl.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLOptionElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/AttributePSVImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLSelectElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/XMLSchemaValidatorComponentManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableRowElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLOListElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/SchemaDOM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLDTDScannerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLInputElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/PrecisionDecimalDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMDocumentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLPullParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/SecureProcessingConfiguration.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDocumentFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/XSObjectListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NamedNodeMapImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSFacet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLGoElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDAbstractTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/Printer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XML11DTDProcessor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLRefreshElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/ParserForXMLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMNormalizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/IntegerDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/DocumentBuilderFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLIsIndexElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/SimpleContentModel.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSSimpleTypeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/EmptyLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/SerializerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/HTTPInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/Encodings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSAttributeUse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xml/serialize/BaseMarkupSerializer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/events/CharactersImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/stax/XMLEventFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/JAXPNamespaceContextWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/NamespaceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/XMLDocumentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMLocatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/util/LSInputListImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSDeclarationPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/JAXPValidationMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/models/CMBinOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/ExtendedSchemaDVFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XML11DTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/EntityDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/AnyURIDV.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSAttributeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xinclude/XIncludeNamespaceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSEmptyCM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLOptGroupElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/DVFactoryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLDocumentImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/SchemaDateTimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLOptionElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLPElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLOptionElementImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/WMLElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLParamElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/TreeWalkerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XML11DTDDVFactoryImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/ParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLDTDFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLDTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDNotationTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/grammars/XMLSchemaDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/DOMResultBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLAnchorElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLModElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLDocumentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DeferredElementNSImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/HTMLTableCaptionElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/XMLEntityHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/StandardParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSAllCM.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/opti/AttrImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLFieldsetElementImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLDoElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/RangeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-
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jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/DOMASBuilderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/html/dom/NameNodeListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/wml/dom/WMLDOMImplementationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/io/UCSReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XIncludeAwareParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/RevalidationHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/XSValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/NodeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/dtd/XML11IDREFDatatypeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xni/parser/XMLConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/util/AttributesProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/jaxp/validation/ValidatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/parsers/XMLGrammarParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dtd/XMLSimpleType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/SchemaNamespaceSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/dom/DOMImplementationListImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * used to check the 3 constraints against each complex type

    * (should be each model group):

    * Unique Particle

 Attribution, Particle Derivation (Restriction),

    * Element Declrations Consistent.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSConstraints.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

 contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

 this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

 The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

 the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/xs/datatypes/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

// Unique Particle Attribution

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/models/XSDFACM.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/AbstractDateTimeDV.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/YearDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDKeyrefTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DateDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DateTimeDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDUniqueOrKeyTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/MonthDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DurationDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/MonthDayDV.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/TimeDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSAttributeChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/YearMonthDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XSModelGroupImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/XSSimpleTypeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/traversers/XSDHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/dv/xs/DayDV.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xs/XMLSchemaValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

# (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

# the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

#      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XMLSchemaMessages.properties
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/message.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/DOMMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XPointerMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/DatatypeMessages.properties

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/message_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/SAXMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XIncludeMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XMLMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/XMLSerializerMessages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/xpath/regex/message_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1257218116_1642790294.82/0/xercesimpl-2-12-0-sources-

jar/org/apache/xerces/impl/msg/JAXPValidationMessages.properties

 

1.247 jackson-dataformat-cbor 2.12.3 
1.247.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.248 jnr-constants 0.8.6 
1.248.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

* copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

* all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

* THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258120993_1643033058.08/0/jnr-constants-0-8-6-sources-

jar/com/kenai/constantine/platform/ConstantResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258120993_1643033058.08/0/jnr-constants-0-8-6-sources-jar/jnr/constants/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258120993_1643033058.08/0/jnr-constants-0-8-6-sources-

jar/com/kenai/constantine/ConstantSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258120993_1643033058.08/0/jnr-constants-0-8-6-sources-jar/jnr/constants/ConstantSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258120993_1643033058.08/0/jnr-constants-0-8-6-sources-

jar/com/kenai/constantine/Constant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258120993_1643033058.08/0/jnr-constants-0-8-6-sources-jar/jnr/constants/Constant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258120993_1643033058.08/0/jnr-constants-0-8-6-sources-

jar/jnr/constants/platform/ConstantResolver.java

 

1.249 gxt 3.0.1 
1.249.1 Available under license : 

/**

* Sencha GXT 3.0.1 - Sencha for GWT

* Copyright(c) 2007-2012, Sencha, Inc.

* licensing@sencha.com

*

* http://www.sencha.com/products/gxt/license/

*/

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
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share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software,

 we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL

 protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If

 such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.
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 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work

 licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive

 copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the
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extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified

 for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including

 scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.
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 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions

 are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted

 material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological

 measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you
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receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving

 a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation

 of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.
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 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable

 physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially,

 and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission,
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 provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use,

 the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction

 is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and
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adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation

 available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions

 on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights
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 under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing

 or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and

 (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have
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received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation

 of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an

 entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.
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 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program

 is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement

 or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying

 the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties
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receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the

 business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you

 from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning
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 interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License

 can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT

 UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
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USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy

 of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

    (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short
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notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of

 the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.250 javax-activation 1.2.0 
1.250.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

   1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

   contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

   1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

   Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and

   the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

   1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)
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   Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

   Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

   portions thereof.

 

   1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than

   Source Code.

 

   1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

   makes Original Software available under this License.

 

   1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

   portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

    1.7. "License" means this document.

 

   1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

   extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

   subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

   1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

   any of the following:

 

   A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

   modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

   or previous Modifications;

 

   B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

   previous Modification; or

 

   C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available

   under the terms of this License.

 

   1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form

   of computer software code that is originally released under this

   License.

 

   1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

   hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

 method, process,

   and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

   1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

   code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

   documentation included in or with such code.

 

   1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

   exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

   this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which
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   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

   2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

   to third party intellectual

 property claims, the Initial Developer

   hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

   trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

   modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

   Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

   and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

   Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

   offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

   (or portions thereof).

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on

   the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

   Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

   License.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

   granted: (1) for code that You

 delete from the Original Software, or

   (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the

   Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software

   with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

   to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby

   grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

   (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

   trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,

   display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications
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   created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

   unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software

   and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

   (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling

   of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

   combination with its Contributor

 Version (or portions of such

   combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

   otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

   portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

   that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

   combination).

 

   (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

   on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

   Modifications available to a third party.

 

   (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

   granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

   Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third

   party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination

   of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

   (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

   under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software

 in the absence of

   Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

   3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

   Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

   in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form

   and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms

   of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every

   copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute

   or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such

   Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

   Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

   through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

   3.2. Modifications.

 

   The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

   governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

   believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You
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    have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

   3.3. Required Notices.

 

   You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

   identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not

   remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained

   within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any

   descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the

   Initial Developer.

 

   3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

   You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

   Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of

   this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to

   offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

   However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of

   the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make

 it

   absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree

   to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

   liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a

   result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

   3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

   You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

   the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

   choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

   provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

   and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

   limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

   the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

   Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make

   it absolutely clear that any

 terms which differ from this License

   are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

   Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

   every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

   Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

   3.6. Larger Works.

 

   You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

   other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute
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   the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

   sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

   Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

   4.1. New Versions.

 

   Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or

   new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be

   given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section

   4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify

   this License.

 

 

  4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

   You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

   Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

   License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If

   the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

   prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available

   under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

   make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version

   of the License under which You originally received the Covered

   Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or

   otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any

   subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

 

   4.3. Modified Versions.

 

   When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

   license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

   modified version of this License

 if You: (a) rename the license and

   remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to

   note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise

   make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this

   License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

   COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

   INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE

   IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

   NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

   THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE
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   DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

   OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

   REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

   ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS

   AUTHORIZED

 HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

   6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

   automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

   cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

   Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

   termination of this License shall survive.

 

   6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

   declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

   Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

   assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the

   Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

   Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the

   Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

   indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer

 (if the

   Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

   Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

   from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

   expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60

   day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant

   Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to

   a written agreement with Participant.

 

   6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

   alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

   license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

   infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

   granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

   into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

   license.

 

   6.4. In the event of termination

 under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

   all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

   distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

   granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.
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7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

   INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

   COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE

   TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

   CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

   LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

   FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

   LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

   APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

 RESULTING FROM SUCH

   PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

   LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

   LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION

   AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

   The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

   in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

   software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.

   252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation"

   as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent

   with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

   (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

   with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

   clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other

   clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

 

   software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

   matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

   unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

   necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

   the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within

   the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

   provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

   provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject

   to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and

   venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,

   with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

   limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.
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   The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

   the International Sale of

 Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

   regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be

   construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You

   agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

   States export administration regulations (and the export control

   laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute

   or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

   responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

   out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

   work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

   responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

   shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION

 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

LICENSE (CDDL)

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the

State of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any

litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction

of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the

state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

 

 The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

Boston, MA 02110-1335

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is
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intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

make sure the software is free for all its users.

 This General Public

License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute

 copies of such a program, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making

 the program

proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

(Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this

 License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

(independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy

 and distribute

such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

   thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

   under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a
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   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

    (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

   normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

   is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative

 or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

scope of this License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

   of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under

 the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

   only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

   program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

   accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs,

 unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.

 These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License,
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 they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software

 distribution system, which is implemented

by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation

 may publish revised and/or new

versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version
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number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

 guided by the

two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

 GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   One line to give the program's name and a brief

 idea of what it does.

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

   WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

   General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version

 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

   `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

   it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

   program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

   James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your

 program

into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you
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may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

General Public License instead of this License.

 

#

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America, Inc. and/or its

affiliates are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPLv2, based on the GNU Project exception for its

Classpath libraries, known as the GNU Classpath Exception, but only

where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's

header the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to

the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file

that accompanied this code."

 

You should also note that Oracle includes multiple, independent

programs in this software package. Some of those programs are provided

under licenses deemed incompatible with the GPLv2 by the Free Software

Foundation and

 others.  For example, the package includes programs

licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0.  Such programs are

licensed to you under their original licenses.

 

Oracle facilitates your further distribution of this package by adding

the Classpath Exception to the necessary parts of its GPLv2 code, which

permits you to use that code in combination with other independent

modules not licensed under the GPLv2.  However, note that this would

not permit you to commingle code under an incompatible license with

Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code by, for example, cutting and pasting such

code into a file also containing Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code and then

distributing the result.  Additionally, if you were to remove the

Classpath Exception from any of the files to which it applies and

distribute the result, you would likely be required to license some or

all of the other code in that distribution under the GPLv2 as well, and

since the GPLv2 is incompatible with the license terms of some items

included

 in the distribution by Oracle, removing the Classpath

Exception could therefore effectively compromise your ability to

further distribute the package.

 

Proceed with caution and we recommend that you obtain the advice of a

lawyer skilled in open source matters before removing the Classpath

Exception or making modifications to this package which may

subsequently be redistributed and/or involve the use of third party

software.

 

CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is
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making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

terms of your choice, provided that you also meet,

 for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

from your version.

 

1.251 jetty-util 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.251.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such
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 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.
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 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify
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every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
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OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this
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Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache
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 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse
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The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------
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Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all
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 copies.

 

1.252 jetty 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.252.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,
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including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;
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    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,
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 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted
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under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html
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* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp
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 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.253 jetty-jmx 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.253.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC
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LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such
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    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.
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Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining
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 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this
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Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.
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Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with
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classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay
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The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.254 jetty-security 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.254.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such
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 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.
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 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify
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every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
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OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will

be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this
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Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache
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 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse
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The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html

 

 

------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------
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Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all
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 copies.

 

1.255 hawtjni-runtime 1.9 
1.255.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials *

are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

 

1.256 hibernate-swarmcache 3.3.1.GA 
1.256.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

 

1.257 hibernate-c3p0 3.3.1.GA 
1.257.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

 

1.258 hibernate-ehcache 3.3.1.GA 
1.258.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'
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1.259 hibernate-jmx 3.3.1.GA 
1.259.1 Available under license : 

LGPL-2.1

 

1.260 hibernate-proxool 3.3.1.GA 
1.260.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

 

1.261 hibernate-oscache 3.3.1.GA 
1.261.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

 

1.262 hibernate-jbosscache 3.3.1.GA 
1.262.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'
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1.263 hibernate-jbosscache2 3.3.1.GA 
1.263.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution ~ distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. ~ This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, ~ copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU ~ Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. ~ This program is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, ~ but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY ~ or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License ~ for more details. ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License ~ Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (c) 2007, Red Hat Middleware, LLC. All rights

reserved. * This copyrighted material is made available to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it

subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser General Public License, v. 2.1. This program is distributed

in the * warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU *

Lesser General Public License for more details. You should have received a * copy of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, v.2.1 along with this'

 

1.264 lettuce-core 6.1.5.RELEASE 
1.264.1 Available under license : 

Lettuce Java Redis Client 6.1.5.RELEASE

Copyright (c) 2011-2020 Mark Paluch

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for

these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the

subcomponent's license, as noted in the license file.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

 

    for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.265 jaxb2-basics-runtime 0.6.4 
1.265.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2005-2021, Alexey Valikov.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.266 commons-daemon 1.3.0 
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1.266.1 Available under license : 
Apache Commons Daemon

Copyright 1999-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.267 tomcat-dbcp 9.0.62 
1.267.1 Available under license : 

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.268 tomcat-jdbc 9.0.62 
1.268.1 Available under license : 

Apache Tomcat JDBC Pool

Copyright 2008-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.269 tomcat-jni 9.0.62 
1.269.1 Available under license : 

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.270 tomcat-websocket 9.0.62 
1.270.1 Available under license : 

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.271 tomcat-util-scan 9.0.62 
1.271.1 Available under license : 

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2022 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute
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 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.272 ion-java 1.0.2 
1.272.1 Available under license : 

Amazon Ion Java

Copyright 2007-2016 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,
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 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.273 gson 2.9.0 
1.273.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2021 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/ToNumberStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/ToNumberPolicy.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Gson authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/GsonBuildConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/CollectionTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapterRuntimeTypeWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapters.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ArrayTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ReflectiveTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/JsonReaderInternalAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ObjectTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeWriter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/MapTypeAdapterFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonAdapterAnnotationTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/JsonAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2020 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/NumberTypeAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonStreamParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/LongSerializationPolicy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Gson authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/JavaVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/PreJava9DateFormatProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Android Open Source Project

* Copyright (C) 2012 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LinkedTreeMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Types.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonScope.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/MalformedJsonException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/ExclusionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/Gson.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonPrimitive.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Expose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/ObjectConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Since.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Excluder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingStrategy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/InstanceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/gson/annotations/SerializedName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonParseException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/GsonBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Until.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/DefaultDateTypeAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Streams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSyntaxException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LazilyParsedNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/sql/SqlTimeTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/sql/SqlDateTypeAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/ConstructorConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/DateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/UnsafeAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1331093984_1653033295.598981/0/gson-2-9-0-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TreeTypeAdapter.java

 

1.274 mina 2.1.5 
1.274.1 Available under license : 

JZlib 0.0.* were released under the GNU LGPL license.  Later, we have switched

over to a BSD-style license.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2000,2001,2002,2003 ymnk, JCraft,Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of

the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY

SPECIAL INDIRECT OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------

|   RXTX License v 2.1 - LGPL v 2.1 + Linking Over Controlled Interface.

|   RXTX is a native interface to serial ports in java.

|   Copyright 1997-2007 by Trent Jarvi tjarvi@qbang.org and others who

|   actually wrote it.  See individual source files for more information.

|

|   A copy of the LGPL v 2.1 may be found at

|   http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.txt on March 4th 2007.  A copy is
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|   here for your convenience.

|

|   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

|   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

|   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

|   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

|

|   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

|   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

|   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

|   Lesser General Public License

 for more details.

|

|   An executable that contains no derivative of any portion of RXTX, but

|   is designed to work with RXTX by being dynamically linked with it,

|   is considered a "work that uses the Library" subject to the terms and

|   conditions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

|

|   The following has been added to the RXTX License to remove

|   any confusion about linking to RXTX.   We want to allow in part what

|   section 5, paragraph 2 of the LGPL does not permit in the special

|   case of linking over a controlled interface.  The intent is to add a

|   Java Specification Request or standards body defined interface in the

|   future as another exception but one is not currently available.

|

|   http://www.fsf.org/licenses/gpl-faq.html#LinkingOverControlledInterface

|

|   As a special exception, the copyright holders of RXTX give you

|   permission to link RXTX with independent modules that communicate with

|   RXTX solely through the Sun Microsytems CommAPI

 interface version 2,

|   regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy

|   and distribute the resulting combined work under terms of your choice,

|   provided that every copy of the combined work is accompanied by a complete

|   copy of the source code of RXTX (the version of RXTX used to produce the

|   combined work), being distributed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General

|   Public License plus this exception.  An independent module is a

|   module which is not derived from or based on RXTX.

|

|   Note that people who make modified versions of RXTX are not obligated

|   to grant this special exception for their modified versions; it is

|   their choice whether to do so.  The GNU Lesser General Public License

|   gives permission to release a modified version without this exception; this

|   exception also makes it possible to release a modified version which

|   carries forward this exception.

|

|   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General
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 Public

|   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

|   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

|   All trademarks belong to their respective owners.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

 

The original GNU Lesser General Public License Follows.

 

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

 Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

 as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

 the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

  The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are

 intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

  This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

  When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

  To protect your rights,

 we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
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you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

  For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

  We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

  To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there

 is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

  Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

  Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries

 in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

  When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

  We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less
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of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

  For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage

 the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

  In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

  Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

  0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

  A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

  The "Library", below, refers to any such software

 library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the
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Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

  "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

  Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute

 a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

  1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

  You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

  2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these

 conditions:

 

    a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

    b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

    stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

    c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

    charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

    d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
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    table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

    the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

    is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

    in the event an application does not supply such function or

    table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

    its purpose remains meaningful.

 

    (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

    a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

    application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

     application-supplied function or table used by this function must

    be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

    root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative

 or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

  Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

  4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

  If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

  5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that

 uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

  However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

  When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

  If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and

 small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

  Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
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Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

  6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

  You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that

 the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

    a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

    machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

    changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

    Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

    with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

    uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

    user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

    executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

    that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

    Library will not necessarily be able to recompile

 the application

    to use the modified definitions.)

 

    b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

    Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

    copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

    rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

    will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

    the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

    interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

    c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

    least three years, to give the same user the materials

    specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

    than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

    d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

    from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

    specified materials from the same place.
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    e) Verify that the

 user has already received a copy of these

    materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

  For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

  It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

  7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other

 library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

    a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

    based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

    facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

    Sections above.

 

    b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

    that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

    where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

  8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties

 who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

  9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

  10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights

 granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

  11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular

 circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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  12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces,

 the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

  13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version

 ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

  14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

  15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE

 ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

  16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
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FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Serial port communication is provided by the RXTX library package,

which is open source software, written by Keane Jarvi et al,

and copyright by Keane Jarvi.  The orifinal software is available

from

 

  http://www.rxtx.org/

Apache MINA

Copyright 2007-2016 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Please refer to each LICENSE.<component>.txt file for the

license terms of the components that Apache MINA depends on.

 

Message logging is provided by the SLF4J library package,

which is open source software, written by Ceki Glc, and

copyright by SLF4J.ORG and QOS.ch.  The original software is

available from

 

  http://www.slf4j.org/

 

Data compression support is provided by the JZLib library package,

which is open source software, written by JCraft, and copyright

by JCraft.  The original software is available from

 

  http://www.jcraft.com/jzlib/

 

Spring framework is provided by the Spring framework library

package, which is open source software, written by Rod Johnson

et al, and copyright by Springframework.org.  The original

software is available from

 

  http://www.springframework.org/

 

OGNL is provided by the OGNL library

 package, which is open source

software, written by Drew Davidson and Luke Blanshard.  The original

software is available from
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  http://www.ognl.org/

Apache MINA

Copyright 2007-2016 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Please refer to each LICENSE.<component>.txt file for the

license terms of the components that Apache MINA depends on.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.275 jaxb-core 2.3.0 
1.275.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 

   DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

 

   Copyright (c) 2013-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

   General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

   and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

   may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

   obtain a copy of the License at

   https://oss.oracle.com/licenses/CDDL+GPL-1.1

   or LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

   language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

 

   When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

   file and include the License file at LICENSE.txt.

 

   GPL Classpath Exception:

   Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

   exception as provided by Oracle in the

 GPL Version 2 section of the License

   file that accompanied this code.

 

   Modifications:

   If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

   enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

   "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

 

   Contributor(s):

   If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

   only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

   elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

   Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

   recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

   either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

   its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

   and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

   only if the new code is made subject to such option
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 by the copyright

   holder.

 

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.glassfish.jaxb/jaxb-core/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

* obtain a copy of the License at

* https://oss.oracle.com/licenses/CDDL+GPL-1.1

* or LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at LICENSE.txt.

*

* GPL Classpath Exception:

* Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

* exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version

 2 section of the License

* file that accompanied this code.

*

* Modifications:

* If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

* enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright
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 * holder.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/schemagen/episode/Package.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright (c) 1997-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

* obtain a copy of the License at

* https://oss.oracle.com/licenses/CDDL+GPL-1.1

* or LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at LICENSE.txt.

*

* GPL Classpath Exception:

* Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

* exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version

 2 section of the License

* file that accompanied this code.

*

* Modifications:

* If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

* enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

 * holder.

*/
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// NO WARRANTY!  This class is in the public domain.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/marshaller/XMLWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (c) 2014-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

# The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

# General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

# and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

# may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

# Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

# exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/Messages_de.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/Messages_zh_TW.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/Messages_zh_CN.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/Messages_it.properties

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/Messages_pt_BR.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/Messages_ko.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/Messages_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/Messages_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/Messages_es.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (c) 1997-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

# The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

# General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

# and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

# may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

# Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

# exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/marshaller/Messages_de.properties
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* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/Messages_zh_CN.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/marshaller/Messages_ja.properties

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/marshaller/Messages_zh_TW.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/Messages_pt_BR.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/Messages_de.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/marshaller/Messages_pt_BR.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/marshaller/Messages_zh_CN.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/Messages_it.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/marshaller/Messages_it.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/Messages.properties

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/Messages_es.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/Messages_ja.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/Messages_zh_TW.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/marshaller/Messages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/marshaller/Messages_ko.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/Messages_ko.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/Messages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/marshaller/Messages_fr.properties

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/Messages_fr.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/marshaller/Messages_es.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*
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* Copyright (c) 2013-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

* obtain a copy of the License at

* https://oss.oracle.com/licenses/CDDL+GPL-1.1

* or LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at LICENSE.txt.

*

* GPL Classpath Exception:

* Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

* exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version

 2 section of the License

* file that accompanied this code.

*

* Modifications:

* If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

* enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

 * holder.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/util/XmlFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright (c) 1997-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*
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* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

* obtain a copy of the License at

* https://oss.oracle.com/licenses/CDDL+GPL-1.1

* or LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at LICENSE.txt.

*

* GPL Classpath Exception:

* Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

* exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version

 2 section of the License

* file that accompanied this code.

*

* Modifications:

* If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

* enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

 * holder.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/ArrayInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/nav/GenericArrayTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/annotation/XmlIsSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/ElementPropertyInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/ClassFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-
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jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/ValuePropertyInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/nav/ReflectionNavigator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/nav/TypeVisitor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/marshaller/Messages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/TypeInfoSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/Messages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-jar/com/sun/xml/bind/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/unmarshaller/InfosetScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/LeafInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/ReferencePropertyInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/runtime/RuntimeUtil.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/Messages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/api/ErrorListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/TODO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/Element.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/MapPropertyInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/BuiltinLeafInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/nav/WildcardTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/annotation/AnnotationReader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/annotation/AnnotationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/annotation/Locatable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/WildcardMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/ErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-
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jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/nav/ParameterizedTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/TypeRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/NonElement.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/marshaller/DumbEscapeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/api/impl/NameConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/nav/SecureLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/runtime/Location.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/util/Which.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/ElementInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/PropertyInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/annotation/OverrideAnnotationOf.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/api/impl/NameUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/unmarshaller/DOMScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/EnumConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/MaybeElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/runtime/unmarshaller/LocatorEx.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/NonElementRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/ClassInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/RegistryInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/TypeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/schemagen/episode/Bindings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/schemagen/episode/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/Ref.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/util/SecureLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/Locatable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/Adapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/nav/Navigator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/runtime/IllegalAnnotationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/WhiteSpaceProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/marshaller/CharacterEscapeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/marshaller/MinimumEscapeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/schemagen/episode/Klass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/util/EditDistance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/util/FlattenIterator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/schemagen/episode/SchemaBindings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/marshaller/DataWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/marshaller/SAX2DOMEx.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/EnumLeafInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/runtime/SwaRefAdapterMarker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/AttributePropertyInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/WellKnownNamespace.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/PropertyKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/WildcardTypeInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/annotation/XmlLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-
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jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/core/ID.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright (c) 2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

* obtain a copy of the License at

* https://oss.oracle.com/licenses/CDDL+GPL-1.1

* or LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at LICENSE.txt.

*

* GPL Classpath Exception:

* Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

* exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version

 2 section of the License

* file that accompanied this code.

*

* Modifications:

* If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

* enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/marshaller/NoEscapeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-
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jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/impl/ModelBuilderI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/nav/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904536_1653676449.1070127/0/jaxb-core-2-3-0-sources-10-

jar/com/sun/xml/bind/v2/model/util/ArrayInfoUtil.java

 

1.276 istack-commons 3.0.5 
1.276.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 

   DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

 

   Copyright (c) 1997-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

   General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

   and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

   may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

   obtain a copy of the License at

   http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

   or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

   language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

 

   When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

   file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

 

   GPL Classpath Exception:

   Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

  

 exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

   file that accompanied this code.

 

   Modifications:

   If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

   enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

   "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

 

   Contributor(s):

   If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

   only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

   elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

   Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

   recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

   either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to
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   its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

   and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

   only if the new

 code is made subject to such option by the copyright

   holder.

 

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904685_1653676440.7415743/0/istack-commons-runtime-3-0-5-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.sun.istack/istack-commons-runtime/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Bundle-Description: istack common utility code

Implementation-Title: istack common utility code runtime

Bundle-License: https://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html, h

ttps://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

Bundle-SymbolicName: com.sun.istack.commons-runtime

Implementation-Version: 3.0.5

Built-By: build

Bnd-LastModified: 1486772850426

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Implementation-Vendor-Id: com.sun.istack

Bundle-DocURL: http://www.oracle.com/

Bundle-Vendor: Oracle Corporation

Import-Package: javax.activation,javax.xml.namespace,javax.xml.stream,

org.xml.sax,org.xml.sax.helpers

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.7))"

Tool: Bnd-3.2.0.201605172007

Implementation-Vendor: Oracle Corporation

Export-Package: com.sun.istack;uses:="javax.activation,javax.xml.strea

m,org.xml.sax,org.xml.sax.helpers";version="3.0.5",com.sun.istack.log

ging;version="3.0.5",com.sun.istack.localization;version="3.0.5"

Bundle-Name:

 istack common utility code runtime

Bundle-Version: 3.0.5

Implementation-Build-Id: tags/istack-commons-3.0.5-321, 2017-02-11T01:

27:24+0100

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_112

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1334904685_1653676440.7415743/0/istack-commons-runtime-3-0-5-jar/META-

INF/MANIFEST.MF
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1.277 metrics-spi 2.17.196 
1.277.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.278 netty-nio-client 2.17.196 
1.278.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.279 third-party-jackson-core 2.17.196 
1.279.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the
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 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.280 aws-core 2.17.196 
1.280.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation
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 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute
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 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.281 auth 2.17.196 
1.281.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary
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The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.282 json-utils 2.17.196 
1.282.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-
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2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.283 sdk-core 2.17.196 
1.283.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).
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**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.284 aws-json-protocol 2.17.196 
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1.284.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed
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  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.285 ec2 2.17.196 
1.285.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.286 kms 2.17.196 
1.286.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.287 regions 2.17.196 
1.287.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.288 annotations 2.17.196 
1.288.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:
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 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.289 client-spi 2.17.196 
1.289.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams
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- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.290 sns 2.17.196 
1.290.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS
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**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.291 protocol-core 2.17.196 
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1.291.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed
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  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.292 sqs 2.17.196 
1.292.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.293 apache-client 2.17.196 
1.293.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.294 aws-xml-protocol 2.17.196 
1.294.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.295 aws-query-protocol 2.17.196 
1.295.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:
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 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.296 s3 2.17.196 
1.296.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams
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- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.297 arns 2.17.196 
1.297.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS
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**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.298 utils 2.17.196 
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1.298.1 Available under license : 
AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed
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  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.299 profiles 2.17.196 
1.299.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.300 jax-rpc 1.1 
1.300.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/handler/HandlerChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/Holder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/JAXRPCException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/encoding/DeserializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/handler/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/ParameterMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/BigIntegerHolder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/BooleanHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/FloatHolder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/LongWrapperHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/namespace/QName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/ByteWrapperHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/ByteArrayHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/server/ServletEndpointContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/handler/HandlerRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/encoding/SerializationContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/ShortHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/FloatWrapperHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/messaging/URLEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/ByteHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/encoding/XMLType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/NamespaceConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/Call.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/encoding/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/messaging/Endpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/ObjectHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/IntegerWrapperHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/soap/SOAPFaultException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-
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jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/BigDecimalHolder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/encoding/DeserializerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/LongHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/ServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/QNameHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/handler/soap/SOAPMessageContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/DoubleHolder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/encoding/TypeMappingRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/CalendarHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/BooleanWrapperHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/encoding/SerializerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/ShortWrapperHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/DoubleWrapperHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/encoding/Deserializer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/handler/HandlerInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/IntHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/handler/GenericHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/handler/MessageContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/ServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/Stub.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/holders/StringHolder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/server/ServiceLifecycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-
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jar/javax/xml/rpc/encoding/TypeMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1424335900_1663888105.7825959/0/axis-jaxrpc-sources-jar-zip/axis-jaxrpc-1-2-sources-

jar/javax/xml/rpc/FactoryFinder.java

 

1.301 tomcat-coyote 9.0.62 
1.301.1 Available under license : 

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.302 sts 2.17.196 
1.302.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-
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2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:

 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.303 ecj 3.26.0 
1.303.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials
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* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*     							bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*     							bug 359362 - FUP of bug 349326: Resource leak on non-Closeable resource

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 358903 - Filter practically unimportant resource leak warnings

*								bug 400421 - [compiler] Null analysis for fields does not take @com.google.inject.Inject

 into account

*								bug 382069 - [null] Make the null analysis consider JUnit's assertNotNull similarly to assertions

*								Bug 410218 - Optional warning for arguments of "unexpected" types to Map#get(Object),

Collection#remove(Object) et al.

*     Jesper S Moller <jesper@selskabet.org> -  Contributions for

*								Bug 412153 - [1.8][compiler] Check validity of annotations which may be repeatable

*     Ulrich Grave <ulrich.grave@gmx.de> - Contributions for

*                              bug 386692 - Missing "unused" warning on "autowired" fields

*     Pierre-Yves B. <pyvesdev@gmail.com> - Contribution for

*                              bug 542520 - [JUnit 5] Warning The method xxx from the type X is never used locally is shown

when using MethodSource

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/TypeIds.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2019, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-
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jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/RecordComponentInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/IRecordComponent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2017 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/ErrorTypeElement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2016 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ModuleStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredOpensStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredModuleStatement.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredUsesStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/HashtableOfModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredExport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ExportsStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredProvidesStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredTypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredExportsStatement.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredPackageVisibilityStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredModuleReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredRequiresStatement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2016 Till Brychcy and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Till Brychcy - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/AnnotationMethodInfoWithTypeAnnotations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/flow/FieldInitsFakingFlowContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2014 BEA Systems, Inc. and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials
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* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    wharley@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*    IBM Corporation - fix for 342598

*    IBM Corporation - Java 8 support

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/ArrayTypeImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2017, 2018 GK Software AG, and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/ISourceModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/IBinaryModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/IUpdatableModule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2020, 2021 IBM Corporation.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*
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* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/RecordComponentElementImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2018 BEA Systems, Inc.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    wharley@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*    philippe.marschall@netcetera.ch - Fix for 338370

*    IBM Corporation - Fix for validating relative name

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/dispatch/BatchFilerImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-
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jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/dispatch/AnnotationDiscoveryVisitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/HashtableOfPackage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/BranchStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/JavadocAllocationExpression.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ProblemPackageBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/JavadocMessageSend.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/CaseStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/ParserBasicInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/ClassFormatException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/ConflictedParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/diagnose/DiagnoseParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/QualifiedTypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/TerminalTokens.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/core/compiler/CategorizedProblem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredStatement.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*     Jesper Steen Moeller - Contribution for bug 406973 - [compiler] Parse MethodParameters attribute

*     Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*         Bug 407191 - [1.8] Binary access support for type annotations

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/MethodInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2017 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/flow/LabelFlowContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************
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* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann <stephan@cs.tu-berlin.de> - Contributions for

*     						Bug 328281 - visibility leaks not detected when analyzing unused field in private class

*     						Bug 300576 - NPE Computing type hierarchy when compliance doesn't match libraries

*     						Bug 354536 - compiling package-info.java still depends on the order of compilation units

*     						Bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*     						Bug

 358903 - Filter practically unimportant resource leak warnings

*							Bug 395977 - [compiler][resource] Resource leak warning behavior possibly incorrect for anonymous inner class

*							Bug 395002 - Self bound generic class doesn't resolve bounds properly for wildcards for certain parametrisation.

*							Bug 416176 - [1.8][compiler][null] null type annotations cause grief on type variables

*							Bug 427199 - [1.8][resource] avoid resource leak warnings on Streams that have no resource

*							Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*							Bug 434570 - Generic type mismatch for parametrized class annotation attribute with inner class

*							Bug 444024 - [1.8][compiler][null] Type mismatch error in annotation generics assignment which happens

"sometimes"

*							Bug 459967 - [null] compiler should know about nullness of special methods like MyEnum.valueOf()

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com -

 Contributions for

*                          Bug 415821 - [1.8][compiler] CLASS_EXTENDS target type annotation missing for anonymous

classes

*     het@google.com - Bug 456986 - Bogus error when annotation processor generates annotation type

*     Lars Vogel <Lars.Vogel@vogella.com> - Contributions for

*     						Bug 473178

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ClassScope.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/
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*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*     							bug 343713 - [compiler] bogus line number in constructor of inner class in 1.5 compliance

*     							bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 361407 - Resource leak warning when resource is assigned to a field outside of constructor

*								bug 368546 - [compiler][resource] Avoid

 remaining false positives found when compiling the Eclipse SDK

*								bug 383690 - [compiler] location of error re uninitialized final field should be aligned

*								bug 331649 - [compiler][null] consider null annotations for fields

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*								bug 400421 - [compiler] Null analysis for fields does not take @com.google.inject.Inject into account

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 416176 - [1.8][compiler][null] null type annotations cause grief on type variables

*								Bug 435805 - [1.8][compiler][null] Java 8 compiler does not recognize declaration style null annotations

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 415399 - [1.8][compiler] Type annotations on constructor results dropped by the code

generator

*     Ulrich Grave <ulrich.grave@gmx.de> - Contributions

 for

*                              bug 386692 - Missing "unused" warning on "autowired" fields

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ConstructorDeclaration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2001, 2007 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-
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jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/dispatch/AptProblem.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 440474 - [null] textual encoding of external null annotations

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/SignatureWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2015, 2017 IBM Corporation.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/util/JrtFileSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/tool/JrtFileSystem.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*
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* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								bug 395002 - Self bound generic class doesn't resolve bounds properly for wildcards for certain parametrisation.

*								bug 392384 - [1.8][compiler][null] Restore nullness info from type annotations in class files

*								Bug 392099

 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 415291 - [1.8][null] differentiate type incompatibilities due to null annotations

*								Bug 415043 - [1.8][null] Follow-up re null type annotations after bug 392099

*								Bug 412076 - [compiler] @NonNullByDefault doesn't work for varargs parameter when in generic interface

*								Bug 403216 - [1.8][null] TypeReference#captureTypeAnnotations treats type annotations as type argument

annotations

*								Bug 415850 - [1.8] Ensure RunJDTCoreTests can cope with null annotations enabled

*								Bug 415043 - [1.8][null] Follow-up re null type annotations after bug 392099

*								Bug 416175 - [1.8][compiler][null] NPE with a code snippet that used null annotations on wildcards

*								Bug 416174 - [1.8][compiler][null] Bogus name clash error with null annotations

*								Bug 416176 - [1.8][compiler][null] null type annotations cause grief on type variables

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler]

 Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 423504 - [1.8] Implement "18.5.3 Functional Interface Parameterization Inference"

*								Bug 425278 - [1.8][compiler] Suspect error: The target type of this expression is not a well formed parameterized

type due to bound(s) mismatch

*								Bug 425798 - [1.8][compiler] Another NPE in ConstraintTypeFormula.reduceSubType

*								Bug 425156 - [1.8] Lambda as an argument is flagged with incompatible error

*								Bug 426563 - [1.8] AIOOBE when method with error invoked with lambda expression as argument

*								Bug 426792 - [1.8][inference][impl] generify new type inference engine

*								Bug 428294 - [1.8][compiler] Type mismatch: cannot convert from List<Object> to Collection<Object[]>

*								Bug 427199 - [1.8][resource] avoid resource leak warnings on Streams that have no resource

*								Bug 416182 - [1.8][compiler][null] Contradictory null annotations not rejected

 *								Bug 438458 - [1.8][null] clean up handling of null type annotations wrt type variables

*								Bug 438179 - [1.8][null] 'Contradictory null annotations' error on type variable with explicit null-annotation.

*								Bug 441693 - [1.8][null] Bogus warning for type argument annotated with @NonNull

*								Bug 446434 - [1.8][null] Enable interned captures also when analysing null type annotations

*								Bug 435805 - [1.8][compiler][null] Java 8 compiler does not recognize declaration style null annotations

*								Bug 456508 - Unexpected RHS PolyTypeBinding for: <code-snippet>

*								Bug 390064 - [compiler][resource] Resource leak warning missing when extending parameterized class

*     Jesper S Møller  - Contributions for bug 381345 : [1.8] Take care of the Java 8 major version

*								Bug 527554 - [18.3] Compiler support for JEP 286 Local-Variable Type

*******************************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ParameterizedTypeBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 370930 - NonNull annotation not considered for enhanced for loops

*								bug 365859 - [compiler][null] distinguish warnings based on flow analysis vs. null annotations

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*								bug 393719 - [compiler] inconsistent warnings

 on iteration variables

*								Bug 411964 - [1.8][null] leverage null type annotation in foreach statement

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 453483 - [compiler][null][loop] Improve null analysis for loops

*								Bug 415790 - [compiler][resource]Incorrect potential resource leak warning in for loop with close in try/catch

*     Jesper S Moller -  Contribution for

*								bug 401853 - Eclipse Java compiler creates invalid bytecode (java.lang.VerifyError)

*                               bug 527554 - [18.3] Compiler support for JEP 286 Local-Variable Type

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ForeachStatement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2017, 2019 GK Software AG, and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0
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*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/SourceModuleBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2017 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ArrayQualifiedTypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2013 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/TypeVariableImpl.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2018, 2020 IBM Corporation.

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v20.html

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/batch/ClasspathJep247.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2014 Gauthier JACQUES, IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*  Gauthier JACQUES - Initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/tool/EclipseBatchRequestor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:
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*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 365519 - editorial cleanup after bug 186342 and bug 365387

*								Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*								Bug 392238 - [1.8][compiler][null] Detect semantically invalid null type annotations

*								Bug 435570 - [1.8][null] @NonNullByDefault

 illegally tries to affect "throws E"

*								Bug 438012 - [1.8][null] Bogus Warning: The nullness annotation is redundant with a default that applies to this

location

*								Bug 466713 - Null Annotations: NullPointerException using <int @Nullable []> as Type Param

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 409246 - [1.8][compiler] Type annotations on catch parameters not handled properly

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/Argument.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2014, 2017 GK Software AG.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*     Lars Vogel <Lars.Vogel@vogella.com> - Contributions for

*     						Bug 473178

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/ExternalAnnotationProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/
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*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann <stephan@cs.tu-berlin.de> - Contributions for

*								bug 185682 - Increment/decrement operators mark local variables as read

*								bug 392862 - [1.8][compiler][null] Evaluate null annotations on array types

*								bug 331649 - [compiler][null] consider null annotations for fields

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*								bug 392384 - [1.8][compiler][null] Restore nullness

 info from type annotations in class files

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 411964 - [1.8][null] leverage null type annotation in foreach statement

*								Bug 407414 - [compiler][null] Incorrect warning on a primitive type being null

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/Reference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*         bug 407191 - [1.8] Binary access support for type annotations

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 440474 - [null] textual encoding of external null annotations

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/IBinaryType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2012 IBM Corporation and others.

*
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* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ContinueStatement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*    IBM Corporation - Fix for bug 328575

*    het@google.com - Bug 415274 - Annotation processing throws a NPE in getElementsAnnotatedWith()

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/dispatch/RoundEnvImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2018, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0
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*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/ModuleElementImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*     							bug 319201 - [null] no warning when unboxing SingleNameReference causes NPE

*     							bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*								bug 403147 - [compiler][null] FUP of bug 400761: consolidate interaction between unboxing, NPE, and deferred

checking

*								Bug 415790

 - [compiler][resource]Incorrect potential resource leak warning in for loop with close in try/catch

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/WhileStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ForStatement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2017 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*
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* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - contributions for

*     							bug 337868 - [compiler][model] incomplete support for package-info.java when using SearchableEnvironment

*     							bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/Compiler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*     							bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 370639 - [compiler][resource] restore the default for resource leak warnings

*								bug 265744 - Enum switch should warn about missing default

*								bug 374605 - Unreasonable warning for enum-based switch statements

*								bug 381443

 - [compiler][null] Allow parameter widening from @NonNull to unannotated

*								Bug 441208 - [1.8][null]SuppressWarnings("null") does not suppress / marked Unnecessary

*								Bug 410218 - Optional warning for arguments of "unexpected" types to Map#get(Object),

Collection#remove(Object) et al.

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/impl/IrritantSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2012, 2020 GK Software SE, IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials
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* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ImplicitNullAnnotationVerifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2017 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 365519 - editorial cleanup after bug 186342 and bug 365387

*								Bug 434570 - Generic type mismatch for parametrized class annotation attribute with inner class

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/MemberValuePair.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*
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* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     BEA - Patch for bug 172743

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/AbstractAnnotationProcessorManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2019 Simeon Andreev and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Simeon Andreev - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ReferenceBindingSetWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2011 BEA Systems, Inc.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    wharley@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/IElementInfo.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 429384 - [1.8][null] implement conformance rules for null-annotated lower / upper type bounds

*								Bug 441797 - [1.8] synchronize type annotations on capture and its wildcard

*								Bug 456497 - [1.8][null] during inference nullness from target type is lost against weaker

 hint from applicability analysis

*								Bug 456924 - StackOverflowError during compilation

*								Bug 462790 - [null] NPE in Expression.computeConversion()

*     Jesper S Møller - Contributions for bug 381345 : [1.8] Take care of the Java 8 major version

*								Bug 527554 - [18.3] Compiler support for JEP 286 Local-Variable Type

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/CaptureBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 365519 - editorial cleanup after bug 186342 and bug 365387

*								bug 388281 - [compiler][null] inheritance of null annotations as an option

*								bug 388795 - [compiler] detection of name clash depends on order of super interfaces
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*								bug 388739 - [1.8][compiler] consider default methods when detecting whether

 a class needs to be declared abstract

*								bug 390883 - [1.8][compiler] Unable to override default method

*								bug 395002 - Self bound generic class doesn't resolve bounds properly for wildcards for certain parametrisation.

*								bug 401246 - [1.8][compiler] abstract class method should now trump conflicting default methods

*								bug 401796 - [1.8][compiler] don't treat default methods as overriding an independent inherited abstract method

*								bug 403867 - [1.8][compiler] Suspect error about duplicate default methods

*								bug 391376 - [1.8] check interaction of default methods with bridge methods and generics

*								bug 395681 - [compiler] Improve simulation of javac6 behavior from bug 317719 after fixing bug 388795

*								bug 409473 - [compiler] JDT cannot compile against JRE 1.8

*								Bug 420080 - [1.8] Overridden Default method is reported as duplicated

*								Bug 404690 - [1.8][compiler] revisit bridge generation after VM bug is fixed

 *								Bug 410325 - [1.7][compiler] Generified method override different between javac and eclipse compiler

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*								Bug 390889 - [1.8][compiler] Evaluate options to support 1.7- projects against 1.8 JRE.

*								Bug 440773 - [1.8][null]DefaultLocation.RETURN_TYPE erroneously affects method parameters in

@NonNullByDefault

*								Bug 435805 - [1.8][compiler][null] Java 8 compiler does not recognize declaration style null annotations

*								Bug 446442 - [1.8] merge null annotations from super methods

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/MethodVerifier15.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2009, 2017 Vladimir Piskarev and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Vladimir Piskarev - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/AnnotationMemberValue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*
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* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*      Stephen Herrmann <stephan@cs.tu-berlin.de> -  Contributions for

*								bug 317046 - Exception during debugging when hover mouse over a field

*								bug 395002 - Self bound generic class doesn't resolve bounds properly for wildcards for certain parametrisation.

*								bug 392862 - [1.8][compiler][null] Evaluate null annotations on array types

*								bug 392384 - [1.8][compiler][null] Restore nullness info from type annotations in class

 files

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 415291 - [1.8][null] differentiate type incompatibilities due to null annotations

*								Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 423504 - [1.8] Implement "18.5.3 Functional Interface Parameterization Inference"

*								Bug 424712 - [1.8][compiler] NPE in TypeBinding.isProvablyDistinctTypeArgument

*								Bug 426792 - [1.8][inference][impl] generify new type inference engine

*								Bug 426764 - [1.8] Presence of conditional expression as method argument confuses compiler

*								Bug 423505 - [1.8] Implement "18.5.4 More Specific Method Inference"

*								Bug 427626 - [1.8] StackOverflow while typing new ArrayList<String>().toArray( and asking for code completion

 *								Bug 428019 - [1.8][compiler] Type inference failure with nested generic invocation.

*								Bug 435962 - [RC2] StackOverFlowError when building

*								Bug 438458 - [1.8][null] clean up handling of null type annotations wrt type variables

*								Bug 440759 - [1.8][null] @NonNullByDefault should never affect wildcards and uses of a type variable

*								Bug 441693 - [1.8][null] Bogus warning for type argument annotated with @NonNull

*								Bug 446434 - [1.8][null] Enable interned captures also when analysing null type annotations

*      Jesper S Moller <jesper@selskabet.org> -  Contributions for

*								bug 382701 - [1.8][compiler] Implement semantic analysis of Lambda expressions & Reference expression

*								bug 527554 - [18.3] Compiler support for JEP 286 Local-Variable Type

*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/TypeBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at
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* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*     							bug 319201 - [null] no warning when unboxing SingleNameReference causes NPE

*     							bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 265744 - Enum switch should warn about missing default

*								bug 374605 - Unreasonable warning for enum-based switch statements

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

 *******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/SwitchStatement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2017 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*     							bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*     							bug 359362 - FUP of bug 349326: Resource leak on non-Closeable resource

*								bug 358903 - Filter practically unimportant resource leak warnings

*								Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure

 should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 423504 - [1.8] Implement "18.5.3 Functional Interface Parameterization Inference"

*								Bug 426676 - [1.8][compiler] Wrong generic method type inferred from lambda expression

*								Bug 427411 - [1.8][generics] JDT reports type mismatch when using method that returns generic type

*								Bug 428019 - [1.8][compiler] Type inference failure with nested generic invocation.

*								Bug 435962 - [RC2] StackOverFlowError when building

*								Bug 438458 - [1.8][null] clean up handling of null type annotations wrt type variables

*								Bug 440759 - [1.8][null] @NonNullByDefault should never affect wildcards and uses of a type variable

*								Bug 441693 - [1.8][null] Bogus warning for type argument annotated with @NonNull

*******************************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/WildcardBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2013 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*							Bug 405066 - [1.8][compiler][codegen] Implement code generation infrastructure for JSR335

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/Opcodes.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 440687 - [compiler][batch][null] improve command line option for external annotations

*     Lars Vogel <Lars.Vogel@vogella.com> - Contributions for

*     						Bug 473178

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/batch/ClasspathDirectory.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2010 BEA Systems, Inc.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    tyeung@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*    olivier_thomann@ca.ibm.com - add hashCode() and equals(..) methods

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/ClassSignature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/EnumConstantSignature.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013 GK Software AG.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/InferenceFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ReductionResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2020 BEA Systems, Inc. and others

*
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* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    wharley@bea.com - derived base class from BatchMessagerImpl

*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/dispatch/BaseMessagerImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/ComponentInfoWithTypeAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/CompactConstructorDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/TextBlock.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013, 2015 GK Software AG.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0
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*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*     Lars Vogel <Lars.Vogel@vogella.com> - Contributions for

*     						Bug 473178

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ConstraintFormula.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ConstraintExceptionFormula.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2013 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Perry James - nullStatus method improvement (165346)

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/OperatorExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2016, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation
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*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/RequiresStatement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# This program and the accompanying materials

# are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/messages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/antadapter/messages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/batch/messages.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/problem/messages.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2008, 2016 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ProcessTaskManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2010 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/
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*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/StackMapFrame.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2011 BEA Systems, Inc.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    wharley@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/dispatch/ProcessorInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**********************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2008, 2014 Technical University Berlin, Germany and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*		Stephan Herrmann - Initial API and implementation

**********************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-
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jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/Sorting.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2017 IBM Corporation.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/tool/ModuleLocationHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2008, 2013 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ReadManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/
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*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    Frits Jalvingh  - fix for bug 533830.

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/tool/ExceptionDiagnostic.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 432977 - [1.8][null] Incorrect 'type is not visible' compiler error

*								Bug 446434 - [1.8][null] Enable interned captures also when analysing null type annotations

*******************************************************************************/

/* Taking the binding of QTR as an example, there could be different annotatable components, but we come in a

with a single binding, e.g:

				  

 @T Z;                                      type => Z  annotations => [[@T]]

				   @T Y.@T Z                                  type => Z  annotations => [[@T][@T]]

				   @T X.@T Y.@T Z                             type => Z  annotations => [[@T][@T][@T]]

				   java.lang.@T X.@T Y.@T Z                   type => Z  annotations => [[][][@T][@T][@T]]

				   in all these cases the incoming type binding is for Z, but annotations are for different levels. We need to align their

layout for proper attribution.

				 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/AnnotatableTypeSystem.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials
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* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Erling Ellingsen -  patch for bug 125570

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*								Bug 434570 - Generic type mismatch for parametrized class annotation attribute with inner class

*     Sebastian Zarnekow - Contribution for

*								Bug 544921 - [performance] Poor performance with large source files

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/CompilationUnitScope.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann <stephan@cs.tu-berlin.de> - Contributions for

*							bug 319201 - [null] no warning when unboxing SingleNameReference causes NPE

*							bug 292478 - Report potentially null across variable assignment

*							bug 335093 - [compiler][null] minimal hook for future null annotation support

*							bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*							bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

 *							bug 358903 - Filter practically unimportant resource leak warnings

*							bug 370639 - [compiler][resource] restore the default for resource leak warnings

*							bug 365859 - [compiler][null] distinguish warnings based on flow analysis vs. null annotations

*							bug 388996 - [compiler][resource] Incorrect 'potential resource leak'

*							bug 394768 - [compiler][resource] Incorrect resource leak warning when creating stream in conditional

*							bug 395002 - Self bound generic class doesn't resolve bounds properly for wildcards for certain parametrisation.

*							bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*							bug 400761 - [compiler][null] null may be return as boolean without a diagnostic
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*							Bug 392238 - [1.8][compiler][null] Detect semantically invalid null type annotations

*							Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*							Bug 427438 - [1.8][compiler] NPE at

org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.ast.ConditionalExpression.generateCode(ConditionalExpression.java:280)

 *							Bug 430150 - [1.8][null] stricter checking against type variables

*							Bug 453483 - [compiler][null][loop] Improve null analysis for loops

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*							Bug 378674 - "The method can be declared as static" is wrong

*							Bug 527554 - [18.3] Compiler support for JEP 286 Local-Variable Type

*							Bug 529556 - [18.3] Add content assist support for 'var' as a type

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*							Bug 409250 - [1.8][compiler] Various loose ends in 308 code generation

*							Bug 426616 - [1.8][compiler] Type Annotations, multiple problems

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/LocalDeclaration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 365519 - editorial cleanup after bug 186342 and bug 365387

*								bug 368546 - [compiler][resource] Avoid remaining false positives found when compiling the Eclipse SDK

*								bug 382353 - [1.8][compiler] Implementation property modifiers should

 be accepted on default methods.

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 392238 - [1.8][compiler][null] Detect semantically invalid null type annotations

*								Bug 416176 - [1.8][compiler][null] null type annotations cause grief on type variables

*								Bug 438012 - [1.8][null] Bogus Warning: The nullness annotation is redundant with a default that applies to this

location

*								Bug 435805 - [1.8][compiler][null] Java 8 compiler does not recognize declaration style null annotations

*								Bug 466713 - Null Annotations: NullPointerException using <int @Nullable []> as Type Param

*     Jesper S Moller <jesper@selskabet.org> - Contributions for
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*								bug 378674 - "The method can be declared as static" is wrong

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/MethodDeclaration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013, 2014 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 427438 - [1.8][compiler] NPE at

org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.ast.ConditionalExpression.generateCode(ConditionalExpression.java:280)

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ExpressionContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 367203 - [compiler][null] detect assigning null to nonnull argument

*								bug 365519 - editorial cleanup after bug 186342 and bug 365387

*								bug 365662 - [compiler][null] warn on contradictory and redundant null annotations

*								bug 365531 - [compiler][null] investigate alternative strategy for internally
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 encoding nullness defaults

*								bug 388281 - [compiler][null] inheritance of null annotations as an option

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 425152 - [1.8] [compiler] Lambda Expression not resolved but flow analyzed leading to NPE.

*								Bug 423505 - [1.8] Implement "18.5.4 More Specific Method Inference"

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*								Bug 438012 - [1.8][null] Bogus Warning: The nullness annotation is redundant with a default that applies to this

location

*								Bug 440759 - [1.8][null] @NonNullByDefault should never affect wildcards and uses of a type variable

*								Bug 443347 - [1.8][null]

 @NonNullByDefault should not affect constructor arguments of an anonymous instantiation

*								Bug 435805 - [1.8][compiler][null] Java 8 compiler does not recognize declaration style null annotations

*								Bug 466713 - Null Annotations: NullPointerException using <int @Nullable []> as Type Param

*								Bug 456584 - [1.8][null] Bogus warning for return type variable's @NonNull annotation being 'redundant'

*								Bug 471611 - Error on hover on call to generic method with null annotation

*     Jesper Steen Moller - Contributions for

*								Bug 412150 [1.8] [compiler] Enable reflected parameter names during annotation processing

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/MethodBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2018 BEA Systems, Inc and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    tyeung@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/MethodInfoWithAnnotations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/IBinaryAnnotation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************
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* Copyright (c) 2000, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann  - Contribution for bug 295551

*     Jesper S Moller   - Contributions for

*							  Bug 405066 - [1.8][compiler][codegen] Implement code generation infrastructure for JSR335

*     Frits Jalvingh    - contributions for bug 533830.

*     Red Hat Inc.	     - add module-info Javadoc support

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/CompilationUnitDeclaration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/flow/SwitchFlowContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/BreakStatement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.
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*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*							bug 382701 - [1.8][compiler] Implement semantic analysis of Lambda expressions & Reference expression

*                          Bug 384687 - [1.8] Wildcard type arguments should be rejected for lambda and reference

expressions

*							Bug 416885 - [1.8][compiler]IncompatibleClassChange error (edit)

*	   Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*							bug 402028 - [1.8][compiler] null analysis for reference

 expressions

*							bug 404649 - [1.8][compiler] detect illegal reference to indirect or redundant super via I.super.m() syntax

*							Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*							Bug 415850 - [1.8] Ensure RunJDTCoreTests can cope with null annotations enabled

*							Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*							Bug 423504 - [1.8] Implement "18.5.3 Functional Interface Parameterization Inference"

*							Bug 424637 - [1.8][compiler][null] AIOOB in ReferenceExpression.resolveType with a method reference to

Files::walk

*							Bug 424415 - [1.8][compiler] Eventual resolution of ReferenceExpression is not seen to be happening.

*							Bug 424403 - [1.8][compiler] Generic method call with method reference argument fails to resolve properly.

*							Bug 427196 - [1.8][compiler] Compiler error for method reference to overloaded method

*							Bug 427438

 - [1.8][compiler] NPE at

org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.ast.ConditionalExpression.generateCode(ConditionalExpression.java:280)

*							Bug 428264 - [1.8] method reference of generic class causes problems (wrong inference result or NPE)

*							Bug 392238 - [1.8][compiler][null] Detect semantically invalid null type annotations

*							Bug 426537 - [1.8][inference] Eclipse compiler thinks I<? super J> is compatible with I<J<?>> - raw type J

involved

*							Bug 435570 - [1.8][null] @NonNullByDefault illegally tries to affect "throws E"

*							Bug 435689 - [1.8][inference] Type inference not occurring with lambda expression and method reference

*							Bug 438383 - [1.8][null] Bogus warning: Null type safety at method return type

*							Bug 434483 - [1.8][compiler][inference] Type inference not picked up with method reference

*							Bug 441734 - [1.8][inference] Generic method with nested parameterized type argument fails on method reference

*							Bug 438945 - [1.8] NullPointerException

 InferenceContext18.checkExpression in java 8 with generics, primitives, and overloading

*							Bug 452788 - [1.8][compiler] Type not correctly inferred in lambda expression

*							Bug 448709 - [1.8][null] ensure we don't infer types that violate null constraints on a type parameter's bound

*							Bug 459967 - [null] compiler should know about nullness of special methods like MyEnum.valueOf()

*							Bug 466713 - Null Annotations: NullPointerException using <int @Nullable []> as Type Param

*							Bug 470542 - NullPointerException in ReferenceExpression.isPotentiallyCompatibleWith (962)

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contribution for
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*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's

work)

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ReferenceExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2016, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/IModulePathEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2014 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 395002 - Self bound generic class doesn't resolve bounds properly for wildcards for certain parametrisation.

*								Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*								Bug 438458 - [1.8][null] clean up handling of null type annotations wrt type variables

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found
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 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/BaseTypeBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/RecordComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/JavadocModuleReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013, 2018 GK Software AG and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*     IBM Corporation - bug fixes

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/TypeBound.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2019 GK Software SE, and others.
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*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/PlainPackageBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2017 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/batch/ClasspathSourceJar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/util/Archive.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*
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* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 331649 - [compiler][null] consider null annotations for fields

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*								bug 382069 - [null] Make the null analysis consider JUnit's assertNotNull similarly to assertions

*								bug 403086 - [compiler][null] include the effect of 'assert'

 in syntactic null analysis for fields

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/EqualExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*								bug 402993 - [null] Follow up of bug 401088: Missing warning about redundant null check

*								Bug 453483 - [compiler][null][loop] Improve null analysis for loops

*								Bug 421035 - [resource] False alarm of resource leak warning when casting a closeable in its assignment

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/flow/ExceptionHandlingFlowContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/
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*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 365662 - [compiler][null] warn on contradictory and redundant null annotations

*								bug 401030 - [1.8][null] Null analysis support for lambda methods.

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*								Bug 435805 - [1.8][compiler][null] Java 8 compiler does not recognize declaration style null annotations

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/LocalTypeBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2019 Red Hat Inc. and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Red Hat Inc. - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/IJavadocTypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2011 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:
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*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann <stephan@cs.tu-berlin.de> - Contribution for bug 185682 - Increment/decrement operators

mark local variables as read

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/JavadocFieldReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2013 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*         Bug 407191 - [1.8] Binary access support for type annotations

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/IBinaryField.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 365519 - editorial cleanup after bug 186342 and bug 365387

*								bug 358903 - Filter practically unimportant resource leak warnings
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*								bug 365531 - [compiler][null] investigate alternative strategy for internally encoding nullness defaults

 *								bug 388281 - [compiler][null] inheritance of null annotations as an option

*								bug 395002 - Self bound generic class doesn't resolve bounds properly for wildcards for certain parametrisation.

*								bug 392862 - [1.8][compiler][null] Evaluate null annotations on array types

*								bug 400421 - [compiler] Null analysis for fields does not take @com.google.inject.Inject into account

*								bug 382069 - [null] Make the null analysis consider JUnit's assertNotNull similarly to assertions

*								bug 392384 - [1.8][compiler][null] Restore nullness info from type annotations in class files

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 415291 - [1.8][null] differentiate type incompatibilities due to null annotations

*								Bug 415043 - [1.8][null] Follow-up re null type annotations after bug 392099

*								Bug 416176 - [1.8][compiler][null] null type annotations cause grief on type variables

*								Bug

 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 423504 - [1.8] Implement "18.5.3 Functional Interface Parameterization Inference"

*								Bug 426792 - [1.8][inference][impl] generify new type inference engine

*								Bug 428019 - [1.8][compiler] Type inference failure with nested generic invocation.

*								Bug 427199 - [1.8][resource] avoid resource leak warnings on Streams that have no resource

*								Bug 418743 - [1.8][null] contradictory annotations on invocation of generic method not reported

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*								Bug 431581 - Eclipse compiles what it should not

*								Bug 440759 - [1.8][null] @NonNullByDefault should never affect wildcards and uses of a type variable

*								Bug 452788 - [1.8][compiler] Type not correctly inferred in lambda expression

*								Bug 446442 - [1.8] merge null annotations from

 super methods

*								Bug 456532 - [1.8][null] ReferenceBinding.appendNullAnnotation() includes phantom annotations in error

messages

*								Bug 410218 - Optional warning for arguments of "unexpected" types to Map#get(Object),

Collection#remove(Object) et al.

*      Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*								bug 382701 - [1.8][compiler] Implement semantic analysis of Lambda expressions & Reference expression

*								bug 412153 - [1.8][compiler] Check validity of annotations which may be repeatable

*								bug 527554 - [18.3] Compiler support for JEP 286 Local-Variable Type

*     Ulrich Grave <ulrich.grave@gmx.de> - Contributions for

*                              bug 386692 - Missing "unused" warning on "autowired" fields

*     Pierre-Yves B. <pyvesdev@gmail.com> - Contribution for

*                              bug 542520 - [JUnit 5] Warning The method xxx from the type X is never used locally is shown

when using MethodSource

*     Sebastian Zarnekow - Contributions

 for

*								bug 544921 - [performance] Poor performance with large source files

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ReferenceBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************
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* Copyright (c) 2005, 2009 BEA Systems, Inc.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    tyeung@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/IBinaryElementValuePair.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

*Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 429813 - [1.8][dom ast] IMethodBinding#getJavaElement() should return IMethod for lambda

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/Initializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2014 BEA Systems, Inc. and others

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0
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*

* Contributors:

*    wharley@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/dispatch/HookedJavaFileObject.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2014 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 368546 - [compiler][resource] Avoid remaining false positives found when compiling the Eclipse SDK

*								bug 370639 - [compiler][resource] restore the default for resource leak warnings

*								bug 388996 - [compiler][resource] Incorrect 'potential resource leak'

*								Bug 417758 - [1.8][null] Null safety compromise during array creation.

*								Bug 427438 - [1.8][compiler] NPE at

 org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.ast.ConditionalExpression.generateCode(ConditionalExpression.java:280)

*								Bug 435805 - [1.8][compiler][null] Java 8 compiler does not recognize declaration style null annotations

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's

work)

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ArrayInitializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/
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*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 392384 - [1.8][compiler][null] Restore nullness info from type annotations in class files

*								Bug 416174 - [1.8][compiler][null] Bogus name clash error with null annotations

*								Bug 416176 - [1.8][compiler][null] null type annotations cause grief on type variables

*								Bug 423504 - [1.8] Implement "18.5.3 Functional Interface Parameterization Inference"

*								Bug 425783 - An

 internal error occurred during: "Requesting Java AST from selection". java.lang.StackOverflowError

*								Bug 438458 - [1.8][null] clean up handling of null type annotations wrt type variables

*								Bug 441693 - [1.8][null] Bogus warning for type argument annotated with @NonNull

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/RawTypeBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann <stephan@cs.tu-berlin.de> - Contributions for

*     							bug 185682 - Increment/decrement operators mark local variables as read

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 365519 - editorial cleanup after bug 186342 and bug 365387

*								bug 368546 - [compiler][resource] Avoid remaining false positives found when compiling the Eclipse SDK

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null]

 Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*								Bug 414380 - [compiler][internal] QualifiedNameReference#indexOfFirstFieldBinding does not point to the first

field

*								Bug 458396 - NPE in CodeStream.invoke()

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*								bug 382721 - [1.8][compiler] Effectively final variables needs special treatment

*								bug 331649 - [compiler][null] consider null annotations for fields

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*								bug 402993 - [null] Follow up of bug 401088: Missing warning about redundant null check
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*     Jesper S Moller <jesper@selskabet.org> - Contributions for

*								bug 378674 - "The method can be declared as static" is wrong

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/QualifiedNameReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*     						bug 236385 - [compiler] Warn for potential programming problem if an object is created but not used

*     						bug 319201 - [null] no warning when unboxing SingleNameReference causes NPE

*     						bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

* 							bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*							bug 358903 - Filter practically unimportant resource

 leak warnings

*							bug 368546 - [compiler][resource] Avoid remaining false positives found when compiling the Eclipse SDK

*							bug 370639 - [compiler][resource] restore the default for resource leak warnings

*							bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*							bug 388996 - [compiler][resource] Incorrect 'potential resource leak'

*							bug 403147 - [compiler][null] FUP of bug 400761: consolidate interaction between unboxing, NPE, and deferred

checking

*							Bug 392238 - [1.8][compiler][null] Detect semantically invalid null type annotations

*							Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*							Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*							Bug 424727 - [compiler][null] NullPointerException in

nullAnnotationUnsupportedLocation(ProblemReporter.java:5708)

*							Bug 424710

 - [1.8][compiler] CCE in SingleNameReference.localVariableBinding

*							Bug 425152 - [1.8] [compiler] Lambda Expression not resolved but flow analyzed leading to NPE.

*							Bug 424205 - [1.8] Cannot infer type for diamond type with lambda on method invocation

*							Bug 424415 - [1.8][compiler] Eventual resolution of ReferenceExpression is not seen to be happening.

*							Bug 426366 - [1.8][compiler] Type inference doesn't handle multiple candidate target types in outer overload

context

*							Bug 426290 - [1.8][compiler] Inference + overloading => wrong method resolution ?

*							Bug 426764 - [1.8] Presence of conditional expression as method argument confuses compiler
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*							Bug 424930 - [1.8][compiler] Regression: "Cannot infer type arguments" error from compiler.

*							Bug 427483 - [Java 8] Variables in lambdas sometimes can't be resolved

*							Bug 427438 - [1.8][compiler] NPE at

org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.ast.ConditionalExpression.generateCode(ConditionalExpression.java:280)

 *							Bug 426996 - [1.8][inference] try to avoid method Expression.unresolve()?

*							Bug 428352 - [1.8][compiler] Resolution errors don't always surface

*							Bug 429203 - [1.8][compiler] NPE in AllocationExpression.binding

*							Bug 429430 - [1.8] Lambdas and method reference infer wrong exception type with generics (RuntimeException

instead of IOException)

*							Bug 434297 - [1.8] NPE in LamdaExpression.analyseCode with lamda expression nested in a conditional

expression

*							Bug 452788 - [1.8][compiler] Type not correctly inferred in lambda expression

*							Bug 448709 - [1.8][null] ensure we don't infer types that violate null constraints on a type parameter's bound

*     Jesper S Moller <jesper@selskabet.org> - Contributions for

*							bug 378674 - "The method can be declared as static" is wrong

*     Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive

 code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's work)

*                          Bug 409245 - [1.8][compiler] Type annotations dropped when call is routed through a synthetic

bridge method

*     Till Brychcy - Contributions for

*     						bug 413460 - NonNullByDefault is not inherited to Constructors when accessed via Class File

*     Lars Vogel <Lars.Vogel@vogella.com> - Contributions for

*     						Bug 473178

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/AllocationExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2004, 2011 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/FloatUtil.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 319201 - [null] no warning when unboxing SingleNameReference causes NPE

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 361407 - Resource leak warning when resource is assigned to a field outside of constructor

*								bug 370639 - [compiler][resource] restore the default for resource leak warnings

*								bug 388996 - [compiler][resource] Incorrect

 'potential resource leak'

*								bug 403147 - [compiler][null] FUP of bug 400761: consolidate interaction between unboxing, NPE, and deferred

checking

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 424710 - [1.8][compiler] CCE in SingleNameReference.localVariableBinding

*								Bug 425152 - [1.8] [compiler] Lambda Expression not resolved but flow analyzed leading to NPE.

*								Bug 424205 - [1.8] Cannot infer type for diamond type with lambda on method invocation

*								Bug 424415 - [1.8][compiler] Eventual resolution of ReferenceExpression is not seen to be happening.

*								Bug 426366 - [1.8][compiler] Type inference doesn't handle multiple candidate target types in outer overload

context

*								Bug 426290 - [1.8][compiler] Inference + overloading => wrong method resolution ?

*								Bug 427483 - [Java 8] Variables in lambdas sometimes can't be resolved

*								Bug 427438 - [1.8][compiler]

 NPE at org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.ast.ConditionalExpression.generateCode(ConditionalExpression.java:280)

*								Bug 428352 - [1.8][compiler] Resolution errors don't always surface

*								Bug 452788 - [1.8][compiler] Type not correctly inferred in lambda expression

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 409245 - [1.8][compiler] Type annotations dropped when call is routed through a synthetic

bridge method

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ExplicitConstructorCall.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.
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*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*     							bug 358827 - [1.7] exception analysis for t-w-r spoils null analysis

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 368546 - [compiler][resource] Avoid remaining false positives found when compiling the Eclipse SDK

*								bug 365859 - [compiler][null] distinguish warnings based on flow analysis vs. null annotations

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null]

 Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*								bug 402993 - [null] Follow up of bug 401088: Missing warning about redundant null check

*								bug 403086 - [compiler][null] include the effect of 'assert' in syntactic null analysis for fields

*								bug 403147 - [compiler][null] FUP of bug 400761: consolidate interaction between unboxing, NPE, and deferred

checking

*								Bug 453483 - [compiler][null][loop] Improve null analysis for loops

*								Bug 455723 - Nonnull argument not correctly inferred in loop

*								Bug 415790 - [compiler][resource]Incorrect potential resource leak warning in for loop with close in try/catch

*								Bug 446691 - [1.8][null][compiler] NullPointerException in SingleNameReference.analyseCode

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/flow/FlowContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*     							bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 359334 - Analysis for resource leak warnings does not consider exceptions as method exit points
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*								bug 358903 - Filter practically unimportant resource leak warnings

*								bug 368546 - [compiler][resource] Avoid remaining false positives found when compiling the Eclipse SDK

*								bug 370639 - [compiler][resource]

 restore the default for resource leak warnings

*								bug 388996 - [compiler][resource] Incorrect 'potential resource leak'

*								bug 379784 - [compiler] "Method can be static" is not getting reported

*								bug 394768 - [compiler][resource] Incorrect resource leak warning when creating stream in conditional

*								bug 404649 - [1.8][compiler] detect illegal reference to indirect or redundant super

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*								Bug 371614 - [compiler][resource] Wrong "resource leak" problem on return/throw inside while loop

*								Bug 421035 - [resource] False alarm of resource leak warning when casting a closeable in its assignment

*								Bug 444964 - [1.7+][resource] False resource leak warning (try-with-resources for ByteArrayOutputStream -

return inside for loop)

*								Bug 396575 - [compiler][resources] Incorrect Errors/Warnings check for potential resource leak when surrounding

 with try-catch

*     Jesper S Moller <jesper@selskabet.org> - Contributions for

*								bug 378674 - "The method can be declared as static" is wrong

*     Keigo Imai - Contribution for  bug 388903 - Cannot extend inner class as an anonymous class when it extends

the outer class

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/BlockScope.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2015, 2016 Google, Inc and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*   Stefan Xenos (Google) - Initial implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/BinaryTypeFormatter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2007 - 2017 BEA Systems, Inc. and others

*
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* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    Walter Harley - initial API and implementation

*    IBM Corporation - fix for 342598, 382590

*    Jean-Marie Henaff <jmhenaff@google.com> (Google) - Bug 481555

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/TypesImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann <stephan@cs.tu-berlin.de> - Contributions for

*								bug 185682 - Increment/decrement operators mark local variables as read

*								bug 331649 - [compiler][null] consider null annotations for fields

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*								Bug 412203 - [compiler] Internal compiler error: java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: info cannot be null

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler]

 Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 458396 - NPE in CodeStream.invoke()

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*								Bug 378674 - "The method can be declared as static" is wrong

*     Robert Roth <robert.roth.off@gmail.com> - Contributions for

*								Bug 361039 - NPE in FieldReference.optimizedBooleanConstant

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/FieldReference.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 440687 - [compiler][batch][null] improve command line option for external annotations

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/batch/FileSystem.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								Bug 360328 - [compiler][null] detect null problems in nested code (local class inside a loop)

*								Bug 388630 - @NonNull diagnostics at line 0

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 416176 - [1.8][compiler][null] null type annotations cause grief on type variables

*								Bug 424727 - [compiler][null] NullPointerException

 in nullAnnotationUnsupportedLocation(ProblemReporter.java:5708)

*								Bug 457210 - [1.8][compiler][null] Wrong Nullness errors given on full build build but not on incremental build?

*     Keigo Imai - Contribution for  bug 388903 - Cannot extend inner class as an anonymous class when it extends

the outer class

 *    Pierre-Yves B. <pyvesdev@gmail.com> - Contributions for

*                              Bug 542520 - [JUnit 5] Warning The method xxx from the type X is never used locally is shown

when using MethodSource
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*                              Bug 546084 - Using Junit 5s MethodSource leads to ClassCastException

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/TypeDeclaration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*							Bug 423504 - [1.8] Implement "18.5.3 Functional Interface Parameterization Inference"

*							Bug 426676 - [1.8][compiler] Wrong generic method type inferred from lambda expression

*							Bug 426542 - [1.8] Most specific method not picked when one method has intersection type as type parameter

*							Bug 428019 - [1.8][compiler] Type inference failure with nested generic invocation.

*     Andy

 Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 405104 - [1.8][compiler][codegen] Implement support for serializeable lambdas

*     Jesper S Møller - Contributions for bug 381345 : [1.8] Take care of the Java 8 major version

*                          Bug 527554 - [18.3] Compiler support for JEP 286 Local-Variable Type

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/IntersectionTypeBinding18.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013, 2019 GK Software AG, and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:
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*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*     IBM Corporation - Bug fixes

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/InferenceContext18.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2016 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/ExecutableTypeImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2008 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/CharArrayCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/HashSetOfInt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-
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jar/org/eclipse/jdt/core/compiler/InvalidInputException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/BranchLabel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/ObjectVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/VerificationTypeInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2013 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Jesper Steen Moller - Contributions for:

*          Bug 412149: [1.8][compiler] Emit repeated annotations into the designated container

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/SingleMemberAnnotation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2020, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-
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jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/RecordComponentBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 319201 - [null] no warning when unboxing SingleNameReference causes NPE

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*								bug 403147 - [compiler][null] FUP of bug 400761: consolidate interaction between unboxing, NPE, and deferred

checking

*								Bug 417758 - [1.8][null] Null safety compromise during array creation.

*								Bug

 427163 - [1.8][null] bogus error "Contradictory null specification" on varags

*     Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's

work)

*                          Bug 409247 - [1.8][compiler] Verify error with code allocating multidimensional array

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ArrayAllocationExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann <stephan@cs.tu-berlin.de> - Contributions for

*								bug 185682 - Increment/decrement operators mark local variables as read
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*								bug 331649 - [compiler][null] consider null annotations for fields

*								Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*								Bug 447088 - [null] @Nullable on fully qualified field type is ignored

*								Bug 435805 - [1.8][compiler][null]

 Java 8 compiler does not recognize declaration style null annotations

*								Bug 458396 - NPE in CodeStream.invoke()

*								Bug 446217 - [null] @NonNullByDefault in package-info.java causes bogus "null type safety" warning

*     Till Brychcy - Contribution for

*     						    bug 467094 - [1.8][null] TYPE_USE NullAnnotations of array contents are applied to field.

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/FieldBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2016 GoPivotal, Inc.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*            Bug 407191 - [1.8] Binary access support for type annotations

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/MethodInfoWithTypeAnnotations.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013, 2019 GK Software AG.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation
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*     Lars Vogel <Lars.Vogel@vogella.com> - Contributions for

*     						Bug 473178

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ConstraintExpressionFormula.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2011, 2020 GK Software AG and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*     Nikolay Metchev (nikolaymetchev@gmail.com) - Contributions for

*								bug 411098 - [compiler][resource] Invalid Resource Leak Warning using ternary operator inside try-with-resource

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/FakedTrackingVariable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2009 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveryScannerData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-
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jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/SimpleSetOfCharArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/CachedIndexEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2019 Sebastian Zarnekow and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Sebastian Zarnekow - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/SortedCompoundNameVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/SortedCharArrays.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/SortedSimpleNameVector.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2012, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*							bug 382701 - [1.8][compiler] Implement semantic analysis of Lambda expressions & Reference expression

*							bug 382721 - [1.8][compiler] Effectively final variables needs special treatment

*							Bug 416885 - [1.8][compiler]IncompatibleClassChange error (edit)

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*							bug 401030 - [1.8][null] Null analysis support for lambda methods.

*							Bug 392099
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 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*							Bug 392238 - [1.8][compiler][null] Detect semantically invalid null type annotations

*							Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*							Bug 423504 - [1.8] Implement "18.5.3 Functional Interface Parameterization Inference"

*							Bug 425142 - [1.8][compiler] NPE in ConstraintTypeFormula.reduceSubType

*							Bug 425153 - [1.8] Having wildcard allows incompatible types in a lambda expression

*							Bug 424205 - [1.8] Cannot infer type for diamond type with lambda on method invocation

*							Bug 425798 - [1.8][compiler] Another NPE in ConstraintTypeFormula.reduceSubType

*							Bug 425156 - [1.8] Lambda as an argument is flagged with incompatible error

*							Bug 424403 - [1.8][compiler] Generic method call with method reference argument fails to resolve properly.

*							Bug 426563 - [1.8] AIOOBE when method with error

 invoked with lambda expression as argument

*							Bug 420525 - [1.8] [compiler] Incorrect error "The type Integer does not define sum(Object, Object) that is

applicable here"

*							Bug 427438 - [1.8][compiler] NPE at

org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.ast.ConditionalExpression.generateCode(ConditionalExpression.java:280)

*							Bug 428294 - [1.8][compiler] Type mismatch: cannot convert from List<Object> to Collection<Object[]>

*							Bug 428786 - [1.8][compiler] Inference needs to compute the "ground target type" when reducing a lambda

compatibility constraint

*							Bug 428980 - [1.8][null] simple expression as lambda body doesn't leverage null annotation on argument

*							Bug 429430 - [1.8] Lambdas and method reference infer wrong exception type with generics (RuntimeException

instead of IOException)

*							Bug 432110 - [1.8][compiler] nested lambda type incorrectly inferred vs javac

*							Bug 438458 - [1.8][null] clean up handling of null type annotations wrt type

 variables

*							Bug 441693 - [1.8][null] Bogus warning for type argument annotated with @NonNull

*							Bug 452788 - [1.8][compiler] Type not correctly inferred in lambda expression

*							Bug 453483 - [compiler][null][loop] Improve null analysis for loops

*							Bug 455723 - Nonnull argument not correctly inferred in loop

*							Bug 463728 - [1.8][compiler][inference] Ternary operator in lambda derives wrong type

*     Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 405104 - [1.8][compiler][codegen] Implement support for serializeable lambdas

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/LambdaExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2017 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0
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*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Walter Harley   - Patch for ensuring the parent folders are created

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/util/EclipseFileObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/tool/EclipseFileObject.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2018 BEA Systems, Inc.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    wharley@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*    IBM Corporation - fix for 342598

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/DeclaredTypeImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2014 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 427438 - [1.8][compiler] NPE at
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org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.ast.ConditionalExpression.generateCode(ConditionalExpression.java:280)

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/AbstractVariableDeclaration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2016 BEA Systems, Inc.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    tyeung@bea.com  - initial API and implementation

*    IBM Corporation - fix for bug 342757

*    Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/MethodInfoWithParameterAnnotations.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     David Foerster - patch for toUpperCase as described in https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=153125

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/ScannerHelper.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 365519 - editorial cleanup after bug 186342 and bug 365387

*								bug 365531 - [compiler][null] investigate alternative strategy for internally encoding nullness defaults

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/PackageBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*							Bug 405066 - [1.8][compiler][codegen] Implement code generation infrastructure for JSR335

*							Bug 406982 - [1.8][compiler] Generation of MethodParameters Attribute in classfile

*							Bug 416885 - [1.8][compiler]IncompatibleClassChange error (edit)

*							Bug 412149 - [1.8][compiler] Emit repeated annotations into the designated container

*     Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com

 - Contributions for

*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's

work)

*                          Bug 409236 - [1.8][compiler] Type annotations on intersection cast types dropped by code

generator
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*                          Bug 409246 - [1.8][compiler] Type annotations on catch parameters not handled properly

*                          Bug 415541 - [1.8][compiler] Type annotations in the body of static initializer get dropped

*                          Bug 415399 - [1.8][compiler] Type annotations on constructor results dropped by the code

generator

*                          Bug 415470 - [1.8][compiler] Type annotations on class declaration go vanishing

*                          Bug 405104 - [1.8][compiler][codegen] Implement support for serializeable lambdas

*                          Bug 434556 - Broken class file generated for incorrect annotation usage

*                          Bug 442416

 - $deserializeLambda$ missing cases for nested lambdas

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*							Bug 438458 - [1.8][null] clean up handling of null type annotations wrt type variables

*     Olivier Tardieu tardieu@us.ibm.com - Contributions for

*							Bug 442416 - $deserializeLambda$ missing cases for nested lambdas

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ClassFile.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013, 2017 GK Software AG.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/InferenceSubstitution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/TypeAnnotationWalker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2009 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/
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*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/StringLiteralConcatenation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ICompilerRequestor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/AccessRestriction.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/diagnose/RangeUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/OperatorIds.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/AccessRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/FalseLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/ClassFileStruct.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/IDependent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ProblemBinding.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/HashtableOfIntValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/SimpleLookupTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/ISourceImport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/problem/AbortMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/problem/ShouldNotImplement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredImport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/HashtableOfType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/SubRoutineStatement.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/DoubleCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/InnerEmulationDependency.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/JavadocReturnStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/problem/AbortCompilationUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/NLSTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/PrefixExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/IDebugRequestor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/TrueLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/SimpleSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/CharLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/antadapter/AntAdapterMessages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/problem/AbortType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/HashtableOfObjectToInt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/problem/AbortCompilation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/IProblemFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/SyntheticFieldBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/HashtableOfInt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/FloatCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ImportConflictBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ExtendedStringLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/Label.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/AnnotationHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-
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jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/InnerClassInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/PostfixExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/JavadocArrayQualifiedTypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/HashtableOfLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ProblemFieldBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/JavadocSingleNameReference.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/IntegerCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/ObjectCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/SyntheticArgumentBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/MagicLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ParameterizedFieldBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/HashtableOfObjectToIntArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/LongCache.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/CaseLabel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013, 2014 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 438458 - [1.8][null] clean up handling of null type annotations wrt type variables

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/VoidTypeBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/NullTypeBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2015 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 331649 - [compiler][null] consider null annotations for fields

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 458396 - NPE in CodeStream.invoke()

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/VariableBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*							Bug 405066 - [1.8][compiler][codegen] Implement code generation infrastructure for JSR335

*							Bug 406982 - [1.8][compiler] Generation of MethodParameters Attribute in classfile

*     Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 405104 - [1.8][compiler][codegen] Implement support for serializeable lambdas

*******************************************************************************/
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Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/ClassFileConstants.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2019, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/ComponentInfoWithAnnotation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2011 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/DoubleLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/NumberLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/LongLiteral.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/flow/InitializationFlowContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/IntLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/FloatLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/IntLiteralMinValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/InferenceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/LongLiteralMinValue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/YieldStatement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2015, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-
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jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ModuleDeclaration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013, 2016 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/TypeBindingVisitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*     							bug 332637 - Dead Code detection removing code that isn't dead

*     							bug 358827 - [1.7] exception analysis for t-w-r spoils null analysis

*     							bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*     							bug 359334 - Analysis for resource leak warnings does not consider exceptions as method exit points

*								bug 358903 - Filter practically unimportant resource

 leak warnings

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*								bug 388996 - [compiler][resource] Incorrect 'potential resource leak'

*								bug 401088 - [compiler][null] Wrong warning "Redundant null check" inside nested try statement

*								bug 401092 - [compiler][null] Wrong warning "Redundant null check" in outer catch of nested try

*								bug 402993 - [null] Follow up of bug 401088: Missing warning about redundant null check

*								bug 384380 - False positive on a ?? Potential null pointer access ?? after a continue

*								Bug 415790 - [compiler][resource]Incorrect potential resource leak warning in for loop with close in try/catch
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*								Bug 371614 - [compiler][resource] Wrong "resource leak" problem on return/throw inside while loop

*								Bug 444964 - [1.7+][resource] False resource leak warning (try-with-resources for ByteArrayOutputStream -

return inside for loop)

*     Jesper Steen Moller -

 Contributions for

*								bug 404146 - [1.7][compiler] nested try-catch-finally-blocks leads to unrunnable Java byte code

*     Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's

work)

*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/TryStatement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2011, 2014 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/UnionTypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013, 2014 GK Software AG.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*
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* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/Invocation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2012 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/CombinedBinaryExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Nick Teryaev - fix for bug (https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=40752)

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 319201 - [null] no warning when unboxing SingleNameReference causes NPE

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*								bug 395002 - Self bound generic class doesn't resolve bounds properly for wildcards for certain parametrisation.

*								bug
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 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*								bug 401017 - [compiler][null] casted reference to @Nullable field lacks a warning

*								bug 400761 - [compiler][null] null may be return as boolean without a diagnostic

*								Bug 392238 - [1.8][compiler][null] Detect semantically invalid null type annotations

*								Bug 416307 - [1.8][compiler][null] subclass with type parameter substitution confuses null checking

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 427438 - [1.8][compiler] NPE at

org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.ast.ConditionalExpression.generateCode(ConditionalExpression.java:280)

*								Bug 430150 - [1.8][null] stricter checking against type variables

*								Bug 435805 - [1.8][compiler][null] Java 8 compiler does not recognize declaration style

 null annotations

*								Bug 407414 - [compiler][null] Incorrect warning on a primitive type being null

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 415541 - [1.8][compiler] Type annotations in the body of static initializer get dropped

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/CastExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 367203 - [compiler][null] detect assigning null to nonnull argument

*								bug 365519 - editorial cleanup after bug 186342 and bug 365387

*								bug 365531 - [compiler][null] investigate alternative strategy for internally encoding nullness defaults

*								bug 382353 - [1.8][compiler] Implementation property modifiers

 should be accepted on default methods.

*								bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								bug 388281 - [compiler][null] inheritance of null annotations as an option

*								bug 401030 - [1.8][null] Null analysis support for lambda methods.

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 392238 - [1.8][compiler][null] Detect semantically invalid null type annotations

*								Bug 403216 - [1.8][null] TypeReference#captureTypeAnnotations treats type annotations as type argument

annotations
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*								Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*								Bug 392238 - [1.8][compiler][null] Detect semantically invalid null type annotations

*								Bug 435570 - [1.8][null] @NonNullByDefault illegally tries to affect "throws E"

*								Bug 435805 - [1.8][compiler][null] Java 8 compiler does not recognize

 declaration style null annotations

*								Bug 466713 - Null Annotations: NullPointerException using <int @Nullable []> as Type Param

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/AbstractMethodDeclaration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2014 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/JavadocImplicitTypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ElementValuePair.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2020 Julian Honnen.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Julian Honnen - initial API and implementation
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*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/core/compiler/SubwordMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2014 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/flow/ExceptionInferenceFlowContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 365531 - [compiler][null] investigate alternative strategy for internally encoding nullness defaults

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*     Jesper Steen Moller - Contributions for

*								Bug 412150 [1.8] [compiler]

 Enable reflected parameter names during annotation processing

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/Binding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 365519 - editorial cleanup after bug 186342 and bug 365387

*								bug 368546 - [compiler][resource] Avoid remaining false positives found when compiling the Eclipse SDK

*								bug 365859 - [compiler][null] distinguish warnings based on flow analysis vs. null annotations

*								bug 385626 - @NonNull fails across

 loop boundaries

*								bug 388996 - [compiler][resource] Incorrect 'potential resource leak'

*								bug 403147 - [compiler][null] FUP of bug 400761: consolidate interaction between unboxing, NPE, and deferred

checking

*								Bug 453483 - [compiler][null][loop] Improve null analysis for loops

*								Bug 455723 - Nonnull argument not correctly inferred in loop

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*								bug 404657 - [1.8][compiler] Analysis for effectively final variables fails to consider loops

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/flow/FinallyFlowContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2011, 2014 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:
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*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*							Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 409236 - [1.8][compiler] Type annotations on intersection cast types dropped by code

generator

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/IntersectionCastTypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2015 BEA Systems, Inc.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    wharley@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*    IBM Corporation - fix for 342470

*    IBM Corporation - fix for 342598

*    IBM Corporation - Java 8 support

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/TypeParameterElementImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2003, 2013 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/CatchParameterBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2016 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 332637 - Dead Code detection removing code that isn't dead

*								bug 391517 - java.lang.VerifyError on code that runs correctly in Eclipse 3.7 and eclipse 3.6

*								bug 394768 - [compiler][resource] Incorrect resource leak warning when creating stream in conditional

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/flow/ConditionalFlowInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - contributions for

*     							bug 337868 - [compiler][model] incomplete support for package-info.java when using SearchableEnvironment

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 365531 - [compiler][null] investigate alternative strategy for internally encoding nullness defaults

*								bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								bug
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 392862 - [1.8][compiler][null] Evaluate null annotations on array types

*								bug 392384 - [1.8][compiler][null] Restore nullness info from type annotations in class files

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 415291 - [1.8][null] differentiate type incompatibilities due to null annotations

*								Bug 392238 - [1.8][compiler][null] Detect semantically invalid null type annotations

*								Bug 415850 - [1.8] Ensure RunJDTCoreTests can cope with null annotations enabled

*								Bug 415043 - [1.8][null] Follow-up re null type annotations after bug 392099

*								Bug 416183 - [1.8][compiler][null] Overload resolution fails with null annotations

*								Bug 416307 - [1.8][compiler][null] subclass with type parameter substitution confuses null checking

*								Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*								Bug 416190 - [1.8][null]

 detect incompatible overrides due to null type annotations

*								Bug 424624 - [1.8][null] if a static-object with annotation @NonNull is used, a warning is shown

*								Bug 438458 - [1.8][null] clean up handling of null type annotations wrt type variables

*								Bug 439516 - [1.8][null] NonNullByDefault wrongly applied to implicit type bound of binary type

*								Bug 434602 - Possible error with inferred null annotations leading to contradictory null annotations

*								Bug 435805 - [1.8][compiler][null] Java 8 compiler does not recognize declaration style null annotations

*								Bug 453475 - [1.8][null] Contradictory null annotations (4.5 M3 edition)

*								Bug 457079 - Regression: type inference

*								Bug 440477 - [null] Infrastructure for feeding external annotations into compilation

*								Bug 455180 - IllegalStateException in AnnotatableTypeSystem.getRawType

*								Bug 470467 - [null] Nullness of special Enum methods not detected from .class file

 *******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/LookupEnvironment.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* This is an implementation of an early-draft specification developed under the Java

* Community Process (JCP) and is made available for testing and evaluation purposes

* only. The code is not compatible with any specification of the JCP.

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/TypeElementImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2016 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 458396 - NPE in CodeStream.invoke()

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/problem/ProblemHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 292478 - Report potentially null across variable assignment

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*								bug 392862 - [1.8][compiler][null] Evaluate null annotations on array types

*								bug 331649 - [compiler][null] consider null annotations for fields

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field

 references

*								bug 400761 - [compiler][null] null may be return as boolean without a diagnostic

*								bug 402993 - [null] Follow up of bug 401088: Missing warning about redundant null check

*								bug 403147 - [compiler][null] FUP of bug 400761: consolidate interaction between unboxing, NPE, and deferred

checking
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*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 426792 - [1.8][inference][impl] generify new type inference engine

*								Bug 423505 - [1.8] Implement "18.5.4 More Specific Method Inference"

*								Bug 427438 - [1.8][compiler] NPE at

org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.ast.ConditionalExpression.generateCode(ConditionalExpression.java:280)

*								Bug 426996 - [1.8][inference]

 try to avoid method Expression.unresolve()?

*								Bug 428274 - [1.8] [compiler] Cannot cast from Number to double

*								Bug 428352 - [1.8][compiler] Resolution errors don't always surface

*								Bug 452788 - [1.8][compiler] Type not correctly inferred in lambda expression

*     Lars Vogel <Lars.Vogel@vogella.com> - Contributions for

*     						Bug 473178

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/Expression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006-2009 BEA Systems, Inc. and others

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    wharley@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/dispatch/BatchMessagerImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/
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*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/AnnotationBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/AbstractCommentParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2012 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/IQualifiedTypeResolutionListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2019 BEA Systems, Inc.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    wharley@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*    IBM Corporation - fix for 342598

*******************************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/dispatch/BaseProcessingEnvImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2017 BEA Systems, Inc.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    wharley@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*                      (originally in org.eclipse.jdt.apt.core)

*    IBM Corporation - Bug 513790

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/util/ManyToMany.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann <stephan@cs.tu-berlin.de> - Contributions for

*     							bug 185682 - Increment/decrement operators mark local variables as read

*     							bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 365859 - [compiler][null] distinguish warnings based on flow analysis vs. null annotations

*								bug 331649 - [compiler][null] consider

 null annotations for fields

*								Bug 466308 - [hovering] Javadoc header for parameter is wrong with annotation-based null analysis

*     Jesper S Møller <jesper@selskabet.org> -  Contributions for

*								Bug 527554 - [18.3] Compiler support for JEP 286 Local-Variable Type
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*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/LocalVariableBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2011 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/PolymorphicMethodBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*     							bug 319201 - [null] no warning when unboxing SingleNameReference causes NPE

*     							bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 368546 - [compiler][resource] Avoid remaining false positives found when compiling the Eclipse SDK

*								bug 370639 - [compiler][resource] restore the

 default for resource leak warnings

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*								bug 388996 - [compiler][resource] Incorrect 'potential resource leak'
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*								bug 395977 - [compiler][resource] Resource leak warning behavior possibly incorrect for anonymous inner class

*								bug 403147 - [compiler][null] FUP of bug 400761: consolidate interaction between unboxing, NPE, and deferred

checking

*								Bug 415850 - [1.8] Ensure RunJDTCoreTests can cope with null annotations enabled

*								Bug 392238 - [1.8][compiler][null] Detect semantically invalid null type annotations

*								Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*								Bug 416267 - NPE in QualifiedAllocationExpression.resolveType

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 424415 - [1.8][compiler] Eventual

 resolution of ReferenceExpression is not seen to be happening.

*								Bug 427438 - [1.8][compiler] NPE at

org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.ast.ConditionalExpression.generateCode(ConditionalExpression.java:280)

*     Jesper S Moller <jesper@selskabet.org> - Contributions for

*								bug 378674 - "The method can be declared as static" is wrong

*     Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's

work)

*                          Bug 409245 - [1.8][compiler] Type annotations dropped when call is routed through a synthetic

bridge method

*     Till Brychcy - Contributions for

*     							bug 413460 - NonNullByDefault is not inherited to Constructors when accessed via Class File

******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/QualifiedAllocationExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Benjamin Muskalla - Contribution for bug 239066

*     Stephan Herrmann  - Contributions for

*     							bug 236385 - [compiler] Warn for potential programming problem if an object is created but not used

*     							bug 295551 - Add option to automatically promote all warnings to errors

*     							bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug
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 370639 - [compiler][resource] restore the default for resource leak warnings

*								bug 366063 - Compiler should not add synthetic @NonNull annotations

*								bug 374605 - Unreasonable warning for enum-based switch statements

*								bug 388281 - [compiler][null] inheritance of null annotations as an option

*								bug 381443 - [compiler][null] Allow parameter widening from @NonNull to unannotated

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*								Bug 435805 - [1.8][compiler][null] Java 8 compiler does not recognize declaration style null annotations

*								Bug 410218 - Optional warning for arguments of "unexpected" types to Map#get(Object),

Collection#remove(Object) et al.

*     Jesper Steen Moller - Contributions for

*								bug 404146 - [1.7][compiler] nested try-catch-finally-blocks leads to unrunnable Java byte code

*								bug 407297 - [1.8][compiler] Control generation of parameter names by option

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/impl/CompilerOptions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 364890 - BinaryTypeBinding should use char constants from Util

*								bug 365387 - [compiler][null] bug 186342: Issues to follow up post review and verification.

*								bug 358903 - Filter practically unimportant resource leak warnings

*								bug

 365531 - [compiler][null] investigate alternative strategy for internally encoding nullness defaults

*								bug 388800 - [1.8][compiler] detect default methods in class files

*								bug 388281 - [compiler][null] inheritance of null annotations as an option

*								bug 331649 - [compiler][null] consider null annotations for fields

*								bug 392384 - [1.8][compiler][null] Restore nullness info from type annotations in class files

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 415043 - [1.8][null] Follow-up re null type annotations after bug 392099

*								Bug 415850 - [1.8] Ensure RunJDTCoreTests can cope with null annotations enabled

*								Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.
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*								Bug 427199 - [1.8][resource] avoid resource leak warnings on Streams that have no resource

*								Bug 392245 - [1.8][compiler][null] Define whether

 / how @NonNullByDefault applies to TYPE_USE locations

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*								Bug 390889 - [1.8][compiler] Evaluate options to support 1.7- projects against 1.8 JRE.

*								Bug 438458 - [1.8][null] clean up handling of null type annotations wrt type variables

*								Bug 439516 - [1.8][null] NonNullByDefault wrongly applied to implicit type bound of binary type

*								Bug 434602 - Possible error with inferred null annotations leading to contradictory null annotations

*								Bug 440477 - [null] Infrastructure for feeding external annotations into compilation

*								Bug 441693 - [1.8][null] Bogus warning for type argument annotated with @NonNull

*								Bug 435805 - [1.8][compiler][null] Java 8 compiler does not recognize declaration style null annotations

*								Bug 453475 - [1.8][null] Contradictory null annotations (4.5 M3 edition)

*								Bug 454182 - Internal compiler error when using

 1.8 compliance for simple project

*								Bug 470467 - [null] Nullness of special Enum methods not detected from .class file

*								Bug 447661 - [1.8][null] Incorrect 'expression needs unchecked conversion' warning

*    Jesper Steen Moller - Contributions for

*								Bug 412150 [1.8] [compiler] Enable reflected parameter names during annotation processing

*								Bug 412153 - [1.8][compiler] Check validity of annotations which may be repeatable

*    Sebastian Zarnekow - Contributions for

*								bug 544921 - [performance] Poor performance with large source files

*    Alexander Lehmann - Contributions for

*								bug 566258 - Intermittent NPE in APT RoundDispatcher

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/BinaryTypeBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013, 2015 GK Software AG.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/InferenceVariable.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Luiz-Otavio Zorzella <zorzella at gmail dot com> - Improve CamelCase algorithm

*     Gábor Kövesdán - Contribution for Bug 350000 - [content assist] Include non-prefix matches in auto-complete

suggestions

*     Stefan Xenos <sxenos@gmail.com> (Google) - Bug 501283 - Lots of hash collisions during indexing

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/core/compiler/CharOperation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2013 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's

work)

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/ExceptionLabel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************
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* Copyright (c) 2014, 2015 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/PolyParameterizedGenericMethodBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013, 2018 GK Software AG, and others

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*     Lars Vogel <Lars.Vogel@vogella.com> - Contributions for

*     						Bug 473178

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ConstraintTypeFormula.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2016, 2017 IBM Corporation.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0
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*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/ModuleInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2007 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/JavadocArraySingleTypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2020 BEA Systems, Inc. and others

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    wharley@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*    IBM Corporation - fix for 342598

*    IBM Corporation - Java 8 support

*    het@google.com - Bug 427943 - The method

org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.apt.model.Factory.getPrimitiveType does not throw IllegalArgumentException

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/Factory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann <stephan@cs.tu-berlin.de> - Contributions for

*			     				bug 292478 - Report potentially null across variable assignment

*     							bug 332637 - Dead Code detection removing code that isn't dead

*								bug 394768 - [compiler][resource] Incorrect resource leak warning when creating stream in conditional

*								Bug 411964 - [1.8][null] leverage null type annotation in foreach statement

*								Bug 421035 - [resource]

 False alarm of resource leak warning when casting a closeable in its assignment

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/flow/FlowInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2017 BEA Systems, Inc. and others

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    Igor Fedorenko - extracted from ElementsImpl

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/ElementsImpl9.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 319201 - [null] no warning when unboxing SingleNameReference causes NPE

*								bug 403086 - [compiler][null] include the effect of 'assert' in syntactic null analysis for fields

*								bug 403147 - [compiler][null] FUP of bug 400761: consolidate interaction between unboxing, NPE, and deferred

checking

*								Bug 422796 - [compiler][null] boxed boolean reported as potentially null after

 null test in lazy disjunction

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/AND_AND_Expression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephen Herrmann <stephan@cs.tu-berlin.de> -  Contributions for

*     						bug 133125 - [compiler][null] need to report the null status of expressions and analyze them simultaneously

*     						bug 292478 - Report potentially null across variable assignment

* 							bug 324178 - [null] ConditionalExpression.nullStatus(..) doesn't take into account the analysis of condition itself

* 							bug 354554 - [null] conditional with redundant condition

 yields weak error message

*     						bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*							bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"
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*							bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*							bug 400761 - [compiler][null] null may be return as boolean without a diagnostic

*							Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*							Bug 415043 - [1.8][null] Follow-up re null type annotations after bug 392099

*							Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*							Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*							Bug 426078 - [1.8] VerifyError when conditional expression passed as an argument

*							Bug 427438 - [1.8][compiler] NPE at

org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.ast.ConditionalExpression.generateCode(ConditionalExpression.java:280)

 *							Bug 418537 - [1.8][null] Fix null type annotation analysis for poly conditional expressions

*							Bug 428352 - [1.8][compiler] Resolution errors don't always surface

*							Bug 407414 - [compiler][null] Incorrect warning on a primitive type being null

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ConditionalExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*								bug 402993 - [null] Follow up of bug 401088: Missing warning about redundant null check

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*								bug 382721 - [1.8][compiler] Effectively final variables needs special treatment

 *******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/CompoundAssignment.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials
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* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*							bug 382701 - [1.8][compiler] Implement semantic analysis of Lambda expressions & Reference expression

*							Bug 405066 - [1.8][compiler][codegen] Implement code generation infrastructure for JSR335

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*							Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*							Bug 423504 - [1.8] Implement "18.5.3

 Functional Interface Parameterization Inference"

*							Bug 425142 - [1.8][compiler] NPE in ConstraintTypeFormula.reduceSubType

*							Bug 425153 - [1.8] Having wildcard allows incompatible types in a lambda expression

*							Bug 425156 - [1.8] Lambda as an argument is flagged with incompatible error

*							Bug 424403 - [1.8][compiler] Generic method call with method reference argument fails to resolve properly.

*							Bug 427438 - [1.8][compiler] NPE at

org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.ast.ConditionalExpression.generateCode(ConditionalExpression.java:280)

*							Bug 428352 - [1.8][compiler] Resolution errors don't always surface

*							Bug 446442 - [1.8] merge null annotations from super methods

*     Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 405104 - [1.8][compiler][codegen] Implement support for serializeable lambdas

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/FunctionalExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2011, 2013 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's

work)
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*                          Bug 409246 - [1.8][compiler] Type annotations on catch parameters not handled properly

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/MultiCatchExceptionLabel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann <stephan@cs.tu-berlin.de> - Contributions for

*								bug 328281 - visibility leaks not detected when analyzing unused field in private class

*								bug 382353 - [1.8][compiler] Implementation property modifiers should be accepted on default methods.

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ExtraCompilerModifiers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2012, 2013 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's

work)

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/AnnotationContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013, 2019 GK Software AG.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/CaptureBinding18.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013, 2020 GK Software AG and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*     Till Brychcy - Contributions for

*                              Bug 467482 - TYPE_USE null annotations: Incorrect "Redundant null check"-warning

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/NullAnnotationMatching.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2013 BEA Systems, Inc.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials
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* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    tyeung@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*          Bug 407191 - [1.8] Binary access support for type annotations

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/FieldInfoWithAnnotation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2015 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 331649 - [compiler][null] consider null annotations for fields

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*								Bug 378674 - "The method can be declared as static" is wrong

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ThisReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013 GoPivotal, Inc.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/
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*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*          Bug 407191 - [1.8] Binary access support for type annotations

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/IBinaryTypeAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/FieldInfoWithTypeAnnotation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2016 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/PackageExportImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/UsesStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/OpensStatement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2015 BEA Systems, Inc. and others

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*
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* Contributors:

*    wharley@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*    IBM Corporation - Java 8 support

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/NoTypeImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2017 Till Brychcy and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Till Brychcy - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/AutomaticModuleNaming.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2017 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/CompilationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredElement.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredUnit.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/AnnotationMethodDeclaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/batch/ClasspathLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/ICompilationUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/NameEnvironmentAnswer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ClassLiteralAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/INameEnvironment.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 382350 - [1.8][compiler] Unable to invoke inherited default method via I.super.m() syntax

*								bug 404649 - [1.8][compiler] detect illegal reference to indirect or redundant super

*     Jesper S Moller <jesper@selskabet.org> - Contributions for

*								bug 378674 - "The method can be declared as static" is wrong

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/QualifiedThisReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2017 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials
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* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*								bug 382701 - [1.8][compiler] Implement semantic analysis of Lambda expressions & Reference expression

*	   Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 404649 - [1.8][compiler] detect illegal reference to indirect or redundant super

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 416182 - [1.8][compiler][null]

 Contradictory null annotations not rejected

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ProblemReasons.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2015 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/ErrorTypeImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/
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*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 365662 - [compiler][null] warn on contradictory and redundant null annotations

*								bug 331649 - [compiler][null] consider null annotations for fields

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 415043 - [1.8][null] Follow-up re null type annotations

 after bug 392099

*								Bug 392238 - [1.8][compiler][null] Detect semantically invalid null type annotations

*								Bug 415850 - [1.8] Ensure RunJDTCoreTests can cope with null annotations enabled

*								Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*								Bug 424728 - [1.8][null] Unexpected error: The nullness annotation 'XXXX' is not applicable at this location

*								Bug 392245 - [1.8][compiler][null] Define whether / how @NonNullByDefault applies to TYPE_USE locations

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*								Bug 435805 - [1.8][compiler][null] Java 8 compiler does not recognize declaration style null annotations

*								Bug 457210 - [1.8][compiler][null] Wrong Nullness errors given on full build build but not on incremental build?

*								Bug 469584 - ClassCastException in Annotation.detectStandardAnnotation (320)

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal,

 Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's

work)

*                          Bug 409517 - [1.8][compiler] Type annotation problems on more elaborate array references

*                          Bug 415397 - [1.8][compiler] Type Annotations on wildcard type argument dropped

*                          Bug 414384 - [1.8] type annotation on abbreviated inner class is not marked as inner type

*      Jesper S Moller <jesper@selskabet.org> -  Contributions for

*                          Bug 412153 - [1.8][compiler] Check validity of annotations which may be repeatable

*                          Bug 412151 - [1.8][compiler] Check repeating annotation's collection type

*                          Bug 412149 - [1.8][compiler] Emit repeated annotations into the designated container

*                          Bug 419209 - [1.8] Repeating container annotations

 should be rejected in the presence of annotation it contains

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/Annotation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/
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*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Carmi Grushko - Bug 465048 - Binding is null for class literals in synchronized blocks

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/SynchronizedStatement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Matt McCutchen - partial fix for https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=122995

*     Karen Moore - fix for https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=207411

*     Stephan Herrmann <stephan@cs.tu-berlin.de> - Contributions for

*     							bug 185682 - Increment/decrement operators mark local variables as read

*     							bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 365519 - editorial cleanup after

 bug 186342 and bug 365387

*								bug 374605 - Unreasonable warning for enum-based switch statements

*								bug 384870 - [compiler] @Deprecated annotation not detected if preceded by other annotation

*								bug 393719 - [compiler] inconsistent warnings on iteration variables

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 424742 - [1.8] NPE in LambdaExpression.isCompatibleWith

*								Bug 424710 - [1.8][compiler] CCE in SingleNameReference.localVariableBinding

*								Bug 424205 - [1.8] Cannot infer type for diamond type with lambda on method invocation

*								Bug 424415 - [1.8][compiler] Eventual resolution of ReferenceExpression is not seen to be happening.

*								Bug 426366

 - [1.8][compiler] Type inference doesn't handle multiple candidate target types in outer overload context

*								Bug 427282 - [1.8][compiler] AIOOB (-1) at

org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.ClassFile.traverse(ClassFile.java:6209)

*								Bug 427483 - [Java 8] Variables in lambdas sometimes can't be resolved

*								Bug 428352 - [1.8][compiler] Resolution errors don't always surface
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*								Bug 427163 - [1.8][null] bogus error "Contradictory null specification" on varags

*								Bug 432348 - [1.8] Internal compiler error (NPE) after upgrade to 1.8

*								Bug 440143 - [1.8][null] one more case of contradictory null annotations regarding type variables

*								Bug 441693 - [1.8][null] Bogus warning for type argument annotated with @NonNull

*								Bug 434483 - [1.8][compiler][inference] Type inference not picked up with method reference

*								Bug 446442 - [1.8] merge null annotations from super methods

*								Bug 437072 - [compiler][null] Null analysis emits

 possibly incorrect warning for new int[][] despite @NonNullByDefault

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*								bug 382721 - [1.8][compiler] Effectively final variables needs special treatment

*								bug 412153 - [1.8][compiler] Check validity of annotations which may be repeatable

*								bug 412153 - [1.8][compiler] Check validity of annotations which may be repeatable

*								bug 412149 - [1.8][compiler] Emit repeated annotations into the designated container

*								bug 419209 - [1.8] Repeating container annotations should be rejected in the presence of annotation it contains

*     Till Brychcy - Contributions for

*     						    bug 467094 - [1.8][null] TYPE_USE NullAnnotations of array contents are applied to field.

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ASTNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*     							bug 319201 - [null] no warning when unboxing SingleNameReference causes NPE

*     							bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*     							bug 360328 - [compiler][null] detect null problems in nested code (local class inside a loop)

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 365835 - [compiler][null] inconsistent error reporting.

 *								bug 365519 - editorial cleanup after bug 186342 and bug 365387

*								bug 358903 - Filter practically unimportant resource leak warnings

*								bug 368546 - [compiler][resource] Avoid remaining false positives found when compiling the Eclipse SDK

*								bug 370639 - [compiler][resource] restore the default for resource leak warnings

*								bug 365859 - [compiler][null] distinguish warnings based on flow analysis vs. null annotations

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*								bug 388996 - [compiler][resource] Incorrect 'potential resource leak'
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*								bug 394768 - [compiler][resource] Incorrect resource leak warning when creating stream in conditional

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*								bug 400761 - [compiler][null] null may be return as boolean without a diagnostic

*								bug 401030 - [1.8][null] Null analysis support for lambda

 methods.

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 415043 - [1.8][null] Follow-up re null type annotations after bug 392099

*								Bug 416307 - [1.8][compiler][null] subclass with type parameter substitution confuses null checking

*								Bug 417758 - [1.8][null] Null safety compromise during array creation.

*								Bug 427438 - [1.8][compiler] NPE at

org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.ast.ConditionalExpression.generateCode(ConditionalExpression.java:280)

*								Bug 430150 - [1.8][null] stricter checking against type variables

*								Bug 435805 - [1.8][compiler][null] Java 8 compiler does not recognize declaration style null annotations

*								Bug 452788 - [1.8][compiler] Type not correctly inferred in lambda expression

*								Bug 453483 - [compiler][null][loop] Improve null analysis for loops

*								Bug 455723 - Nonnull argument not correctly inferred in loop

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions

 for

*								bug 382701 - [1.8][compiler] Implement semantic analysis of Lambda expressions & Reference expression

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ReturnStatement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2014 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Gauthier JACQUES - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/batch/BatchCompilerRequestor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/tool/EclipseCompilerRequestor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************
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* Copyright (c) 2013 Jesper S Moller and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Jesper S Moller <jesper@selskabet.org> - initial API and implementation

********************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ContainerAnnotation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2017 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								bug 392384 - [1.8][compiler][null] Restore nullness info from type annotations in class files

*								Bug 415043 - [1.8][null] Follow-up re null type annotations after bug 392099

*								Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated

 null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*								Bug 425152 - [1.8] [compiler] Lambda Expression not resolved but flow analyzed leading to NPE.

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ParameterizedMethodBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2015 BEA Systems, Inc.
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*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    wharley@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/dispatch/BatchProcessingEnvImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/dispatch/RoundDispatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 319201 - [null] no warning when unboxing SingleNameReference causes NPE

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*								bug 403086 - [compiler][null] include the effect of 'assert' in syntactic null analysis for fields

*								bug 403147 - [compiler][null] FUP of bug 400761: consolidate interaction between unboxing, NPE, and deferred

checking

*								Bug

 422796 - [compiler][null] boxed boolean reported as potentially null after null test in lazy disjunction

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/OR_OR_Expression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************
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* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 335093 - [compiler][null] minimal hook for future null annotation support

*								bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 365983 - [compiler][null] AIOOB with null annotation analysis and varargs

*								bug 368546 - [compiler][resource] Avoid remaining false positives found when

 compiling the Eclipse SDK

*								bug 370930 - NonNull annotation not considered for enhanced for loops

*								bug 365859 - [compiler][null] distinguish warnings based on flow analysis vs. null annotations

*								bug 392862 - [1.8][compiler][null] Evaluate null annotations on array types

*								bug 331649 - [compiler][null] consider null annotations for fields

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 415043 - [1.8][null] Follow-up re null type annotations after bug 392099

*								Bug 415291 - [1.8][null] differentiate type incompatibilities due to null annotations

*								Bug 392238 - [1.8][compiler][null] Detect semantically invalid null type annotations

*								Bug 416307 - [1.8][compiler][null] subclass with type parameter substitution confuses null checking

*								Bug 417758 - [1.8][null] Null safety compromise

 during array creation.

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 424415 - [1.8][compiler] Eventual resolution of ReferenceExpression is not seen to be happening.

*								Bug 418537 - [1.8][null] Fix null type annotation analysis for poly conditional expressions

*								Bug 428352 - [1.8][compiler] Resolution errors don't always surface

*								Bug 429430 - [1.8] Lambdas and method reference infer wrong exception type with generics (RuntimeException

instead of IOException)

*								Bug 435805 - [1.8][compiler][null] Java 8 compiler does not recognize declaration style null annotations

*								Bug 453483 - [compiler][null][loop] Improve null analysis for loops

*								Bug 455723 - Nonnull argument not correctly inferred in loop

*        Andy Clement - Contributions for

*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's

 work)

*                          Bug 409250 - [1.8][compiler] Various loose ends in 308 code generation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/Statement.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2016 BEA Systems, Inc.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    tyeung@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*    olivier_thomann@ca.ibm.com - add hashCode() and equals(..) methods

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/AnnotationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/ElementValuePairInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2019, 2021 IBM Corporation.

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v20.html

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/batch/ClasspathJep247Jdk12.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*
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* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 368546 - [compiler][resource] Avoid remaining false positives found when compiling the Eclipse SDK

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*								bug 402993 - [null] Follow up

 of bug 401088: Missing warning about redundant null check

*								Bug 440282 - [resource] Resource leak detection false negative with empty finally block

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/Block.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2016, 2018 IBM Corporation.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/batch/ClasspathJrt.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2007 BEA Systems, Inc.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*
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* Contributors:

*    wharley@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/dispatch/IProcessorProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/NameImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 358903 - Filter practically unimportant resource leak warnings

*								bug 381445 - [compiler][resource] Can the resource leak check be made aware of Closeables.closeQuietly?

*								bug 400421 - [compiler] Null analysis for fields does not take @com.google.inject.Inject into account

*								bug 382069 - [null] Make

 the null analysis consider JUnit's assertNotNull similarly to assertions

*								Bug 405569 - Resource leak check false positive when using DbUtils.closeQuietly

*								Bug 427199 - [1.8][resource] avoid resource leak warnings on Streams that have no resource

*								Bug 425183 - [1.8][inference] make CaptureBinding18 safe

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*								Bug 410218 - Optional warning for arguments of "unexpected" types to Map#get(Object),

Collection#remove(Object) et al.

*    Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*								Bug 405066 - [1.8][compiler][codegen] Implement code generation infrastructure for JSR335

*								Bug 412153 - [1.8][compiler] Check validity of annotations which may be repeatable

*								bug 527554 - [18.3] Compiler support for JEP 286 Local-Variable Type

*    Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                              Bug 405104 - [1.8][compiler][codegen]

 Implement support for serializeable lambdas

*    Ulrich Grave <ulrich.grave@gmx.de> - Contributions for

*                              bug 386692 - Missing "unused" warning on "autowired" fields

*    Pierre-Yves B. <pyvesdev@gmail.com> - Contribution for

*                              bug 542520 - [JUnit 5] Warning The method xxx from the type X is never used locally is shown
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when using MethodSource

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/TypeConstants.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/util/EclipseFileManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/tool/EclipseFileManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/StackMapFrameCodeStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2017 BEA Systems, Inc.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    wharley@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-
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jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/PackageElementImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*							Bug 405066 - [1.8][compiler][codegen] Implement code generation infrastructure for JSR335

*							Bug 406973 - [compiler] Parse MethodParameters attribute

*        Andy Clement - Contributions for

*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's

work)

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/AttributeNamesConstants.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 395002 - Self bound generic class doesn't resolve bounds properly for wildcards for certain parametrisation.

*								bug 331649 - [compiler][null] consider null annotations for fields

*								bug 400761 - [compiler][null] null may be return as boolean without a diagnostic

*								Bug 427438 - [1.8][compiler] NPE at

org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.ast.ConditionalExpression.generateCode(ConditionalExpression.java:280)
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 *								Bug 429403 - [1.8][null] null mismatch from type arguments is not reported at field initializer

*								Bug 453483 - [compiler][null][loop] Improve null analysis for loops

*								Bug 458396 - NPE in CodeStream.invoke()

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*								Bug 409250 - [1.8][compiler] Various loose ends in 308 code generation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/FieldDeclaration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - contributions for

*     							bug 336428 - [compiler][null] bogus warning "redundant null check" in condition of do {} while() loop

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 365519 - editorial cleanup after bug 186342 and bug 365387

*								bug 368546 - [compiler][resource] Avoid remaining false positives found when compiling the Eclipse SDK

*								bug 365859 - [compiler][null]

 distinguish warnings based on flow analysis vs. null annotations

*								bug 385626 - @NonNull fails across loop boundaries

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*								bug 376263 - Bogus "Potential null pointer access" warning

*								bug 403147 - [compiler][null] FUP of bug 400761: consolidate interaction between unboxing, NPE, and deferred

checking

*								bug 406384 - Internal error with I20130413

*								Bug 415413 - [compiler][null] NullpointerException in Null Analysis caused by interaction of

LoopingFlowContext and FinallyFlowContext

*								Bug 453483 - [compiler][null][loop] Improve null analysis for loops

*								Bug 455557 - [jdt] NPE LoopingFlowContext.recordNullReference

*								Bug 455723 - Nonnull argument not correctly inferred in loop

*								Bug 415790 - [compiler][resource]Incorrect potential resource leak warning in for loop with close in try/catch

*								Bug 421035 - [resource]

 False alarm of resource leak warning when casting a closeable in its assignment

*     Jesper S Moller - contributions for

*								bug 404657 - [1.8][compiler] Analysis for effectively final variables fails to consider loops

*******************************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/flow/LoopingFlowContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 434602 - Possible error with inferred null annotations leading to contradictory null annotations

*								Bug 456497 - [1.8][null] during inference nullness from target type is lost against weaker hint from applicability

analysis

*								Bug 456487 - [1.8][null] @Nullable type variant of @NonNull-constrained type parameter causes grief

*     Till Brychcy - Contribution for

*								Bug 473713

 - [1.8][null] Type mismatch: cannot convert from @NonNull A1 to @NonNull A1

*******************************************************************************/

/* Cache the derived type, tagging it as a derivative of both the key type and the naked type.

		   E.g: int @NonNull [] would be tagged as a derived type of both int and int []. This is not

		   needed for correctness, but for annotated object reuse. We provide two alternate ways to

		   annotate a type:

 

		   Taking parameterized types as an example, a call to getParamaterizedType can be made with annotations

		   to create @NonNull List<@NonNull String> in one stroke. Or a parameterized type can be created first

		   and then annotated via getAnnotatedType. In the former case, the tables get looked up with List as

		   the key, in the latter with List<String> as the key.

 

		   Binary vs source, substitutions, annotation re-attribution from SE7 locations etc trigger these

		   alternate code paths. Unless care is exercised,

 we will end up with duplicate objects (that share

		   the same TypeBinding.id => correctness is not an issue, but memory wastage is)

		*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/TypeSystem.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								bug 392862 - [1.8][compiler][null] Evaluate null annotations on array types

*								bug 392384 - [1.8][compiler][null] Restore nullness info from type annotations in class files

*								Bug 415043 - [1.8][null] Follow-up re null type annotations after bug 392099

*								Bug 415850 - [1.8] Ensure RunJDTCoreTests

 can cope with null annotations enabled

*								Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*								Bug 427163 - [1.8][null] bogus error "Contradictory null specification" on varags

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*								Bug 434570 - Generic type mismatch for parametrized class annotation attribute with inner class

*								Bug 434600 - Incorrect null analysis error reporting on type parameters

*								Bug 439516 - [1.8][null] NonNullByDefault wrongly applied to implicit type bound of binary type

*								Bug 438458 - [1.8][null] clean up handling of null type annotations wrt type variables

*								Bug 435570 - [1.8][null] @NonNullByDefault illegally tries to affect "throws E"

*								Bug 435805 - [1.8][compiler][null] Java 8 compiler does not recognize declaration style null annotations

*								Bug 437072 - [compiler][null] Null analysis

 emits possibly incorrect warning for new int[][] despite @NonNullByDefault

*								Bug 466713 - Null Annotations: NullPointerException using <int @Nullable []> as Type Param

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's

work)

*                          Bug 409236 - [1.8][compiler] Type annotations on intersection cast types dropped by code

generator

*                          Bug 415399 - [1.8][compiler] Type annotations on constructor results dropped by the code

generator

*      Jesper S Møller <jesper@selskabet.org> -  Contributions for

*                          bug 527554 - [18.3] Compiler support for JEP 286 Local-Variable Type

*                          bug 529556 - [18.3] Add content assist support for 'var' as a type

*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/TypeReference.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2018 Till Brychcy and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Till Brychcy - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ParameterNonNullDefaultProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2016, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ModuleBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2014 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/
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*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/StringLiteral.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*							Bug 405066 - [1.8][compiler][codegen] Implement code generation infrastructure for JSR335

*							Bug 406982 - [1.8][compiler] Generation of MethodParameters Attribute in classfile

*							Bug 416885 - [1.8][compiler]IncompatibleClassChange error (edit)

*							Bug 412153 - [1.8][compiler] Check validity of annotations which may be repeatable

*     Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com

 - Contributions for

*                          Bug 405104 - [1.8][compiler][codegen] Implement support for serializeable lambdas

*                          Bug 439889 - [1.8][compiler] [lambda] Deserializing lambda fails with IllegalArgumentException:

"Invalid lambda deserialization"

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/ConstantPool.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/
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*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*	 							bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 387612 - Unreachable catch block...exception is never thrown from the try

*								bug 395002 - Self bound generic class doesn't resolve bounds properly for wildcards for certain parametrisation.

*								bug 401456 - Code compiles from javac/intellij, but fails from eclipse

*								bug 401271 - StackOverflowError

 when searching for a methods references

*								bug 405706 - Eclipse compiler fails to give compiler error when return type is a inferred generic

*								Bug 408441 - Type mismatch using Arrays.asList with 3 or more implementations of an interface with the

interface type as the last parameter

*								Bug 413958 - Function override returning inherited Generic Type

*								Bug 392238 - [1.8][compiler][null] Detect semantically invalid null type annotations

*								Bug 416183 - [1.8][compiler][null] Overload resolution fails with null annotations

*								Bug 416176 - [1.8][compiler][null] null type annotations cause grief on type variables

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 424710 - [1.8][compiler] CCE in SingleNameReference.localVariableBinding

*								Bug 424205 - [1.8] Cannot infer type for diamond type with lambda on method invocation

*								Bug 424415 - [1.8][compiler]

 Eventual resolution of ReferenceExpression is not seen to be happening.

*								Bug 426366 - [1.8][compiler] Type inference doesn't handle multiple candidate target types in outer overload

context

*								Bug 426290 - [1.8][compiler] Inference + overloading => wrong method resolution ?

*								Bug 426589 - [1.8][compiler] Compiler error with generic method/constructor invocation as vargs argument

*								Bug 426590 - [1.8][compiler] Compiler error with tenary operator

*								Bug 426764 - [1.8] Presence of conditional expression as method argument confuses compiler

*								Bug 426998 - [1.8][compiler] method(java.lang.Class, java.lang.String) not applicable for the arguments

(java.lang.Class, java.lang.String)

*								Bug 423505 - [1.8] Implement "18.5.4 More Specific Method Inference"

*								Bug 427196 - [1.8][compiler] Compiler error for method reference to overloaded method

*								Bug 427483 - [Java 8] Variables in lambdas sometimes can't be resolved

*								Bug

 427728 - [1.8] Type Inference rejects calls requiring boxing/unboxing

*								Bug 427218 - [1.8][compiler] Verify error varargs + inference

*								Bug 426836 - [1.8] special handling for return type in references to method getClass()?

*								Bug 427628 - [1.8] regression : The method * is ambiguous for the type *

*								Bug 428352 - [1.8][compiler] Resolution errors don't always surface

*								Bug 428366 - [1.8] [compiler] The method valueAt(ObservableList<Object>, int) is ambiguous for the type

Bindings

*								Bug 424728 - [1.8][null] Unexpected error: The nullness annotation 'XXXX' is not applicable at this location

*								Bug 428811 - [1.8][compiler] Type witness unnecessarily required

*								Bug 429424 - [1.8][inference] Problem inferring type of method's parameter

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*								Bug 434570 - Generic type mismatch for parametrized class annotation attribute with inner
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 class

*								Bug 434483 - [1.8][compiler][inference] Type inference not picked up with method reference

*								Bug 441734 - [1.8][inference] Generic method with nested parameterized type argument fails on method reference

*								Bug 452194 - Code no longer compiles in 4.4.1, but with confusing error

*								Bug 452788 - [1.8][compiler] Type not correctly inferred in lambda expression

*								Bug 456236 - [1.8][null] Cannot infer type when constructor argument is annotated with @Nullable

*								Bug 437072 - [compiler][null] Null analysis emits possibly incorrect warning for new int[][] despite

@NonNullByDefault

*								Bug 462083 - [1.8][inference] Java 8 generic return type mismatch with interface involving type parameter.

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*								Bug 378674 - "The method can be declared as static" is wrong

*  							Bug 405066 - [1.8][compiler][codegen] Implement code generation infrastructure for JSR335

*     Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc)

 aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          	Bug 405104 - [1.8][compiler][codegen] Implement support for serializeable lambdas

*     Pierre-Yves B. <pyvesdev@gmail.com> - Contributions for

*                              Bug 559618 - No compiler warning for import from same package

*                              Bug 560630 - No warning on unused import on class from same package

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/Scope.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2020, 2021 Andrey Loskutov and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Andrey Loskutov <loskutov@gmx.de> - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/CtSym.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2013 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials
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* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredLocalVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/GenericXMLWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/ManifestAnalyzer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/UnresolvedAnnotationBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/impl/ReferenceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/DefaultErrorHandlingPolicies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/problem/DefaultProblemFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/Receiver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/flow/InsideSubRoutineFlowContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/core/JDTCompilerAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/impl/CompilerStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/IErrorHandlingPolicy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0
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*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*     						bug 325755 - [compiler] wrong initialization state after conditional expression

*     						bug 320170 - [compiler] [null] Whitebox issues in null analysis

*     						bug 292478 - Report potentially null across variable assignment

*     						bug 332637 - Dead Code detection removing code that isn't dead

*     						bug 341499 - [compiler][null] allocate extra bits in all methods of UnconditionalFlowInfo

 *     						bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*							bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*							bug 386181 - [compiler][null] wrong transition in UnconditionalFlowInfo.mergedWith()

*							bug 394768 - [compiler][resource] Incorrect resource leak warning when creating stream in conditional

*							Bug 453483 - [compiler][null][loop] Improve null analysis for loops

*							Bug 454031 - [compiler][null][loop] bug in null analysis; wrong "dead code" detection

*							Bug 421035 - [resource] False alarm of resource leak warning when casting a closeable in its assignment

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/flow/UnconditionalFlowInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*								Bug 392238 - [1.8][compiler][null] Detect semantically invalid null type annotations

*								Bug 416307 - [1.8][compiler][null] subclass with type parameter substitution confuses null checking

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null]

 Massage type annotated null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*								Bug 392238 - [1.8][compiler][null] Detect semantically invalid null type annotations

*								Bug 435570 - [1.8][null] @NonNullByDefault illegally tries to affect "throws E"

*								Bug 466713 - Null Annotations: NullPointerException using <int @Nullable []> as Type Param

*        Andy Clement - Contributions for

*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's

work)
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*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/InstanceOfExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2015 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredBlock.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2006 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/IGenericMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/IBinaryNestedType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/IGenericType.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/ISourceField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/IGenericField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/ISourceMethod.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

*  * Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 374605 - Unreasonable warning for enum-based switch statements

*								bug 382353 - [1.8][compiler] Implementation property modifiers should be accepted on default methods.

*								bug 382354 - [1.8][compiler] Compiler silent on conflicting modifier

*								bug 401030 - [1.8][null] Null analysis support for lambda methods.

*								Bug

 416176 - [1.8][compiler][null] null type annotations cause grief on type variables

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*							bug 382701 - [1.8][compiler] Implement semantic analysis of Lambda expressions & Reference expression

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/MethodScope.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2014 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:
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*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*							Bug 452788 - [1.8][compiler] Type not correctly inferred in lambda expression

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/IPolyExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2015 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*								bug 392862 - [1.8][compiler][null] Evaluate null annotations on array types

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*								bug 403147 - [compiler][null] FUP of bug 400761: consolidate interaction between unboxing, NPE, and deferred

checking

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ArrayReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation
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*     Stephan Herrmann <stephan@cs.tu-berlin.de> - Contributions for

*								bug 328281 - visibility leaks not detected when analyzing unused field in private class

*								bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 365836 - [compiler][null] Incomplete propagation of null defaults.

*								bug 365519 - editorial cleanup after bug 186342

 and bug 365387

*								bug 365662 - [compiler][null] warn on contradictory and redundant null annotations

*								bug 365531 - [compiler][null] investigate alternative strategy for internally encoding nullness defaults

*								bug 366063 - Compiler should not add synthetic @NonNull annotations

*								bug 384663 - Package Based Annotation Compilation Error in JDT 3.8/4.2 (works in 3.7.2)

*								bug 386356 - Type mismatch error with annotations and generics

*								bug 388281 - [compiler][null] inheritance of null annotations as an option

*								bug 331649 - [compiler][null] consider null annotations for fields

*								bug 380896 - [compiler][null] Enum constants not recognised as being NonNull.

*								bug 391376 - [1.8] check interaction of default methods with bridge methods and generics

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 415043 - [1.8][null] Follow-up re null type annotations after bug 392099

 *								Bug 392238 - [1.8][compiler][null] Detect semantically invalid null type annotations

*								Bug 415850 - [1.8] Ensure RunJDTCoreTests can cope with null annotations enabled

*								Bug 416172 - [1.8][compiler][null] null type annotation not evaluated on method return type

*								Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*								Bug 426048 - [1.8] NPE in TypeVariableBinding.internalBoundCheck when parentheses are not balanced

*								Bug 392238 - [1.8][compiler][null] Detect semantically invalid null type annotations

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*								Bug 432348 - [1.8] Internal compiler error (NPE) after upgrade to 1.8

*								Bug 438458 - [1.8][null] clean up handling of null type annotations wrt type variables

*								Bug 435570 - [1.8][null] @NonNullByDefault illegally tries to affect "throws E"

*								Bug 441693 - [1.8][null]

 Bogus warning for type argument annotated with @NonNull

*								Bug 435805 - [1.8][compiler][null] Java 8 compiler does not recognize declaration style null annotations

*								Bug 457210 - [1.8][compiler][null] Wrong Nullness errors given on full build build but not on incremental build?

*								Bug 461250 - ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException in SourceTypeBinding.fields

*								Bug 466713 - Null Annotations: NullPointerException using <int @Nullable []> as Type Param

*      Jesper S Moller <jesper@selskabet.org> -  Contributions for

*								Bug 412153 - [1.8][compiler] Check validity of annotations which may be repeatable

*      Till Brychcy - Contributions for

*     							bug 415269 - NonNullByDefault is not always inherited to nested classes

*      Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          	Bug 405104 - [1.8][compiler][codegen] Implement support for serializeable lambdas

*      Sebastian Zarnekow - Contributions

 for

*								bug 544921 - [performance] Poor performance with large source files

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/SourceTypeBinding.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2017 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/IModule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2016, 2020 IBM Corporation.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/batch/ModuleFinder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2016 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*
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* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/batch/FileFinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/Messages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredInitializer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/MemberTypeBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/problem/ProblemSeverities.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/SuffixConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/SourceTypeCollisionException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2014 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*								Bug 378674 - "The method can be declared as static" is wrong

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/SuperReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*
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* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Tom Tromey - patch for readTable(String) as described in http://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=32196

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 366003 - CCE in ASTNode.resolveAnnotations(ASTNode.java:639)

*								bug 374605 - Unreasonable warning for enum-based switch statements

*								bug 393719 - [compiler] inconsistent warnings on iteration variables

*								bug 382353 - [1.8][compiler] Implementation property modifiers

 should be accepted on default methods.

*								bug 383973 - [1.8][compiler] syntax recovery in the presence of default methods

*								bug 401035 - [1.8] A few tests have started failing recently

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*							bug 382701 - [1.8][compiler] Implement semantic analysis of Lambda expressions & Reference expression

*							bug 399695 - [1.8][compiler] [1.8][compiler] migrate parser to other syntax for default methods

*							bug 384567 - [1.5][compiler] Compiler accepts illegal modifiers on package declaration

*							bug 393192 - Incomplete type hierarchy with > 10 annotations

*							bug 527554 - [18.3] Compiler support for JEP 286 Local-Variable Type

*        Andy Clement - Contributions for

*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's

work)

*                          Bug 409250 - [1.8][compiler] Various loose ends in 308 code generation

*            

              Bug 415821 - [1.8][compiler] CLASS_EXTENDS target type annotation missing for anonymous classes

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/Parser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2014, 2018 GK Software AG.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:
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*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/NonNullDefaultAwareTypeAnnotationWalker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 440477 - [null] Infrastructure for feeding external annotations into compilation

*								Bug 440687 - [compiler][batch][null] improve command line option for external annotations

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/batch/ClasspathJar.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2015, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Kenneth Olson - initial API and implementation

*     Dennis Hendriks - initial API and implementation

*     IBM Corporation - Contribution for bug 188796

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-
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jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/batch/ClasspathJsr199.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2014 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								Bug 365662 - [compiler][null] warn on contradictory and redundant null annotations

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*								Bug 435805 - [1.8][compiler][null] Java 8 compiler does not recognize declaration style null annotations

*     Keigo Imai - Contribution for  bug 388903 - Cannot extend inner class as an anonymous class when it

 extends the outer class

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/NestedTypeBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2010 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/impl/Constant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/impl/ByteConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-
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jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/AccessRuleSet.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/impl/DoubleConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/impl/FloatConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/impl/CharConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/impl/StringConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/impl/BooleanConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/impl/LongConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/HashtableOfObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/JavadocArgumentExpression.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/impl/ShortConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/impl/IntConstant.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2018, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/SwitchExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0
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* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Frits Jalvingh  - fix for bug 533830.

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/tool/EclipseCompiler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/JavadocQualifiedTypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/JavadocSingleTypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2012, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*
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* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's

work)

*                          Bug 409247 - [1.8][compiler] Verify error with code allocating multidimensional array

*                          Bug 409517 - [1.8][compiler] Type annotation problems on more elaborate array references

*      

                    Bug 409250 - [1.8][compiler] Various loose ends in 308 code generation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/TypeAnnotationCodeStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2017 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     het@google.com - Bug 441790

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/AnnotationValueImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2018 BEA Systems, Inc.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    wharley@bea.com - initial API and implementation
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*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/dispatch/BaseAnnotationProcessorManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2020, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ExtendedTagBits.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2016 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     het@google.com - Bug 441790

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/AnnotationMirrorImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************
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* Copyright (c) 2016, 2017 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/IModuleAwareNameEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ProvidesStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/INameEnvironmentExtension.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/IMultiModuleEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2014 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveryScanner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2016 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials
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* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Jesper S Moller - Bug 392671

*          NPE with a method with explicit this and a following incomplete parameter

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredMethod.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2012 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/Literal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/diagnose/LexStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/NormalAnnotation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*
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* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/ISourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ImportBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ASTVisitor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/JavadocTagConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/MissingTypeBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/JavadocParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ImportReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2016 IBM Corporation.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/batch/BasicModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/ModuleReferenceImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*
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* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 366003 - CCE in ASTNode.resolveAnnotations(ASTNode.java:639)

*								bug 383973 - [1.8][compiler] syntax recovery in the presence of default methods

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2011 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/WildcardTypeImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2009 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*
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* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/AptBinaryLocalVariableBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2016 BEA Systems, Inc.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    tyeung@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/AnnotationMethodInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/AnnotationMethodInfoWithAnnotations.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Public License Version 2.0 (&quot;EPL&quot;). A copy of the EPL is

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-jar/about.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2017 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation
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*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/dispatch/BatchAnnotationProcessorManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/ElementImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ClassFilePool.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2014 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								Bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/MostSpecificExceptionMethodBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*          Bug 407191 - [1.8] Binary access support for type annotations

*******************************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/FieldInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 400710 - [1.8][compiler] synthetic access to default method generates wrong code

*								bug 391376 - [1.8] check interaction of default methods with bridge methods and generics

*								bug 421543 - [1.8][compiler] Compiler fails to recognize default method being turned into abstract by subtytpe

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*							Bug 405066 - [1.8][compiler][codegen] Implement

 code generation infrastructure for JSR335

*     Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's

work)

*                          Bug 409247 - [1.8][compiler] Verify error with code allocating multidimensional array

*                          Bug 409236 - [1.8][compiler] Type annotations on intersection cast types dropped by code

generator

*                          Bug 409250 - [1.8][compiler] Various loose ends in 308 code generation

*                          Bug 405104 - [1.8][compiler][codegen] Implement support for serializeable lambdas

*                          Bug 449467 - [1.8][compiler] Invalid lambda deserialization with anonymous class

*        Olivier Tardieu (tardieu@us.ibm.com) - Contributions for

*                          Bug 442418 - $deserializeLambda$ off-by-one error when deserializing the captured arguments

 of a lambda that also capture this

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/CodeStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2018 BEA Systems, Inc. and others

*

* This program and the accompanying materials
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* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    wharley@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*    IBM Corporation - Fix for bug 341494

*    IBM Corporation - Fix for bug 328575

*    IBM Corporation - Java 8 support

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/ElementsImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2014 BEA Systems, Inc. and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    wharley@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*    IBM Corporation - Java 8 support

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/TypeMirrorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/PrimitiveTypeImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*
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* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*    IBM Corporation - fix for 342936

*    Kenneth Olson - Contribution for bug 188796 - [jsr199] Using JSR199 to extend ECJ

*    Dennis Hendriks - Contribution for bug 188796 - [jsr199] Using JSR199 to extend ECJ

*    Frits Jalvingh  - fix for bug 533830.

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/tool/EclipseCompilerImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/batch/ClasspathJmod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/HashtableOfInteger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2015 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation
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*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/util/Options.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/tool/ArchiveFileObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/util/Util.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/tool/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/util/ArchiveFileObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/tool/Archive.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2016 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 382350 - [1.8][compiler] Unable to invoke inherited default method via I.super.m() syntax

*								bug 404649 - [1.8][compiler] detect illegal reference to indirect or redundant super

*								bug 404728 - [1.8]NPE on QualifiedSuperReference error

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/QualifiedSuperReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/
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*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*     Jesper S Moller  -. Contribution for bug 400830: [1.8][formatter] Code formatter for Java 8

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/Scanner.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2014 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ProblemReferenceBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2016, 2017 GK Software AG.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ExternalAnnotationSuperimposer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Patrick Wienands <pwienands@abit.de> - Contribution for bug 393749

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 331649 - [compiler][null] consider null annotations for fields

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/Clinit.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2017 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Benjamin Muskalla - Contribution for bug 239066

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*     							bug 382347 - [1.8][compiler] Compiler accepts incorrect default method inheritance

*								bug 388954 - [1.8][compiler] detect default methods in class files

*								bug 388281 - [compiler][null] inheritance of null annotations as an option

*								bug 388739 - [1.8][compiler] consider default methods when detecting whether a class needs

 to be declared abstract

*								bug 390883 - [1.8][compiler] Unable to override default method

*								bug 401796 - [1.8][compiler] don't treat default methods as overriding an independent inherited abstract method
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*								bug 395681 - [compiler] Improve simulation of javac6 behavior from bug 317719 after fixing bug 388795

*								bug 406928 - computation of inherited methods seems damaged (affecting @Overrides)

*								bug 409473 - [compiler] JDT cannot compile against JRE 1.8

*								Bug 420080 - [1.8] Overridden Default method is reported as duplicated

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/MethodVerifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2012 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/MarkerAnnotation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2015, 2017 GK Software AG and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/UnlikelyArgumentCheck.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2016, 2020 Google, Inc. and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Stefan Xenos <sxenos@gmail.com> (Google) - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/ExternalAnnotationDecorator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2013 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 319201 - [null] no warning when unboxing SingleNameReference causes NPE

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*								bug 403086 - [compiler][null] include the effect of 'assert' in syntactic null analysis for fields

*								bug 403147 - [compiler][null] FUP of bug 400761: consolidate interaction between unboxing, NPE, and deferred

 checking

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/AssertStatement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2017 IBM Corporation and others.
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*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*								Bug 435570 - [1.8][null] @NonNullByDefault illegally tries to affect "throws E"

*								Bug 466713 - Null Annotations: NullPointerException using <int @Nullable []> as Type Param

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ArrayTypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Tom Tromey - Contribution for bug 125961

*     Tom Tromey - Contribution for bug 159641

*     Benjamin Muskalla - Contribution for bug 239066

*     Stephan Herrmann  - Contributions for

*     							bug 236385 - [compiler] Warn for potential programming problem if an object is created but not used

*     							bug 295551 - Add option to automatically promote all warnings to errors

*     							bug 359721 - [options] add command line option

 for new warning token "resource"

*								bug 365208 - [compiler][batch] command line options for annotation based null analysis

*								bug 374605 - Unreasonable warning for enum-based switch statements

*								bug 375366 - ECJ ignores unusedParameterIncludeDocCommentReference unless enableJavadoc option is set

*								bug 388281 - [compiler][null] inheritance of null annotations as an option

*								bug 381443 - [compiler][null] Allow parameter widening from @NonNull to unannotated

*								Bug 440477 - [null] Infrastructure for feeding external annotations into compilation

*								Bug 440687 - [compiler][batch][null] improve command line option for external annotations
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*								Bug 408815 - [batch][null] Add CLI option for

COMPILER_PB_SYNTACTIC_NULL_ANALYSIS_FOR_FIELDS

*     Jesper S Moller   - Contributions for

*								bug 407297 - [1.8][compiler] Control generation of parameter names by option

*    Mat Booth - Contribution for bug 405176

*    Frits Jalvingh -

 fix for bug 533830.

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/batch/Main.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2017 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 342671 - ClassCastException: org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.lookup.SourceTypeBinding cannot be cast to

org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.lookup.ArrayBinding

*								bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 415043 - [1.8][null] Follow-up re null type annotations after bug 392099

*								Bug 416181 - [1.8][compiler][null] Invalid assignment

 is not rejected by the compiler

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*								Bug 434600 - Incorrect null analysis error reporting on type parameters

*								Bug 435570 - [1.8][null] @NonNullByDefault illegally tries to affect "throws E"

*								Bug 456508 - Unexpected RHS PolyTypeBinding for: <code-snippet>

*								Bug 466713 - Null Annotations: NullPointerException using <int @Nullable []> as Type Param

*        Andy Clement - Contributions for

*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's

work)

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ParameterizedQualifiedTypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2016 GoPivotal, Inc.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*          Bug 407191 - [1.8] Binary access support for type annotations

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/TypeAnnotationInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2006, 2015 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Jesper Steen Moeller - Contributions for:

*         Bug 407297: [1.8][compiler] Control generation of parameter names by option

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/tool/Options.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2016 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/
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*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 415397 - [1.8][compiler] Type Annotations on wildcard type argument dropped

*        Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*							Bug 415043 - [1.8][null] Follow-up re null type annotations after bug 392099

*							Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*							Bug 429958

 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*							Bug 440462 - [null][compiler]NPE in EJC for erroneous null annotations

*							Bug 441693 - [1.8][null] Bogus warning for type argument annotated with @NonNull

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/Wildcard.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2014 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 359334 - Analysis for resource leak warnings does not consider exceptions as method exit points

*								bug 368546 - [compiler][resource] Avoid remaining false positives found when compiling the Eclipse SDK

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*								Bug 429430 - [1.8] Lambdas and method reference infer wrong exception type with

 generics (RuntimeException instead of IOException)

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ThrowStatement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.
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*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/Substitution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/problem/DefaultProblem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/LabeledStatement.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/batch/CompilationUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/impl/ITypeRequestor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*								bug 403086 - [compiler][null] include the effect of 'assert' in syntactic null analysis for fields

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/UnaryExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Nick Teryaev - fix for bug (https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=40752)

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 319201 - [null] no warning when unboxing SingleNameReference causes NPE

*								bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 358903 - Filter practically unimportant resource leak warnings

*								bug

 370639 - [compiler][resource] restore the default for resource leak warnings

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*								bug 388996 - [compiler][resource] Incorrect 'potential resource leak'

*								bug 379784 - [compiler] "Method can be static" is not getting reported

*								bug 379834 - Wrong "method can be static" in presence of qualified super and different staticness of nested super

class.

*								bug 388281 - [compiler][null] inheritance of null annotations as an option

*								bug 392862 - [1.8][compiler][null] Evaluate null annotations on array types

*								bug 394768 - [compiler][resource] Incorrect resource leak warning when creating stream in conditional

*								bug 381445 - [compiler][resource] Can the resource leak check be made aware of Closeables.closeQuietly?

*								bug 331649 - [compiler][null] consider null annotations for fields

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null

 analysis for field references

*								bug 382069 - [null] Make the null analysis consider JUnit's assertNotNull similarly to assertions

*								bug 382350 - [1.8][compiler] Unable to invoke inherited default method via I.super.m() syntax

*								bug 404649 - [1.8][compiler] detect illegal reference to indirect or redundant super

*								bug 403086 - [compiler][null] include the effect of 'assert' in syntactic null analysis for fields

*								bug 403147 - [compiler][null] FUP of bug 400761: consolidate interaction between unboxing, NPE, and deferred

checking

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 415043 - [1.8][null] Follow-up re null type annotations after bug 392099

*								Bug 405569 - Resource leak check false positive when using DbUtils.closeQuietly

*								Bug 411964 - [1.8][null] leverage null type annotation in foreach statement

*								Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated null analysis

 to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 423504 - [1.8] Implement "18.5.3 Functional Interface Parameterization Inference"

*								Bug 424710 - [1.8][compiler] CCE in SingleNameReference.localVariableBinding

*								Bug 425152 - [1.8] [compiler] Lambda Expression not resolved but flow analyzed leading to NPE.
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*								Bug 424205 - [1.8] Cannot infer type for diamond type with lambda on method invocation

*								Bug 424415 - [1.8][compiler] Eventual resolution of ReferenceExpression is not seen to be happening.

*								Bug 426366 - [1.8][compiler] Type inference doesn't handle multiple candidate target types in outer overload

context

*								Bug 426290 - [1.8][compiler] Inference + overloading => wrong method resolution ?

*								Bug 427483 - [Java 8] Variables in lambdas sometimes can't be resolved

*								Bug 427438 - [1.8][compiler]

 NPE at org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.ast.ConditionalExpression.generateCode(ConditionalExpression.java:280)

*								Bug 426996 - [1.8][inference] try to avoid method Expression.unresolve()?

*								Bug 428352 - [1.8][compiler] Resolution errors don't always surface

*								Bug 429430 - [1.8] Lambdas and method reference infer wrong exception type with generics (RuntimeException

instead of IOException)

*								Bug 441734 - [1.8][inference] Generic method with nested parameterized type argument fails on method reference

*								Bug 452788 - [1.8][compiler] Type not correctly inferred in lambda expression

*								Bug 456487 - [1.8][null] @Nullable type variant of @NonNull-constrained type parameter causes grief

*								Bug 407414 - [compiler][null] Incorrect warning on a primitive type being null

*								Bug 472618 - [compiler][null] assertNotNull vs. Assert.assertNotNull

*								Bug 470958 - [1.8] Unable to convert lambda

*								Bug 410218 - Optional warning

 for arguments of "unexpected" types to Map#get(Object), Collection#remove(Object) et al.

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*								Bug 378674 - "The method can be declared as static" is wrong

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's

work)

*                          Bug 409245 - [1.8][compiler] Type annotations dropped when call is routed through a synthetic

bridge method

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/MessageSend.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2008 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/core/compiler/CompilationProgress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredAnnotation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2008, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/core/compiler/batch/BatchCompiler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     daolaf@gmail.com - Contribution for bug 3292227

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/Util.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2020 IBM Corporation and others.
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* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/impl/JavaFeature.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2014, 2015 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Gauthier JACQUES - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/tool/EclipseDiagnostic.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann <stephan@cs.tu-berlin.de> - Contributions for
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*								bug 292478 - Report potentially null across variable assignment,

*								bug 185682 - Increment/decrement operators mark local variables as read

*								bug 331649 - [compiler][null] consider null annotations for fields

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*								Bug 412203 - [compiler] Internal compiler error: java.lang.IllegalArgumentException:

 info cannot be null

*								Bug 458396 - NPE in CodeStream.invoke()

*								Bug 407414 - [compiler][null] Incorrect warning on a primitive type being null

*     Jesper S Moller - <jesper@selskabet.org>   - Contributions for

*     							bug 382721 - [1.8][compiler] Effectively final variables needs special treatment

*								bug 378674 - "The method can be declared as static" is wrong

*								bug 404657 - [1.8][compiler] Analysis for effectively final variables fails to consider loops

*								bug 527554 - [18.3] Compiler support for JEP 286 Local-Variable Type

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/SingleNameReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann <stephan@cs.tu-berlin.de> - Contributions for

*     							bug 282152 - [1.5][compiler] Generics code rejected by Eclipse but accepted by javac

*     							bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*     							bug 359362 - FUP of bug 349326: Resource leak on non-Closeable resource

*								bug 358903 - Filter practically unimportant resource leak warnings

*								bug 395002 - Self bound generic class

 doesn't resolve bounds properly for wildcards for certain parametrisation.

*								bug 392384 - [1.8][compiler][null] Restore nullness info from type annotations in class files

*								Bug 415043 - [1.8][null] Follow-up re null type annotations after bug 392099

*								Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 426792 - [1.8][inference][impl] generify new type inference engine

*								Bug 428019 - [1.8][compiler] Type inference failure with nested generic invocation.

*								Bug 429384 - [1.8][null] implement conformance rules for null-annotated lower / upper type bounds

*								Bug 431269 - [1.8][compiler][null] StackOverflow in nullAnnotatedReadableName

*								Bug 431408 - Java 8 (1.8) generics bug
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*								Bug 435962 - [RC2] StackOverFlowError when building

*								Bug

 438458 - [1.8][null] clean up handling of null type annotations wrt type variables

*								Bug 438250 - [1.8][null] NPE trying to report bogus null annotation conflict

*								Bug 438179 - [1.8][null] 'Contradictory null annotations' error on type variable with explicit null-annotation.

*								Bug 440143 - [1.8][null] one more case of contradictory null annotations regarding type variables

*								Bug 440759 - [1.8][null] @NonNullByDefault should never affect wildcards and uses of a type variable

*								Bug 441693 - [1.8][null] Bogus warning for type argument annotated with @NonNull

*								Bug 456497 - [1.8][null] during inference nullness from target type is lost against weaker hint from applicability

analysis

*								Bug 456459 - Discrepancy between Eclipse compiler and javac - Enums, interfaces, and generics

*								Bug 456487 - [1.8][null] @Nullable type variant of @NonNull-constrained type parameter causes grief

*								Bug 462790 - [null] NPE in Expression.computeConversion()

 *								Bug 456532 - [1.8][null] ReferenceBinding.appendNullAnnotation() includes phantom annotations in error

messages

*     Jesper S Møller <jesper@selskabet.org>  - Contributions for bug 381345 : [1.8] Take care of the Java 8 major

version

*								Bug 527554 - [18.3] Compiler support for JEP 286 Local-Variable Type

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/TypeVariableBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013, 2017 GK Software AG and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/flow/TryFlowContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials
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* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 392384 - [1.8][compiler][null] Restore nullness info from type annotations in class files

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 467032 - TYPE_USE Null Annotations: IllegalStateException with annotated arrays of Enum when accessed

via BinaryTypeBinding

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/UnresolvedReferenceBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2007, 2015 BEA Systems, Inc.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*    wharley@bea.com - initial API and implementation

*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/VariableElementImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2012, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at
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* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's

work)

*        Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*							Bug 392384 - [1.8][compiler][null] Restore nullness info from type annotations in class files

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in

 path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/codegen/AnnotationTargetTypeConstants.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2018 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*							Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*							Bug 433478 - [compiler][null] NPE in ReferenceBinding.isCompatibleWith

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ProblemMethodBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2015, 2017 GK Software AG.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/
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*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/ITypeAnnotationWalker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Benjamin Muskalla - Contribution for bug 239066

*     Stephan Herrmann  - Contributions for

*	     						bug 236385 - [compiler] Warn for potential programming problem if an object is created but not used

*  	   						bug 338303 - Warning about Redundant assignment conflicts with definite assignment

*								bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

 *								bug 365519 - editorial cleanup after bug 186342 and bug 365387

*								bug 365662 - [compiler][null] warn on contradictory and redundant null annotations

*								bug 365531 - [compiler][null] investigate alternative strategy for internally encoding nullness defaults

*								bug 365859 - [compiler][null] distinguish warnings based on flow analysis vs. null annotations

*								bug 374605 - Unreasonable warning for enum-based switch statements

*								bug 382353 - [1.8][compiler] Implementation property modifiers should be accepted on default methods.

*								bug 382347 - [1.8][compiler] Compiler accepts incorrect default method inheritance

*								bug 388281 - [compiler][null] inheritance of null annotations as an option

*								bug 376053 - [compiler][resource] Strange potential resource leak problems

*								bug 381443 - [compiler][null] Allow parameter widening from @NonNull to unannotated

*								bug 393719 - [compiler] inconsistent warnings on iteration

 variables

*								bug 392862 - [1.8][compiler][null] Evaluate null annotations on array types

*								bug 388739 - [1.8][compiler] consider default methods when detecting whether a class needs to be declared

abstract

*								bug 331649 - [compiler][null] consider null annotations for fields

*								bug 382789 - [compiler][null] warn when syntactically-nonnull expression is compared against null

*								bug 376590 - Private fields with @Inject are ignored by unused field validation
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*								bug 400761 - [compiler][null] null may be return as boolean without a diagnostic

*								bug 402028 - [1.8][compiler] null analysis for reference expressions

*								bug 401796 - [1.8][compiler] don't treat default methods as overriding an independent inherited abstract method

*								bug 404649 - [1.8][compiler] detect illegal reference to indirect or redundant super

*								bug 392384 - [1.8][compiler][null] Restore nullness info from type annotations in class files

*								Bug

 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 415043 - [1.8][null] Follow-up re null type annotations after bug 392099

*								Bug 415291 - [1.8][null] differentiate type incompatibilities due to null annotations

*								Bug 415850 - [1.8] Ensure RunJDTCoreTests can cope with null annotations enabled

*								Bug 414380 - [compiler][internal] QualifiedNameReference#indexOfFirstFieldBinding does not point to the first

field

*								Bug 392238 - [1.8][compiler][null] Detect semantically invalid null type annotations

*								Bug 416307 - [1.8][compiler][null] subclass with type parameter substitution confuses null checking

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 424637 - [1.8][compiler][null] AIOOB in ReferenceExpression.resolveType with a method reference to

Files::walk

*								Bug 428294 - [1.8][compiler] Type mismatch: cannot convert

 from List<Object> to Collection<Object[]>

*								Bug 428366 - [1.8] [compiler] The method valueAt(ObservableList<Object>, int) is ambiguous for the type

Bindings

*								Bug 416190 - [1.8][null] detect incompatible overrides due to null type annotations

*								Bug 392245 - [1.8][compiler][null] Define whether / how @NonNullByDefault applies to TYPE_USE locations

*								Bug 390889 - [1.8][compiler] Evaluate options to support 1.7- projects against 1.8 JRE.

*								Bug 430150 - [1.8][null] stricter checking against type variables

*								Bug 434600 - Incorrect null analysis error reporting on type parameters

*								Bug 439516 - [1.8][null] NonNullByDefault wrongly applied to implicit type bound of binary type

*								Bug 438467 - [compiler][null] Better error position for "The method _ cannot implement the corresponding

method _ due to incompatible nullness constraints"

*								Bug 439298 - [null] "Missing code implementation in the compiler" when using @NonNullByDefault

 in package-info.java

*								Bug 435805 - [1.8][compiler][null] Java 8 compiler does not recognize declaration style null annotations

*								Bug 446442 - [1.8] merge null annotations from super methods

*								Bug 455723 - Nonnull argument not correctly inferred in loop

*								Bug 458361 - [1.8][null] reconciler throws NPE in ProblemReporter.illegalReturnRedefinition()

*								Bug 459967 - [null] compiler should know about nullness of special methods like MyEnum.valueOf()

*								Bug 461878 - [1.7][1.8][compiler][null] ECJ compiler does not allow to use null annotations on annotations

*								Bug 410218 - Optional warning for arguments of "unexpected" types to Map#get(Object),

Collection#remove(Object) et al.

*      Jesper S Moller <jesper@selskabet.org> -  Contributions for

*								bug 382701 - [1.8][compiler] Implement semantic analysis of Lambda expressions & Reference expression

*								bug 382721 - [1.8][compiler] Effectively final variables needs

 special treatment

*								bug 384567 - [1.5][compiler] Compiler accepts illegal modifiers on package declaration

*								bug 412153 - [1.8][compiler] Check validity of annotations which may be repeatable

*								bug 412151 - [1.8][compiler] Check repeating annotation's collection type

*								bug 419209 - [1.8] Repeating container annotations should be rejected in the presence of annotation it contains

*								Bug 429384 - [1.8][null] implement conformance rules for null-annotated lower / upper type bounds
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*								Bug 416182 - [1.8][compiler][null] Contradictory null annotations not rejected

*								bug 527554 - [18.3] Compiler support for JEP 286 Local-Variable Type

*     Ulrich Grave <ulrich.grave@gmx.de> - Contributions for

*                              bug 386692 - Missing "unused" warning on "autowired" fields

********************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/problem/ProblemReporter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 384380 - False positive on a "Potential null pointer access" after a continue

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/InvocationSite.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2017, 2019 GK Software SE, and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/SplitPackageBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/BinaryModuleBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 319201 - [null] no warning when unboxing SingleNameReference causes NPE

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*								bug 403147 - [compiler][null] FUP of bug 400761: consolidate interaction between unboxing, NPE, and deferred

checking

*								Bug 415790 - [compiler][resource]Incorrect potential resource leak warning in for loop

 with close in try/catch

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/DoStatement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2019, 2020 SAP SE and others

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ModuleScope.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								bug 388281 - [compiler][null] inheritance of null annotations as an option

*								Bug 415043 - [1.8][null] Follow-up re null type annotations after bug 392099

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/TagBits.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2013 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*     Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*         Bug 407191 - [1.8] Binary access support for type annotations

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/env/IBinaryMethod.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     IBM Corporation - added the following constants

*								   NonStaticAccessToStaticField

*								   NonStaticAccessToStaticMethod

*								   Task

*								   ExpressionShouldBeAVariable

*								   AssignmentHasNoEffect

*     IBM Corporation - added the following constants

*								   TooManySyntheticArgumentSlots

*								   TooManyArrayDimensions

*								   TooManyBytesForStringConstant

*								   TooManyMethods

*								   TooManyFields

 *								   NonBlankFinalLocalAssignment

*								   ObjectCannotHaveSuperTypes

*								   MissingSemiColon

*								   InvalidParenthesizedExpression

*								   EnclosingInstanceInConstructorCall

*								   BytecodeExceeds64KLimitForConstructor

*								   IncompatibleReturnTypeForNonInheritedInterfaceMethod

*								   UnusedPrivateMethod

*								   UnusedPrivateConstructor

*								   UnusedPrivateType

*								   UnusedPrivateField

*								   IncompatibleExceptionInThrowsClauseForNonInheritedInterfaceMethod

*								   InvalidExplicitConstructorCall

*     IBM Corporation - added the following constants

*								   PossibleAccidentalBooleanAssignment

*								   SuperfluousSemicolon

*								   IndirectAccessToStaticField

*								   IndirectAccessToStaticMethod

*								   IndirectAccessToStaticType

*								   BooleanMethodThrowingException

*								   UnnecessaryCast

*								   UnnecessaryArgumentCast
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*								   UnnecessaryInstanceof

*								

   FinallyMustCompleteNormally

*								   UnusedMethodDeclaredThrownException

*								   UnusedConstructorDeclaredThrownException

*								   InvalidCatchBlockSequence

*								   UnqualifiedFieldAccess

*     IBM Corporation - added the following constants

*								   Javadoc

*								   JavadocUnexpectedTag

*								   JavadocMissingParamTag

*								   JavadocMissingParamName

*								   JavadocDuplicateParamName

*								   JavadocInvalidParamName

*								   JavadocMissingReturnTag

*								   JavadocDuplicateReturnTag

*								   JavadocMissingThrowsTag

*								   JavadocMissingThrowsClassName

*								   JavadocInvalidThrowsClass

*								   JavadocDuplicateThrowsClassName

*								   JavadocInvalidThrowsClassName

*								   JavadocMissingSeeReference

*								   JavadocInvalidSeeReference

*								   JavadocInvalidSeeHref

*								   JavadocInvalidSeeArgs

*								   JavadocMissing

*								   JavadocInvalidTag

*								   JavadocMessagePrefix

 *								   EmptyControlFlowStatement

*     IBM Corporation - added the following constants

*								   IllegalUsageOfQualifiedTypeReference

*								   InvalidDigit

*     IBM Corporation - added the following constants

*								   ParameterAssignment

*								   FallthroughCase

*     IBM Corporation - added the following constants

*                                 UnusedLabel

*                                 UnnecessaryNLSTag

*                                 LocalVariableMayBeNull

*                                 EnumConstantsCannotBeSurroundedByParenthesis

*                                 JavadocMissingIdentifier

*                                 JavadocNonStaticTypeFromStaticInvocation

*                                 RawTypeReference

*                                 NoAdditionalBoundAfterTypeVariable

*                                 UnsafeGenericArrayForVarargs

*                                 IllegalAccessFromTypeVariable

*                              
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   AnnotationValueMustBeArrayInitializer

*                                 InvalidEncoding

*                                 CannotReadSource

*                                 EnumStaticFieldInInInitializerContext

*                                 ExternalProblemNotFixable

*                                 ExternalProblemFixable

*     IBM Corporation - added the following constants

*                                 AnnotationValueMustBeAnEnumConstant

*                                 OverridingMethodWithoutSuperInvocation

*                                 MethodMustOverrideOrImplement

*                                 TypeHidingTypeParameterFromType

*                                 TypeHidingTypeParameterFromMethod

*                                 TypeHidingType

*     IBM Corporation - added the following constants

*								   NullLocalVariableReference

*								   PotentialNullLocalVariableReference

*								   RedundantNullCheckOnNullLocalVariable

* 								   NullLocalVariableComparisonYieldsFalse

 * 								   RedundantLocalVariableNullAssignment

* 								   NullLocalVariableInstanceofYieldsFalse

* 								   RedundantNullCheckOnNonNullLocalVariable

* 								   NonNullLocalVariableComparisonYieldsFalse

*     IBM Corporation - added the following constants

*                                 InvalidUsageOfTypeParametersForAnnotationDeclaration

*                                 InvalidUsageOfTypeParametersForEnumDeclaration

*     IBM Corporation - added the following constants

*								   RedundantSuperinterface

*		Benjamin Muskalla - added the following constants

*									MissingSynchronizedModifierInInheritedMethod

*		Stephan Herrmann  - added the following constants

*									UnusedObjectAllocation

*									PotentiallyUnclosedCloseable

*									PotentiallyUnclosedCloseableAtExit

*									UnclosedCloseable

*									UnclosedCloseableAtExit

*									ExplicitlyClosedAutoCloseable

* 								    RequiredNonNullButProvidedNull

 * 									RequiredNonNullButProvidedPotentialNull

* 									RequiredNonNullButProvidedUnknown

* 									NullAnnotationNameMustBeQualified

* 									IllegalReturnNullityRedefinition

* 									IllegalRedefinitionToNonNullParameter

* 									IllegalDefinitionToNonNullParameter

* 									ParameterLackingNonNullAnnotation

* 									ParameterLackingNullableAnnotation

* 									PotentialNullMessageSendReference

* 									RedundantNullCheckOnNonNullMessageSend

* 									CannotImplementIncompatibleNullness
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* 									RedundantNullAnnotation

*									RedundantNullDefaultAnnotation

*									RedundantNullDefaultAnnotationPackage

*									RedundantNullDefaultAnnotationType

*									RedundantNullDefaultAnnotationMethod

*									ContradictoryNullAnnotations

*									IllegalAnnotationForBaseType

*									RedundantNullCheckOnSpecdNonNullLocalVariable

*									SpecdNonNullLocalVariableComparisonYieldsFalse

*									RequiredNonNullButProvidedSpecdNullable

*									MissingDefaultCase

 *									MissingEnumConstantCaseDespiteDefault

*									UninitializedLocalVariableHintMissingDefault

*									UninitializedBlankFinalFieldHintMissingDefault

*									ShouldReturnValueHintMissingDefault

*									IllegalModifierForInterfaceDefaultMethod

*									InheritedDefaultMethodConflictsWithOtherInherited

*									ConflictingNullAnnotations

*									ConflictingInheritedNullAnnotations

*									UnsafeElementTypeConversion

*									ArrayReferencePotentialNullReference

*									DereferencingNullableExpression

*									NullityMismatchingTypeAnnotation

*									NullityMismatchingTypeAnnotationSuperHint

*									NullityUncheckedTypeAnnotationDetail

*									NullityUncheckedTypeAnnotationDetailSuperHint

*									NullableFieldReference

*									UninitializedNonNullField

*									UninitializedNonNullFieldHintMissingDefault

*									NonNullMessageSendComparisonYieldsFalse

*									RedundantNullCheckOnNonNullSpecdField

*									NonNullSpecdFieldComparisonYieldsFalse

 *									NonNullExpressionComparisonYieldsFalse

*									RedundantNullCheckOnNonNullExpression

*									ReferenceExpressionParameterNullityMismatch

*									ReferenceExpressionParameterNullityUnchecked

*									ReferenceExpressionReturnNullRedef

*									ReferenceExpressionReturnNullRedefUnchecked

*									DuplicateInheritedDefaultMethods

*									SuperAccessCannotBypassDirectSuper

*									SuperCallCannotBypassOverride

*									ConflictingNullAnnotations

*									ConflictingInheritedNullAnnotations

*									UnsafeElementTypeConversion

*									PotentialNullUnboxing

*									NullUnboxing

*									NullExpressionReference

*									PotentialNullExpressionReference
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*									RedundantNullCheckAgainstNonNullType

*									NullAnnotationUnsupportedLocation

*									NullAnnotationUnsupportedLocationAtType

*									NullityMismatchTypeArgument

*									ContradictoryNullAnnotationsOnBound

*									UnsafeNullnessCast

 *									ContradictoryNullAnnotationsInferred

*									NonNullDefaultDetailIsNotEvaluated

*									NullNotCompatibleToFreeTypeVariable

*									NullityMismatchAgainstFreeTypeVariable

*									ImplicitObjectBoundNoNullDefault

*									IllegalParameterNullityRedefinition

*									ContradictoryNullAnnotationsInferredFunctionType

*									IllegalReturnNullityRedefinitionFreeTypeVariable

*									UnlikelyCollectionMethodArgumentType

*									UnlikelyEqualsArgumentType

*      Jesper S Moller  - added the following constants

*									TargetTypeNotAFunctionalInterface

*									OuterLocalMustBeEffectivelyFinal

*									IllegalModifiersForPackage

*									DuplicateAnnotationNotMarkedRepeatable

*									DisallowedTargetForContainerAnnotation

*									RepeatedAnnotationWithContainerAnnotation

*									ContainingAnnotationMustHaveValue

*									ContainingAnnotationHasNonDefaultMembers

*									ContainingAnnotationHasWrongValueType

*								 	ContainingAnnotationHasShorterRetention

 *									RepeatableAnnotationHasTargets

*									RepeatableAnnotationTargetMismatch

*									RepeatableAnnotationIsDocumented

*									RepeatableAnnotationIsInherited

*									RepeatableAnnotationWithRepeatingContainerAnnotation

*									VarLocalMultipleDeclarators

*									VarLocalCannotBeArray

*									VarLocalReferencesItself

*									VarLocalWithoutInitizalier

*									VarLocalInitializedToNull

*									VarLocalCannotBeArrayInitalizers

*									VarLocalCannotBeLambda

*									VarLocalCannotBeMethodReference

*									VarIsReserved

*									VarIsReservedInFuture

*									VarIsNotAllowedHere

******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/core/compiler/IProblem.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 365992 - [builder] [null] Change of nullness for a parameter doesn't trigger a build for the files that call the

method

*								Bug 440477 - [null] Infrastructure for feeding external annotations into compilation

*								Bug 440687 - [compiler][batch][null] improve command line option for external annotations

*     Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*

         						bug 407191 - [1.8] Binary access support for type annotations

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/classfmt/ClassFileReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013, 2020 GK Software AG.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*     Lars Vogel <Lars.Vogel@vogella.com> - Contributions for

*     						Bug 473178

*     IBM Corporation - Bug fixes

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-
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jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/BoundSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005, 2015 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*    Jesper Steen Moller - Bug 412150 [1.8] [compiler] Enable reflected parameter names during annotation

processing

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/apt/model/ExecutableElementImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 331649 - [compiler][null] consider null annotations for fields

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 426996 - [1.8][inference] try to avoid method Expression.unresolve()?

*     Jesper S Moller - Contributions for

*							bug 382721 - [1.8][compiler] Effectively final variables needs special treatment

 *******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/NameReference.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 392384 - [1.8][compiler][null] Restore nullness info from type annotations in class files

*								Bug 415043 - [1.8][null] Follow-up re null type annotations after bug 392099

*        Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          Bug 415543 - [1.8][compiler] Incorrect bound index in RuntimeInvisibleTypeAnnotations attribute

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/TypeParameter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 392862 - [1.8][compiler][null] Evaluate null annotations on array types

*								bug 395002 - Self bound generic class doesn't resolve bounds properly for wildcards for certain parametrisation.

*								bug 392384 - [1.8][compiler][null] Restore nullness info from type annotations in class files

*								Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug

 415291 - [1.8][null] differentiate type incompatibilities due to null annotations

*								Bug 415850 - [1.8] Ensure RunJDTCoreTests can cope with null annotations enabled

*								Bug 416176 - [1.8][compiler][null] null type annotations cause grief on type variables
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*								Bug 417295 - [1.8[[null] Massage type annotated null analysis to gel well with deep encoded type bindings.

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 425460 - [1.8] [inference] Type not inferred on stream.toArray

*								Bug 426792 - [1.8][inference][impl] generify new type inference engine

*								Bug 428019 - [1.8][compiler] Type inference failure with nested generic invocation.

*								Bug 438458 - [1.8][null] clean up handling of null type annotations wrt type variables

*								Bug 440759 - [1.8][null] @NonNullByDefault should never affect wildcards and uses of a type variable

*								Bug 441693 -

 [1.8][null] Bogus warning for type argument annotated with @NonNull

*     Jesper S Møller - Contributions for bug 381345 : [1.8] Take care of the Java 8 major version

*								Bug 527554 - [18.3] Compiler support for JEP 286 Local-Variable Type

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ArrayBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2015 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Genady Beriozkin - added support for reporting assignment with no effect

*     Stephan Herrmann <stephan@cs.tu-berlin.de> - Contributions for

* 							bug 319201 - [null] no warning when unboxing SingleNameReference causes NPE

* 							bug 292478 - Report potentially null across variable assignment

*     						bug 335093 - [compiler][null] minimal hook for future null annotation support

*     						bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing

 try-with-resources

*							bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*							bug 358903 - Filter practically unimportant resource leak warnings

*							bug 370639 - [compiler][resource] restore the default for resource leak warnings

*							bug 365859 - [compiler][null] distinguish warnings based on flow analysis vs. null annotations

*							bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*							bug 388996 - [compiler][resource] Incorrect 'potential resource leak'

*							bug 394768 - [compiler][resource] Incorrect resource leak warning when creating stream in conditional

*							bug 395002 - Self bound generic class doesn't resolve bounds properly for wildcards for certain parametrisation.

*							bug 331649 - [compiler][null] consider null annotations for fields

*							bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*							bug 402993 - [null] Follow up of bug 401088: Missing
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 warning about redundant null check

*							bug 403147 - [compiler][null] FUP of bug 400761: consolidate interaction between unboxing, NPE, and deferred

checking

*							Bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*							Bug 427438 - [1.8][compiler] NPE at

org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.ast.ConditionalExpression.generateCode(ConditionalExpression.java:280)

*							Bug 453483 - [compiler][null][loop] Improve null analysis for loops

*							Bug 407414 - [compiler][null] Incorrect warning on a primitive type being null

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/Assignment.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

   Copyright (c) 2007, 2015 IBM Corporation and others.

 

   This program and the accompanying materials

   are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

   which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

   https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

 

   SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

  

   Contributors:

       IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-jar/build.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2017 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 342671 - ClassCastException: org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.lookup.SourceTypeBinding cannot be cast to

org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.lookup.ArrayBinding
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*								Bug 420894 - ClassCastException in DefaultBindingResolver.resolveType(Type)

*								bug 392099 - [1.8][compiler][null] Apply null annotation on types for null analysis

*								Bug 415043 - [1.8][null] Follow-up re null type

 annotations after bug 392099

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*								Bug 434600 - Incorrect null analysis error reporting on type parameters

*								Bug 435570 - [1.8][null] @NonNullByDefault illegally tries to affect "throws E"

*								Bug 456508 - Unexpected RHS PolyTypeBinding for: <code-snippet>

*								Bug 466713 - Null Annotations: NullPointerException using <int @Nullable []> as Type Param

*        Andy Clement - Contributions for

*                          Bug 383624 - [1.8][compiler] Revive code generation support for type annotations (from Olivier's

work)

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ParameterizedSingleTypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*     							bug 319201 - [null] no warning when unboxing SingleNameReference causes NPE

*     							bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*								bug 403147 - [compiler][null] FUP of bug 400761:

 consolidate interaction between unboxing, NPE, and deferred checking

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/IfStatement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2013, 2014 IBM Corporation and others.

*
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* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 428811 - [1.8][compiler] Type witness unnecessarily required

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/PolyTypeBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2013 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/NullLiteral.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2021 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0
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*

* Contributors:

*		IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*		Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 400710 - [1.8][compiler] synthetic access to default method generates wrong code

*								Bug 459967 - [null] compiler should know about nullness of special methods like MyEnum.valueOf()

*								Bug 470467 - [null] Nullness of special Enum methods not detected from .class file

*      Andy Clement (GoPivotal, Inc) aclement@gopivotal.com - Contributions for

*                          	Bug 405104 -

 [1.8][compiler][codegen] Implement support for serializeable lambdas

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/SyntheticMethodBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2014, 2017 GK Software AG.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     Stephan Herrmann - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/SyntheticFactoryMethodBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation
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*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								bug 345305 - [compiler][null] Compiler misidentifies a case of "variable can only be null"

*								bug 383368 - [compiler][null] syntactic null analysis for field references

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/BinaryExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2009, 2015 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/AptSourceLocalVariableBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2015, 2020 IBM Corporation.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/util/JRTUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2016, 2017 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/PackageVisibilityStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/parser/RecoveredModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/ModuleReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2012 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 392238 - [1.8][compiler][null] Detect semantically invalid null type annotations

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/SingleTypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2011 IBM Corporation and others.
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*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for bug 349326 - [1.7] new warning for missing try-with-resources

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/EmptyStatement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2020 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contribution for

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/ast/Javadoc.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2000, 2019 IBM Corporation and others.

*

* This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0

* which accompanies this distribution, and is available at

* https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0/

*
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* SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0

*

* Contributors:

*     IBM Corporation - initial API and implementation

*     Stephan Herrmann - Contributions for

*								bug 186342 - [compiler][null] Using annotations for null checking

*								bug 395002 - Self bound generic class doesn't resolve bounds properly for wildcards for certain parametrisation.

*								Bug 415043 - [1.8][null] Follow-up re null type annotations after bug 392099

*								bug 413958 - Function override returning inherited Generic Type

*								Bug 400874 - [1.8][compiler] Inference infrastructure

 should evolve to meet JLS8 18.x (Part G of JSR335 spec)

*								Bug 424710 - [1.8][compiler] CCE in SingleNameReference.localVariableBinding

*								Bug 423505 - [1.8] Implement "18.5.4 More Specific Method Inference"

*								Bug 427438 - [1.8][compiler] NPE at

org.eclipse.jdt.internal.compiler.ast.ConditionalExpression.generateCode(ConditionalExpression.java:280)

*								Bug 418743 - [1.8][null] contradictory annotations on invocation of generic method not reported

*								Bug 416182 - [1.8][compiler][null] Contradictory null annotations not rejected

*								Bug 429958 - [1.8][null] evaluate new DefaultLocation attribute of @NonNullByDefault

*								Bug 434602 - Possible error with inferred null annotations leading to contradictory null annotations

*								Bug 434483 - [1.8][compiler][inference] Type inference not picked up with method reference

*								Bug 446442 - [1.8] merge null annotations from super methods

*								Bug 457079 - Regression: type

 inference

*******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1430636762_1664535907.3671625/0/ecj-3-26-0-sources-3-

jar/org/eclipse/jdt/internal/compiler/lookup/ParameterizedGenericMethodBinding.java

 

1.304 jackson 2.14.0 
1.304.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.305 jackson-databind 2.14.0 
1.305.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership
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 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,
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 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.
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It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.306 jackson-annotations 2.14.0 
1.306.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.307 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.14.0 
1.307.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor YAML module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.308 ssm 2.17.196 
1.308.1 Available under license : 

AWS SDK for Java 2.0

Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product includes software developed by

Amazon Technologies, Inc (http://www.amazon.com/).

 

**********************

THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS

**********************

This software includes third party software subject to the following copyrights:

- XML parsing and utility functions from JetS3t - Copyright 2006-2009 James Murty.

- PKCS#1 PEM encoded private key parsing and utility functions from oauth.googlecode.com - Copyright 1998-

2010 AOL Inc.

- Apache Commons Lang - https://github.com/apache/commons-lang

- Netty Reactive Streams - https://github.com/playframework/netty-reactive-streams

- Jackson-core - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core

- Jackson-dataformat-cbor - https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-binary

 

The licenses for these third party components are included in LICENSE.txt

 

- For Apache Commons Lang see also this required NOTICE:
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 Apache Commons Lang

 Copyright 2001-2020

 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

  Note: Other license terms may apply to certain, identified software files contained within or distributed

  with the accompanying software if such terms are included in the directory containing the accompanying software.

  Such other license terms will then apply in lieu of the terms of the software license above.

 

1.309 jackson-xc 2.14.0 
1.309.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).
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## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor `jackson-module-jaxb-annotations` module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.310 shiro-ehcache 1.10.1 
1.310.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Shiro

Copyright 2008-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The implementation for org.apache.shiro.util.SoftHashMap is based

on initial ideas from Dr. Heinz Kabutz's publicly posted version

available at http://www.javaspecialists.eu/archive/Issue015.html,

with continued modifications. 
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Certain parts (StringUtils, IpAddressMatcher, etc.) of the source

code for this  product was copied for simplicity and to reduce

dependencies  from the source code developed by the Spring Framework

Project  (http://www.springframework.org).

 

1.311 shiro 1.10.1 
1.311.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Shiro

Copyright 2008-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The implementation for org.apache.shiro.util.SoftHashMap is based

on initial ideas from Dr. Heinz Kabutz's publicly posted version

available at http://www.javaspecialists.eu/archive/Issue015.html,

with continued modifications. 

 

Certain parts (StringUtils, IpAddressMatcher, etc.) of the source

code for this  product was copied for simplicity and to reduce

dependencies  from the source code developed by the Spring Framework

Project  (http://www.springframework.org).

 

1.312 jackson-module-jsonschema 2.14.0 
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1.312.1 Available under license : 
This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.313 netty 4.1.86.Final 
1.313.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Implementation-Title: Netty/Transport/Classes/Epoll

Bundle-Description: Netty is an asynchronous event-driven network appl

ication framework for    rapid development of maintainable high perfo

rmance protocol servers and    clients.

Automatic-Module-Name: io.netty.transport.classes.epoll

Bundle-License: https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Bundle-SymbolicName: io.netty.transport-classes-epoll

Implementation-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Built-By: root

Bnd-LastModified: 1670851209269

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Implementation-Vendor-Id: io.netty

Bundle-DocURL: https://netty.io/

Bundle-Vendor: The Netty Project

Import-Package: io.netty.buffer;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.channel,io.

netty.channel.socket;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.channel.unix;version=

"[4.1,5)",io.netty.util;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.collection;ve

rsion="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.concurrent;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.u

til.internal;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.internal.logging;version

 ="[4.1,5)",sun.nio.ch;resolution:=optional,org.eclipse.jetty.npn;vers

ion="[1,2)";resolution:=optional,org.eclipse.jetty.alpn;version="[1,2

)";resolution:=optional

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.6))"

Tool: Bnd-2.4.1.201501161923

Implementation-Vendor: The Netty Project

Export-Package: io.netty.channel.epoll;uses:="io.netty.buffer,io.netty

.channel,io.netty.channel.socket,io.netty.channel.unix,io.netty.util,

io.netty.util.concurrent";version="4.1.86"

Bundle-Name: Netty/Transport/Classes/Epoll

Bundle-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin
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Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_352

Implementation-URL: https://netty.io/netty-transport-classes-epoll/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-

jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Implementation-Title: Netty/Transport/Native/Unix/Common

Bundle-Description: Static library which contains common unix utilitie

s.

Automatic-Module-Name: io.netty.transport.unix.common

Bundle-License: https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Bundle-SymbolicName: io.netty.transport-native-unix-common

Implementation-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Built-By: norman

Bnd-LastModified: 1670855190526

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Implementation-Vendor-Id: io.netty

Bundle-DocURL: https://netty.io/

Bundle-Vendor: The Netty Project

Import-Package: io.netty.buffer;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.channel,io.

netty.channel.socket;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util;version="[4.1,5)

",io.netty.util.internal;version="[4.1,5)",sun.nio.ch;resolution:=opt

ional,org.eclipse.jetty.npn;version="[1,2)";resolution:=optional,org.

eclipse.jetty.alpn;version="[1,2)";resolution:=optional

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.6))"

Tool:

 Bnd-2.4.1.201501161923

Implementation-Vendor: The Netty Project

Export-Package: io.netty.channel.unix;uses:="io.netty.buffer,io.netty.

channel,io.netty.channel.socket,io.netty.util";version="4.1.86"

Bundle-Name: Netty/Transport/Native/Unix/Common

Bundle-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_252

Implementation-URL: https://netty.io/netty-transport-native-unix-commo

n/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-

86-final-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

 ~
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 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-classes-epoll/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Implementation-Title: Netty/Handler/Proxy

Bundle-Description: Netty is an asynchronous event-driven network appl

ication framework for    rapid development of maintainable high perfo

rmance protocol servers and    clients.

Automatic-Module-Name: io.netty.handler.proxy

Bundle-License: https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Bundle-SymbolicName: io.netty.handler-proxy

Implementation-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Built-By: root

Bnd-LastModified: 1670851161046

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Implementation-Vendor-Id: io.netty

Bundle-DocURL: https://netty.io/

Bundle-Vendor: The Netty Project

Import-Package: io.netty.buffer;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.channel;ver

sion="[4.1,5)",io.netty.handler.codec.base64;version="[4.1,5)",io.net

ty.handler.codec.http;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.handler.codec.socksx

.v4;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.handler.codec.socksx.v5;version="[4.1,

5)",io.netty.util;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.concurrent;version=

 "[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.internal;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.inte

rnal.logging;version="[4.1,5)",sun.nio.ch;resolution:=optional,org.ec

lipse.jetty.npn;version="[1,2)";resolution:=optional,org.eclipse.jett

y.alpn;version="[1,2)";resolution:=optional

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.6))"

Tool: Bnd-2.4.1.201501161923

Implementation-Vendor: The Netty Project

Export-Package: io.netty.handler.proxy;uses:="io.netty.channel,io.nett

y.handler.codec.http,io.netty.util.concurrent";version="4.1.86"

Bundle-Name: Netty/Handler/Proxy
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Bundle-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_352

Implementation-URL: https://netty.io/netty-handler-proxy/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-86-final-

jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Implementation-Title: Netty/Resolver

Bundle-Description: Netty is an asynchronous event-driven network appl

ication framework for    rapid development of maintainable high perfo

rmance protocol servers and    clients.

Automatic-Module-Name: io.netty.resolver

Bundle-License: https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Bundle-SymbolicName: io.netty.resolver

Implementation-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Built-By: norman

Bnd-LastModified: 1670855159282

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Implementation-Vendor-Id: io.netty

Bundle-DocURL: https://netty.io/

Bundle-Vendor: The Netty Project

Import-Package: io.netty.util;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.concurre

nt;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.internal;version="[4.1,5)",io.nett

y.util.internal.logging;version="[4.1,5)",sun.nio.ch;resolution:=opti

onal,org.eclipse.jetty.npn;version="[1,2)";resolution:=optional,org.e

clipse.jetty.alpn;version="[1,2)";resolution:=optional

Require-Capability:

 osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.6))"

Tool: Bnd-2.4.1.201501161923

Implementation-Vendor: The Netty Project

Export-Package: io.netty.resolver;uses:="io.netty.util.concurrent";ver

sion="4.1.86"

Bundle-Name: Netty/Resolver

Bundle-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_252

Implementation-URL: https://netty.io/netty-resolver/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0
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Implementation-Title: Netty/Common

Bundle-Description: Netty is an asynchronous event-driven network appl

ication framework for    rapid development of maintainable high perfo

rmance protocol servers and    clients.

Automatic-Module-Name: io.netty.common

Bundle-License: https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Bundle-SymbolicName: io.netty.common

Implementation-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Built-By: norman

Bnd-LastModified: 1670855137664

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Implementation-Vendor-Id: io.netty

Bundle-DocURL: https://netty.io/

Bundle-Vendor: The Netty Project

Import-Package: sun.misc;resolution:=optional,com.oracle.svm.core.anno

tate;resolution:=optional,javax.security.cert;resolution:=optional,or

g.apache.commons.logging;resolution:=optional;version="[1.2,2)",org.a

pache.log4j;resolution:=optional;version="[2.17,3)",org.apache.loggin

g.log4j;resolution:=optional;version="[2.17,3)",org.apache.logging.lo

 g4j.message;resolution:=optional;version="[2.17,3)",org.apache.loggin

g.log4j.spi;resolution:=optional;version="[2.17,3)",org.slf4j;resolut

ion:=optional;version="[1.7,2)",org.slf4j.helpers;resolution:=optiona

l;version="[1.7,2)",org.slf4j.spi;resolution:=optional;version="[1.7,

2)",reactor.blockhound;resolution:=optional,reactor.blockhound.integr

ation;resolution:=optional

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.6))"

DynamicImport-Package: *

Tool: Bnd-2.4.1.201501161923

Implementation-Vendor: The Netty Project

Export-Package: io.netty.util;uses:="io.netty.util.concurrent,io.netty

.util.internal";version="4.1.86",io.netty.util.collection;version="4.

1.86",io.netty.util.concurrent;uses:="io.netty.util.internal";version

="4.1.86",io.netty.util.internal;uses:="io.netty.util,io.netty.util.c

oncurrent,io.netty.util.internal.logging,javax.security.cert,reactor.

blockhound,reactor.blockhound.integration";version="4.1.86",io.netty.

util.internal.logging;version="4.1.86",io.netty.util.internal.svm;ver

 sion="4.1.86"

Bundle-Name: Netty/Common

Bundle-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_252

Implementation-URL: https://netty.io/netty-common/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-common-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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<!--

 ~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-common-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-common/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-buffer-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-buffer/pom.xml

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-handler/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-codec-http-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec-http/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-codec-socks-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec-socks/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Implementation-Title: Netty/Transport/Native/Epoll

Bundle-Description: Netty is an asynchronous event-driven network appl

ication framework for    rapid development of maintainable high perfo

rmance protocol servers and    clients.

Automatic-Module-Name: io.netty.transport.epoll.linux.x86_64

Bundle-License: https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Bundle-SymbolicName: io.netty.transport-native-epoll

Implementation-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Built-By: root

Bnd-LastModified: 1670851257748

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Implementation-Vendor-Id: io.netty

Bundle-DocURL: https://netty.io/
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Bundle-Vendor: The Netty Project

Import-Package: sun.nio.ch;resolution:=optional,org.eclipse.jetty.npn;

version="[1,2)";resolution:=optional,org.eclipse.jetty.alpn;version="

[1,2)";resolution:=optional

Tool: Bnd-2.4.1.201501161923

Implementation-Vendor: The Netty Project

Bundle-Name: Netty/Transport/Native/Epoll

Bundle-Version:

 4.1.86.Final

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_352

Implementation-URL: https://netty.io/netty-transport-native-epoll/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-86-final-

jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

#

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

#

#   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

# Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

# WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

# License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

# under the License.

io.netty.util.internal.Hidden$NettyBlockHoundIntegration

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-common-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/services/reactor.blockhound.integration.BlockHoundIntegration

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Implementation-Title: Netty/Codec/HTTP2

Bundle-Description: Netty is an asynchronous event-driven network appl

ication framework for    rapid development of maintainable high perfo

rmance protocol servers and    clients.

Automatic-Module-Name: io.netty.codec.http2

Bundle-License: https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Bundle-SymbolicName: io.netty.codec-http2

Implementation-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Built-By: root
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Bnd-LastModified: 1670851101053

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Implementation-Vendor-Id: io.netty

Bundle-DocURL: https://netty.io/

Bundle-Vendor: The Netty Project

Import-Package: com.aayushatharva.brotli4j.encoder;resolution:=optiona

l,io.netty.buffer;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.channel;version="[4.1,5)

",io.netty.channel.embedded;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.handler.codec,

io.netty.handler.codec.base64;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.handler.code

c.compression;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.handler.codec.http;version="

 [4.1,5)",io.netty.handler.logging;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.handler.

ssl;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.handler.stream;version="[4.1,5)",io.ne

tty.util;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.collection;version="[4.1,5)"

,io.netty.util.concurrent;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.internal;ve

rsion="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.internal.logging;version="[4.1,5)",java

x.net.ssl,sun.nio.ch;resolution:=optional,org.eclipse.jetty.npn;versi

on="[1,2)";resolution:=optional,org.eclipse.jetty.alpn;version="[1,2)

";resolution:=optional

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.6))"

Tool: Bnd-2.4.1.201501161923

Implementation-Vendor: The Netty Project

Export-Package: io.netty.handler.codec.http2;uses:="io.netty.buffer,io

.netty.channel,io.netty.channel.embedded,io.netty.handler.codec,io.ne

tty.handler.codec.compression,io.netty.handler.codec.http,io.netty.ha

ndler.logging,io.netty.handler.stream,io.netty.util,io.netty.util.col

lection,io.netty.util.concurrent";version="4.1.86"

Bundle-Name:

 Netty/Codec/HTTP2

Bundle-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_352

Implementation-URL: https://netty.io/netty-codec-http2/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-codec-http2-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-86-final-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-native-epoll/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-codec-http2-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec-http2/pom.xml

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-resolver/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-86-final-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-handler-proxy/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Implementation-Title: Netty/Handler

Bundle-Description: Netty is an asynchronous event-driven network appl

ication framework for    rapid development of maintainable high perfo

rmance protocol servers and    clients.

Automatic-Module-Name: io.netty.handler

Bundle-License: https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Bundle-SymbolicName: io.netty.handler

Implementation-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Built-By: norman

Bnd-LastModified: 1670855199960

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Implementation-Vendor-Id: io.netty

Bundle-DocURL: https://netty.io/

Bundle-Vendor: The Netty Project

Import-Package: sun.security.x509;resolution:=optional,org.eclipse.jet

ty.npn;version="[1,2)";resolution:=optional,org.eclipse.jetty.alpn;ve

rsion="[1,2)";resolution:=optional,io.netty.buffer;version="[4.1,5)",

io.netty.channel;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.channel.socket;version="[

4.1,5)",io.netty.channel.unix;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.handler.code

 c;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.handler.codec.base64;version="[4.1,5)",i

o.netty.internal.tcnative;version="[2.0,3)";resolution:=optional,io.n

etty.resolver;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util;version="[4.1,5)",io.ne

tty.util.concurrent;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.internal;version=

"[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.internal.logging;version="[4.1,5)",javax.cryp

to,javax.crypto.spec,javax.net.ssl,javax.security.auth.x500,javax.sec

urity.cert,org.bouncycastle.asn1.pkcs;version="[1.69,2)";resolution:=

optional,org.bouncycastle.asn1.x500;version="[1.69,2)";resolution:=op

tional,org.bouncycastle.cert;version="[1.69,2)";resolution:=optional,

org.bouncycastle.cert.jcajce;version="[1.69,2)";resolution:=optional,
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org.bouncycastle.jce.provider;version="[1.69,2)";resolution:=optional

,org.bouncycastle.openssl;version="[1.69,2)";resolution:=optional,org

.bouncycastle.openssl.jcajce;version="[1.69,2)";resolution:=optional,

org.bouncycastle.operator;version="[1.69,2)";resolution:=optional,org

 .bouncycastle.operator.jcajce;version="[1.69,2)";resolution:=optional

,org.bouncycastle.pkcs;version="[1.69,2)";resolution:=optional,org.co

nscrypt;version="[2.5,3)";resolution:=optional,sun.nio.ch;resolution:

=optional

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.6))"

Tool: Bnd-2.4.1.201501161923

Implementation-Vendor: The Netty Project

Export-Package: io.netty.handler.address;uses:="io.netty.channel,io.ne

tty.resolver";version="4.1.86",io.netty.handler.flow;uses:="io.netty.

channel";version="4.1.86",io.netty.handler.flush;uses:="io.netty.chan

nel";version="4.1.86",io.netty.handler.ipfilter;uses:="io.netty.chann

el";version="4.1.86",io.netty.handler.logging;uses:="io.netty.channel

,io.netty.util.internal.logging";version="4.1.86",io.netty.handler.pc

ap;uses:="io.netty.channel";version="4.1.86",io.netty.handler.ssl;use

s:="io.netty.buffer,io.netty.channel,io.netty.handler.codec,io.netty.

util,io.netty.util.concurrent,javax.crypto,javax.net.ssl";version="4.

 1.86",io.netty.handler.ssl.ocsp;uses:="io.netty.channel,io.netty.hand

ler.ssl";version="4.1.86",io.netty.handler.ssl.util;uses:="javax.net.

ssl,javax.security.auth.x500,javax.security.cert";version="4.1.86",io

.netty.handler.stream;uses:="io.netty.buffer,io.netty.channel";versio

n="4.1.86",io.netty.handler.timeout;uses:="io.netty.channel";version=

"4.1.86",io.netty.handler.traffic;uses:="io.netty.channel,io.netty.ut

il.concurrent";version="4.1.86"

Bundle-Name: Netty/Handler

Bundle-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_252

Implementation-URL: https://netty.io/netty-handler/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-codec-http2-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/native-image/io.netty/netty-codec-http2/native-image.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/native-image/io.netty/netty-transport/native-image.properties
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* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-codec-http-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/native-image/io.netty/netty-codec-http/native-image.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-buffer-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/native-image/io.netty/netty-buffer/native-image.properties

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-common-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/native-image/io.netty/netty-common/native-image.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/native-image/io.netty/netty-codec/native-image.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/native-image/io.netty/netty-handler/native-image.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Implementation-Title: Netty/Codec/Socks

Bundle-Description: Netty is an asynchronous event-driven network appl

ication framework for    rapid development of maintainable high perfo

rmance protocol servers and    clients.

Automatic-Module-Name: io.netty.codec.socks

Bundle-License: https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Bundle-SymbolicName: io.netty.codec-socks

Implementation-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Built-By: root

Bnd-LastModified: 1670851140833

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Implementation-Vendor-Id: io.netty

Bundle-DocURL: https://netty.io/

Bundle-Vendor: The Netty Project

Import-Package: io.netty.buffer;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.channel;ver

sion="[4.1,5)",io.netty.handler.codec,io.netty.util;version="[4.1,5)"

,io.netty.util.internal;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.internal.logg

ing;version="[4.1,5)",sun.nio.ch;resolution:=optional,org.eclipse.jet

ty.npn;version="[1,2)";resolution:=optional,org.eclipse.jetty.alpn;ve

 rsion="[1,2)";resolution:=optional

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.6))"

Tool: Bnd-2.4.1.201501161923

Implementation-Vendor: The Netty Project

Export-Package: io.netty.handler.codec.socks;uses:="io.netty.buffer,io

.netty.channel,io.netty.handler.codec";version="4.1.86",io.netty.hand

ler.codec.socksx;uses:="io.netty.buffer,io.netty.channel,io.netty.han

dler.codec,io.netty.handler.codec.socksx.v5";version="4.1.86",io.nett

y.handler.codec.socksx.v4;uses:="io.netty.buffer,io.netty.channel,io.

netty.handler.codec,io.netty.handler.codec.socksx";version="4.1.86",i

o.netty.handler.codec.socksx.v5;uses:="io.netty.buffer,io.netty.chann

el,io.netty.handler.codec,io.netty.handler.codec.socksx";version="4.1

.86"

Bundle-Name: Netty/Codec/Socks

Bundle-Version: 4.1.86.Final
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Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_352

Implementation-URL: https://netty.io/netty-codec-socks/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-codec-socks-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 http://maven.apache.org/maven-v4_0_0.xsd">

	<modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>

 

	<artifactId>jctools-core</artifactId>

	<groupId>org.jctools</groupId>

	<version>3.1.0</version>

	<name>Java Concurrency Tools Core Library</name>

	<description>Java Concurrency Tools Core Library</description>

	<packaging>bundle</packaging>

 

	<dependencies>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.hamcrest</groupId>

			<artifactId>hamcrest-all</artifactId>

			<version>${hamcrest.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>junit</groupId>

			<artifactId>junit</artifactId>

			<version>${junit.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>com.google.guava</groupId>

			<artifactId>guava-testlib</artifactId>

			<version>${guava-testlib.version}</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

	</dependencies>

	<build>

		<plugins>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-surefire-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.0.0-M3</version>
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				<configuration>

					<includes>

						<include>*</include>

					</includes>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.felix</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-bundle-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>4.2.1</version>

				<extensions>true</extensions>

				<configuration>

					<instructions>

						<Import-Package>sun.misc;resolution:=optional</Import-Package>

					</instructions>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-source-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.2.0</version>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>attach-sources</id>

						<phase>verify</phase>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar-no-fork</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-javadoc-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.1.1</version>

				<configuration>

					<additionalOptions>

						<additionalOption>-Xdoclint:none</additionalOption>

					</additionalOptions>

					<source>8</source>

				</configuration>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>attach-javadocs</id>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>
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				</executions>

			</plugin>

		</plugins>

	</build>

 

	<distributionManagement>

		<repository>

			<id>bintray-jctools-jctools</id>

			<name>jctools-jctools</name>

			<url>https://api.bintray.com/maven/jctools/jctools/jctools-core/;publish=1</url>

		</repository>

	</distributionManagement>

 

	<url>https://github.com/JCTools</url>

	<inceptionYear>2013</inceptionYear>

 

	<licenses>

		<license>

			<name>Apache

 License, Version 2.0</name>

			<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

			<distribution>repo</distribution>

		</license>

	</licenses>

 

	<scm>

		<url>https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools</url>

		<connection>scm:git:https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools</connection>

		<tag>HEAD</tag>

	</scm>

 

	<developers>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/nitsanw</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/mjpt777</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/RichardWarburton</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/kay</url>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<url>https://github.com/franz1981</url>

		</developer>

	</developers>
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	<prerequisites>

		<maven>3.5.0</maven>

	</prerequisites>

 

	<properties>

		<project.build.sourceEncoding>UTF-8</project.build.sourceEncoding>

		<java.version>1.6</java.version>

		<java.test.version>1.8</java.test.version>

 

		<maven.compiler.source>${java.version}</maven.compiler.source>

		<maven.compiler.target>${java.version}</maven.compiler.target>

		<maven.compiler.testSource>${java.test.version}</maven.compiler.testSource>

		<maven.compiler.testTarget>${java.test.version}</maven.compiler.testTarget>

 

		<hamcrest.version>1.3</hamcrest.version>

		<junit.version>4.12</junit.version>

		<guava-testlib.version>21.0</guava-testlib.version>

	</properties>

</project>

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-common-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jctools/jctools-core/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-

86-final-jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-native-unix-common/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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Manifest-Version: 1.0

Implementation-Title: Netty/Codec

Bundle-Description: Netty is an asynchronous event-driven network appl

ication framework for    rapid development of maintainable high perfo

rmance protocol servers and    clients.

Automatic-Module-Name: io.netty.codec

Bundle-License: https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Bundle-SymbolicName: io.netty.codec

Implementation-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Built-By: norman

Bnd-LastModified: 1670855178734

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Implementation-Vendor-Id: io.netty

Bundle-DocURL: https://netty.io/

Bundle-Vendor: The Netty Project

Import-Package: com.aayushatharva.brotli4j;resolution:=optional,com.aa

yushatharva.brotli4j.decoder;resolution:=optional,com.aayushatharva.b

rotli4j.encoder;resolution:=optional,com.github.luben.zstd;version="[

1.5,2)";resolution:=optional,com.google.protobuf;version="[2.6,3)";re

solution:=optional,com.google.protobuf.nano;resolution:=optional,com.

 jcraft.jzlib;resolution:=optional,com.ning.compress;version="[1.0,2)"

;resolution:=optional,com.ning.compress.lzf;version="[1.0,2)";resolut

ion:=optional,com.ning.compress.lzf.util;version="[1.0,2)";resolution

:=optional,io.netty.buffer;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.channel;version

="[4.1,5)",io.netty.channel.socket;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util;ve

rsion="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.concurrent;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.u

til.internal;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.internal.logging;version

="[4.1,5)",lzma.sdk;resolution:=optional,lzma.sdk.lzma;resolution:=op

tional,net.jpountz.lz4;resolution:=optional,net.jpountz.xxhash;resolu

tion:=optional,org.jboss.marshalling;resolution:=optional,sun.nio.ch;

resolution:=optional,org.eclipse.jetty.npn;version="[1,2)";resolution

:=optional,org.eclipse.jetty.alpn;version="[1,2)";resolution:=optiona

l

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.6))"

Tool: Bnd-2.4.1.201501161923

Implementation-Vendor: The Netty Project

Export-Package:

 io.netty.handler.codec;uses:="io.netty.buffer,io.netty

.channel,io.netty.channel.socket,io.netty.util";version="4.1.86",io.n

etty.handler.codec.base64;uses:="io.netty.buffer,io.netty.channel,io.

netty.handler.codec";version="4.1.86",io.netty.handler.codec.bytes;us

es:="io.netty.buffer,io.netty.channel,io.netty.handler.codec";version

="4.1.86",io.netty.handler.codec.compression;uses:="com.aayushatharva

.brotli4j.encoder,io.netty.buffer,io.netty.channel,io.netty.handler.c

odec,net.jpountz.lz4";version="4.1.86",io.netty.handler.codec.json;us

es:="io.netty.buffer,io.netty.channel,io.netty.handler.codec";version

="4.1.86",io.netty.handler.codec.marshalling;uses:="io.netty.buffer,i

o.netty.channel,io.netty.handler.codec,org.jboss.marshalling";version
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="4.1.86",io.netty.handler.codec.protobuf;uses:="com.google.protobuf,

com.google.protobuf.nano,io.netty.buffer,io.netty.channel,io.netty.ha

ndler.codec";version="4.1.86",io.netty.handler.codec.serialization;us

 es:="io.netty.buffer,io.netty.channel,io.netty.handler.codec";version

="4.1.86",io.netty.handler.codec.string;uses:="io.netty.buffer,io.net

ty.channel,io.netty.handler.codec";version="4.1.86",io.netty.handler.

codec.xml;uses:="io.netty.buffer,io.netty.channel,io.netty.handler.co

dec";version="4.1.86"

Bundle-Name: Netty/Codec

Bundle-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_252

Implementation-URL: https://netty.io/netty-codec/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Implementation-Title: Netty/Codec/HTTP

Bundle-Description: Netty is an asynchronous event-driven network appl

ication framework for    rapid development of maintainable high perfo

rmance protocol servers and    clients.

Automatic-Module-Name: io.netty.codec.http

Bundle-License: https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Bundle-SymbolicName: io.netty.codec-http

Implementation-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Built-By: norman

Bnd-LastModified: 1670855212920

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Implementation-Vendor-Id: io.netty

Bundle-DocURL: https://netty.io/

Bundle-Vendor: The Netty Project

Import-Package: com.aayushatharva.brotli4j.encoder;resolution:=optiona

l,com.jcraft.jzlib;resolution:=optional,io.netty.buffer;version="[4.1

,5)",io.netty.channel;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.channel.embedded;ver

sion="[4.1,5)",io.netty.handler.codec,io.netty.handler.codec.base64;v

ersion="[4.1,5)",io.netty.handler.codec.compression;version="[4.1,5)"

 ,io.netty.handler.ssl;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.handler.stream;versi

on="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.concurrent

;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.internal;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.

util.internal.logging;version="[4.1,5)",sun.nio.ch;resolution:=option

al,org.eclipse.jetty.npn;version="[1,2)";resolution:=optional,org.ecl

ipse.jetty.alpn;version="[1,2)";resolution:=optional

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.6))"

Tool: Bnd-2.4.1.201501161923

Implementation-Vendor: The Netty Project
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Export-Package: io.netty.handler.codec.http;uses:="io.netty.buffer,io.

netty.channel,io.netty.channel.embedded,io.netty.handler.codec,io.net

ty.handler.codec.compression,io.netty.handler.codec.http.cookie,io.ne

tty.handler.stream,io.netty.util";version="4.1.86",io.netty.handler.c

odec.http.cookie;version="4.1.86",io.netty.handler.codec.http.cors;us

es:="io.netty.channel,io.netty.handler.codec.http";version="4.1.86",i

 o.netty.handler.codec.http.multipart;uses:="io.netty.buffer,io.netty.

channel,io.netty.handler.codec,io.netty.handler.codec.http,io.netty.h

andler.stream,io.netty.util";version="4.1.86",io.netty.handler.codec.

http.websocketx;uses:="io.netty.buffer,io.netty.channel,io.netty.hand

ler.codec,io.netty.handler.codec.http,io.netty.handler.stream,io.nett

y.util,io.netty.util.internal.logging";version="4.1.86",io.netty.hand

ler.codec.http.websocketx.extensions;uses:="io.netty.channel,io.netty

.handler.codec,io.netty.handler.codec.http.websocketx";version="4.1.8

6",io.netty.handler.codec.http.websocketx.extensions.compression;uses

:="io.netty.channel,io.netty.handler.codec.http.websocketx.extensions

";version="4.1.86",io.netty.handler.codec.rtsp;uses:="io.netty.buffer

,io.netty.channel,io.netty.handler.codec.http,io.netty.util";version=

"4.1.86",io.netty.handler.codec.spdy;uses:="io.netty.buffer,io.netty.

channel,io.netty.handler.codec,io.netty.handler.codec.http,io.netty.u

til";version="4.1.86"

Bundle-Name:

 Netty/Codec/HTTP

Bundle-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_252

Implementation-URL: https://netty.io/netty-codec-http/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-codec-http-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Implementation-Title: Netty/Transport

Bundle-Description: Netty is an asynchronous event-driven network appl

ication framework for    rapid development of maintainable high perfo

rmance protocol servers and    clients.

Automatic-Module-Name: io.netty.transport

Bundle-License: https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Bundle-SymbolicName: io.netty.transport

Implementation-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Built-By: norman

Bnd-LastModified: 1670855167311

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Implementation-Vendor-Id: io.netty

Bundle-DocURL: https://netty.io/

Bundle-Vendor: The Netty Project
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Import-Package: io.netty.buffer;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.resolver;ve

rsion="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.concurr

ent;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.internal;version="[4.1,5)",io.net

ty.util.internal.logging;version="[4.1,5)",sun.nio.ch;resolution:=opt

ional,org.eclipse.jetty.npn;version="[1,2)";resolution:=optional,org.

 eclipse.jetty.alpn;version="[1,2)";resolution:=optional

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.6))"

Tool: Bnd-2.4.1.201501161923

Implementation-Vendor: The Netty Project

Export-Package: io.netty.bootstrap;uses:="io.netty.channel,io.netty.re

solver,io.netty.util";version="4.1.86",io.netty.channel;uses:="io.net

ty.bootstrap,io.netty.buffer,io.netty.util,io.netty.util.concurrent";

version="4.1.86",io.netty.channel.embedded;uses:="io.netty.channel";v

ersion="4.1.86",io.netty.channel.group;uses:="io.netty.channel,io.net

ty.util.concurrent";version="4.1.86",io.netty.channel.internal;versio

n="4.1.86",io.netty.channel.local;uses:="io.netty.channel";version="4

.1.86",io.netty.channel.nio;uses:="io.netty.buffer,io.netty.channel,i

o.netty.util,io.netty.util.concurrent";version="4.1.86",io.netty.chan

nel.oio;uses:="io.netty.buffer,io.netty.channel";version="4.1.86",io.

netty.channel.pool;uses:="io.netty.bootstrap,io.netty.channel,io.nett

 y.util.concurrent";version="4.1.86",io.netty.channel.socket;uses:="io

.netty.buffer,io.netty.channel,io.netty.util";version="4.1.86",io.net

ty.channel.socket.nio;uses:="io.netty.buffer,io.netty.channel,io.nett

y.channel.nio,io.netty.channel.socket";version="4.1.86",io.netty.chan

nel.socket.oio;uses:="io.netty.buffer,io.netty.channel,io.netty.chann

el.oio,io.netty.channel.socket";version="4.1.86"

Bundle-Name: Netty/Transport

Bundle-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_252

Implementation-URL: https://netty.io/netty-transport/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Implementation-Title: Netty/Buffer

Bundle-Description: Netty is an asynchronous event-driven network appl

ication framework for    rapid development of maintainable high perfo

rmance protocol servers and    clients.

Automatic-Module-Name: io.netty.buffer

Bundle-License: https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Bundle-SymbolicName: io.netty.buffer

Implementation-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Built-By: norman

Bnd-LastModified: 1670855150807
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Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Implementation-Vendor-Id: io.netty

Bundle-DocURL: https://netty.io/

Bundle-Vendor: The Netty Project

Import-Package: io.netty.util;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.concurre

nt;version="[4.1,5)",io.netty.util.internal;version="[4.1,5)",io.nett

y.util.internal.logging;version="[4.1,5)",sun.nio.ch;resolution:=opti

onal,org.eclipse.jetty.npn;version="[1,2)";resolution:=optional,org.e

clipse.jetty.alpn;version="[1,2)";resolution:=optional

Require-Capability:

 osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.6))"

Tool: Bnd-2.4.1.201501161923

Implementation-Vendor: The Netty Project

Export-Package: io.netty.buffer;uses:="io.netty.util";version="4.1.86"

,io.netty.buffer.search;uses:="io.netty.util";version="4.1.86"

Bundle-Name: Netty/Buffer

Bundle-Version: 4.1.86.Final

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_252

Implementation-URL: https://netty.io/netty-buffer/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095589_1671715267.5524309/0/netty-zip/netty/netty-buffer-4-1-86-final-jar/META-

INF/MANIFEST.MF

 

1.314 netty-handler 4.1.86.Final 
1.314.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/TrafficCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/ChannelTrafficShapingHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalTrafficShapingHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/DefaultOpenSslKeyMaterial.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCachingX509KeyManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslKeyMaterial.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SignatureAlgorithmConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslPrivateKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslX509KeyManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslKeyMaterialProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslX509TrustManagerWrapper.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCachingKeyMaterialProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ExtendedOpenSslSession.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalChannelTrafficShapingHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContextBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolAccessor.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ClientAuth.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionTicketKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/LazyJavaxX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNegotiationHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/BouncyCastleSelfSignedCertGenerator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/OpenJdkSelfSignedCertGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/UniqueIpFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslDefaultApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/InsecureTrustManagerFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SimpleTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalChannelTrafficCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpFilterRule.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslEngineMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/RuleBasedIpFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JettyNpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkBaseApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/LazyX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpFilterRuleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/CipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JettyAlpnSslEngine.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslNpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SniHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpSubnetFilterRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkNpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslServerSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/IdentityCipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/FingerprintTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SupportedCipherSuiteFilter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkDefaultApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/AbstractRemoteAddressFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Java7SslParametersUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSsl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/CipherSuiteConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/ThreadLocalInsecureRandom.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*
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* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/BouncyCastle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslClientSessionCache.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/BouncyCastleAlpnSslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/AsyncRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslProtocols.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/BouncyCastleAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslAsyncPrivateKeyMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Ciphers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContextOption.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/GroupsConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslContextOption.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-jar/META-INF/native-

image/io.netty/netty-handler/native-image.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/TrustManagerFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslMasterKeyHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/KeyManagerFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/X509KeyManagerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslPrivateKeyMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PseudoRandomFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/address/DynamicAddressConnectHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SimpleKeyManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/address/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version
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* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flow/FlowControlHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-handler/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/AbstractTrafficShapingHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/LoggingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/TimeoutException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/ReadTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/WriteTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/LogLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleStateHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/WriteTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedNioFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedWriteHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleStateEvent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/NotSslRecordException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedNioStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/ReadTimeoutException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemEncoded.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/DelegatingSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemPrivateKey.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCertificateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flow/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/X509TrustManagerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslKeyMaterialManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Java8SslUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flush/FlushConsolidationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flush/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslEngine.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpSubnetFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpSubnetFilterRuleComparator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/address/ResolveAddressHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/ByteBufFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/FingerprintTrustManagerFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandshakeTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslClosedEngineException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// Try the OpenJDK's proprietary implementation.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SelfSignedCertificate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2022 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,
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* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCertificateCompressionAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/BouncyCastlePemReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2022 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCertificateCompressionConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/EthernetPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/PcapWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/PcapHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/IPPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/PcapWriteHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/UDPPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/pcap/TCPPacket.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandshakeCompletionEvent.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslCompletionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/AbstractSniHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslCloseCompletionEvent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Conscrypt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnSslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ConscryptAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SniCompletionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OptionalSslHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ocsp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslClientHelloHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095619_1671044640.6558812/0/netty-handler-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ocsp/OcspClientHandler.java
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1.315 netty-resolver 4.1.86.Final 
1.315.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095582_1671044586.3678293/0/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileEntriesProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095582_1671044586.3678293/0/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-resolver/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095582_1671044586.3678293/0/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/SimpleNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095582_1671044586.3678293/0/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NoopAddressResolverGroup.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095582_1671044586.3678293/0/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095582_1671044586.3678293/0/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095582_1671044586.3678293/0/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NoopAddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095582_1671044586.3678293/0/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NameResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095582_1671044586.3678293/0/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileEntries.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095582_1671044586.3678293/0/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/ResolvedAddressTypes.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095582_1671044586.3678293/0/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultHostsFileEntriesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095582_1671044586.3678293/0/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AbstractAddressResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095582_1671044586.3678293/0/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultAddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095582_1671044586.3678293/0/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/InetSocketAddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095582_1671044586.3678293/0/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095582_1671044586.3678293/0/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/InetNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095582_1671044586.3678293/0/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095582_1671044586.3678293/0/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/CompositeNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095582_1671044586.3678293/0/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095582_1671044586.3678293/0/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileEntriesResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095582_1671044586.3678293/0/netty-resolver-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/resolver/RoundRobinInetAddressResolver.java

 

1.316 netty-codec 4.1.86.Final 
1.316.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanStageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFramedEncoder.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2MTFAndRLE2StageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLz.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/json/JsonObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/AsciiHeadersEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFramedDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/json/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzfDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderResultProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLzFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2MoveToFrontTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4FrameDecoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanStageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BlockCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLzFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2DivSufSort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BitWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageAggregationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BitReader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Crc32.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BlockDecompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzfEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Rand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4FrameEncoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzmaFrameEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Robert Harder and released to the public domain, as explained at

* https://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

/**

* Enumeration of supported Base64 dialects.

* <p>

* The internal lookup tables in this class has been derived from

* <a href="http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">Robert

 Harder's Public Domain

* Base64 Encoder/Decoder</a>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Dialect.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-jar/META-INF/native-

image/io.netty/netty-codec/native-image.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DefaultHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/EmptyHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/Headers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
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* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4XXHash32.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Robert Harder and released to the public domain, as explained at

* https://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

/**

* Utility class for {@link ByteBuf} that encodes and decodes to and from

* <a href="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Base64">Base64</a> notation.

* <p>

 * The encoding and decoding algorithm in this class has been derived from

* <a href="http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">Robert Harder's Public Domain

* Base64 Encoder/Decoder</a>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* A decoder that splits the received {@link ByteBuf}s dynamically by the

* value of the length field in the message.  It is particularly useful when you

* decode a binary message which has an integer header field that represents the

* length of the message body or the whole message.

*

 <p>

* {@link LengthFieldBasedFrameDecoder} has many configuration parameters so

* that it can decode any message with a length field, which is often seen in

* proprietary client-server protocols. Here are some example that will give

* you the basic idea on which option does what.

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, do not strip header</h3>

*

* The value of the length field in this example is <tt>12 (0x0C)</tt> which

* represents the length of "HELLO, WORLD".  By default, the decoder assumes

* that the length field represents the number of the bytes that follows the

* length field.  Therefore, it can be decoded with the simplistic parameter

* combination.

* <pre>

* <b>lengthFieldOffset</b>   = <b>0</b>

* <b>lengthFieldLength</b>   = <b>2</b>

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* initialBytesToStrip = 0 (= do not strip header)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (14 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content

 |----->| Length | Actual Content |

* | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, strip header</h3>

*

* Because we can get the length of the content by calling

* {@link ByteBuf#readableBytes()}, you might want to strip the length

* field by specifying <tt>initialBytesToStrip</tt>.  In this example, we
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* specified <tt>2</tt>, that is same with the length of the length field, to

* strip the first two bytes.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 0

* lengthFieldLength   = 2

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b>2</b> (= the length of the Length field)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (12 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Actual Content |

* | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +----------------+

 * </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, do not strip header, the length field

*     represents the length of the whole message</h3>

*

* In most cases, the length field represents the length of the message body

* only, as shown in the previous examples.  However, in some protocols, the

* length field represents the length of the whole message, including the

* message header.  In such a case, we specify a non-zero

* <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.  Because the length value in this example message

* is always greater than the body length by <tt>2</tt>, we specify <tt>-2</tt>

* as <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> for compensation.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   =  0

* lengthFieldLength   =  2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>-2</b> (= the length of the Length field)

* initialBytesToStrip =  0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (14 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Length | Actual

 Content |

* | 0x000E | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x000E | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>3 bytes length field at the end of 5 bytes header, do not strip header</h3>

*

* The following message is a simple variation of the first example.  An extra

* header value is prepended to the message.  <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> is zero

* again because the decoder always takes the length of the prepended data into

* account during frame length calculation.

* <pre>

* <b>lengthFieldOffset</b>   = <b>2</b> (= the length of Header 1)

* <b>lengthFieldLength</b>   = <b>3</b>
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* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* initialBytesToStrip = 0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (17 bytes)                      AFTER DECODE (17 bytes)

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* | Header 1 |  Length  | Actual Content |----->| Header 1 |  Length  | Actual Content |

* |  0xCAFE  | 0x00000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |     

 |  0xCAFE  | 0x00000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>3 bytes length field at the beginning of 5 bytes header, do not strip header</h3>

*

* This is an advanced example that shows the case where there is an extra

* header between the length field and the message body.  You have to specify a

* positive <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> so that the decoder counts the extra

* header into the frame length calculation.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 0

* lengthFieldLength   = 3

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>2</b> (= the length of Header 1)

* initialBytesToStrip = 0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (17 bytes)                      AFTER DECODE (17 bytes)

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* |  Length  | Header 1 | Actual Content |----->|  Length  | Header 1 | Actual Content |

* | 0x00000C |  0xCAFE  | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x00000C |  0xCAFE  | "HELLO,

 WORLD" |

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 1 in the middle of 4 bytes header,

*     strip the first header field and the length field</h3>

*

* This is a combination of all the examples above.  There are the prepended

* header before the length field and the extra header after the length field.

* The prepended header affects the <tt>lengthFieldOffset</tt> and the extra

* header affects the <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.  We also specified a non-zero

* <tt>initialBytesToStrip</tt> to strip the length field and the prepended

* header from the frame.  If you don't want to strip the prepended header, you

* could specify <tt>0</tt> for <tt>initialBytesToSkip</tt>.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 1 (= the length of HDR1)

* lengthFieldLength   = 2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>1</b> (= the length of HDR2)

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b>3</b> (= the length of HDR1 +

 LEN)

*
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* BEFORE DECODE (16 bytes)                       AFTER DECODE (13 bytes)

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* | HDR1 | Length | HDR2 | Actual Content |----->| HDR2 | Actual Content |

* | 0xCA | 0x000C | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 1 in the middle of 4 bytes header,

*     strip the first header field and the length field, the length field

*     represents the length of the whole message</h3>

*

* Let's give another twist to the previous example.  The only difference from

* the previous example is that the length field represents the length of the

* whole message instead of the message body, just like the third example.

* We have to count the length of HDR1 and Length into <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.

* Please note that we don't need to take the length of HDR2 into account

* because

 the length field already includes the whole header length.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   =  1

* lengthFieldLength   =  2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>-3</b> (= the length of HDR1 + LEN, negative)

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b> 3</b>

*

* BEFORE DECODE (16 bytes)                       AFTER DECODE (13 bytes)

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* | HDR1 | Length | HDR2 | Actual Content |----->| HDR2 | Actual Content |

* | 0xCA | 0x0010 | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* </pre>

* @see LengthFieldPrepender

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LengthFieldBasedFrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/HeadersUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ProtocolDetectionResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ProtocolDetectionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufVarint32LengthFieldPrepender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/UnsupportedValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufVarint32FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufDecoderNano.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufEncoderNano.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/DecompressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Decoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ThreadLocalUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/DefaultMarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/StringDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/FixedLengthFrameDecoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ReplayingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ByteToMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompactObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/PrematureChannelClosureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibUtil.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/UnsupportedMessageTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectDecoderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/LimitingByteInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ReplayingDecoderByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibCodecFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToByteEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompatibleObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/DefaultUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LengthFieldPrepender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ChannelBufferByteInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ChannelBufferByteOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/StringEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JdkZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CorruptedFrameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DelimiterBasedFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/CompatibleMarshallingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassResolver.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/Delimiters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CachingClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Snappy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/ByteArrayDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/CompressionException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassResolvers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallingEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/UnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibEncoder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CodecException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/CompatibleMarshallingEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LineBasedFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ThreadLocalMarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/TooLongFrameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompactObjectOutputStream.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ContextBoundUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/ByteArrayEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectEncoderOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/SoftReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ByteToMessageCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/WeakReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassLoaderClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/EncoderException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Crc32c.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlFrameDecoder.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JdkZlibDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/CompressionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZstdOptions.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/BrotliEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/StandardCompressionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/BrotliDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZstdEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Zstd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/DeflateOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/BrotliOptions.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Brotli.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/GzipOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZstdConstants.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CodecOutputList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ByteBufChecksum.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/LineEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/LineSeparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DatagramPacketEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DateFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DatagramPacketDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/CompressionUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DefaultHeadersImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095575_1671044644.0113554/0/netty-codec-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CharSequenceValueConverter.java

 

1.317 netty-transport 4.1.86.Final 
1.317.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*
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* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/CoalescingBufferQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/FailedChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioDatagramChannelConfig.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/PendingBytesTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySetSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownReadComplete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/internal/ChannelUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownEvent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DelegatingChannelPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/internal/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractCoalescingBufferQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/ServerChannelRecvByteBufAllocator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-jar/META-INF/native-

image/io.netty/netty-transport/native-image.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ChannelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultAddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMessageSizeEstimator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MessageSizeEstimator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SimpleChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioSocketChannelConfig.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannelConfig.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ConnectTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroup.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractServerChannel.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/InternetProtocolFamily.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/CombinedChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/Bootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/FixedRecvByteBufAllocator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AdaptiveRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/CombinedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannelConfig.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/ProtocolFamilyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFuture.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/RecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannelRegistry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultFileRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFuture.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/FileRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SingleThreadEventLoop.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFlushPromiseNotifier.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedSocketAddress.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/VoidChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannel.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/FailedChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPipeline.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SucceededChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipelineException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MultithreadEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOption.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelConfig.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/CompleteChannelFuture.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/Channel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
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* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioByteStreamChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DuplexChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/StacklessClosedChannelException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelHealthChecker.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/SimpleChannelPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/FixedChannelPool.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-jar/META-
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INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SimpleUserEventChannelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioChannelOption.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannelId.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/PendingWriteQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ReflectiveChannelFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* Handles an I/O event or intercepts an I/O operation, and forwards it to its next handler in

* its {@link ChannelPipeline}.

*

* <h3>Sub-types</h3>

* <p>

* {@link ChannelHandler} itself does not provide many methods, but you usually have to implement one of its

subtypes:

* <ul>

* <li>{@link

 ChannelInboundHandler} to handle inbound I/O events, and</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandler} to handle outbound I/O operations.</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* Alternatively, the following adapter classes are provided for your convenience:

* <ul>

* <li>{@link ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter} to handle inbound I/O events,</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter} to handle outbound I/O operations, and</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelDuplexHandler} to handle both inbound and outbound events</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* For more information, please refer to the documentation of each subtype.

* </p>
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*

* <h3>The context object</h3>

* <p>

* A {@link ChannelHandler} is provided with a {@link ChannelHandlerContext}

* object.  A {@link ChannelHandler} is supposed to interact with the

* {@link ChannelPipeline} it belongs to via a context object.  Using the

* context object, the {@link ChannelHandler} can pass events upstream or

* downstream, modify the pipeline dynamically,

 or store the information

* (using {@link AttributeKey}s) which is specific to the handler.

*

* <h3>State management</h3>

*

* A {@link ChannelHandler} often needs to store some stateful information.

* The simplest and recommended approach is to use member variables:

* <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*

*     <b>private boolean loggedIn;</b>

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead0({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) message);

*             <b>loggedIn = true;</b>

*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {

*             if (<b>loggedIn</b>) {

*                 ctx.writeAndFlush(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) message));

*             } else {

*                 fail();

*             }

*        

 }

*     }

*     ...

* }

* </pre>

* Because the handler instance has a state variable which is dedicated to

* one connection, you have to create a new handler instance for each new

* channel to avoid a race condition where a unauthenticated client can get

* the confidential information:

* <pre>

* // Create a new handler instance per channel.

* // See {@link ChannelInitializer#initChannel(Channel)}.
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* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {

*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>new DataServerHandler()</b>);

*     }

* }

*

* </pre>

*

* <h4>Using {@link AttributeKey}s</h4>

*

* Although it's recommended to use member variables to store the state of a

* handler, for some reason you might not want to create many handler instances.

* In such a case, you can use {@link AttributeKey}s which is provided by

* {@link ChannelHandlerContext}:

 * <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* {@code @Sharable}

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*     private final {@link AttributeKey}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; auth =

*           {@link AttributeKey#valueOf(String) AttributeKey.valueOf("auth")};

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         {@link Attribute}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; attr = ctx.attr(auth);

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) o);

*             <b>attr.set(true)</b>;

*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {

*             if (<b>Boolean.TRUE.equals(attr.get())</b>) {

*                 ctx.writeAndFlush(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) o));

*             } else {

*                 fail();

*             }

*         }

*     }

*     ...

* }

* </pre>

* Now that the

 state of the handler is attached to the {@link ChannelHandlerContext}, you can add the

* same handler instance to different pipelines:

* <pre>

* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*
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*     private static final DataServerHandler <b>SHARED</b> = new DataServerHandler();

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {

*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>SHARED</b>);

*     }

* }

* </pre>

*

*

* <h4>The {@code @Sharable} annotation</h4>

* <p>

* In the example above which used an {@link AttributeKey},

* you might have noticed the {@code @Sharable} annotation.

* <p>

* If a {@link ChannelHandler} is annotated with the {@code @Sharable}

* annotation, it means you can create an instance of the handler just once and

* add it to one or more {@link ChannelPipeline}s multiple times without

* a race condition.

* <p>

* If this annotation is not specified, you have to create

 a new handler

* instance every time you add it to a pipeline because it has unshared state

* such as member variables.

* <p>

* This annotation is provided for documentation purpose, just like

* <a href="http://www.javaconcurrencyinpractice.com/annotations/doc/">the JCIP annotations</a>.

*

* <h3>Additional resources worth reading</h3>

* <p>

* Please refer to the {@link ChannelHandler}, and

* {@link ChannelPipeline} to find out more about inbound and outbound operations,

* what fundamental differences they have, how they flow in a  pipeline,  and how to handle

* the operation in your application.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*
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*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelHandlerContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopTaskQueueFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ExtendedClosedChannelException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerMask.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2022 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/SelectorProviderUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DuplexChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundInvoker.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/PreferHeapByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategyFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/WriteBufferWaterMark.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/VoidChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095609_1671044607.123572/0/netty-transport-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/BootstrapConfig.java

 

1.318 netty-transport-native-unix-common

4.1.86.Final 
1.318.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/PeerCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_util.h

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/ErrorsStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/LimitsStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_util.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/unix/SocketWritableByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_limits.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Limits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_limits.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-native-unix-common/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainDatagramChannel.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainDatagramSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/SegmentedDatagramPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainDatagramPacket.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/FileDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_filedescriptor.c

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Errors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/ServerDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_filedescriptor.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_errors.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_errors.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/NativeInetAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannel.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketReadMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Socket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DomainSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_socket.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_socket.c

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/DatagramSocketAddress.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Unix.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/IovArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannelOption.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_jni.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/UnixChannelUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2022 The Netty Project
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*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/RawUnixChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/IntegerUnixChannelOption.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/GenericUnixChannelOption.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/Buffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_buffer.h

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/netty_unix_buffer.c
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* /opt/cola/permits/1509095595_1671044615.8406854/0/netty-transport-native-unix-common-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/unix/PreferredDirectByteBufAllocator.java

 

1.319 netty-transport-classes-epoll

4.1.86.Final 
1.319.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 -->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-classes-epoll/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/SegmentedDatagramPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainDatagramChannelConfig.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainDatagramChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.

    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.

 

   */

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_QUICKACK} option on the socket.

    * See <a href="https://linux.die.net//man/7/tcp">TCP_QUICKACK</a>

    * for more details.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.

    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.

 

   */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/LinuxSocket.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Native.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannel.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollTcpInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Epoll.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollChannel.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeDatagramPacketArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/TcpMd5Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorHandle.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorStreamingHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollStreamChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannelConfig.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1518493128_1671636502.660997/0/netty-transport-classes-epoll-4-1-86-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollServerChannel.java

 

1.320 jettison 1.4.0 
1.320.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2006 Envoi Solutions LLC

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.321 protobuf-java 3.21.12 
1.321.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2008 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.
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// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

//     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

//     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/FieldType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionSchemas.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtocolMessageEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnmodifiableLazyStringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyStringArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Extension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RopeByteString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SingleFieldBuilder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/duration.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedOutputStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BufferAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtocolStringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BlockingService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/StructuralMessageInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-
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jar/com/google/protobuf/ArrayDecoders.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ManifestSchemaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/IterableByteBufferInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RawMessageInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessageInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ByteBufferWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionRegistryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcChannel.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BinaryWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SmallSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnsafeByteOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExperimentalApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SchemaUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldSchemas.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/FloatArrayList.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SchemaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CanIgnoreReturnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormatParseLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageLiteToString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/struct.proto
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* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ByteString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionRegistryLite.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CheckReturnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Protobuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSetSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Schema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/DiscardUnknownFieldsParser.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageLiteOrBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LongArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/any.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Internal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedInputStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldSchemaFull.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TypeRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractMessageLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/OneofInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyFieldLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/api.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-
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jar/google/protobuf/empty.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapEntryLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/NewInstanceSchemas.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CompileTimeConstant.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/JavaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Writer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/DynamicMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/NioByteString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtobufLists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BinaryReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageSchema.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionSchemaLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/wrappers.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageReflection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnsafeUtil.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/compiler/plugin.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Android.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RepeatedFieldBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormatEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessageV3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldSchemaLite.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/FieldSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/IntArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SingleFieldBuilderV3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtoSyntax.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/descriptor.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Descriptors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageLite.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractProtobufList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/NewInstanceSchemaLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/NewInstanceSchemaFull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtobufArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSetLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessageLite.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormatParseInfoTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BooleanArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-
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jar/com/google/protobuf/DescriptorMessageInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/NewInstanceSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AllocatedBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ServiceException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UninitializedMessageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BlockingRpcChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageSetSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSetLiteSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/DoubleArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/InlineMe.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ByteOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/type.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RepeatedFieldBuilderV3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MutabilityOracle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionSchemaFull.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyField.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/timestamp.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ListFieldSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/PrimitiveNonBoxingCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/WireFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/InvalidProtocolBufferException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/source_context.proto

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyStringList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1521222018_1672206959.0969713/0/protobuf-java-3-21-12-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/field_mask.proto

 

1.322 leveldb-api 0.9 
1.322.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 the original author or authors.

* See the notice.md file distributed with this work for additional

* information regarding copyright ownership.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1534658090_1673956946.7806048/0/leveldb-api-0-9-sources-3-

jar/org/iq80/leveldb/CompressionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1534658090_1673956946.7806048/0/leveldb-api-0-9-sources-3-
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jar/org/iq80/leveldb/Options.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1534658090_1673956946.7806048/0/leveldb-api-0-9-sources-3-jar/org/iq80/leveldb/Range.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1534658090_1673956946.7806048/0/leveldb-api-0-9-sources-3-

jar/org/iq80/leveldb/DBIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1534658090_1673956946.7806048/0/leveldb-api-0-9-sources-3-

jar/org/iq80/leveldb/WriteBatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1534658090_1673956946.7806048/0/leveldb-api-0-9-sources-3-

jar/org/iq80/leveldb/WriteOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1534658090_1673956946.7806048/0/leveldb-api-0-9-sources-3-

jar/org/iq80/leveldb/ReadOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1534658090_1673956946.7806048/0/leveldb-api-0-9-sources-3-jar/org/iq80/leveldb/DB.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1534658090_1673956946.7806048/0/leveldb-api-0-9-sources-3-

jar/org/iq80/leveldb/DBException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1534658090_1673956946.7806048/0/leveldb-api-0-9-sources-3-

jar/org/iq80/leveldb/DBComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1534658090_1673956946.7806048/0/leveldb-api-0-9-sources-3-

jar/org/iq80/leveldb/Snapshot.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1534658090_1673956946.7806048/0/leveldb-api-0-9-sources-3-jar/org/iq80/leveldb/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1534658090_1673956946.7806048/0/leveldb-api-0-9-sources-3-

jar/org/iq80/leveldb/DBFactory.java

 

1.323 leveldb 0.9 
1.323.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2011 the original author or authors.

See the notice.md file distributed with this work for additional

information regarding copyright ownership.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

LevelDB Copyright Notices

=========================

 

* Copyright 2011 Dain Sundstrom <dain@iq80.com>

* Copyright 2011 FuseSource Corp. http://fusesource.com
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.324 hawtbuf-proto 1.11 
1.324.1 Available under license : 

=========================================================================

==  Apache Notice                                                      ==

=========================================================================

 

Apache ActiveMQ

Copyright 2005-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

=========================================================================

==  Protocol Buffers Notice                                            ==

=========================================================================

 

This product includes software developed by the Protocol Buffers

project (http://code.google.com/apis/protocolbuffers).

 

1.325 commons-fileupload 1.5 
1.325.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons FileUpload

Copyright 2002-2023 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at
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The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.326 antlr 4.11.1 
1.326.1 Available under license : 

BSD-3-Clause

 

1.327 syslog-java-client 1.1.7 
1.327.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2010-2013 the original author or authors

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

* a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
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* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

*

 LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612257906_1679587358.949943/0/syslog-java-client-1-1-7-sources-4-

jar/com/cloudbees/syslog/integration/jul/AbstractHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612257906_1679587358.949943/0/syslog-java-client-1-1-7-sources-4-

jar/com/cloudbees/syslog/integration/jul/SyslogMessageFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612257906_1679587358.949943/0/syslog-java-client-1-1-7-sources-4-

jar/com/cloudbees/syslog/integration/jul/util/LevelHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612257906_1679587358.949943/0/syslog-java-client-1-1-7-sources-4-

jar/com/cloudbees/syslog/integration/jul/util/LogManagerHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612257906_1679587358.949943/0/syslog-java-client-1-1-7-sources-4-

jar/com/cloudbees/syslog/integration/jul/SyslogHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2013, CloudBees Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612257906_1679587358.949943/0/syslog-java-client-1-1-7-sources-4-

jar/com/cloudbees/syslog/util/CachingReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2014, CloudBees Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612257906_1679587358.949943/0/syslog-java-client-1-1-7-sources-4-

jar/com/cloudbees/syslog/util/ConcurrentDateFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612257906_1679587358.949943/0/syslog-java-client-1-1-7-sources-4-

jar/com/cloudbees/syslog/sender/TcpSyslogMessageSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612257906_1679587358.949943/0/syslog-java-client-1-1-7-sources-4-

jar/com/cloudbees/syslog/MessageFormat.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612257906_1679587358.949943/0/syslog-java-client-1-1-7-sources-4-

jar/com/cloudbees/syslog/util/IoUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612257906_1679587358.949943/0/syslog-java-client-1-1-7-sources-4-

jar/com/cloudbees/syslog/sender/SyslogMessageSender.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612257906_1679587358.949943/0/syslog-java-client-1-1-7-sources-4-

jar/com/cloudbees/syslog/SDParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612257906_1679587358.949943/0/syslog-java-client-1-1-7-sources-4-

jar/com/cloudbees/syslog/Facility.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612257906_1679587358.949943/0/syslog-java-client-1-1-7-sources-4-

jar/com/cloudbees/syslog/SyslogMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612257906_1679587358.949943/0/syslog-java-client-1-1-7-sources-4-

jar/com/cloudbees/syslog/SDElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612257906_1679587358.949943/0/syslog-java-client-1-1-7-sources-4-

jar/com/cloudbees/syslog/sender/UdpSyslogMessageSender.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612257906_1679587358.949943/0/syslog-java-client-1-1-7-sources-4-

jar/com/cloudbees/syslog/util/InternalLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612257906_1679587358.949943/0/syslog-java-client-1-1-7-sources-4-

jar/com/cloudbees/syslog/Severity.java

 

1.328 jnr-unixsocket 0.4 
1.328.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 Wayne Meissner

*
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* This file is part of the JNR project.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270854_1679587602.6553726/0/jnr-unixsocket-0-4-sources-1-

jar/jnr/unixsocket/UnixSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270854_1679587602.6553726/0/jnr-unixsocket-0-4-sources-1-

jar/jnr/unixsocket/SockAddrUnix.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270854_1679587602.6553726/0/jnr-unixsocket-0-4-sources-1-

jar/jnr/unixsocket/UnixSocketAddress.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612270854_1679587602.6553726/0/jnr-unixsocket-0-4-sources-1-jar/jnr/unixsocket/Native.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270854_1679587602.6553726/0/jnr-unixsocket-0-4-sources-1-

jar/jnr/unixsocket/UnixSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270854_1679587602.6553726/0/jnr-unixsocket-0-4-sources-1-

jar/jnr/unixsocket/UnixServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270854_1679587602.6553726/0/jnr-unixsocket-0-4-sources-1-

jar/jnr/unixsocket/UnixServerSocket.java

 

1.329 jnr-enxio 0.5 

 

1.330 jnr-posix 3.0.8 
1.330.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

* Version: CPL 1.0/GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Common Public

* License Version 1.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file

* except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/cpl-v10.html
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*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

* IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* rights and limitations under the License.

*

*

*

* Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of

* either of the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"),

* or the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"),

* in which case the provisions of the GPL or the LGPL are applicable instead

* of those above. If you wish to allow use

 of your version of this file only

* under the terms of either the GPL or the LGPL, and not to allow others to

* use your version of this file under the terms of the CPL, indicate your

* decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice

* and other provisions required by the GPL or the LGPL. If you do not delete

* the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under

* the terms of any one of the CPL, the GPL or the LGPL.

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270823_1679587606.2350411/0/jnr-posix-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/jnr/posix/FreeBSDFileStat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270823_1679587606.2350411/0/jnr-posix-3-0-8-sources-1-jar/jnr/posix/AixPasswd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270823_1679587606.2350411/0/jnr-posix-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/jnr/posix/FreeBSDPasswd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270823_1679587606.2350411/0/jnr-posix-3-0-8-sources-1-jar/jnr/posix/AixFileStat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270823_1679587606.2350411/0/jnr-posix-3-0-8-sources-1-jar/jnr/posix/AixLibC.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612270823_1679587606.2350411/0/jnr-posix-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/jnr/posix/OpenBSDPasswd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270823_1679587606.2350411/0/jnr-posix-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/jnr/posix/FreeBSDPOSIX.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270823_1679587606.2350411/0/jnr-posix-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/jnr/posix/LinuxFileStat32.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270823_1679587606.2350411/0/jnr-posix-3-0-8-sources-1-jar/jnr/posix/AixPOSIX.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270823_1679587606.2350411/0/jnr-posix-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/jnr/posix/OpenBSDFileStat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270823_1679587606.2350411/0/jnr-posix-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/jnr/posix/OpenBSDPOSIX.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

* Version: CPL 1.0/GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Common Public
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* License Version 1.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file

* except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/cpl-v10.html

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

* IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* rights and limitations under the License.

*

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of

* either of the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"),

* or the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"),

* in which case the provisions of the GPL or the LGPL are applicable

 instead

* of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

* under the terms of either the GPL or the LGPL, and not to allow others to

* use your version of this file under the terms of the CPL, indicate your

* decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice

* and other provisions required by the GPL or the LGPL. If you do not delete

* the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under

* the terms of any one of the CPL, the GPL or the LGPL.

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270823_1679587606.2350411/0/jnr-posix-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/jnr/posix/JavaSecuredFile.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

**** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

* Version: CPL 1.0/GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Common Public

* License Version 1.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file

* except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/cpl-v10.html

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

* IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* rights and limitations under the License.

*

* Copyright (C) 2007

*

* Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of

* either of the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"),
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* or the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"),

* in which case the provisions of the GPL or the LGPL are applicable instead

* of those above. If

 you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

* under the terms of either the GPL or the LGPL, and not to allow others to

* use your version of this file under the terms of the CPL, indicate your

* decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice

* and other provisions required by the GPL or the LGPL. If you do not delete

* the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under

* the terms of any one of the CPL, the GPL or the LGPL.

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270823_1679587606.2350411/0/jnr-posix-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/jnr/posix/JavaLibCHelper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

* Version: CPL 1.0/GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Common Public

* License Version 1.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file

* except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/cpl-v10.html

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

* IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* rights and limitations under the License.

*

*

* 

* Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of

* either of the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"),

* or the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"),

* in which case the provisions of the GPL or the LGPL are applicable instead

* of those above. If you wish to allow use

 of your version of this file only

* under the terms of either the GPL or the LGPL, and not to allow others to

* use your version of this file under the terms of the CPL, indicate your

* decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice

* and other provisions required by the GPL or the LGPL. If you do not delete

* the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under

* the terms of any one of the CPL, the GPL or the LGPL.

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270823_1679587606.2350411/0/jnr-posix-3-0-8-sources-1-jar/jnr/posix/util/Platform.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612270823_1679587606.2350411/0/jnr-posix-3-0-8-sources-1-jar/jnr/posix/BaseFileStat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270823_1679587606.2350411/0/jnr-posix-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/jnr/posix/MacOSFileStat.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

**** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

* Version: CPL 1.0/GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Common Public

* License Version 1.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file

* except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/cpl-v10.html

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

* IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* rights and limitations under the License.

*

* Copyright (C) 2007 Thomas E Enebo <enebo@acm.org>

* Copyright (C) 2007 Charles O Nutter <headius@headius.com>

*

* Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of

* either of the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"),

* or the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"),

* in which

 case the provisions of the GPL or the LGPL are applicable instead

* of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

* under the terms of either the GPL or the LGPL, and not to allow others to

* use your version of this file under the terms of the CPL, indicate your

* decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice

* and other provisions required by the GPL or the LGPL. If you do not delete

* the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under

* the terms of any one of the CPL, the GPL or the LGPL.

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270823_1679587606.2350411/0/jnr-posix-3-0-8-sources-1-jar/jnr/posix/LibC.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

* Version: CPL 1.0/GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Common Public

* License Version 1.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file

* except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/cpl-v10.html

*
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* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

* IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* rights and limitations under the License.

*

* Copyright (C) 2008 JRuby Community

*

* Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of

* either of the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"),

* or the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"),

* in which case the provisions of the GPL or the LGPL are applicable instead

* of those

 above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

* under the terms of either the GPL or the LGPL, and not to allow others to

* use your version of this file under the terms of the CPL, indicate your

* decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice

* and other provisions required by the GPL or the LGPL. If you do not delete

* the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under

* the terms of any one of the CPL, the GPL or the LGPL.

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270823_1679587606.2350411/0/jnr-posix-3-0-8-sources-1-jar/jnr/posix/util/ExecIt.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

* Version: CPL 1.0/GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Common Public

* License Version 1.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file

* except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/cpl-v10.html

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

* IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* rights and limitations under the License.

*

* Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of

* either of the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"),

* or the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"),

* in which case the provisions of the GPL or the LGPL are applicable instead

* of those above. If you wish to allow use of your

 version of this file only

* under the terms of either the GPL or the LGPL, and not to allow others to

* use your version of this file under the terms of the CPL, indicate your

* decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice

* and other provisions required by the GPL or the LGPL. If you do not delete
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* the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under

* the terms of any one of the CPL, the GPL or the LGPL.

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270823_1679587606.2350411/0/jnr-posix-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/jnr/posix/DefaultNativeGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270823_1679587606.2350411/0/jnr-posix-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/jnr/posix/util/ProcessMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270823_1679587606.2350411/0/jnr-posix-3-0-8-sources-1-

jar/jnr/posix/util/Java5ProcessMaker.java

 

1.331 jnr-ffi 2.0.0 
1.331.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009-2010 Wayne Meissner

*

* This file is part of the JNR project.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/NativeType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 Wayne Meissner

*

* This file is part of the JNR project.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/BoxedDoubleArrayParameterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/BoxedFloatArrayParameterConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/StructByReferenceFromNativeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/ReflectionVariableAccessorGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/EnumConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/BoxedShortArrayParameterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/annotations/Encoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/Pointer64ArrayParameterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/StringBuilderParameterConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/NativeLongConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/ReflectionLibraryLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/BoxedIntegerArrayParameterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/BoxedLong32ArrayParameterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/StringUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/ByReferenceParameterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/NativeLibraryLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/BoxedLong64ArrayParameterConverter.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/BoxedByteArrayParameterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/CharSequenceArrayParameterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/CharSequenceParameterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/StructArrayParameterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/NativeLong32ArrayParameterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/Long32ArrayParameterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/Pointer32ArrayParameterConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/StringBufferParameterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/BoxedBooleanArrayParameterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/NativeLong64ArrayParameterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/StringResultConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/converters/EnumSetConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/VariableAccessorGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008-2011 Wayne Meissner

*

* This file is part of the JNR project.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/FFIProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Wayne Meissner

*

* This file is part of the JNR project.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/byref/AbstractNumberReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/byref/AbstractReference.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/Memory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/Runtime.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/util/ref/FinalizableSoftReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/util/ref/FinalizableReferenceQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/util/ref/FinalizableReference.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/util/ref/FinalizableWeakReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/util/ref/FinalizablePhantomReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/util/ref/internal/Finalizer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008-2010 Wayne Meissner

*

* This file is part of the JNR project.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/AsmLibraryLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/byref/ByReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/X86_32StubCompiler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/NumberUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/AbstractMemoryIO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/BoundedMemoryIO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/InvokerUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/byref/PointerByReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/annotations/IgnoreError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/InvocationSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/util/BufferUtil.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/byref/ShortByReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/AbstractBufferMemoryIO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/LastError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/mapper/FromNativeContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/annotations/Transient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/annotations/In.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/LibraryLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/DelegatingMemoryIO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/byref/DoubleByReference.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/Library.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/CallingConvention.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/byref/IntByReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/NativeRuntime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/NativeMemoryManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/MemoryUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/AbstractRuntime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/IdentityFunctionMapper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/AbstractArrayMemoryIO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/mapper/MethodParameterContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/ParameterFlags.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/NativeLibrary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/DirectMemoryIO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/NullTypeMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/LoadedLibrary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/mapper/ToNativeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/AsmRuntime.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/SymbolNotFoundError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/mapper/FunctionMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/AllocatedDirectMemoryIO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/byref/ByteByReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/JNIInvokeInterface.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/ArrayMemoryIO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/provider/Invoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/NativeLong.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/CodegenUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/provider/BadType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/annotations/Synchronized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/mapper/DataConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/NullMemoryIO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/annotations/SaveError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/mapper/MethodResultContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/X86_64StubCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/ShareMemoryIO.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/ByteBufferMemoryIO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/StubCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/LibraryOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/annotations/Out.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/annotations/NulTerminate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/Provider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/annotations/StdCall.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/AsmUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/annotations/Clear.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/byref/LongLongByReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/mapper/TypeMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/SkinnyMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/InAccessibleMemoryIO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/annotations/Direct.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/JNINativeInterface.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/AbstractX86StubCompiler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/mapper/ToNativeContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/util/EnumMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/byref/NativeLongByReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/MemoryManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/annotations/Pinned.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/Address.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/byref/FloatByReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/mapper/FromNativeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/byref/AddressByReference.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/AsmClassLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008-2012 Wayne Meissner

*

* This file is part of the JNR project.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/NativeInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/Pointer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/DefaultInvokerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Wayne Meissner

*

* This file is part of the JNR project.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/NativeClosureFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/ClosureUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/NativeClosureManager.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/provider/jffi/NativeClosurePointer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-

jar/jnr/ffi/annotations/LongLong.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008-2010 Wayne Meissner

*

* This file is part of the JNR project.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Some of the design and code of this class is from the javolution project.

*
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* Copyright (C) 2006 - Javolution (http://javolution.org/)

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software is

* freely granted, provided that this notice

 is preserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/Struct.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612270891_1679587598.4045205/0/jnr-ffi-2-0-0-sources-1-jar/jnr/ffi/Union.java

 

1.332 mqtt-client 1.15 
1.332.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2010-2012, FuseSource Corp.  All rights reserved.

*

*     http://fusesource.com

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/codec/SUBACK.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/client/Callback.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/client/BlockingConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/codec/CONNECT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/client/Topic.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/codec/DISCONNECT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/codec/MQTTProtocolCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/codec/UNSUBACK.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/codec/PINGREQ.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/client/ProxyCallback.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/codec/MQTTFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/codec/PUBACK.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/client/QoS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/codec/PUBLISH.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/cli/Publisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/client/Future.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/codec/PINGRESP.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/codec/PUBCOMP.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/codec/CONNACK.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/client/CallbackConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/client/Tracer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/client/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/codec/UNSUBSCRIBE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/client/Promise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/cli/Listener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/codec/SUBSCRIBE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/client/Listener.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/codec/MessageSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/codec/PUBREL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/client/FutureConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/client/NoopCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/codec/PUBREC.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/client/MQTT.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2016, Red Hat Inc.  All rights reserved.

*

*     http://redhat.com

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274492_1681853755.1450775/0/mqtt-client-1-15-sources-1-

jar/org/fusesource/mqtt/client/ExtendedListener.java

 

1.333 aws-java-sdk-sns 1.12.105 
1.333.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at
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*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/message/SnsMessageManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/message/SnsMessageUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/message/SnsUnsubscribeConfirmation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/message/SnsSubscriptionConfirmation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/message/SigningCertUrlVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/message/SnsUnknownMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/message/HttpException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/message/SnsNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/message/Utils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/message/SignatureVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/message/SnsMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/message/SnsMessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/message/DefaultSnsMessageHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*
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*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/util/Topics.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/util/SignatureChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/SNSConditionFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR
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* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/SetSMSAttributesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/SetPlatformApplicationAttributesResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/PhoneNumberInformationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/SetSubscriptionAttributesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/UntagResourceResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ListTopicsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/NumberCapability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/CheckIfPhoneNumberIsOptedOutRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/FilterPolicyLimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/SetSubscriptionAttributesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ListPhoneNumbersOptedOutResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/OptInPhoneNumberRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/KMSAccessDeniedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/CreateSMSSandboxPhoneNumberResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ConcurrentAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/InvalidParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/KMSInvalidStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/TagLimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ListSubscriptionsByTopicRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/SetPlatformApplicationAttributesRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/PlatformApplicationDisabledExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ListEndpointsByPlatformApplicationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/SetSMSAttributesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/SubscriptionLimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/GetSMSAttributesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/Tag.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/GetSubscriptionAttributesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/GetTopicAttributesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ListTagsForResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/OptedOutExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/CreatePlatformEndpointResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/GetSubscriptionAttributesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ListEndpointsByPlatformApplicationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/GetSMSAttributesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ListPlatformApplicationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/AmazonSNSClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/CreatePlatformEndpointResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/KMSThrottlingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/PlatformApplication.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/MessageAttributeValueStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/GetSMSAttributesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/GetPlatformApplicationAttributesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/GetSubscriptionAttributesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/RemovePermissionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/DeleteSMSSandboxPhoneNumberResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/UnsubscribeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/CheckIfPhoneNumberIsOptedOutResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/InvalidParameterValueExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/SetSubscriptionAttributesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/CreatePlatformApplicationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/PublishRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/RemovePermissionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/CreateSMSSandboxPhoneNumberResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/CreatePlatformApplicationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/DeleteTopicResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/KMSInvalidStateExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/SetTopicAttributesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ListOriginationNumbersResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/GetPlatformApplicationAttributesRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/CreateTopicRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/DeleteSMSSandboxPhoneNumberRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/RemovePermissionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/SetTopicAttributesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/AmazonSNSAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/AmazonSNSAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ListPlatformApplicationsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/KMSDisabledExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/DeleteSMSSandboxPhoneNumberResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/Subscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/VerifySMSSandboxPhoneNumberResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ListSubscriptionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/VerificationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/GetEndpointAttributesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ListSMSSandboxPhoneNumbersRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/AmazonSNS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ListPhoneNumbersOptedOutResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ListPhoneNumbersOptedOutRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/DeleteEndpointRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ListSubscriptionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/CheckIfPhoneNumberIsOptedOutRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/TopicLimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/MessageAttributeValue.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/GetTopicAttributesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/SetTopicAttributesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/InternalErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/EndpointStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ListSubscriptionsByTopicResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/OptedOutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/NotFoundException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/SubscribeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/GetSMSSandboxAccountStatusRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/InvalidParameterExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/CreateSMSSandboxPhoneNumberRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/PlatformApplicationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/DeleteEndpointRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/VerifySMSSandboxPhoneNumberResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/DeletePlatformApplicationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/KMSAccessDeniedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ListSubscriptionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/SetSubscriptionAttributesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ListTopicsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ListTopicsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/UnsubscribeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/VerifySMSSandboxPhoneNumberRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/RemovePermissionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ConfirmSubscriptionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ConfirmSubscriptionResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/Topic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/TagLimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/GetEndpointAttributesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/SetPlatformApplicationAttributesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/CreatePlatformEndpointRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/GetEndpointAttributesRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/CheckIfPhoneNumberIsOptedOutResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ListSubscriptionsByTopicRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/AddPermissionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/SetSMSAttributesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/InvalidParameterValueException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/AuthorizationErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/VerificationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/KMSNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/PlatformApplicationDisabledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/AbstractAmazonSNS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/CreatePlatformEndpointRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/KMSOptInRequiredExceptionUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/GetPlatformApplicationAttributesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/CreateTopicResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/GetSMSAttributesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/EndpointDisabledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/SubscribeRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/DeleteSMSSandboxPhoneNumberRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ListOriginationNumbersRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/AddPermissionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/UserErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/VerifySMSSandboxPhoneNumberRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/SubscribeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ConfirmSubscriptionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/SubscriptionStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/LanguageCodeString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/SubscribeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/UserErrorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/SetEndpointAttributesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ConcurrentAccessExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/KMSThrottlingExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/GetSMSSandboxAccountStatusResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/GetSubscriptionAttributesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/CreateTopicRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ListPlatformApplicationsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/SetEndpointAttributesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ThrottledExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/KMSOptInRequiredException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/TopicStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/DeleteEndpointResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/KMSDisabledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/SubscriptionLimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/CreateTopicResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/InvalidSecurityException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/StaleTagExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/StaleTagException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/AddPermissionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ListSubscriptionsByTopicResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ListTagsForResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/SetTopicAttributesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/AmazonSNSException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ListSMSSandboxPhoneNumbersRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/SetSMSAttributesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/SetEndpointAttributesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/AbstractAmazonSNSAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/OptInPhoneNumberResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/AmazonSNSAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/GetSMSSandboxAccountStatusRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/UnsubscribeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/InvalidSecurityExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ListPhoneNumbersOptedOutRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ListTagsForResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/DeletePlatformApplicationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/CreateSMSSandboxPhoneNumberRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/DeletePlatformApplicationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/PhoneNumberInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ListTopicsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/GetPlatformApplicationAttributesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/NotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/PublishResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/TagResourceResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/Endpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/TagStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/KMSNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ResourceNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/DeleteEndpointResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/OptInPhoneNumberResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/CreatePlatformApplicationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/DeleteTopicResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/SMSSandboxPhoneNumberStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/GetTopicAttributesResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ThrottledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/GetTopicAttributesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ListOriginationNumbersRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/RouteType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/SMSSandboxPhoneNumberVerificationStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/PublishRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/TagPolicyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ListEndpointsByPlatformApplicationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/SetEndpointAttributesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/TopicLimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/TagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/DeleteTopicRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/PublishResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/EndpointDisabledExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/TagPolicyExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/DeletePlatformApplicationResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ListSMSSandboxPhoneNumbersResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/InternalErrorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ValidationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/GetEndpointAttributesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/DeleteTopicRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/AmazonSNSClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/GetSMSSandboxAccountStatusResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ListEndpointsByPlatformApplicationResultStaxUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/OptInPhoneNumberRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ListSubscriptionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/CreatePlatformApplicationResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ConfirmSubscriptionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/AuthorizationErrorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/SMSSandboxPhoneNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/SetPlatformApplicationAttributesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/AddPermissionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ListPlatformApplicationsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/ListOriginationNumbersResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/FilterPolicyLimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/transform/UnsubscribeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sns/model/ListSMSSandboxPhoneNumbersResult.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274462_1679587983.5659506/0/aws-java-sdk-sns-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/actions/SNSActions.java

 

1.334 aws-java-sdk-sqs 1.12.105 
1.334.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/MessageMD5ChecksumHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/QueueUrlHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/AmazonSQSClientConfigurationFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/resources/SQSQueueResource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/internal/SQSRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/buffered/ResultConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/buffered/QueueBufferCallback.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/buffered/QueueBufferConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/buffered/QueueBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/buffered/AmazonSQSBufferedAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/buffered/QueueBufferFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/buffered/ReceiveQueueBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/buffered/SendQueueBuffer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights

* Reserved.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/internal/auth/SQSSignerProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/DeleteMessageRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/MessageSystemAttributeNameForSends.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/TagQueueRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/TagQueueResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/ChangeMessageVisibilityBatchRequestEntryStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/DeleteMessageBatchRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/InvalidBatchEntryIdException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/SendMessageRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/TagQueueResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/SendMessageBatchResultEntryStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/ListQueuesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/MessageNotInflightExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/PurgeQueueInProgressExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/SetQueueAttributesRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/InvalidAttributeNameExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/UntagQueueRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/ReceiveMessageResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/SetQueueAttributesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/SendMessageResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/InvalidBatchEntryIdExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/BatchResultErrorEntry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/DeleteMessageResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/ChangeMessageVisibilityBatchResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/UntagQueueResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/AbstractAmazonSQS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/BatchRequestTooLongExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/PurgeQueueRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/PurgeQueueRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/ChangeMessageVisibilityResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/AddPermissionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/SendMessageBatchRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/SendMessageBatchResultEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/AmazonSQSAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/ListQueuesResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/MessageStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/QueueNameExistsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/PurgeQueueResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/ListQueueTagsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/ReceiveMessageRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/CreateQueueRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/QueueDoesNotExistExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/AbstractAmazonSQSAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/ChangeMessageVisibilityRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/GetQueueAttributesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/EmptyBatchRequestExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/ChangeMessageVisibilityResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/QueueDoesNotExistException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/ReceiveMessageResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/GetQueueUrlRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/ListDeadLetterSourceQueuesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/GetQueueUrlRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/DeleteMessageRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/ChangeMessageVisibilityRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/AmazonSQS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/TooManyEntriesInBatchRequestException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/MessageAttributeValueStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/InvalidAttributeNameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/AmazonSQSAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/BatchEntryIdsNotDistinctExceptionUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/DeleteMessageBatchRequestEntryStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/GetQueueUrlResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/EmptyBatchRequestException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/InvalidIdFormatException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/AmazonSQSClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/BatchEntryIdsNotDistinctException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/InvalidMessageContentsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/GetQueueAttributesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/QueueNameExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/ChangeMessageVisibilityBatchRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/DeleteQueueResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/CreateQueueResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/CreateQueueResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/AddPermissionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/DeleteQueueRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/SendMessageRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/SendMessageBatchResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/RemovePermissionRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/DeleteMessageBatchResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/SendMessageBatchRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/ChangeMessageVisibilityBatchRequestEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/InvalidMessageContentsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/DeleteMessageBatchResultEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/RemovePermissionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/SendMessageResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/ChangeMessageVisibilityBatchResultEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/ListQueueTagsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/UntagQueueRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/QueueAttributeName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/MessageSystemAttributeValueStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/DeleteQueueRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/GetQueueUrlResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/DeleteMessageBatchResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/AmazonSQSException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/MessageAttributeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/DeleteMessageBatchRequestEntry.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/ListDeadLetterSourceQueuesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/BatchResultErrorEntryStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/UnsupportedOperationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/UntagQueueResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/TagQueueRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/RemovePermissionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/ChangeMessageVisibilityBatchResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/ListQueuesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/BatchRequestTooLongException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/ChangeMessageVisibilityBatchRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/AddPermissionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/MessageSystemAttributeName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/SetQueueAttributesResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/ChangeMessageVisibilityBatchResultEntryStaxUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/CreateQueueRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/AddPermissionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/actions/SQSActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/SendMessageBatchRequestEntryStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/ListDeadLetterSourceQueuesRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/PurgeQueueInProgressException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/OverLimitExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/MessageNotInflightException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/MessageSystemAttributeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/DeleteQueueResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/SendMessageBatchRequestEntry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/SetQueueAttributesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/SendMessageBatchResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/ReceiveMessageRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/QueueDeletedRecentlyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/AmazonSQSClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/QueueDeletedRecentlyExceptionUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/DeleteMessageResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/RemovePermissionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/TooManyEntriesInBatchRequestExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/ReceiptHandleIsInvalidException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/InvalidIdFormatExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/AmazonSQSAsyncClientBuilder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/GetQueueAttributesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/OverLimitException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/DeleteMessageBatchResultEntryStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/ListQueueTagsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/ReceiptHandleIsInvalidExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/UnsupportedOperationException.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/DeleteMessageBatchRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/ListDeadLetterSourceQueuesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/ListQueueTagsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/ListQueuesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/GetQueueAttributesRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/model/transform/PurgeQueueResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274507_1681853425.4195/0/aws-java-sdk-sqs-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/sqs/internal/RequestCopyUtils.java

 

1.335 rabbitmq-jms 2.4.0 
1.335.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274484_1681853424.0097454/0/rabbitmq-jms-2-4-0-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.rabbitmq.jms/rabbitmq-jms/pom.xml
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1.336 aws-java-sdk-core 1.12.105 
1.336.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterExecutorServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/NamedDefaultThreadFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/ResettableInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/ReleasableInputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

* <p/>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

* <p/>

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

* <p/>

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/Partitions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CodecUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmx/MBeans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWS4Signer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ServiceAwareSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/MetricsInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkBufferedInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AbstractBase32Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base64Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base32.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkDigestInputStream.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base16Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Throwables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base32Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/EncodingScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/MetricAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/SdkRuntime.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/IOUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/ResetException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/EncodingSchemeEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionMetadataParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkFilterOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/RegionAwareSigner.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/Region.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/ListWithAutoConstructFlag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkFilterInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base16.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmx/SdkMBeanRegistrySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/EC2MetadataUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/AbortedException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/HttpClientWrappingInputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/ArnCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/NumericCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/StaxResponseHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterExecutionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/HandlerChainFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/arn/ArnResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/CompositeAcceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/Wrapped.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/SystemPropertyTlsKeyManagersProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/ApiCallAttemptMonitoringEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/internal/JsonDocumentFields.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWS4UnsignedPayloadSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/EndpointDiscoveryRefreshCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/SimpleTypeStaxUnmarshallers.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/Request.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/internal/JsonPolicyReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Condition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/DefaultErrorResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/RequestHandler2.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/cache/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/EndpointDiscoveryProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/IpAddressCondition.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/VersionInfoUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/SystemPropertyCsmConfigurationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/AmazonHttpClient.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/HttpClientConfigJsonHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/BasicProfileConfigFileLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ResponseMetadataCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/EnvironmentVariableEndpointDiscoveryProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SignerParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/StaxUnmarshallerContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/WebIdentityTokenCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/EndpointDiscoveryIdentifiersRefreshCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/DefaultEndpointDiscoveryProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/JsonUnmarshallerContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/HttpSuccessStatusAcceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/IdentityEndpointBuilder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterAcceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/SDKGlobalConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/DefaultRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/internal/ClientSideMonitoringRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/QueryStringSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/MonitoringListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ServiceMetricCollector.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Policy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/NoOpSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/HostRegexToRegionMappingJsonHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/RetryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/DateCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/EndpointDiscoveryConfig.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Action.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/VoidStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/FileStoreTlsKeyManagersProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/PropertiesFileCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Principal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressEventType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/RequestHandler2Adaptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/StandardErrorUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonWebServiceClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AnonymousAWSCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/internal/ServiceMetricTypeGuesser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonWebServiceResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/FixedDelayStrategy.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/RetryModeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/AcceptorPathMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/actions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/AbstractFileTlsKeyManagersProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/MapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/SimpleTypeJsonUnmarshallers.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/cache/KeyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DefaultServiceEndpointBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/impl/client/HttpRequestNoRetryHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Statement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/RequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/SimpleMetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/internal/AgentMonitoringListener.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/PollingStrategyContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/StructuredJsonMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterUnrecoverableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWS3Signer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/internal/JsonPolicyWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/HandlerAfterAttemptContext.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SignerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/StaticCsmConfigurationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ByteThroughputHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/SimpleServiceMetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/ClientConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/ResponseMetadata.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/ProfileCsmConfigurationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SignerTypeAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/SdkFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/internal/AsynchronousAgentDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/Signer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressListenerChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/AwsSdkMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AWSServiceMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/ApacheHttpClientConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CountingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonWebServiceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/MaxAttemptsRetryStrategy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AwsClientSideMonitoringMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/http/RepeatableInputStreamRequestEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/SimpleThroughputMetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/AbstractRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/JsonUnmarshallerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/ProxyAuthenticationMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/RetryPolicy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/EnvironmentVariableCsmConfigurationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ServiceLatencyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterTimedOutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/resources/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/HandlerBeforeAttemptContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/HttpResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/HttpFailureStatusAcceptor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/PredefinedRetryPolicies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/DefaultCsmConfigurationProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/Response.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ByteThroughputProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/HttpClientConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/RequestMetricType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/arn/ArnConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/CsmConfigurationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/XpathUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/Waiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/VoidJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/cache/EndpointDiscoveryCacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/protocol/SdkHttpRequestExecutor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/CsmConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/EndpointDiscoveryProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/HostRegexToRegionMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/TimestampFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/utils/HttpContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/impl/client/SdkHttpRequestRetryHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/builder/AdvancedConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/ConditionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/PollingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/BooleanCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CollectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/CredentialsRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ThroughputMetricType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/AuthErrorRetryStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/NoOpWaiterHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/MonitoringEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/TlsKeyManagersProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/util/CRC32ChecksumCalculatingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/ServiceEndpointBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkPredicate.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AbstractAWSSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/ApiCallMonitoringEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/RuntimeHttpUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/ServiceNameFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/request/impl/HttpGetWithBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/RequestMetricCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AWSRequestMetrics.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/PolicyReaderOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/DaemonThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/PropertiesCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ClientConnectionRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/InternalConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AWSRequestMetricsFullSupport.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/arn/AwsResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/InternalConfigJsonHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/arn/Arn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/Presigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/NoneTlsKeyManagersProvider.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/SdkPlainSocketFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/HttpResponse.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/CsmConfigurationProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricInputStreamEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/StringCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/ApiMonitoringEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ServiceMetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/NamespaceRemovingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/AwsProfileEndpointDiscoveryProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ClientConnectionManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricFilterInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/BasicAWSCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/AuthRetryParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/StringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/SystemPropertyEndpointDiscoveryProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/MaxAttemptsResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
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* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/PolicyUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the License is

* located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/IonFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/SimpleTypeIonUnmarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/IonParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights

* Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is

* distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language
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* governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CredentialUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/JodaTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/StringMapBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SystemPropertiesCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AwsHostNameUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ClasspathPropertiesFileCredentialsProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/InstanceProfileCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/CustomBackoffStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/HandlerContextAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/EC2MetadataClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSCredentialsProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/CRC32MismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/IdleConnectionReaper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/DefaultAWSCredentialsProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DynamoDBBackoffStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/EnvironmentVariableCredentialsProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/HostnameValidator.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights

* Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/auth/NoOpSignerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/auth/SignerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/adapters/types/TypeAdapter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/MetadataCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/adapters/types/StringToInputStreamAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/NullResponseMetadataCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/auth/SignerProviderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/adapters/types/StringToByteBufferAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/auth/DefaultSignerProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0
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*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/SdkTestInternalApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/SdkProtectedApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/SdkInternalApi.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/NotThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/GuardedBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/ThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/Immutable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/Releasable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/SDKProgressPublisher.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/internal/AWS4SignerUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/request/ProgressSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/ProfilesConfigFileWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/ProfilesConfigFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ProcessCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/RequestProgressInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/securitytoken/ProfileCredentialsService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressTracker.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkSSLSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/UnreliableFilterInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/securitytoken/STSProfileCredentialsServiceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/LengthCheckInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/BoundedLinkedHashMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/internal/SignerConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/ProfileCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/AbstractProfilesConfigFileScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/request/Progress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/DeliveryMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ResponseProgressInputStream.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/FIFOCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DelegateSSLSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/internal/SignerKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/BasicProfileConfigLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/ProfileProcessCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/internal/AWS4SignerRequestParams.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/securitytoken/RoleInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/UnreliableTestConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/Profile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressEventFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/securitytoken/STSProfileCredentialsServiceProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/SyncProgressListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/InternalLogApi.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Interface for providing AWS region information. Implementations are free to use any strategy for

* providing region information.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AwsRegionProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSSessionCredentials.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSSessionCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/RequestClientOptions.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ClassLoaderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmx/spi/SdkMBeanRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/BasicSessionCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmx/spi/JmxInfoProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricAdmin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricAdminMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/json/Jackson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ServiceClientHolderInputStream.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmx/JmxInfoProviderSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/BinaryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/util/Classes.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/DateUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*   http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/RequestSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SignerAsRequestSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/ImmutableRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is divalibuted

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/JsonProtocolMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the License is

* located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/http/IonErrorCodeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/http/CompositeErrorCodeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/http/ErrorCodeParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2019. Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/EnhancedJsonErrorUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ReflectionMethodInvoker.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/Protocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/JsonIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/SignerConfigJsonHelper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/Builder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ImmutableMapParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/SignerConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkSSLContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

* Copyright (c) 2016 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkJsonProtocolFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkCborGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/JsonResponseHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkStructuredPlainJsonFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkStructuredCborFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/StructuredJsonGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0
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*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/ValueToStringConverters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/StructuredPojo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/config/ConfigEnvVarOverrideLocationProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/ProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/V2CompatibleBackoffStrategyAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonWebServiceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonClientMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/AllProfiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/MarshallingInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/request/HttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/response/AwsResponseHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/JsonMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/RetryOnExceptionsCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/SimpleTypeJsonMarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/AwsProfileNameLoader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/Protocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/OperationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/NullAsEmptyBodyProtocolRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/cred/CredentialsEnvVarOverrideLocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/MarshallingType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/MarshallLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/cred/CredentialsLegacyConfigLocationProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/StringInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/XMLWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/AwsAsyncClientParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonProtocolMarshallerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/DefaultAwsRegionProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/ListUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AwsSystemPropertyRegionProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/AwsProfileFileLocationProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AwsProfileRegionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/HeaderMarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/TimingInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/ProfileAssumeRoleCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/cred/CredentialsDefaultLocationProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/AwsSyncClientParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonOperationMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonErrorShapeMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/RetryOnStatusCodeCondition.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/ClientHandlerParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonContentTypeResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/TimingInfoFullSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/RetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/ProfileKeyConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/V2CompatibleBackoffStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/InstanceMetadataRegionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/builder/AwsSyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/DefaultMarshallingType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/QueryParamMarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/builder/ExecutorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SdkClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/AndRetryCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/AwsErrorResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/JsonMarshallerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/SimpleTypePathMarshallers.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/RequestConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/BackoffStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkStructuredJsonFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/AmazonWebServiceRequestAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/AwsProfileFileLocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/AwsDirectoryBasePathProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/config/SharedConfigDefaultLocationProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/SdkClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/AbstractErrorUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/ClientExecutionParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSRefreshableSessionCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/RetryCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/StaticCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/StaticSignerProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonContentTypeResolverImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/ClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/EndpointToRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/builder/AwsClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/presign/PresignerFacade.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/MapUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/MarshallerRegistry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/ProfileStaticCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkJsonGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/TimingInfoUnmodifiable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/SimpleRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkJsonMarshallerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/OrRetryCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonErrorResponseMetadata.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/PathMarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/DefaultValueSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/builder/AwsAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/SdkBaseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AwsEnvVarOverrideRegionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/FixedDelayBackoffStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/ExecutionContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/RetryPolicyAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/MaxNumberOfRetriesCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/BasicProfile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/ClientConfigurationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/presign/PresignerParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/ClientHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/RetryPolicyContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/SdkHttpMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/ProtocolRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSStaticCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AwsRegionProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/SdkInterruptedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/PredefinedBackoffStrategies.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ssl/TLSProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ssl/SdkTLSSocketFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkRequestRetryHeaderProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/ClockSkewAdjuster.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0
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*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/InternalLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionAbortTrackerTaskImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/HttpRequestAbortTask.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/HttpRequestTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/DelegatingDnsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkInternalList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/SdkHttpUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkIOUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/UriResourcePathUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/NoOpHttpRequestAbortTaskTracker.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/HttpRequestAbortTaskImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/SignableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/NumberUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/client/ConnectionManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkThreadLocalsRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkInternalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionAbortTaskImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionAbortTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/transform/JsonErrorUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base16Lower.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/CommonsLogFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkMetricsSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/client/HttpClientFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/SdkConnectionKeepAliveStrategy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ssl/privileged/PrivilegedMasterSecretValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/DnsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/HttpRequestAbortTaskTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ssl/MasterSecretValidators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkSSLMetricsSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/CommonsLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/PredefinedClientConfigurations.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/JulLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/NoOpClientExecutionAbortTrackerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/http/JsonErrorMessageParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/SdkThreadLocals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/HandlerContextKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/StackedRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionAbortTrackerTask.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DelegateInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/JavaVersionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ValidationUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/http/JsonErrorCodeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/exception/HttpRequestTimeoutException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ComparableUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/JulLogFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/ReadLimitInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/JsonErrorResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/settings/HttpClientSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/TimeoutThreadPoolBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/HttpRequestAbortTaskTrackerImpl.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/SystemDefaultDnsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/SDKGlobalTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DelegateSocket.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ====================================================================

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the
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* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

* ====================================================================

 *

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/BasicNameValuePair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/NameValuePair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/URLEncodedUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2016-2019. Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/request/impl/ApacheHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/utils/ApacheUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at
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*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/AsyncHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/PartitionsLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/SdkProxyRoutePlanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/Partition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/InMemoryRegionsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/client/impl/CRC32ChecksumResponseInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/LegacyRegionXmlMetadataBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/LegacyRegionXmlLoadUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkStructuredIonFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkIonGenerator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/PartitionMetadataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/InMemoryRegionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionMetadataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/SimpleTypeCborUnmarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/Region.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/CredentialScope.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/Endpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AbstractRegionMetadataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionMetadataFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/PartitionRegionImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ContainerCredentialsRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/auth/EC2ContainerCredentialsProviderWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/TokenBucket.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/InstanceMetadataServiceCredentialsFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/ConnectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/InstanceMetadataServiceResourceFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/RetryMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/CredentialsEndpointRetryParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/BaseCredentialsFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ContainerCredentialsProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/EC2ResourceFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/CredentialsEndpointRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ContainerCredentialsFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/EndpointPrefixAwareSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/CredentialsEndpointProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Md5Utils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/VoidUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/LegacyErrorUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/Unmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/XmlUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/SimpleTypeUnmarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SignatureVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SigningAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/HttpMethodName.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Interface for providing AWS credentials. Implementations are free to use any

* strategy for providing AWS credentials, such as simply providing static

* credentials that don't change, or more complicated implementations, such as

* integrating with existing key management systems.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSCredentialsProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/Regions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/ServiceAbbreviations.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2016. Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/FakeIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/InternalLogFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkStructuredJsonFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CapacityManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/IdempotentUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/CanHandleNullCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/client/impl/ApacheConnectionManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ssl/ShouldClearSslSessionPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/IRequestHandler2.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DateTimeJsonSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/client/impl/ApacheHttpClientFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/client/impl/ConnectionManagerAwareHttpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/client/impl/SdkHttpClient.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/endpoint/RegionFromEndpointResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/RegionFromEndpointResolverAwareSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/MetadataSupportedRegionFromEndpointProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274437_1679587954.6395822/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/endpoint/DefaultRegionFromEndpointResolver.java

 

1.337 aws-java-sdk-s3 1.12.105 
1.337.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3Object.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/DeleteObjectsResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CopyPartRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ServerSideEncryptionResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ObjectRestoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/TransferMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CORSRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GenericBucketRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ResponseHeaderOverrides.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/UploadMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CopyPartResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ServerSideEncryptionHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketNotificationConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ResponseHeaderHandlerChain.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MultiObjectDeleteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/HeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketLifecycleConfiguration.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketCrossOriginConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteObjectsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CopyMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ObjectExpirationResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketLifecycleConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketAccelerateConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/FileLocks.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketCrossOriginConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketTaggingConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketLoggingConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketReplicationConfigurationRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/DownloadTaskImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/DownloadCallable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListNextBatchOfVersionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketVersioningConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListNextBatchOfObjectsRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ExpectedBucketOwnerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ExpectedSourceBucketOwnerRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2016. Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing
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* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/WebsiteConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/SkipMd5CheckStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketOwnershipControlsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/replication/ReplicationAndOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsS3ExportFileFormat.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryPredicateVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/lifecycle/LifecycleFilterPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsExportDestination.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsPredicateVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketOwnershipControlsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3CredentialsProviderChain.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/lifecycle/LifecycleTagPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketOwnershipControlsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketMetricsConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketMetricsConfigurationsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketAnalyticsConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/AccessControlTranslation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsPrefixPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketMetricsConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventorySchedule.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryS3BucketDestination.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsNAryOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/replication/ReplicationFilterPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsPredicateVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsAndOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketAnalyticsConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketMetricsConfigurationResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/StorageClassAnalysis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/lifecycle/LifecyclePrefixPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/lifecycle/LifecycleAndOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketAnalyticsConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketAnalyticsConfigurationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsConfiguration.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsPrefixPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/lifecycle/LifecyclePredicateVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/lifecycle/LifecycleNAryOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketAnalyticsConfigurationResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsAndOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketOwnershipControlsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketInventoryConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/StorageClassAnalysisSchemaVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketInventoryConfigurationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketInventoryConfigurationsResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/replication/ReplicationNAryOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryDestination.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsTagPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryIncludedObjectVersions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketOwnershipControlsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryPrefixPredicate.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketInventoryConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/StorageClassAnalysisDataExport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryOptionalField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CompleteMultipartDownload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/replication/ReplicationFilter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/replication/ReplicationTagPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/RequestCopyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/replication/ReplicationPrefixPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/lifecycle/LifecycleFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketAnalyticsConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryFrequency.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/replication/ReplicationPredicateVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketMetricsConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsTagPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsNAryOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketAnalyticsConfigurationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsFilterPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketMetricsConfigurationsResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketInventoryConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketMetricsConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketInventoryConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketInventoryConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketAnalyticsConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketInventoryConfigurationRequest.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsFilterPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/OwnerOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsS3BucketDestination.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryFilterPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketMetricsConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketOwnershipControlsResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/SetObjectTaggingResponseHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/GetObjectTaggingResponseHeaderHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0
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*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptedPutObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3ObjectId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SimpleMaterialProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptionMaterialsFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3Event.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/OnFileDelete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/MultiFileOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PutObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/PartCreationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SSECustomerKeyProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/AbstractPutObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/InstructionFileId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MaterialsDescriptionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/UploadObjectObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/TopicConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/S3SyncProgressListener.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/QueueConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3URI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/FileDeletionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/NotificationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SSEAwsKeyManagementParamsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/UploadObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ChunkContentIterator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ExtraMaterialsDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3Direct.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/MultipleFileTransferProgressUpdatingListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/MultipleFileTransferStateChangeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/AmazonS3ExceptionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CloudFunctionConfiguration.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/DecodedStreamBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SSEAwsKeyManagementParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3ObjectIdBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3DataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/KMSEncryptionMaterialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PutInstructionFileRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3DirectSpi.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/KeyWrapException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptedInitiateMultipartUploadRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptedGetObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SSECustomerKey.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2014-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/KMSSecuredCEK.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v2/SecuredCEK.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/SecuredCEK.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3ObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/AbstractTransfer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/MultipleFileTransfer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/MultipleFileDownload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/TransferStateChangeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/MultipleFileUploadImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/MultipleFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/MultipleFileDownloadImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/MultipleFileTransferMonitor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/DownloadMonitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/Prelude.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/Header.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/HeaderType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/HeaderValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/Utils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/Checksums.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/JSONInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectLockConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CompressionType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DefaultRetention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectLegalHoldRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectRecordsInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PresignedUrlDownloadResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ParquetInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectLockConfigurationResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectLegalHoldResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PresignedUrlUploadRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PresignedUrlDownloadConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockLegalHoldStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PresignedUrlUploadResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RequestProgress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockRetentionMode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectRetentionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectLockConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/AbstractDownloadCallableConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/MessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PresignedUrlDownloadRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectRetentionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockRetention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockEnabled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/JSONType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockLegalHold.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/SelectObjectContentEventUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/AbortableTransfer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectLockConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectObjectContentEventStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ObjectLockRetentionXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/PresignUrlDownloadCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/PresignedUrlDownload.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectRetentionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/AbstractDownloadCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ObjectLockConfigurationXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Stats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/UploadObjectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectObjectContentEvent.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectLegalHoldResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectObjectContentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ObjectLockLegalHoldXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectRetentionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectObjectContentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Progress.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectObjectContentEventException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectObjectContentEventVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectLegalHoldRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/JSONOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/XmlWriterUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/PresignedUrlDownloadImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the License is
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* located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/waiters/HeadObjectFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/waiters/HeadBucketFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/AbortIncompleteMultipartUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3RequesterChargedResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http//aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*
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* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/PauseResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetS3AccountOwnerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/FilterRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicationRule.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectAclRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/HeadBucketResultHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3KeyFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketReplicationConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ServerSideEncryptionByDefaultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketAccelerateConfiguration.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/QueueConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/TopicConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketNotificationConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/S3KeyFilterStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AbstractAmazonS3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/HeadBucketResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/FilterStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ServerSideEncryptionRuleStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ProgressStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SSEAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicationRuleStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/exception/FileLockException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/GetBucketPolicyStatusStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketReplicationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketReplicationConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/GetPublicAccessBlockStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/FilterRuleStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AbstractAmazonS3EncryptionV2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/LambdaConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/request/S3HandlerContextKeys.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/CompleteMultipartUploadRetryCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Filter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/TransferCompletionFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/CompleteMultipartUploadRetryablePredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/BucketNotificationConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/LambdaConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/NotificationConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketAccelerateConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicationDestinationConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/GetBucketEncryptionStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/StatsStaxUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/Download.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/DownloadImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/StaticEncryptionMaterialsProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/iterable/S3Objects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/iterable/S3Versions.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketWebsiteConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3Builder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RoutingRuleCondition.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketWebsiteConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RoutingRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Tier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3ClientConfigurationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketAclRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketPolicyRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketWebsiteConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3ClientParamsWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketLifecycleConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/TransferManagerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListObjectsV2Request.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketAclRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketCrossOriginConfigurationRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/TransferManagerParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/MultipartUploadContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/InitiateMultipartUploadHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketWebsiteConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3ClientParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ListPartsHeaderHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3AbortableInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/ByteRangeCapturingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketTaggingConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v2/MultipartUploadContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RedirectRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListObjectsV2Result.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GlacierJobParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3ClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketLocationRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2021-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/WriteGetObjectResponseRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3ObjectLambdaOperationEndpointBuilder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/WriteGetObjectResponseResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3ObjectLambdaEndpointBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Permission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketCrossOriginConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketLifecycleConfigurationRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketTaggingConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteVersionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MultiFactorAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketLoggingConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/MD5DigestCalculatingInputStream.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketVersioningConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3ObjectSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3VersionSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GroupGrantee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketVersioningConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectListing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-20214 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/KMSEncryptionMaterials.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/event/S3EventNotification.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/OutpostResourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3ArnUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/BucketConfigurationXmlFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/IntermediateOutpostResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/EndpointParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/XmlIntelligentTieringPredicateVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/IntelligentTieringStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3OutpostAccessPointBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/IntelligentTieringAccessTier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketEncryptionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/ServerSideEncryptionKMS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ServerSideEncryptionRule.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteMarkerReplicationStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SseKmsEncryptedObjectsStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryEncryption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ServerSideEncryptionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicaModificationsStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/ServerSideEncryptionS3.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicaModifications.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketEncryptionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketEncryptionRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ExistingObjectReplicationStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ExistingObjectReplication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketEncryptionResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SourceSelectionCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketEncryptionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteMarkerReplication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SseKmsEncryptedObjects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ServerSideEncryptionByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketEncryptionRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/future/CompositeFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/KeyWrapAlgorithmResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/CipherProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/KeyWrapperContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/RsaOaepKeyWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/KMSKeyWrapperContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/KMSKeyWrapperProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/AesGcmKeyWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/AesGcmKeyWrapperProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/future/FailedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/RsaOaepKeyWrapperProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/KMSKeyWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v2/KMSMaterialsHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/KeyWrapperProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/CryptoUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/future/DelegatingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/KeyWrapperFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/future/FutureImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/future/CompletedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/Mgf1Scheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/KeyWrapper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/KMSMaterialsHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*
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*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3AccelerateUnsupported.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteObjectTaggingRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectTaggingRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ObjectTaggingXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/DeleteObjectTaggingHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteObjectTaggingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectAclRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3RequesterChargedHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketAccelerateStatus.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectTaggingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3VersionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectTaggingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectTaggingRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectTagging.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CreateBucketRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/UploadPartRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3ObjectResponseHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/AdjustedRangeInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CopyObjectResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ObjectExpirationHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3RestoreOutputPathResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RestoreObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/LegacyS3ProgressListener.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Encryption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MultipartUploadListing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3XmlResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CopyObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/VersionListing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetRequestPaymentConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GeneratePresignedUrlRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteObjectsRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3VersionHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/InputSubstream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Region.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3ArnConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CryptoStorageMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/UploadCallable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/model/CopyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/InitiateMultipartUploadResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/TransferProgressUpdatingListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CryptoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MetadataEntry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/RegionalEndpointsOptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PublicAccessBlockConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3ErrorResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CompleteMultipartUploadRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CopyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3ResponseMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3QueryStringSigner.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Metrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/UploadImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicationTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/AbstractS3ResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ownership/OwnershipControlsRule.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CopyPartRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeletePublicAccessBlockResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CSVOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3ObjectResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/ObjectMetadataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ExpressionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PolicyStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3RequestEndpointResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/MultiObjectDeleteXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/UploadContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3Signer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectMetadataRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/Copy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/Transfer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/resources/S3ObjectResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CSVInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/InputSerialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AwsChunkedEncodingInputStream.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/BucketNameUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CopyPartCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/UseArnRegionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/TransferManagerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MultipartUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/BucketConfigurationXmlFactoryFunctions.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ownership/ObjectOwnership.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CompleteMultipartCopy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/IllegalBucketNameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/AnalyticsPredicateVisitorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3RestoreOutputPathHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/ObjectTaggingProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/UploadPartResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/AclXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/SSEResultBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3BucketResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/InitiateMultipartUploadRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListPartsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetPublicAccessBlockRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/QuoteFields.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/TransferProgress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/IsSigV4RetryablePredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/StorageClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/FileHeaderInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CryptoConfigurationV2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/model/UploadResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3MetadataResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PartSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeletePublicAccessBlockRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicationTimeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CopyCallable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetPublicAccessBlockResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/resources/S3BucketResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/JceEncryptionConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/DualstackEndpointBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/XmlWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectMetadata.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetPublicAccessBlockResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MetricsStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3Location.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/UploadPartCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/HeadBucketRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptionMaterialsAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CompleteMultipartUploadResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ReplicationPredicateVisitorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetRequestPaymentConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/AbortMultipartUploadRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/TransferManagerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ownership/OwnershipControls.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetPublicAccessBlockRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PutObjectResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/S3ConditionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/Upload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/AmazonS3Exception.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicationTimeStatus.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/RequestPaymentConfigurationXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PartETag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/MetricsPredicateVisitorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptionMaterials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MetadataDirective.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3V4AuthErrorRetryStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CompleteMultipartUpload.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RestoreRequestType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3ResourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/Unmarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/metrics/S3ServiceMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/actions/S3Actions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/OutputSerialization.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/AbstractSSEHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/Headers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/TransferManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/UploadPartRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketPolicyStatusRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3OutpostResource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CannedAccessControlList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketPolicyStatusResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3AccessPointResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/AbstractHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/OutputLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ProgressEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3ClientOptions.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PartListing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RestoreObjectResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListObjectsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ObjectRestoreHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListMultipartUploadsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/RequestXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/LifecyclePredicateVisitorImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3AccessPointBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ScanRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/PreparedDownloadContext.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3ObjectLambdasResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/DownloadS3ObjectCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/ObjectCannedAclProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with
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* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsAccessPointArnPredicate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/IntelligentTieringConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/IntelligentTieringTagPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/Tiering.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketIntelligentTieringConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketIntelligentTieringConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketIntelligentTieringConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketIntelligentTieringConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/IntelligentTieringNAryOperator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/IntelligentTieringPredicateVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketIntelligentTieringConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/IntelligentTieringAndOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/IntelligentTieringFilterPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CryptoRangeGetMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketIntelligentTieringConfigurationsResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/IntelligentTieringFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketIntelligentTieringConfigurationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/intelligenttiering/IntelligentTieringPrefixPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketIntelligentTieringConfigurationRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * Gets the optional <code>versionIdMarker</code> parameter indicating where in the

    * sorted list of all versions in the specified bucket to begin returning

    * results. Results are always ordered first lexicographically (i.e.

    * alphabetically) and then from most recent version to least recent

    * version.

    * <p>
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    * A key marker must be specified when specifying a <code>versionIdMarker</code>.

    * Results begin immediately after the version with the specified key and

    * version ID.

    * </p>

    *

    * @return The optional <code>versionIdMarker</code> parameter indicating where in the

    *         sorted list of all versions in the specified bucket to begin

    *         returning results.

    *

    * @see ListVersionsRequest#setVersionIdMarker(String)

    * @see ListVersionsRequest#withVersionIdMarker(String)

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListVersionsRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights

* Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/auth/S3SignerProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the License is

* located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*
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* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/waiters/AmazonS3Waiters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

// The Amazon S3 DevPay token header is a special exception and can be safely moved

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3Client.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Interface for providing encryption materials.
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* Implementations are free to use any strategy for providing encryption

* materials, such as simply providing static material that doesn't change,

* or more complicated implementations, such as integrating with existing

* key management systems.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptionMaterialsProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v2/ContentCryptoMaterial.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CryptoMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/PauseStatus.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/AWSS3V4Signer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v2/MultipartUploadCryptoContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionClientV2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/ContentCryptoMaterial.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/MultipartUploadCryptoContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v2/S3CryptoModuleAEStrict.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/S3CryptoModuleAE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/S3ProgressListenerChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionV2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/S3ProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v2/S3CryptoModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/S3CryptoModuleBase.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/AesCbc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/AesGcm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/MultipartUploadCbcContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/S3CryptoModuleAEStrict.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v2/S3CryptoModuleAE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/DigestValidationInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3Encryption.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v2/S3CryptoModuleBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/PersistableUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/AesCtr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/S3CryptoModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CryptoKeyWrapAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v2/S3ObjectWrapper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/PersistableTransfer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/GCMCipherLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/CipherLiteInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/ContentCryptoScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/CipherLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/exception/PauseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/S3CryptoScheme.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/S3ObjectWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/S3CryptoModuleEO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/PersistableDownload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/RenewableCipherLiteInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/keywrap/InternalKeyWrapAlgorithm.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/CryptoRuntime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/CryptoModuleDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/v1/S3KeyWrapScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/S3ProgressPublisher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Synchronous client for accessing Amazon S3.

*
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* <h1>Appendix: Amazon S3 client-side encryption meta information</h1>

*

* <h2>Introduction</h2>

* <p>

* This appendix summarizes the current crypto related meta information

* associated with an S3 object encrypted using SDK client-side encryption. In

* SDK's terminology, these meta

 information are classified as "user metatdata".

* In general, the meta information is just a map of key/value pairs. Physically

* they are persisted either as metadata of the encrypted S3 object, or as a

* separate S3 object called an "instruction file" (which is just a JSON file in

* plaintext.)  For all references to the Cipher Algorithm Names, Modes, and Padding,

* such as <code>"AES/GCM/NoPadding"</code>, please refer to Oracle's <a

* href="http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/technotes/guides/security/StandardNames.html"

* >Java&trade; Cryptography Architecture Standard Algorithm Name Documentation</a>

* for more details.

*

* <h2>S3 metadata vs instruction file</h2>

* <p>

* Note when a key/value pair is stored as "user metadata" as part of the S3

* metadata, the SDK always adds an additional prefix of <b>x-amz-meta-</b> to

* the key name. In contrast, the SDK doesn't add any prefix when the key names

* are stored in an instruction file. (The reason has to do with

 how the http

* headers are handled.)

* <p>

* For example, <b>x-amz-key</b> would get stored as <b>x-amz-meta-x-amz-key</b>

* in S3 metadata. In contrast, <b>x-amz-key</b> would simply be stored as is

* (ie without the prefix) in an instruction file. All the keys described below

* are considered "user metadata" by the SDK.

*

* <h2>S3 1st gen crypto meta information</h2>

* <p>

* For non-KMS client side encryption, this crypto meta information is used

* to support the "Encryption Only" crypto mode (which involves the use of

* <code>AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding</code> for content encryption, and

* <code>AES/ECB</code> for encrypting the one-time randomly generated data

* key). For KMS client-side encryption, the 2nd gen crypto meta information is used.

* <h3>Scope</h3>

* This metadata can only be generated when encrypting using the V1 encryption client,

* {@link com.amazonaws.services.s3.AmazonS3EncryptionClient}, but can be interpreted (decrypted) by

* {@link com.amazonaws.services.s3.AmazonS3EncryptionClientV2}.

 * The format is also known as v1 metadata, but because there are now v1 and v2 clients,

* the term v1 metadata is confusing.

* <p>

* <b>Encryption:</b> {@link com.amazonaws.services.s3.AmazonS3EncryptionClient}, crypto mode

EncryptionOnly<br>

* <b>Decryption:</b> {@link com.amazonaws.services.s3.AmazonS3EncryptionClient}, crypto mode
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EncryptionOnly or

* {@link com.amazonaws.services.s3.AmazonS3EncryptionClientV2}, crypto mode AuthenticationOnly

* <p>

* <h3>Metadata</h3>

* <table border=1>

* <tr aligned="left">

* <th>key</th>

* <th>description</th>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td width="200"><b>x-amz-key</b></td>

* <td>Content encrypting key (cek) in encrypted form, base64 encoded. The cek

* is randomly generated per S3 object, and is always an AES 256-bit key. The

* corresponding cipher is always "AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding".</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-iv</b></td>

* <td>Randomly generated IV (per S3 object), base64 encoded</td>

* </tr>

 * <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-matdesc </b></td>

* <td>Customer provided material description in JSON (UTF8) format. Used to

* identify the client-side master key (ie used to encrypt/wrap the generated

* content encrypting key).</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-unencrypted-content-length</b></td>

* <td>Unencrypted content length (optional but should be specified whenever

* possible).</td>

* </tr>

* </table>

* <p>

* <h2>S3 2nd gen crypto meta information</h2>

* <p>

* This crypto meta information is used to support both authenticated

* encryption (which involves the use of <code>AES/GCM/NoPadding</code> for

* content encryption, and key wrapping for the one-time randomly generated data

* key), and KMS client-side encryption (which can either be encryption-only or

* authenticated encryption).

* <h3>Scope</h3>

* 2nd gen metadata can be generated/encrypted by both the V1 and V2 encryption clients.

* The format is also known as v2 metadata, but this is confusing since the

 V1 client also generates

* 2nd gen metadata in the AuthenticatedEncryption and StrictAuthenticatedEncryption modes.

* <p>

* <b>Encryption:</b> {@link com.amazonaws.services.s3.AmazonS3EncryptionClient}/

* {@link com.amazonaws.services.s3.AmazonS3EncryptionClient}, crypto modes AuthenticatedEncryption and

* StrictAuthenticatedEncryption<br>
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* <b>Decryption:</b> {@link com.amazonaws.services.s3.AmazonS3EncryptionClient}, all crypto modes, or

* {@link com.amazonaws.services.s3.AmazonS3EncryptionClientV2}, crypto modes AuthenticatedEncryption and

* StrictAuthenticatedEncryption.

* <p>

* <b>Note:</b>

* While the V1 client can both generate and interpret 2nd gen metadata, it cannot decrypt any object encrypted

* using the V2 client, because the values of <b>x-amz-wrap-alg</b> differ.

* <p>

* <h3>Metadata used the same way by V1 and V2 clients</h3>

* <table border=1>

* <tr aligned="left">

* <th>key</th>

* <th>description</th>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td width="200"><b>x-amz-key-v2</b></td>

 * <td>CEK in key wrapped form. This is necessary so that the S3 encryption

* client that doesn't recognize the v2 format will not mistakenly decrypt S3

* object encrypted in v2 format.</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-iv</b></td>

* <td>Randomly generated IV (per S3 object), base64 encoded. (Same as v1.)</td>

* </tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-unencrypted-content-length</b></td>

* <td>Unencrypted content length. (optional but should be specified whenever

* possible. Same as v1.)</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-tag-len</b></td>

* <td>Tag length (in bits) when AEAD is in use.

* <ul>

* <li>Only applicable if AEAD is in use. This meta information is absent

* otherwise, or if KMS is in use.</li>

* <li>Supported value: <code>"128"</code></li>

* </ul>

* </td>

* </tr>

* </table>

* <h3>Metadata using V1 client</h3>

* <table border=1>

* <tr aligned="left">

* <th>key</th>

* <th>description</th>

* </tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-matdesc</b></td>

* <td>Customer provided material
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 description in JSON format. (Same as v1). Used

* to identify the client-side master key.

* <ul>

* <li>For KMS client side encryption, the KMS Customer Master Key ID is stored

* as part of the material description, <b>x-amz-matdesc</b>, under the key-name

* <code>"kms_cmk_id"</code>.</li>

* </ul>

* </td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-wrap-alg</b></td>

* <td>Key wrapping algorithm used.

* <ul>

* <li>Supported values:

* <code>"AESWrap", "RSA/ECB/OAEPWithSHA-256AndMGF1Padding", "kms"</code></li>

* <li>No standard key wrapping is used if this meta information is absent</li>

* <li>Always set to <b>"kms"</b> if KMS is used for client-side encryption</li>

* </ul>

* </td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-cek-alg</b></td>

* <td>Content encryption algorithm used.

* <ul>

* <li>Supported values:

* <code>"AES/GCM/NoPadding", "AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding"</code></li>

* <li>Default to <code>"AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding"</code> if this key is absent.</li>

* </ul>

* </td>

* </tr>

* </table>

 * <h3>Metadata using V2 client</h3>

* <table border=1>

* <tr aligned="left">

* <th>key</th>

* <th>description</th>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-matdesc</b></td>

* <td>Customer provided material description in JSON format. (Same as v1). For KMS client side encryption,

* the cek algorithm is stored as part of the material description under the key-name <code>aws:x-amz-cek-

alg</code>.

* </td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-wrap-alg</b></td>

* <td>Key wrapping algorithm used.

* <ul>
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* <li>Supported values:

* <code>"AES/GCM/NoPadding" (symmetric default), "RSA-OAEP-SHA1", "RSA-OAEP-SHA1" (asymmetric

default), "kms"</code>

* </li>

* <li>No standard key wrapping is used if this meta information is absent</li>

* <li>Always set to <b>"kms"</b> if KMS is used for client-side encryption</li>

* </ul>

* </td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-cek-alg</b></td>

* <td>Content encryption algorithm used. Supported values: <code>"AES/GCM/NoPadding"</code>

* </td>

* </tr>

*

 </table>

* <p>

* <h3>KMS Integration for client-side encryption</h3>

* <ol>

* <li>All client-side KMS protected S3 objects are stored in v2 crypto meta information

* format. However, the key wrapping algorithm, <b>x-amz-wrap-alg</b> is always

* set to <b>"kms"</b>.</li>

* <li>For V1 clients, the KMS Customer Master Key ID is currently stored as part of the

* material description, <b>x-amz-matdesc</b>, under the key-name

* <b>"kms_cmk_id"</b>.</li>

* <li>For V2 clients, the KMS Customer Master Key ID is <b>not</b> stored as part of the

* material description and must be supplied by the decrypting client.</li>

* </ol>

* <p>

* <h4>Sample S3 crypto meta information for KMS client-side encryption</h4>

* <p>

* <h5>V1 client, CryptoMode: EncryptionOnly</h5>

*

* <pre>

* x-amz-meta-x-amz-key-v2:

*

CiAJ2GqwpJRnt4izujwoalC2YdNRNSMEslG5rw3pEI+J8hKnAQEBAwB4CdhqsKSUZ7eIs7o8KGpQtmHTUTUj

BLJRua8N6RCPifIAAAB+MHwGCSqGSIb3DQEHBqBvMG0CAQAwaAYJKoZIhvcNAQcBMB4GCWCGSAFl

AwQBLjARBAyD0rzN3KHViWixDVcCARCAOwhZ6xA8rob3Z0mNx3uKFieHKVyIC/PKlchALvG1oVLnf86m

cZJNpTXtwMkKkDocVj3Z1zGjZTufFsOH

 * x-amz-iv: xqOHh+M6y0UogwG5SHJM3Q==

* x-amz-unencrypted-content-length: 32768

* x-amz-cek-alg: AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding

* x-amz-wrap-alg: kms

* x-amz-matdesc: {"kms_cmk_id":"d3fd2273-4ca0-4da5-b1c2-c89742ec6a26"}

* </pre>

*

* <h5>V1 client, CryptoMode: AuthenticatedEncryption/StrictAuthenticatedEncryption</h5>
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*

* <pre>

* x-amz-key-v2:

CiAJ2GqwpJRnt4izujwoalC2YdNRNSMEslG5rw3pEI+J8hKnAQEBAwB4CdhqsKSUZ7eIs7o8KGpQtmHTUTUj

BLJRua8N6RCPifIAAAB+MHwGCSqGSIb3DQEHBqBvMG0CAQAwaAYJKoZIhvcNAQcBMB4GCWCGSAFl

AwQBLjARBAytFVyW4I6QmwcPK1ECARCAO1VzoM6KxA9DHyNMm/BEbbjle2vLA7IY7f9OkUoSqrdxgKxp

NID9QaL/7928m1Djtld0bJpHefjm89C

* x-amz-iv: VZBksyij6DhrUMye

* x-amz-unencrypted-content-length: 32768

* x-amz-cek-alg: AES/GCM/NoPadding

* x-amz-wrap-alg: kms

* x-amz-matdesc: {"kms_cmk_id":"d3fd2273-4ca0-4da5-b1c2-c89742ec6a26"}

* x-amz-tag-len: 128

* </pre>

*

* <h5>V2 client, CryptoMode: AuthenticatedEncryption/StrictAuthenticatedEncryption</h5>

 *

* <pre>

* x-amz-key-v2:

CiAJ2GqwpJRnt4izujwoalC2YdNRNSMEslG5rw3pEI+J8hKnAQEBAwB4CdhqsKSUZ7eIs7o8KGpQtmHTUTUj

BLJRua8N6RCPifIAAAB+MHwGCSqGSIb3DQEHBqBvMG0CAQAwaAYJKoZIhvcNAQcBMB4GCWCGSAFl

AwQBLjARBAytFVyW4I6QmwcPK1ECARCAO1VzoM6KxA9DHyNMm/BEbbjle2vLA7IY7f9OkUoSqrdxgKxp

NID9QaL/7928m1Djtld0bJpHefjm89C

* x-amz-iv: VZBksyij6DhrUMye

* x-amz-unencrypted-content-length: 32768

* x-amz-cek-alg: AES/GCM/NoPadding

* x-amz-wrap-alg: kms

* x-amz-matdesc: {"aws:x-amz-cek-alg":"AES/GCM/NoPadding"}

* x-amz-tag-len: 128

* </pre>

*

* <h2>S3 metadata of an instruction file</h2>

* <p>

* The following key is always included as part of the S3 metadata of the

* instruction file (which is just an S3 object). Since the SDK treats this key

* as "user metadata", the key name is always prefixed with <b>x-amz-meta-</b>

* when physically stored.

* <p>

* <table border=1>

* <tr aligned="left">

* <th>key</th>

* <th>description</th>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td

 width="200"><b>x-amz-crypto-instr-file</b></td>

* <td>the presence of this key is used to indicate this S3 object is an

* instruction file (of an associated client-side encrypted S3 object).</td>
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* </tr>

* </table>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Bucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/RepeatableInputStream.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/TagSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/Mimetypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ServiceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketLoggingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Owner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketNotificationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CanonicalGrantee.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Grant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/RestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EmailAddressGrantee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/AccessControlList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RequestPaymentConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/RepeatableFileInputStream.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketTaggingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/XmlResponsesSaxParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Grantee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3StringResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketPolicy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2017. Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionClientV2ParamsWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionClientV2Params.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionClientParams.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/KeyFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionClientV2Builder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionClientParamsWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionClientBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/AbstractRepeatableCipherInputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274515_1679587986.9665182/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/PresignedUrlRetryableDownloadTaskImpl.java

 

1.338 mariadb-java-client 2.7.3 
1.338.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# MariaDB Client for Java

#

# Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Monty Program Ab.

# Copyright (c) 2015-2020 MariaDB Corporation Ab.

#

# This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

# the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free

# Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option)

# any later version.

#

# This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

# WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

# FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License

# for more details.

#

# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along

# with this library; if not, write to Monty Program Ab info@montyprogram.com.

 

org.mariadb.jdbc.internal.protocol.tls.DefaultTlsSocketPlugin

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274523_1681853428.3066652/0/mariadb-java-client-2-7-3-2-jar/META-

INF/services/org.mariadb.jdbc.tls.TlsSocketPlugin

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 ~ /*

 ~ MariaDB Client for Java

 ~

 ~ Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Monty Program Ab.

 ~ Copyright (c) 2015-2020 MariaDB Corporation Ab.

 ~

 ~ This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

 ~ the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free

 ~ Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option)

 ~ any later version.

 ~

 ~ This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
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 ~ WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

 ~ FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License

 ~ for more details.

 ~

 ~ You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along

 ~ with this library; if not, write to Monty Program Ab info@montyprogram.com.

 ~

 ~ This particular MariaDB Client for Java file is work

 ~ derived from a Drizzle-JDBC.

 Drizzle-JDBC file which is covered by subject to

 ~ the following copyright and notice provisions:

 ~

 ~ Copyright (c) 2009-2011, Marcus Eriksson

 ~

 ~ Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

 ~ are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 ~ Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list

 ~ of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 ~

 ~ Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 ~ list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 ~ other materials provided with the distribution.

 ~

 ~ Neither the name of the driver nor the names of its contributors may not be

 ~ used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

 ~ prior written permission.

 ~

 ~ THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS  AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 ~ AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

 NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

 ~ WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.

 ~ IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT,

 ~ INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT

 ~ NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR

 ~ PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY,

 ~ WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE)

 ~ ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY

 ~ OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 ~ */

 -->
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274523_1681853428.3066652/0/mariadb-java-client-2-7-3-2-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.mariadb.jdbc/mariadb-java-client/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# MariaDB Client for Java

#

# Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Monty Program Ab.

# Copyright (c) 2015-2020 MariaDB Corporation Ab.

#

# This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

# the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free

# Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option)

# any later version.

#

# This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

# WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

# FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License

# for more details.

#

# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along

# with this library; if not, write to Monty Program Ab info@montyprogram.com.

 

org.mariadb.jdbc.credential.aws.AwsIamCredentialPlugin

org.mariadb.jdbc.credential.env.EnvCredentialPlugin

org.mariadb.jdbc.credential.system.PropertiesCredentialPlugin

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274523_1681853428.3066652/0/mariadb-java-client-2-7-3-2-jar/META-

INF/services/org.mariadb.jdbc.credential.CredentialPlugin

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

#

# MariaDB Client for Java

#

# Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Monty Program Ab.

# Copyright (c) 2015-2020 MariaDB Corporation Ab.

#

# This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

# the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free

# Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option)

# any later version.

#

# This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

# WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

# FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License
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# for more details.

#

# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along

# with this library; if not, write to Monty Program Ab info@montyprogram.com.

#

# This particular MariaDB Client for Java file is work

# derived from a Drizzle-JDBC. Drizzle-JDBC file which is covered by subject

 to

# the following copyright and notice provisions:

#

# Copyright (c) 2009-2011, Marcus Eriksson

#

# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

# are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

# Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list

# of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#

# Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

# list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

# other materials provided with the distribution.

#

# Neither the name of the driver nor the names of its contributors may not be

# used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

# prior written permission.

#

# THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS  AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

# AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

# WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

# IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

# INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT

# NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

# PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE)

# ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY

# OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#

#

 

 

org.mariadb.jdbc.Driver

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274523_1681853428.3066652/0/mariadb-java-client-2-7-3-2-jar/META-
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INF/services/java.sql.Driver

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# MariaDB Client for Java

#

# Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Monty Program Ab.

# Copyright (c) 2015-2020 MariaDB Corporation Ab.

#

# This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

# the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free

# Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option)

# any later version.

#

# This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

# WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

# FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public License

# for more details.

#

# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along

# with this library; if not, write to Monty Program Ab info@montyprogram.com.

 

org.mariadb.jdbc.internal.com.send.authentication.ClearPasswordPlugin

org.mariadb.jdbc.internal.com.send.authentication.SendGssApiAuthPacket

org.mariadb.jdbc.internal.com.send.authentication.Ed25519PasswordPlugin

org.mariadb.jdbc.internal.com.send.authentication.NativePasswordPlugin

org.mariadb.jdbc.internal.com.send.authentication.OldPasswordPlugin

org.mariadb.jdbc.internal.com.send.authentication.SendPamAuthPacket

org.mariadb.jdbc.internal.com.send.authentication.Sha256PasswordPlugin

org.mariadb.jdbc.internal.com.send.authentication.CachingSha2PasswordPlugin

 

Found

 in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274523_1681853428.3066652/0/mariadb-java-client-2-7-3-2-jar/META-

INF/services/org.mariadb.jdbc.authentication.AuthenticationPlugin

 

1.339 awsjavasdkec 1.12.105 
1.339.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*
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* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * <p>

    * Describes the ID format settings for your resources on a per-Region basis, for example, to view which resource

    * types are enabled for longer IDs. This request only returns information about resource types whose ID formats

can

    * be modified; it does not return information about other resource types.

    * </p>

  

  * <p>

    * The following resource types support longer IDs: <code>bundle</code> | <code>conversion-task</code> |

    * <code>customer-gateway</code> | <code>dhcp-options</code> | <code>elastic-ip-allocation</code> |

    * <code>elastic-ip-association</code> | <code>export-task</code> | <code>flow-log</code> |

<code>image</code> |

    * <code>import-task</code> | <code>instance</code> | <code>internet-gateway</code> | <code>network-

acl</code> |

    * <code>network-acl-association</code> | <code>network-interface</code> | <code>network-interface-

attachment</code>

    * | <code>prefix-list</code> | <code>reservation</code> | <code>route-table</code> |

    * <code>route-table-association</code> | <code>security-group</code> | <code>snapshot</code> |

<code>subnet</code>

    * | <code>subnet-cidr-block-association</code> | <code>volume</code> | <code>vpc</code> |

    * <code>vpc-cidr-block-association</code> | <code>vpc-endpoint</code> | <code>vpc-peering-

connection</code> |

   

 * <code>vpn-connection</code> | <code>vpn-gateway</code>.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * These settings apply to the IAM user who makes the request; they do not apply to the entire Amazon Web

Services

    * account. By default, an IAM user defaults to the same settings as the root user, unless they explicitly override

    * the settings by running the <a>ModifyIdFormat</a> command. Resources created with longer IDs are visible to

all

    * IAM users, regardless of these settings and provided that they have permission to use the relevant

    * <code>Describe</code> command for the resource type.

    * </p>

    *

    * @param describeIdFormatRequest

    * @return A Java Future containing the result of the DescribeIdFormat operation returned by the service.

    * @sample AmazonEC2Async.DescribeIdFormat

    * @see <a href="http://docs.aws.amazon.com/goto/WebAPI/ec2-2016-11-15/DescribeIdFormat"
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target="_top">AWS API

    *      Documentation</a>

    */

/**

    * <p>

    * Disassociates

 an IAM role from an Certificate Manager (ACM) certificate. Disassociating an IAM role from an ACM

    * certificate removes the Amazon S3 object that contains the certificate, certificate chain, and encrypted private

    * key from the Amazon S3 bucket. It also revokes the IAM role's permission to use the KMS key used to encrypt

the

    * private key. This effectively revokes the role's permission to use the certificate.

    * </p>

    *

    * @param disassociateEnclaveCertificateIamRoleRequest

    * @return A Java Future containing the result of the DisassociateEnclaveCertificateIamRole operation returned

by

    *         the service.

    * @sample AmazonEC2Async.DisassociateEnclaveCertificateIamRole

    * @see <a href="http://docs.aws.amazon.com/goto/WebAPI/ec2-2016-11-

15/DisassociateEnclaveCertificateIamRole"

    *      target="_top">AWS API Documentation</a>

    */

/**

    * <p>

    * Modifies the ID format for the specified resource on a per-Region basis. You

 can specify that resources should

    * receive longer IDs (17-character IDs) when they are created.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * This request can only be used to modify longer ID settings for resource types that are within the opt-in period.

    * Resources currently in their opt-in period include: <code>bundle</code> | <code>conversion-task</code> |

    * <code>customer-gateway</code> | <code>dhcp-options</code> | <code>elastic-ip-allocation</code> |

    * <code>elastic-ip-association</code> | <code>export-task</code> | <code>flow-log</code> |

<code>image</code> |

    * <code>import-task</code> | <code>internet-gateway</code> | <code>network-acl</code> |

    * <code>network-acl-association</code> | <code>network-interface</code> | <code>network-interface-

attachment</code>

    * | <code>prefix-list</code> | <code>route-table</code> | <code>route-table-association</code> |

    * <code>security-group</code> | <code>subnet</code> | <code>subnet-cidr-block-association</code> |

 <code>vpc</code>

    * | <code>vpc-cidr-block-association</code> | <code>vpc-endpoint</code> | <code>vpc-peering-

connection</code> |

    * <code>vpn-connection</code> | <code>vpn-gateway</code>.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * This setting applies to the IAM user who makes the request; it does not apply to the entire Amazon Web

Services

    * account. By default, an IAM user defaults to the same settings as the root user. If you're using this action as
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    * the root user, then these settings apply to the entire account, unless an IAM user explicitly overrides these

    * settings for themselves. For more information, see <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/resource-ids.html">Resource IDs</a> in the

<i>Amazon

    * Elastic Compute Cloud User Guide</i>.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * Resources created with longer IDs are visible to all IAM roles and users, regardless of these settings and

    * provided that they have permission to use the relevant <code>Describe</code>

 command for the resource type.

    * </p>

    *

    * @param modifyIdFormatRequest

    * @return A Java Future containing the result of the ModifyIdFormat operation returned by the service.

    * @sample AmazonEC2Async.ModifyIdFormat

    * @see <a href="http://docs.aws.amazon.com/goto/WebAPI/ec2-2016-11-15/ModifyIdFormat"

target="_top">AWS API

    *      Documentation</a>

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/AmazonEC2Async.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * <p>

    * Describes the ID format settings for your resources on a per-Region basis, for example, to view which resource

    * types are enabled for longer IDs. This request only returns information about resource types whose ID formats

can

    * be modified; it does not return information about other resource types.

    * </p>
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  * <p>

    * The following resource types support longer IDs: <code>bundle</code> | <code>conversion-task</code> |

    * <code>customer-gateway</code> | <code>dhcp-options</code> | <code>elastic-ip-allocation</code> |

    * <code>elastic-ip-association</code> | <code>export-task</code> | <code>flow-log</code> |

<code>image</code> |

    * <code>import-task</code> | <code>instance</code> | <code>internet-gateway</code> | <code>network-

acl</code> |

    * <code>network-acl-association</code> | <code>network-interface</code> | <code>network-interface-

attachment</code>

    * | <code>prefix-list</code> | <code>reservation</code> | <code>route-table</code> |

    * <code>route-table-association</code> | <code>security-group</code> | <code>snapshot</code> |

<code>subnet</code>

    * | <code>subnet-cidr-block-association</code> | <code>volume</code> | <code>vpc</code> |

    * <code>vpc-cidr-block-association</code> | <code>vpc-endpoint</code> | <code>vpc-peering-

connection</code> |

   

 * <code>vpn-connection</code> | <code>vpn-gateway</code>.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * These settings apply to the IAM user who makes the request; they do not apply to the entire Amazon Web

Services

    * account. By default, an IAM user defaults to the same settings as the root user, unless they explicitly override

    * the settings by running the <a>ModifyIdFormat</a> command. Resources created with longer IDs are visible to

all

    * IAM users, regardless of these settings and provided that they have permission to use the relevant

    * <code>Describe</code> command for the resource type.

    * </p>

    *

    * @param describeIdFormatRequest

    * @return Result of the DescribeIdFormat operation returned by the service.

    * @sample AmazonEC2.DescribeIdFormat

    * @see <a href="http://docs.aws.amazon.com/goto/WebAPI/ec2-2016-11-15/DescribeIdFormat"

target="_top">AWS API

    *      Documentation</a>

    */

/**

    * <p>

    * Disassociates an IAM role from an Certificate

 Manager (ACM) certificate. Disassociating an IAM role from an ACM

    * certificate removes the Amazon S3 object that contains the certificate, certificate chain, and encrypted private

    * key from the Amazon S3 bucket. It also revokes the IAM role's permission to use the KMS key used to encrypt

the

    * private key. This effectively revokes the role's permission to use the certificate.

    * </p>

    *

    * @param disassociateEnclaveCertificateIamRoleRequest

    * @return Result of the DisassociateEnclaveCertificateIamRole operation returned by the service.

    * @sample AmazonEC2.DisassociateEnclaveCertificateIamRole
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    * @see <a href="http://docs.aws.amazon.com/goto/WebAPI/ec2-2016-11-

15/DisassociateEnclaveCertificateIamRole"

    *      target="_top">AWS API Documentation</a>

    */

/**

    * <p>

    * Modifies the ID format for the specified resource on a per-Region basis. You can specify that resources should

    * receive longer IDs (17-character IDs) when

 they are created.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * This request can only be used to modify longer ID settings for resource types that are within the opt-in period.

    * Resources currently in their opt-in period include: <code>bundle</code> | <code>conversion-task</code> |

    * <code>customer-gateway</code> | <code>dhcp-options</code> | <code>elastic-ip-allocation</code> |

    * <code>elastic-ip-association</code> | <code>export-task</code> | <code>flow-log</code> |

<code>image</code> |

    * <code>import-task</code> | <code>internet-gateway</code> | <code>network-acl</code> |

    * <code>network-acl-association</code> | <code>network-interface</code> | <code>network-interface-

attachment</code>

    * | <code>prefix-list</code> | <code>route-table</code> | <code>route-table-association</code> |

    * <code>security-group</code> | <code>subnet</code> | <code>subnet-cidr-block-association</code> |

<code>vpc</code>

    * | <code>vpc-cidr-block-association</code> | <code>vpc-endpoint</code>

 | <code>vpc-peering-connection</code> |

    * <code>vpn-connection</code> | <code>vpn-gateway</code>.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * This setting applies to the IAM user who makes the request; it does not apply to the entire Amazon Web

Services

    * account. By default, an IAM user defaults to the same settings as the root user. If you're using this action as

    * the root user, then these settings apply to the entire account, unless an IAM user explicitly overrides these

    * settings for themselves. For more information, see <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/resource-ids.html">Resource IDs</a> in the

<i>Amazon

    * Elastic Compute Cloud User Guide</i>.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * Resources created with longer IDs are visible to all IAM roles and users, regardless of these settings and

    * provided that they have permission to use the relevant <code>Describe</code> command for the resource type.

    * </p>

    *

    * @param

 modifyIdFormatRequest

    * @return Result of the ModifyIdFormat operation returned by the service.

    * @sample AmazonEC2.ModifyIdFormat

    * @see <a href="http://docs.aws.amazon.com/goto/WebAPI/ec2-2016-11-15/ModifyIdFormat"

target="_top">AWS API

    *      Documentation</a>
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    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/AmazonEC2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/AmazonEC2Client.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateEgressOnlyInternetGatewayResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ScheduledInstancesNetworkInterface.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReportInstanceReasonCodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeAddressesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DestinationOptionsResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SearchLocalGatewayRoutesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteVpnGatewayRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeFlowLogsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisableVpcClassicLinkResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FleetLaunchTemplateOverridesRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImportKeyPairRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeInstanceEventNotificationAttributesResultStaxUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DirectoryServiceAuthenticationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RegisterTransitGatewayMulticastGroupMembersResultStaxUnm

arshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyManagedPrefixListRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetEbsEncryptionByDefaultRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTrafficMirrorFilterResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetDefaultCreditSpecificationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PublicIpv4Pool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ArchitectureValues.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeIamInstanceProfileAssociationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateClientVpnTargetNetworkRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateVpcCidrBlockRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpnEcmpSupportValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ClientVpnAuthorizationRuleStatusStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CopyImageResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/IamInstanceProfileStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClientVpnAuthorizationRuleStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DiskImageDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTransitGatewayAttachmentsResultStaxUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateClientVpnRouteRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteNetworkInsightsAnalysisResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SnapshotState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeRouteTablesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TotalLocalStorageGBRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeIpv6PoolsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Ipv6Range.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateImageResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateLocalGatewayRouteResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateTransitGatewayRouteTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcEndpointConnectionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribePlacementGroupsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/VpnConnectionDeleted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentsRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkInterfaceCreationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeReservedInstancesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVolumeStatusResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetCapacityReservationUsageStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VpnConnectionOptionsSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RejectTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ElasticInferenceAcceleratorAssociationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyTrafficMirrorFilterNetworkServicesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpcEndpointServicePermissionsRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceRequirementsRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/NetworkInterfaceCountRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateSubnetCidrBlockResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReplaceRootVolumeTaskStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PurchaseHostReservationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpcPeeringConnectionOptionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateRouteTableRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SnapshotDiskContainer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyInstanceMetadataOptionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeReservedInstancesModificationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetExcessCapacityTerminationPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/AmazonEC2AsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RouteTableAssociationStateCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/NetworkInterfaceStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayMulticastDomainAssociationStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeFleetHistoryRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateLaunchTemplateVersionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ScheduledInstancesMonitoringStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EventInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetPasswordDataResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateCapacityReservationFleetResultStaxUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelConversionTaskResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyReservedInstancesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateAddressResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeAggregateIdFormatResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpcAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FailedQueuedPurchaseDeletionStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyInstanceAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisableFastSnapshotRestoresResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTransitGatewayConnectRequestOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeImagesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RunInstancesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTransitGatewayConnectResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVolumesModificationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReportInstanceStatusRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CoipAddressUsage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkInterfacePermission.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteClientVpnEndpointResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeNetworkAclsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateVpcCidrBlockRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImageStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImportImageRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteSnapshotRequest.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateRouteTableResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteClientVpnRouteRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateCpuOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReplaceRouteResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceTagNotificationAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PermissionGroup.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyAvailabilityZoneGroupResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReplaceRouteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyInstancePlacementResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ResetAddressAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/StopInstancesRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTagsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VolumeStatusEventStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkInterfacePrivateIpAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TagStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateSubnetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceStatusDetailsStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImportSnapshotTaskStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeFastSnapshotRestoresRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/WithdrawByoipCidrResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/UnsuccessfulItemError.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateDefaultVpcRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateAddressRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTransitGatewayRouteResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeReservedInstancesOfferingsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelConversionTaskRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeletePlacementGroupResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ResourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AcceleratorTotalMemoryMiBRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DhcpConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateAndOverridesResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeFleetInstancesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/BaselineEbsBandwidthMbps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CapacityReservationFleetState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssignIpv6AddressesRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateFlowLogsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateSubnetCidrReservationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateTransitGatewayRouteTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTransitGatewayRouteTableResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTransitGatewayMulticastDomainRequestOptions.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/OfferingTypeValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeAddressesAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SearchTransitGatewayRoutesRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpcPeeringConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateInstanceMarketOptionsRequestStaxUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVolumeAttributeResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateVpcEndpointServiceConfigurationResultStaxUnmarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceNetworkInterfaceStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SummaryStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Ipv6Pool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyManagedPrefixListResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TrunkInterfaceAssociation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateSpotDatafeedSubscriptionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/DescribeVpcPeeringConnectionsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVolumeStatusRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ExportTaskS3LocationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTrafficMirrorFilterRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PaymentOption.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CopyImageRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateNetworkInterfacePermissionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSpotFleetRequestHistoryResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeClientVpnConnectionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AttachVolumeRequestMarshaller.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeFlowLogsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SecurityGroupRuleStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReservedInstanceLimitPrice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkInterfaceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/MoveStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeInstancesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayRouteType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSecurityGroupReferencesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PrefixListIdStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteInternetGatewayRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TargetGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Storage.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkInterfaceCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SnapshotAttributeName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceTypeInfoFromInstanceRequirements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClientVpnEndpointStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TargetConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTransitGatewayMulticastDomainRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TrafficMirrorPortRangeRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ResetFpgaImageAttributeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateInstanceExportTaskResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteLocalGatewayRouteTableVpcAssociationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RequestSpotFleetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSpotFleetRequestHistoryRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/MonitorInstancesResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PciId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FleetSpotCapacityRebalanceRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/UnmonitorInstancesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayVpcAttachment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTransitGatewayResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AdvertiseByoipCidrResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ConnectivityType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Subnet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetManagedPrefixListEntriesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DatafeedSubscriptionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetDefaultCreditSpecificationResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InternetGatewayAttachmentStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisableVpcClassicLinkRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateReservedInstancesListingResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSpotFleetInstancesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImportSnapshotResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetCapacityReservationTenancy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateVpcRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ClientVpnEndpointStatusStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteLocalGatewayRouteTableVpcAssociationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyAvailabilityZoneGroupRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTrafficMirrorSessionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateSubnetCidrBlockRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SnapshotInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTrafficMirrorFilterRuleRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/InstanceTerminated.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/UnsuccessfulInstanceCreditSpecificationItemErrorStaxUnmarsha

ller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Igmpv2SupportValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeregisterImageRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteQueuedReservedInstancesError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssignedPrivateIpAddressStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ApplySecurityGroupsToClientVpnTargetNetworkResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FpgaDeviceInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AttachVolumeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayPrefixListAttachmentStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetSubnetCidrReservationsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTransitGatewaysRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateEbsBlockDeviceRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RouteStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RemovePrefixListEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateVolumePermissionModificationsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ClientVpnAuthenticationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssignPrivateIpAddressesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeByoipCidrsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateClientVpnTargetNetworkRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RebootInstancesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateClientVpnEndpointRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DestinationOptionsResponseStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTransitGatewayPrefixListReferenceResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CapacityReservationTenancy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateVolumeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeAddressesAttributeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/SystemStatusOk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateClientVpnEndpointRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyInstanceEventWindowResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ResetSnapshotAttributeRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceMetadataOptionsState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateNetworkInsightsPathResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTransitGatewayPrefixListReferenceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateEnclaveCertificateIamRoleRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTransitGatewayPeeringAttachmentsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateVpcEndpointConnectionNotificationResultStaxUnmarshall

er.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FederatedAuthenticationRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyCapacityReservationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpnTunnelOptionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RevokeSecurityGroupEgressResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyTransitGatewayPrefixListReferenceResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImportVolumeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteRouteTableResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayAttachment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeReservedInstancesListingsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetConsoleScreenshotResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VpcIpv6CidrBlockAssociationStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeFleetHistoryRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AnalysisLoadBalancerTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateNetworkInsightsPathRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteClientVpnEndpointResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/UserBucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeIamInstanceProfileAssociationsResultStaxUnmarshaller.

java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LocalGatewayRouteTableStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AnalysisAclRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AcceptVpcEndpointConnectionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LoadBalancersConfigStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateImageResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteNetworkAclEntryResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetTransitGatewayRouteTableAssociationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RunScheduledInstancesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SpotDatafeedSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SpotInstanceInterruptionBehavior.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetLaunchTemplateDataRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/HostPropertiesStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetReservedInstancesExchangeQuoteResultStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetReservedInstancesExchangeQuoteRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReplaceRouteTableAssociationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchPermissionModifications.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteVpnGatewayResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CopyFpgaImageResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeClientVpnTargetNetworksResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSecurityGroupsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ResponseErrorStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyIdFormatResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AddressAttributeName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeElasticGpusRequest.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyInstanceCapacityReservationAttributesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateDefaultSubnetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateInstanceEventWindowResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AllocateHostsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateNatGatewayResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReplaceNetworkAclAssociationResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ResetInstanceAttributeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetVpnConnectionDeviceTypesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/DescribeConversionTasksFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeStaleSecurityGroupsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/DescribeSecurityGroupsFunction.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcClassicLinkResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribePrincipalIdFormatResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTrafficMirrorFilterRuleResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeFleetHistoryResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/CustomerGatewayAvailable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateIamInstanceProfileResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClientConnectResponseOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/NetworkInterfaceIpv6AddressStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AcceptTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeHostsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeIpv6PoolsRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TrafficMirrorFilterRuleStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SecurityGroupReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EbsBlockDeviceStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVolumesModificationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateTransitGatewayRouteTableResultStaxUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateVolumePermissionStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/IKEVersionsListValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateNetworkInterfaceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisableTransitGatewayRouteTablePropagationRequestMarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteVpcEndpointConnectionNotificationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TelemetryStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/PasswordDataAvailable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateRouteRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/WeekDay.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeLaunchTemplatesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeManagedPrefixListsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ActiveInstance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisableImageDeprecationResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeEgressOnlyInternetGatewaysRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteFlowLogsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SearchTransitGatewayRoutesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/MemoryInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateKeyPairRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateHttpTokensState.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateClientVpnEndpointResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImportImageLicenseConfigurationResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DirectoryServiceAuthenticationRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/UpdateSecurityGroupRuleDescriptionsEgressResultStaxUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CarrierGatewayState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/IntegrateServices.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TotalLocalStorageGBRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableVpcClassicLinkResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetEbsDefaultKmsKeyIdRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/StopInstancesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/StopInstancesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceCreditSpecificationRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateCarrierGatewayRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpcTenancyResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyInstanceCreditSpecificationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SpotOptionsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Phase2DHGroupNumbersListValueStaxUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Purchase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateTagSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ElasticGpuSpecificationResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetLaunchTemplateDataResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTransitGatewayPeeringAttachmentRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSecurityGroupRulesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeStoreImageTasksRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/MoveAddressToVpcResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImportImageLicenseConfigurationResponseStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/DescribeNetworkInterfacesFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AttachNetworkInterfaceRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetInstanceTypesFromInstanceRequirementsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteVpnConnectionRouteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/InstanceStatusOk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTransitGatewayMulticastDomainsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ServiceTypeDetail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeNetworkInsightsAnalysesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeNetworkAclsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateClientVpnRouteResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClientVpnAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/UpdateSecurityGroupRuleDescriptionsIngressResultStaxUnmars
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haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AllocateAddressRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribePrefixListsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/HostInstanceStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ClassicLinkDnsSupportStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpcEndpointConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateFleetInstance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteDhcpOptionsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TargetGroupsConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateSecurityGroupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/UnmonitorInstancesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteLaunchTemplateVersionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RouteOrigin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RequestSpotInstancesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifySubnetAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableEbsEncryptionByDefaultRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableFastSnapshotRestoreStateErrorItemStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/UpdateSecurityGroupRuleDescriptionsIngressResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeCoipPoolsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeMovingAddressesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Address.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpcAttributeName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisableFastSnapshotRestoreStateErrorItemStaxUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/UnassignIpv6AddressesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteVpcEndpointServiceConfigurationsRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeReservedInstancesModificationsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AcceptVpcPeeringConnectionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableFastSnapshotRestoreStateError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AvailabilityZoneStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeClassicLinkInstancesRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelSpotFleetRequestsError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyAddressAttributeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FleetSpotMaintenanceStrategiesStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTransitGatewayAttachmentsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeregisterImageResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AddressAttributeStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisableVpcClassicLinkRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CapacityReservationInstancePlatform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceLifecycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayMulticastDomainOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetGroupsForCapacityReservationResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateVpcEndpointResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ExcessCapacityTerminationPolicy.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AccountAttributeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/BundleTaskState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DetachVpnGatewayResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PlacementResponseStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateInstanceEventWindowRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/BundleTaskError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LocationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVolumeAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SubnetStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTrafficMirrorFilterRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ClientDataStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetConsoleOutputRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayConnectStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSpotDatafeedSubscriptionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceEventWindowAssociationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FpgaImageStateStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeLocalGatewayRouteTableVirtualInterfaceGroupAssocia

tionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpcEndpointRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTransitGatewayConnectsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteQueuedReservedInstancesErrorCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TargetConfigurationRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/StaleSecurityGroup.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateAddressResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpnConnectionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVolumeAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTransitGatewayMulticastDomainRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteNetworkInterfacePermissionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelSpotFleetRequestsErrorItem.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteQueuedReservedInstancesErrorStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/MovingAddressStatusStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableFastSnapshotRestoreStateErrorItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSnapshotAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Phase1IntegrityAlgorithmsRequestListValueStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetLaunchTemplateDataResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RejectTransitGatewayMulticastDomainAssociationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateTransitGatewayRouteTableResultStaxUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpcEndpointResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpnTunnelOptionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceAttributeName.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyInstanceEventStartTimeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeClientVpnRoutesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Phase2EncryptionAlgorithmsRequestListValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/HostOfferingStaxUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeInternetGatewaysResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReservedInstanceLimitPriceStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateRouteTableResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CapacityReservationGroupStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteInstanceEventWindowRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VpcCidrBlockAssociationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DetachNetworkInterfaceRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTrafficMirrorTargetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateTrunkInterfaceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClientCertificateRevocationListStatusCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeLocalGatewayRouteTablesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/VpcExists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CopyFpgaImageRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GpuInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InferenceDeviceInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateSubnetCidrReservationResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayRouteTableStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AcceleratorManufacturer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateRouteTableResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpnGatewaysResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateRouteTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyTransitGatewayResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ScheduledInstancesEbsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcPeeringConnectionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReplaceTransitGatewayRouteRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateSpotDatafeedSubscriptionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisableEbsEncryptionByDefaultRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeMovingAddressesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PtrUpdateStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyTransitGatewayRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteNetworkAclResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpcPeeringConnectionOptionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateInstanceMarketOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PathComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetHostReservationPurchasePreviewRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyIdentityIdFormatRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateSpotMarketOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateVpcEndpointConnectionNotificationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AccountAttributeValueStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateLicenseConfigurationRequestStaxUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CoipAddressUsageStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AttachVpnGatewayRequest.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeLocalGatewayRouteTableVpcAssociationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateElasticInferenceAcceleratorResponseStaxUnmar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyInstanceEventStartTimeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpcPeeringConnectionOptionsDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeReservedInstancesListingsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeRegionsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/VolumeAvailable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateDhcpOptionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ElasticGpuSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyEbsDefaultKmsKeyIdRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyTransitGatewayPrefixListReferenceRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VolumeStatusInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplatesMonitoringRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ProvisionByoipCidrResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/NetworkInterfaceAvailable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AutoAcceptSharedAssociationsValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeregisterTransitGatewayMulticastGroupMembersResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSnapshotsResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImportInstanceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreatePlacementGroupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ScheduledInstanceRecurrenceRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateIamInstanceProfileResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeFastSnapshotRestoresResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/StorageLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VolumeModificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTransitGatewayConnectPeersResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/StartNetworkInsightsAnalysisResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteRouteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/NetworkAclAssociationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateNetworkInsightsPathRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AttachNetworkInterfaceResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AuthorizeClientVpnIngressRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteSnapshotResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VCpuCountRangeRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetCapacityReservation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ScheduledInstancesPrivateIpAddressConfigStaxUnmarshaller.jav

a

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociationStatusCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteNetworkAclRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpcPeeringConnectionOptionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTransitGatewayRouteTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeManagedPrefixListsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetTransitGatewayRouteTablePropagationsResultStaxUnmarsha
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ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InferenceAcceleratorInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpcState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImageDiskContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/KeyPairInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/DescribeNatGatewaysFunction.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Filter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcClassicLinkDnsSupportRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisableEbsEncryptionByDefaultResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceEventWindowTimeRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateDhcpOptionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TrafficMirrorNetworkService.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReplaceIamInstanceProfileAssociationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetTransitGatewayAttachmentPropagationsResultStaxUnmarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeCapacityReservationFleetsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateSubnetCidrBlockRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateEnclaveCertificateIamRoleResultStaxUnmarshaller.j

ava

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AddressStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SpotInstanceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeClientVpnTargetNetworksRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteNetworkAclEntryResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteVpcEndpointsResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayMulticastDomain.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkInsightsPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AnalysisSecurityGroupRuleStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetAssociatedEnclaveCertificateIamRolesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateVpcPeeringConnectionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTagsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeNetworkInsightsPathsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateInstanceNetworkInterfaceSpecificationRequestS

taxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DetachVpnGatewayRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyIdFormatResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/NetworkInterfacePermissionStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DnsEntryStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SearchTransitGatewayRoutesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InternetGateway.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelSpotFleetRequestsSuccessItemStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ListingStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTransitGatewayPrefixListReferenceRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayVpcAttachmentOptions.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateEnclaveCertificateIamRoleResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AttachClassicLinkVpcRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyDefaultCreditSpecificationRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImportKeyPairResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/S3StorageStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeLocalGatewayRouteTableVirtualInterfaceGroupAssociationsResul

t.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteVpnConnectionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CarrierGateway.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RejectVpcEndpointConnectionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ExportTransitGatewayRoutesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcClassicLinkRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VCpuInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/BlockDeviceMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LocalGatewayRouteTableVirtualInterfaceGroupAssociationStax

Unmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelImportTaskRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteVpnConnectionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeKeyPairsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeLocalGatewayRouteTablesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyInstanceAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FpgaImage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkInterfaceCountRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateVpcResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableImageDeprecationRequest.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/OnDemandAllocationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateEbsBlockDeviceStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeAddressesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LocalGatewayRouteType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PrivateDnsDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateVpcCidrBlockResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayConnectPeerStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeNetworkInterfacePermissionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetVpnConnectionDeviceTypesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTransitGatewayPeeringAttachmentResultStaxUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AuthorizeClientVpnIngressResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReplaceRouteTableAssociationResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AcceptVpcPeeringConnectionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VolumeStatusAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeDhcpOptionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImageTypeValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TrafficMirrorSession.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayPrefixListReferenceState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayAssociationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SpotPlacementScoreStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceCreditSpecificationRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AvailabilityZoneOptInStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateVersion.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AllowsMultipleInstanceTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyImageAttributeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RouteTableAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/State.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ElasticGpuHealthStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeprovisionByoipCidrRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SecurityGroupIdentifierStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetInstanceTypesFromInstanceRequirementsResultStaxUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTransitGatewayConnectPeerResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTrafficMirrorFilterResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeLocalGatewayVirtualInterfacesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateRouteTableRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateTagSpecificationRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceEventWindowStateChange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImportKeyPairResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/DescribeInstanceStatusFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTransitGatewayRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FpgaInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTrunkInterfaceAssociationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeFlowLogsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeInstanceEventWindowsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ResetSnapshotAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PlacementStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableTransitGatewayRouteTablePropagationRequestMarshaller

.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClientVpnConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeImportSnapshotTasksResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteLocalGatewayRouteResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PortRangeStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TerminateInstancesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeScheduledInstanceAvailabilityRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateNetworkInterfacePermissionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelSpotFleetRequestsErrorItemStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteNetworkInsightsAnalysisRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeClientVpnAuthorizationRulesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteInternetGatewayResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EbsInstanceBlockDeviceSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcEndpointServicesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisableTransitGatewayRouteTablePropagationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpcEndpointConnectionNotificationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PublicIpv4PoolRangeStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteFpgaImageRequest.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReservedInstancesOfferingStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RestoreAddressToClassicRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EbsOptimizedSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/IdFormatStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcEndpointConnectionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetTransitGatewayMulticastDomainAssociationsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateSnapshotResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifySubnetAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeLocalGatewayRouteTableVpcAssociationsRequestMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PeeringAttachmentStatusStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayMulticastRegisteredGroupMembersStaxUnmarsh

aller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeConversionTasksRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PurchaseScheduledInstancesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VpcPeeringConnectionVpcInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateVpnGatewayResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LocalGatewayRouteState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TargetConfigurationRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AuthorizeSecurityGroupEgressRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpnConnectionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PurchaseRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeregisterInstanceTagAttributeRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkInterfaceAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TrafficDirection.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeCustomerGatewaysResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FpgaImageStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ExportClientVpnClientConfigurationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTransitGatewayRouteTableResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReservedInstancesConfiguration.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateSubnetCidrBlockRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelSpotFleetRequestsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AnalysisLoadBalancerTargetStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTransitGatewayPeeringAttachmentResultStaxUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyEbsDefaultKmsKeyIdResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyFpgaImageAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisableImageDeprecationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeConversionTasksResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcEndpointServicePermissionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateReservedInstancesListingRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GpuDeviceMemoryInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyLaunchTemplateRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeCoipPoolsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetTransitGatewayAttachmentPropagationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReservedInstancesModificationStaxUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ResetInstanceAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/ExportTaskCancelled.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/UnlimitedSupportedInstanceFamily.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImportSnapshotRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyAddressAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTransitGatewayConnectPeerResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetVpnConnectionDeviceSampleConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VpnConnectionStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CarrierGatewayStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VolumeStatusItemStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CopyTagsFromSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Phase1DHGroupNumbersRequestListValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceRequirementsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/StartInstancesRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RequestLaunchTemplateData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateFpgaImageRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateTrunkInterfaceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeIamInstanceProfileAssociationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateInstanceMarketOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ByoipCidrStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpcEndpointServicePermissionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ExportClientVpnClientCertificateRevocationListResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/BundleInstanceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceHealthStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ExportClientVpnClientConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyClientVpnEndpointResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReservationFleetInstanceSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ElasticInferenceAcceleratorStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeConversionTasksResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeClientVpnTargetNetworksResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcEndpointServiceConfigurationsResultStaxUnmarsha

ller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSnapshotsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetCapacityReservationUsageRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetReplacementStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ArchitectureType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/AmazonEC2ClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpcEndpointServicePermissionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ExportTransitGatewayRoutesRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteQueuedReservedInstancesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Phase1DHGroupNumbersListValueStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpnTunnelOptionsSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetManagedPrefixListAssociationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateSpotMarketOptions.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeExportTasksResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateVpnGatewayRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateManagedPrefixListRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SpotDatafeedSubscriptionStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateEnclaveOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTransitGatewayRouteRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ScheduledInstanceStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcEndpointConnectionNotificationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateFpgaImageResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RunScheduledInstancesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SubnetCidrReservationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociatedNetworkType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeReservedInstancesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/ConversionTaskDeleted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteClientVpnRouteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AcceleratorCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeLaunchTemplateVersionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RouteTableAssociationStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ConnectionLogOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateVpcRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyLaunchTemplateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpnState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PrefixListEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImageAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Phase2IntegrityAlgorithmsListValue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyTrafficMirrorSessionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteVpcEndpointServiceConfigurationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/StateReason.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateLocalGatewayRouteTableVpcAssociationRequestMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CapacityReservationTarget.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PublicIpv4PoolRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTransitGatewayPeeringAttachmentsResultStaxUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeIdentityIdFormatResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CapacityReservationFleetStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceNetworkInterfaceAttachment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ResetFpgaImageAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CertificateAuthenticationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateIamInstanceProfileRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTrafficMirrorFiltersRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SecurityGroupRuleRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteLaunchTemplateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReservedInstanceState.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ProductCodeValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ResetSnapshotAttributeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TrafficMirrorPortRangeStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReplaceRootVolumeTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateInstanceNetworkInterfaceSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateLaunchTemplateVersionRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTransitGatewayRouteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisableFastSnapshotRestoreSuccessItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Status.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteSubnetCidrReservationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ScheduledInstancesLaunchSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DiskImageFormat.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifySnapshotAttributeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AnalysisPacketHeaderStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTrafficMirrorFilterResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeRouteTablesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkAcl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyTrafficMirrorFilterRuleRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyInstanceCreditSpecificationResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateVpnConnectionRouteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RegisterTransitGatewayMulticastGroupMembersRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTransitGatewayConnectRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateRestoreImageTaskRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelCapacityReservationFleetsRequestMarshaller.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateLocalGatewayRouteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyHostsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceBlockDeviceMappingSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ActiveInstanceStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateClientVpnRouteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeManagedPrefixListsResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetAssociatedEnclaveCertificateIamRolesResultStaxUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceCreditSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RebootInstancesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteRouteResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceEventWindowDisassociationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeImportImageTasksRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/ImageAvailable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteVpnConnectionRouteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateAddressRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableFastSnapshotRestoresRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpnProtocol.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeNetworkInterfacePermissionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeLocalGatewayVirtualInterfacesResultStaxUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EbsInfo.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImportInstanceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImportClientVpnClientCertificateRevocationListRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateLaunchTemplateVersionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeHostsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteVolumeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyTransitGatewayOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayConnectOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeReservedInstancesListingsResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/StatusName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateRouteTableResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelCapacityReservationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/BaselineEbsBandwidthMbpsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PropagatingVgwStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateVpcEndpointResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateVpcCidrBlockRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTransitGatewayResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AcceptTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VpnConnectionDeviceTypeStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateTransitGatewayMulticastDomainRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReservedInstancesId.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TargetReservationValue.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RegionStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableTransitGatewayRouteTablePropagationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteVpnConnectionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisableTransitGatewayRouteTablePropagationResultStaxUnmar

shaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeFastSnapshotRestoreSuccessItemStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ValidationWarningStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VCpuInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTransitGatewayRouteTablesResultStaxUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FpgaDeviceInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SlotStartTimeRangeRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceNetworkInterfaceAttachmentStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyEbsDefaultKmsKeyIdResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateRouteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateSpotDatafeedSubscriptionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeletePlacementGroupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SpotFleetLaunchSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AttachInternetGatewayRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceEventWindowStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateNatGatewayResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcEndpointServicesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTrafficMirrorTargetsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteVpnConnectionRouteRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSpotDatafeedSubscriptionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Route.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AuthorizeClientVpnIngressResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RequestSpotFleetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceTypeInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeregisterTransitGatewayMulticastGroupSourcesResultStaxUnm

arshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateAddressResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EbsBlockDevice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/DescribeKeyPairsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTrafficMirrorTargetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PrincipalType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ApplianceModeSupportValue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/UnassignPrivateIpAddressesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateStoreImageTaskResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteManagedPrefixListRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ExportClientVpnClientConfigurationResultStaxUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeInstanceTypesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpnConnectionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTransitGatewayMulticastDomainRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/StaleIpPermissionStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AcceptTransitGatewayMulticastDomainAssociationsRequestMar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeStoreImageTasksResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ResetNetworkInterfaceAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VpcAttachmentStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpcEndpointResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelSpotInstanceRequestState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeInternetGatewaysRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FpgaImageState.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayMulticastDomainStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ConfirmProductInstanceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSnapshotsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTransitGatewayConnectsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSubnetsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteFleetErrorItemStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeNetworkInsightsPathsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeAddressesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeClientVpnConnectionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayRouteTableAssociationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelExportTaskResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTransitGatewayMulticastDomainRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateVpnGatewayRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FpgaImageStateCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ProvisionedBandwidthStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociationStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteLaunchTemplateVersionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/VpcAvailable.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReservedInstancesOffering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeIpv6PoolsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EbsOptimizedInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SpotMarketOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetEventType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PlacementGroupStrategy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/MonitoringStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReservedInstancesListingStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DefaultRouteTablePropagationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayAttachmentBgpConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeLocalGatewayRouteTableVirtualInterfaceGroupAssocia

tionsRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TargetGroupStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeFleetError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeIdFormatRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateCustomerGatewayResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyCapacityReservationResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImportImageRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Ipv6PrefixSpecificationResponse.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PlacementGroupInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SpotFleetTagSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteVolumeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateAddressRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkInterfaceAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteVpcPeeringConnectionRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeIdFormatRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PrefixList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ActivityStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSubnetsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/StartNetworkInsightsAnalysisRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImportVolumeTaskDetails.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayPrefixListReferenceStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VpcCidrBlockStateStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceEventWindowTimeRangeRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeLocalGatewayVirtualInterfacesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeLaunchTemplatesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcClassicLinkDnsSupportResultStaxUnmarshaller.jav

a

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RequestSpotInstancesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyInstanceCapacityReservationAttributesResultStaxUnmars
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haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TerminateClientVpnConnectionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSpotInstanceRequestsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetAssociatedIpv6PoolCidrsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchPermissionModificationsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTransitGatewayConnectPeerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Phase2EncryptionAlgorithmsRequestListValueStaxUnmarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateInstanceEventWindowResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Phase2EncryptionAlgorithmsListValueStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkInterfaceStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SubnetIpv6CidrBlockAssociationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayConnectRequestBgpOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayMulticastRegisteredGroupSources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Host.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayMulticastRegisteredGroupMembers.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/IamInstanceProfileAssociationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ProcessorInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeHostReservationsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateTransitGatewayRouteTableRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AvailabilityZoneMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateCapacityReservationSpecificationResponseStax

Unmarshaller.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReplaceIamInstanceProfileAssociationResultStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SlotStartTimeRangeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkInterfacePermissionStateCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyInstanceCreditSpecificationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Affinity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeNetworkInsightsAnalysesRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeInstanceTypeOfferingsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceIpv4Prefix.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VpcPeeringConnectionStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteNatGatewayResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceMetadataOptionsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PrefixListAssociationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreatePlacementGroupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DestinationOptionsRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateInternetGatewayResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AcceptReservedInstancesExchangeQuoteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateSubnetCidrBlockResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NatGateway.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateCpuOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VolumeStatusItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/MemoryGiBPerVCpu.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTransitGatewayRouteRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateVpcPeeringConnectionResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RejectTransitGatewayMulticastDomainAssociationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateCapacityReservationSpecificationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeLocalGatewayVirtualInterfacesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTransitGatewayPrefixListReferenceRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceMonitoringStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FleetLaunchTemplateOverridesStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribePublicIpv4PoolsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReferencedSecurityGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RejectTransitGatewayMulticastDomainAssociationsResultStaxU

nmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateSecurityGroupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssignIpv6AddressesResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/BareMetal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTrafficMirrorFilterRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DiskImageDetailStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReservationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AnalysisComponentStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AcceleratorName.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteFleetErrorCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableVgwRoutePropagationRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ExportToS3Task.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImageState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RecurringCharge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TunnelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetTransitGatewayPrefixListReferencesResultStaxUnmarshaller.

java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeLocalGatewayVirtualInterfaceGroupsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceEventWindowState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpcTenancyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TrunkInterfaceAssociationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceStateStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DestinationOptionsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NatGatewayState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableTransitGatewayRouteTablePropagationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LoadPermissionModifications.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetGroupsForCapacityReservationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VolumeStatusAttachmentStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTransitGatewayRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceUsage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ByoipCidrState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SlotDateTimeRangeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/UserIdGroupPairStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClientVpnEndpointAttributeStatusCode.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpcEndpointServiceConfigurationResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SpotFleetMonitoring.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceStatusDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcEndpointConnectionNotificationsRequestMarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReservedInstancesModification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateVolumeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelReservedInstancesListingResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTagsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ClientVpnRouteStatusStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/ConversionTaskCompleted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClassicLinkDnsSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTransitGatewayConnectResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpnConnectionRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RunScheduledInstancesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PricingDetailStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeregisterTransitGatewayMulticastGroupSourcesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetTransitGatewayRouteTableAssociationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/UnsuccessfulInstanceCreditSpecificationItemError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ExportTaskS3Location.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTransitGatewayPeeringAttachmentRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTransitGatewayRouteTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/IKEVersionsListValueStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyTransitGatewayPrefixListReferenceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransportProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClientVpnEndpointStatusCode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ExportToS3TaskSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayPeeringAttachment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateTransitGatewayMulticastDomainRequestMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/AbstractAmazonEC2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeByoipCidrsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AcceleratorTotalMemoryMiBStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TagDescriptionStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RestoreManagedPrefixListVersionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/UpdateSecurityGroupRuleDescriptionsIngressRequestMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VpnConnectionOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeLocalGatewayRouteTablesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchPermissionStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SpotMaintenanceStrategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteNetworkInsightsAnalysisRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteQueuedReservedInstancesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/IpRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeFpgaImagesRequestMarshaller.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateRestoreImageTaskResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpcCidrBlockState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeCarrierGatewaysResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpnGatewaysRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateCustomerGatewayRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteNatGatewayResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/HostInstance.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RevokeSecurityGroupEgressRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVolumeStatusResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSecurityGroupReferencesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AdvertiseByoipCidrResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ConnectionNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateFleetResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisableVpcClassicLinkDnsSupportResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/HostTenancy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateNetworkAclEntryRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyIdentityIdFormatResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeElasticGpusRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifySecurityGroupRulesRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DetachInternetGatewayRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpcPeeringConnectionVpcInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentResultStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AlternatePathHintStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTrafficMirrorFilterRuleResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/IpPermission.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/UnsuccessfulInstanceCreditSpecificationErrorCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RebootInstancesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VolumeAttachmentState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateNetworkInterfaceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteCarrierGatewayResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RegisterImageResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelSpotFleetRequestsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeRegionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSpotInstanceRequestsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ServiceConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateVpnConnectionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeLocalGatewayVirtualInterfaceGroupsRequestMarshaller

.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CapacityReservationSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SendDiagnosticInterruptRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcClassicLinkResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetVpnConnectionDeviceSampleConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AcceptTransitGatewayPeeringAttachmentRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RejectVpcPeeringConnectionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FederatedAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/MonitorInstancesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CapacityReservationTargetStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableVgwRoutePropagationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VpcPeeringConnectionOptionsDescriptionStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateStoreImageTaskRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribePublicIpv4PoolsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetSubnetCidrReservationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSpotDatafeedSubscriptionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceRequirements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TrafficMirrorPortRange.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CpuManufacturer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EbsInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Ipv4PrefixSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceIpv6AddressRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableFastSnapshotRestoreErrorItem.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateInstanceEventWindowRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceIpv6PrefixStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisableImageDeprecationResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ResetNetworkInterfaceAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SuccessfulQueuedPurchaseDeletionStaxUnmarshaller.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ConnectionNotificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InterfaceProtocolType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SpotInstanceRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGateway.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisableFastSnapshotRestoreErrorItemStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcEndpointsResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisableTransitGatewayRouteTablePropagationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AttachClassicLinkVpcResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/BundleTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyAddressAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTrafficMirrorFilterRuleResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateEnclaveCertificateIamRoleResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpcEndpointServiceConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTrafficMirrorSessionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateIamInstanceProfileResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateInstanceEventWindowRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RequestSpotInstancesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayRouteTableState.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FpgaDeviceMemoryInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTransitGatewayConnectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateSpotMarketOptionsRequestStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateSecurityGroupRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CidrBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetCapacityReservationUsageRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTransitGatewayRouteTableRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Ipv4PrefixSpecificationRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SpotFleetRequestConfigData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpcAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyCapacityReservationFleetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceEventWindowTimeRangeRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableImageDeprecationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentRequestOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVolumeStatusRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteEgressOnlyInternetGatewayResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetPasswordDataRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetSerialConsoleAccessStatusRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClientVpnEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayConnectPeer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayMulticastDomainAssociationsStaxUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PurchaseHostReservationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DirectoryServiceAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PrefixListId.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateVpcEndpointServiceConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeFleetInstancesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateNetworkAclResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LocalGatewayRouteTableVpcAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ClientVpnEndpointStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociationStatusStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateReplaceRootVolumeTaskResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteSnapshotResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeImportImageTasksRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReleaseAddressRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeHostsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Phase2IntegrityAlgorithmsListValueStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Phase1DHGroupNumbersRequestListValueStaxUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeClassicLinkInstancesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EbsInstanceBlockDeviceStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClientVpnAuthenticationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteVpcEndpointConnectionNotificationsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeCapacityReservationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyInstancePlacementResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTrafficMirrorSessionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribePlacementGroupsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetCoipPoolUsageRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ScheduledInstancesIpv6AddressStaxUnmarshaller.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CopyFpgaImageRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateKeyPairResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateCapacityReservationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/StorageLocationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTransitGatewayMulticastDomainsResultStaxUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteFleetsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifySubnetAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyClientVpnEndpointRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RebootInstancesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelReservedInstancesListingResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpnConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteNatGatewayRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SearchTransitGatewayMulticastGroupsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeInstancesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AcceleratorTotalMemoryMiB.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcEndpointServicePermissionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LoadPermissionRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Phase2IntegrityAlgorithmsRequestListValueStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTrafficMirrorSessionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/IamInstanceProfileSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeFpgaImageAttributeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/WithdrawByoipCidrResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTrafficMirrorTargetsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyTrafficMirrorSessionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpcEndpointServiceConfigurationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EbsInstanceBlockDeviceSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTransitGatewayRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CertificateAuthentication.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeCapacityReservationsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkCardInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AttachVpnGatewayRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeInstanceCreditSpecificationsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RegisterInstanceEventNotificationAttributesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/MemoryMiBRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PrivateDnsDetailsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceEventWindowTimeRangeStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/UnassignIpv6AddressesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AllocateAddressRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetAssociatedEnclaveCertificateIamRolesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/KeyPair.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ServiceTypeDetailStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ExportClientVpnClientCertificateRevocationListRequestMarshal

ler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribePrefixListsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ClassicLoadBalancersConfigStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyEbsDefaultKmsKeyIdRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/UnassignIpv6AddressesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeCapacityReservationFleetsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DetachVolumeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RunScheduledInstancesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AllocationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DetachClassicLinkVpcRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImportVolumeTaskDetailsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkInterfaceIpv6Address.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateCarrierGatewayResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetSpotMaintenanceStrategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PurchaseHostReservationResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableVolumeIORequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTrafficMirrorSessionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TerminateInstancesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceIpv6Address.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkInterfaceAttachment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateStoreImageTaskRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateTrunkInterfaceResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeLocalGatewayVirtualInterfaceGroupsResultStaxUnmars
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haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AnalysisRouteTableRoute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifySecurityGroupRulesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VpcStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateTransitGatewayMulticastDomainRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeregisterTransitGatewayMulticastGroupSourcesRequestMarsha

ller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteVpcPeeringConnectionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DiskImageDescriptionStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceBlockDeviceMappingStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentRequestOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RejectVpcPeeringConnectionRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableImageDeprecationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSpotFleetRequestsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTransitGatewayPeeringAttachmentsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceCapacity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeBundleTasksRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyNetworkInterfaceAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeprovisionByoipCidrResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeCustomerGatewaysRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClientVpnConnectionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteNetworkInsightsPathResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeClientVpnTargetNetworksRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TagSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateLaunchTemplateRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayAttachmentPropagation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteFpgaImageResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ClientVpnAuthenticationRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssignIpv6AddressesRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateFlowLogsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/ExportTaskCompleted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CpuOptionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RevokeSecurityGroupEgressRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeNetworkInterfacesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PurchaseStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateRouteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayVpcAttachmentOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeregisterTransitGatewayMulticastGroupMembersRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceEventWindowAssociationTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelBundleTaskRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeImageAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TargetConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ExportTaskS3LocationRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeHostReservationOfferingsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetLaunchTemplateConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeFpgaImagesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PrincipalIdFormatStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteSubnetResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpnConnectionOptionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImportSnapshotTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeReplaceRootVolumeTasksResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayAssociationStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RegisterTransitGatewayMulticastGroupSourcesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableFastSnapshotRestoresRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTransitGatewayConnectPeerResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DnsServersOptionsModifyStructure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayAttachmentBgpConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSnapshotsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpnStaticRouteSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateSubnetCidrReservationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateCapacityReservationFleetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetTransitGatewayAttachmentPropagationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeInstanceCreditSpecificationsResultStaxUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteVpcEndpointConnectionNotificationsRequestMarshaller.ja

va

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetTransitGatewayRouteTableAssociationsResultStaxUnmarshal

ler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AuthorizationRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/BootModeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelBundleTaskResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifySpotFleetRequestResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateInstanceExportTaskResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayAttachmentResourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ClientVpnEndpointAttributeStatusStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DestinationFileFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/NetworkAclEntryStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateDhcpOptionsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateCpuOptionsRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyClientVpnEndpointResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateDefaultVpcResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PricingDetail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LocalStorageType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TagDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AttachNetworkInterfaceResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceMetadataOptionsRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Explanation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayPeeringAttachmentStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FilterStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/MemoryMiBStaxUnmarshaller.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeBundleTasksRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeAddressesAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteVpnConnectionRouteResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TerminateClientVpnConnectionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AttachVpnGatewayResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayPrefixListAttachment.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CapacityReservation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetLaunchTemplateOverrides.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ClassicLinkInstanceStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetSerialConsoleAccessStatusResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTransitGatewayRouteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVolumeAttributeRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetFlowLogsIntegrationTemplateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetCoipPoolUsageRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AnalysisLoadBalancerListenerStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateInternetGatewayResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/MemoryInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVolumesModificationsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ResponseError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CapacityReservationOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelBundleTaskResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetTransitGatewayRouteTableAssociationsRequestMarshaller.ja

va
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcClassicLinkDnsSupportResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeNatGatewaysRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTagsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImportKeyPairRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceEventWindowDisassociationRequestStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ScheduledInstancesBlockDeviceMappingStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeClientVpnRoutesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/VolumeDeleted.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyTrafficMirrorFilterNetworkServicesRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetEbsEncryptionByDefaultRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ScheduledInstanceRecurrence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpnTunnelCertificateResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InternetGatewayStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/NetworkInterfacePermissionStateStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ExportImageRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SecurityGroupRuleUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ExportImageResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyImageAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateDhcpOptionsResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetManagedPrefixListAssociationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DiskInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateLicenseConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AcceptVpcEndpointConnectionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TerminateConnectionStatusStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/UserData.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ScheduledInstancesIamInstanceProfile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ProcessorInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AcceptTransitGatewayPeeringAttachmentRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteSubnetCidrReservationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CapacityReservationTargetResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReplaceNetworkAclEntryResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SuccessfulQueuedPurchaseDeletion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InferenceDeviceInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateCpuOptionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SnapshotDetail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TagSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/MoveAddressToVpcResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Phase1EncryptionAlgorithmsRequestListValueStaxUnmarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSnapshotAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CapacityReservationFleet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateIamInstanceProfileRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PciIdStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ProvisionedBandwidth.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SearchLocalGatewayRoutesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteFpgaImageResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetPasswordDataRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateIamInstanceProfileRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TrafficMirrorFilterStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TerminateClientVpnConnectionsResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceBlockDeviceMappingSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/UpdateSecurityGroupRuleDescriptionsEgressResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RegisterInstanceTagAttributeRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSpotFleetInstancesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RejectVpcEndpointConnectionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LoadPermissionRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReleaseHostsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateTransitGatewayMulticastDomainRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayAttachmentState.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelSpotFleetRequestsSuccessItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayMulticastDeregisteredGroupSourcesStaxUnmars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceExportDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableSerialConsoleAccessRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetGroupsForCapacityReservationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/MarketType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReplaceRouteTableAssociationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReservedInstances.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteCustomerGatewayRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PlacementGroupStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyTrafficMirrorFilterRuleResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImportVolumeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ManagedPrefixList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetEbsEncryptionByDefaultResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PeeringTgwInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VpnGatewayStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkAclEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetDefaultCreditSpecificationRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateLocalGatewayRouteTableVpcAssociationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReleaseHostsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceNetworkInterfaceAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSnapshotAttributeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeClassicLinkInstancesRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkInterfaceAttachmentChanges.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FlowLogsResourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CapacityReservationFleetCancellationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetAssociatedIpv6PoolCidrsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeAccountAttributesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DiskType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/HypervisorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AuthorizeSecurityGroupEgressResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTransitGatewayPeeringAttachmentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/StoreImageTaskResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeStaleSecurityGroupsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PlacementResponse.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SpotOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AnalysisSecurityGroupRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LogDestinationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteLaunchTemplateVersionsResponseErrorItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/BundleTaskStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImportInstanceRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTransitGatewayMulticastDomainsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTransitGatewayPeeringAttachmentRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReplaceNetworkAclEntryResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyTrafficMirrorSessionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateIamInstanceProfileRequestMarshaller.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ResetSnapshotAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentResultStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AnalysisComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReservedInstancesListing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateFleetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AddressAttribute.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayRouteTablePropagationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DiskInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AuthorizeSecurityGroupIngressResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteFleetErrorItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClientCertificateRevocationListStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateIamInstanceProfileSpecificationRequestStaxUn

marshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AvailabilityZoneState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RevokeClientVpnIngressResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeImportImageTasksResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateInstanceEventWindowRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RestoreAddressToClassicRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FleetLaunchTemplateSpecificationRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateEbsBlockDevice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeExportImageTasksResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteDhcpOptionsResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeClientVpnRoutesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateVpcResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableSerialConsoleAccessResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVolumesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceIpv6AddressStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PoolCidrBlockStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetConsoleOutputResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeNetworkInterfaceAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ValidationError.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VolumeStatusDetailsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeInstanceTypesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreatePlacementGroupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateVpnGatewayResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTrafficMirrorSessionsRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Ipv6CidrAssociationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateTransitGatewayRouteTableRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyIdFormatRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SubnetCidrReservation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TotalLocalStorageGB.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayMulticastDomainOptions.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVolumeAttributeRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ServiceDetail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImportInstanceTaskDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayRouteTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SpotAllocationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateInstanceEventWindowResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AllocateHostsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeMovingAddressesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/StartNetworkInsightsAnalysisResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceStatusSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeprovisionByoipCidrRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PurchaseHostReservationRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/NetworkInterfaceAssociationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetSpotPlacementScoresRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyInstanceEventStartTimeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateLocalGatewayRouteRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ClassicLoadBalancerStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LocalGatewayRouteTableVpcAssociationStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTransitGatewayRouteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceMatchCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateInstanceNetworkInterfaceSpecificationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ResetNetworkInterfaceAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetSpotPlacementScoresResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EgressOnlyInternetGateway.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateSubnetResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ExportImageRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/UnsuccessfulItemErrorStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CopyFpgaImageResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/S3ObjectTag.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteFleetsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTagsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTransitGatewayRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RevokeClientVpnIngressRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateReplaceRootVolumeTaskRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VolumeState.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AnalysisStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RevokeClientVpnIngressResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EphemeralNvmeSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSnapshotAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VolumeStatusName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcEndpointConnectionNotificationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/BlockDeviceMappingStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FleetDataStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceMarketOptionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ResetImageAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateClientVpnTargetNetworkRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetTransitGatewayMulticastDomainAssociationsResultStaxUnm

arshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ElasticGpuSpecificationResponseStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ScheduledInstance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ElasticGpuAssociationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyLaunchTemplateRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClientVpnConnectionStatusCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayMulticastDomainState.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateInstanceExportTaskRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LocalGatewayRouteTableVirtualInterfaceGroupAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyReservedInstancesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateNetworkAclEntryResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AnalysisRouteTableRouteStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayMulticastGroupStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/UpdateSecurityGroupRuleDescriptionsIngressRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeImportSnapshotTasksRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeNetworkInterfacesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteVpnGatewayResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateVersionStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RejectVpcPeeringConnectionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VolumeAttachmentStaxUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTrunkInterfaceAssociationsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteNetworkInterfaceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisableFastSnapshotRestoreErrorItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetInstanceTypesFromInstanceRequirementsRequestMarshaller.j

ava

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateLicenseConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/StopInstancesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpcAttributeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateClientVpnTargetNetworkResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImportSnapshotRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTransitGatewayConnectRequestOptions.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReportInstanceStatusRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateTransitGatewayRouteTableResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteManagedPrefixListResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/UsageClassType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateVpcEndpointServiceConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DiskImageStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ResetImageAttributeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVolumeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SpotCapacityRebalanceStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SnapshotDiskContainerStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/IcmpTypeCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetSpotMaintenanceStrategiesRequest.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/KeyType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeEgressOnlyInternetGatewaysRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/HibernationOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyAddressAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TrafficMirrorSessionStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TunnelInsideIpVersion.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RecurringChargeStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AcceleratorCountRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SecurityGroupRuleUpdateStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Phase1DHGroupNumbersListValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Ipv6PrefixSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeReservedInstancesOfferingsResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ExportTaskState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceNetworkInterfaceSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LicenseConfigurationRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ClientVpnConnectionStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/OnDemandOptionsRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateEgressOnlyInternetGatewayRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetAssociatedIpv6PoolCidrsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteInstanceEventWindowResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnclaveOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SecurityGroup.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeFleetsInstances.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcEndpointsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TerminateConnectionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTransitGatewayPrefixListReferenceResultStaxUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeNetworkInsightsAnalysesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpnConnectionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTransitGatewayMulticastDomainResultStaxUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpnTunnelOptionsSpecification.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyImageAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayPropagationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetLaunchTemplateSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/StorageStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LocalGatewayRouteStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTrafficMirrorFiltersRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PurchaseScheduledInstancesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeByoipCidrsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeReplaceRootVolumeTasksRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VolumeStatusEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CapacityReservationOptionsRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/OfferingClassType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSpotPriceHistoryResultStaxUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceStateChangeStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeConversionTasksRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImageDiskContainerStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetEbsDefaultKmsKeyIdRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateVpnConnectionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateLaunchTemplateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTrafficMirrorTargetResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReplaceRouteRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTrafficMirrorFilterRuleRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeInstanceStatusRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetVpnConnectionDeviceTypesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/DescribeVolumesFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentResultStaxUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/HistoryRecordEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AcceptReservedInstancesExchangeQuoteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SubnetCidrReservationStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SnapshotInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateLicenseConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateHibernationOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteFlowLogsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeImageAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceStatusEventStaxUnmarshaller.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReservationFleetInstanceSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ExportImageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeregisterInstanceEventNotificationAttributesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcEndpointConnectionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RegisterTransitGatewayMulticastGroupSourcesResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PurchaseReservedInstancesOfferingResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetInstanceTypesFromInstanceRequirementsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceBlockDeviceMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceMetadataOptionsResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AttachmentStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpnConnectionOptionsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeKeyPairsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RejectTransitGatewayPeeringAttachmentResultStaxUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreditSpecificationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Phase1IntegrityAlgorithmsRequestListValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeReservedInstancesOfferingsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RecurringChargeFrequency.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReleaseHostsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeFpgaImagesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/UserDataStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/IKEVersionsRequestListValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VCpuCountRangeStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LocalGateway.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VolumeDetail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelledSpotInstanceRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteFleetSuccessItemStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTransitGatewayMulticastDomainRequestOptionsStaxUnm

arshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetTransitGatewayMulticastDomainAssociationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VolumeModificationState.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeInstanceAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ClientCertificateRevocationListStatusStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetLaunchTemplateSpecificationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VolumeStatusActionStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTransitGatewayResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateEnclaveOptionsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CapacityReservationOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceRequirementsWithMetadataRequestStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DiskImage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/UnsuccessfulItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisableFastSnapshotRestoreSuccessItemStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTagsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteNetworkInterfacePermissionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayMulticastDeregisteredGroupMembersStaxUnmar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetSpotCapacityRebalance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CopySnapshotRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelCapacityReservationFleetError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClassicLoadBalancersConfig.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FastSnapshotRestoreStateCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTransitGatewayAttachmentsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateBlockDeviceMappingRequestStaxUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RegisterInstanceEventNotificationAttributesResultStaxUnmarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SecurityGroupStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateBlockDeviceMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateHibernationOptionsRequestStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTransitGatewayConnectResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImportVolumeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceIpv6AddressRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyFleetResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceTypeHypervisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateLaunchTemplateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateInstanceMetadataOptionsState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetEbsDefaultKmsKeyIdResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyAvailabilityZoneGroupRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteFleetError.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcEndpointConnectionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetReservedInstancesExchangeQuoteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateTransitGatewayMulticastDomainResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RegisterInstanceTagAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/BaselineEbsBandwidthMbpsRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateFleetError.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteNetworkInsightsPathRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetFlowLogsIntegrationTemplateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImportImageResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DetachNetworkInterfaceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteLaunchTemplateResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcEndpointServiceConfigurationsResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteNetworkAclResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ScheduledInstancesEbs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DiskImageDetail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeInstanceEventNotificationAttributesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Ipv4PrefixSpecificationResponseStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateClientVpnEndpointResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AcceptVpcEndpointConnectionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateReplaceRootVolumeTaskResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateFleetErrorStaxUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcEndpointsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateHibernationOptionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateCapacityReservationFleetResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateCustomerGatewayRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AddPrefixListEntryStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpnTunnelOptionsSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AlternatePathHint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpcEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Phase2DHGroupNumbersRequestListValueStaxUnmarshaller.jav

a

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteSnapshotRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PrivateIpAddressSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeIdFormatResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ConfirmProductInstanceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ResetAddressAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateInstanceEventWindowResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetSpotPlacementScoresResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceRequirementsWithMetadataRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RegisterImageRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeInstancesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentRequestOptionsStaxUnmar

shaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteCustomerGatewayResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetConsoleScreenshotRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteNetworkInsightsPathResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelSpotFleetRequestsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateLaunchTemplateVersionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteSecurityGroupResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteRouteRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeInstanceStatusResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ResponseLaunchTemplateData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetSubnetCidrReservationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AuthorizeSecurityGroupEgressResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceTypeInfoFromInstanceRequirementsStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateTagSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RouteState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ProvisionByoipCidrRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetDefaultCreditSpecificationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/WithdrawByoipCidrRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceEventWindowAssociationTargetStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DetachVpnGatewayRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VolumeAttributeName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ScheduledInstancesIamInstanceProfileStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateTrunkInterfaceResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Snapshot.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssignIpv6AddressesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTrafficMirrorTargetsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyCapacityReservationFleetResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RegisterImageResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeImageAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetEbsDefaultKmsKeyIdResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SlotDateTimeRangeRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteVpcRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/SubnetAvailable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTransitGatewayMulticastDomainResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SelfServicePortal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateInstanceMetadataOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReplacementStrategy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTransitGatewayAttachmentsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ProvisionByoipCidrRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnclaveOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateDhcpOptionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceMetadataProtocolState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/NetworkInterfaceAttachmentChangesStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateTransitGatewayMulticastDomainResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VpcEndpointStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateNetworkInterfacePermissionResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeCoipPoolsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RejectTransitGatewayMulticastDomainAssociationsRequestMars

haller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifySnapshotAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeDhcpOptionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LocalGatewayVirtualInterfaceGroupStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CertificateAuthenticationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTagsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetSubnetCidrReservationsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyInstanceAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeClientVpnEndpointsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SpotFleetRequestConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetManagedPrefixListEntriesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SendDiagnosticInterruptRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImportInstanceResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Image.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RevokeSecurityGroupIngressRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/ConversionTaskCancelled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FederatedAuthenticationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceStatusStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpnConnectionRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteSubnetCidrReservationResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/StateReasonStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AcceptTransitGatewayPeeringAttachmentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeNetworkInterfaceAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeInstancesResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/VpnConnectionAvailable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FederatedAuthenticationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeHostReservationOfferingsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTransitGatewayConnectsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SpotCapacityRebalance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RequestSpotInstancesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeFastSnapshotRestoresRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImportImageLicenseConfigurationRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TargetCapacitySpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteCarrierGatewayRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/StartInstancesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteLaunchTemplateRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetLaunchTemplateDataRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteLocalGatewayRouteTableVpcAssociationResultStaxUnma

rshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FailedQueuedPurchaseDeletion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateSnapshotRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociatedTargetNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetTransitGatewayRouteTablePropagationsResult.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateInstanceMarketOptionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/HibernationOptionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateVpnConnectionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Tenancy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/HostStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VolumeDetailStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeIdentityIdFormatResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpcPeeringConnectionStateReasonCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeFpgaImageAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TargetCapacitySpecificationRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeInternetGatewaysResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpcEndpointServiceConfigurationResultStaxUnmarshalle

r.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelBatchErrorCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DhcpConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeCarrierGatewaysRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/AmazonEC2AsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/VpcPeeringConnectionDeleted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteClientVpnEndpointRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ElasticGpusStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ElasticGpuSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateTransitGatewayMulticastDomainResultStaxUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayAttachmentPropagationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteFleetSuccessItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyInstanceAttributeResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LocalGatewayVirtualInterfaceGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Vpc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClientVpnRouteStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSpotFleetInstancesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ExportClientVpnClientCertificateRevocationListResultStaxUnm

arshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateOverridesStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ScheduledInstancesIpv6Address.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyInstanceCreditSpecificationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SpotInstanceStateFault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateVpcEndpointConnectionNotificationRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeRegionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateIamInstanceProfileSpecification.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetPasswordDataResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ValidationErrorStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RegisterTransitGatewayMulticastGroupMembersResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SpotOptionsRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelImportTaskRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/IamInstanceProfileSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AdvertiseByoipCidrRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AcceptTransitGatewayPeeringAttachmentResultStaxUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteNetworkAclEntryRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVolumesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeInstanceEventWindowsRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DnsSupportValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GroupIdentifierStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/BundleInstanceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateElasticInferenceAcceleratorResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/UnassignPrivateIpAddressesRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableEbsEncryptionByDefaultResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetConsoleScreenshotResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/UnassignIpv6AddressesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpcIpv6CidrBlockAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisableVpcClassicLinkDnsSupportRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyHostsRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTransitGatewayConnectPeersRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisableVpcClassicLinkResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreditSpecificationRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetHostReservationPurchasePreviewRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SpotInstanceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreditSpecification.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CopySnapshotRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/ImageExists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/SecurityGroupExists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CurrencyCodeValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeLocalGatewayRouteTableVirtualInterfaceGroupAssociationsRequ

est.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Ipv6PrefixSpecificationRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/IpPermissionStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PrivateIpAddressSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeviceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateElasticInferenceAcceleratorStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TargetReservationValueStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableVpcClassicLinkDnsSupportRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeInstanceTypeOfferingsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateVpcEndpointConnectionNotificationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyFleetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayConnect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VolumeStatusInfoStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayConnectPeerConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyCapacityReservationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateSubnetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyInstancePlacementRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RevokeSecurityGroupEgressResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PeeringConnectionOptionsRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReservedInstancesModificationResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateSnapshotsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/IamInstanceProfile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteSecurityGroupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSpotDatafeedSubscriptionRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpcCidrBlockStateCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpnGatewaysResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayRouteAttachment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DetachClassicLinkVpcResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeImageAttributeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/UnassignPrivateIpAddressesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateNetworkInsightsPathResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeFpgaImagesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DetachVolumeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateSubnetCidrBlockResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/MonitorInstancesRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateTrunkInterfaceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateEnclaveCertificateIamRoleResultStaxUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RegisterImageRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpnConnectionOptionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableEbsEncryptionByDefaultRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyFpgaImageAttributeResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SpotPlacement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteSpotDatafeedSubscriptionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RejectVpcEndpointConnectionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RegisterTransitGatewayMulticastGroupMembersRequestMarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/UnsuccessfulInstanceCreditSpecificationItemStaxUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssignedPrivateIpAddress.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateVpcEndpointRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeCustomerGatewaysResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/SpotInstanceRequestFulfilled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SecurityGroupReferenceStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/NetworkInsightsPathStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TrafficMirrorFilterRule.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReportInstanceStatusResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteFleetErrorStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Region.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeIdentityIdFormatRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableVpcClassicLinkDnsSupportResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeReplaceRootVolumeTasksRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeStaleSecurityGroupsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateReservedInstancesListingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelCapacityReservationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SearchLocalGatewayRoutesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AutoPlacement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteVpcPeeringConnectionResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayConnectPeerState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReservationValueStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SecurityGroupRuleRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RejectVpcEndpointConnectionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SpotFleetMonitoringStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SearchTransitGatewayMulticastGroupsRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/OnDemandOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateFlowLogsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateStoreImageTaskResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTransitGatewaysResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeScheduledInstancesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AttachInternetGatewayResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LoadPermissionModificationsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTransitGatewayResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateElasticInferenceAccelerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeInstanceEventNotificationAttributesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeHostsRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyFpgaImageAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PriceScheduleStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelSpotInstanceRequestsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceGeneration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RunInstancesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SubnetCidrBlockStateCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeIdFormatResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PortRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/HostOffering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FpgaImageAttributeName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Phase1IntegrityAlgorithmsListValueStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelledSpotInstanceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyTrafficMirrorFilterRuleResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClientVpnRoute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateKeyPairRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FpgaImageAttributeStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyManagedPrefixListRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PurchaseReservedInstancesOfferingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyReservedInstancesResult.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImportClientVpnClientCertificateRevocationListResultStaxUnm

arshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateEgressOnlyInternetGatewayRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribePlacementGroupsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateClientVpnTargetNetworkResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeFleetsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SecurityGroupRuleDescription.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RestoreManagedPrefixListVersionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CoipPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeLaunchTemplateVersionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeNetworkInsightsAnalysesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TargetNetworkStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteKeyPairResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Ipv6PrefixSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteLaunchTemplateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeAddressesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Instance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceEventWindowStateChangeStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/HistoryRecordStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateNetworkAclResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVolumeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AcceptReservedInstancesExchangeQuoteResultStaxUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RIProductDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateDefaultSubnetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AmazonEC2Exception.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceIpv6Prefix.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplatePlacementRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyHostsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyInstanceEventWindowRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelSpotInstanceRequestsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReservationState.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/HostReservation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateIamInstanceProfileResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayConnectPeerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateManagedPrefixListRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReplaceRouteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeCapacityReservationFleetsResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeFleetsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeregisterInstanceEventNotificationAttributesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteLocalGatewayRouteTableVpcAssociationRequestMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RunInstancesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVolumeAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReplaceNetworkAclEntryRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetLaunchTemplateOverridesRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ConnectionLogResponseOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImportImageTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReservationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeEgressOnlyInternetGatewaysResultStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteNetworkInterfacePermissionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SuccessfulInstanceCreditSpecificationItemStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Ipv6PrefixSpecificationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeNetworkInterfacePermissionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeEgressOnlyInternetGatewaysResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/IKEVersionsRequestListValueStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentsResultStaxUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ElasticGpuState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/StaleIpPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableFastSnapshotRestoreSuccessItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableEbsEncryptionByDefaultResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelExportTaskRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelConversionTaskRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteFleetsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeClientVpnEndpointsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpcEndpointServicePermissionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSubnetsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DhcpOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribePlacementGroupsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTransitGatewayPeeringAttachmentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/UserBucketStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/UnmonitorInstancesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ElasticGpuHealth.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ServiceType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeCarrierGatewaysRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeReservedInstancesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTransitGatewayConnectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyLaunchTemplateResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteFlowLogsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteNetworkAclRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/NetworkAclStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ElasticGpuAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RejectTransitGatewayPeeringAttachmentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/StoreImageTaskResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/MemoryGiBPerVCpuStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateInternetGatewayRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateCapacityReservationSpecificationRequestStaxU

nmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyClientVpnEndpointRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ExportEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/UserBucketDetailsStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AvailableCapacityStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeregisterTransitGatewayMulticastGroupMembersRequestMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcEndpointServicePermissionsResultStaxUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisableFastSnapshotRestoresResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeImportSnapshotTasksRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSecurityGroupReferencesRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AvailabilityZone.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RouteTableAssociationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateRouteResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplatesMonitoring.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/StaleSecurityGroupStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceFamilyCreditSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ResetEbsDefaultKmsKeyIdResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisableSerialConsoleAccessRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateDhcpOptionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSpotFleetRequestsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImportInstanceVolumeDetailItem.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Phase2EncryptionAlgorithmsListValue.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReplaceTransitGatewayRouteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateTransitGatewayMulticastDomainResultStaxUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeReplaceRootVolumeTasksResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyTransitGatewayOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FailedCapacityReservationFleetCancellationResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceStateName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeIdentityIdFormatRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSecurityGroupReferencesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TrafficMirrorTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifySnapshotAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ExportToS3TaskSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSpotFleetRequestHistoryRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceEventWindow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ResetNetworkInterfaceAttributeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/VolumeInUse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcEndpointServiceConfigurationsRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/DescribeSnapshotsFunction.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/MulticastSupportValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PathComponentStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayPrefixListReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InternetGatewayAttachment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeInstanceCreditSpecificationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyInstancePlacementRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeExportTasksRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RestoreManagedPrefixListVersionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/StartInstancesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CopySnapshotResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LoadBalancersConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ExportTask.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpcTenancy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceMonitoring.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateSpotDatafeedSubscriptionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteInstanceEventWindowResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteVolumeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeLaunchTemplatesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TargetCapacitySpecificationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SpotInstanceStatusStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DetachInternetGatewayResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisableSerialConsoleAccessRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpcPeeringConnectionStateReason.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeInstanceAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VolumeAttachment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetSerialConsoleAccessStatusResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RuleAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AuthorizeSecurityGroupIngressResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SubnetCidrBlockState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ScheduledInstancesPrivateIpAddressConfig.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/OnDemandOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ScheduledInstanceRecurrenceStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImportInstanceLaunchSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateConfigStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/NetworkCardInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ExplanationStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateSnapshotsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LocalGatewayStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/DescribeInstancesFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeClientVpnRoutesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RejectTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PrivateDnsNameConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateInstanceNetworkInterfaceSpecificationStaxUnm

arshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeNatGatewaysRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableSerialConsoleAccessResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateAddressRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetActivityStatus.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyAvailabilityZoneGroupResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnclaveOptionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceFamilyCreditSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AcceptReservedInstancesExchangeQuoteRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeReservedInstancesModificationsResultStaxUnmarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplatePlacementRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteLocalGatewayRouteRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayRouteAttachmentStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeregisterImageRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkInterface.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ExportTransitGatewayRoutesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteClientVpnEndpointRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/OperationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetInstanceMatchCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeFleetErrorStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpnTunnelOptionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RejectTransitGatewayPeeringAttachmentRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FlowLog.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateInstanceMetadataProtocolIpv6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetConsoleOutputResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RegisterTransitGatewayMulticastGroupSourcesRequestMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisableSerialConsoleAccessResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateAddressResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeNetworkInsightsPathsRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeNetworkInterfacesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeInstanceEventWindowsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeLaunchTemplatesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DnsEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PeeringAttachmentStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AttachInternetGatewayRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateVpnConnectionRouteRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetManagedPrefixListAssociationsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ResetFpgaImageAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayAttachmentAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssignPrivateIpAddressesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayRouteTableAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelSpotFleetRequestsErrorStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteRouteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVolumeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateManagedPrefixListResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DefaultTargetCapacityType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeIpv6PoolsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AccountAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeAggregateIdFormatRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcAttributeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AdvertiseByoipCidrRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeHostReservationOfferingsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateFleetResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceInterruptionBehavior.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeImagesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/BatchState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/MoveAddressToVpcRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisableVgwRoutePropagationResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PurchaseReservedInstancesOfferingRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateManagedPrefixListResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeNetworkAclsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TrafficMirrorTargetStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SpotFleetRequestConfigStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteSubnetRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TrafficMirrorFilterRuleField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateInternetGatewayRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FpgaDeviceMemoryInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTransitGatewayRouteTablesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVolumeAttributeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateDefaultVpcRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyTrafficMirrorFilterNetworkServicesResultStaxUnmarshal

ler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcPeeringConnectionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeAccountAttributesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplatePlacementStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ValidationWarning.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DetachClassicLinkVpcRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LocalGatewayRoute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetAssociatedIpv6PoolCidrsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EgressOnlyInternetGatewayStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelImportTaskResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VCpuCountRangeRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VCpuCountRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EventInformationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstancePrivateIpAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisableVgwRoutePropagationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ResetAddressAttributeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayMulticastDomainAssociations.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/HistoryRecordEntryStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PurchaseScheduledInstancesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RouteTableAssociationStateStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstancePrivateIpAddressStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateSubnetCidrReservationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeregisterTransitGatewayMulticastGroupSourcesResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpcEndpointRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcPeeringConnectionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeAggregateIdFormatResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SpotPlacementStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableVolumeIOResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTransitGatewayMulticastDomainResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ByoipCidr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeNatGatewaysResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ListingState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/UserBucketDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/S3ObjectTagStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateCapacityReservationFleetRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/HostRecovery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribePrefixListsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeletePlacementGroupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ProvisionByoipCidrResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DirectoryServiceAuthenticationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Ipv6CidrBlock.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyReservedInstancesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateVpcEndpointRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ElasticGpuStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SuccessfulInstanceCreditSpecificationItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateClientVpnRouteRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ScheduledInstancesMonitoring.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableVpcClassicLinkDnsSupportResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RejectVpcPeeringConnectionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TrafficMirrorRuleAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTransitGatewayPrefixListReferenceResultStaxUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelExportTaskRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateLaunchTemplateResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeExportTasksRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceTagNotificationAttributeStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LastError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpcEndpointType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteVpcEndpointServiceConfigurationsResultStaxUnmarshalle

r.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DetachInternetGatewayResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AcceptVpcPeeringConnectionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClientVpnAuthorizationRuleStatusCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeInstanceStatusRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReferencedSecurityGroupStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ScheduledInstancesNetworkInterfaceStaxUnmarshaller.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateDefaultSubnetResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribePrefixListsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteVpnConnectionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/InstanceStopped.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteVpcResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeInstanceStatusResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CapacityReservationOptionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Reservation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateSnapshotRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelCapacityReservationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTrafficMirrorSessionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateInstanceEventWindowRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LicenseConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteManagedPrefixListRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/NatGatewayStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSecurityGroupRulesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteKeyPairRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RestoreManagedPrefixListVersionResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableSerialConsoleAccessRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribePublicIpv4PoolsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/StartVpcEndpointServicePrivateDnsVerificationResultStaxUnma

rshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ElasticInferenceAcceleratorAssociation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RunInstancesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTagsResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeAvailabilityZonesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTransitGatewayConnectsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayRouteTablePropagation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetCoipPoolUsageResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CpuOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeImportSnapshotTasksResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ServiceState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateRouteTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTransitGatewayPrefixListReferenceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribePrincipalIdFormatRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReservedInstancesModificationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteNetworkInterfaceResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReleaseAddressResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyInstanceEventStartTimeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/IamInstanceProfileAssociationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifySnapshotAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SpotInstanceStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteCustomerGatewayRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/DescribeExportTasksFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcEndpointServiceConfigurationsRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateLocalGatewayRouteTableVpcAssociationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteNetworkInsightsAnalysisResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteQueuedReservedInstancesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyInstanceMetadataOptionsRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RejectTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RejectTransitGatewayPeeringAttachmentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTransitGatewayMulticastDomainsRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Protocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SpotFleetTagSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeInstanceEventWindowsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyIdentityIdFormatResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteNatGatewayRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpnTunnelCertificateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CidrAuthorizationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/AbstractAmazonEC2Async.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateLocalGatewayRouteTableVpcAssociationResultStaxUnma

rshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTransitGatewayConnectPeerResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateRestoreImageTaskResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceMarketOptionsRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTransitGatewayRouteTableRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DiskImageVolumeDescription.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DnsNameState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LocalGatewayVirtualInterface.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeStoreImageTasksRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisableFastSnapshotRestoreStateErrorStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DhcpOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcClassicLinkDnsSupportRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteVpcEndpointConnectionNotificationsResultStaxUnmarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/BurstablePerformance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AnalysisLoadBalancerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AttachVpnGatewayResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeLocalGatewayVirtualInterfaceGroupsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ExportTransitGatewayRoutesResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DetachInternetGatewayRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ScheduledInstancesPlacementStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImportInstanceVolumeDetailItemStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RouteTableStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetTransitGatewayPrefixListReferencesResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayPropagation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVolumesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ApplySecurityGroupsToClientVpnTargetNetworkResultStaxUn

marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSecurityGroupRulesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RevokeClientVpnIngressRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/HistoryRecord.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/MovingAddressStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/NetworkInterfacePrivateIpAddressStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyDefaultCreditSpecificationResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/WithdrawByoipCidrRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateNetworkInterfaceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSecurityGroupsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeClientVpnAuthorizationRulesResultStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ExportTaskS3LocationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableVolumeIORequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ResetInstanceAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AuthorizeSecurityGroupIngressRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PriceSchedule.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateDhcpOptionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeStaleSecurityGroupsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ConnectionLogResponseOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTransitGatewayConnectPeerRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteLaunchTemplateVersionsResponseErrorItemStaxUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteCarrierGatewayRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/VpcPeeringConnectionExists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeClientVpnConnectionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteCarrierGatewayResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribePrincipalIdFormatResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeNetworkInterfacePermissionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeregisterInstanceEventNotificationAttributesResultStaxUnmars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateClientVpnTargetNetworkResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ResetInstanceAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReplaceNetworkAclAssociationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteSubnetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AddPrefixListEntry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetCapacityReservationUsageResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayMulticastDeregisteredGroupMembers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateIamInstanceProfileSpecificationStaxUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateSubnetCidrBlockRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeElasticGpusResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/HibernationOptionsRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTrafficMirrorFilterResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AccountAttributeName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeregisterInstanceEventNotificationAttributesRequestMarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReplaceNetworkAclAssociationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/StartVpcEndpointServicePrivateDnsVerificationRequest.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EbsOptimizedInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AcceptTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSubnetsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeCapacityReservationsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTrafficMirrorSessionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DetachNetworkInterfaceResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTagsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteLaunchTemplateVersionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpcPeeringConnectionOptionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteEgressOnlyInternetGatewayResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeInstanceAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/KeyPairExists.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteRouteTableResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImageAttributeName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeScheduledInstancesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SubnetAssociationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TargetGroupsConfigStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/StatusType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateEnclaveCertificateIamRoleRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSpotPriceHistoryRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteVpcEndpointsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CopyImageResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpnConnectionOptionsSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AllocationState.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeInstanceTypeOfferingsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Phase2DHGroupNumbersListValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTransitGatewayConnectPeerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateRouteTableResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CapacityReservationPreference.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcClassicLinkRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReplaceTransitGatewayRouteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateInstanceEventWindowResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClassicLoadBalancer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AttachVolumeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTrafficMirrorFilterRuleRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EventType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateNatGatewayRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CidrAuthorizationContextStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CapacityReservationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyTrafficMirrorSessionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeLaunchTemplateVersionsResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AllocateAddressResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RestoreAddressToClassicResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyInstanceCapacityReservationAttributesRequestMarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/DescribeSpotInstanceRequestsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RequestLaunchTemplateDataStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RevokeSecurityGroupIngressResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceStatusEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ManagedPrefixListStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteVpcRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ClientConnectOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ClientVpnRouteStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeReservedInstancesOfferingsResultStaxUnmarshaller.jav

a

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeClassicLinkInstancesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateVpnConnectionRouteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkInterfacePermissionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplatesMonitoringRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ServiceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteFpgaImageRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Ipv4PrefixSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PrefixListStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AnalysisAclRuleStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetFlowLogsIntegrationTemplateResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SpotFleetLaunchSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyCapacityReservationFleetRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RevokeSecurityGroupIngressRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CidrBlockStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PeeringTgwInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelSpotInstanceRequestsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeHostReservationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifySecurityGroupRulesResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSecurityGroupsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayMulticastGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeReservedInstancesListingsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CustomerGatewayStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeCapacityReservationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ResponseLaunchTemplateDataStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SearchTransitGatewayMulticastGroupsResultStaxUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeReservedInstancesModificationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LocalGatewayRouteTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpnGateway.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ScheduledInstancesLaunchSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeInstanceTypesResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ExportClientVpnClientCertificateRevocationListRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/HostReservationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/IntegrateServicesStaxUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateCapacityReservationSpecificationResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateInstanceMetadataEndpointState.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TargetCapacitySpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SubnetAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyTransitGatewayRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PartitionLoadFrequency.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TunnelOptionStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CapacityReservationStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FleetLaunchTemplateConfigStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RegisterInstanceEventNotificationAttributesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisableFastSnapshotRestoreStateError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Ipv6CidrBlockStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EbsNvmeSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ContainerFormat.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkInsightsAnalysis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnclaveOptionsRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeNetworkAclsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisableEbsEncryptionByDefaultResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeFastSnapshotRestoreSuccessItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateNetworkAclEntryRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AcceptTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentResultStaxUnmarshaller.ja
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va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteNetworkAclEntryRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RegisterTransitGatewayMulticastGroupSourcesResultStaxUnmar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ConnectionLogOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateEnclaveCertificateIamRoleRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteVpnGatewayRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyTransitGatewayPrefixListReferenceResultStaxUnmarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClientVpnEndpointAttributeStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateVpcEndpointServiceConfigurationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/UpdateSecurityGroupRuleDescriptionsEgressRequestMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeregisterImageResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeImagesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribePrincipalIdFormatRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTagsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AcceleratorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateInstanceExportTaskRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/NetworkInsightsAnalysisStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetManagedPrefixListAssociationsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeRouteTablesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelCapacityReservationFleetsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AuthorizeSecurityGroupIngressRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteLaunchTemplateVersionsResponseSuccessItemStaxUnmar

shaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSecurityGroupRulesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FailedCapacityReservationFleetCancellationResultStaxUnmarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/InstanceExists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayMulitcastDomainAssociationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpcTenancyRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisableVpcClassicLinkDnsSupportResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetVpnConnectionDeviceSampleConfigurationResultStaxUnmar

shaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnaSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteEgressOnlyInternetGatewayRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceNetworkInterface.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateBlockDeviceMappingStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PlacementGroupInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetTransitGatewayPrefixListReferencesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetTransitGatewayRouteTablePropagationsRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeExportImageTasksRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DetachVpnGatewayResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteFlowLogsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VpnTunnelOptionsSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VolumeStatusAttachmentStatusStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeRouteTablesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateHibernationOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyNetworkInterfaceAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetSpotCapacityRebalanceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ScheduledInstanceAvailabilityStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SpotInstanceStateFaultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeLocalGatewayRouteTablesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTrafficMirrorSessionRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTransitGatewayConnectPeersRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeFleetsInstancesStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisableImageDeprecationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeInternetGatewaysRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateErrorCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FpgaInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CapacityReservationFleetCancellationStateStaxUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteLocalGatewayRouteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteVpcPeeringConnectionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/DescribeCustomerGatewaysFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeDhcpOptionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PlacementStrategy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayRequestOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImageAttributeStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/DescribeBundleTasksFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ExportImageResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SpotPlacementScore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ProductCode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RootDeviceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/UnmonitorInstancesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifySubnetAttributeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AthenaIntegration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifySpotFleetRequestResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpcAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DetachVolumeResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/RouteTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpcEndpointConnectionNotificationResultStaxUnmarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PublicIpv4PoolStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateSnapshotResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AllocateHostsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AuthorizeSecurityGroupEgressRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetHostReservationPurchasePreviewResultStaxUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceAttributeStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTransitGatewayConnectPeersResultStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RegisterInstanceEventNotificationAttributesRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceLifecycleType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyImageAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ConnectionNotificationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssignPrivateIpAddressesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateNetworkAclRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateFleetInstanceStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Ipv6RangeStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisableVgwRoutePropagationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Volume.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/MoveAddressToVpcRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AcceptVpcEndpointConnectionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeImagesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateClientVpnTargetNetworkResultStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyDefaultCreditSpecificationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeHostReservationsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeCarrierGatewaysResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/MemoryMiBRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpcAttachment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTransitGatewaysResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/BgpStatus.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetManagedPrefixListEntriesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AuthorizationRuleStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableFastSnapshotRestoreErrorItemStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/BundleInstanceResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyInstanceMetadataOptionsResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetGroupsForCapacityReservationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceCreditSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateTagSpecificationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VgwTelemetry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeClientVpnEndpointsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetLaunchTemplateConfigRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpcEndpointConnectionNotificationRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ScheduledInstancesBlockDeviceMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyInstanceMetadataOptionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Phase1EncryptionAlgorithmsListValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImportImageTaskStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ConnectionNotificationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/DescribeImagesFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RestoreAddressToClassicResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetSpotPlacementScoresRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceMetadataOptionsResponseStaxUnmarshaller.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RevokeSecurityGroupIngressResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetTransitGatewayMulticastDomainAssociationsRequestMarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableVgwRoutePropagationResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SpotMaintenanceStrategiesStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeElasticGpusResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifySecurityGroupRulesRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTransitGatewaysRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetEbsEncryptionByDefaultResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetConsoleScreenshotRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcEndpointConnectionNotificationsResultStaxUnmars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FpgaImageAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AcceptTransitGatewayMulticastDomainAssociationsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Ipv6PoolStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PrivateDnsNameConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceCapacityStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImportClientVpnClientCertificateRevocationListResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTrafficMirrorTargetResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PrefixListAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AllowedPrincipal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeAvailabilityZonesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeLocalGatewaysRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetAssociatedEnclaveCertificateIamRolesRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LicenseConfigurationRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/KeyPairInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyTrafficMirrorFilterNetworkServicesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVolumesModificationsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateSnapshotsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceStorageInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTransitGatewayConnectResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayRequestOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeIamInstanceProfileAssociationsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTransitGatewayRouteTablesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociatedRole.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateTrunkInterfaceRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LoadPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Ipv6CidrAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LastErrorStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FleetLaunchTemplateSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CopySnapshotResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateVpnConnectionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SubnetIpv6CidrBlockAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcPeeringConnectionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayAttachmentStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CustomerGateway.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableFastSnapshotRestoresResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpnTunnelCertificateRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TargetCapacityUnitType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AthenaIntegrationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeAccountAttributesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteDhcpOptionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetVpnConnectionDeviceSampleConfigurationRequestMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ShutdownBehavior.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImportInstanceTaskDetailsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RequestSpotFleetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyHostsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateSubnetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyInstanceEventWindowResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ResetFpgaImageAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetSerialConsoleAccessStatusRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableVpcClassicLinkRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelReservedInstancesListingRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LocalGatewayVirtualInterfaceStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteInstanceEventWindowRequestMarshaller.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/BundleTaskComplete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateEnclaveOptionsRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteKeyPairRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteFleetsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTransitGatewayRouteTableResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/NatGatewayAvailable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableVpcClassicLinkResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssignPrivateIpAddressesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelCapacityReservationFleetsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTrafficMirrorTargetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PrefixListState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateKeyPairResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyIdentityIdFormatRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GpuInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeInstanceCreditSpecificationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplatesMonitoringStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReservedInstanceReservationValueStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AcceleratorCountStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PropagatingVgw.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/DescribeVpnConnectionsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/StaticSourcesSupportValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SendDiagnosticInterruptResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelSpotFleetRequestsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateRestoreImageTaskRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSpotFleetInstancesResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyIdFormatRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpcClassicLink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReplaceNetworkAclAssociationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateCarrierGatewayResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeScheduledInstancesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateEgressOnlyInternetGatewayResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateInstanceMetadataOptionsRequestStaxUnmarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DetachClassicLinkVpcResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreditSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClientData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateTrunkInterfaceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PrefixListEntryStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RejectTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentResultStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReservedInstancesConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteNetworkInsightsPathRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeLocalGatewayRouteTableVpcAssociationsResultStaxUn

marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PeeringConnectionOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VpcEndpointConnectionStaxUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteInternetGatewayRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReleaseAddressResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeAddressesAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SendDiagnosticInterruptResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeKeyPairsResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CpuOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeScheduledInstancesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeprovisionByoipCidrResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AllocateHostsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ResetFpgaImageAttributeName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/MemoryGiBPerVCpuRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VpcPeeringConnectionStateReasonStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TotalLocalStorageGBStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Phase1EncryptionAlgorithmsRequestListValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceRequirementsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeLocalGatewayRouteTableVpcAssociationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/HibernationOptions.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeScheduledInstanceAvailabilityResultStaxUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeReservedInstancesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetReservedInstancesExchangeQuoteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AttachClassicLinkVpcResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateSpotMarketOptionsRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayRouteState.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableFastSnapshotRestoreSuccessItemStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateTrunkInterfaceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceUsageStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteSpotDatafeedSubscriptionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeregisterInstanceTagAttributeRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetHostReservationPurchasePreviewResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisableFastSnapshotRestoreStateErrorItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeBundleTasksResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetTransitGatewayAttachmentPropagationsRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateNetworkInterfacePermissionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpnTunnelCertificateRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ResetAddressAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AvailableCapacity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreatePlacementGroupResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeAvailabilityZonesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClassicLinkInstance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AcceleratorTotalMemoryMiBRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateCapacityReservationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CapacityReservationSpecificationResponseStaxUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SpotPrice.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ConversionTaskStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ConfirmProductInstanceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceTypeOffering.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeFpgaImageAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CoipPoolStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeNetworkInterfaceAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ScheduledInstanceAvailability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTrafficMirrorTargetRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Phase2DHGroupNumbersRequestListValue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeMovingAddressesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DnsServersOptionsModifyStructureStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/UserIdGroupPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FlowLogStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InterfacePermissionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateFpgaImageResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeScheduledInstanceAvailabilityRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyInstanceEventWindowRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetCapacityReservationUsageResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTrafficMirrorTargetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AutoAcceptSharedAttachmentsValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyNetworkInterfaceAttributeResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateVpcCidrBlockResultStaxUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AcceleratorCountRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTrunkInterfaceAssociationsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceTypeOfferingStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Phase2IntegrityAlgorithmsRequestListValue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/SnapshotCompleted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SecurityGroupRuleDescriptionStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/MemoryGiBPerVCpuRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ProtocolValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeFleetsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PurchaseReservedInstancesOfferingRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SnapshotTaskDetailStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyTrafficMirrorFilterRuleRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTransitGatewayConnectPeerRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTransitGatewayPrefixListReferenceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ResetEbsDefaultKmsKeyIdRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceTypeInfo.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpcCidrBlockAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplatePlacement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/MonitoringState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTransitGatewayRouteTableResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TerminateInstancesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateTransitGatewayRouteTableResult.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateEnclaveCertificateIamRoleRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GatewayType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CertificateAuthenticationRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DetachVolumeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ScheduledInstanceRecurrenceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpnConnectionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTrafficMirrorFiltersResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ConversionTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeExportImageTasksRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableImageDeprecationResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReservedInstancesIdStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTrafficMirrorSessionResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReservedInstancesStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EfaInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AttachVolumeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FleetLaunchTemplateConfigRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceStorageEncryptionSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteSpotDatafeedSubscriptionResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NatGatewayAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTrafficMirrorFilterRuleResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/HttpTokensState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SubnetCidrBlockStateStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisableEbsEncryptionByDefaultRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReportStatusType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteVpcEndpointsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayMulticastDeregisteredGroupSources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayRoute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ResetEbsDefaultKmsKeyIdResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ExportToS3TaskStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PriceScheduleSpecification.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ResetEbsDefaultKmsKeyIdRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSpotFleetRequestsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceCountStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeFleetHistoryResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelReservedInstancesListingRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisableVpcClassicLinkDnsSupportRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AcceptTransitGatewayMulticastDomainAssociationsResultStaxU

nmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ExportImageTaskStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/BundleInstanceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/NetworkAclAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ClientVpnConnectionStatusStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClientConnectOptions.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ExportClientVpnClientConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/BootModeValues.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeBundleTasksResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PlacementGroupState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TerminateClientVpnConnectionsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SearchTransitGatewayRoutesResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSecurityGroupsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateFleetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteManagedPrefixListResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelCapacityReservationFleetsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTrafficMirrorTargetResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CapacityReservationTargetResponseStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTransitGatewayPeeringAttachmentsRequestMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableVpcClassicLinkRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VpcClassicLinkStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/MembershipType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/IpRangeStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateFpgaImageRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VpnStaticRouteStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpnStaticRoute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelExportTaskResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeFleetInstancesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateRouteTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateImageRequest.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateNetworkAclEntryResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeExportTasksResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteClientVpnRouteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSpotPriceHistoryResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateDhcpOptionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelConversionTaskResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateVolumePermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Phase1IntegrityAlgorithmsListValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/IamInstanceProfileAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateInstanceEventWindowResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateVolumeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteNetworkInterfaceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SpotPriceStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EfaInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Ipv4PrefixSpecificationResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LicenseConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpnConnectionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeNetworkInterfaceAttributeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpnConnectionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyInstanceCapacityReservationAttributesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Phase1EncryptionAlgorithmsListValueStaxUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImportVolumeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeAggregateIdFormatRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateInstanceEventWindowRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetVpnConnectionDeviceTypesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ResetImageAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayMulticastDomainAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteLaunchTemplateVersionsResponseSuccessItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifySpotFleetRequestRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VolumeStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/NatGatewayAddressStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetManagedPrefixListEntriesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableVolumeIOResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PeeringConnectionOptionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeClientVpnConnectionsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SecurityGroupRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayAttachmentAssociationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelBundleTaskRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/BaselineEbsBandwidthMbpsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVolumeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteEgressOnlyInternetGatewayRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SubnetState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RemovePrefixListEntryStaxUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceExportDetailsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeClientVpnAuthorizationRulesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VpnConnectionDeviceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LoadPermissionStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AttachNetworkInterfaceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClientVpnAuthenticationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisassociateVpcCidrBlockRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/StartVpcEndpointServicePrivateDnsVerificationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/MonitorInstancesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ConfirmProductInstanceResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTransitGatewayRouteTablesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AllowedPrincipalStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SpotFleetRequestConfigDataStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTrafficMirrorFilterRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeFleetsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetFlowLogsIntegrationTemplateRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ProductCodeStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GpuDeviceInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DiskImageVolumeDescriptionStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/Ipv6PrefixSpecificationResponseStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyDefaultCreditSpecificationResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcEndpointServicesRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeLocalGatewaysRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyFleetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PurchaseScheduledInstancesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTrafficMirrorFiltersResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ScheduledInstancesPlacement.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateEbsBlockDeviceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpnGatewaysRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteQueuedReservedInstancesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeFleetInstancesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeFpgaImageAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DomainType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PtrUpdateStatusStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceIpv4PrefixStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetTransitGatewayRouteTablePropagationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeByoipCidrsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableTransitGatewayRouteTablePropagationResultStaxUnmars

haller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyTransitGatewayResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateReplaceRootVolumeTaskRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcEndpointServicesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SnapshotStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ApplySecurityGroupsToClientVpnTargetNetworkRequestMarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeHostReservationOfferingsRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Ipv6SupportValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteVpcEndpointsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AvailabilityZoneMessageStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ClientConnectResponseOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FleetSpotCapacityRebalanceStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReservedInstanceReservationValue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/PriceScheduleSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateDefaultSubnetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/RequestSpotFleetResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/UpdateSecurityGroupRuleDescriptionsEgressRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PlatformValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PlacementGroup.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateCarrierGatewayRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyFpgaImageAttributeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateLocalGatewayRouteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/S3Storage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeAvailabilityZonesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VolumeStatusInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AuthorizeClientVpnIngressRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ResetImageAttributeName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AttachInternetGatewayResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteRouteTableRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteSpotDatafeedSubscriptionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentRequestOptionsStaxUnma

rshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTransitGatewayRouteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateRouteTableResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTrafficMirrorSessionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TrafficMirrorTargetType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/UnsuccessfulInstanceCreditSpecificationItem.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/KeyPairStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VirtualizationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSpotFleetRequestHistoryResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTransitGatewayMulticastDomainResultStaxUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociateClientVpnTargetNetworkRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableVpcClassicLinkDnsSupportRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeInstanceTypeOfferingsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeInstanceTypesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/UnsuccessfulItemStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReplaceIamInstanceProfileAssociationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceEventWindowAssociationRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GroupIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceStatusSummaryStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/HostProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTrunkInterfaceAssociationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetOnDemandAllocationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelImportTaskResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/UnassignPrivateIpAddressesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateCapacityReservationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/NetworkInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVpcEndpointsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReleaseAddressRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VolumeModification.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateSnapshotsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateNetworkAclRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ConversionTaskState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateFlowLogsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateSubnetCidrBlockResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AccountAttributeStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/StartNetworkInsightsAnalysisRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/NetworkInterfaceCountStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTransitGatewayVpcAttachmentRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImportInstanceLaunchSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CancelSpotInstanceRequestsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteTrafficMirrorFilterRuleRequest.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetTransitGatewayPrefixListReferencesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ImportClientVpnClientCertificateRevocationListRequestMarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateIamInstanceProfileSpecificationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Ipv4PrefixSpecificationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateInstanceMetadataOptionsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisableFastSnapshotRestoresRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayVpcAttachmentStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CapacityReservationSpecificationResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TrafficMirrorPortRangeRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateCustomerGatewayResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReportInstanceStatusResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableVgwRoutePropagationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GetConsoleOutputRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SearchTransitGatewayMulticastGroupsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InferenceAcceleratorInfoStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayPropagationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VolumeType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeKeyPairsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceNetworkInterfaceAssociationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImportImageResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifySpotFleetRequestRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceMetadataEndpointState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/IdFormat.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GetCoipPoolUsageResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AnalysisPacketHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateAndOverridesResponseStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateOverrides.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSpotInstanceRequestsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReplaceIamInstanceProfileAssociationRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeNetworkInsightsPathsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociatedTargetNetworkStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DetachNetworkInterfaceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/IcmpTypeCodeStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeSpotInstanceRequestsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CopyImageRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PurchaseRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateTransitGatewayConnectRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TargetNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SnapshotDetailStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteCustomerGatewayResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteSubnetCidrReservationRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SecurityGroupIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteTransitGatewayRouteResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateVpnConnectionRouteResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteVpcEndpointServiceConfigurationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpnTunnelOptionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeManagedPrefixListsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeNatGatewaysResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/GetPasswordDataFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReplaceTransitGatewayRouteResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeExportImageTasksResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DisassociateVpcCidrBlockResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeCapacityReservationFleetsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeFlowLogsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSpotPriceHistoryRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/NetworkInterfaceAttachmentStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CapacityReservationGroup.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ServiceDetailStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTrafficMirrorTargetsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelCapacityReservationResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EbsInstanceBlockDevice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CapacityReservationSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ReplaceRouteTableAssociationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AttachClassicLinkVpcRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpcEndpointConnectionNotificationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/StartInstancesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/VgwTelemetryStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteVpcResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/StartVpcEndpointServicePrivateDnsVerificationRequestMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeVolumeAttributeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeClientVpnAuthorizationRulesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TransitGatewayAssociation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeLocalGatewaysResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateImageRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ResetImageAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Monitoring.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PoolCidrBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteLocalGatewayRouteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteClientVpnRouteResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteSecurityGroupRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImportSnapshotResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeClientVpnEndpointsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyNetworkInterfaceAttributeResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteDhcpOptionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteSubnetRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyCapacityReservationResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisableSerialConsoleAccessResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AcceptTransitGatewayMulticastDomainAssociationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/OnDemandOptionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ApplySecurityGroupsToClientVpnTargetNetworkRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeScheduledInstanceAvailabilityResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateRouteTableRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateInstanceMetadataOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SnapshotTaskDetail.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/AssociateVpcCidrBlockResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteNetworkInterfacePermissionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/DescribeSubnetsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TerminateInstancesRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVolumesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/InstanceNetworkInterfaceSpecificationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateCapacityReservationResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteInternetGatewayResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DefaultRouteTableAssociationValue.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteVolumeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FleetCapacityReservationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeLocalGatewaysResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyAvailabilityZoneOptInStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeFastSnapshotRestoresResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayRouteStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteKeyPairResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReplaceNetworkAclEntryRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateNetworkInterfaceResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisableFastSnapshotRestoresRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteRouteTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeTagsResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/MemoryMiB.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/VolumeStatusDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateBlockDeviceMappingRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/AmazonEC2Waiters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AllocateAddressResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateNatGatewayRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteLaunchTemplateVersionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TrafficType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeAccountAttributesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ExportTaskStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SpotOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeVpcEndpointServicePermissionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/SearchLocalGatewayRoutesRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/InstanceRunning.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayMulticastRegisteredGroupSourcesStaxUnmarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeInstanceAttributeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/BundleTaskErrorStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AssociatedRoleStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EndDateType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateVolumeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceStorageInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyFleetResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeCoipPoolsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ElasticInferenceAccelerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeregisterTransitGatewayMulticastGroupMembersResultStaxUn

marshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EnableFastSnapshotRestoreStateErrorStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeDhcpOptionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/waiters/DescribeVpcsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LocalStorage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PrincipalIdFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyCapacityReservationFleetRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CancelCapacityReservationFleetErrorStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeHostReservationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeRegionsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTagsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateReservedInstancesListingRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeCustomerGatewaysRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/FleetStateCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateVpcPeeringConnectionResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/LaunchTemplateSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyManagedPrefixListResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/ModifyVpnConnectionOptionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TrafficMirrorFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/FleetSpotMaintenanceStrategiesRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeStoreImageTasksResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/Placement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ClientVpnRouteStatusCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DeleteNetworkInterfaceResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/PeeringConnectionOptions.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GpuDeviceMemoryInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateVolumePermissionModifications.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DisableVgwRoutePropagationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CpuOptionsRequestStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/CreateSecurityGroupResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SpotInstanceState.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EbsEncryptionSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReleaseHostsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/GpuDeviceInfo.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ImportImageLicenseConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/SpotMarketOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeInstanceEventNotificationAttributesRequestMarshaller.j

ava

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeTrafficMirrorSessionsResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeleteSecurityGroupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EventCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateTransitGatewayPeeringAttachmentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DeletePlacementGroupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ReplaceRootVolumeTaskState.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/TrafficMirrorSessionField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeSpotFleetRequestsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/EnableFastSnapshotRestoresResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ElasticGpus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/LaunchTemplateEnclaveOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateVpcPeeringConnectionRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeImportImageTasksResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayConnectOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/CreateDefaultVpcResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TransitGatewayConnectRequestBgpOptionsStaxUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/InstanceStateChange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/ModifyVpcTenancyResult.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/DescribeNetworkInterfacesResultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribePublicIpv4PoolsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/AcceptVpcPeeringConnectionRequestMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/EC2RequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/GeneratePreSignUrlRequestHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DryRunSupportedRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DryRunResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/actions/EC2Actions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/util/S3UploadPolicy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*
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*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/transform/TimestampFormatRequestHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * <p>

    * One or more filters.

    * </p>

    * <ul>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * <code>create-time</code> - The time the launch template version was created.

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * <code>ebs-optimized</code> - A boolean that indicates whether the instance is optimized for Amazon EBS

I/O.

    * </p>

     * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * <code>iam-instance-profile</code> - The ARN of the IAM instance profile.

    * </p>
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    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * <code>image-id</code> - The ID of the AMI.

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * <code>instance-type</code> - The instance type.

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * <code>is-default-version</code> - A boolean that indicates whether the launch template version is the default

    * version.

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * <code>kernel-id</code> - The kernel ID.

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * <code>ram-disk-id</code> - The RAM disk ID.

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * </ul>

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/model/DescribeLaunchTemplateVersionsRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2021 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274499_1679587975.5176005/0/aws-java-sdk-ec2-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/ec2/util/SecurityGroupUtils.java

 

1.340 rome-utils 1.12.2 
1.340.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274461_1679587973.725689/0/rome-utils-1-12-2-sources-2-

jar/com/rometools/utils/IO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274461_1679587973.725689/0/rome-utils-1-12-2-sources-2-

jar/com/rometools/utils/Doubles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274461_1679587973.725689/0/rome-utils-1-12-2-sources-2-

jar/com/rometools/utils/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274461_1679587973.725689/0/rome-utils-1-12-2-sources-2-

jar/com/rometools/utils/Integers.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274461_1679587973.725689/0/rome-utils-1-12-2-sources-2-

jar/com/rometools/utils/Lists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274461_1679587973.725689/0/rome-utils-1-12-2-sources-2-

jar/com/rometools/utils/Alternatives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274461_1679587973.725689/0/rome-utils-1-12-2-sources-2-

jar/com/rometools/utils/Longs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274461_1679587973.725689/0/rome-utils-1-12-2-sources-2-

jar/com/rometools/utils/Dates.java
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1.341 aws-java-sdk-kms 1.12.105 
1.341.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/actions/KMSActions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ReplicateKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMSAsyncClientBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ReEncryptResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ConnectCustomKeyStoreRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListAliasesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ExpiredImportTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EnableKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeysResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateCustomKeyStoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KeyListEntryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EnableKeyRotationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/MultiRegionKeyJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/PutKeyPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/AliasListEntryMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DescribeKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DescribeKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateKeyDescriptionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteImportedKeyMaterialRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomKeyStoreInvalidStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidKeyUsageException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteCustomKeyStoreRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/MultiRegionConfigurationJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisabledExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomKeyStoreNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateAliasResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CloudHsmClusterNotRelatedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomKeyStoreNameInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListKeysRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateAliasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyRotationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CloudHsmClusterNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyRotationStatusResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListGrantsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeyPoliciesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/WrappingKeySpec.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoreNameInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KMSInternalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/AlgorithmSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoreInvalidStateExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeCustomKeyStoresRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/package-info.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteImportedKeyMaterialRequestProtocolMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoreHasCMKsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteImportedKeyMaterialRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListResourceTagsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetParametersForImportRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/PutKeyPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidArnExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMSClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeysRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidArnException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AbstractAWSKMS.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetParametersForImportResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMSClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeysRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ImportKeyMaterialRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/MultiRegionKeyMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListAliasesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateCustomKeyStoreResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidMarkerExceptionUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ConnectCustomKeyStoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/MultiRegionKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ConnectCustomKeyStoreRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/VerifyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteAliasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisabledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteAliasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListGrantsRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UnsupportedOperationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListResourceTagsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CancelKeyDeletionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/MalformedPolicyDocumentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidGrantIdException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EncryptionAlgorithmSpec.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ImportKeyMaterialRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KMSInvalidStateExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidGrantIdExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetParametersForImportResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/AlreadyExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteCustomKeyStoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairWithoutPlaintextRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyListEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisableKeyRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetParametersForImportRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KMSInvalidSignatureExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyPairWithoutPlaintextResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DescribeCustomKeyStoresResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMSAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateAliasRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateCustomKeyStoreRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateGrantResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EncryptResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyManagerType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/RetireGrantResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/IncorrectKeyMaterialException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ReEncryptRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GrantListEntryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/LimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/SignRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/AliasListEntryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyRotationRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateKeyDescriptionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListGrantsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/VerifyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyRotationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateAliasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteAliasResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyRotationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ConnectCustomKeyStoreRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListAliasesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/VerifyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KeyUnavailableExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateCustomKeyStoreRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListAliasesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/OriginType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoreNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KeyMetadataMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UnsupportedOperationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GrantConstraintsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/SigningAlgorithmSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ConnectionErrorCodeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EncryptResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidImportTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/PutKeyPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/RetireGrantRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ImportKeyMaterialRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/AWSKMSException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/IncorrectTrustAnchorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GrantConstraintsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisableKeyRotationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteImportedKeyMaterialResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KeyListEntryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateRandomResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidAliasNameExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListAliasesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateAliasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteImportedKeyMaterialResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/MalformedPolicyDocumentExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DataKeySpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListRetirableGrantsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KMSInvalidStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/AlreadyExistsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoresListEntryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteAliasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateAliasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DecryptRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RetireGrantRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/VerifyRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisableKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListResourceTagsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GrantListEntryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMSAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisableKeyRotationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ScheduleKeyDeletionRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetPublicKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidKeyUsageExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CancelKeyDeletionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateCustomKeyStoreRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ConnectCustomKeyStoreResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/SignResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/TagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RevokeGrantRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisconnectCustomKeyStoreRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetParametersForImportRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EncryptRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/AliasListEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlaintextRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyRotationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RetireGrantRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyPairWithoutPlaintextRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/VerifyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteCustomKeyStoreRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeCustomKeyStoresRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ImportKeyMaterialResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListKeyPoliciesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateAliasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CloudHsmClusterInvalidConfigurationExceptionUnmarshaller.j

ava
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateCustomKeyStoreResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DecryptRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateAliasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListResourceTagsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListKeyPoliciesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ScheduleKeyDeletionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidGrantTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdatePrimaryRegionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AbstractAWSKMSAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateCustomKeyStoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CancelKeyDeletionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdatePrimaryRegionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateRandomRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidMarkerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/SignRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/SignRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidCiphertextException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateCustomKeyStoreRequestProtocolMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidGrantTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlaintextRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DecryptRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ReplicateKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListRetirableGrantsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidCiphertextExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KeyMetadataJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/SignResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListKeysResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RevokeGrantResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ReplicateKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GrantListEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdatePrimaryRegionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateGrantRequestMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EnableKeyRotationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteAliasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetPublicKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyRotationStatusRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/IncorrectTrustAnchorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisconnectCustomKeyStoreRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteCustomKeyStoreRequestProtocolMarshaller.java
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*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyUnavailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListGrantsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomerMasterKeySpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListRetirableGrantsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlaintextResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CloudHsmClusterInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdatePrimaryRegionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetKeyPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateGrantResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeCustomKeyStoresResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyUsageType.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetKeyRotationStatusResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeyPoliciesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DataKeyPairSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/PutKeyPolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CancelKeyDeletionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomKeyStoresListEntry.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DependencyTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisconnectCustomKeyStoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ExpirationModelType.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/PutKeyPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListGrantsResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateKeyDescriptionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyPairRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KMSInvalidSignatureException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CloudHsmClusterNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateKeyDescriptionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListResourceTagsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetPublicKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/IncorrectKeyExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GrantConstraints.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/MultiRegionConfigurationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisconnectCustomKeyStoreResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ConnectionStateType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GrantOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CloudHsmClusterNotRelatedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteCustomKeyStoreResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeySpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/RevokeGrantResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ScheduleKeyDeletionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/NotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ReplicateKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KMSInternalExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EnableKeyRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EncryptRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidImportTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateRandomRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdatePrimaryRegionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateCustomKeyStoreRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ReplicateKeyResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ExpiredImportTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoresListEntryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetKeyRotationStatusRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateRandomResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlaintextResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RevokeGrantRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidAliasNameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DecryptResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/MultiRegionKeyType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DecryptResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ImportKeyMaterialResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ReEncryptResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetKeyPolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/IncorrectKeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomKeyStoreHasCMKsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateCustomKeyStoreRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CancelKeyDeletionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CloudHsmClusterNotActiveException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlaintextRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListRetirableGrantsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairWithoutPlaintextRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateAliasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/NotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyPairResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisconnectCustomKeyStoreRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CloudHsmClusterNotActiveExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateGrantRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DescribeCustomKeyStoresRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RetireGrantResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetPublicKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/LimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EncryptRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DependencyTimeoutExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CloudHsmClusterInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateRandomRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/MultiRegionConfiguration.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyRotationStatusRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateAliasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListRetirableGrantsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CloudHsmClusterInvalidConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/IncorrectKeyMaterialExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/TagException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/RevokeGrantRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyRotationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairWithoutPlaintextResultJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ScheduleKeyDeletionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeyPoliciesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateKeyDescriptionRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ReEncryptRequestProtocolMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/MessageType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ScheduleKeyDeletionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ReEncryptRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetPublicKeyRequest.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyMetadata.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2021 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * <p>

    * Identifies the KMS key for the grant. The grant gives principals permission to use this KMS key.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * Specify the key ID or key ARN of the KMS key. To specify a KMS key in a different Amazon Web Services

account,

    * you must use the key ARN.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * For example:

    * </p>

     * <ul>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * Key ID: <code>1234abcd-12ab-34cd-56ef-1234567890ab</code>

    * </p>

    * </li>
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    * <li>

    * <p>

    * Key ARN: <code>arn:aws:kms:us-east-2:111122223333:key/1234abcd-12ab-34cd-56ef-1234567890ab</code>

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * </ul>

    * <p>

    * To get the key ID and key ARN for a KMS key, use <a>ListKeys</a> or <a>DescribeKey</a>.

    * </p>

    */

/**

    * <p>

    * The principal that has permission to use the <a>RetireGrant</a> operation to retire the grant.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * To specify the principal, use the <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/aws-arns-and-namespaces.html">Amazon Resource Name

(ARN)</a>

    * of an Amazon Web Services principal. Valid Amazon Web Services principals include Amazon Web Services

accounts

    * (root), IAM users, federated users, and assumed role users. For examples of the ARN syntax to use for

specifying

    * a principal, see <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/aws-arns-and-namespaces.html#arn-syntax-iam">Amazon

 Web

    * Services Identity and Access Management (IAM)</a> in the Example ARNs section of the <i>Amazon Web

Services

    * General Reference</i>.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * The grant determines the retiring principal. Other principals might have permission to retire the grant or revoke

    * the grant. For details, see <a>RevokeGrant</a> and <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/kms/latest/developerguide/grant-manage.html#grant-delete">Retiring and

revoking

    * grants</a> in the <i>Key Management Service Developer Guide</i>.

    * </p>

    */

/**

    * <p>

    * Identifies the KMS key for the grant. The grant gives principals permission to use this KMS key.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * Specify the key ID or key ARN of the KMS key. To specify a KMS key in a different Amazon Web Services

account,

    * you must use the key ARN.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * For example:
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     * </p>

    * <ul>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * Key ID: <code>1234abcd-12ab-34cd-56ef-1234567890ab</code>

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * Key ARN: <code>arn:aws:kms:us-east-2:111122223333:key/1234abcd-12ab-34cd-56ef-1234567890ab</code>

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * </ul>

    * <p>

    * To get the key ID and key ARN for a KMS key, use <a>ListKeys</a> or <a>DescribeKey</a>.

    * </p>

    *

    * @param keyId

    *        Identifies the KMS key for the grant. The grant gives principals permission to use this KMS key.</p>

    *        <p>

    *        Specify the key ID or key ARN of the KMS key. To specify a KMS key in a different Amazon Web

Services

    *        account, you must use the key ARN.

    *        </p>

    *        <p>

    *        For example:

    *        </p>

    *        <ul>

    *        <li>

    *        <p>

    *        Key ID: <code>1234abcd-12ab-34cd-56ef-1234567890ab</code>

    *        </p>

    *        </li>

  

  *        <li>

    *        <p>

    *        Key ARN: <code>arn:aws:kms:us-east-2:111122223333:key/1234abcd-12ab-34cd-56ef-

1234567890ab</code>

    *        </p>

    *        </li>

    *        </ul>

    *        <p>

    *        To get the key ID and key ARN for a KMS key, use <a>ListKeys</a> or <a>DescribeKey</a>.

    */

/**

    * <p>

    * Identifies the KMS key for the grant. The grant gives principals permission to use this KMS key.

    * </p>
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    * <p>

    * Specify the key ID or key ARN of the KMS key. To specify a KMS key in a different Amazon Web Services

account,

    * you must use the key ARN.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * For example:

    * </p>

    * <ul>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * Key ID: <code>1234abcd-12ab-34cd-56ef-1234567890ab</code>

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * <li>

    * <p>

    * Key ARN: <code>arn:aws:kms:us-east-2:111122223333:key/1234abcd-12ab-34cd-56ef-1234567890ab</code>

    * </p>

    * </li>

    * </ul>

    * <p>

    * To get the

 key ID and key ARN for a KMS key, use <a>ListKeys</a> or <a>DescribeKey</a>.

    * </p>

    *

    * @return Identifies the KMS key for the grant. The grant gives principals permission to use this KMS key.</p>

    *         <p>

    *         Specify the key ID or key ARN of the KMS key. To specify a KMS key in a different Amazon Web

Services

    *         account, you must use the key ARN.

    *         </p>

    *         <p>

    *         For example:

    *         </p>

    *         <ul>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         Key ID: <code>1234abcd-12ab-34cd-56ef-1234567890ab</code>

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         <li>

    *         <p>

    *         Key ARN: <code>arn:aws:kms:us-east-2:111122223333:key/1234abcd-12ab-34cd-56ef-

1234567890ab</code>

    *         </p>

    *         </li>

    *         </ul>

    *         <p>
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    *         To get the key ID and key ARN for a KMS key, use <a>ListKeys</a> or <a>DescribeKey</a>.

   

 */

/**

    * <p>

    * The principal that has permission to use the <a>RetireGrant</a> operation to retire the grant.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * To specify the principal, use the <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/aws-arns-and-namespaces.html">Amazon Resource Name

(ARN)</a>

    * of an Amazon Web Services principal. Valid Amazon Web Services principals include Amazon Web Services

accounts

    * (root), IAM users, federated users, and assumed role users. For examples of the ARN syntax to use for

specifying

    * a principal, see <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/aws-arns-and-namespaces.html#arn-syntax-iam">Amazon

Web

    * Services Identity and Access Management (IAM)</a> in the Example ARNs section of the <i>Amazon Web

Services

    * General Reference</i>.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * The grant determines the retiring principal. Other principals might have permission to retire the grant or revoke

    * the grant. For details,

 see <a>RevokeGrant</a> and <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/kms/latest/developerguide/grant-manage.html#grant-delete">Retiring and

revoking

    * grants</a> in the <i>Key Management Service Developer Guide</i>.

    * </p>

    *

    * @param retiringPrincipal

    *        The principal that has permission to use the <a>RetireGrant</a> operation to retire the grant. </p>

    *        <p>

    *        To specify the principal, use the <a

    *        href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/aws-arns-and-namespaces.html">Amazon Resource

Name

    *        (ARN)</a> of an Amazon Web Services principal. Valid Amazon Web Services principals include Amazon

Web

    *        Services accounts (root), IAM users, federated users, and assumed role users. For examples of the ARN

    *        syntax to use for specifying a principal, see <a

    *        href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/aws-arns-and-namespaces.html#arn-syntax-

iam">Amazon

  

  *        Web Services Identity and Access Management (IAM)</a> in the Example ARNs section of the <i>Amazon

Web

    *        Services General Reference</i>.

    *        </p>
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    *        <p>

    *        The grant determines the retiring principal. Other principals might have permission to retire the grant or

    *        revoke the grant. For details, see <a>RevokeGrant</a> and <a

    *        href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/kms/latest/developerguide/grant-manage.html#grant-delete">Retiring

and

    *        revoking grants</a> in the <i>Key Management Service Developer Guide</i>.

    */

/**

    * <p>

    * The principal that has permission to use the <a>RetireGrant</a> operation to retire the grant.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * To specify the principal, use the <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/aws-arns-and-namespaces.html">Amazon Resource Name

(ARN)</a>

    * of an Amazon Web Services principal. Valid Amazon Web Services principals include

 Amazon Web Services accounts

    * (root), IAM users, federated users, and assumed role users. For examples of the ARN syntax to use for

specifying

    * a principal, see <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/aws-arns-and-namespaces.html#arn-syntax-iam">Amazon

Web

    * Services Identity and Access Management (IAM)</a> in the Example ARNs section of the <i>Amazon Web

Services

    * General Reference</i>.

    * </p>

    * <p>

    * The grant determines the retiring principal. Other principals might have permission to retire the grant or revoke

    * the grant. For details, see <a>RevokeGrant</a> and <a

    * href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/kms/latest/developerguide/grant-manage.html#grant-delete">Retiring and

revoking

    * grants</a> in the <i>Key Management Service Developer Guide</i>.

    * </p>

    *

    * @return The principal that has permission to use the <a>RetireGrant</a> operation to retire the grant. </p>

    *         <p>

    *     

    To specify the principal, use the <a

    *         href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/aws-arns-and-namespaces.html">Amazon Resource

Name

    *         (ARN)</a> of an Amazon Web Services principal. Valid Amazon Web Services principals include

Amazon Web

    *         Services accounts (root), IAM users, federated users, and assumed role users. For examples of the ARN

    *         syntax to use for specifying a principal, see <a

    *         href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/aws-arns-and-namespaces.html#arn-syntax-

iam">Amazon

    *         Web Services Identity and Access Management (IAM)</a> in the Example ARNs section of the

<i>Amazon Web
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    *         Services General Reference</i>.

    *         </p>

    *         <p>

    *         The grant determines the retiring principal. Other principals might have permission to retire the grant

    *         or revoke the grant. For details, see <a>RevokeGrant</a> and <a

    *         href="https://docs.aws.amazon.com/kms/latest/developerguide/grant-manage.html#grant-delete">Retiring

 and

    *         revoking grants</a> in the <i>Key Management Service Developer Guide</i>.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274439_1679587956.6679308/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-12-105-sources-1-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateGrantRequest.java

 

1.342 amqp-client 5.14.1 
1.342.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Bundle-License: https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html, http

s://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.txt, https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/M

PL/2.0/

Bundle-SymbolicName: com.rabbitmq.client

Built-By: root

Bnd-LastModified: 1642085151029

Specification-Title: AMQP

Bundle-DocURL: https://www.rabbitmq.com

Import-Package: com.codahale.metrics;version="[4.2,5)";resolution:=opt

ional,com.fasterxml.jackson.core;version="[2.13,3)";resolution:=optio

nal,com.fasterxml.jackson.databind;version="[2.13,3)";resolution:=opt

ional,com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.node;version="[2.13,3)";resoluti

on:=optional,com.rabbitmq.client,com.rabbitmq.client.impl,com.rabbitm

q.client.impl.nio,com.rabbitmq.client.impl.recovery,com.rabbitmq.tool

s.json,com.rabbitmq.utility,io.micrometer.core.instrument;resolution:

=optional,javax.naming,javax.naming.directory,javax.net,javax.net.ssl

,javax.security.auth.callback,javax.security.auth.x500,javax.security

 .sasl,org.slf4j;version="[1.7,2)"

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.8))"

Export-Package: com.rabbitmq.client;uses:="com.rabbitmq.client.impl,co

m.rabbitmq.client.impl.nio,com.rabbitmq.client.impl.recovery,com.rabb

itmq.utility,javax.net,javax.net.ssl";version="5.14.1",com.rabbitmq.c

lient.impl;uses:="com.codahale.metrics,com.rabbitmq.client,com.rabbit

mq.client.impl.recovery,com.rabbitmq.utility,io.micrometer.core.instr

ument,javax.net,javax.net.ssl";version="5.14.1",com.rabbitmq.client.i

mpl.nio;uses:="com.rabbitmq.client,com.rabbitmq.client.impl,javax.net

.ssl";version="5.14.1",com.rabbitmq.client.impl.recovery;uses:="com.r
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abbitmq.client,com.rabbitmq.client.impl";version="5.14.1",com.rabbitm

q.tools.json;version="5.14.1",com.rabbitmq.tools.jsonrpc;uses:="com.f

asterxml.jackson.core,com.fasterxml.jackson.databind,com.rabbitmq.cli

ent";version="5.14.1",com.rabbitmq.utility;version="5.14.1"

Bundle-Name: RabbitMQ

 Java Client

Bundle-Description: The RabbitMQ Java client library allows Java appli

cations to interface with RabbitMQ.

Implementation-Title: RabbitMQ Java Client

Automatic-Module-Name: com.rabbitmq.client

Implementation-Version: 5.14.1

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Specification-Vendor: AMQP Working Group (www.amqp.org)

Bundle-Vendor: VMware, Inc. or its affiliates.

Tool: Bnd-3.2.0.201605172007

Implementation-Vendor: VMware, Inc. or its affiliates.

Bundle-Version: 5.14.1

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_312

Implementation-URL: https://www.rabbitmq.com

Specification-Version: 0.9.1

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274476_1679587965.9400232/0/amqp-client-5-14-1-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/opt/cola/permits/1612274476_1679587965.9400232/0/amqp-client-5-14-1-

jar/com/rabbitmq/client/impl/AMQConnection.class: binary file matches

/opt/cola/permits/1612274476_1679587965.9400232/0/amqp-client-5-14-1-

jar/com/rabbitmq/client/impl/Copyright.class: binary file matches

 

Found in path(s):

* /bin/grep

 

1.343 jmespath-java 1.12.105 
1.343.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1612274447_1681855070.3601906/0/jmespath-java-1-12-105-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.amazonaws/jmespath-java/pom.xml
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1.344 servlet-api 3.1.0 
1.344.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8.

 Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant

or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12.

 Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.
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  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under

 intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without

Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software

 with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the

 combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or
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otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available

 in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must

include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or

otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how

they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium

customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices

 contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any

Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You

 offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or
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such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered

 Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single

product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the

 License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use,

distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the

License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES

 THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE

IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME

THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED

SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.
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     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

 or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses

 that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted

to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS

 DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

 License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts
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located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for

 compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of

any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California

 and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software,

 we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code

or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you

know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to
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surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer

 you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any

 program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work

based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work

containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute

 verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all

the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program

a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you
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also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that

 in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no

charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works

 in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the

distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or

 executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code

 for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete

source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus
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the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source

code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the

major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that

component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute

 the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or

distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as

such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

 a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

 way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear

 what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted
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interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

 either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not

specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE

RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR

OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These

 Terms to Your New Programs
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If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

 or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits

 your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.
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"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular

 source file's header the words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but

 you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your version.

 

1.345 slf4j-impl 1.7.25 
1.345.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Log4j SLF4J Binding

Copyright 1999-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

 

1.346 slf4j-impl 1.7.5 
1.346.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1715946222_1689230771.1784687/0/slf4j-log4j12-1-7-5-sources-jar-zip/slf4j-log4j12-1-7-5-

sources-jar/org/slf4j/impl/Log4jLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1715946222_1689230771.1784687/0/slf4j-log4j12-1-7-5-sources-jar-zip/slf4j-log4j12-1-7-5-

sources-jar/org/slf4j/impl/StaticLoggerBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1715946222_1689230771.1784687/0/slf4j-log4j12-1-7-5-sources-jar-zip/slf4j-log4j12-1-7-5-

sources-jar/org/slf4j/impl/Log4jLoggerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1715946222_1689230771.1784687/0/slf4j-log4j12-1-7-5-sources-jar-zip/slf4j-log4j12-1-7-5-

sources-jar/org/slf4j/impl/Log4jMDCAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1715946222_1689230771.1784687/0/slf4j-log4j12-1-7-5-sources-jar-zip/slf4j-log4j12-1-7-5-

sources-jar/org/slf4j/impl/StaticMarkerBinder.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1715946222_1689230771.1784687/0/slf4j-log4j12-1-7-5-sources-jar-zip/slf4j-log4j12-1-7-5-

sources-jar/org/slf4j/impl/StaticMDCBinder.java
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1.347 servlet-api 4.0.FR 
1.347.1 Available under license : 

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The original XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

- web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

- javaee_8.xsd

- web-app_4_0.xsd

- web-common_4_0.xsd

- web-fragment_4_0.xsd

 

may be obtained from:

http://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/jsc/xml/ns/javaee/index.html

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices

and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

For the following XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

 - web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

- javaee_8.xsd

- web-app_4_0.xsd

- web-common_4_0.xsd

- web-fragment_4_0.xsd

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes

       to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software,
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       prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

       Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications,

       or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files

       containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source

       Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes

       Original Software available

 under this License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions

       thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent

       possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently

       acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the

       following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

          modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

          or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

          previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under

          the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable

 form of

        computer software code that is originally released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

        acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus

        claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in

        which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included

        in or with such code.
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  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising

        rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For

        legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled

        by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

        definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

        the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

        otherwise, or (b) ownership of more

 than fifty percent (50%) of the

        outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to

     third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby

     grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

           portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of

           a Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

           Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

           offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

           (or portions thereof).

 

        (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the

           date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

           License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for

           infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

           Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with

           other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third

   party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a

   world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,
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            perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such

           Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,

           with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

           Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

           Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

           combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

           otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

           portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

           that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on

           the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

            Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

           Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party

           modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of

           Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

           as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

           Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

           Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in

     Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that

     Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

     You must include a copy of this License

 with every copy of the Source Code

     form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available.

     You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

     as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

     reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

     exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed

     by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your

     Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient

     rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.
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     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies

     You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter

     any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

     Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive

 text giving

     attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source

     Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License

     or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to

     charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to

     one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on

     Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any

     Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

     support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and

     You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor

     for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as

     a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5.

 Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the

     terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice,

     which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are

     in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

     Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient.s rights

     in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You

     distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different

     license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

     from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer

     or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

     every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

     such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You

 may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code

     not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work

     as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements

     of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish

     revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each

     version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided
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     in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to

     modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered

     Software available under the terms of the version of the License under

     which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

     Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

 prohibiting it from

     being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version

     of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

     available under the terms of the version of the License under which You

     originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose

     to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under

     the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the

     license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for

     Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this

     License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

     name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from

     this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains

     terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER

 OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

  WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

  MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK

  AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD

  ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL

  DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

  SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

  ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED

  HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

          automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

          cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

 

         Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

          termination of this License shall survive.
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     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

          judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the

          Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim

          is referred to as .Participant.) alleging that the Participant

          Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

          Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the

          Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

          any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such

          Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not

          the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2

          of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate

         

 prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

          notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your

          claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

          Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement

          with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end

          user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

          distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

          granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY

  OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF

  ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

  INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,

  COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

  LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR

  DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

  APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

  EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

  EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48

  C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as

  that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial

  computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

  (Sept. 1995). Consistent
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 with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

  through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

  Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

  clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or

  provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this

  License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

  specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the

  extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

  jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this

  License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located

 in the

  jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original

  Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

  limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The

  application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

  International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation

  which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

  the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are

  responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

  regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other

  countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered

  Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible

  for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its

  utilization of rights under this License

 and You agree to work with Initial

  Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

  basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any

  admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

  LICENSE (CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State

  of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating

  to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of

  the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of

  California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.
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1.348 snappy 0.2 
1.348.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed

 to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute
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 and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which

 contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies

 of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole

 or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered

 independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based

 on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or

 executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the

 source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
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parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each

 time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through
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 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number

 of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN

 IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.349 servlet-api 9.0.27 
1.349.1 Available under license : 

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The original XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

- web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

- javaee_8.xsd

- web-app_4_0.xsd

- web-common_4_0.xsd

- web-fragment_4_0.xsd

 

may be obtained from:
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http://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/jsc/xml/ns/javaee/index.html

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices

and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

For the following XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

 - web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

- javaee_8.xsd
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- web-app_4_0.xsd

- web-common_4_0.xsd

- web-fragment_4_0.xsd

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes

       to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software,

       prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

       Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications,

       or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files

       containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source

       Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes

       Original Software available

 under this License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions

       thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent

       possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently

       acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the

       following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

          modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

          or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

          previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under

          the terms of this License.
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  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable

 form of

        computer software code that is originally released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

        acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus

        claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in

        which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included

        in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising

        rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For

        legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled

        by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

        definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

        the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

        otherwise, or (b) ownership of more

 than fifty percent (50%) of the

        outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to

     third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby

     grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

           portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of

           a Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

           Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

           offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

           (or portions thereof).

 

        (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the

           date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

           License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for
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           infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

           Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with

           other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third

   party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a

   world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,

            perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such

           Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,

           with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

           Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

           Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

           combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

           otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

           portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

           that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on

           the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

            Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

           Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party

           modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of

           Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

           as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

           Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

           Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in

     Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that

     Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

     You must include a copy of this License

 with every copy of the Source Code

     form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available.
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     You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

     as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

     reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

     exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed

     by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your

     Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient

     rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies

     You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter

     any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

     Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive

 text giving

     attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source

     Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License

     or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to

     charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to

     one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on

     Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any

     Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

     support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and

     You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor

     for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as

     a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5.

 Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the

     terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice,

     which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are

     in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

     Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient.s rights

     in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You

     distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different

     license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

     from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer

     or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

     every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

     such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.
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     You

 may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code

     not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work

     as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements

     of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish

     revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each

     version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided

     in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to

     modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered

     Software available under the terms of the version of the License under

     which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

     Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

 prohibiting it from

     being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version

     of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

     available under the terms of the version of the License under which You

     originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose

     to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under

     the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the

     license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for

     Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this

     License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

     name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from

     this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains

     terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER

 OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

  WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

  MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK

  AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD

  ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL

  DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

  SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN
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  ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED

  HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

          automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

          cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

 

         Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

          termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

          judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the

          Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim

          is referred to as .Participant.) alleging that the Participant

          Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

          Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the

          Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

          any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such

          Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not

          the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2

          of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate

         

 prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

          notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your

          claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

          Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement

          with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end

          user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

          distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

          granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY

  OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF

  ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

  INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,

  COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

  LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR

  DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT
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  APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

  EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

  EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48

  C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as

  that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial

  computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

  (Sept. 1995). Consistent

 with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

  through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

  Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

  clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or

  provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this

  License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

  specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the

  extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

  jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this

  License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located

 in the

  jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original

  Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

  limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The

  application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

  International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation

  which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

  the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are

  responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

  regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other

  countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered

  Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible

  for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its

  utilization of rights under this License

 and You agree to work with Initial

  Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable
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  basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any

  admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

  LICENSE (CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State

  of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating

  to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of

  the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of

  California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

 

1.350 woodstox 4.3.0 
1.350.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004 Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/EBCDICCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/AsciiReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/UTF8Reader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/util/PrefixedName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/stax/WstxEventFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/UTF32Reader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-
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jar/com/ctc/wstx/evt/DefaultEventAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/evt/BaseStartElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/WstxInputData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/PrefixedNameSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/WstxInputLocation.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/util/BaseNsContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/ent/EntityDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/exc/WstxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/exc/WstxLazyException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/WstxSAXParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/WrappedSaxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/SAXFeature.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/WstxSAXParserFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sax/SAXProperty.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2005 Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/util/BijectiveNsMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/SimpleOutputElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/OutputElementBase.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE,

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/BaseNsStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/SimpleNsStreamWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*
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* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE,

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, softwar

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/RepairingNsStreamWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/NsDefaultProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/TypedStreamWriter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/InputElementStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDSubsetImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-
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jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/Element.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/TypedStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/BufferingXmlWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/EncodingXmlWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/ISOLatinReader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/StreamScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/BasicStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/AttributeCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/ReaderBootstrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/XmlWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/ISOLatin1XmlWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/BaseStreamWriter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDValidatorBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/FullDTDReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/AsciiXmlWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/XmlWriterWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/io/WstxInputSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDTypingNonValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/MinimalDTDReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is
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* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/W3CSchemaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/W3CSchema.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDSubset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/RelaxNGSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sw/NonNsStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/util/ElementIdMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/stax/WstxOutputFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/BaseSchemaFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DTDSchemaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/GenericMsvValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/util/SymbolTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/evt/WstxEventReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/RelaxNGSchemaFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/sr/ValidatingStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-
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jar/com/ctc/wstx/stax/WstxInputFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/msv/AttributeProxy.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DefaultAttrValue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Woodstox XML processor

*

* Copyright (c) 2004 Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in the file LICENSE which is

* included with the source code.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DFAState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/StructValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/ContentSpec.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1813819859_1696531004.1217792/0/woodstox-core-asl-4-3-0-sources-

jar/com/ctc/wstx/dtd/DFAValidator.java

 

1.351 java™-native-access 5 
1.351.1 Available under license : 

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public
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License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is

 deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying

 Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the
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  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts

 and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright

 notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form
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      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible

 with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under

 terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may
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differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following

 the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

This copy of JNA is licensed under the

Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/licenses.html

 

A copy is also included in the downloadable source code package

containing JNA, in file "LGPL2.1", under the same directory

as this file.

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from 'org.jfree' to 'clover.org.jfree'. This was necessary to avoid potential name

conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover. No source code of

the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of

 the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this

 service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights

 with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that
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there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary

 GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are

 the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of
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free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General

 Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection

 of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and

 modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or

 copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

    (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If
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identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus,

 it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once

 this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
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distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the

 object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.

  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work

 for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
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copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable

 containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering

 access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
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restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable

 that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy,

 modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with

 or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.
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 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would

 be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest

 of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library
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specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any

 later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER

 EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These

 Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
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everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your

 option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there

 is to it!

/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*
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*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*     

 outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

*

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*  

    form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives,

 including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*

      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

 *      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

*      as of the date such litigation is filed.

*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and
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*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE"

 text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that

 such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 *

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability.

 In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other

 liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose

 be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under

 the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide

 URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)

   

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.
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The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version

 removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM

is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version

is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free

Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification

under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common

questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and

conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about

this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights

 to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Ant

Copyright 1999-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The <sync> task is based on code Copyright (c) 2002, Landmark

Graphics Corp that has been kindly donated to the Apache Software

Foundation.

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from 'com.keypoint/org.jfree' to 'clover.com.keypoint/clover.org.jfree'. This was

necessary to avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when

using Clover. No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It

 also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
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specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of

 free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

  We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries,
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 is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free

 programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

  Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
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be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

  A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other

 than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a
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fee.

 

  2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part

 of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every

 part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other

 change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled

 to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.
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 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library,

 or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms

 permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to

 produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)
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   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution

 of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and

 the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the
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   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.

  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor

 to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy

 both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
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particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed

 to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions

 either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.
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			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version
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 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President

 of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,
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*    if and wherever

 such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Ant" and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Public Domain Dedication

This license is acceptable for Free Cultural Works.

 

Copyright-Only Dedication (based on United States law) or Public Domain Certification

 

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the "Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either

(a) certifies that, to the best of his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of the

country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever copyright the dedicators holds in the

work of authorship identified below (the "Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any

copyright interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this work. Certifier recognizes that his good

faith efforts may not shield him from liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit
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 of the public at large and to the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this dedication

to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present and future rights under copyright law, whether vested

or contingent, in the Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes the relinquishment

of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be freely reproduced, distributed,

transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-

commercial, and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or conceived.

Copyright 2001-2005 (C) MetaStuff, Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

  statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

  copy of this document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

  above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

  following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

  materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "DOM4J" must not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this Software without prior written

  permission of MetaStuff, Ltd.  For written permission,

  please contact dom4j-info@metastuff.com.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "DOM4J"

  nor may "DOM4J" appear in their names without prior written

  permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. DOM4J is a registered

   trademark of MetaStuff, Ltd.

 

5. Due credit should be given to the DOM4J Project -

  http://www.dom4j.org

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY METASTUFF, LTD. AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

METASTUFF, LTD. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Open Source License for the overlibmws Package

 

1. License coverage

 

Note that this license only covers the script library (javascript core and plugin modules) and not any supporting

material such as the overlibmws website or its online documentation and support files. You may not reproduce the

website or its online material without explicit written permission from the author, but can freely incorporate scripts

and procedures which are demonstrated in that material into your own HTML or XML documents.

 

2. License (Artistic)

 

   Preamble

   The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package may be copied, such that the

Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the development of the package, while giving

the users of the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the

right to make reasonable modifications.

 

   Definitions:

   "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by

 the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through textual modification.

 

   "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified in accordance with

the wishes of the Copyright Holder.

 

   "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package.

 

   "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

 

   "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of

people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the computing

community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

 

   "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling

the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it.

 

   You may make and give away verbatim

 copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you duplicate

all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

   You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the

Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

   You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice in

each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the

following:

       place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting

said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such as

ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the

Package.

       use the modified Package
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 only within your corporation or organization.

       rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with standard executables, which must also

be provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it

differs from the Standard Version.

       make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

   You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable form, provided that you do at least

ONE of the following:

       distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files, together with instructions (in the manual page

or equivalent) on where to get the Standard Version.

       accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications.

       accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard Version executables, giving the

non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly documenting the differences

 in manual pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

       make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

   You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you

choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute

this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial)

software distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a product of your own.

   The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output from the programs of this Package do not

automatically fall under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold

commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

   C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package shall not be considered part of this Package.

    The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.

   THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,
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 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from 'it.unimi.dsi.fastutil' to 'clover.it.unimi.dsi.fastutil'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

 as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
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free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software

 (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

  We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.
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 Most GNU software, including some libraries,

 is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.

  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

  Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a
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"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A

 "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than

 copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.
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 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You

 may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

 

  its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part

 regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change

 in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy

 the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
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contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the

 work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification

 of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce
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 a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of

 the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library

 together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
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permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt

 otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy,

 distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
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the only way you could satisfy both

 it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be

 a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either

 of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is
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copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of

 the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President

 of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some
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specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring

 to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making

 changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

.

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must

 be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain
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designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

  Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference

 between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

.

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
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prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has

 been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent

 of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

.

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified

 work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used

 by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In

 addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the
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ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

.

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the

 code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a

 derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then
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 the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

.

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must

 supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany

 the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.
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   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the

 executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

.

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work

 based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by
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modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions

 for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

.

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may

 not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of

 that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems

 or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

.

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE

 THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
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LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE

 OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Javolution - Java(TM) Solution for Real-Time and Embedded Systems

Copyright (c) 2006, Javolution (http://javolution.org)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

/*

	Copyright (c) 2000, Derek Petillo

	All rights reserved.

 

	Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

	modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

	met:

 

	Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

	this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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	Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

	notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

	documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

	Neither the name of Praxis Software nor the names of its contributors

	may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

	without specific prior written permission.

 

	THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

	IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

	TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

	PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

	OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

	SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

	LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

	DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

	THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

	(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

	OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from the 'org.apache.commons' to the 'clover.org.apache.commons'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of

 this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting

 from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work

 of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that

 are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent

 notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works,

 if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion

 in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  

   of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

 

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced

 with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

 OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

/*--

 

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.11 2004/02/06 09:32:57 jhunter Exp $

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.  For

   written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

   may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior written

 permission

   from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the

     JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

*/
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/*

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.1.1.1 2004/07/01 13:59:13 jvanzyl Exp $

 

Copyright 2002 (C) The Codehaus. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

   statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

   copy of this document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

   above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

   following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

   materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "classworlds" must not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this Software without prior written

   permission of The Codehaus.  For written permission, please

   contact bob@codehaus.org.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "classworlds"

   nor may "classworlds" appear

 in their names without prior written

   permission of The Codehaus. "classworlds" is a registered

   trademark of The Codehaus.

 

5. Due credit should be given to The Codehaus.

   (http://classworlds.codehaus.org/).

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CODEHAUS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE CODEHAUS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

==================================================================================

==========================
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Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from 'org.apache.velocity' to 'clover.org.apache.velocity'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from

 mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of

 authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

    

 on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are

 necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

          stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
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 in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE,

 NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has

 been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced

 with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Velocity

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

* WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

* for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the License.

*

* The Original Code is 'iText, a free JAVA-PDF library'.

*

* The Initial Developer of the Original Code is Bruno Lowagie. Portions created by

* the Initial Developer are Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002 by Bruno Lowagie.

* All Rights Reserved.

* Co-Developer of the code is Paulo Soares. Portions created by the Co-Developer

* are Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2002 by Paulo Soares. All Rights Reserved.
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*

* Contributor(s): all the names of the contributors are added in the source code

* where applicable.

 *

* Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of the

* LGPL license (the "GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE"), in which case the

* provisions of LGPL are applicable instead of those above.  If you wish to

* allow use of your version of this file only under the terms of the LGPL

* License and not to allow others to use your version of this file under

* the MPL, indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and

* replace them with the notice and other provisions required by the LGPL.

* If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version

* of this file under either the MPL or the GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE.

*

* This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the MPL as stated above or under the terms of the GNU

* Library General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation;

* either version 2 of the License, or any later version.

*

* This library

 is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

* ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS

* FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Library general Public License for more

* details.

*

* If you didn't download this code from the following link, you should check if

* you aren't using an obsolete version:

* http://www.lowagie.com/iText/

*

* This class is generated based on a grammar file privided by SUN, and updated

* by Carsten Hammer.  SUN's license agreement can be found at this URL:

* http://java.sun.com/products/java-media/2D/samples/samples-license.html

* See also the file sun.txt in directory com.lowagie.text.pdf

*/

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package names from the 'antlr.*' to the 'clover.antlr.*'. This was necessary to avoid potential name

conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

SOFTWARE RIGHTS

 

ANTLR 1989-2006 Developed by Terence Parr
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Partially supported by University of San Francisco & jGuru.com

 

We reserve no legal rights to the ANTLR--it is fully in the

public domain. An individual or company may do whatever

they wish with source code distributed with ANTLR or the

code generated by ANTLR, including the incorporation of

ANTLR, or its output, into commerical software.

 

We

 encourage users to develop software with ANTLR. However,

we do ask that credit is given to us for developing

ANTLR. By "credit", we mean that if you use ANTLR or

incorporate any source code into one of your programs

(commercial product, research project, or otherwise) that

you acknowledge this fact somewhere in the documentation,

research report, etc... If you like ANTLR and have

developed a nice tool with the output, please mention that

you developed it using ANTLR. In addition, we ask that the

headers remain intact in our source code. As long as these

guidelines are kept, we expect to continue enhancing this

system and expect to make other tools available as they are

completed.

 

The primary ANTLR guy:

 

Terence Parr

parrt@cs.usfca.edu

parrt@antlr.org 

onoMnApeShTpQtDJbcUgJTIFONPQeUndIgfQWWNNddIwBl

mi2Kp5RjfhIJdGCSo<bOTNof2KNxm9KCi5lxEyKI9BJW3p

qOPQUXpopOopMMPqnPnXXQPNOPNRnqQNQqStwVxuQSTtVW

UrwSUSSSTVwxWSXNmrrpnmqmUUnpsvpntsmmmmmUUnpsvp

ntsmmmmmUUFmbkWJlroZbW4bsbilmjbkqUUnmmmm

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package name from 'com.google.common' to 'clover.com.google.common'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship,

 including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf

 of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily

 infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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        stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

 

        wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in

 the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE,

 NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been

 advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with

 your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*--

 

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.11 2004/02/06 09:32:57 jhunter Exp $

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.  For

   written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

   may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior

 written permission

   from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the

     JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos
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available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

*/

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package name from 'org.apache.commons' to 'clover.org.apache.commons'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship,

 including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on

 behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily

 infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

          stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion

 in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE,

 NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been

 advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with

 your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package name from 'com.lowagie' to 'clover.com.lowagie'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                         MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE

                               Version 1.1

 

                             ---------------

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the

    Covered Code available to a third party.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to

    the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor

 Version" means the combination of the Original

    Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications

    made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the

    combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case

    including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally

    accepted in the software development community for the electronic

    transfer of data.

 

    1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source

    Code.

 

    1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified

    as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit

    A.

 

    1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or

    portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.
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    1.8. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant,

 to the maximum

    extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

    subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the

    substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous

    Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a

    Modification is:

         A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file

         containing Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

         B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or

         previous Modifications.

 

    1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code

    which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as

    Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this

    License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

 

    1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

    hereafter

 acquired, including without limitation,  method, process,

    and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for

    making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus

    any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control

    compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code

    differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another

    well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The

    Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the

    appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available

    for no charge.

 

    1.12. "You" (or "Your")  means an individual or a legal entity

    exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this

    License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.

    For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

 controls, is

    controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of

    this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect,

    to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

    contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent

    (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such
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    entity.

 

2. Source Code License.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

    The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property

    claims:

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,

         modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

         Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or

         as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making,

 using or

         selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,

         sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the

         Original Code (or portions thereof).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are

         effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

         Original Code under the terms of this License.

 

         (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2)

         separate from the Original Code;  or 3) for infringements caused

         by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the

         combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

    Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor

    hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

 

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent

 or

         trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify,

         display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

         created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an

         unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code

         and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

         selling of  Modifications made by that Contributor either alone

         and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions

         of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have

         made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that

         Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of
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         Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

         Version (or portions of such combination).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

         effective on the

 date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of

         the Covered Code.

 

         (d)    Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

         Contributor Version; 2)  separate from the Contributor Version;

         3)  for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of

         Contributor Version or ii)  the combination of Modifications made

         by that Contributor with other software  (except as part of the

         Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims

         infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by

         that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Application of License.

    The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are

    governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation

    Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be

    distributed only

 under the terms of this License or a future version

    of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a

    copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You

    distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code

    version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

    License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include

    an additional document offering the additional rights described in

    Section 3.5.

 

    3.2. Availability of Source Code.

    Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be

    made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License

    either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an

    Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic

    Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)

    months after the date

 it initially became available, or at least six

    (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification

    has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for

    ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.
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    3.3. Description of Modifications.

    You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a

    file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and

    the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that

    the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original

    Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the

    Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an

    Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the

    origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

 

    3.4. Intellectual Property Matters

         (a)

 Third Party Claims.

         If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's

         intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights

         granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2,

         Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code

         distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the

         party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will

         know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after

         the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2,

         Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies

         Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps

         (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups)

         reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered

         Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

 

         (b) Contributor APIs.

         If Contributor's

 Modifications include an application programming

         interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which

         are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must

         also include this information in the LEGAL file.

 

              (c)    Representations.

         Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to

         Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's

         Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or

         Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by

         this License.

 

    3.5. Required Notices.

    You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source

    Code.  If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source

    Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a

    location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely

    to look for such a notice.  If You created one
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 or more Modification(s)

    You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in

    Exhibit A.  You must also duplicate this License in any documentation

    for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership

    rights relating to Covered Code.  You may choose to offer, and to

    charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

    obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You

    may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than

    any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is

    offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

    Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

    Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

    support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

    You may distribute

 Covered Code in Executable form only if the

    requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code,

    and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of

    the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,

    including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the

    obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included

    in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or

    collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the

    Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered

    Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may

    contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

    compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

    Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's

    rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this

 

   License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different

    license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

    from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the

    Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by

    the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such

    terms You offer.

 

    3.7. Larger Works.

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code

    not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger

    Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

    requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.
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    If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

    License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to

    statute, judicial order, or regulation

 then You must: (a) comply with

    the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

    describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description

    must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must

    be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the

    extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

    sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

    understand it.

 

5. Application of this License.

 

    This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has

    attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

 

6. Versions of the License.

 

    6.1. New Versions.

    Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised

    and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version

    will be given a distinguishing version number.

 

    6.2. Effect of New Versions.

    Once Covered Code has been published under

 a particular version of the

    License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that

    version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms

    of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one

    other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to

    Covered Code created under this License.

 

    6.3. Derivative Works.

    If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may

    only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code

    governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that

    the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape",

    "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your

    license (except to note that your license differs from this License)

    and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license

    contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and

    Netscape Public License.

 (Filling in the name of the Initial

    Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in

    Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of

    this License.)
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7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

    WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF

    DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE

    IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,

    YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE

    COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

    OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

    ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

8. TERMINATION.

 

    8.1. 

 This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

    automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

    such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All

    sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall

    survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their

    nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License

    shall survive.

 

    8.2.  If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement

    claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

    or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

    You file such action is referred to as "Participant")  alleging that:

 

    (a)  such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly

    infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such

    Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License

    shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant

 terminate prospectively,

    unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i)

    agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable

    royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such

    Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to

    the Contributor Version against such Participant.  If within 60 days

    of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not

    mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim

    is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under

    Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of

    the 60 day notice period specified above.

 

    (b)  any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's

    Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

    any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b)
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    and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date

 You first made, used,

    sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that

    Participant.

 

    8.3.  If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

    alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as

    by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

    infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

    granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

    into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

    license.

 

    8.4.  In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,

    all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers)

    which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder

    prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

    (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

    DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE,

    OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR

    ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY

    CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,

    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

    COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

    INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

    LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

    RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

    PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

    EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

    THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Code is a "commercial item,"

 as that term is defined in

    48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

    software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such

    terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

    C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995),

    all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those

    rights set forth herein.
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11. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

    matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

    unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

    necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

    California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if

    any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions.

    With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of,

    or an entity chartered or registered to do business

 in the United

    States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be

    subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern

    District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County,

    California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including

    without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and

    expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on

    Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

    Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract

    shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

    License.

 

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

    responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

    out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

    work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

    responsibility

 on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

    shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

 

    Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as

    "Multiple-Licensed".  "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial

    Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under

    Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified

    by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

 

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

 

    ``The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License

    Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

    compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

    Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"
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    basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

    License for the specific language governing rights

 and limitations

    under the License.

 

    The Original Code is ______________________________________.

 

    The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________________.

    Portions created by ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______

    _______________________. All Rights Reserved.

 

    Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

    Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms

    of the _____ license (the  "[___] License"), in which case the

    provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those

    above.  If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

    under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use

    your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by

    deleting  the provisions above and replace  them with the notice and

    other provisions required by the [___] License.  If you do not delete

    the provisions above, a recipient may use your

 version of this file

    under either the MPL or the [___] License."

 

    [NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of

    the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should

    use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the

    Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

==================================================================================

==========================

Modified by Atlassian

 

The binary file of the original library has been modified by Atlassian in such way that classes have changed

their package name from 'com.google.json' to 'clover.com.google.json'. This was necessary to

avoid potential name conflicts during instrumentation of a code using the original library when using Clover.

No source code of the original library was modified.

==================================================================================

==========================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship,

 including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf

 of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily

 infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

     

    stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

     

    wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the

 Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,

 MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised

 of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your

 own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2014  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

 CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                          MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE

                               Version 1.1

 

                             ---------------

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the

    Covered Code available to a third party.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to

    the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

    Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications

    made by that particular Contributor.
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    1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the

    combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case

    including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally

    accepted in the software development community for the electronic

    transfer of data.

 

    1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source

    Code.

 

     1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified

    as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit

    A.

 

    1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or

    portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

    1.8. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

    extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

    subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the

    substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous

    Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a

    Modification is:

         A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file

         containing Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

         B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or

          previous Modifications.

 

    1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code

    which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as

    Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this

    License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

 

    1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

    hereafter acquired, including without limitation,  method, process,

    and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for

    making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus

    any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control

    compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code
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    differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another

    well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The

    Source Code can be in a compressed or

 archival form, provided the

    appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available

    for no charge.

 

    1.12. "You" (or "Your")  means an individual or a legal entity

    exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this

    License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.

    For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is

    controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of

    this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect,

    to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

    contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent

    (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such

    entity.

 

2. Source Code License.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

    The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property

   

 claims:

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,

         modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

         Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or

         as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or

         selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,

         sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the

         Original Code (or portions thereof).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are

         effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

         Original Code under the terms of this License.

 

         (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2)

         separate from the Original Code;  or 3) for infringements

 caused

         by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the

         combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.
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    Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor

    hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

 

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify,

         display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

         created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an

         unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code

         and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

         selling of  Modifications made by that Contributor either alone

         and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions

         of such combination), to make,

 use, sell, offer for sale, have

         made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that

         Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of

         Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

         Version (or portions of such combination).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

         effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of

         the Covered Code.

 

         (d)    Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

         Contributor Version; 2)  separate from the Contributor Version;

         3)  for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of

         Contributor Version or ii)  the combination of Modifications made

         by that Contributor with other software  (except as part of the

         Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims

          infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by

         that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Application of License.

    The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are

    governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation

    Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be

    distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version

    of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a

    copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You

    distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code

    version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

    License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include

    an additional document offering the additional rights described in

    Section 3.5.
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    3.2. Availability of Source Code.

    Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute

 must be

    made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License

    either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an

    Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic

    Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)

    months after the date it initially became available, or at least six

    (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification

    has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for

    ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

 

    3.3. Description of Modifications.

    You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a

    file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and

    the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement

 that

    the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original

    Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the

    Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an

    Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the

    origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

 

    3.4. Intellectual Property Matters

         (a) Third Party Claims.

         If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's

         intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights

         granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2,

         Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code

         distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the

         party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will

         know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after

         the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2,

          Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies

         Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps

         (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups)

         reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered

         Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

 

         (b) Contributor APIs.

         If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming

         interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which

         are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must

         also include this information in the LEGAL file.
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              (c)    Representations.

         Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to

         Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's

         Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or

         Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by

   

      this License.

 

    3.5. Required Notices.

    You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source

    Code.  If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source

    Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a

    location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely

    to look for such a notice.  If You created one or more Modification(s)

    You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in

    Exhibit A.  You must also duplicate this License in any documentation

    for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership

    rights relating to Covered Code.  You may choose to offer, and to

    charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

    obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You

    may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than

     any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is

    offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

    Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

    Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

    support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

    You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the

    requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code,

    and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of

    the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,

    including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the

    obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included

    in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or

    collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the

    Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable

 version of Covered

    Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may

    contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

    compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

    Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's

    rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this

    License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different

    license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

    from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the
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    Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by

    the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such

    terms You offer.

 

    3.7. Larger Works.

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code

    not governed by the terms of this License and

 distribute the Larger

    Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

    requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

 

    If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

    License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to

    statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

    the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

    describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description

    must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must

    be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the

    extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

    sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

    understand it.

 

5. Application of this License.

 

    This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has

     attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

 

6. Versions of the License.

 

    6.1. New Versions.

    Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised

    and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version

    will be given a distinguishing version number.

 

    6.2. Effect of New Versions.

    Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the

    License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that

    version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms

    of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one

    other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to

    Covered Code created under this License.

 

    6.3. Derivative Works.

    If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may

    only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code

    governed by this License), You must (a) rename
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 Your license so that

    the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape",

    "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your

    license (except to note that your license differs from this License)

    and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license

    contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and

    Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial

    Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in

    Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of

    this License.)

 

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

    WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF

    DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE

     IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,

    YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE

    COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

    OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

    ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

8. TERMINATION.

 

    8.1.  This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

    automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

    such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All

    sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall

    survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their

    nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License

    shall survive.

 

    8.2.  If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement

    claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

    or

 a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

    You file such action is referred to as "Participant")  alleging that:

 

    (a)  such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly

    infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such

    Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License

    shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively,

    unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i)

    agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable

    royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such

    Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to
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    the Contributor Version against such Participant.  If within 60 days

    of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not

    mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim

    is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under

     Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of

    the 60 day notice period specified above.

 

    (b)  any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's

    Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

    any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b)

    and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used,

    sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that

    Participant.

 

    8.3.  If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

    alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as

    by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

    infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

    granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

    into account in determining the amount or value of any payment

 or

    license.

 

    8.4.  In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,

    all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers)

    which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder

    prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

    (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

    DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE,

    OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR

    ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY

    CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,

    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

    COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

    INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

    LIABILITY SHALL

 NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

    RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

    PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

    EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

    THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.
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    The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in

    48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

    software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such

    terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

    C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995),

    all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those

    rights set forth herein.

 

11. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

    matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

    unenforceable,

 such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

    necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

    California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if

    any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions.

    With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of,

    or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United

    States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be

    subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern

    District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County,

    California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including

    without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and

    expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on

    Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

    Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract

    shall be

 construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

    License.

 

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

    responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

    out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

    work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

    responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

    shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

 

    Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as

    "Multiple-Licensed".  "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial

    Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under

    Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified

    by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.
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EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

 

    ``The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla

 Public License

    Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

    compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

    Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"

    basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

    License for the specific language governing rights and limitations

    under the License.

 

    The Original Code is ______________________________________.

 

    The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________________.

    Portions created by ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______

    _______________________. All Rights Reserved.

 

    Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

    Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms

    of the _____ license (the  "[___] License"), in which case the

    provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those

    above.  If

 you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

    under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use

    your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by

    deleting  the provisions above and replace  them with the notice and

    other provisions required by the [___] License.  If you do not delete

    the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file

    under either the MPL or the [___] License."

 

    [NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of

    the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should

    use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the

    Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

/*

 File: Core.js

 

 Description:

 

 Provides common utility functions and the Class object used internally by the library.

 

 Also provides the <TreeUtil> object for manipulating JSON tree structures

 

 Some of the Basic utility functions and the Class system are based in the MooTools Framework
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<http://mootools.net>. Copyright (c) 2006-2009 Valerio Proietti, <http://mad4milk.net/>. MIT license

<http://mootools.net/license.txt>.

 

 Author:

 

 Nicolas Garcia Belmonte

 

 Copyright:

 

 Copyright 2008-2009 by Nicolas Garcia Belmonte.

 

 Homepage:

 

 <http://thejit.org>

 

 Version:

 

 1.1.2

 

 License:

 

 BSD License

 

> Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

> modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

>      * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

>        notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

>      * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

>        notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

>        documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

>      * Neither the name of the organization nor the

>        names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

>        derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

>

>  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY Nicolas Garcia Belmonte ``AS IS'' AND ANY

>  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

>  WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

>  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL Nicolas Garcia Belmonte BE LIABLE FOR ANY

>  DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

>  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

>  LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

>  ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

>  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

>  SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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 Copyright (c) 2005 - 2009 Taras Puchko

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Java Native Access project (JNA) is dual-licensed under 2

alternative Open Source/Free licenses: LGPL 2.1 or later and

Apache License 2.0. (starting with JNA version 4.0.0).

 

You can freely decide which license you want to apply to

the project.

 

You may obtain a copy of the LGPL License at:

 

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/licenses.html

 

A copy is also included in the downloadable source code package

containing JNA, in file "LGPL2.1", under the same directory

as this file.

 

You may obtain a copy of the Apache License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included in the downloadable source code package

containing JNA, in file "AL2.0", under the same directory
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as this file.

 

/********************************************************************************

* CruiseControl, a Continuous Integration Toolkit

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003, ThoughtWorks, Inc.

* 651 W Washington Ave. Suite 500

* Chicago, IL 60661 USA

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

*     + Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*     + Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

*       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

*       disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

*       with the distribution.

*

*     + Neither the name of ThoughtWorks, Inc., CruiseControl, nor the

*       names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

*       products derived from this software without

 specific prior

*       written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

********************************************************************************/

http://www.atlassian.com/dms/wac/Atlassian_EULA_4-2.pdf

From: http://www.json.org/license.html

==================================================================================

======================================

 

Copyright (c) 2002 JSON.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the
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rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT.

 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This copy of JNA is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included in the downloadable source code package

containing JNA, in file "AL2.0", under the same directory

as this file.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding
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 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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Maven Ant Tasks

Copyright 2002-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License

 

Version 1.1.1

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any,

  must include the following acknowledgment:

 

 "This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally

 appear.

 

4. The names "Indiana Univeristy" and "Indiana Univeristy Extreme! Lab"

must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without prior written permission. For written permission,

please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana Univeristy"

name nor may "Indiana Univeristy" appear in their name, without prior

written permission of the Indiana University.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS, COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
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SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER

 IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.352 rome 1.12.2 
1.352.1 Available under license : 

 

Portions of the Propono code are Copyright (C) 2007 Sun Microsystems, Inc.

 

Sun Microsystems, Inc.

4150 Network Circle, Santa Clara, California 95054, U.S.A.

All rights reserved.

 

U.S. Government Rights - Commercial software. Government users are subject to

the Sun Microsystems, Inc. standard license agreement and applicable provisions

of the FAR and its supplements.

 

Use is subject to license terms.

 

This distribution may include materials developed by third parties.

 

Sun, Sun Microsystems, the Sun logo and Java are trademarks or registered

trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries.

 

This product is covered and controlled by U.S. Export Control laws and may be

subject to the export or import laws in other countries. Nuclear, missile,

chemical biological weapons or nuclear maritime end uses or end users, whether

direct or indirect, are strictly prohibited. Export or reexport to countries

subject to U.S. embargo or to entities identified on U.S. export

 exclusion

lists, including, but not limited to, the denied persons and specially

designated nationals lists is strictly prohibited.

/*

* $Header: /home/cvspublic/jakarta-commons/beanutils/LICENSE.txt,v 1.3 2003/01/15 21:59:38 rdonkin Exp $

* $Revision: 1.3 $

* $Date: 2003/01/15 21:59:38 $

*

* ====================================================================

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 1999-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following

 acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION

 OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see
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* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2002-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowledgement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this

 acknowledgement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "The Jakarta Project", "Commons", and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED

 TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
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* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

/*--

 

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.11 2004/02/06 09:32:57 jhunter Exp $

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2004 Jason Hunter & Brett McLaughlin.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer that follows

   these conditions in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "JDOM" must not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without prior written permission.  For

   written permission, please contact <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

4. Products derived from this software may not be called "JDOM", nor

   may "JDOM" appear in their name, without prior

 written permission

   from the JDOM Project Management <request_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.

 

In addition, we request (but do not require) that you include in the

end-user documentation provided with the redistribution and/or in the

software itself an acknowledgement equivalent to the following:

    "This product includes software developed by the

     JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/)."

Alternatively, the acknowledgment may be graphical using the logos

available at http://www.jdom.org/images/logos.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
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OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals on behalf of the JDOM Project and was originally

created by Jason Hunter <jhunter_AT_jdom_DOT_org> and

Brett McLaughlin <brett_AT_jdom_DOT_org>.  For more information

on the JDOM Project, please see <http://www.jdom.org/>.

 

*/

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right

 to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and

all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which

 modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a)the power, direct or indirect, to cause
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the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b)ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce,

 modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without

Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1)for code that You delete from the Original

Software, or (2)for infringements caused by: (i)the modification of the Original Software, or (ii)the combination of

the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party

 intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1)Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2)the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections2.2(a) and 2.2(b)

 are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1)for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2)for infringements caused by: (i)third party modifications of Contributor Version, or

(ii)the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor

Version) or other devices; or (3)under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications

made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software
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 You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in

Executable form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on

or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose

 any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on

Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear

that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to

indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such

Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

 provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does

not attempt to limit or alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If

You distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear

that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor.

You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New

 Versions.

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.
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4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

 any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a)rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b)otherwise make it clear

that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR)

 ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED

SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial

Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections2.1 and/or 2.2 of this

License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of

such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.
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7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

 DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR

ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING,

WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,

COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR

PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE

LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND

LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48C.F.R.2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term

 is defined at 48 C.F.R. 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer software documentation as such terms are

used in 48C.F.R.12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through

227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth

herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or

provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

 provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

 directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.
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NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

The GlassFish code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding

conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal

Courts of the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa

Clara County, California.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.353 libpng 1.6.37 
1.353.1 Available under license : 

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

     Copyright (c) 1998-2008 Greg Roelofs.  All rights reserved.

 

     This software is provided "as is," without warranty of any kind,

     express or implied.  In no event shall the author or contributors

     be held liable for any damages arising in any way from the use of

     this software.

 

     The contents of this file are DUAL-LICENSED.  You may modify and/or

     redistribute this software according to the terms of one of the

     following two licenses (at your option):

 

 

     LICENSE 1 ("BSD-like with advertising clause"):

 

     Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

     including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute

     it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

     1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

        notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions.

     2. Redistributions in binary

 form must reproduce the above copyright

        notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions in the documenta-

        tion and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

     3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

        software must display the following acknowledgment:

 

           This product includes software developed by Greg Roelofs

           and contributors for the book, "PNG: The Definitive Guide,"

           published by O'Reilly and Associates.

 

 

     LICENSE 2 (GNU GPL v2 or later):

 

     This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

     it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

     the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

     (at your option) any later version.
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     This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

     but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

     MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  See the

     GNU General Public License for more details.

 

     You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

     along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

     Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

pnm2png / png2pnm --- conversion from PBM/PGM/PPM-file to PNG-file

 

copyright (C) 1999-2019 by Willem van Schaik <willem at schaik dot com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

The software is provided "as is", without warranty of any kind, express or

implied, including but not limited to the warranties of merchantability,

fitness for a particular purpose and noninfringement. In no event shall the

authors or copyight holders be liable for any claim, damages or other

liability,

 whether in an action of contract, tort or otherwise, arising from,

out of or in connection with the software or the use or other dealings in the

software.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This
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General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.

  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which

 gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the

 Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause

 any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
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   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work

 are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution

 and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such
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   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source

 code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing

 or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
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conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For

 example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor

 to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing

 version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
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later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE,

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU

 OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
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convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the

 GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

 it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is

 what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2019 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

* Copyright (c) 2018-2019 Cosmin Truta.

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted

 to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the same

disclaimer

 and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson,

 are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler
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   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

    Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from

 any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.
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1.354 perl 5.32.1 
1.354.1 Available under license : 

 

 

 

 

                        The "Artistic License"

 

                               Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a

Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some

semblance of artistic control over the development of the package,

while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute

the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make

reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

       "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the

       Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files

       created through textual modification.

 

       "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been

       modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes

       of the Copyright Holder as specified below.

 

       "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or

       copyrights for the package.

 

       "You" is you, if you're thinking

 about copying or distributing

       this Package.

 

       "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the

       basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved,

       and so on.  (You will not be required to justify it to the

       Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large

       as a market that must bear the fee.)

 

       "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item

       itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item.

       It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it

       under the same conditions they received it.
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1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.

  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided

that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and

when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the

following:

 

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

   Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or

   an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive

   site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

   your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict

   with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide

   a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly

   documents how it

 differs from the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

   together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

   to get the Standard Version.

 

   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

   the Package with your modifications.

 

   c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly

   document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together

   with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this
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Package.  You may not charge a fee for this Package

 itself.  However,

you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly

commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software

distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a

product of your own.  You may embed this Package's interpreter within

an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere

form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the

interpreter is so embedded.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall

under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated

them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

Package.  If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this

Package via the so-called "undump" or "unexec" methods of producing a

binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall

neither be construed as a distribution of this Package

 nor shall it

fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do

not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this

Package.

 

7. C subroutines (or comparably compiled subroutines in other

languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to

emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this

Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the

equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do

not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the

regression tests for the language.

 

8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always

permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is,

when no overt attempt is made to make this Package's interfaces visible

to the end user of the commercial distribution.  Such use shall not be

construed as a distribution of this Package.

 

9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products

 derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

                               The End

This software is copyright (c) 2020 by Ken Williams.
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This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the same terms as the Perl 5 programming language system itself.

 

Terms of the Perl programming language system itself

 

a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

  Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any

  later version, or

b) the "Artistic License"

 

--- The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2020 by Ken Williams.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                    Version 1, February 1989

 

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

  The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users

at the mercy of those companies.  By contrast, our General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  The

General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.

You can use it for your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make

sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free

software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it,

that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate
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 to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must tell them their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification

 follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

distributed under the terms of this General Public License.  The

"Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based

on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications.  Each

licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any

other recipients of the Program a copy of this General Public License

along

 with the Program.  You may charge a fee for the physical act of

transferring a copy.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph

1 above, provided that you also do the following:
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   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

   you changed the files and the date of any change; and

 

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that

   in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either

   with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all

   third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except

   that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all

   third parties, at your option).

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

   run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use

   in the simplest and most

 usual way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General

   Public License.

 

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a

   copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in

   exchange for a fee.

 

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its

derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring

the other work under the scope of these terms.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which

 must be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge

   for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the

   corresponding source code may be obtained.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form alone.)
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Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable file, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special

exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard

libraries that accompany the operating system on which

 the executable

file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that

accompany that operating system.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the

Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer

the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use

the Program under this License.  However, parties who have received

copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties

remain in full compliance.

 

 5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based

on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,

and all its terms and conditions.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original

licensor to copy, distribute or modify

 the Program subject to these

terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further restrictions on the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 

 7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

 author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals
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of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

  10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

       Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.

  It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)

   any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin

 Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA  02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show

c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your

program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims

 all copyright interest in the

 program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes

 at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

 

--- The Artistic License 1.0 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2020 by Ken Williams.

 

This is free software, licensed under:
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 The Artistic License 1.0

 

The Artistic License

 

Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package

may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of

artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of

the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less

customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

 - "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright

   Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through

   textual modification.

 

 - "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

   or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

   Holder.

 - "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for

   the package.

 - "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

 - "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media

   cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will

   not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the

   computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

 - "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though

   there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that

   recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they

   received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without

 restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived

from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such

a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that

you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you

changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

    Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an
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    equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

    such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your

    modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

 b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

 c)

 rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

    standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate

    manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it

    differs from the Standard Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable

form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

    together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to

    get the Standard Version.

 

 b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package

    with your modifications.

 

 c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard

    Version executables, giving the non-standard executables non-standard

    names, and clearly documenting the differences in manual pages (or

     equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard

    Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You

may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this

Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a

larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not

advertise this Package as a product of your own.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output

from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright

of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold

commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

 

7. C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package shall not

be considered part of this Package.

 

8. The name
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 of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

9. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

The End

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                    Version 1, February 1989

 

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                   51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users

at the mercy of those companies.  By contrast, our General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  The

General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.

You can use it for your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make

sure that you have the freedom to

 give away or sell copies of free

software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it,

that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must tell them their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
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distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that

 everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

distributed under the terms of this General Public License.  The

"Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based

on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications.  Each

licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim

 copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any

other recipients of the Program a copy of this General Public License

along with the Program.  You may charge a fee for the physical act of

transferring a copy.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph

1 above, provided that you also do the following:

 

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

   you changed the files and the date of any change; and

 

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that

   in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either

   with or without modifications, to be licensed

 at no charge to all

   third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except

   that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all

   third parties, at your option).
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   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

   run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use

   in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General

   Public License.

 

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a

   copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in

   exchange for a fee.

 

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its

derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium

 does not bring

the other work under the scope of these terms.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge

   for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the

   corresponding source code may be obtained.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program

 in object code or executable form alone.)

 

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable file, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special

exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard

libraries that accompany the operating system on which the executable

file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that

accompany that operating system.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the
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Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer

the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use

the Program under this License.  However, parties who have received

copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties

remain

 in full compliance.

 

 5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based

on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,

and all its terms and conditions.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original

licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these

terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further restrictions on the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 

 7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms

 and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE
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 THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

       Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed

 in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA  02110-1301 USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License. 

 Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show

c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your

program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes

 at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.355 snappy-java 1.1.2 
1.355.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------------

*  Copyright 2011 Taro L. Saito

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826125767_1697722444.3948815/0/snappy-java-1-1-2-sources-2-

jar/org/xerial/snappy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826125767_1697722444.3948815/0/snappy-java-1-1-2-sources-2-

jar/org/xerial/snappy/SnappyError.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826125767_1697722444.3948815/0/snappy-java-1-1-2-sources-2-

jar/org/xerial/snappy/SnappyBundleActivator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826125767_1697722444.3948815/0/snappy-java-1-1-2-sources-2-

jar/org/xerial/snappy/SnappyNative.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826125767_1697722444.3948815/0/snappy-java-1-1-2-sources-2-

jar/org/xerial/snappy/SnappyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826125767_1697722444.3948815/0/snappy-java-1-1-2-sources-2-

jar/org/xerial/snappy/SnappyCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826125767_1697722444.3948815/0/snappy-java-1-1-2-sources-2-

jar/org/xerial/snappy/SnappyLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826125767_1697722444.3948815/0/snappy-java-1-1-2-sources-2-

jar/org/xerial/snappy/Snappy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826125767_1697722444.3948815/0/snappy-java-1-1-2-sources-2-

jar/org/xerial/snappy/SnappyOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826125767_1697722444.3948815/0/snappy-java-1-1-2-sources-2-

jar/org/xerial/snappy/SnappyErrorCode.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826125767_1697722444.3948815/0/snappy-java-1-1-2-sources-2-

jar/org/xerial/snappy/SnappyInputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p/>

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p/>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

* <p/>

* Some portions of this file Copyright (c) 2004-2006 Intel Corportation

* and licensed under the BSD license.

 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826125767_1697722444.3948815/0/snappy-java-1-1-2-sources-2-

jar/org/xerial/snappy/PureJavaCrc32C.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------------

*  Copyright 2008 Taro L. Saito

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826125767_1697722444.3948815/0/snappy-java-1-1-2-sources-2-

jar/org/xerial/snappy/OSInfo.java

 

1.356 jetty 9.4.22.v20191022 
1.356.1 Available under license : 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

 

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.
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1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'

  from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such

 Contributor

  itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not

  include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of

  software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own

  license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

    perform,

 distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

    if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of

    the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

    added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

    combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

    shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.

    No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.
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 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

    to its Contributions set forth herein,

 no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

    entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

    otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

    hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

    any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a

    third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

    the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

    before distributing the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program

 in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties

        and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or

        conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or

        conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

        offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a

 medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

    within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

if
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any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore,

if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial

 product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and

other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial

Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial

product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims

or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property

infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:

a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and

b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the

Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement

negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at

its own expense.

 

For example,

 a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining

 the appropriateness of using

and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the
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risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable

 law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution

 of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to

time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this

Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The

Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement

Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will
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be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the

Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after

 a new version of the

Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program

(including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly

stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or

licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the

Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND

 DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works

 that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously

 marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

    

 (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative

 Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

      the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions)

 on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited

 to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache

 License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

 OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

==============================================================

Jetty Web Container

Copyright 1995-2018 Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd.

==============================================================

 

The Jetty Web Container is Copyright Mort Bay Consulting Pty Ltd

unless otherwise noted.

 

Jetty is dual licensed under both

 

 * The Apache 2.0 License
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   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

 

     and

 

 * The Eclipse Public 1.0 License

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Jetty may be distributed under either license.

 

------

Eclipse

 

The following artifacts are EPL.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:org.eclipse.jdt.core

 

The following artifacts are EPL and ASL2.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.security.auth.message

 

 

The following artifacts are EPL and CDDL 1.0.

* org.eclipse.jetty.orbit:javax.mail.glassfish

 

 

------

Oracle

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html

 

* javax.servlet:javax.servlet-api

 * javax.annotation:javax.annotation-api

* javax.transaction:javax.transaction-api

* javax.websocket:javax.websocket-api

 

------

Oracle OpenJDK

 

If ALPN is used to negotiate HTTP/2 connections, then the following

artifacts may be included in the distribution or downloaded when ALPN

module is selected.

 

* java.sun.security.ssl

 

These artifacts replace/modify OpenJDK classes.  The modififications

are hosted at github and both modified and original are under GPL v2 with

classpath exceptions.

http://openjdk.java.net/legal/gplv2+ce.html
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------

OW2

 

The following artifacts are licensed by the OW2 Foundation according to the

terms of http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

 

org.ow2.asm:asm-commons

org.ow2.asm:asm

 

 

------

Apache

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.

 

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-spec

org.apache.taglibs:taglibs-standard-impl

 

 

------

MortBay

 

The following artifacts are ASL2 licensed.  Based on selected classes from

following Apache Tomcat jars, all ASL2

 licensed.

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-jsp

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-juli

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jsp-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-api

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util-scan

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-util

 

org.mortbay.jasper:apache-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-jasper-el

 org.apache.tomcat:tomcat-el-api

 

 

------

Mortbay

 

The following artifacts are CDDL + GPLv2 with classpath exception.

 

https://glassfish.dev.java.net/nonav/public/CDDL+GPL.html
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org.eclipse.jetty.toolchain:jetty-schemas

 

------

Assorted

 

The UnixCrypt.java code implements the one way cryptography used by

Unix systems for simple password protection.  Copyright 1996 Aki Yoshida,

modified April 2001  by Iris Van den Broeke, Daniel Deville.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

for non-commercial or commercial purposes and without fee is

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all

 copies.

 

1.357 jolokia 1.6.0 
1.357.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this
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 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2009-2010 Roland Huss

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Jolokia is released under the Apache License, Version 2.0.

 

Jolokia uses some 3rd party software, which is delivered as part of the agents.

These are:

 

* json-simple (Apache License 2.0, http://code.google.com/p/json-simple/)

* Apache Felix HttpService, all-in-one bundle (http://felix.apache.org/site/apache-felix-http-service.html)

* 960 Grid System (Website, GPL or MIT, http://960.gs/)

* google-code-prettify (Website, Apache License 2.0, http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/)

* jQuery and QUnit (Jolokia Javascript testuite)

* json2.js (Jolokia Javascript binding)
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The content found on www.jolokia.org (i.e. icons, pictures and

styling) is not (yet) Apache licensed, the licensing is still to be

decided. Of course, you can use the icons for promotional purpose, but

please don't reuse it for something different than Jolokia.

 

Jolokia's reference guide adapted the stylesheets from Gradle's User

Guide, which are released under the APL license.

            ---------------

               License

           ---------------

 

License

 

Jolokia is released under the {{{http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0}Apache License}}, Version 2.0.

The license is appended below.

 

* www.jolokia.org

 

The content found on www.jolokia.org (i.e. icons, pictures and

styling) is not (yet) Apache licensed, the licensing is still to be

decided. Of course, you can use the icons for promotional purpose,

but please don't reuse it for something different than Jolokia.

 

* Notice

 

Jolokia uses some 3rd party software, which is delivered as part of

the agents. These are

 

* {{{http://code.google.com/p/json-simple/}json-simple}} released

 under the Apache License 2.0 as well.

 

* The OSGi bundle includes the

  {{{http://felix.apache.org/site/apache-felix-http-service.html}Apache

  Felix HttpService Bundle}} which is licensed under the APL.

 

* This web-site uses the {{{http://960.gs/}960 Grid System}} for its

  layout. This is released under

 the GPL and MIT license.

 

* The reference guide's stylesheets are adapted from

  {{{http://www.gradle.org}Gradle}}, which are released under the

  Apache License.

 

* Syntax Highlighting is done with help of

  {{{http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/}google-code-prettify}},

  Apache licensed, too.
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* Apache License

 

--------------------

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled

 by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source

 or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an

 individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim

 or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

 

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that

 You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license

 agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions

 under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on

 the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2009-2010 Roland Huss

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

--------------------

 

1.358 castor 0.9.5 
1.358.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.
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*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Wildcard.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:36 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author          Changes

* 04/02/2001   Arnaud Blandin  Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/Wildcard.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
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*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MapHandlers.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:28 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/handlers/MapHandlers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.
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*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: IteratorEnumeration.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:05 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/IteratorEnumeration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:
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*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JMethodSignature.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:55 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/javasource/JMethodSignature.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: GMonth.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:56 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author              Changes

* 04/18/2002   Arnaud              String constructor

* 05/24/2001   Arnaud Blandin      Created
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/GMonth.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*
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* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: LogInterceptor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:51 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/spi/LogInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
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* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ModelGroupUnmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:40 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/ModelGroupUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
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* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MarshalFramework.java,v 1.4 2003/04/24 02:10:27 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/MarshalFramework.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS
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* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2002

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SimpleTypeListUnmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:42 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/SimpleTypeListUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*
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* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JSourceCode.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:56 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/javasource/JSourceCode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Unique.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:35 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/Unique.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SQLTypes.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:21 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/engine/SQLTypes.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.
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*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SimpleTypeValidator.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:13 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/SimpleTypeValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: VectorClassDescriptor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:18 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/descriptors/VectorClassDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2001

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SimpleTypeReference.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:35 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/SimpleTypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TokenMgrError.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:26 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-
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jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/dtd/parser/TokenMgrError.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ObjectNotPersistentException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:08 kvisco Exp $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/ObjectNotPersistentException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*
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* Copyright 2000-2002

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ExtensionUnmarshaller.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 17:25:42 blandin Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/ExtensionUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
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* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SaxUnmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:41 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/SaxUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
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* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: IdentityKeyGenerator.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:12 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/IdentityKeyGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS
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* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: AnyType.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:27 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/AnyType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*
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* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TimeStampable.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:08 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/TimeStampable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: EventProducer.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:09 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/EventProducer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ParseTest.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:24 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/oql/ParseTest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.
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*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: LockEngine.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:44 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/LockEngine.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: FieldDescriptorImpl.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:29 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/loader/FieldDescriptorImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TransactionContextImpl.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 17:14:16 blandin Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/engine/TransactionContextImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ScopableResolver.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:34 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-
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jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/ScopableResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: RegExpEvaluator.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:06 kvisco Exp $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/RegExpEvaluator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*
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* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DataObjects.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:07 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/DataObjects.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
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* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ExtendedFieldHandler.java,v 1.2 2003/04/16 07:16:10 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/ExtendedFieldHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
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* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

*

* $Id: SourceGenerator.java,v 1.6 2003/06/02 13:24:10 blandin Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/SourceGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: FieldValidator.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:09 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/FieldValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.
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*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TransactionManagerRegistry.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:25 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/transactionmanager/TransactionManagerRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"
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*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: PersistenceFactory.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:51 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/spi/PersistenceFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written
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*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ContainerFieldHandler.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:27 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/handlers/ContainerFieldHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
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*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Exporter.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:02 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dsml/Exporter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.
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*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MarshalException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:10 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/MarshalException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:
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*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Producer.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:02 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dsml/Producer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: GYear.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:58 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author              Changes

* 05/24/2001   Arnaud Blandin      Created

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/GYear.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003
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 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Documentation.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:19 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/Documentation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DatatypeHandler.java,v 1.2 2003/03/12 20:53:50 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/util/DatatypeHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JModifiers.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:55 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/javasource/JModifiers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
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* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JDocDescriptor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:54 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/javasource/JDocDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project
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*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

 

* $Id: JParameter.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:56 kvisco Exp $

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/javasource/JParameter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"
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*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ContentModelGroupImpl.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:30 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/ContentModelGroupImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright 1999 (C) Exoffice Technologies Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/resources/messages.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: GenericFactory.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:11 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/GenericFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DTXEngine.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:05 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dtx/DTXEngine.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DateTimeValidator.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:21 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author           Changes

* 05/30/2001   Arnaud Blandin   Created

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/validators/DateTimeValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999
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 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DatabaseImpl.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:16 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/engine/DatabaseImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SearchDescriptor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:03 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dsml/SearchDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ObjectModifiedException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:07 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/ObjectModifiedException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
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* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: URILocationImpl.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:39 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/net/util/URILocationImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

 

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

 

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

 

* that the following conditions are met:

 

*

 

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

 

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

 

*    copy of this document.

 

*

 

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

 

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 

*    materials provided with the distribution.
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*

 

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

 

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

 

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

 

*

 

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

 

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their

 names without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

 

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

 

*

 

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

 

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

 

*

 

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

 

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

 

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

 

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

 

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

 

* OF THE POSSIBILITY

 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*

 

* Copyright 2000 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

*

 

* $Id: DTDException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:20 kvisco Exp $

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/dtd/DTDException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JDBCSyntax.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:17 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/engine/JDBCSyntax.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered
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*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSClass.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:55 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSClass.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*
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* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999,

 2000 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/util/SAX2DOMHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written
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*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSShort.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:00 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSShort.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
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*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2002

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ComplexContentRestrictionUnmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:37 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/ComplexContentRestrictionUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.
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*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: OracleQueryExpression.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:14 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/OracleQueryExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:
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*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: BinaryType.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:44 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/simpletypes/BinaryType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JMethod.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:55 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/javasource/JMethod.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*
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* $Id: Lazy.java,

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/Lazy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TypeReference.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:35 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/TypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: AttributeGroupReference.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:28 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/AttributeGroupReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL
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* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Token.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:26 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/dtd/parser/Token.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002(C)

 Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSType.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:01 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.
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*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: BaseFactory.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:16 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/engine/BaseFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"
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*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JDO.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:07 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/JDO.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: GDayDescriptor.java,v 1.2 2003/04/23 06:35:24 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/GDayDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.
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*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JNDIImporter.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:03 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dsml/jndi/JNDIImporter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Logger.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:06 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/Logger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: URIResolver.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:39 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/net/URIResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ResolvableReference.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:33 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-
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jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/ResolvableReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TypeProperty.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:44 kvisco Exp $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/simpletypes/factory/TypeProperty.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*
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* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: RecurringDurationBase.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:00 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author          Changes

* 12/05/2000   Arnaud Blandin  Added the support for NotSupportedOperationException

* 11/07/2000   Arnaud Blandin  Added a new constructor and setValues method

* 11/02/2000   Arnaud Blandin  Changed the constructor

* 26/10/2000   Arnaud Blandin  Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/RecurringDurationBase.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL
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* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TransactionContext.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 17:18:29 blandin Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/TransactionContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SourceFactory.java,v 1.5 2003/06/03 18:50:36 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/SourceFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.
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*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSDouble.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:56 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSDouble.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"
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*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: OQLSyntaxException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:23 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/oql/OQLSyntaxException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written
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*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DelegateFieldDescriptor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:29 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/loader/DelegateFieldDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
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*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TypeValidator.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:13 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/TypeValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.
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*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TypeConvertor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:28 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/TypeConvertor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:
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*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Exoffice Technologies.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without

 prior written

*    permission of Exoffice Technologies. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Exoffice Technologies.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY EXOFFICE TECHNOLOGIES AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* EXOFFICE TECHNOLOGIES OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY

 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999 (C) Exoffice Technologies Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MySQLFactory.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:13 kvisco Exp $

* Date        Author         Changes

* Nov 3 2000  Leonardo Bueno Created

*                           

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/MySQLFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*
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* $Id: JakartaOroEvaluator.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:05 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/JakartaOroEvaluator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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*

* Copyright 2000-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: LongValidator.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:21 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/validators/LongValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DecimalValidator.java,v 1.3 2003/03/03 17:29:36 blandin Exp $

* Date         Author           Changes

* 10/31/2000   Arnaud Blandin   Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/validators/DecimalValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
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* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The Original Source for this file is XSL:P

*

* $Id: Stack.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:07 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/Stack.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.
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*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: RealType.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:44 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/simpletypes/RealType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"
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*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Order.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:32 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/Order.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written
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*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SequenceKeyGeneratorFactory.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:15 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/SequenceKeyGeneratorFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
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*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Persistent.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:08 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/Persistent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.
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*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Namespaces.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:18 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/Namespaces.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:
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*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SchemaUnmarshallerState.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:41 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/SchemaUnmarshallerState.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ClassDescriptorResolverImpl.java,v 1.2 2003/03/19 08:13:28 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/util/ClassDescriptorResolverImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*
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* $Id: IdentitySelector.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:32 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/IdentitySelector.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XMLException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:16 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/XMLException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: LockNotGrantedException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:07 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/LockNotGrantedException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL
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* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: GYearMonthDescriptor.java,v 1.2 2003/04/23 06:35:24 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/GYearMonthDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ByteValidator.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:21 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/validators/ByteValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.
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*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SimpleTypeDefinition.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:42 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/SimpleTypeDefinition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

 

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

 

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

 

* that the following conditions are met:

 

*

 

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

 

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

 

*    copy of this document.

 

*

 

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
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*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 

*    materials provided with the distribution.

 

*

 

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

 

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

 

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

 

*

 

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

 

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their

 names without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

 

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

 

*

 

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

 

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

 

*

 

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

 

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

 

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

 

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

 

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
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* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

 

* OF THE POSSIBILITY

 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*

 

* Copyright 2000 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

*

 

* $Id: DTDdocument.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:19 kvisco Exp $

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/dtd/DTDdocument.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ElementDecl.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:19 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/ElementDecl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ParseTreeNode.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:24 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/oql/ParseTreeNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.
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*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DescriptorJClass.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:02 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/util/DescriptorJClass.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY EXOFFICE TECHNOLOGIES AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* EXOFFICE TECHNOLOGIES OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

 * Copyright 2000 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DTDInitialParser.jj,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:21 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

options {

  LOOKAHEAD = 1;

  CHOICE_AMBIGUITY_CHECK = 2;

  OTHER_AMBIGUITY_CHECK = 1;

  STATIC = false;

  DEBUG_PARSER = false;

  DEBUG_LOOKAHEAD = false;

  DEBUG_TOKEN_MANAGER = false;

  ERROR_REPORTING = true;

  JAVA_UNICODE_ESCAPE = false;

  UNICODE_INPUT = false;
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  IGNORE_CASE = false;

  USER_TOKEN_MANAGER = false;

  USER_CHAR_STREAM = true;

  BUILD_PARSER = true;

  BUILD_TOKEN_MANAGER = true;

  SANITY_CHECK = true;

  FORCE_LA_CHECK = false;

}

 

PARSER_BEGIN(DTDInitialParser)

 

package org.exolab.castor.xml.dtd.parser;

 

import org.exolab.castor.xml.dtd.DTDException;

 

import java.util.Hashtable;

import java.io.*;

 

/**

* Initial XML DTD parser. Searches for <b>parameter entity</b> declarations

* and substitutes <b>parameter entity references</b> by

* corresponding <b>replacement text</b>.

* @author <a href="mailto:totok@intalio.com">Alexander

 Totok</a>

* @version $Revision: 1.1.1.1 $ $Date: 2003/03/03 07:09:21 $

*/

public class DTDInitialParser {

}

 

PARSER_END(DTDInitialParser)

 

TOKEN:

{

    < #LETTER: ["\u0041"-"\u005A", "\u0061"-"\u007A", "\u00C0"-"\u00D6",

                "\u00D8"-"\u00F6", "\u00F8"-"\u00FF", "\u0100"-"\u0131",

                "\u0134"-"\u013E", "\u0141"-"\u0148", "\u014A"-"\u017E",

                "\u0180"-"\u01C3", "\u01CD"-"\u01F0", "\u01F4"-"\u01F5",

                "\u01FA"-"\u0217", "\u0250"-"\u02A8", "\u02BB"-"\u02C1",

                "\u0386", "\u0388"-"\u038A", "\u038C", "\u038E"-"\u03A1",

                "\u03A3"-"\u03CE", "\u03D0"-"\u03D6", "\u03DA", "\u03DC",

                "\u03DE", "\u03E0", "\u03E2"-"\u03F3", "\u0401"-"\u040C",

                "\u040E"-"\u044F", "\u0451"-"\u045C", "\u045E"-"\u0481",

                "\u0490"-"\u04C4", "\u04C7"-"\u04C8", "\u04CB"-"\u04CC",

                "\u04D0"-"\u04EB", "\u04EE"-"\u04F5", "\u04F8"-"\u04F9",

                "\u0531"-"\u0556",

 "\u0559", "\u0561"-"\u0586",

                "\u05D0"-"\u05EA", "\u05F0"-"\u05F2", "\u0621"-"\u063A",

                "\u0641"-"\u064A", "\u0671"-"\u06B7", "\u06BA"-"\u06BE",
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                "\u06C0"-"\u06CE", "\u06D0"-"\u06D3", "\u06D5",

                "\u06E5"-"\u06E6", "\u0905"-"\u0939", "\u093D",

                "\u0958"-"\u0961", "\u0985"-"\u098C", "\u098F"-"\u0990",

                "\u0993"-"\u09A8", "\u09AA"-"\u09B0", "\u09B2",

                "\u09B6"-"\u09B9", "\u09DC"-"\u09DD", "\u09DF"-"\u09E1",

                "\u09F0"-"\u09F1", "\u0A05"-"\u0A0A", "\u0A0F"-"\u0A10",

                "\u0A13"-"\u0A28", "\u0A2A"-"\u0A30", "\u0A32"-"\u0A33",

                "\u0A35"-"\u0A36", "\u0A38"-"\u0A39", "\u0A59"-"\u0A5C",

                "\u0A5E", "\u0A72"-"\u0A74", "\u0A85"-"\u0A8B", "\u0A8D",

                "\u0A8F"-"\u0A91", "\u0A93"-"\u0AA8", "\u0AAA"-"\u0AB0",

                "\u0AB2"-"\u0AB3", "\u0AB5"-"\u0AB9", "\u0ABD", "\u0AE0",

                "\u0B05"-"\u0B0C",

 "\u0B0F"-"\u0B10", "\u0B13"-"\u0B28",

                "\u0B2A"-"\u0B30", "\u0B32"-"\u0B33", "\u0B36"-"\u0B39",

                "\u0B3D", "\u0B5C"-"\u0B5D", "\u0B5F"-"\u0B61",

                "\u0B85"-"\u0B8A", "\u0B8E"-"\u0B90", "\u0B92"-"\u0B95",

                "\u0B99"-"\u0B9A", "\u0B9C", "\u0B9E"-"\u0B9F",

                "\u0BA3"-"\u0BA4", "\u0BA8"-"\u0BAA", "\u0BAE"-"\u0BB5",

                "\u0BB7"-"\u0BB9", "\u0C05"-"\u0C0C", "\u0C0E"-"\u0C10",

                "\u0C12"-"\u0C28", "\u0C2A"-"\u0C33", "\u0C35"-"\u0C39",

                "\u0C60"-"\u0C61", "\u0C85"-"\u0C8C", "\u0C8E"-"\u0C90",

                "\u0C92"-"\u0CA8", "\u0CAA"-"\u0CB3", "\u0CB5"-"\u0CB9",

                "\u0CDE", "\u0CE0"-"\u0CE1", "\u0D05"-"\u0D0C",

                "\u0D0E"-"\u0D10", "\u0D12"-"\u0D28", "\u0D2A"-"\u0D39",

                "\u0D60"-"\u0D61", "\u0E01"-"\u0E2E", "\u0E30",

                "\u0E32"-"\u0E33", "\u0E40"-"\u0E45", "\u0E81"-"\u0E82",

                "\u0E84",

 "\u0E87"-"\u0E88", "\u0E8A", "\u0E8D",

                "\u0E94"-"\u0E97", "\u0E99"-"\u0E9F", "\u0EA1"-"\u0EA3",

                "\u0EA5", "\u0EA7", "\u0EAA"-"\u0EAB", "\u0EAD"-"\u0EAE",

                "\u0EB0", "\u0EB2"-"\u0EB3", "\u0EBD", "\u0EC0"-"\u0EC4",

                "\u0F40"-"\u0F47", "\u0F49"-"\u0F69", "\u10A0"-"\u10C5",

                "\u10D0"-"\u10F6", "\u1100", "\u1102"-"\u1103",

                "\u1105"-"\u1107", "\u1109", "\u110B"-"\u110C",

                "\u110E"-"\u1112", "\u113C", "\u113E", "\u1140", "\u114C",

                "\u114E", "\u1150", "\u1154"-"\u1155", "\u1159",

                "\u115F"-"\u1161", "\u1163", "\u1165", "\u1167", "\u1169",

                "\u116D"-"\u116E", "\u1172"-"\u1173", "\u1175", "\u119E",

                "\u11A8", "\u11AB", "\u11AE"-"\u11AF", "\u11B7"-"\u11B8",

                "\u11BA", "\u11BC"-"\u11C2", "\u11EB", "\u11F0", "\u11F9",

                "\u1E00"-"\u1E9B", "\u1EA0"-"\u1EF9", "\u1F00"-"\u1F15",

      

          "\u1F18"-"\u1F1D", "\u1F20"-"\u1F45", "\u1F48"-"\u1F4D",

                "\u1F50"-"\u1F57", "\u1F59", "\u1F5B", "\u1F5D",

                "\u1F5F"-"\u1F7D", "\u1F80"-"\u1FB4", "\u1FB6"-"\u1FBC",

                "\u1FBE", "\u1FC2"-"\u1FC4", "\u1FC6"-"\u1FCC",

                "\u1FD0"-"\u1FD3", "\u1FD6"-"\u1FDB", "\u1FE0"-"\u1FEC",

                "\u1FF2"-"\u1FF4", "\u1FF6"-"\u1FFC", "\u2126",
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                "\u212A"-"\u212B", "\u212E", "\u2180"-"\u2182",

                "\u3041"-"\u3094", "\u30A1"-"\u30FA", "\u3105"-"\u312C",

                "\uAC00"-"\uD7A3", "\u4E00"-"\u9FA5", "\u3007",

                "\u3021"-"\u3029"] >

 

  | < #DIGIT: ["\u0030"-"\u0039", "\u0660"-"\u0669", "\u06F0"-"\u06F9",

               "\u0966"-"\u096F", "\u09E6"-"\u09EF", "\u0A66"-"\u0A6F",

               "\u0AE6"-"\u0AEF", "\u0B66"-"\u0B6F", "\u0BE7"-"\u0BEF",

               "\u0C66"-"\u0C6F", "\u0CE6"-"\u0CEF", "\u0D66"-"\u0D6F",

               "\u0E50"-"\u0E59", "\u0ED0"-"\u0ED9", "\u0F20"-"\u0F29"]

 >

 

  | < #COMBINING_CHAR: ["\u0300"-"\u0345", "\u0360"-"\u0361", "\u0483"-"\u0486",

                        "\u0591"-"\u05A1", "\u05A3"-"\u05B9", "\u05BB"-"\u05BD",

                        "\u05BF", "\u05C1"-"\u05C2", "\u05C4", "\u064B"-"\u0652",

                        "\u0670", "\u06D6"-"\u06DC", "\u06DD"-"\u06DF",

                        "\u06E0"-"\u06E4", "\u06E7"-"\u06E8", "\u06EA"-"\u06ED",

                        "\u0901"-"\u0903", "\u093C", "\u093E"-"\u094C", "\u094D",

                        "\u0951"-"\u0954", "\u0962"-"\u0963", "\u0981"-"\u0983",

                        "\u09BC", "\u09BE", "\u09BF", "\u09C0"-"\u09C4",

                        "\u09C7"-"\u09C8", "\u09CB"-"\u09CD", "\u09D7",

                        "\u09E2"-"\u09E3", "\u0A02", "\u0A3C", "\u0A3E",

                        "\u0A3F", "\u0A40"-"\u0A42", "\u0A47"-"\u0A48",

                        "\u0A4B"-"\u0A4D", "\u0A70"-"\u0A71", "\u0A81"-"\u0A83",

                        "\u0ABC", "\u0ABE"-"\u0AC5",

 "\u0AC7"-"\u0AC9",

                        "\u0ACB"-"\u0ACD", "\u0B01"-"\u0B03", "\u0B3C",

                        "\u0B3E"-"\u0B43", "\u0B47"-"\u0B48", "\u0B4B"-"\u0B4D",

                        "\u0B56"-"\u0B57", "\u0B82"-"\u0B83", "\u0BBE"-"\u0BC2",

                        "\u0BC6"-"\u0BC8", "\u0BCA"-"\u0BCD", "\u0BD7",

                        "\u0C01"-"\u0C03", "\u0C3E"-"\u0C44", "\u0C46"-"\u0C48",

                        "\u0C4A"-"\u0C4D", "\u0C55"-"\u0C56", "\u0C82"-"\u0C83",

                        "\u0CBE"-"\u0CC4", "\u0CC6"-"\u0CC8", "\u0CCA"-"\u0CCD",

                        "\u0CD5"-"\u0CD6", "\u0D02"-"\u0D03", "\u0D3E"-"\u0D43",

                        "\u0D46"-"\u0D48", "\u0D4A"-"\u0D4D", "\u0D57", "\u0E31",

                        "\u0E34"-"\u0E3A", "\u0E47"-"\u0E4E", "\u0EB1",

                        "\u0EB4"-"\u0EB9", "\u0EBB"-"\u0EBC", "\u0EC8"-"\u0ECD",

                        "\u0F18"-"\u0F19", "\u0F35", "\u0F37", "\u0F39", "\u0F3E",

 

                       "\u0F3F", "\u0F71"-"\u0F84", "\u0F86"-"\u0F8B",

                        "\u0F90"-"\u0F95", "\u0F97", "\u0F99"-"\u0FAD",

                        "\u0FB1"-"\u0FB7", "\u0FB9", "\u20D0"-"\u20DC", "\u20E1",

                        "\u302A"-"\u302F", "\u3099", "\u309A"] >

 

  | < #EXTENDER: ["\u00B7", "\u02D0", "\u02D1", "\u0387", "\u0640", "\u0E46",

                  "\u0EC6", "\u3005", "\u3031"-"\u3035", "\u309D"-"\u309E",

                  "\u30FC"-"\u30FE"] >
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  | < #NAMECHAR: <LETTER> | <DIGIT> | <COMBINING_CHAR> | <EXTENDER> |

                  [".","-","_",":"] >

  | < #NAME: ( <LETTER> | ["_",":"] ) ( <NAMECHAR> )* >

}

 

<DEFAULT> TOKEN :

{

    < #S: ( ["\t","\r","\n"," "] )+ >

  | < TEXT_UNIT: ( ( ~["%","<"] )+ | "%" | "<" ) >

  | < BEGIN_PE_DECL: "<!ENTITY" <S> "%" <S> > : WithinPEdecl

  | < PE_REFERENCE_D: "%" <NAME> ";" >

}

 

<WithinPEdecl> TOKEN :

{

    < NAME_OF_PE: ( <LETTER> | ["_",":"] ) ( <NAMECHAR> )* >

  | < SPACE: ( ["\t","\r","\n"," "]

 )+ >

  | < START_DQ: "\"" > : WithinEntityValueDQ

  | < START_SQ: "'" > : WithinEntityValueSQ

  | < END_PE_DECL: ">" > : DEFAULT

}

 

<WithinEntityValueDQ> TOKEN :

{

    < ENTITY_VALUE_TEXT_DQ: ( ~["%","\""] )+ >

  | < PE_REFERENCE_DQ: "%" <NAME> ";" >

  | < END_DQ: "\"" > : WithinPEdecl

}

 

<WithinEntityValueSQ> TOKEN :

{

    < ENTITY_VALUE_TEXT_SQ: ( ~["%","'"] )+ >

  | < PE_REFERENCE_SQ: "%" <NAME> ";" >

  | < END_SQ: "'" > : WithinPEdecl

}

 

/**

* Main method that starts parsing process.

* @return result of the parsing process - document with parameter entity

* references expaned.

*/

String Input() throws DTDException :

{

  Hashtable parameterEntities = new Hashtable();

  String result = "";

  Token token;

  String peReference;
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  String key;

  String value;

}

{

  (

     token = <TEXT_UNIT> { result += token.image; }

  |

     token = <PE_REFERENCE_D>

     {

        peReference = token.image;

        key = peReference.substring(1,peReference.length()-1);

     

   value = (String)parameterEntities.get(key);

        if ( value == null ) {

           String err = "Initial Parser: parameter entity named \"" + key;

           err += "\" has not been defined, while is tried to be referenced...";

           throw new DTDException(err);

        } else {

           result += value;

        }

     }

  |

     PEdecl(parameterEntities)

  )*

  <EOF>

 

  { return result; }

}

 

/**

* Parsing procedure corresponding to the <b>Parameter Entity Declaration</b>

* nonterminal.

*/

void PEdecl(Hashtable parameterEntities) throws DTDException:

{

  Token token;

  String name;

  String replacementText;

}

{

  <BEGIN_PE_DECL> token = <NAME_OF_PE>

  {

     name = token.image;

     if (parameterEntities.containsKey(name)) {

        String err = "Initial Parser: parameter entity named \"" + name;

        err += "\" has been already defined, while is tried ";

        err += "to be defined again...";

        throw new DTDException(err);
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     }

  }

   <SPACE> replacementText = EntityValue(parameterEntities)

  { parameterEntities.put(name,replacementText); }

  ( <SPACE> )? <END_PE_DECL>

}

 

/**

* Parsing procedure corresponding to the <b>Entity Value</b> nonterminal.

*/

String EntityValue(Hashtable parameterEntities) throws DTDException :

{

  Token token;

  String peReference;

  String key;

  String value;

  String replacementText = "";

}

{

  (

     <START_DQ>

     (

        token = <ENTITY_VALUE_TEXT_DQ> { replacementText += token.image; }

     |

        token = <PE_REFERENCE_DQ>

        {

           peReference = token.image;

           key = peReference.substring(1,peReference.length()-1);

           value = (String)parameterEntities.get(key);

           if ( value == null ) {

              String err = "Initial Parser: parameter entity named \"" + key;

              err += "\" has not been defined, while is tried to be referenced...";

              throw new DTDException(err);

           } else {

    

          replacementText += value;

           }

        }

     )*

     <END_DQ>

  |

     <START_SQ>

     (

        token = <ENTITY_VALUE_TEXT_SQ> { replacementText += token.image; }

     |

        token = <PE_REFERENCE_SQ>

        {

           peReference = token.image;
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           key = peReference.substring(1,peReference.length()-1);

           value = (String)parameterEntities.get(key);

           if ( value == null ) {

              String err = "Initial Parser: parameter entity named \"" + key;

              err += "\" has not been defined, while is tried to be referenced...";

              throw new DTDException(err);

           } else {

              replacementText += value;

           }

        }

     )*

     <END_SQ>

  )

 

  { return replacementText; }

}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/dtd/parser/DTDInitialParser.jj

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project
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*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: AnyNode.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:53 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author              Changes

* 04/24/2001   Arnaud Blandin      Rewrited from scratch

* 04/22/2001   Arnaud Blandin      Clean-up and support of comments

* 04/04/2001   Arnaud Blandin      Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/AnyNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.
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*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: AbstractFieldHandler.java,v 1.3 2003/04/16 07:16:19 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/AbstractFieldHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*
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* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DTXClassDescriptor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:05 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dtx/DTXClassDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
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*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: IntegerValidator.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:21 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/validators/IntegerValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright
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*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Annotated.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:27 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/Annotated.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation
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* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSId.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:58 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSId.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JMember.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:55 kvisco Exp $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/javasource/JMember.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999
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 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: J2CollectionHandlers.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:31 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/loader/J2CollectionHandlers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: PersistenceEngineFactory.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:47 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/PersistenceEngineFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JField.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:54 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/javasource/JField.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
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* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SimpleType.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:34 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/SimpleType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project
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*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ObjectDeletedWaitingForLockException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:45 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/ObjectDeletedWaitingForLockException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ObjectFactory.java,v 1.1 2003/04/23 06:36:31 kvisco Exp $

*

* Date         Author          Changes

* 04/21/2003   Keith Visco     Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/ObjectFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*
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* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: GMonthDescriptor.java,v 1.2 2003/04/23 06:35:24 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/GMonthDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
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*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JakartaRegExpEvaluator.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:05 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/JakartaRegExpEvaluator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright
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*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: LocalConfiguration.java,v 1.3 2003/05/01 07:06:32 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/LocalConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation
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* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MappingRuntimeException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:28 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/MappingRuntimeException.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: RecurringDuration.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:00 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author          Changes
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* 05/13/2001   Arnaud Blandin  Added the support for omitted components (section 4.5 of ISO8601)

* 12/05/2000   Arnaud Blandin  Added the support for NotSupportedOperationException

* 11/08/2000   Arnaud Blandin  Added new constructor and setValues method

* 11/07/2000   Arnaud Blandin  Added isEqual() and isGreater() methods

* 11/02/2000   Arnaud Blandin  Changed the constructor

* 10/26/2000   Arnaud Blandin  Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/RecurringDuration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
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* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSString.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:00 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSString.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
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* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: AttributeGroupDecl.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:19 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/AttributeGroupDecl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: InvalidCharException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:22 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/oql/InvalidCharException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered
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*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DocumentationUnmarshaller.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:20 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/DocumentationUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*
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* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: AppInfoUnmarshaller.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:20 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/AppInfoUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote
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*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY EXOFFICE TECHNOLOGIES AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* EXOFFICE TECHNOLOGIES OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

 * Copyright 2000 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DTDParser.jj,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:24 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

options {

  LOOKAHEAD = 3;

  CHOICE_AMBIGUITY_CHECK = 2;

  OTHER_AMBIGUITY_CHECK = 1;

  STATIC = false;

  DEBUG_PARSER = false;

  DEBUG_LOOKAHEAD = false;

  DEBUG_TOKEN_MANAGER = false;

  ERROR_REPORTING = true;

  JAVA_UNICODE_ESCAPE = false;

  UNICODE_INPUT = false;

  IGNORE_CASE = false;

  USER_TOKEN_MANAGER = false;

  USER_CHAR_STREAM = true;

  BUILD_PARSER = true;

  BUILD_TOKEN_MANAGER = true;

  SANITY_CHECK = true;
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  FORCE_LA_CHECK = false;

}

 

PARSER_BEGIN(DTDParser)

 

package org.exolab.castor.xml.dtd.parser;

 

import org.exolab.castor.xml.dtd.*;

 

import java.io.*;

 

/**

* Main XML DTD parser. Parses DTD documents with <b>parameter entity

* references</b> already substituted by corresponding <b>replacement text</b>.

* Constructs DTD document object.

* @author <a href="mailto:totok@intalio.com">Alexander Totok</a>

* @version $Revision:

 1.1.1.1 $ $Date: 2003/03/03 07:09:24 $

*/

public class DTDParser {

}

 

PARSER_END(DTDParser)

 

TOKEN :

{

    < #LETTER: ["\u0041"-"\u005A", "\u0061"-"\u007A", "\u00C0"-"\u00D6",

                "\u00D8"-"\u00F6", "\u00F8"-"\u00FF", "\u0100"-"\u0131",

                "\u0134"-"\u013E", "\u0141"-"\u0148", "\u014A"-"\u017E",

                "\u0180"-"\u01C3", "\u01CD"-"\u01F0", "\u01F4"-"\u01F5",

                "\u01FA"-"\u0217", "\u0250"-"\u02A8", "\u02BB"-"\u02C1",

                "\u0386", "\u0388"-"\u038A", "\u038C", "\u038E"-"\u03A1",

                "\u03A3"-"\u03CE", "\u03D0"-"\u03D6", "\u03DA", "\u03DC",

                "\u03DE", "\u03E0", "\u03E2"-"\u03F3", "\u0401"-"\u040C",

                "\u040E"-"\u044F", "\u0451"-"\u045C", "\u045E"-"\u0481",

                "\u0490"-"\u04C4", "\u04C7"-"\u04C8", "\u04CB"-"\u04CC",

                "\u04D0"-"\u04EB", "\u04EE"-"\u04F5", "\u04F8"-"\u04F9",

                "\u0531"-"\u0556", "\u0559", "\u0561"-"\u0586",

            

    "\u05D0"-"\u05EA", "\u05F0"-"\u05F2", "\u0621"-"\u063A",

                "\u0641"-"\u064A", "\u0671"-"\u06B7", "\u06BA"-"\u06BE",

                "\u06C0"-"\u06CE", "\u06D0"-"\u06D3", "\u06D5",

                "\u06E5"-"\u06E6", "\u0905"-"\u0939", "\u093D",

                "\u0958"-"\u0961", "\u0985"-"\u098C", "\u098F"-"\u0990",

                "\u0993"-"\u09A8", "\u09AA"-"\u09B0", "\u09B2",

                "\u09B6"-"\u09B9", "\u09DC"-"\u09DD", "\u09DF"-"\u09E1",

                "\u09F0"-"\u09F1", "\u0A05"-"\u0A0A", "\u0A0F"-"\u0A10",

                "\u0A13"-"\u0A28", "\u0A2A"-"\u0A30", "\u0A32"-"\u0A33",
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                "\u0A35"-"\u0A36", "\u0A38"-"\u0A39", "\u0A59"-"\u0A5C",

                "\u0A5E", "\u0A72"-"\u0A74", "\u0A85"-"\u0A8B", "\u0A8D",

                "\u0A8F"-"\u0A91", "\u0A93"-"\u0AA8", "\u0AAA"-"\u0AB0",

                "\u0AB2"-"\u0AB3", "\u0AB5"-"\u0AB9", "\u0ABD", "\u0AE0",

                "\u0B05"-"\u0B0C", "\u0B0F"-"\u0B10", "\u0B13"-"\u0B28",

 

               "\u0B2A"-"\u0B30", "\u0B32"-"\u0B33", "\u0B36"-"\u0B39",

                "\u0B3D", "\u0B5C"-"\u0B5D", "\u0B5F"-"\u0B61",

                "\u0B85"-"\u0B8A", "\u0B8E"-"\u0B90", "\u0B92"-"\u0B95",

                "\u0B99"-"\u0B9A", "\u0B9C", "\u0B9E"-"\u0B9F",

                "\u0BA3"-"\u0BA4", "\u0BA8"-"\u0BAA", "\u0BAE"-"\u0BB5",

                "\u0BB7"-"\u0BB9", "\u0C05"-"\u0C0C", "\u0C0E"-"\u0C10",

                "\u0C12"-"\u0C28", "\u0C2A"-"\u0C33", "\u0C35"-"\u0C39",

                "\u0C60"-"\u0C61", "\u0C85"-"\u0C8C", "\u0C8E"-"\u0C90",

                "\u0C92"-"\u0CA8", "\u0CAA"-"\u0CB3", "\u0CB5"-"\u0CB9",

                "\u0CDE", "\u0CE0"-"\u0CE1", "\u0D05"-"\u0D0C",

                "\u0D0E"-"\u0D10", "\u0D12"-"\u0D28", "\u0D2A"-"\u0D39",

                "\u0D60"-"\u0D61", "\u0E01"-"\u0E2E", "\u0E30",

                "\u0E32"-"\u0E33", "\u0E40"-"\u0E45", "\u0E81"-"\u0E82",

                "\u0E84", "\u0E87"-"\u0E88", "\u0E8A", "\u0E8D",

         

       "\u0E94"-"\u0E97", "\u0E99"-"\u0E9F", "\u0EA1"-"\u0EA3",

                "\u0EA5", "\u0EA7", "\u0EAA"-"\u0EAB", "\u0EAD"-"\u0EAE",

                "\u0EB0", "\u0EB2"-"\u0EB3", "\u0EBD", "\u0EC0"-"\u0EC4",

                "\u0F40"-"\u0F47", "\u0F49"-"\u0F69", "\u10A0"-"\u10C5",

                "\u10D0"-"\u10F6", "\u1100", "\u1102"-"\u1103",

                "\u1105"-"\u1107", "\u1109", "\u110B"-"\u110C",

                "\u110E"-"\u1112", "\u113C", "\u113E", "\u1140", "\u114C",

                "\u114E", "\u1150", "\u1154"-"\u1155", "\u1159",

                "\u115F"-"\u1161", "\u1163", "\u1165", "\u1167", "\u1169",

                "\u116D"-"\u116E", "\u1172"-"\u1173", "\u1175", "\u119E",

                "\u11A8", "\u11AB", "\u11AE"-"\u11AF", "\u11B7"-"\u11B8",

                "\u11BA", "\u11BC"-"\u11C2", "\u11EB", "\u11F0", "\u11F9",

                "\u1E00"-"\u1E9B", "\u1EA0"-"\u1EF9", "\u1F00"-"\u1F15",

                "\u1F18"-"\u1F1D", "\u1F20"-"\u1F45", "\u1F48"-"\u1F4D",

                 "\u1F50"-"\u1F57", "\u1F59", "\u1F5B", "\u1F5D",

                "\u1F5F"-"\u1F7D", "\u1F80"-"\u1FB4", "\u1FB6"-"\u1FBC",

                "\u1FBE", "\u1FC2"-"\u1FC4", "\u1FC6"-"\u1FCC",

                "\u1FD0"-"\u1FD3", "\u1FD6"-"\u1FDB", "\u1FE0"-"\u1FEC",

                "\u1FF2"-"\u1FF4", "\u1FF6"-"\u1FFC", "\u2126",

                "\u212A"-"\u212B", "\u212E", "\u2180"-"\u2182",

                "\u3041"-"\u3094", "\u30A1"-"\u30FA", "\u3105"-"\u312C",

                "\uAC00"-"\uD7A3", "\u4E00"-"\u9FA5", "\u3007",

                "\u3021"-"\u3029"] >

 

  | < #DIGIT: ["\u0030"-"\u0039", "\u0660"-"\u0669", "\u06F0"-"\u06F9",

               "\u0966"-"\u096F", "\u09E6"-"\u09EF", "\u0A66"-"\u0A6F",

               "\u0AE6"-"\u0AEF", "\u0B66"-"\u0B6F", "\u0BE7"-"\u0BEF",
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               "\u0C66"-"\u0C6F", "\u0CE6"-"\u0CEF", "\u0D66"-"\u0D6F",

               "\u0E50"-"\u0E59", "\u0ED0"-"\u0ED9", "\u0F20"-"\u0F29"] >

 

  | < #COMBINING_CHAR: ["\u0300"-"\u0345",

 "\u0360"-"\u0361", "\u0483"-"\u0486",

                        "\u0591"-"\u05A1", "\u05A3"-"\u05B9", "\u05BB"-"\u05BD",

                        "\u05BF", "\u05C1"-"\u05C2", "\u05C4", "\u064B"-"\u0652",

                        "\u0670", "\u06D6"-"\u06DC", "\u06DD"-"\u06DF",

                        "\u06E0"-"\u06E4", "\u06E7"-"\u06E8", "\u06EA"-"\u06ED",

                        "\u0901"-"\u0903", "\u093C", "\u093E"-"\u094C", "\u094D",

                        "\u0951"-"\u0954", "\u0962"-"\u0963", "\u0981"-"\u0983",

                        "\u09BC", "\u09BE", "\u09BF", "\u09C0"-"\u09C4",

                        "\u09C7"-"\u09C8", "\u09CB"-"\u09CD", "\u09D7",

                        "\u09E2"-"\u09E3", "\u0A02", "\u0A3C", "\u0A3E",

                        "\u0A3F", "\u0A40"-"\u0A42", "\u0A47"-"\u0A48",

                        "\u0A4B"-"\u0A4D", "\u0A70"-"\u0A71", "\u0A81"-"\u0A83",

                        "\u0ABC", "\u0ABE"-"\u0AC5", "\u0AC7"-"\u0AC9",

                  

      "\u0ACB"-"\u0ACD", "\u0B01"-"\u0B03", "\u0B3C",

                        "\u0B3E"-"\u0B43", "\u0B47"-"\u0B48", "\u0B4B"-"\u0B4D",

                        "\u0B56"-"\u0B57", "\u0B82"-"\u0B83", "\u0BBE"-"\u0BC2",

                        "\u0BC6"-"\u0BC8", "\u0BCA"-"\u0BCD", "\u0BD7",

                        "\u0C01"-"\u0C03", "\u0C3E"-"\u0C44", "\u0C46"-"\u0C48",

                        "\u0C4A"-"\u0C4D", "\u0C55"-"\u0C56", "\u0C82"-"\u0C83",

                        "\u0CBE"-"\u0CC4", "\u0CC6"-"\u0CC8", "\u0CCA"-"\u0CCD",

                        "\u0CD5"-"\u0CD6", "\u0D02"-"\u0D03", "\u0D3E"-"\u0D43",

                        "\u0D46"-"\u0D48", "\u0D4A"-"\u0D4D", "\u0D57", "\u0E31",

                        "\u0E34"-"\u0E3A", "\u0E47"-"\u0E4E", "\u0EB1",

                        "\u0EB4"-"\u0EB9", "\u0EBB"-"\u0EBC", "\u0EC8"-"\u0ECD",

                        "\u0F18"-"\u0F19", "\u0F35", "\u0F37", "\u0F39", "\u0F3E",

                        "\u0F3F", "\u0F71"-"\u0F84", "\u0F86"-"\u0F8B",

                         "\u0F90"-"\u0F95", "\u0F97", "\u0F99"-"\u0FAD",

                        "\u0FB1"-"\u0FB7", "\u0FB9", "\u20D0"-"\u20DC", "\u20E1",

                        "\u302A"-"\u302F", "\u3099", "\u309A"] >

 

  | < #EXTENDER: ["\u00B7", "\u02D0", "\u02D1", "\u0387", "\u0640", "\u0E46",

                  "\u0EC6", "\u3005", "\u3031"-"\u3035", "\u309D"-"\u309E",

                  "\u30FC"-"\u30FE"] >

 

  | < #NAMECHAR: <LETTER> | <DIGIT> | <COMBINING_CHAR> | <EXTENDER> |

                  [".","-","_",":"] >

}

 

<DEFAULT> TOKEN :

{

    < S: ( ["\t","\r","\n"," "] )+ >

  | < LEFT_PAREN: "(" >

  | < RIGHT_PAREN: ")" >
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  | < OR: "|" >

  | < AND: "," >

  | < STAR: "*" >

  | < QUESTION: "?" >

  | < PLUS: "+" >

  | < ANY: "ANY" >

  | < EMPTY: "EMPTY" >

  | < BEGIN_ELEMENT_DECL: "<!ELEMENT" >

  | < END_ELEMENT_DECL: ">" >

  | < PCDATA: "#PCDATA">

  | < BEGIN_ATTR_DECL: "<!ATTLIST" > : WithinAttrDecl

  | < BEGIN_COMMENT: "<!--" > : WithinComment

  |

 < BEGIN_GE_DECL: "<!ENTITY" > : WithinGEDecl

  | < BEGIN_NOTATION_DECL: "<!NOTATION" > : WithinNotationDecl

  | < NAME: ( <LETTER> | ["_",":"] ) ( <NAMECHAR> )* >

}

 

<WithinComment> TOKEN :

{

    < COMMENT_CHAR: ["\t","\r","\n","\u0020"-"\u002c","\u002e"-"\uD7ff",

                     "\uE000"-"\uFFFD"] >

  | < DASH: "-" >

  | < END_COMMENT: "-->" > : DEFAULT

}

 

<WithinAttrDecl> TOKEN :

{

    < S_ATTR: ( ["\t","\r","\n"," "] )+ >

  | < LEFT_PAREN_ATTR: "(" >

  | < RIGHT_PAREN_ATTR: ")" >

  | < OR_ATTR: "|" >

  | < CDATA: "CDATA" >

  | < ID: "ID" >

  | < IDREF: "IDREF" >

  | < IDREFS: "IDREFS" >

  | < ENTITY: "ENTITY" >

  | < ENTITIES: "ENTITIES" >

  | < NMTOKEN: "NMTOKEN" >

  | < NMTOKENS: "NMTOKENS" >

  | < NOTATION: "NOTATION" >

  | < REQUIRED: "#REQUIRED" >

  | < IMPLIED: "#IMPLIED" >

  | < FIXED: "#FIXED" >

  | < START_DQ_ATTR: "\"" > : WithinAttrValueDQ

  | < START_SQ_ATTR: "'"  > : WithinAttrValueSQ

  | < END_ATTR_DECL: ">" > : DEFAULT

  | < NAME_ATTR: (
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 <LETTER> | ["_",":"] ) ( <NAMECHAR> )* >

  | < NMTOKEN_ATTR: ( <NAMECHAR> )+ >

}

 

<WithinAttrValueDQ> TOKEN :

{

    < ATTR_VALUE_CHAR_DQ: ~["\"","<"] >

  | < END_DQ_ATTR: "\"" > : WithinAttrDecl

}

 

<WithinAttrValueSQ> TOKEN :

{

    < ATTR_VALUE_CHAR_SQ: ~["'","<"] >

  | < END_SQ_ATTR: "'" > : WithinAttrDecl

}

 

<WithinGEDecl> TOKEN :

{

    < S_GE: ( ["\t","\r","\n"," "] )+ >

  | < END_GE_DECL: ">" > : DEFAULT

  | < START_DQ_GE: "\"" > : WithinGEValueDQ

  | < START_SQ_GE: "'" > : WithinGEValueSQ

  | < PUBLIC_GE: "PUBLIC" ( ["\t","\r","\n"," "] )+ > : Public_GE

  | < SYSTEM_GE: "SYSTEM" ( ["\t","\r","\n"," "] )+ > : System_GE

  | < NDATA: "NDATA" >

  | < NAME_GE: ( <LETTER> | ["_",":"] ) ( <NAMECHAR> )* >

}

 

<System_GE> TOKEN :

{

  < SYSLITER_GE: ( "\"" ( ~["\""] )* "\""

                 | "'"  ( ~["'"]  )* "'"  ) > : WithinGEDecl

}

 

<Public_GE> TOKEN :

{

    < #PUBIDCHAR_GE: [" ","\r","\n","a"-"z","A"-"Z","!","#"-"%","("-";","=","?"-"@","_"] >

  | < PUBLITER_GE: ( "\""

 ( <PUBIDCHAR_GE> | "'"  )* "\""

                   | "'"  ( <PUBIDCHAR_GE> | "\"" )* "'"  ) >

  | < S_GE_PUB: ( ["\t","\r","\n"," "] )+ > : System_GE

}

 

<WithinGEValueDQ> TOKEN :

{

    < GE_VAlUE_CHAR_DQ: ~["%","\""] >

  | < END_DQ_GE: "\"" > : WithinGEDecl

}
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<WithinGEValueSQ> TOKEN :

{

    < GE_VAlUE_CHAR_SQ: ~["%","'"] >

  | < END_SQ_GE: "'" > : WithinGEDecl

}

 

<WithinNotationDecl> TOKEN:

{

    < S_NOT: ( ["\t","\r","\n"," "] )+ >

  | < PUBLIC_NOT: "PUBLIC" ( ["\t","\r","\n"," "] )+ > : Public_NOT

  | < SYSTEM_NOT: "SYSTEM" ( ["\t","\r","\n"," "] )+ > : System_NOT

  | < NAME_NOT: ( <LETTER> | ["_",":"] ) ( <NAMECHAR> )* >

}

 

<System_NOT> TOKEN:

{

    < SYSLITER_NOT: ( "\"" ( ~["\""] )* "\""

                    | "'"  ( ~["'"]  )* "'"  ) >

  | < S_NOT_SYS: ( ["\t","\r","\n"," "] )+ >

  | < END_NOTATION_DECL: ">" > : DEFAULT

}

 

<Public_NOT> TOKEN:

{

    < #PUBIDCHAR_NOT: [" ","\r","\n","a"-"z","A"-"Z","!","#"-"%","("-";","=","?"-"@","_"] >

  | < PUBLITER_NOT: ( "\"" (

 <PUBIDCHAR_NOT> | "'"  )* "\""

                   | "'"  ( <PUBIDCHAR_NOT> | "\"" )* "'"  ) > : System_NOT

}

 

/**

* Main parsing method that starts parsing process.

* @return corresponding DTD document object.

*/

DTDdocument Input() throws DTDException :

{

  DTDdocument document = new DTDdocument();

}

{

  (<S>)?

  (

     ElementDecl(document) (<S>)?

  |

     AttlistDecl(document) (<S>)?

  |

     GEntityDecl(document) (<S>)?

  |
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     NotationDecl(document) (<S>)?

  |

     Comment() (<S>)?

  )*

  <EOF>

 

  { return document; }

}

 

/**

* Parsing procedure corresponding to the <b>Element Declaration</b> nonterminal.

* @param document DTD document to add this <b>Element Declaration</b> to.

*/

void ElementDecl(DTDdocument document) throws DTDException :

{

  Token token;

  Element element = new Element(document);

  ContentParticle cp;

}

{

  <BEGIN_ELEMENT_DECL> <S>

  token = <NAME> { element.setName(token.image); }

  <S>

  (

     <ANY> { element.setAnyContent(); }

   |

     <EMPTY> { element.setEmptyContent(); }

  |

     (

        Mixed(element)

     |

        cp = SeqOrChoiceContPart()

        (OccuranceSpecification(cp))?

        { element.setElemOnlyContent(cp); }

     )

  )

  (<S>)? <END_ELEMENT_DECL>

 

  { document.addElement(element); }

}

 

/**

* Parsing procedure corresponding to the <b>Mixed Element Content</b>

* nonterminal.

* @param element <b>Element</b> which content is being defined.

*/

void Mixed(Element element) throws DTDException :

{
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  Token token;

}

{

  <LEFT_PAREN> (<S>)? <PCDATA> (<S>)?  { element.setMixedContent(); }

  (

     (

        <OR> (<S>)? token = <NAME> (<S>)?

        { element.addMixedContentChild(token.image); }

     )+

     <RIGHT_PAREN> <STAR>

  |

     <RIGHT_PAREN>

  )

}

 

/**

* Parsing procedure corresponding to the <b>Content Particle</b> nonterminal.

* @return corresponding <b>Content Particle</b> object.

*/

ContentParticle ContPart() :

{

  ContentParticle cp;

  Token token;

}

{

   (

     token = <NAME> { cp = new ContentParticle(token.image); }

  |

     cp = SeqOrChoiceContPart()

  )

  (OccuranceSpecification(cp))?

 

  { return cp; }

}

 

/**

* Parsing procedure corresponding to the <b>Content Particle</b> nonterminal

* of the partial form: choice list of content particles, or sequence list

* of content particles.

* @return corresponding <b>Content Particle</b> object.

*/

ContentParticle SeqOrChoiceContPart() :

{

  ContentParticle cp = new ContentParticle();

  ContentParticle auxilCP;

}

{

  <LEFT_PAREN> (<S>)? auxilCP = ContPart() (<S>)?
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  (

     (

        <OR> { cp.addChild(auxilCP); }

        (<S>)? auxilCP = ContPart() (<S>)?

     )+

     { cp.addChild(auxilCP); cp.setChoiceType(); }

     <RIGHT_PAREN>

  |

     (

        <AND> { cp.addChild(auxilCP); }

        (<S>)? auxilCP = ContPart() (<S>)?

     )+

     { cp.addChild(auxilCP); cp.setSeqType(); }

     <RIGHT_PAREN>

  |

     <RIGHT_PAREN> { cp = auxilCP; }

  )

 

  { return cp;

 }

}

 

/**

* Method to parse occurance specification of a <b>Content Particle</b>,

* that is "?", "*" or "+".

* @param cp <b>Content Particle</b> being processed.

*/

void OccuranceSpecification(ContentParticle cp) :

{}

{

  (

     <STAR> { cp.setZeroOrMoreOccurances(); }

  |

     <PLUS>

     {

        if (cp.isOneOccurance() || cp.isOneOrMoreOccurances())

        cp.setOneOrMoreOccurances();

        else cp.setZeroOrMoreOccurances();

     }

  |

     <QUESTION>

     {

        if (cp.isOneOccurance() || cp.isZeroOrOneOccurance())

        cp.setZeroOrOneOccurance();

        else cp.setZeroOrMoreOccurances();

     }

  )

}
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/**

* Parsing procedure corresponding to the <b>Attribute Declaration</b> nonterminal.

* @param document DTD document to add this <b>Attribute Declaration</b> to.

*/

void AttlistDecl(DTDdocument document) throws DTDException :

{

  Token token;

  Element element;

  Attribute attribute;

  String str;

}

{

  <BEGIN_ATTR_DECL> <S_ATTR> token = <NAME_ATTR>

   {

     element = document.getElement(token.image);

     if (element == null) {

        String err = "Main parser: element \"" + token.image + "\" has not been";

        err += " defined, while its attribute is being defined...";

        throw new DTDException(err);

     }

  }

  (

     <S_ATTR> token = <NAME_ATTR> <S_ATTR>

     { attribute = new Attribute(element, token.image); }

     (

        <CDATA>

        { attribute.setStringType(); }

     |

        <ID>

        { attribute.setIDType(); }

     |

        <IDREF>

        { attribute.setIDREFType(); }

     |

        <IDREFS>

        { attribute.setIDREFSType(); }

     |

        <ENTITY>

        { attribute.setENTITYType(); }

     |

        <ENTITIES>

        { attribute.setENTITIESType(); }

     |

        <NMTOKEN>

        { attribute.setNMTOKENType(); }

     |

        <NMTOKENS>
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        { attribute.setNMTOKENSType(); }

     |

        <NOTATION> <S_ATTR>

        { attribute.setNOTATIONType();

 }

        <LEFT_PAREN_ATTR> (<S_ATTR>)? token = <NAME_ATTR> (<S_ATTR>)?

        { attribute.addValue(token.image); }

        (

           <OR_ATTR> (<S_ATTR>)? token = <NAME_ATTR> (<S_ATTR>)?

           { attribute.addValue(token.image); }

        )*

        <RIGHT_PAREN_ATTR>

     |

        <LEFT_PAREN_ATTR> (<S_ATTR>)?

        ( token = <NAME_ATTR> | token = <NMTOKEN_ATTR> )

        (<S_ATTR>)?

        { attribute.addValue(token.image); }

        (

           <OR_ATTR> (<S_ATTR>)?

           ( token = <NAME_ATTR> | token = <NMTOKEN_ATTR> )

           (<S_ATTR>)?

           { attribute.addValue(token.image); }

        )*

        <RIGHT_PAREN_ATTR>

        { attribute.setEnumerationType(); }

     )

     <S_ATTR>

     (

        <REQUIRED>

        { attribute.setREQUIRED(); }

     |

        <IMPLIED>

        { attribute.setIMPLIED(); }

     |

        <FIXED> <S_ATTR>

        str = AttrValue()

        {

           attribute.setDefaultValue(str);

  

         attribute.setFIXED();

        }

     |

        str = AttrValue()

        { attribute.setDefaultValue(str); }

     )

     { element.addAttribute(attribute); }

  )+

  (<S_ATTR>)? <END_ATTR_DECL>
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}

 

/**

* Parsing procedure corresponding to the <b>Attribute Value</b> nonterminal.

* @return String containing parsed value.

*/

String AttrValue() :

{

  Token token;

  String value = "";

}

{

  (

     <START_DQ_ATTR>

     (

        token = <ATTR_VALUE_CHAR_DQ>

        { value += token.image; }

     )*

     <END_DQ_ATTR>

  |

     <START_SQ_ATTR>

     (

        token = <ATTR_VALUE_CHAR_SQ>

        { value += token.image; }

     )*

     <END_SQ_ATTR>

  )

  { return value; }

}

 

/**

* Parsing procedure corresponding to the <b>General Entity

* Declaration</b> nonterminal.

* @param document DTD document to add this <b>General Entity Declaration</b> to.

*/

void GEntityDecl(DTDdocument document) :

{

  Token token;

  GeneralEntity ge;

  String str;

  String pubLit;

   String sysLit;

}

{

  <BEGIN_GE_DECL> <S_GE> token = <NAME_GE> <S_GE>

  { ge = new GeneralEntity(document, token.image); }

  (

     str = GEValue()
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     { ge.setValue(str); }

  |

     (

        <PUBLIC_GE>

        token = <PUBLITER_GE>

        {

           str = token.image;

           pubLit = str.substring(1,str.length()-1);

        }

        <S_GE_PUB>

        token = <SYSLITER_GE>

        {

           str = token.image;

           sysLit = str.substring(1,str.length()-1);

           ge.setExternalPublic(pubLit,sysLit);

        }

     |

        <SYSTEM_GE>

        token = <SYSLITER_GE>

        {

           str = token.image;

           sysLit = str.substring(1,str.length()-1);

           ge.setExternalSystem(sysLit);

        }

     )

     (

       <S_GE> <NDATA> <S_GE>

       token = <NAME_GE>

       { ge.setNDATA(token.image); }

     )?

  )

  (<S_GE>)? <END_GE_DECL>

 

  { document.addGeneralEntity(ge); }

}

 

/**

* Parsing procedure corresponding

 to the <b>General Entity Value</b> nonterminal.

* @return String containing parsed value.

*/

String GEValue() :

{

  Token token;

  String value = "";

}

{

  (
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     <START_DQ_GE>

     (

        token = <GE_VAlUE_CHAR_DQ>

        { value += token.image; }

     )*

     <END_DQ_GE>

  |

     <START_SQ_GE>

     (

        token = <GE_VAlUE_CHAR_SQ>

        { value += token.image; }

     )*

     <END_SQ_GE>

  )

  { return value; }

}

 

 

/**

* Parsing procedure corresponding to the <b>Notation Declaration</b> nonterminal.

* @param document DTD document to add this <b>Notation Declaration</b> to.

*/

void NotationDecl(DTDdocument document) throws DTDException :

{

  Token token;

  Notation notation;

  String str;

  String pubLit;

  String sysLit = "";

}

{

  <BEGIN_NOTATION_DECL> <S_NOT>

  token = <NAME_NOT> <S_NOT>

  { notation = new Notation(document, token.image); }

  (

     <PUBLIC_NOT>

     token = <PUBLITER_NOT>

     {

        str = token.image;

      

  pubLit = str.substring(1,str.length()-1);

     }

     (<S_NOT_SYS>)?

     (

        token = <SYSLITER_NOT>

        {

           str = token.image;

           sysLit = str.substring(1,str.length()-1);
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        }

     )?

     { notation.setPublic(pubLit,sysLit); }

  |

     <SYSTEM_NOT>

     token = <SYSLITER_NOT>

     {

        str = token.image;

        sysLit = str.substring(1,str.length()-1);

        notation.setSystem(sysLit);

     }

  )

  (<S_NOT_SYS>)? <END_NOTATION_DECL>

 

  { document.addNotation(notation); }

}

 

/**

* Parsing procedure corresponding to the <b>Comment</b> nonterminal.

*/

void Comment () :

{}

{

  <BEGIN_COMMENT>

  (

     <COMMENT_CHAR>

  |

     <DASH> <COMMENT_CHAR>

  )*

  <END_COMMENT>

}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/dtd/parser/DTDParser.jj

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
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*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Form.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:31 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/Form.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a
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*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TypeConversion.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:48 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/TypeConversion.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided
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* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TypeInfo.java,v 1.3 2003/04/22 23:18:12 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/loader/TypeInfo.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: AccessRights.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:08 kvisco Exp $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/AccessRights.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002
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 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: BindingComponent.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:40 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/BindingComponent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DefaultObjectFactory.java,v 1.1 2003/04/23 06:36:31 kvisco Exp $

*

* Date         Author          Changes

* 04/21/2003   Keith Visco     Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/DefaultObjectFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
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* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/Resolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Particle.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:32 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/Particle.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.
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*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: URILocation.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:39 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/net/URILocation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"
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*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ClassMolder.java,v 1.4 2003/04/16 21:51:32 mguessan Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/ClassMolder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written
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*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: GMonthDayDescriptor.java,v 1.2 2003/04/23 06:35:24 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/GMonthDayDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
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*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* This file was adapted From XSL:P

*

* $Id: DOMEventProducer.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:48 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/util/DOMEventProducer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright
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*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SchemaWriter.java,v 1.3 2003/03/03 17:28:03 blandin Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/writer/SchemaWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation
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* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SchemaReader.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:41 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/SchemaReader.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: QueryAnalyser.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:06 kvisco Exp $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/gui/QueryAnalyser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002
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 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: GroupUnmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:39 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/GroupUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: BlockList.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:29 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/BlockList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ClassValidator.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:09 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/ClassValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
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* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: FacetListEnumerator.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:31 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/FacetListEnumerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project
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*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ElementUnmarshaller.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:20 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/ElementUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: AttributeSetImpl.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:47 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/util/AttributeSetImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: KeyGeneratorRegistry.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:18 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/engine/KeyGeneratorRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.
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*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: FinalList.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:31 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/FinalList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: URIException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:39 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/net/URIException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ComplexTypeUnmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:38 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/ComplexTypeUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: IdentityKeyGeneratorFactory.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:12 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-
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jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/IdentityKeyGeneratorFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2002

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SimpleContentRestrictionUnmarshaller.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 17:24:53 blandin Exp $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/SimpleContentRestrictionUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*
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* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JNDIConsumer.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:03 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dsml/jndi/JNDIConsumer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Netscape Public

* License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file

* except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at http://www.mozilla.org/NPL/

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

* IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* rights and limitations under the License.

*

* The Original Code is mozilla.org code.

*

* The Initial Developer of the Original Code is Netscape

* Communications Corporation.  Portions created by Netscape are

* Copyright (C) 1999 Netscape Communications Corporation. All

* Rights Reserved.

*

* Contributor(s):

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/MimeBase64Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/MimeBase64Decoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.
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*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: BooleanValidator.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:21 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/validators/BooleanValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:
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*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DuplicateIdentityException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:07 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/DuplicateIdentityException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: QueryResults.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:47 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/QueryResults.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*
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* $Id: KeyRef.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:32 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/KeyRef.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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*

* Copyright 1999,

 2000 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DefaultNaming.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:47 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/util/DefaultNaming.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DateDescriptor.java,v 1.2 2003/04/23 06:35:24 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/DateDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL
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* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JDOCallback.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:17 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/engine/JDOCallback.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DTXException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:05 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dtx/DTXException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.
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*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

* $Id: XSGDay.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:57 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSGDay.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: QueryException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:08 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/QueryException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: BindingException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:49 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/binding/BindingException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.
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*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: AnyURIType.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:43 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/simpletypes/AnyURIType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TimeDurationDescriptor.java,v 1.2 2003/04/23 06:35:24 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/TimeDurationDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SybaseFactory.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:15 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/SybaseFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Type.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:44 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-
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jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/simpletypes/factory/Type.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: AttributeDecl.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:19 kvisco Exp $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/AttributeDecl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*
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* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Persistence.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:51 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/spi/Persistence.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
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* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: AttributeSet.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:08 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/AttributeSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
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* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: J1CollectionHandlers.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:16 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/loader/J1CollectionHandlers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS
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* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: J1MapHandler.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:28 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/handlers/J1MapHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*
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* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TransactionManagerFactoryRegistry.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:25 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/transactionmanager/TransactionManagerFactoryRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: IncludeUnmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:40 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/IncludeUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: AtomicType.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:43 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/simpletypes/AtomicType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.
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*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: KeyGeneratorFactoryRegistry.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:43 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/KeyGeneratorFactoryRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SapDbFactory.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:14 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/SapDbFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XMLFieldDescriptors.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:50 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/util/XMLFieldDescriptors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XMLInfo.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:48 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-
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jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/XMLInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DescriptorType.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:09 kvisco Exp $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/DescriptorType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*
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* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id

* Date         Author              Changes

* 12/05/2000   Arnaud Blandin      Added the support for OperationNotSupportedException

* 11/01/2000   Arnaud Blandin      Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/Century.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SGStateInfo.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:44 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/SGStateInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
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* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Structure.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:35 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/Structure.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project
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*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: FloatValidator.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:21 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author           Changes

* 12/06/2000   Arnaud Blandin   Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/validators/FloatValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

 

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

 

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

 

* that the following conditions are met:

 

*

 

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

 

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

 

*    copy of this document.

 

*

 

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
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*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 

*    materials provided with the distribution.

 

*

 

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

 

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

 

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

 

*

 

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

 

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their

 names without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

 

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

 

*

 

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

 

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

 

*

 

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

 

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

 

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

 

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

 

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
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* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

 

* OF THE POSSIBILITY

 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*

 

* Copyright 1999 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

*

 

* $Id: Query.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:08 kvisco Exp $

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/Query.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ValidityException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:28 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/ValidityException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

 

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

 

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

 

* that the following conditions are met:

 

*

 

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

 

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

 

*    copy of this document.

 

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

 

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 

*    materials provided with the distribution.

 

*

 

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

 

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

 

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

 

*

 

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

 

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their

 names without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

 

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

 

*

 

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

 

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

 

*

 

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

 

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

 

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

 

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

 

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
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* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

 

* OF THE POSSIBILITY

 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*

 

* Copyright 2000 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

*

 

* $Id: InputCharStream.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:26 kvisco Exp $

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/dtd/parser/InputCharStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.
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*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DurationDescriptor.java,v 1.2 2003/04/23 06:35:24 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/DurationDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*
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* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: WildcardUnmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:43 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/WildcardUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
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*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XMLFieldDescriptor.java,v 1.5 2003/04/24 02:09:01 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/XMLFieldDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright
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*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SimpleTypesFactory.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:35 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/SimpleTypesFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation
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* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: CollectionFieldHandler.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:26 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/handlers/CollectionFieldHandler.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

 

* $Id: OQLQuery.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:08 kvisco Exp $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/OQLQuery.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

 

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

 

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

 

* that the following conditions are met:

 

*

 

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

 

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

 

*    copy of this document.

 

*

 

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

 

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 

*    materials provided with the distribution.

 

*

 

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

 

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

 

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

 

*

 

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"
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*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their

 names without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

 

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

 

*

 

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

 

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

 

*

 

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

 

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

 

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

 

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

 

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

 

* OF THE POSSIBILITY

 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*

 

* Copyright 2000 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

*

 

* $Id: ContentParticle.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:19 kvisco Exp $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/dtd/ContentParticle.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2000 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright statements

* and notices. Redistributions must also contain a copy of this

* document.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name "ExoLab" must not be used to endorse or promote products

* derived from this Software without prior written permission of

* Intalio Inc. For written permission, please contact info@exolab.org.

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Castor"

* nor may "Castor" appear in their names

 without prior written

* permission of Intalio Inc. Exolab, Castor and Intalio are

* trademarks of Intalio Inc.

* 5. Due credit should be given to the ExoLab Project

* (http://www.exolab.org/).

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTALIO OR ITS

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY

* OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

* USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

* DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSListJ2.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DescriptorSourceFactory.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 17:09:16 blandin Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/DescriptorSourceFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*
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* $Id: JavaNaming.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:10 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/JavaNaming.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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*

* Copyright 1999,

 2000 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XMLNaming.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:17 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/XMLNaming.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SimpleTypeUnmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:43 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/SimpleTypeUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL
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* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSList.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:59 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: IDResolver.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:09 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/IDResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.
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*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: CharStream.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:20 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/dtd/parser/CharStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"
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*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: AlwaysTrueRegExpEvaluator.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:46 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/util/AlwaysTrueRegExpEvaluator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written
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*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: KeyGeneratorDescriptor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:17 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/engine/KeyGeneratorDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
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*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Date.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:54 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author              Changes

* 10/02/2002   Arnaud              Clean up

* 04/18/2002   Arnaud              String constructor

* 05/23/2001   Arnaud Blandin      Update to be compliant with XML Schema Recommendation

* 11/16/2000   Arnaud Blandin      Constructor Date(java.util.Date)

* 11/01/2000   Arnaud Blandin      Enhancements (constructor, methods access...)

* 10/23/2000   Arnaud Blandin      Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/Date.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: FieldDescriptor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:26 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-
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jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/FieldDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DTDResolver.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:04 kvisco Exp $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dsml/schema/DTDResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*
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* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JSourceWriter.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:56 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/javasource/JSourceWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
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* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SAX2ANY.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:48 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author              Changes

* 04/06/2001   Arnaud Blandin      Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/util/SAX2ANY.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
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* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

*

* Contribution(s):

 *

* - Jeff Norris, Jeff.Norris@jpl.nasa.gov

*     - Original Author

*

* $Id: EventListenerList.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:04 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/EventListenerList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.
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*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: PersistenceException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:08 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/PersistenceException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"
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*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TypeList.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:44 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/simpletypes/factory/TypeList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* (C) Copyright Keith Visco 1998, 1999  All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are released under an Open Source

* Definition (OSD) compliant license; you may not use this file

* execpt in compliance with the license. Please see license.txt,

* distributed with this file. You may also obtain a copy of the

* license at http://www.clc-marketing.com/xslp/license.txt

*

* The program is provided "as is" without any warranty express or

* implied, including the warranty of non-infringement and the implied

* warranties of merchantibility and fitness for a particular purpose.

* The Copyright owner will not be liable for any damages suffered by

* you as a result of using the Program. In no event will the Copyright

* owner be liable for any special, indirect or consequential damages or

* lost profits even if the Copyright owner has been advised of the
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* possibility of their occurrence.

*

* $Id:

 CommandLineOptions.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:03 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/CommandLineOptions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
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* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: FacetUnmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:39 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/FacetUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
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* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ValidationException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:16 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/ValidationException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS
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* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ValidationContext.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:15 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/ValidationContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*
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* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: URIUtils.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:39 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/net/util/URIUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: PostgreSQLCallQuery.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:14 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/PostgreSQLCallQuery.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: GYearDescriptor.java,v 1.2 2003/04/23 06:35:24 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/GYearDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.
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*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: URIResolverImpl.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:16 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/net/util/URIResolverImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ExtendedBinding.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:15 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/binding/ExtendedBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MappingException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:28 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/MappingException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

* $Id: XSGMonthDay.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:57 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSGMonthDay.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSNegativeInteger.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:59 kvisco Exp $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSNegativeInteger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002
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 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SchemaException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:34 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/SchemaException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DateClassDescriptor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:17 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/descriptors/DateClassDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: HighLowKeyGeneratorFactory.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:11 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/HighLowKeyGeneratorFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
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* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

* $Id: XSGYear.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:58 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSGYear.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSDuration.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:56 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author              Changes

* 05/22/2001   Arnaud Blandin      Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSDuration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DecimalType.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:44 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/simpletypes/DecimalType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ClassDescriptorImpl.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:29 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/loader/ClassDescriptorImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.
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*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Configuration.java,v 1.2 2003/05/01 07:06:45 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/Configuration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ProcessingInstruction.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:13 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/ProcessingInstruction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: AttributeGroupUnmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:36 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/AttributeGroupUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JInterface.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:55 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-
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jar/org/exolab/javasource/JInterface.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: FatalPersistenceException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:07 kvisco Exp $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/FatalPersistenceException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*
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* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: IdentityInfo.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:44 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/IdentityInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
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* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DurationType.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:44 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/simpletypes/DurationType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
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* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SimpleContentUnmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:42 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/SimpleContentUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS
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* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSInteger.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:15 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSInteger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*
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* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: NodeType.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:12 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/NodeType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: PersistenceFactoryRegistry.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:47 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/PersistenceFactoryRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: UnmarshalListener.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:15 kvisco Exp $

*

* Date         Author             Changes

* 09-13-2002  Paul Christmann   Initial Revision

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/UnmarshalListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
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*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2002

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: FieldOrSelectorUnmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:39 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/FieldOrSelectorUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright
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*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JType.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:57 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/javasource/JType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation
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* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ObjectLock.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:46 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/ObjectLock.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: AnnotationUnmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:36 kvisco Exp $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/AnnotationUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000
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 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JNaming.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:56 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/javasource/JNaming.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SQLRelationLoader.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:48 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/SQLRelationLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: PrintImportListener.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:04 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dsml/tools/PrintImportListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
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* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSQName.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:00 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSQName.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project
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*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Lexer.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:22 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/oql/Lexer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999,2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Contribution(s):

*

* - Frank Thelen, frank.thelen@poet.de

*     - Moved creation of access methods into an appropriate

*       set of separate methods, for extensibility

*

* $Id: CollectionInfo.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:41 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/CollectionInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
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*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DateTimeType.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:44 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/simpletypes/DateTimeType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a
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*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2002(C)

 Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

* $Id: XSGMonth.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:57 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSGMonth.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:
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*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ReturnedRSCallQuery.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:14 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/ReturnedRSCallQuery.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: KeyGenerator.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:51 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/spi/KeyGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*
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* $Id: UnknownUnmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:43 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/UnknownUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Union.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:35 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/Union.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SybaseQueryExpression.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:15 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/SybaseQueryExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL
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* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: StringValidator.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:21 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/validators/StringValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JDocComment.java,v 1.2 2003/03/08 07:30:52 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/javasource/JDocComment.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.
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*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SchemaNames.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:34 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/SchemaNames.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

 

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

 

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

 

* that the following conditions are met:

 

*

 

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

 

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

 

*    copy of this document.

 

*

 

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
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*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 

*    materials provided with the distribution.

 

*

 

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

 

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

 

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

 

*

 

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

 

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their

 names without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

 

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

 

*

 

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

 

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

 

*

 

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

 

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

 

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

 

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

 

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
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* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

 

* OF THE POSSIBILITY

 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*

 

* Copyright 2000 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

*

 

* $Id: Attribute.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:19 kvisco Exp $

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/dtd/Attribute.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MappingResolver.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:28 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/MappingResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: IdentityField.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:32 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/IdentityField.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.
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*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: CastorException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:08 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/CastorException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: GYearMonth.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:58 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author              Changes

* 04/18/2002   Arnaud              constructor with string

* 05/24/2001   Arnaud Blandin      Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/GYearMonth.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation
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* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: BaseDescriptor.java,v 1.1 2003/04/23 06:34:14 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/BaseDescriptor.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TimeInstant.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:02 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author          Changes
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* 11/02/2000   Arnaud Blandin  Changed the constructor

* 26/10/2000   Arnaud Blandin  Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/TimeInstant.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
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* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ClassDescriptorEnumeration.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:08 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/ClassDescriptorEnumeration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

 

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

 

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

 

* that the following conditions are met:

 

*

 

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

 

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

 

*    copy of this document.

 

*

 

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

 

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 

*    materials provided with the distribution.

 

*

 

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

 

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

 

*    please contact info@exolab.org.
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*

 

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

 

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their

 names without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

 

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

 

*

 

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

 

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

 

*

 

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

 

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

 

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

 

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

 

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

 

* OF THE POSSIBILITY

 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*

 

* Copyright 2000 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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*

 

* $Id: Element.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:20 kvisco Exp $

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/dtd/Element.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Contribution(s):

*

* - Frank Thelen, frank.thelen@poet.de

*     - initial contributor

*

* $Id: CollectionInfoJ2.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:42 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/CollectionInfoJ2.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JConstructor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:54 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/javasource/JConstructor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered
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*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: GeneralizedFieldHandler.java,v 1.2 2003/04/16 07:15:57 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/GeneralizedFieldHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*
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* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MapHandler.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:26 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/MapHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote
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*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2002

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: UnionUnmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:43 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/UnionUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
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*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 - 2002 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ModelGroup.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:32 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/ModelGroup.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a
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*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JNDIEntryConsumer.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:03 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dsml/jndi/JNDIEntryConsumer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided
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* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

 

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/InformixFactory.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ClassInfo.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:41 kvisco Exp $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/ClassInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001
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 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $$

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/gui/QueryHistory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XPathLocation.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:17 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/XPathLocation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSIdRef.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:58 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSIdRef.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

 

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

 

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

 

* that the following conditions are met:

 

*

 

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

 

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

 

*    copy of this document.

 

*

 

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

 

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 

*    materials provided with the distribution.

 

*

 

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote
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*    products derived from this Software without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

 

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

 

*

 

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

 

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their

 names without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

 

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

 

*

 

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

 

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

 

*

 

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

 

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

 

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

 

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

 

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

 

* OF THE POSSIBILITY
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 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*

 

* Copyright 2000 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

*

 

* $Id: Notation.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:20 kvisco Exp $

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/dtd/Notation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
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* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ClassDescriptor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:26 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/ClassDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ClassNotPersistenceCapableException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:06 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/ClassNotPersistenceCapableException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered
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*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: FileLocation.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:09 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/FileLocation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*
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* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: FieldInfoFactory.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:43 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/FieldInfoFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote
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*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: OutputLogInterceptor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:46 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/OutputLogInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
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*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XMLInstance2Schema.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:45 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/util/XMLInstance2Schema.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a
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*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: AttributeGroup.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:28 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/AttributeGroup.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided
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* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: PostgreSQLQueryExpression.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:14 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/PostgreSQLQueryExpression.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SQLEngine.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:15 kvisco Exp $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/engine/SQLEngine.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2002
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 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSNormalizedString.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:00 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSNormalizedString.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Dialog.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:02 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/util/Dialog.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSNCName.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:59 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSNCName.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
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* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: BooleanType.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:44 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/simpletypes/BooleanType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project
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*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JNDIProducer.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:03 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dsml/jndi/JNDIProducer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/validators/ShortValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.
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*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Contributors:

* --------------

* Gary Shea (shea@gtsdesign.com)   - Original Author

* Keith Visco (kvisco@intalio.com) - Changed JCompElement references to

*                                    JStructure, some additional tweaking

*                                    to get it working with the current

*                                    Javasource package.

*

* $Id: JCompUnit.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:53 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/javasource/JCompUnit.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright
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*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSDCompiler.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:52 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/tools/XSDCompiler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation
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* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SapDbQueryExpression.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:14 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/SapDbQueryExpression.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MaxKeyGeneratorFactory.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:13 kvisco Exp $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/MaxKeyGeneratorFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001
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 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XMLInstance2SchemaHandler.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:45 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/util/XMLInstance2SchemaHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TxSynchronizable.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:50 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/TxSynchronizable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ComplexType.java,v 1.3 2003/03/03 18:13:51 blandin Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/ComplexType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
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* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JNamedMap.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:56 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/javasource/JNamedMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

 

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

 

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

 

* that the following conditions are met:

 

*

 

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

 

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

 

*    copy of this document.

 

*

 

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

 

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 

*    materials provided with the distribution.
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*

 

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

 

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

 

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

 

*

 

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

 

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their

 names without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

 

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

 

*

 

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

 

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

 

*

 

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

 

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

 

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

 

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

 

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

 

* OF THE POSSIBILITY

 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*

 

* Copyright 2000 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

*

 

* $Id: GeneralEntity.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:20 kvisco Exp $

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/dtd/GeneralEntity.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSNonPositiveInteger.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:59 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSNonPositiveInteger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered
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*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSPositiveInteger.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:00 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSPositiveInteger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*
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* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ImportEventListener.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:02 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dsml/ImportEventListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote
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*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ClassDescriptorResolver.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:09 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/ClassDescriptorResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
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*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ComplexContentUnmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:37 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/ComplexContentUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a
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*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TransactionManagerAcquireException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:25 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/transactionmanager/TransactionManagerAcquireException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* (C) Copyright Keith Visco 1998-2002. All rights reserved.

*
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* The contents of this file are released under an Open Source

* Definition (OSD) compliant license; you may not use this file

* execpt in compliance with the license. Please see license.txt,

* distributed with this file. You may also obtain a copy of the

* license at http://kvisco.com/xslp/license.txt

*

* The program is provided "as is" without any warranty express or

* implied, including the warranty of non-infringement and the implied

* warranties of merchantibility and fitness for a particular purpose.

* The Copyright owner will not be liable for any damages suffered by

* you as a result of using the Program. In no event will the Copyright

* owner be liable for any special, indirect or consequential damages or

* lost profits even if the Copyright owner has been advised of the

* possibility of their occurrence.

*

* $Id: List.java,v 1.1.1.1

 2003/03/03 07:09:05 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-jar/org/exolab/castor/util/List.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*
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* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MaxKeyGenerator.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:13 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/MaxKeyGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: NameValidator.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:21 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/validators/NameValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: UnknownDef.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:36 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/UnknownDef.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.
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*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ContentType.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 18:08:27 blandin Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/ContentType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: UnmarshalState.java,v 1.2 2003/03/13 09:07:19 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/UnmarshalState.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JNDIExporter.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:03 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dsml/jndi/JNDIExporter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: OID.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:46 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-
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jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/OID.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: CoreDescriptors.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:17 kvisco Exp $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/descriptors/CoreDescriptors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*
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* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SimpleQueryExecutor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:18 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/engine/SimpleQueryExecutor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
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* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999,

 2000 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ContentModelGroup.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:29 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/ContentModelGroup.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
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* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Parser.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:23 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/oql/Parser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS
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* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SQLServerFactory.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:15 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/SQLServerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*
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* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

* $Id: XSDate.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:56 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSDate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* $Id: LRU.java

 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/LRU.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"
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*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Unmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:15 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/Unmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written
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*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: QueryResults.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:08 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/QueryResults.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
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*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: AnnotationItem.java,v 1.1 2003/03/03 09:57:19 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/AnnotationItem.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.
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*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Duration.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:55 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author           Changes

* 07/04/2002   Arnaud           Support for milliseconds

* 04/18/2002   Arnaud           String constructor

* 05/22/2000   Arnaud Blandin   Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/Duration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: AppInfo.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:19 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/AppInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*
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* $Id: MozillaConsumer.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:03 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dsml/mozilla/MozillaConsumer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MozillaExporter.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:04 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dsml/mozilla/MozillaExporter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: RelationCollection.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:47 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/RelationCollection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL
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* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DatabaseRegistry.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:17 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/engine/DatabaseRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/PersistenceInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*
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* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* The Original Source for this file is XSL:P

*

* $Id: Iterator.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:04 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/Iterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*
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* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DataObjectAccessException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:07 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/DataObjectAccessException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote
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*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JClass.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:53 kvisco Exp $

*

* Contributors:

* --------------

* Keith Visco (kvisco@intalio.com) - Original Author

* Martin Skopp (skopp@riege.de)    - Moved some core code into JStructure

*                                    and revised to extend JStructure

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/javasource/JClass.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:
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*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MultiRSCallQuery.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:13 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/MultiRSCallQuery.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: GDay.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:56 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author              Changes

* 04/18/2002   Arnaud              String constructor

* 05/24/2001   Arnaud Blandin      Created
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/GDay.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*
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* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSDecimal.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:56 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author          Changes

* 06/01/2001   Arnaud Blandin  Upgrade to XML Schema Recommendation

* 10/31/200    Arnaud Blandin  support for min/max, scale&precision facets

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSDecimal.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: RecurringDurationDescriptor.java,v 1.2 2003/04/23 06:35:24 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/RecurringDurationDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

 

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

 

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

 

* that the following conditions are met:

 

*

 

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

 

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

 

*    copy of this document.

 

*

 

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

 

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 

*    materials provided with the distribution.

 

*

 

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote
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*    products derived from this Software without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

 

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

 

*

 

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

 

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their

 names without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

 

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

 

*

 

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

 

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

 

*

 

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

 

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

 

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

 

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

 

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

 

* OF THE POSSIBILITY
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 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*

 

* Copyright 2000 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

*

 

* $Id: Converter.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:18 kvisco Exp $

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/dtd/Converter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* (C) Copyright Keith Visco 1998, 1999  All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are released under an Open Source

* Definition (OSD) compliant license; you may not use this file

* execpt in compliance with the license. Please see license.txt,

* distributed with this file. You may also obtain a copy of the

* license at http://www.clc-marketing.com/xslp/license.txt

*

* The program is provided "as is" without any warranty express or

* implied, including the warranty of non-infringement and the implied

* warranties of merchantibility and fitness for a particular purpose.

* The Copyright owner will not be liable for any damages suffered by

* you as a result of using the Program. In no event will the Copyright

* owner be liable for any special, indirect or consequential damages or

* lost profits even if the Copyright owner has been advised of the

* possibility of their occurrence.

*

* The

 orginal source for this file is XSL:P

*

* $Id: AttributeListWrapper.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:47 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/util/AttributeListWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation
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* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: GroupInfo.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:43 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/GroupInfo.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: PostgreSQLFactory.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:14 kvisco Exp $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/PostgreSQLFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2003
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 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DurationValidator.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:21 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author           Changes

* 10/26/2000   Arnaud Blandin   Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/validators/DurationValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XMLType.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:36 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/XMLType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL
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* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: FieldHandler.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:26 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/FieldHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ParamInfo.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:23 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/oql/ParamInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.
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*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SQLServerQueryExpression.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:15 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/SQLServerQueryExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"
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*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DB2QueryExpression.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:11 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/DB2QueryExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written
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*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: UnmarshalHandler.java,v 1.8 2003/05/28 08:10:07 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/UnmarshalHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
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*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Time.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:01 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author          Changes

* 10/02/2002   Arnaud          Added support for 3 figure millisecond and clean up

* 04/18/2002   Arnaud          String Constructor

* 05/22/2001   Arnaud Blandin  Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/Time.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

 

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation
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* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

 

* that the following conditions are met:

 

*

 

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

 

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

 

*    copy of this document.

 

*

 

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

 

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 

*    materials provided with the distribution.

 

*

 

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

 

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

 

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

 

*

 

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

 

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their

 names without prior written

 

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

 

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

 

*

 

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

 

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).
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*

 

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

 

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

 

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

 

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

 

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

 

* OF THE POSSIBILITY

 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*

 

* Copyright 1999 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/InformixQueryExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSFloat.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:57 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author          Changes

* 12/06/2000   Arnaud Blandin  Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSFloat.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided
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* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999,

 2000 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Group.java,v 1.2 2003/05/22 18:16:15 blandin Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/Group.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Sax2ComponentReader.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:40 kvisco Exp $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/Sax2ComponentReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002
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 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: InstanceFactory.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:50 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/spi/InstanceFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Referable.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:32 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/Referable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ValidationUtils.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:52 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/validators/ValidationUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
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* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SequenceKeyGenerator.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:15 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/SequenceKeyGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project
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*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TransactionNotInProgressException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:08 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/TransactionNotInProgressException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ImportDescriptor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:02 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dsml/ImportDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

* $Id: XSTime.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:01 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSTime.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*
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* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JDOFieldDescriptor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:17 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/engine/JDOFieldDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
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*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: NoMoreTokensException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:22 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/oql/NoMoreTokensException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright
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*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Key.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:32 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/Key.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation
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* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: OQLQueryImpl.java,v 1.3 2003/04/16 21:53:48 mguessan Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/engine/OQLQueryImpl.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Id: DepositBox.java

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/DepositBox.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002
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 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSLong.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:59 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSLong.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MarshalListener.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:12 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/MarshalListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: CollectionHandler.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:26 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/CollectionHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
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* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: LexTest.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:22 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/oql/LexTest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project
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*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ListType.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:44 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/simpletypes/ListType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Validator.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:16 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/Validator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DTDResolver.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:04 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/DTDResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.
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*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/HsqlQueryExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/HsqlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSListODMG30.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a
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*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SchemaLocation.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:41 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/SchemaLocation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided
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* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: HighLowKeyGenerator.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:11 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/HighLowKeyGenerator.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JComment.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:53 kvisco Exp $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/javasource/JComment.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2002
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 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSByte.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:55 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSByte.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: StringClassDescriptor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:18 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/descriptors/StringClassDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DoubleValidator.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:21 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author           Changes

* 12/06/2000   Arnaud Blandin   Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/validators/DoubleValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XML.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:03 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dsml/XML.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.
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*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ParseException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:26 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/dtd/parser/ParseException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"
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*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MozillaImporter.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:04 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dsml/mozilla/MozillaImporter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written
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*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Facet.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:31 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/Facet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
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*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/UUIDKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/PersistenceInfoGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/UUIDKeyGeneratorFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: UrType.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:44 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/simpletypes/UrType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: PersistenceQuery.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:51 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-
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jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/spi/PersistenceQuery.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ClassInfoResolverImpl.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:01 kvisco Exp $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/util/ClassInfoResolverImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*
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* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Month.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:59 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author              Changes

* 11/01/2000   Arnaud Blandin      added toDate(), enhancements

* 10/23/2000   Arnaud Blandin      Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/Month.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: CallbackInterceptor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:50 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/spi/CallbackInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
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* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: FieldInfo.java,v 1.2 2003/03/08 07:35:42 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/FieldInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project
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*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DateTimeBase.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:55 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author          Changes

* 08/30/2001   Arnaud Blandin  added to Calendar() (patch from Sbastien Stormacq [S.Stormacq@aubay-si.lu])

* 05/29/2001   Arnaud Blandin  Added order methods

* 05/22/2001   Arnaud Blandin  Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/DateTimeBase.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.
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*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Annotation.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:27 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/Annotation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*
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* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: PatternValidator.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:52 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/validators/PatternValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
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*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Complex.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:17 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/spi/Complex.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright
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*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

* $Id: XSGYearMonth.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:58 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSGYearMonth.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided
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* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MozillaProducer.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:04 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dsml/mozilla/MozillaProducer.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $id: $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/engine/TxDatabaseMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999
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 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TransactionAbortedException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:08 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/TransactionAbortedException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ListClassDescriptor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:18 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/descriptors/ListClassDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JDOClassDescriptor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:17 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/engine/JDOClassDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
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* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DTXQuery.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:05 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dtx/DTXQuery.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project
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*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DebugHandler.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:09 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/DebugHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Version.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:17 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/Version.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MapItem.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:27 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/MapItem.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.
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*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XMLClassDescriptorImpl.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:49 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/util/XMLClassDescriptorImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TimeDescriptor.java,v 1.2 2003/04/23 06:35:24 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/TimeDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Database.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:06 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/Database.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Introspector.java,v 1.3 2003/04/23 06:42:51 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-
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jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/Introspector.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSInt.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:58 kvisco Exp $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSInt.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*
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* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Types.java,v 1.4 2003/04/23 08:48:20 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/loader/Types.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
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* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: StringType.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:44 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/simpletypes/StringType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
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* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSPatternBase.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:00 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSPatternBase.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS
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* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TimeDuration.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:02 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author           Changes

* 10/26/2000   Arnaud Blandin   add TimeDuration(long l)

* 10/26/2000   Arnaud Blandin   change parse method

* 10/23/2000   Arnaud Blandin   Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/TimeDuration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: AttributeUnmarshaller.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:20 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/AttributeUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TokenTypes.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:25 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/oql/TokenTypes.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.
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*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ParseTreeWalker.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:25 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/oql/ParseTreeWalker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XMLClassDescriptor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:16 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/XMLClassDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: AnyNode2SAX.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:46 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author              Changes

* 04/06/2001   Arnaud Blandin      Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/util/AnyNode2SAX.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: QueryExpression.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:52 kvisco Exp $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/spi/QueryExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003
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 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Schema.java,v 1.3 2003/03/03 18:13:37 blandin Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/Schema.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ClobImpl.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:16 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/engine/ClobImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: GroupNaming.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:43 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/GroupNaming.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
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* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MappingLoader.java,v 1.4 2003/04/23 08:50:51 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/loader/MappingLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project
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*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DatingService.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:42 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/DatingService.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: EnumFieldHandler.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:27 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/handlers/EnumFieldHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2002

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SimpleTypeRestrictionUnmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:43 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/SimpleTypeRestrictionUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.
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*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSAnyURI.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:55 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSAnyURI.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ComponentReader.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:38 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/ComponentReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JDOMappingLoader.java,v 1.2 2003/03/25 10:00:03 mguessan Exp $

*/

/**

    * Used by the constructor for creating key generators.

    * Each database must have a proprietary KeyGeneratorRegistry instance

    * Otherwise it is impossible to implement correctly stateful

    * key generator algorithms like HIGH-LOW.

    * See {@link #loadMapping}.

    */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/engine/JDOMappingLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000
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 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DeferredSimpleType.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:30 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/DeferredSimpleType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SGTypes.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:44 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/SGTypes.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: J2MapHandler.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:28 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/handlers/J2MapHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
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* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: CharacterUnmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:37 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/CharacterUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project
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*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: AccessMode.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:26 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/AccessMode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: YearDescriptor.java,v 1.2 2003/04/23 06:35:24 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/YearDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: FacetList.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:31 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/FacetList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.
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*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002-2003

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XMLBindingComponent.java,v 1.4 2003/06/02 13:51:45 blandin Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/binding/XMLBindingComponent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SchemaUnmarshaller.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 17:26:36 blandin Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/SchemaUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSNMToken.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:59 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSNMToken.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSBinary.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:55 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-
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jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSBinary.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: FieldHandlerImpl.java,v 1.2 2003/04/16 07:15:35 kvisco Exp $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/loader/FieldHandlerImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*
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* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: WebSphereTransactionManagerFactory.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:26 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/transactionmanager/spi/WebSphereTransactionManagerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
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* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Token.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:25 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/oql/Token.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
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* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: SimpleContent.java,v 1.1 2003/03/03 17:44:01 blandin Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/SimpleContent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS
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* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MySQLQueryExpression.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:14 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/MySQLQueryExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*
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* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: KeyGeneratorFactory.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:51 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/spi/KeyGeneratorFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DateFieldHandler.java,v 1.5 2003/05/30 04:58:07 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/handlers/DateFieldHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: DB2Factory.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:11 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/DB2Factory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.
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*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XMLFieldDescriptorImpl.java,v 1.5 2003/04/24 02:16:19 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/util/XMLFieldDescriptorImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: OracleFactory.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:14 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/OracleFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSNonNegativeInteger.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:59 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSNonNegativeInteger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Consumer.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:02 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-
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jar/org/exolab/castor/dsml/Consumer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TransactionManagerFactory.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:25 kvisco Exp $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/transactionmanager/TransactionManagerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*
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* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XMLMappingLoader.java,v 1.5 2003/04/23 08:44:42 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/XMLMappingLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
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* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSDateTime.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:56 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSDateTime.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
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* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XMLClassDescriptorAdapter.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:20 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/util/XMLClassDescriptorAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS
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* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XercesRegExpEvaluator.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:07 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/XercesRegExpEvaluator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*
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* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ObjectNotFoundException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:07 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/ObjectNotFoundException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ExtendedFieldHandler.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:29 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/loader/ExtendedFieldHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XMLFieldHandler.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:16 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/XMLFieldHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* (C) Copyright Keith Visco 1998, 1999  All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are released under an Open Source

* Definition (OSD) compliant license; you may not use this file

* execpt in compliance with the license. Please see license.txt,

* distributed with this file. You may also obtain a copy of the

* license at http://www.clc-marketing.com/xslp/license.txt

*

* The program is provided "as is" without any warranty express or

* implied, including the warranty of non-infringement and the implied

* warranties of merchantibility and fitness for a particular purpose.

* The Copyright owner will not be liable for any damages suffered by
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* you as a result of using the Program. In no event will the Copyright

* owner be liable for any special, indirect or consequential damages or

* lost profits even if the Copyright owner has been advised of the

* possibility of their occurrence.

*

* $Id:

 OrderedMap.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:06 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/OrderedMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: RootArrayDescriptor.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:18 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/descriptors/RootArrayDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
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* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TimePeriodDescriptor.java,v 1.2 2003/04/23 06:35:24 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/TimePeriodDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project
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*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JDBCQueryExpression.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:13 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/jdo/drivers/JDBCQueryExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: FieldHandlerFriend.java,v 1.1 2003/04/16 06:29:08 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/loader/FieldHandlerFriend.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: TimePeriod.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:02 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author          Changes

* 12/05/2000   Aranud Blandin  Added support for OperationNotSupportedException

* 11/02/2000   Arnaud Blandin  Changed the constructor

* 26/10/2000   Arnaud Blandin  Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/TimePeriod.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Year.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:03 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author              Changes

* 11/01/2000   Arnaud Blandin      Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/Year.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided
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* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Mapping.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:27 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/Mapping.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ImportExportException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:02 kvisco Exp $

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dsml/ImportExportException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2003
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 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: CenturyDescriptor.java,v 1.2 2003/04/23 06:35:24 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/CenturyDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: JStructure.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:57 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/javasource/JStructure.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XSBoolean.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:55 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/types/XSBoolean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
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* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001-2002

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: IdentityConstraintUnmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:40 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/IdentityConstraintUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project
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*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ContainerElement.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:47 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/util/ContainerElement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior
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 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: FieldMolder.java,v 1.2 2003/03/25 16:27:44 mguessan Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/FieldMolder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,
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*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2002

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ImportUnmarshaller.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:40 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/reader/ImportUnmarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.
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*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MappingTool.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:17 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/tools/MappingTool.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ConsoleDialog.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:01 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/util/ConsoleDialog.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2000-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MonthDescriptor.java,v 1.2 2003/04/23 06:35:24 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/MonthDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Marshaller.java,v 1.4 2003/05/30 02:20:25 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-
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jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/Marshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XAResourceSource.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:50 kvisco Exp $
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/XAResourceSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*
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* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

 

* $Id: Messages.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:06 kvisco Exp $

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/Messages.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
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* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: BindingLoader.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:15 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/binding/BindingLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
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* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MemberFactory.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:14 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/MemberFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: MozillaEntryConsumer.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:04 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dsml/mozilla/MozillaEntryConsumer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered
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*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: NestedIOException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:06 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/util/NestedIOException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*
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* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Location.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:10 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/Location.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote
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*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: XAResourceImpl.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:50 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/persist/XAResourceImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
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*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: ClassInfoResolver.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:07:41 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/builder/ClassInfoResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a
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*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: IdentityConstraint.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:09:32 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/xml/schema/IdentityConstraint.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided
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* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: Importer.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:02 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/dsml/Importer.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 2001

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: GMonthDay.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:57 kvisco Exp $

* Date         Author              Changes
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* 04/18/2002   Arnaud              Constructor with string

* 05/24/2001   Arnaud Blandin      Created

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/GMonthDay.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
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* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2003

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: CollectionHandlers.java,v 1.2 2003/03/03 09:57:16 kvisco Exp $

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/mapping/loader/CollectionHandlers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

* ("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

*    statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

*    copy of this document.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*    above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*    following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

*    materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this Software without prior written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc.  For written permission,

*    please contact info@exolab.org.

*

* 4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

*    nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior

 written

*    permission of Intalio, Inc. Exolab is a registered

*    trademark of Intalio, Inc.

*

* 5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

*    (http://www.exolab.org/).

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* INTALIO, INC. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
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* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* Copyright 1999-2000

 (C) Intalio, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*

* $Id: OperationNotSupportedException.java,v 1.1.1.1 2003/03/03 07:08:59 kvisco Exp $

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512205_1697763053.7847028/0/castor-0-9-5-sources-1-

jar/org/exolab/castor/types/OperationNotSupportedException.java

 

1.359 jdk-zulu 11.62+17 
1.359.1 Available under license : 

## c-libutl 20160225

 

### c-libutl License

```

 

This software is distributed under the terms of the BSD license.

 

==  BSD LICENSE  ===============================================================

 

(C) 2009 by Remo Dentato (rdentato@gmail.com)

 

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

 

```

## The Unicode Standard, Unicode Character Database, Version 10.0.0

 

### Unicode Character Database

 

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the

directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

 

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU

 UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2018 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation
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(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b)

 this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

```

## Apache Xerces v2.12.2

 

### Apache Xerces Notice

<pre>

   =========================================================================

   == NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,    ==

   == Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces Java distribution.  ==

   =========================================================================

  

   Apache Xerces Java

   Copyright 1999-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

   This product includes software developed at

   The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

   Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

   - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

   - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

   - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the
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   Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

   software copyright (c) 1999.

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

     

                        Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean

 an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work

 of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work,

 but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make,

 have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients

 of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with

 the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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  any

 Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of

 TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such

 damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should

 be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

## JLine v3.20.0

 

### JLine License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

All rights reserved.

 

https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
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in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## Pako v1.0

 

### Pako License

<pre>

Copyright (C) 2014-2017 by Vitaly Puzrin and Andrei Tuputcyn

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

(C) 1995-2013 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler
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(C) 2014-2017 Vitaly Puzrin and Andrey Tupitsin

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any

 source distribution.

 

</pre>

## Mozilla Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)

 

### Mozilla ECC Notice

 

This notice is provided with respect to Elliptic Curve Cryptography,

which is included with JRE, JDK, and OpenJDK.

 

You are receiving a

[copy](http://hg.openjdk.java.net/jdk9/jdk9/jdk/file/tip/src/jdk.crypto.ec/share/native/libsunec/impl)

of the Elliptic Curve Cryptography library in source

form with the JDK and OpenJDK source distributions, and as object code in

the JRE & JDK runtimes.

<pre>

In the case of the JRE & JDK runtimes, the terms of the Oracle license do

NOT apply to the Elliptic Curve Cryptography library; it is licensed under the

following license, separately from Oracle's JDK & JRE.  If you do not wish to

install the Elliptic Curve Cryptography library, you may delete the

Elliptic Curve Cryptography library:

  - On Solaris and Linux systems: delete $(JAVA_HOME)/lib/libsunec.so

  - On Mac OSX systems: delete $(JAVA_HOME)/lib/libsunec.dylib

  - On Windows systems: delete $(JAVA_HOME)\bin\sunec.dll

 

</pre>

 

###

 Written Offer for Source Code

<pre>
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For third party technology that you receive from Oracle in binary form

which is licensed under an open source license that gives you the right

to receive the source code for that binary, you can obtain a copy of

the applicable source code from this page:

   http://hg.openjdk.java.net/jdk9/jdk9/jdk/file/tip/src/jdk.crypto.ec/share/native/libsunec/impl

 

If the source code for the technology was not provided to you with the

binary, you can also receive a copy of the source code on physical

media by submitting a written request to:

 

  Oracle America, Inc.

  Attn: Associate General Counsel,

  Development and Engineering Legal

  500 Oracle Parkway, 10th Floor

  Redwood Shores, CA 94065

 

Or, you may send an email to Oracle using the form at:

 

http://www.oracle.com/goto/opensourcecode/request

 

Your request should include:

 

 - The name of the component or binary file(s) for which you are requesting the source code

 

 - The name and version

 number of the Oracle product containing the binary

 

 - The date you received the Oracle product

 

 - Your name

 

 - Your company name (if applicable)

 

 - Your return mailing address and email and

 

 - A telephone number in the event we need to reach you.

 

We may charge you a fee to cover the cost of physical media and processing.

Your request must be sent (i) within three (3) years of the date you

received the Oracle product that included the component or binary

file(s) that are the subject of your request, or (ii) in the case of

code licensed under the GPL v3, for as long as Oracle offers spare

parts or customer support for that product model.

 

</pre>

 

### LGPL 2.1

<pre>
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                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document,

 but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not

 price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library
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 after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must

 be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public

 License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes
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a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs

 enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed

 under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for
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making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface

 definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a

 fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in

 the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.
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   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole

 must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary

 GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
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derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source

 code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even

 though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to
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 produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work

 that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

 

  specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.
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 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary

 libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
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the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
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so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version

 number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT

 PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE
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 WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can

 redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims

 all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990
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 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

</pre>

## xwd v1.0.7

 

### xwd utility

<pre>

 

This is the copyright for the files in src/java.desktop/unix/native/libawt_xawt:

list.h, multiVis.h, wsutils.h, list.c, multiVis.c

 

Copyright 1994 Hewlett-Packard Co.

Copyright 1996, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

 

</pre>

## IAIK (Institute for Applied Information Processing and Communication) PKCS#11 wrapper files v1

 

### IAIK License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Graz University of Technology. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

  include the following acknowledgment:

 

  "This product includes software developed by IAIK of Graz University of

   Technology."

 

  Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and

  wherever such third-party

 acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Graz University of Technology" and "IAIK of Graz University of

  Technology" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

  software without prior written permission.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "IAIK PKCS Wrapper",

  nor may "IAIK" appear in their name, without prior written permission of

  Graz University of Technology.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## The FreeType Project: Freetype v2.12.1

 

 

### FreeType Notice

 

```

FreeType comes with two licenses from which you can choose the one

which fits your needs best.
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   The FreeType License (FTL) is the most commonly used one. It is

   a BSD-style license with a credit clause and thus compatible with

   the GNU Public License (GPL) version 3, but not with the

   GPL version 2.

 

   The GNU General Public License (GPL), version 2. Use it for all

   projects which use the GPLv2 also, or which need a license

   compatible to the GPLv2.

 

```

 

### FreeType License

```

 

Copyright (C) 1996-2022 by David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.

Copyright (C) 2007-2022 by Dereg Clegg and Michael Toftdal.

Copyright (C) 1996-2022 by Just van Rossum, David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.

Copyright (C) 2004-2022 by Masatake YAMATO and Redhat K.K.

Copyright (C) 2007-2022 by Derek Clegg and Michael Toftdal.

Copyright (C) 2007-2022 by David Turner.

Copyright (C) 2022 by David Turner,

 Robert Wilhelm, Werner Lemberg, and Moazin Khatti.

Copyright (C) 2007-2022 by Rahul Bhalerao <rahul.bhalerao@redhat.com>, <b.rahul.pm@gmail.com>.

Copyright (C) 2008-2022 by David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, Werner Lemberg, and suzuki toshiya.

Copyright (C) 2019-2022 by Nikhil Ramakrishnan, David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.

Copyright (C) 2009-2022 by Oran Agra and Mickey Gabel.

Copyright (C) 2004-2022 by David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, Werner Lemberg, and George Williams.

Copyright (C) 2004-2022 by Masatake YAMATO, Red Hat K.K.,

Copyright (C) 2003-2022 by Masatake YAMATO, Redhat K.K.,

Copyright (C) 2013-2022 by Google, Inc.

Copyright (C) 2018-2022 by David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, Dominik Rttsches, and Werner Lemberg.

Copyright (C) 2005-2022 by David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.

Copyright 2013 by Google, Inc.

 

 

                  The FreeType Project LICENSE

                   ----------------------------

 

                           2006-Jan-27

 

           

        Copyright 1996-2002, 2006 by

         David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg

 

 

 

Introduction
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============

 

 The FreeType  Project is distributed in  several archive packages;

 some of them may contain, in addition to the FreeType font engine,

 various tools and  contributions which rely on, or  relate to, the

 FreeType Project.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files found  in such  packages, and

 which do not  fall under their own explicit  license.  The license

 affects  thus  the  FreeType   font  engine,  the  test  programs,

 documentation and makefiles, at the very least.

 

 This  license   was  inspired  by  the  BSD,   Artistic,  and  IJG

 (Independent JPEG  Group) licenses, which  all encourage inclusion

 and  use of  free  software in  commercial  and freeware  products

 alike.  As a consequence, its main points are that:

 

   o We don't promise that this software works. However, we will be

     interested in any kind of bug reports. (`as is' distribution)

 

    o You can  use this software for whatever you  want, in parts or

     full form, without having to pay us. (`royalty-free' usage)

 

   o You may not pretend that  you wrote this software.  If you use

     it, or  only parts of it,  in a program,  you must acknowledge

     somewhere  in  your  documentation  that  you  have  used  the

     FreeType code. (`credits')

 

 We  specifically  permit  and  encourage  the  inclusion  of  this

 software, with  or without modifications,  in commercial products.

 We  disclaim  all warranties  covering  The  FreeType Project  and

 assume no liability related to The FreeType Project.

 

 

 Finally,  many  people  asked  us  for  a  preferred  form  for  a

 credit/disclaimer to use in compliance with this license.  We thus

 encourage you to use the following text:

 

  """

   Portions of this software are copyright  <year> The FreeType

   Project (www.freetype.org).  All rights reserved.

  """

 

 Please replace <year> with the

 value from the FreeType version you

 actually use.
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Legal Terms

===========

 

0. Definitions

--------------

 

 Throughout this license,  the terms `package', `FreeType Project',

 and  `FreeType  archive' refer  to  the  set  of files  originally

 distributed  by the  authors  (David Turner,  Robert Wilhelm,  and

 Werner Lemberg) as the `FreeType Project', be they named as alpha,

 beta or final release.

 

 `You' refers to  the licensee, or person using  the project, where

 `using' is a generic term including compiling the project's source

 code as  well as linking it  to form a  `program' or `executable'.

 This  program is  referred to  as  `a program  using the  FreeType

 engine'.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files distributed  in  the original

 FreeType  Project,   including  all  source   code,  binaries  and

 documentation,  unless  otherwise  stated   in  the  file  in  its

 original, unmodified form as  distributed in the original archive.

 If you are  unsure whether

 or not a particular  file is covered by

 this license, you must contact us to verify this.

 

 The FreeType  Project is copyright (C) 1996-2000  by David Turner,

 Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.  All rights reserved except as

 specified below.

 

1. No Warranty

--------------

 

 THE FREETYPE PROJECT  IS PROVIDED `AS IS' WITHOUT  WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EITHER  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,  INCLUDING, BUT NOT  LIMITED TO,

 WARRANTIES  OF  MERCHANTABILITY   AND  FITNESS  FOR  A  PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  IN NO EVENT WILL ANY OF THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE  FOR ANY DAMAGES CAUSED  BY THE USE OR  THE INABILITY TO

 USE, OF THE FREETYPE PROJECT.

 

2. Redistribution

-----------------

 

 This  license  grants  a  worldwide, royalty-free,  perpetual  and

 irrevocable right  and license to use,  execute, perform, compile,

 display,  copy,   create  derivative  works   of,  distribute  and

 sublicense the  FreeType Project (in  both source and  object code

 forms)  and  derivative
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 works  thereof  for  any  purpose; and  to

 authorize others  to exercise  some or all  of the  rights granted

 herein, subject to the following conditions:

 

   o Redistribution of  source code  must retain this  license file

     (`FTL.TXT') unaltered; any  additions, deletions or changes to

     the original  files must be clearly  indicated in accompanying

     documentation.   The  copyright   notices  of  the  unaltered,

     original  files must  be  preserved in  all  copies of  source

     files.

 

   o Redistribution in binary form must provide a  disclaimer  that

     states  that  the software is based in part of the work of the

     FreeType Team,  in  the  distribution  documentation.  We also

     encourage you to put an URL to the FreeType web page  in  your

     documentation, though this isn't mandatory.

 

 These conditions  apply to any  software derived from or  based on

 the FreeType Project,  not just the unmodified files.   If you use

 our work,

 you  must acknowledge us.  However, no  fee need be paid

 to us.

 

3. Advertising

--------------

 

 Neither the  FreeType authors and  contributors nor you  shall use

 the name of the  other for commercial, advertising, or promotional

 purposes without specific prior written permission.

 

 We suggest,  but do not require, that  you use one or  more of the

 following phrases to refer  to this software in your documentation

 or advertising  materials: `FreeType Project',  `FreeType Engine',

 `FreeType library', or `FreeType Distribution'.

 

 As  you have  not signed  this license,  you are  not  required to

 accept  it.   However,  as  the FreeType  Project  is  copyrighted

 material, only  this license, or  another one contracted  with the

 authors, grants you  the right to use, distribute,  and modify it.

 Therefore,  by  using,  distributing,  or modifying  the  FreeType

 Project, you indicate that you understand and accept all the terms

 of this license.

 

4. Contacts

-----------

 

  There are two mailing lists related to FreeType:
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   o freetype@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses general use and applications of FreeType, as well as

     future and  wanted additions to the  library and distribution.

     If  you are looking  for support,  start in  this list  if you

     haven't found anything to help you in the documentation.

 

   o freetype-devel@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses bugs,  as well  as engine internals,  design issues,

     specific licenses, porting, etc.

 

 Our home page can be found at

 

   http://www.freetype.org

 

```

 

### GPL v2

 

```

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.

  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

 surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally,

 any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

 into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical

 act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate

 copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
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sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each

 and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid

 for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However,

 as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
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operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses

 terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

  7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply

 in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical

 distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other

 free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals
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of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE

 COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the

 following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to

 the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample;

 alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

```

 

### Additional Freetype Attributions

```
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---------------------------------

The below license applies to the following files:

libfreetype/src/psaux/psarrst.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/psarrst.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psblues.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/psblues.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/pserror.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/pserror.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psfixed.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psfont.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/psfont.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psft.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/psft.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psglue.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/pshints.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/pshints.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psintrp.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/psintrp.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psread.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/psread.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psstack.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/psstack.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/pstypes.h

 

Copyright

 2006-2014 Adobe Systems Incorporated.

 

This software, and all works of authorship, whether in source or

object code form as indicated by the copyright notice(s) included

herein (collectively, the "Work") is made available, and may only be

used, modified, and distributed under the FreeType Project License,

LICENSE.TXT.  Additionally, subject to the terms and conditions of the

FreeType Project License, each contributor to the Work hereby grants

to any individual or legal entity exercising permissions granted by

the FreeType Project License and this section (hereafter, "You" or

"Your") a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive,

 no-charge,

royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent

license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and

otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those

patent claims licensable by such contributor that are necessarily

infringed by their contribution(s) alone or by combination of their

contribution(s) with the Work to which such contribution(s) was

submitted.  If You institute patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

the Work or a contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes

direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of
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the date such litigation is filed.

 

By using, modifying, or distributing the Work you indicate that you

have read and understood the terms and conditions of the

FreeType Project License as well as those provided in this section,

and you accept

 them fully.

 

 

```

 

### MIT License

```

 

---------------------------------

The below license applies to the following files:

libfreetype/include/freetype/internal/fthash.h

libfreetype/src/base/fthash.c

 

Copyright 2000 Computing Research Labs, New Mexico State University

Copyright 2001-2015

 

 Francesco Zappa Nardelli

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE COMPUTING RESEARCH LAB OR NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

```

## Harfbuzz v4.4.1

 

### Harfbuzz License
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https://github.com/harfbuzz/harfbuzz/blob/4.4.1/COPYING

 

<pre>

 

HarfBuzz is licensed under the so-called "Old MIT" license.  Details follow.

For parts of HarfBuzz that are licensed under different licenses see individual

files names COPYING in subdirectories where applicable.

 

Copyright  2010-2022  Google, Inc.

Copyright  2018-2020  Ebrahim Byagowi

Copyright  2019-2020  Facebook, Inc.

Copyright  2012-2015  Mozilla Foundation.

Copyright  2011  Codethink Limited

Copyright  2008-2010  Nokia Corporation and/or its subsidiary(-ies)

Copyright  2009  Keith Stribley

Copyright  2009  Martin Hosken and SIL International

Copyright  2007  Chris Wilson

Copyright  2005-2022 Behdad Esfahbod

Copyright  2005  David Turner

Copyright  2004-2013  Red Hat, Inc.

Copyright  1998-2004  David Turner and Werner Lemberg

Copyright  2016  Elie Roux <elie.roux@telecom-bretagne.eu>

Copyright  2018-2019 Adobe Inc.

Copyright  2018  Khaled Hosny

Copyright  2016  Igalia S.L.

 

For

 full copyright notices consult the individual files in the package.

 

 

Permission is hereby granted, without written agreement and without

license or royalty fees, to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that the

above copyright notice and the following two paragraphs appear in

all copies of this software.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR

DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN

IF THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS

ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS NO OBLIGATION TO

PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.
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All source

 code, except for one section, is licensed as above. The one

exception is licensed with a slightly different MIT variant:

The contents of this directory are licensed under the following terms:

 

---------------------------------

The below license applies to the following files:

libharfbuzz/hb-ucd.cc

 

Copyright (C) 2012 Grigori Goronzy <greg@kinoho.net>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## PC/SC Lite v1.9.5

 

### PC/SC Lite License

<pre>

 

The main parts of the code are using the BSD-like licence bellow:

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2003 David Corcoran <corcoran@linuxnet.com>

Copyright (c) 2001-2011 Ludovic Rousseau <ludovic.rousseau@free.fr>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

Changes to this license can be made only by the copyright author with explicit written consent.
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THIS

 SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Some source code files are using other licences. See the [COPYING](https://salsa.debian.org/rousseau/PCSC/-

/blob/master/COPYING) file for details.

 

</pre>

## JSZip v3.7.1

 

JSZip is dual licensed. You may use it under the MIT license *or* the GPLv3

license.

 

### The MIT License

```

Copyright (c) 2009-2016 Stuart Knightley, David Duponchel, Franz Buchinger, Antnio Afonso

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS

 OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

```

 

### GPL version 3

```
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                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its

 users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must

 pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as
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changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such

 abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the

 GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without
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permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making

 available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A

 "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means

 all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's
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System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted

 under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under

 your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or
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similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users,

 your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent

 notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
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   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not

 make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source

 fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially,

 and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.
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   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

 

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer

 product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the
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User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source

 conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special

 password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate

 copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the
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   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification

 of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files,

 a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under
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this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover,

 your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other

 than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever
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licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under

 the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether

 already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make

 such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,
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then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with

 a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent

 license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that
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 obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the

 present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of

 your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
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HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

```

## Double-conversion v1.1.5

 

### Double-conversion License

 

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/google/double-conversion/master/LICENSE

 

<pre>

 

Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
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 disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

 with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

 from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## jQuery UI v1.12.1

 

### jQuery UI License

```

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/jquery-ui

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT
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 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample

code is defined as all source code contained within the demos directory.

 

CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

```

## jQuery v3.6.0

 

### jQuery License

```

jQuery v 3.6.0

Copyright OpenJS Foundation and other contributors, https://openjsf.org/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
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WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

******************************************

 

The jQuery JavaScript Library v3.6.0 also includes Sizzle.js

 

Sizzle.js includes the following license:

 

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/sizzle

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons

 to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

*********************
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```

## Eastman Kodak Company: Portions of color management and imaging software

 

### Eastman Kodak Notice

<pre>

Portions Copyright Eastman Kodak Company 1991-2003

</pre>

## Thai Dictionary

 

### Thai Dictionary License

<pre>

 

Copyright (C) 1982 The Royal Institute, Thai Royal Government.

 

Copyright (C) 1998 National Electronics and Computer Technology Center,

National Science and Technology Development Agency,

Ministry of Science Technology and Environment,

Thai Royal Government.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## Apache Santuario v2.3.0

 

### Apache Santuario Notice

<pre>

 

 Apache Santuario - XML Security for Java

 Copyright 1999-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at
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 The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 It was originally based on software copyright (c) 2001, Institute for

 Data Communications Systems, <http://www.nue.et-inf.uni-siegen.de/>.

 

 The development of this software was partly funded by the European

 Commission in the <WebSig> project in the ISIS Programme.

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity

 authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object

 code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.
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  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

   submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

 

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that

 do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from

 the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not

 grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless

 required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on
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 behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except

 in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

                      ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT LICENSING

 

Certain files distributed by Oracle America, Inc. and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPLv2,

based on the GNU Project exception for its Classpath libraries, known as the

GNU Classpath Exception.

 

Note that Oracle includes multiple, independent programs in this software

package.  Some of those programs are provided under licenses deemed

incompatible with the GPLv2 by the Free Software Foundation and others.

For example, the package includes programs licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 and may include FreeType. Such programs are licensed

to you under their original licenses.
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Oracle facilitates your further distribution of this package by adding the

Classpath Exception to the necessary parts of its GPLv2 code, which permits

you to use that code in combination with other independent modules not

licensed under the GPLv2. However, note that this would

 not permit you to

commingle code under an incompatible license with Oracle's GPLv2 licensed

code by, for example, cutting and pasting such code into a file also

containing Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code and then distributing the result.

 

Additionally, if you were to remove the Classpath Exception from any of the

files to which it applies and distribute the result, you would likely be

required to license some or all of the other code in that distribution under

the GPLv2 as well, and since the GPLv2 is incompatible with the license terms

of some items included in the distribution by Oracle, removing the Classpath

Exception could therefore effectively compromise your ability to further

distribute the package.

 

Failing to distribute notices associated with some files may also create

unexpected legal consequences.

 

Proceed with caution and we recommend that you obtain the advice of a lawyer

skilled in open source matters before removing the Classpath Exception or

making modifications

 to this package which may subsequently be redistributed

and/or involve the use of third party software.

## OASIS PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface v3.0

 

### OASIS PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface License

<pre>

 

Copyright  OASIS Open 2020. All Rights Reserved.

 

   All capitalized terms in the following text have the meanings

assigned to them in the OASIS Intellectual Property Rights Policy (the

"OASIS IPR Policy"). The full Policy may be found at the OASIS website:

[http://www.oasis-open.org/policies-guidelines/ipr]

 

   This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to

others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it or

assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published, and

distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any kind,

provided that the above copyright notice and this section are included

on all such copies and derivative works. However, this document itself

may not be modified in any way, including by removing the copyright

notice or references to OASIS, except as needed for the purpose of

developing any
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 document or deliverable produced by an OASIS Technical

Committee (in which case the rules applicable to copyrights, as set

forth in the OASIS IPR Policy, must be followed) or as required to

translate it into languages other than English.

 

   The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be

revoked by OASIS or its successors or assigns.

 

   This document and the information contained herein is provided on an

"AS IS" basis and OASIS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE

INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY OWNERSHIP RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. OASIS

AND ITS MEMBERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR ANY

PART THEREOF.

 

   [OASIS requests that any OASIS Party or any other party that

believes it has patent claims that would necessarily be infringed by

implementations

 of this OASIS Standards Final Deliverable, to notify

OASIS TC Administrator and provide an indication of its willingness to

grant patent licenses to such patent claims in a manner consistent with

the IPR Mode of the OASIS Technical Committee that produced this

deliverable.]

 

   [OASIS invites any party to contact the OASIS TC Administrator if it

is aware of a claim of ownership of any patent claims that would

necessarily be infringed by implementations of this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable by a patent holder that is not willing to provide a

license to such patent claims in a manner consistent with the IPR Mode

of the OASIS Technical Committee that produced this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable. OASIS may include such claims on its website, but

disclaims any obligation to do so.]

 

   [OASIS takes no position regarding the validity or scope of any

intellectual property or other rights that might be claimed to pertain

to the implementation or use of the technology

 described in this OASIS

Standards Final Deliverable or the extent to which any license under

such rights might or might not be available; neither does it represent

that it has made any effort to identify any such rights. Information on

OASIS' procedures with respect to rights in any document or deliverable

produced by an OASIS Technical Committee can be found on the OASIS

website. Copies of claims of rights made available for publication and

any assurances of licenses to be made available, or the result of an

attempt made to obtain a general license or permission for the use of

such proprietary rights by implementers or users of this OASIS Standards
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Final Deliverable, can be obtained from the OASIS TC Administrator.

OASIS makes no representation that any information or list of

intellectual property rights will at any time be complete, or that any

claims in such list are, in fact, Essential Claims.]

 

</pre>

## DOM Level 3 Core Specification v1.0

 

### W3C Software Notice

<pre>

Copyright  2004 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University).

All Rights Reserved.

 

The DOM bindings are published under the W3C Software Copyright Notice and License.

The software license requires "Notice of any changes or modifications to the W3C

files, including the date changes were made." Consequently, modified versions of

the DOM bindings must document that they do not conform to the W3C standard; in the

case of the IDL definitions, the pragma prefix can no longer be 'w3c.org'; in the

case of the Java language binding, the package names can no longer be in the

'org.w3c' package.

</pre>

 

### W3C License

<pre>

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

 

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided

 by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee)

agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms

and conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee

or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL

copies of the software and documentation or portions thereof, including

modifications:

 

  1.The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

  redistributed or derivative work.

 

  2.Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and

  conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be included
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  (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body of any

  redistributed or derivative code.

 

  3.Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

  changes were made.

 (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

  which the code is derived.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY

THIRD PARTY PATENTS,COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR

DOCUMENTATION.  The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used

in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright in this software and any

associated documentation will at all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31

2002. This

 version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this

license can be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects

that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific

dated version of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use".

Otherwise, this version is the same as the previous version and is written so

as to preserve the Free Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility

and OSI's certification under the Open Source Definition. Please see our

Copyright FAQ for common questions about using materials from our site,

including specific terms and conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and

Jigsaw. Other questions about this notice can be directed to

site-policy@w3.org.

 

</pre>

## Cryptix AES v3.2.0

 

### Cryptix General License

<pre>

 

Cryptix General License

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2005 The Cryptix Foundation Limited.

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

 

OPENJDK ASSEMBLY EXCEPTION

 

The OpenJDK source code made available by Oracle America, Inc. (Oracle) at

openjdk.java.net ("OpenJDK Code") is distributed under the terms of the GNU

General Public License <http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html> version 2

only ("GPL2"), with the following clarification and special exception.

 

   Linking this OpenJDK Code statically or dynamically with other code

   is making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms

   and conditions of GPL2 cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, Oracle gives you permission to link this

   OpenJDK Code with certain code licensed by Oracle as indicated at

   http://openjdk.java.net/legal/exception-modules-2007-05-08.html

   ("Designated Exception Modules") to produce an executable,

   regardless of the license terms of the Designated Exception Modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under GPL2,

   provided that the Designated Exception Modules continue to be

    governed by the licenses under which they were offered by Oracle.
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As such, it allows licensees and sublicensees of Oracle's GPL2 OpenJDK Code

to build an executable that includes those portions of necessary code that

Oracle could not provide under GPL2 (or that Oracle has provided under GPL2

with the Classpath exception).  If you modify or add to the OpenJDK code,

that new GPL2 code may still be combined with Designated Exception Modules

if the new code is made subject to this exception by its copyright holder.

## International Components for Unicode (ICU4J) v60.2

 

### ICU4J License

 

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the

directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

 

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT,

 AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2018 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,
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copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission

 notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

```

## jopt-simple v5.0.4

 

### MIT License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2015 Paul R. Holser, Jr.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR
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OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## Independent JPEG Group: JPEG release 6b

 

### JPEG License

<pre>

 

Must reproduce following license in documentation and/or other materials

provided with distribution:

 

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS",

and you, its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee,

subject to these conditions:

 

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed,

then this README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty

notice unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original

files must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

 

(2)

 If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying documentation

must state that "this software is based in part on the work of the

Independent JPEG Group".

 

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived

from it.  This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG

Group's software".
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We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis

of commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.

 

 

ansi2knr.c is included in this

 distribution by permission of L. Peter Deutsch,

sole proprietor of its copyright holder, Aladdin Enterprises of Menlo Park, CA.

ansi2knr.c is NOT covered by the above copyright and conditions, but instead

by the usual distribution terms of the Free Software Foundation; principally,

that you must include source code if you redistribute it.

(See the file ansi2knr.c for full details.)  However, since ansi2knr.c is

not needed as part of any program generated from the IJG code, this does not

limit you more than the foregoing paragraphs do.

 

The Unix configuration script "configure" was produced with GNU Autoconf.

It is copyright by the Free Software Foundation but is freely distributable.

The same holds for its supporting scripts (config.guess, config.sub,

ltconfig, ltmain.sh).  Another support script, install-sh, is copyright

by M.I.T. but is also freely distributable.

 

It appears that the arithmetic coding option of the JPEG spec is covered

by patents owned by IBM, AT&T, and Mitsubishi.

  Hence arithmetic coding

cannot legally be used without obtaining one or more licenses.  For this

reason, support for arithmetic coding has been removed from the free

JPEG software. (Since arithmetic coding provides only a marginal gain

over the unpatented Huffman mode, it is unlikely that very many

implementations will support it.) So far as we are aware, there are

no patent restrictions on the remaining code.

 

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files.

To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support

has been removed altogether, and the GIF writer has been simplified to

produce "uncompressed GIFs".  This technique does not use the LZW algorithm;

the resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all

standard GIF decoders.

 

We are required to state that "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is

the Copyright property of CompuServe Incorporated.  GIF(sm) is a

Service Mark property of CompuServe Incorporated."

 

</pre>

## Apache Xalan v2.7.2

 

### Apache Xalan Notice

<pre>
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==================================================================================

====

   ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of the Apache License, Version 2.0, ==

   ==  in this case for the Apache Xalan distribution.                                 ==

==================================================================================

====

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Specifically, we only include the XSLTC portion of the source from the Xalan distribution.

  The Xalan project has two processors: an interpretive one (Xalan Interpretive) and a

  compiled one (The XSLT Compiler (XSLTC)). We *only* use the XSLTC part of Xalan; We use

  the source from the packages that are part of the XSLTC sources.

 

  Portions of this software was originally based on the following:

 

    - software copyright (c) 1999-2002, Lotus Development Corporation.,

 http://www.lotus.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2001-2002, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2003, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Ovidiu Predescu (ovidiu@cup.hp.com) on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation and was originally developed at Hewlett Packard Company.

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control,

 are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made

 available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright

 owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare

 Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement,

 then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative

 Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement

 to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing

 the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including

 any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to

 in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

 

JLEX COPYRIGHT NOTICE, LICENSE AND DISCLAIMER.

Copyright 1996-2003 by Elliot Joel Berk and C. Scott Ananian

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty

disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of

the authors or their employers not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written

prior permission.

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability

 and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever

resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of

contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in

connection with the use or performance of this software.The portions of

JLex output which are hard-coded into the JLex source code are (naturally)

covered by this same license.

 

</pre>

## JRuby Joni v2.1.16

 

### MIT License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2017 JRuby Team

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,
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ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## GIFLIB v5.2.1

 

### GIFLIB License

```

 

The GIFLIB distribution is Copyright (c) 1997  Eric S. Raymond

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

https://sourceforge.net/p/giflib/code/ci/master/tree/openbsd-reallocarray.c

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Otto Moerbeek <otto@drijf.net>

SPDX-License-Identifier: MIT

## CUP Parser Generator for Java v 0.11b

 

### CUP Parser Generator License

 

```

Copyright 1996-2015 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian, Michael Petter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both

the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer

appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of the authors or
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their employers not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

 

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever

resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether

 in an action of

contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in

connection with the use or performance of this software.

```

---

```

This is an open source license. It is also GPL-Compatible (see entry for

"Standard ML of New Jersey"). The portions of CUP output which are hard-coded

into the CUP source code are (naturally) covered by this same license, as is

the CUP runtime code linked with the generated parser.

```

 

All images in this directory are copyright 1995 by Jeff Dinkins.

Unauthorized reproduction is prohibited.

 

For more information about Jeff's photographs, please see:

     http://www.theFixx.org/Jeff

## libpng v1.6.37

 

### libpng License

<pre>

 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2019 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

* Copyright (c) 2018-2019 Cosmin Truta.

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising
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from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of

 such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and

 are distributed according to the same

disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is
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   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20,

 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined

 as the following set of individuals:

 

   Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or
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implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright

 notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

 

</pre>

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

 you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also,

 for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

 distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included
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without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided

 that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to

 be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its
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 terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections

 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source

 code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.
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If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute

 the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically

 receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you,

 then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this
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section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make

 thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the

 terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS"
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 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How

 to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

    ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something

 other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following

 clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you
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   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module

 which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

## Apache Commons Byte Code Engineering Library (BCEL) Version 6.5.0

 

### Apache Commons BCEL Notice

<pre>

 

   Apache Commons BCEL

   Copyright 2004-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

   This product includes software developed at

   The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity.

 For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is

 included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any

 form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense,

 and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for

 that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution

 notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms

 and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE

 file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages
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 of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty

 or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

 IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>
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## Unicode Common Local Data Repository (CLDR) v33

 

### CLDR License

 

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the

directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

 

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT,

 AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2018 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission
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 notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

```

## Dynalink v.5

 

### Dynalink License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2013, Attila Szegedi

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL COPYRIGHT HOLDER

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,
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WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

The copyrights in this software and any visual or audio work distributed with

the software belong to Azul Systems, Inc. and those included in all other notice

files either listed in the readme file or contained in any other included notice

files with this distribution. All rights are reserved. Installation of this

software and any Azul software bundled with or derived from this software is

licensed only in accordance with these terms.

 

Provided you have not received the software directly from Azul and have already

agreed to the terms of a separate license agreement, by installing, using or

distributing this software you, on your own behalf and on behalf of your

employer or principal, agree to be bound by these terms. If you do not agree to

any of these terms, you may not use, copy, transmit, distribute nor install this

software.

 

The software is developed and owned by Azul and/or any of its affiliates,

subsidiaries or respective suppliers and licensors. The software also includes

certain

 software components and materials ("Open Source Materials") of third

parties ("Third Party Licensors") licensed under certain licenses ("Open Source

Licenses").

 

Nothing in this Agreement limits your rights under, or grants you rights that

supersede the terms and conditions of any applicable Open Source Licenses.

You must review the Open Source Licenses located at

http://www.azulsystems.com/license/zulu_third_party_licenses.html

to understand your rights under them. In the event that no such third party

license agreements exist, the restrictions contained in this Agreement shall

apply.

 

With respect to the Open Source Licenses the following shall apply:

 

 1) You hereby acknowledge and agree that you will be licensing any Open Source

 Materials directly from the applicable Third Party Licensors including the

 right to use such Third Party Materials in connection with the software

 

 2) In the event of any inconsistencies or conflicting provisions of the Open

 Source Licenses and the

 provisions of this Agreement, the provisions of the

 Open Source Licenses shall prevail.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY AZUL "AS-IS" AND WITHOUT EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL AZUL
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BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICE, LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION,

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

## Mesa 3-D Graphics Library v21.0.3

 

### Mesa License

 

```

Copyright (C) 1999-2007  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Attention, Contributors

 

When contributing to the Mesa project you must agree to the licensing terms

of the component to which you're contributing.

The following section lists the primary components of the Mesa distribution

and their respective licenses.

Mesa Component Licenses

 

 

 

Component         Location               License

------------------------------------------------------------------

Main Mesa code    src/mesa/              MIT

Device drivers    src/mesa/drivers/*     MIT, generally

 

Gallium code      src/gallium/           MIT
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Ext headers       GL/glext.h             Khronos

                 GL/glxext.h            Khronos

                 GL/wglext.h            Khronos

                 KHR/khrplatform.h      Khronos

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/GL/gl.h :

 

 

Mesa 3-D

 graphics library

 

Copyright (C) 1999-2006  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

Copyright (C) 2009  VMware, Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

 OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/GL/glext.h

include/GL/glxext.h

include/GL/wglxext.h :

 

 

Copyright (c) 2013 - 2018 The Khronos Group Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the
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"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/KHR/khrplatform.h :

 

Copyright (c) 2008 - 2018 The Khronos Group Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do

 so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

```
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## Mozilla Public Suffix List

 

### Public Suffix Notice

```

You are receiving a copy of the Mozilla Public Suffix List in the following

file: <java-home>/lib/security/public_suffix_list.dat. The terms of the

Oracle license do NOT apply to this file; it is licensed under the

Mozilla Public License 2.0, separately from the Oracle programs you receive.

If you do not wish to use the Public Suffix List, you may remove the

<java-home>/lib/security/public_suffix_list.dat file.

 

The Source Code of this file is available under the

Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0 and is located at

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/publicsuffix/list/3c213aab32b3c014f171b1673d4ce9b5cd72bf1c/public_suffix_li

st.dat.

If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, you can obtain one

at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

for the specific language governing rights and limitations

 under the License.

```

 

### MPL v2.0

```

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.
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1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered

 Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent

 claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU
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   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect,

 to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for

 each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.
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Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section

 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form
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All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms

 of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3.

 Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known

 factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms
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You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must:

 (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from

 a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to
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You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*

                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

* 

 essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

 character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *
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*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts

 of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License.

 Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a
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modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

  This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

```

## Little Color Management System (LCMS) v2.12

 

### LCMS License

<pre>

 

Little Color Management System

Copyright (c) 1998-2020 Marti Maria Saguer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software

is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
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all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO

THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## ASM Bytecode Manipulation Framework v6.0

 

### ASM License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 France Tlcom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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</pre>

 

1.360 spring-framework 4.3.24.RELEASE 
1.360.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/SpringVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/ErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/DefaultToStringStyler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CharacterToNumberFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/Deserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/StylerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/support/ConcurrentExecutorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/ConstantException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ClassRelativeResourceLoader.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/SmartClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-
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jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskRejectedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/FileSystemResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/NullSafeComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/InvertibleComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/MetadataReaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskTimeoutException.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/PathMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/CommonsLogWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/BooleanComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/DefaultValueStyler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/ParameterNameDiscoverer.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/SerializationFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/SimpleSaxErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/SyncTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/ExceptionDepthComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/SimpleTransformErrorListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToPropertiesConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/WritableResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/ComparableComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/InfrastructureProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToBooleanConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/ToStringStyler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/NumberToCharacterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskExecutor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/DescriptiveResource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConverterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/InstanceFilter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/CachingMetadataReaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/EnumToIntegerConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PropertiesLoaderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/OrderComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/DefaultPropertySourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AbstractAliasAwareAnnotationAttributeExtractor.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationAttributeExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/CommandLinePropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/DigestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/OrderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/RecursiveAnnotationAttributesVisitor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/support/TaskExecutorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/SocketUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/StringValueResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/IntegerToEnumConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/NumberToNumberConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/OverridingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/DefaultAnnotationAttributeExtractor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/PropertiesPersister.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/SynthesizingMethodParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/ConfigurableObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourceRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/ExponentialBackOff.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/StopWatch.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/FileSystemResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-
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jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractXMLReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConversionFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ProtocolResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/ConfigurablePropertyResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/DefaultPropertiesPersister.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/DecoratingProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/GenericConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/SuccessCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/TaskDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/Environment.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConverterNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/lang/UsesSunMisc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/SpringProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/DefaultResourceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/EncodedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PropertySourceFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/ToStringCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToObjectConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/MapAnnotationAttributeExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/NumberUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/FixedBackOff.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/FailureCallback.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/EnumToStringConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/MethodIntrospector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/AutoPopulatingList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/DecoratingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureCallback.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/ConversionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/VfsPatternUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/ParameterizedTypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureCallbackRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/AbstractEnvironment.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/AnnotationAttributesReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotatedElementUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/VfsUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/AttributeAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/SimpleCommandLinePropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/XMLEventStreamWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/JOptCommandLinePropertySource.java

*
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 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/XMLEventStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractXMLStreamReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/MethodParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/AttributeAccessorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/Property.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/AbstractFileResolvingResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/UpdateMessageDigestInputStream.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxEventHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/SimpleMetadataReaderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/support/ExecutorServiceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/LinkedCaseInsensitiveMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/MimeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationAwareOrderComparator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/PathResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractStaxXMLReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/ConcurrentReferenceHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/MultiValueMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxEventXMLReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/SpringFactoriesLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AnnotationTypeFilter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/DomContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/CollectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-
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jar/org/springframework/util/ReflectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/AbstractResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/VfsResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/GenericTypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PathMatchingResourcePatternResolver.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/ConfigurableEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/SerializableTypeWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/MimeTypeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/LocalizedResourceHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/FastByteArrayOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/SimpleAliasRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
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* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ClassWriter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ModuleWriter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/CurrentFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/ModuleVisitor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Item.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-
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jar/org/springframework/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/Handle.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/StandardEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/DomUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/AsyncListenableTaskExecutor.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/SystemPropertyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/SimpleMetadataReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/AsyncTaskExecutor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2013 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*
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* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/TypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/TypePath.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/MapToMapConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToObjectConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/lang/UsesJava7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/lang/UsesJava8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/XmlValidationModeDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourceArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AssignableTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/CustomizableThreadCreator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/RecursiveAnnotationArrayVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AbstractClassTestingTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/BackOffExecution.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/ExceptionTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxStreamHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ZoneIdToTimeZoneConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/lang/UsesSunHttpServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ZonedDateTimeToCalendarConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/SpringCglibInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-
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jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConversionServiceFactory.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/SerializationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToStringConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/Log4jConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConditionalConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/MapPropertySource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/backoff/BackOff.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AspectJTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertiesPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/CompositeIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/PropertiesToStringConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/IdToEntityConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCollectionConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ArrayToArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/cglib/core/SpringNamingPolicy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/SimpleCommandLineArgsParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/CommandLineArgs.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConvertingPropertyEditorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConfigurableConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertySources.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/LinkedMultiValueMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/PatternMatchUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/StringUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/TypeDescriptor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/ResolvableType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ConversionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourcePatternUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/AbstractTypeHierarchyTraversingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/ObjectUtils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/BridgeMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/CollectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/TransformerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/ClassUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/asm/SpringAsmInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/CompositePropertySource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToEnumConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-
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jar/org/springframework/core/env/EnvironmentCapable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedExceptionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/AnnotationReadingVisitorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/Order.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/FileCopyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/Base64Utils.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/TypeUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/AbstractPropertyResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/ClassMetadataReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/FileSystemUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/PrioritizedParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/CompletableToListenableFutureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConvertingComparator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/MutablePropertySources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToArrayConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/AntPathMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/MethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/GenericCollectionTypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/ResolvableTypeProvider.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/StandardClassMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/ErrorCoded.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/SettableListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxStreamXMLReader.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/CompoundComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedCheckedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/AbstractStaxHandler.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/StandardReflectionParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToNumberConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ObjectToOptionalConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/MissingRequiredPropertiesException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/Conventions.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/InputStreamSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/WeakReferenceMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/ClassMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/CollectionToObjectConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/NestedRuntimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/ReadOnlySystemAttributesMap.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/LocalVariableTableParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/MethodMetadataReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/Assert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/ResourceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/PropertiesLoaderSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-
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jar/org/springframework/core/type/StandardAnnotationMetadata.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/UrlResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/AbstractConditionalEnumConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCharacterConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ClassPathResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/ByteBufferConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/StaxResult.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/task/SimpleAsyncTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/DefaultConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/ConcurrencyThrottleSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ResourceEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/FutureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/MethodClassKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/PropertyPlaceholderHelper.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/AbstractRecursiveAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/StreamUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ByteArrayResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/ControlFlowFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/Resource.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-
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jar/org/springframework/util/InvalidMimeTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/ControlFlow.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/NamedThreadLocal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/NamedInheritableThreadLocal.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*	  https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/PropertySourcesPropertyResolver.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/MetadataReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/SynthesizedAnnotation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/AnnotatedTypeMetadata.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/AnnotationMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-
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jar/org/springframework/core/AliasRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StreamConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/SynthesizedAnnotationInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/ConditionalGenericConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/objenesis/SpringObjenesis.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/DeserializingConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToLocaleConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/classreading/AnnotationMetadataReadingVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/converter/GenericConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/JdkVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/SimpleIdGenerator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/SystemEnvironmentPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/DefaultParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToTimeZoneConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/SerializingConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/IdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourcePropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/FallbackObjectToStringConverter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/comparator/InstanceComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCharsetConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/ResizableByteArrayOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/Ordered.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/support/SerializationDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/PriorityOrdered.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/env/EnumerablePropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/InputStreamResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/xml/SimpleNamespaceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AliasFor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToCurrencyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/DefaultSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/JdkIdGenerator.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/serializer/DefaultDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/convert/support/StringToUUIDConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/annotation/AnnotationConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/StandardMethodMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/util/AlternativeJdkIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/MethodMetadata.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/style/ValueStyler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/ContextResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/TypeFilter.java

*

 /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/type/filter/RegexPatternTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1826512129_1697763028.9835646/0/spring-core-4-3-24-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/core/io/support/ResourcePatternResolver.java

 

1.361 tomcat 9.0.62 
1.361.1 Available under license : 

Apache Tomcat Native Library

Copyright 2002-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This software contains code derived from netty-native

developed by the Netty project

(http://netty.io, https://github.com/netty/netty-tcnative/)

and from finagle-native developed at Twitter

(https://github.com/twitter/finagle).

 

This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)

 

This product includes cryptographic software written by

Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

 

This product includes software written by

Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)

Apache Commons Daemon

Copyright 1999-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache Tomcat JDBC Pool

Copyright 2008-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at
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The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache Tomcat Native Library

Copyright 2002-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This software contains code derived from netty-native

developed by the Netty project

(http://netty.io, https://github.com/netty/netty-tcnative/)

and from finagle-native developed at Twitter

(https://github.com/twitter/finagle).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices

and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

For the following XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd
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- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

 - web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

- javaee_8.xsd

- web-app_4_0.xsd

- web-common_4_0.xsd

- web-fragment_4_0.xsd

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes

       to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software,

       prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

       Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications,

       or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files

       containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source

       Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes

       Original Software available

 under this License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions

       thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent

       possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently

       acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the
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       following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

          modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

          or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

          previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under

          the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable

 form of

        computer software code that is originally released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

        acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus

        claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in

        which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included

        in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising

        rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For

        legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled

        by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

        definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

        the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

        otherwise, or (b) ownership of more

 than fifty percent (50%) of the

        outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to

     third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby

     grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

           portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of

           a Larger Work; and
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       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

           Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

           offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

           (or portions thereof).

 

        (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the

           date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

           License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for

           infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

           Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with

           other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third

   party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a

   world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,

            perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such

           Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,

           with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

           Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

           Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

           combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

           otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

           portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

           that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on

           the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

            Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

           Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party

           modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of

           Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

           as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under
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           Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

           Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in

     Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that

     Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

     You must include a copy of this License

 with every copy of the Source Code

     form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available.

     You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

     as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

     reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

     exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed

     by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your

     Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient

     rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies

     You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter

     any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

     Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive

 text giving

     attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source

     Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License

     or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to

     charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to

     one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on

     Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any

     Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

     support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and

     You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor

     for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as

     a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5.

 Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the

     terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice,
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     which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are

     in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

     Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient.s rights

     in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You

     distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different

     license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

     from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer

     or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

     every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

     such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You

 may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code

     not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work

     as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements

     of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish

     revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each

     version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided

     in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to

     modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered

     Software available under the terms of the version of the License under

     which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

     Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

 prohibiting it from

     being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version

     of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

     available under the terms of the version of the License under which You

     originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose

     to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under

     the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the

     license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for

     Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this

     License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

     name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from

     this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains

     terms which differ from this License.
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5. DISCLAIMER

 OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

  WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

  MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK

  AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD

  ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL

  DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

  SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

  ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED

  HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

          automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

          cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

 

         Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

          termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

          judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the

          Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim

          is referred to as .Participant.) alleging that the Participant

          Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

          Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the

          Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

          any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such

          Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not

          the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2

          of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate

         

 prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

          notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your

          claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

          Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement

          with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end

          user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

          distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

          granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
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  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY

  OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF

  ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

  INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,

  COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

  LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR

  DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

  APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

  EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

  EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48

  C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as

  that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial

  computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

  (Sept. 1995). Consistent

 with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

  through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

  Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

  clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or

  provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this

  License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

  specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the

  extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

  jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this

  License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located

 in the

  jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original

  Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

  limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The

  application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

  International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation

  which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

  the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are
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  responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

  regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other

  countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered

  Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible

  for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its

  utilization of rights under this License

 and You agree to work with Initial

  Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

  basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any

  admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

  LICENSE (CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State

  of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating

  to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of

  the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of

  California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Apache Standard Taglib Specification API

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2022 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

This software contains code derived from netty-native

developed by the Netty project

(https://netty.io, https://github.com/netty/netty-tcnative/)

and from finagle-native developed at Twitter

(https://github.com/twitter/finagle).

 

This software contains code derived from jgroups-kubernetes

developed by the JGroups project (http://www.jgroups.org/).

 

The Windows Installer is built with the Nullsoft

Scriptable Install System (NSIS), which is

open source software.  The original software and

related information is available at

http://nsis.sourceforge.net.

 

Java compilation software for JSP pages is provided by the Eclipse

JDT Core Batch Compiler component, which is open source software.

The original software and related information is available at

https://www.eclipse.org/jdt/core/.

 

org.apache.tomcat.util.json.JSONParser.jj is

 a public domain javacc grammar

for JSON written by Robert Fischer.

https://github.com/RobertFischer/json-parser

 

For portions of the Tomcat JNI OpenSSL API and the OpenSSL JSSE integration

The org.apache.tomcat.jni and the org.apache.tomcat.net.openssl packages

are derivative work originating from the Netty project and the finagle-native

project developed at Twitter

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

* Copyright 2014 Twitter

 

For portions of the Tomcat cloud support

The org.apache.catalina.tribes.membership.cloud package contains derivative

work originating from the jgroups project.

https://github.com/jgroups-extras/jgroups-kubernetes

Copyright 2002-2018 Red Hat Inc.

 

The original XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:
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- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

 - javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

- web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

- javaee_8.xsd

- web-app_4_0.xsd

- web-common_4_0.xsd

- web-fragment_4_0.xsd

 

may be obtained from:

http://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/jsc/xml/ns/javaee/index.html

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License,

 each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

For OpenSSL:

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============
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 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a double license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2018 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

 *

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
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* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY

 OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

 * Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
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*    must display the following acknowledgement:

 *    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER

 CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The original XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd
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- web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

- javaee_8.xsd

- web-app_4_0.xsd

- web-common_4_0.xsd

- web-fragment_4_0.xsd

 

may be obtained from:

http://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/jsc/xml/ns/javaee/index.html

 

Apache Standard Taglib Implementation

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership

 of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial

 revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute

 copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding

 those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the

 content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct,

 indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices

and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

For the Eclipse JDT Core Batch Compiler (ecj-x.x.x.jar) component:

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and

 documentation

distributed under this Agreement, and

 

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

i) changes to the Program, and

 

ii) additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not

derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are
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necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient"

 means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such

derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed

Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.

This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered

 by the

Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to

its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to

Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of

intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.

For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to

distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents

 that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright

rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in

this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its
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own license agreement, provided that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and

non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

 

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by

that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

iv) states that source code for

 the Program is available from such Contributor,

and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not

 create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal
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actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor

to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related

 settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT,

 MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of

rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs

of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,

programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

 THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL
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If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under

Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such

 noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and

survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation

may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a

distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions)

 may always

be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions)

under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)

above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of

any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under

this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.
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For the Windows Installer component:

 

   * All NSIS source code, plug-ins, documentation,

 examples, header files and

      graphics, with the exception of the compression modules and where

      otherwise noted, are licensed under the zlib/libpng license.

   * The zlib compression module for NSIS is licensed under the zlib/libpng

      license.

   * The bzip2 compression module for NSIS is licensed under the bzip2 license.

   * The lzma compression module for NSIS is licensed under the Common Public

      License version 1.0.

 

zlib/libpng license

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In

no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of

this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including

commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to

the following restrictions:

 

  1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim

      that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a

      product,

 an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

      appreciated but is not required.

  2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

      misrepresented as being the original software.

  3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

bzip2 license

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim

      that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a

      product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

      appreciated but is not required.

  3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

      misrepresented as being the original

 software.

  4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

      derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, Cambridge, UK.

 

jseward@acm.org

Common Public License version 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS

 OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

distributed under this Agreement, and b) in the case of each subsequent

Contributor:

 

i) changes to the Program, and

 

ii) additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not

derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed

 Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.
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"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such

derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed

Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor,

 if any, in source code and object code form.

This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to

its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to

Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of

intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual

 property rights needed, if any.

For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to

distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright

rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in

this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and
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b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and

non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

 

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including

 direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by

that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor,

and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

 with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses
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relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement.

 In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in

any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5.

 NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of

rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,

programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER

 CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such
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provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to

a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient

under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In

addition, if Recipient institutes

 patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program

itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under

Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and

survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid

 inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve

as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the

Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement

under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement

is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its

Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections

2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the

intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly,

 by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

Special exception for LZMA compression module
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Igor Pavlov and Amir Szekely, the authors of the LZMA compression module for

NSIS, expressly permit you to statically or dynamically link your code (or bind

by name) to the files from the LZMA compression module for NSIS without

subjecting your linked code to the terms of the Common Public license version

1.0. Any modifications or additions to files from the LZMA compression module

for NSIS, however, are subject to the terms of the Common Public License version

1.0.

 

 

For the following XML

 Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

- web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

- javaee_8.xsd

- web-app_4_0.xsd

- web-common_4_0.xsd

- web-fragment_4_0.xsd

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes

       to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software,

       prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

       Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original

 Software, or (b) Modifications,

       or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files
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       containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source

       Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes

       Original Software available under this License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions

       thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent

       possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently

       acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the

       following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

          modification

 of the contents of a file containing Original Software

          or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

          previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under

          the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of

        computer software code that is originally released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

        acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus

        claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in

        which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included

        in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising

        rights under, and complying with all

 of the terms of, this License. For

        legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled

        by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

        definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause
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        the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

        otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

        outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to

     third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby

     grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software

 (or

           portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of

           a Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

           Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

           offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

           (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the

           date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

           License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for

           infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

           Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with

           other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third

   party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a

   world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such

           Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,

           with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

           Larger Work; and
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       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

           Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

           combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

           otherwise dispose of:

 (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

           portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

           that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on

           the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

           Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party

           modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of

           Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

           as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

           Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

           Modifications

 made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in

     Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that

     Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

     You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code

     form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available.

     You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

     as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

     reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

     exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed

     by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your

     Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have

 sufficient

     rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies

     You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter

     any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered
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     Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

     attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source

     Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License

     or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to

     charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to

     one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on

     Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any

     Contributor.

 You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

     support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and

     You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor

     for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as

     a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the

     terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice,

     which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are

     in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

     Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient.s rights

     in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You

     distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different

     license, You must

 make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

     from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer

     or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

     every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

     such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code

     not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work

     as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements

     of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish

     revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each

     version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided

     in Section 4.3, no one other

 than the license steward has the right to

     modify this License.
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     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered

     Software available under the terms of the version of the License under

     which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

     Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from

     being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version

     of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

     available under the terms of the version of the License under which You

     originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose

     to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under

     the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the

     license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

 license for

     Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this

     License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

     name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from

     this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains

     terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

  WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

  MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK

  AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD

  ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL

  DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

  SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY

 CONSTITUTES AN

  ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED

  HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

          automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

          cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

          Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

          termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

          judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the

          Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim

          is referred to as .Participant.) alleging that the Participant
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          Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

          Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the

          Initial

 Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

          any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such

          Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not

          the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2

          of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate

          prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

          notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your

          claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

          Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement

          with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end

          user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

          distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

          granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7.

 LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY

  OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF

  ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

  INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,

  COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

  LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR

  DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

  APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

  EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

  EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION

 MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48

  C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as

  that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial

  computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

  (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

  through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

  Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

  clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or

  provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this
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  License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary

 to make it

  enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

  specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the

  extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

  jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this

  License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

  jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original

  Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

  limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The

  application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

  International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation

  which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

  the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are

  responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

   regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other

  countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered

  Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible

  for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its

  utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial

  Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

  basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any

  admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

  LICENSE (CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State

  of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating

  to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of

  the Northern District of California and the state

 courts of the State of

  California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

 

1.362 wrapper 3.2.3 
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1.362.1 Available under license : 
The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2015 Vinta Software

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

 OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.363 openjdk-jre 11.0.18u10 
1.363.1 Available under license : 

## c-libutl 20160225

 

### c-libutl License

```

 

This software is distributed under the terms of the BSD license.

 

==  BSD LICENSE  ===============================================================

 

(C) 2009 by Remo Dentato (rdentato@gmail.com)

 

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

 

```

## Apache Xerces v2.12.2

 

### Apache Xerces Notice

<pre>

   =========================================================================

   == NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,    ==

   == Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces Java distribution.  ==

   =========================================================================

  

   Apache Xerces Java

   Copyright 1999-2022 The Apache Software Foundation

 

   This product includes software developed at

   The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

   Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

   - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

   - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

   - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

   Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

   software copyright (c) 1999.

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

     

                        Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.
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  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean

 an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work

 of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work,

 but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make,

 have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients

 of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and
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  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with

 the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any

 Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of

 TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such

 damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should

 be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

## The Unicode Standard, Unicode Character Database, Version 10.0.0

 

### Unicode Character Database

 

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the

directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

 

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU

 UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2018 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b)

 this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

```

## JLine v3.20.0

 

### JLine License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2018, the original author or authors.

All rights reserved.

 

https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## Pako v1.0

 

### Pako License

<pre>

Copyright (C) 2014-2017 by Vitaly Puzrin and Andrei Tuputcyn

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
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 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

(C) 1995-2013 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

(C) 2014-2017 Vitaly Puzrin and Andrey Tupitsin

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any

 source distribution.

 

</pre>

## Mozilla Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)

 

### Mozilla ECC Notice

 

This notice is provided with respect to Elliptic Curve Cryptography,

which is included with JRE, JDK, and OpenJDK.

 

You are receiving a

[copy](http://hg.openjdk.java.net/jdk9/jdk9/jdk/file/tip/src/jdk.crypto.ec/share/native/libsunec/impl)

of the Elliptic Curve Cryptography library in source

form with the JDK and OpenJDK source distributions, and as object code in

the JRE & JDK runtimes.

<pre>

In the case of the JRE & JDK runtimes, the terms of the Oracle license do

NOT apply to the Elliptic Curve Cryptography library; it is licensed under the

following license, separately from Oracle's JDK & JRE.  If you do not wish to

install the Elliptic Curve Cryptography library, you may delete the

Elliptic Curve Cryptography library:

  - On Solaris and Linux systems: delete $(JAVA_HOME)/lib/libsunec.so

  - On Mac OSX systems: delete $(JAVA_HOME)/lib/libsunec.dylib

  - On Windows systems: delete $(JAVA_HOME)\bin\sunec.dll

 

</pre>
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###

 Written Offer for Source Code

<pre>

 

For third party technology that you receive from Oracle in binary form

which is licensed under an open source license that gives you the right

to receive the source code for that binary, you can obtain a copy of

the applicable source code from this page:

   http://hg.openjdk.java.net/jdk9/jdk9/jdk/file/tip/src/jdk.crypto.ec/share/native/libsunec/impl

 

If the source code for the technology was not provided to you with the

binary, you can also receive a copy of the source code on physical

media by submitting a written request to:

 

  Oracle America, Inc.

  Attn: Associate General Counsel,

  Development and Engineering Legal

  500 Oracle Parkway, 10th Floor

  Redwood Shores, CA 94065

 

Or, you may send an email to Oracle using the form at:

 

http://www.oracle.com/goto/opensourcecode/request

 

Your request should include:

 

 - The name of the component or binary file(s) for which you are requesting the source code

 

 - The name and version

 number of the Oracle product containing the binary

 

 - The date you received the Oracle product

 

 - Your name

 

 - Your company name (if applicable)

 

 - Your return mailing address and email and

 

 - A telephone number in the event we need to reach you.

 

We may charge you a fee to cover the cost of physical media and processing.

Your request must be sent (i) within three (3) years of the date you

received the Oracle product that included the component or binary

file(s) that are the subject of your request, or (ii) in the case of

code licensed under the GPL v3, for as long as Oracle offers spare

parts or customer support for that product model.
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</pre>

 

### LGPL 2.1

<pre>

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document,

 but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not

 price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
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you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library

 after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must

 be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public

 License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain
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special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs

 enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed

 under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
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straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface

 definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a

 fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
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   in

 the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole

 must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary

 GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source

 code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even

 though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
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 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to

 produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work

 that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

 

  specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.
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   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary

 libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by
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modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute

 the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

 of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through

 any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version

 number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT

 PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
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LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE

 WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can

 redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims
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 all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

</pre>

## xwd v1.0.7

 

### xwd utility

<pre>

 

This is the copyright for the files in src/java.desktop/unix/native/libawt_xawt:

list.h, multiVis.h, wsutils.h, list.c, multiVis.c

 

Copyright 1994 Hewlett-Packard Co.

Copyright 1996, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

 

</pre>

## IAIK (Institute for Applied Information Processing and Communication) PKCS#11 wrapper files v1

 

### IAIK License

<pre>
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Copyright (c) 2002 Graz University of Technology. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

  include the following acknowledgment:

 

  "This product includes software developed by IAIK of Graz University of

   Technology."

 

  Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and

  wherever such third-party

 acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Graz University of Technology" and "IAIK of Graz University of

  Technology" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

  software without prior written permission.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "IAIK PKCS Wrapper",

  nor may "IAIK" appear in their name, without prior written permission of

  Graz University of Technology.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## The FreeType Project: Freetype v2.12.1

 

 

### FreeType Notice
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```

FreeType comes with two licenses from which you can choose the one

which fits your needs best.

 

   The FreeType License (FTL) is the most commonly used one. It is

   a BSD-style license with a credit clause and thus compatible with

   the GNU Public License (GPL) version 3, but not with the

   GPL version 2.

 

   The GNU General Public License (GPL), version 2. Use it for all

   projects which use the GPLv2 also, or which need a license

   compatible to the GPLv2.

 

```

 

### FreeType License

```

 

Copyright (C) 1996-2022 by David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.

Copyright (C) 2007-2022 by Dereg Clegg and Michael Toftdal.

Copyright (C) 1996-2022 by Just van Rossum, David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.

Copyright (C) 2004-2022 by Masatake YAMATO and Redhat K.K.

Copyright (C) 2007-2022 by Derek Clegg and Michael Toftdal.

Copyright (C) 2007-2022 by David Turner.

Copyright (C) 2022 by David Turner,

 Robert Wilhelm, Werner Lemberg, and Moazin Khatti.

Copyright (C) 2007-2022 by Rahul Bhalerao <rahul.bhalerao@redhat.com>, <b.rahul.pm@gmail.com>.

Copyright (C) 2008-2022 by David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, Werner Lemberg, and suzuki toshiya.

Copyright (C) 2019-2022 by Nikhil Ramakrishnan, David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.

Copyright (C) 2009-2022 by Oran Agra and Mickey Gabel.

Copyright (C) 2004-2022 by David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, Werner Lemberg, and George Williams.

Copyright (C) 2004-2022 by Masatake YAMATO, Red Hat K.K.,

Copyright (C) 2003-2022 by Masatake YAMATO, Redhat K.K.,

Copyright (C) 2013-2022 by Google, Inc.

Copyright (C) 2018-2022 by David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, Dominik Rttsches, and Werner Lemberg.

Copyright (C) 2005-2022 by David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.

Copyright 2013 by Google, Inc.

 

 

                  The FreeType Project LICENSE

                   ----------------------------

 

                           2006-Jan-27

 

           

        Copyright 1996-2002, 2006 by

         David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg
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Introduction

============

 

 The FreeType  Project is distributed in  several archive packages;

 some of them may contain, in addition to the FreeType font engine,

 various tools and  contributions which rely on, or  relate to, the

 FreeType Project.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files found  in such  packages, and

 which do not  fall under their own explicit  license.  The license

 affects  thus  the  FreeType   font  engine,  the  test  programs,

 documentation and makefiles, at the very least.

 

 This  license   was  inspired  by  the  BSD,   Artistic,  and  IJG

 (Independent JPEG  Group) licenses, which  all encourage inclusion

 and  use of  free  software in  commercial  and freeware  products

 alike.  As a consequence, its main points are that:

 

   o We don't promise that this software works. However, we will be

     interested in any kind of bug reports. (`as is' distribution)

 

    o You can  use this software for whatever you  want, in parts or

     full form, without having to pay us. (`royalty-free' usage)

 

   o You may not pretend that  you wrote this software.  If you use

     it, or  only parts of it,  in a program,  you must acknowledge

     somewhere  in  your  documentation  that  you  have  used  the

     FreeType code. (`credits')

 

 We  specifically  permit  and  encourage  the  inclusion  of  this

 software, with  or without modifications,  in commercial products.

 We  disclaim  all warranties  covering  The  FreeType Project  and

 assume no liability related to The FreeType Project.

 

 

 Finally,  many  people  asked  us  for  a  preferred  form  for  a

 credit/disclaimer to use in compliance with this license.  We thus

 encourage you to use the following text:

 

  """

   Portions of this software are copyright  <year> The FreeType

   Project (www.freetype.org).  All rights reserved.

  """

 

 Please replace <year> with the
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 value from the FreeType version you

 actually use.

 

 

Legal Terms

===========

 

0. Definitions

--------------

 

 Throughout this license,  the terms `package', `FreeType Project',

 and  `FreeType  archive' refer  to  the  set  of files  originally

 distributed  by the  authors  (David Turner,  Robert Wilhelm,  and

 Werner Lemberg) as the `FreeType Project', be they named as alpha,

 beta or final release.

 

 `You' refers to  the licensee, or person using  the project, where

 `using' is a generic term including compiling the project's source

 code as  well as linking it  to form a  `program' or `executable'.

 This  program is  referred to  as  `a program  using the  FreeType

 engine'.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files distributed  in  the original

 FreeType  Project,   including  all  source   code,  binaries  and

 documentation,  unless  otherwise  stated   in  the  file  in  its

 original, unmodified form as  distributed in the original archive.

 If you are  unsure whether

 or not a particular  file is covered by

 this license, you must contact us to verify this.

 

 The FreeType  Project is copyright (C) 1996-2000  by David Turner,

 Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.  All rights reserved except as

 specified below.

 

1. No Warranty

--------------

 

 THE FREETYPE PROJECT  IS PROVIDED `AS IS' WITHOUT  WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EITHER  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,  INCLUDING, BUT NOT  LIMITED TO,

 WARRANTIES  OF  MERCHANTABILITY   AND  FITNESS  FOR  A  PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  IN NO EVENT WILL ANY OF THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE  FOR ANY DAMAGES CAUSED  BY THE USE OR  THE INABILITY TO

 USE, OF THE FREETYPE PROJECT.

 

2. Redistribution

-----------------

 

 This  license  grants  a  worldwide, royalty-free,  perpetual  and
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 irrevocable right  and license to use,  execute, perform, compile,

 display,  copy,   create  derivative  works   of,  distribute  and

 sublicense the  FreeType Project (in  both source and  object code

 forms)  and  derivative

 works  thereof  for  any  purpose; and  to

 authorize others  to exercise  some or all  of the  rights granted

 herein, subject to the following conditions:

 

   o Redistribution of  source code  must retain this  license file

     (`FTL.TXT') unaltered; any  additions, deletions or changes to

     the original  files must be clearly  indicated in accompanying

     documentation.   The  copyright   notices  of  the  unaltered,

     original  files must  be  preserved in  all  copies of  source

     files.

 

   o Redistribution in binary form must provide a  disclaimer  that

     states  that  the software is based in part of the work of the

     FreeType Team,  in  the  distribution  documentation.  We also

     encourage you to put an URL to the FreeType web page  in  your

     documentation, though this isn't mandatory.

 

 These conditions  apply to any  software derived from or  based on

 the FreeType Project,  not just the unmodified files.   If you use

 our work,

 you  must acknowledge us.  However, no  fee need be paid

 to us.

 

3. Advertising

--------------

 

 Neither the  FreeType authors and  contributors nor you  shall use

 the name of the  other for commercial, advertising, or promotional

 purposes without specific prior written permission.

 

 We suggest,  but do not require, that  you use one or  more of the

 following phrases to refer  to this software in your documentation

 or advertising  materials: `FreeType Project',  `FreeType Engine',

 `FreeType library', or `FreeType Distribution'.

 

 As  you have  not signed  this license,  you are  not  required to

 accept  it.   However,  as  the FreeType  Project  is  copyrighted

 material, only  this license, or  another one contracted  with the

 authors, grants you  the right to use, distribute,  and modify it.

 Therefore,  by  using,  distributing,  or modifying  the  FreeType

 Project, you indicate that you understand and accept all the terms

 of this license.

 

4. Contacts
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-----------

 

  There are two mailing lists related to FreeType:

 

   o freetype@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses general use and applications of FreeType, as well as

     future and  wanted additions to the  library and distribution.

     If  you are looking  for support,  start in  this list  if you

     haven't found anything to help you in the documentation.

 

   o freetype-devel@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses bugs,  as well  as engine internals,  design issues,

     specific licenses, porting, etc.

 

 Our home page can be found at

 

   http://www.freetype.org

 

```

 

### GPL v2

 

```

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.

  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
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have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

 surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally,

 any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
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 into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical

 act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate

 copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each

 and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid

 for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However,
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 as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses

 terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

  7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply

 in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical

 distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other
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 free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE

 COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the

 following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to

 the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample;

 alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.
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```

 

### Additional Freetype Attributions

```

 

---------------------------------

The below license applies to the following files:

libfreetype/src/psaux/psarrst.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/psarrst.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psblues.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/psblues.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/pserror.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/pserror.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psfixed.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psfont.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/psfont.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psft.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/psft.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psglue.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/pshints.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/pshints.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psintrp.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/psintrp.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psread.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/psread.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/psstack.c

libfreetype/src/psaux/psstack.h

libfreetype/src/psaux/pstypes.h

 

Copyright

 2006-2014 Adobe Systems Incorporated.

 

This software, and all works of authorship, whether in source or

object code form as indicated by the copyright notice(s) included

herein (collectively, the "Work") is made available, and may only be

used, modified, and distributed under the FreeType Project License,

LICENSE.TXT.  Additionally, subject to the terms and conditions of the

FreeType Project License, each contributor to the Work hereby grants

to any individual or legal entity exercising permissions granted by

the FreeType Project License and this section (hereafter, "You" or

"Your") a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive,

 no-charge,

royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent

license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and

otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those

patent claims licensable by such contributor that are necessarily

infringed by their contribution(s) alone or by combination of their

contribution(s) with the Work to which such contribution(s) was
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submitted.  If You institute patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

the Work or a contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes

direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of

the date such litigation is filed.

 

By using, modifying, or distributing the Work you indicate that you

have read and understood the terms and conditions of the

FreeType Project License as well as those provided in this section,

and you accept

 them fully.

 

 

```

 

### MIT License

```

 

---------------------------------

The below license applies to the following files:

libfreetype/include/freetype/internal/fthash.h

libfreetype/src/base/fthash.c

 

Copyright 2000 Computing Research Labs, New Mexico State University

Copyright 2001-2015

 

 Francesco Zappa Nardelli

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE COMPUTING RESEARCH LAB OR NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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```

## Harfbuzz v4.4.1

 

### Harfbuzz License

 

https://github.com/harfbuzz/harfbuzz/blob/4.4.1/COPYING

 

<pre>

 

HarfBuzz is licensed under the so-called "Old MIT" license.  Details follow.

For parts of HarfBuzz that are licensed under different licenses see individual

files names COPYING in subdirectories where applicable.

 

Copyright  2010-2022  Google, Inc.

Copyright  2018-2020  Ebrahim Byagowi

Copyright  2019-2020  Facebook, Inc.

Copyright  2012-2015  Mozilla Foundation.

Copyright  2011  Codethink Limited

Copyright  2008-2010  Nokia Corporation and/or its subsidiary(-ies)

Copyright  2009  Keith Stribley

Copyright  2009  Martin Hosken and SIL International

Copyright  2007  Chris Wilson

Copyright  2005-2022 Behdad Esfahbod

Copyright  2005  David Turner

Copyright  2004-2013  Red Hat, Inc.

Copyright  1998-2004  David Turner and Werner Lemberg

Copyright  2016  Elie Roux <elie.roux@telecom-bretagne.eu>

Copyright  2018-2019 Adobe Inc.

Copyright  2018  Khaled Hosny

Copyright  2016  Igalia S.L.

 

For

 full copyright notices consult the individual files in the package.

 

 

Permission is hereby granted, without written agreement and without

license or royalty fees, to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that the

above copyright notice and the following two paragraphs appear in

all copies of this software.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR

DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN

IF THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.
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THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS

ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER HAS NO OBLIGATION TO

PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

 

All source

 code, except for one section, is licensed as above. The one

exception is licensed with a slightly different MIT variant:

The contents of this directory are licensed under the following terms:

 

---------------------------------

The below license applies to the following files:

libharfbuzz/hb-ucd.cc

 

Copyright (C) 2012 Grigori Goronzy <greg@kinoho.net>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## PC/SC Lite v1.9.5

 

### PC/SC Lite License

<pre>

 

The main parts of the code are using the BSD-like licence bellow:

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2003 David Corcoran <corcoran@linuxnet.com>

Copyright (c) 2001-2011 Ludovic Rousseau <ludovic.rousseau@free.fr>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
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following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

Changes to this license can be made only by the copyright author with explicit written consent.

 

THIS

 SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Some source code files are using other licences. See the [COPYING](https://salsa.debian.org/rousseau/PCSC/-

/blob/master/COPYING) file for details.

 

</pre>

## JSZip v3.7.1

 

JSZip is dual licensed. You may use it under the MIT license *or* the GPLv3

license.

 

### The MIT License

```

Copyright (c) 2009-2016 Stuart Knightley, David Duponchel, Franz Buchinger, Antnio Afonso

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS

 OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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```

 

### GPL version 3

```

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its

 users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must

 pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License
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giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such

 abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the

 GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.
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 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making

 available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A

 "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.
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 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means

 all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted

 under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under

 your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.
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 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users,

 your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent

 notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7
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   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not

 make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source

 fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This
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   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially,

 and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

 

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer

 product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because
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modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source

 conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special

 password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate

 copyright permission.
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 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification

 of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files,

 a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.
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 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover,

 your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other

 than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.
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 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under

 the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether

 already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make

 such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.
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 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with

 a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent

 license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that

 obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the

 present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of

 your choosing to follow a

later version.
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 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

```

## Double-conversion v1.1.5

 

### Double-conversion License

 

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/google/double-conversion/master/LICENSE

 

<pre>

 

Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:
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* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

 disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

 with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

 from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

## jQuery UI v1.12.1

 

### jQuery UI License

```

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/jquery-ui

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
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included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample

code is defined as all source code contained within the demos directory.

 

CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

```

## jQuery v3.6.0

 

### jQuery License

```

jQuery v 3.6.0

Copyright OpenJS Foundation and other contributors, https://openjsf.org/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
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LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

 IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

******************************************

 

The jQuery JavaScript Library v3.6.0 also includes Sizzle.js

 

Sizzle.js includes the following license:

 

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/sizzle

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons

 to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.
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*********************

 

```

## Eastman Kodak Company: Portions of color management and imaging software

 

### Eastman Kodak Notice

<pre>

Portions Copyright Eastman Kodak Company 1991-2003

</pre>

## Thai Dictionary

 

### Thai Dictionary License

<pre>

 

Copyright (C) 1982 The Royal Institute, Thai Royal Government.

 

Copyright (C) 1998 National Electronics and Computer Technology Center,

National Science and Technology Development Agency,

Ministry of Science Technology and Environment,

Thai Royal Government.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

 OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## Apache Santuario v2.3.0

 

### Apache Santuario Notice

<pre>

 

 Apache Santuario - XML Security for Java
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 Copyright 1999-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 It was originally based on software copyright (c) 2001, Institute for

 Data Communications Systems, <http://www.nue.et-inf.uni-siegen.de/>.

 

 The development of this software was partly funded by the European

 Commission in the <WebSig> project in the ISIS Programme.

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity

 authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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  not limited to compiled object

 code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

   submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this

 License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

 

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that

 do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from

 the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.
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  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not

 grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless

 required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on

 behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except

 in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

</pre>

                      ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT LICENSING

 

Certain files distributed by Oracle America, Inc. and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPLv2,

based on the GNU Project exception for its Classpath libraries, known as the

GNU Classpath Exception.

 

Note that Oracle includes multiple, independent programs in this software

package.  Some of those programs are provided under licenses deemed

incompatible with the GPLv2 by the Free Software Foundation and others.

For example, the package includes programs licensed under the Apache
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License, Version 2.0 and may include FreeType. Such programs are licensed

to you under their original licenses.

 

Oracle facilitates your further distribution of this package by adding the

Classpath Exception to the necessary parts of its GPLv2 code, which permits

you to use that code in combination with other independent modules not

licensed under the GPLv2. However, note that this would

 not permit you to

commingle code under an incompatible license with Oracle's GPLv2 licensed

code by, for example, cutting and pasting such code into a file also

containing Oracle's GPLv2 licensed code and then distributing the result.

 

Additionally, if you were to remove the Classpath Exception from any of the

files to which it applies and distribute the result, you would likely be

required to license some or all of the other code in that distribution under

the GPLv2 as well, and since the GPLv2 is incompatible with the license terms

of some items included in the distribution by Oracle, removing the Classpath

Exception could therefore effectively compromise your ability to further

distribute the package.

 

Failing to distribute notices associated with some files may also create

unexpected legal consequences.

 

Proceed with caution and we recommend that you obtain the advice of a lawyer

skilled in open source matters before removing the Classpath Exception or

making modifications

 to this package which may subsequently be redistributed

and/or involve the use of third party software.

## OASIS PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface v3.0

 

### OASIS PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface License

<pre>

 

Copyright  OASIS Open 2020. All Rights Reserved.

 

   All capitalized terms in the following text have the meanings

assigned to them in the OASIS Intellectual Property Rights Policy (the

"OASIS IPR Policy"). The full Policy may be found at the OASIS website:

[http://www.oasis-open.org/policies-guidelines/ipr]

 

   This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to

others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it or

assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published, and

distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any kind,

provided that the above copyright notice and this section are included

on all such copies and derivative works. However, this document itself

may not be modified in any way, including by removing the copyright

notice or references to OASIS, except as needed for the purpose of
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developing any

 document or deliverable produced by an OASIS Technical

Committee (in which case the rules applicable to copyrights, as set

forth in the OASIS IPR Policy, must be followed) or as required to

translate it into languages other than English.

 

   The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be

revoked by OASIS or its successors or assigns.

 

   This document and the information contained herein is provided on an

"AS IS" basis and OASIS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE

INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY OWNERSHIP RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. OASIS

AND ITS MEMBERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR ANY

PART THEREOF.

 

   [OASIS requests that any OASIS Party or any other party that

believes it has patent claims that would necessarily be infringed by

implementations

 of this OASIS Standards Final Deliverable, to notify

OASIS TC Administrator and provide an indication of its willingness to

grant patent licenses to such patent claims in a manner consistent with

the IPR Mode of the OASIS Technical Committee that produced this

deliverable.]

 

   [OASIS invites any party to contact the OASIS TC Administrator if it

is aware of a claim of ownership of any patent claims that would

necessarily be infringed by implementations of this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable by a patent holder that is not willing to provide a

license to such patent claims in a manner consistent with the IPR Mode

of the OASIS Technical Committee that produced this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable. OASIS may include such claims on its website, but

disclaims any obligation to do so.]

 

   [OASIS takes no position regarding the validity or scope of any

intellectual property or other rights that might be claimed to pertain

to the implementation or use of the technology

 described in this OASIS

Standards Final Deliverable or the extent to which any license under

such rights might or might not be available; neither does it represent

that it has made any effort to identify any such rights. Information on

OASIS' procedures with respect to rights in any document or deliverable

produced by an OASIS Technical Committee can be found on the OASIS

website. Copies of claims of rights made available for publication and

any assurances of licenses to be made available, or the result of an

attempt made to obtain a general license or permission for the use of
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such proprietary rights by implementers or users of this OASIS Standards

Final Deliverable, can be obtained from the OASIS TC Administrator.

OASIS makes no representation that any information or list of

intellectual property rights will at any time be complete, or that any

claims in such list are, in fact, Essential Claims.]

 

</pre>

## DOM Level 3 Core Specification v1.0

 

### W3C Software Notice

<pre>

Copyright  2004 World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University).

All Rights Reserved.

 

The DOM bindings are published under the W3C Software Copyright Notice and License.

The software license requires "Notice of any changes or modifications to the W3C

files, including the date changes were made." Consequently, modified versions of

the DOM bindings must document that they do not conform to the W3C standard; in the

case of the IDL definitions, the pragma prefix can no longer be 'w3c.org'; in the

case of the Java language binding, the package names can no longer be in the

'org.w3c' package.

</pre>

 

### W3C License

<pre>

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

 

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided

 by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee)

agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms

and conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee

or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL

copies of the software and documentation or portions thereof, including

modifications:

 

  1.The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

  redistributed or derivative work.

 

  2.Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and
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  conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be included

  (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body of any

  redistributed or derivative code.

 

  3.Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

  changes were made.

 (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

  which the code is derived.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY

THIRD PARTY PATENTS,COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR

DOCUMENTATION.  The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used

in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright in this software and any

associated documentation will at all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31

2002. This

 version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this

license can be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects

that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific

dated version of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use".

Otherwise, this version is the same as the previous version and is written so

as to preserve the Free Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility

and OSI's certification under the Open Source Definition. Please see our

Copyright FAQ for common questions about using materials from our site,

including specific terms and conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and

Jigsaw. Other questions about this notice can be directed to

site-policy@w3.org.

 

</pre>

## Cryptix AES v3.2.0

 

### Cryptix General License

<pre>

 

Cryptix General License

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2005 The Cryptix Foundation Limited.

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

 

OPENJDK ASSEMBLY EXCEPTION

 

The OpenJDK source code made available by Oracle America, Inc. (Oracle) at

openjdk.java.net ("OpenJDK Code") is distributed under the terms of the GNU

General Public License <http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html> version 2

only ("GPL2"), with the following clarification and special exception.

 

   Linking this OpenJDK Code statically or dynamically with other code

   is making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms

   and conditions of GPL2 cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, Oracle gives you permission to link this

   OpenJDK Code with certain code licensed by Oracle as indicated at

   http://openjdk.java.net/legal/exception-modules-2007-05-08.html

   ("Designated Exception Modules") to produce an executable,

   regardless of the license terms of the Designated Exception Modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under GPL2,

   provided that the Designated Exception Modules continue to be
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    governed by the licenses under which they were offered by Oracle.

 

As such, it allows licensees and sublicensees of Oracle's GPL2 OpenJDK Code

to build an executable that includes those portions of necessary code that

Oracle could not provide under GPL2 (or that Oracle has provided under GPL2

with the Classpath exception).  If you modify or add to the OpenJDK code,

that new GPL2 code may still be combined with Designated Exception Modules

if the new code is made subject to this exception by its copyright holder.

## International Components for Unicode (ICU4J) v60.2

 

### ICU4J License

 

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the

directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

 

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT,

 AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2018 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation
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(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission

 notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

```

## jopt-simple v5.0.4

 

### MIT License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2015 Paul R. Holser, Jr.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

 OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## Independent JPEG Group: JPEG release 6b

 

### JPEG License

<pre>

 

Must reproduce following license in documentation and/or other materials

provided with distribution:

 

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS",

and you, its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee,

subject to these conditions:

 

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed,

then this README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty

notice unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original

files must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

 

(2)

 If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying documentation

must state that "this software is based in part on the work of the

Independent JPEG Group".

 

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived
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from it.  This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG

Group's software".

 

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis

of commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.

 

 

ansi2knr.c is included in this

 distribution by permission of L. Peter Deutsch,

sole proprietor of its copyright holder, Aladdin Enterprises of Menlo Park, CA.

ansi2knr.c is NOT covered by the above copyright and conditions, but instead

by the usual distribution terms of the Free Software Foundation; principally,

that you must include source code if you redistribute it.

(See the file ansi2knr.c for full details.)  However, since ansi2knr.c is

not needed as part of any program generated from the IJG code, this does not

limit you more than the foregoing paragraphs do.

 

The Unix configuration script "configure" was produced with GNU Autoconf.

It is copyright by the Free Software Foundation but is freely distributable.

The same holds for its supporting scripts (config.guess, config.sub,

ltconfig, ltmain.sh).  Another support script, install-sh, is copyright

by M.I.T. but is also freely distributable.

 

It appears that the arithmetic coding option of the JPEG spec is covered

by patents owned by IBM, AT&T, and Mitsubishi.

  Hence arithmetic coding

cannot legally be used without obtaining one or more licenses.  For this

reason, support for arithmetic coding has been removed from the free

JPEG software. (Since arithmetic coding provides only a marginal gain

over the unpatented Huffman mode, it is unlikely that very many

implementations will support it.) So far as we are aware, there are

no patent restrictions on the remaining code.

 

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files.

To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support

has been removed altogether, and the GIF writer has been simplified to

produce "uncompressed GIFs".  This technique does not use the LZW algorithm;

the resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all

standard GIF decoders.

 

We are required to state that "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is

the Copyright property of CompuServe Incorporated.  GIF(sm) is a

Service Mark property of CompuServe Incorporated."

 

</pre>

## Apache Xalan v2.7.2
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### Apache Xalan Notice

<pre>

 

==================================================================================

====

   ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of the Apache License, Version 2.0, ==

   ==  in this case for the Apache Xalan distribution.                                 ==

==================================================================================

====

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Specifically, we only include the XSLTC portion of the source from the Xalan distribution.

  The Xalan project has two processors: an interpretive one (Xalan Interpretive) and a

  compiled one (The XSLT Compiler (XSLTC)). We *only* use the XSLTC part of Xalan; We use

  the source from the packages that are part of the XSLTC sources.

 

  Portions of this software was originally based on the following:

 

    - software copyright (c) 1999-2002, Lotus Development Corporation.,

 http://www.lotus.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2001-2002, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2003, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Ovidiu Predescu (ovidiu@cup.hp.com) on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation and was originally developed at Hewlett Packard Company.

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control,
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 are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made

 available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright

 owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare

 Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement,

 then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative
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 Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement

 to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing

 the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including

 any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted

 against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to
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 in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

 

JLEX COPYRIGHT NOTICE, LICENSE AND DISCLAIMER.

Copyright 1996-2003 by Elliot Joel Berk and C. Scott Ananian

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty

disclaimer appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of

the authors or their employers not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written

prior permission.

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability

 and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever

resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of

contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in

connection with the use or performance of this software.The portions of

JLex output which are hard-coded into the JLex source code are (naturally)

covered by this same license.

 

</pre>

## JRuby Joni v2.1.16

 

### MIT License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2017 JRuby Team

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING

 FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## GIFLIB v5.2.1

 

### GIFLIB License

```

 

The GIFLIB distribution is Copyright (c) 1997  Eric S. Raymond

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

 TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

https://sourceforge.net/p/giflib/code/ci/master/tree/openbsd-reallocarray.c

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Otto Moerbeek <otto@drijf.net>

SPDX-License-Identifier: MIT

## CUP Parser Generator for Java v 0.11b

 

### CUP Parser Generator License

 

```

Copyright 1996-2015 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian, Michael Petter

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided
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that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both

the copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer

appear in supporting documentation, and that the names of the authors or

their employers not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

 

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness. In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever

resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether

 in an action of

contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in

connection with the use or performance of this software.

```

---

```

This is an open source license. It is also GPL-Compatible (see entry for

"Standard ML of New Jersey"). The portions of CUP output which are hard-coded

into the CUP source code are (naturally) covered by this same license, as is

the CUP runtime code linked with the generated parser.

```

 

All images in this directory are copyright 1995 by Jeff Dinkins.

Unauthorized reproduction is prohibited.

 

For more information about Jeff's photographs, please see:

     http://www.theFixx.org/Jeff

## libpng v1.6.37

 

### libpng License

<pre>

 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2019 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

* Copyright (c) 2018-2019 Cosmin Truta.

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and
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non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of

 such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and

 are distributed according to the same

disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our
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   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20,

 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined

 as the following set of individuals:

 

   Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner
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The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright

 notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

 

</pre>

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is
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covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

 you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also,

 for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

 distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any
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derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided

 that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to

 be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable
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sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its

 terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections

 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source

 code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)
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of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute

 the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically

 receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you,

 then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make

 thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the

 terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE
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STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS"

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How

 to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

    ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
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   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something

 other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following

 clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.
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   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module

 which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

## Apache Commons Byte Code Engineering Library (BCEL) Version 6.5.0

 

### Apache Commons BCEL Notice

<pre>

 

   Apache Commons BCEL

   Copyright 2004-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

   This product includes software developed at

   The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

</pre>

 

### Apache 2.0 License

<pre>

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity.

 For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is

 included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any

 form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense,

 and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for

 that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution

 notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms

 and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE

 file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages

 of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty

 or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

 IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.
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</pre>

## Unicode Common Local Data Repository (CLDR) v33

 

### CLDR License

 

```

 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the

directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

 

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/,

http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT,

 AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2018 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies
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of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission

 notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

```

## Dynalink v.5

 

### Dynalink License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2013, Attila Szegedi

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN

 NO EVENT SHALL COPYRIGHT HOLDER

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
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SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>

The copyrights in this software and any visual or audio work distributed with

the software belong to Azul Systems, Inc. and those included in all other notice

files either listed in the readme file or contained in any other included notice

files with this distribution. All rights are reserved. Installation of this

software and any Azul software bundled with or derived from this software is

licensed only in accordance with these terms.

 

Provided you have not received the software directly from Azul and have already

agreed to the terms of a separate license agreement, by installing, using or

distributing this software you, on your own behalf and on behalf of your

employer or principal, agree to be bound by these terms. If you do not agree to

any of these terms, you may not use, copy, transmit, distribute nor install this

software.

 

The software is developed and owned by Azul and/or any of its affiliates,

subsidiaries or respective suppliers and licensors. The software also includes

certain

 software components and materials ("Open Source Materials") of third

parties ("Third Party Licensors") licensed under certain licenses ("Open Source

Licenses").

 

Nothing in this Agreement limits your rights under, or grants you rights that

supersede the terms and conditions of any applicable Open Source Licenses.

You must review the Open Source Licenses located at

http://www.azulsystems.com/license/zulu_third_party_licenses.html

to understand your rights under them. In the event that no such third party

license agreements exist, the restrictions contained in this Agreement shall

apply.

 

With respect to the Open Source Licenses the following shall apply:

 

 1) You hereby acknowledge and agree that you will be licensing any Open Source

 Materials directly from the applicable Third Party Licensors including the

 right to use such Third Party Materials in connection with the software

 

 2) In the event of any inconsistencies or conflicting provisions of the Open

 Source Licenses and the

 provisions of this Agreement, the provisions of the

 Open Source Licenses shall prevail.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY AZUL "AS-IS" AND WITHOUT EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL AZUL

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICE, LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION,

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

## Mesa 3-D Graphics Library v21.0.3

 

### Mesa License

 

```

Copyright (C) 1999-2007  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Attention, Contributors

 

When contributing to the Mesa project you must agree to the licensing terms

of the component to which you're contributing.

The following section lists the primary components of the Mesa distribution

and their respective licenses.

Mesa Component Licenses

 

 

 

Component         Location               License

------------------------------------------------------------------

Main Mesa code    src/mesa/              MIT

Device drivers    src/mesa/drivers/*     MIT, generally
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Gallium code      src/gallium/           MIT

 

Ext headers       GL/glext.h             Khronos

                 GL/glxext.h            Khronos

                 GL/wglext.h            Khronos

                 KHR/khrplatform.h      Khronos

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/GL/gl.h :

 

 

Mesa 3-D

 graphics library

 

Copyright (C) 1999-2006  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

Copyright (C) 2009  VMware, Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

 OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/GL/glext.h

include/GL/glxext.h

include/GL/wglxext.h :

 

 

Copyright (c) 2013 - 2018 The Khronos Group Inc.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT

 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

*****************************************************************************

 

----

include/KHR/khrplatform.h :

 

Copyright (c) 2008 - 2018 The Khronos Group Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do

 so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

 

*****************************************************************************
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```

## Mozilla Public Suffix List

 

### Public Suffix Notice

```

You are receiving a copy of the Mozilla Public Suffix List in the following

file: <java-home>/lib/security/public_suffix_list.dat. The terms of the

Oracle license do NOT apply to this file; it is licensed under the

Mozilla Public License 2.0, separately from the Oracle programs you receive.

If you do not wish to use the Public Suffix List, you may remove the

<java-home>/lib/security/public_suffix_list.dat file.

 

The Source Code of this file is available under the

Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0 and is located at

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/publicsuffix/list/3c213aab32b3c014f171b1673d4ce9b5cd72bf1c/public_suffix_li

st.dat.

If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, you can obtain one

at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

for the specific language governing rights and limitations

 under the License.

```

 

### MPL v2.0

```

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code
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   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered

 Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent

 claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.
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1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect,

 to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for

 each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under
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this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section

 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------
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3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms

 of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3.

 Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known
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 factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must:

 (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from

 a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent
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infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*

                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

* 

 essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

 character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *
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*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts

 of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License.

 Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions
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If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

  This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at https://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

```

## Little Color Management System (LCMS) v2.12

 

### LCMS License

<pre>

 

Little Color Management System

Copyright (c) 1998-2020 Marti Maria Saguer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software
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is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO

THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

</pre>

## ASM Bytecode Manipulation Framework v6.0

 

### ASM License

<pre>

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 France Tlcom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

</pre>
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